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PEEFACE

No apology will be needed for the publication of a book devoted

to an account of the ' Village Communities ' as found in the

several provinces of India. In this department, at any rate,

there is a distinctly vacant place. But an apology is very

much needed for the imperfect manner in which the attempt to

supply the want has now been made. That there are mistakes

of detail I cannot but fear ; that there are other defects will be

only too evident. But the errors will at least be such as admit

of ready correction by superior knowledge.

There is another matter for apology. The accounts of the

Indian village which have hitherto appeared are either brief

and generalised, or they represent an ideal rather than an actual

form of the institution. There has been no means of testing

such accounts ; and it is small wonder that a particular theory

of the Indian village has become accepted—and, indeed, some-

times taken for granted—by the ablest authors when discussing

the rules of Hindu law, or tracing the history of institutions.

It is impossible for any later writer wishing to give a faithful

account of village-tenures to avoid pointing out the errors which

an abstract and unified conception of ' tlie village ' can hardly

fail to produce. But, to borrow a phrase of Professor Ashley's,

' the piety of the disciple takes a controversial form ' solely with

regard to this theory of Indian villages ; and he intends neither

to undervalue the works alluded to nor to show any want of

respect for their authors.
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#, Finally, I cannot but anticipate that one class of readers

may be inclined to reproach me with not having more explicitly

pronounced a judgment, if it is only a provisional one, on the

facts set out. But, in truth, the present state of the question

seems to me to be such that a contribution to the materials for

a decision, will be more useful than any deductions which I

could formulate.

Whatever conclusions have hitherto been drawn from the

phenomena of the Indian village have proceeded, almost un-

avoidably, from a slender basis of fact ; they have been drawn,

too, in disregard of a number of circumstances, the importance

of which in forming a just opinion will be obvious as soon as

those circumstances are explained. I confess, therefore, to

have felt more concerned about marshalling the facts of the

case and setting forth the conditions under which those facts

are found, than with elaborating arguments and conclusions.

Nevertheless, the book will, I venture to think, bring out with

tolerable distinctness the view that the 'joint-village' of India

is not the universal or the most ancient form ; and that the

common-holding of land (where it is not the result of some

special voluntary association) is traceable only among the

superior tenures of the Hindu-Aryans and the later tribes who

settled in Northern or Upper India. Or, if I may state the

matter somewhat more particularly, that the so-called joint-

village followed, and did not precede, the village of separate

holdings ; and that in those cases where it represents a section

of a tribal or clan territory, it derives a rather delusive appear-

ance of being held ' in common ' from certain features of clan

life and union ; while in the very numerous cases in which it is

a small estate connected with an individual founder, the joint-

ownership depends solely ^ on the existence of the ' joint-family '

—

^ That is, allowing (as above) for certain cases where a group of colo-

nists or others has been formed by voluntary association and has culti-

vated on a joint-stock principle—a matter which has obviously nothing
,

to do with ' archaic ' custom.
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i.e. on the law or custom of the joint-inheritance of a number
of co-heirs in succession to an original founder or acquirer.

How and when the joint-inheritance and the joint-family came
to be invented may be a difficult question ; but if the idea of

the joint-family is not primitive, nor found among all tribes or

races, and is rather the s^Decial creation of the developed ' Hindu '

law and custom as such, and if it is only found among other

tribes after more or less contact with Hindu-Aryans, then the

joint-village cannot be demonstrably a primitive, still less a

once universal, form of land-holding.

B. H. BADEN-POWELL.

Oxford : SciJtemher 1896.
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Errata

Page 136, line 24
; for Ahom read Ahom

„ 153, line 25 ; for The Ho adds Munda read The Ho and

Munda
177, note {his)

; for Kanara read Kanara

187, note 1 ; for Khsatriyd read Ksliatriya

210 (note), 219, 283; /or Dakhan read Dakhan
279, line 28

; for majra read majra

287, 311, &c.; the more correct name of the clan seems to be

Candel not Cdndel.
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NOTE ON THE SPELLING OF ORIENTAL WORDS
Teclinical terms in the Indian languages are printed in italic

letters and transliterated, as far as possible, on tlie system used by

tbe Royal Asiatic Society.

The reader not acquainted with any Indian dialect will have no

difficulty in pronouncing the words if he gives the contmental sound

to the vowels ; or comparing them with English words :

—

a—a, as the u in ' cut '—the a in 'father.'' The sound of

English a in ' flat ' is unknown to any Indian language.

i—i, as 'pit '
—

'peat.'

u—u, as ' pull '
—

' pool.'

—always full, as in ' depot.'

e—always as the ' ay ' in ' hay ' ;
' ai ' as the ' i ' in ' fire ' ;

* au

'

as the * ou ' in ' bough '
:

' y ' is always a consonant.

Of the consonants, it is hardly necessary to say anything for the

English reader, except to notice that the ' g ' is always hard ; and

that the 'j ' is employed with its usual (English) sound. The

inverted comma or apostrophe indicates the Arabic 'aiii ; and the

two forms of the Arabic kdf are distinguished, as ' k ' and ' q ' (in

the latter case without the conventional ' u ' added). The kh and

gh (underlined) indicate the gutturals ; n in a final syllable indi-

cates the nasal pronunciation. ' Th,' it may conveniently be added,

is never sibilant (either as in 'thin' or 'this') in any Indian

dialect ; Mt is ' t ' with an added aspirate. I may call attention to

the c, which=ch, and saves the awkwardness of writing Hindi

forms when the letter is both aspirated and reduplicated, as often

is the case. In familiar words printed in ordinary type, I have

retained the ' ch,' as there it seems more natural.

I have used a modified spelling for the common words raiyat

(raHyat), Tdluqddr (Ta'alluqddr), and mauza (mauza^). Indeed,

when these words are written in any dialect that does not use the

Persi-Arabic alphabet, they are actually so spelt (very nearly).

When necessary to indicate the language or dialect, an initial

has been added in brackets : S= Sanskrit, H=Hindi, M=Marathi,

A= Arabic, P=Persian, Tam= Tamil, Tel=Telugu, Karn=Kan-

arese, or the Karnata language.

1 It may be in Burmese ; and, though it is frequent and varied in classical

Arabic, it is not so sounded in Indian use.
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CHAPTER I

THE INDIAN VILLAGE AND ITS FORMS IN GENERAL

Section I.

—

The commonly received View of

Village-tenures

It may safely be assumed that the term ' Indian Village Com-
munity' will not sound strange or unintelligible to English

readers. As to the meaning which the term conveys, it is not

so easy to feel confident. Our standard histories of India usually

present us with a picture (more or less detailed) of what ' the

Indian village,' as an institution, is; and some of the passages

in which these accounts are contained have, not undeservedly,

become almost classical. We also, at the present day, instinc-

tively connect the idea of ' village community ' with that of a

survival of ancient forms of common ownership of land, a sur-

vival which the intense conservatism of Eastern countries has

made possible. There is no one book, as far as I am aware,

that, dealing chiefly or solely with village-tenures, contains the

collected evidence regarding the details of their history and their

varied forms ; it is not surprising, therefore, that such knowledge
of the subject as has become current is of a highly generalised

and often theoretical character.

It may be useful to recount briefly what is usuafly held

regarding Indian villages, and see how far we can accept familiar

ideas as a groundwork for a more detailed examination of the

subject. It is understood, to begin with, that the country dis-

B
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tricts are almost everywhere divided up into groups of holdings

which, for want of a better name, are called ^ villages ' or

' townships.' Here and there, and sometimes throughout whole

provinces, it is remembered, the ownership of ' villages ' has

been absorbed by the growth of a wider landlord interest, as, ejj.,

in Bengal, and Oudh, and part of Madras. In these cases the

superior tenure has overshadowed the villages, and they have

become mere groups of tenants, or have always been so, being

located by the landlord himself Otherwise, the villages are

independent, and represent, in fact, the primary form of land-

ownership in general, and as such, constitute the chief agricul-

tural feature of numerous ' districts.' ^ If for a moment I may
illustrate the general state of things with reference to familiar

English institutions, without unduly implying any connection

between the institutions themselves, I might say that in

some cases villages have been swallowed up in great ^ manors,'

under the lords of them ; and in this case the village-organisation

has often decayed. In other cases the villages have escaped

being so absorbed, either because no ' lord ' has arisen over them,

or because such lords as once possessed them have disappeared,

being destroyed by war or stress of times ; or, more curiously

still, because such villages have become little ' manors ' of them-

selves ; the lordship that has grown up has either been conter-

minous with the village, or has broken up into a number of

fragments which are ' villages.' In all the latter cases we have

' villages ' as the independent elements of the agricultural sys-

tem, with no ' lord' over them except the state or the ruler.

So far,^ the general idea is quite in correspondence with

the reality of things. But when it is further inquired what is

understood to be the nature of the ' v'Rage-community ' or

* township,' it will probably be most frequently answered that

the village, though existing in some variety of form, approxi-

mates in general to a single type, of which the important

^ The ' District ' (sometimes called Collectorate) is the administrative

unit into which each province is divided. In some respects it answers

to the ' county ' in England. See my SJiort Account of the Land Revenue

Sc. of British India (Clarendon Press, 1894, p. 22).

2 And allowing for cases where, owing to physical conditions, village

-

groups are not formed at all.
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feature is that there is some kind of ' holding in common ' of the

village area, either still surviving at the present day, or which

existed in former times. The village is further supposed to

consist of the group of connected families which probably once

acknowledged blood-relationship, but now, having lost the recol-

lection of it, is only held together hi/ the land occupied in com-

mon. For this reason the term ' village community ' as applied

to India has been generally taken to imply not only a local

group of landholders, but something of a communistic type as

regards the property in land. Some writers also have made use

of such terms as ' rural communes ' or ' village corporations '

—

terms which we may allow to pass, though they can only be used

by way of a rather loose analogy.

At this point the popular theory becomes, I fear, open to

several objections. The most serious is that it generalises in a

way which is not warrantable ; it ignores the fact that, even

taking the widest possible view of the subject, two types of vil-

lage must be recognised—one that has, and one that has not,

any appearance of joint or common ownership. In the latter

type, which for convenience we call the raiyatwdri, there is no

evidence that the holdings were ever otherwise than separate

and independent. But even in the ' joint ' type, it is almost

equally important not to confuse the whole of the villages to-

gether, but to recognise the very different principles or bases

of union which exist : the joint-village on a trihcd basis is very

different from that which depends on succession of joint heirs to

an hidividual founder, and that, again, is different from the group

formed by families on no tribal and no aristocratic basis, or on

voluntary association. The whole argument of this book is not

so much to throw doubt on the general idea of early communal

ownership, as to insist on the specific facts of Indian village

history, and to the qualified sense in which such collective owner-

ship as is deemed predicable can be asserted. It is especially

necessary to point out that in all cases the collective ownership

has nothing to do with any social community of goods ; it is a

question of some bond of union among conquering and superior

tribes, or among a family proud of its descent from some aristo-

cratic founder.

Even so preliminary and general a criticism of the usually
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received theory of Indian villages may be open to the objection

that it also calls in question to some extent the general conclu-

sions which have the authority of the late Sir H. S. Maine.

May I say once for all, that in respect and admiration for the

author of the Early History of Instihitions, and of the Village

Communities^ I yield to no one ? But it seems to me that the

author himself would have been the very last to hold that no

modification of his theory was ever possible. The results arrived

at in these well-known works are professedly only probable

conclusions from such evidence as the writer had before him at

the time, and which he certainly did not regard as complete.

It can hardly be doubted that the information available when

Sir H. S. Maine wrote was very far from being what it has

since become. None of the reports on the Panjab frontier tribal-

villages were written—or at least were available in print ; and

the greater part of the best Settlement Eeports of the North-

West Provinces, Oudh and the Panjab, are dated in years

subsequent to the publication of Villarie Communities. Further,

the Settlement Reports of the Central Provinces, the District

Manuals of Southern India, and the Survey Reports and

Gazetteers of the Bombay districts, were many of them not

written, and the others were hardly known beyond the confines

of those presidencies. In this fact I find the explanation of the

total omission in Sir H. S. Maine's pages of any specific mention

of the raiyatwdri form of village, and the little notice he takes

of the tribal or clan constitution of Indian races in general, and

ot* the frontier tribal villages in the Panjab.^

If, however, it has become necessary to modify our concep-

tion of collective-ownership as applied to Indian villages, and

to recast some other conclusions, this modification will in no

respect suggest any diminution of the value and authority of the

works alluded to. They will still continue to be our lasting

possessions not only as models of lucid exposition, but as per-

^ This is the more remarkable because Sect. III. in the Early Insti-

tutions deals with the clan and kinship ; but the author evidently had

seen nothing directly to connect the clan and the village in Upper India ;

he turns away to suppose the village-group to belong to a stage when kin-

ship is largely forgotten and when the land (always supposed to be held

in common) is the chief bond of union.
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manent guides to scientific method in tlie collection and use of

materials. Indeed, it is not too much to say that we owe to

Sir H. S. Maine's invaluable pioneer work the very possibility

of further advance ; since his work has constantly suggested the

lines of inquiry which our later detailed reports have pursued.

But some readers may further be disposed to regard the

Indian case as necessarily concluded by a general verdict on the

European evidence as to archaic common ownership of land. It

would be quite beyond my scope to discuss the wide question ot

early 'collective ownership' as a universal phenomenon of

ancient times ; but more than one of the hitherto received proofs

or instances has of late years been rendered at least question-

able owing to the re-examination of texts and documents ;
and

some cases of apparent common-holding supposed to be ancient

have turned out to be comparatively modern, or to be explainable

on other principles. I would not, however, venture to approach

the subject, except for the one reason that if it is really the fact

that in all the countries of the West ownership of land ' in

common ' was a recognised feature in a certain (archaic) stage

of social progress, then, no doubt, it might afford an a imorl

reason, inclining us to believe that the Indian evidence must

support a similar conclusion in the East. But I submit that

under the circumstances of doubt that exist as to the European

phenomena, the Indian case may with advantage be dealt with

on its own merits, and without any predisposition one way or

the other.

At any rate, I think that we have every right to insist that

the distinct existence of a type of Indian village in which

' ownership in common ' cannot be proved to be a feature either

of the past or present should be duly acknowledged ;
and that

it is hardly possible to appeal to ' the Indian village community

'

as evidence in any general question of archaic land-custom or of

economic science, if we first obtain a. single type by leaving out

of view the wide area of country which furnishes divergent

forms or features. And further, when the details of the history

of the Northern Indian villages are so much better known, it

becomes imperative to give due weight to the fundamental

differences of structure and origin which exist among the 'joint
'

villages themselves ; for these differences must largely afiect the
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sense in which we predicate ' holding in common ' or ' collective

ownership ' of any or all of them.

In the first place, then, in deprecating the absence of all

acknowledgment of two broad types of village in India, I think

that I do not misrepresent the opinions actually expressed by

Sir H. S. Maine when I conclude that distinctive evidence re-

garding one type of village was not before him—that type which

I have called the raiyatiudri village, in which the separate

holders (or raiyai), whatever spirit of union they may have pos-

sessed, never represented co-sharers in a unit estate nor ac-

knowledged any form of common ownership.^

The following passages appear to me to be conclusive on the

subject. ' Over the greater part of the country,' writes Sir H.

Maine,^ ' the village community has not been absorbed in any

larger collection or lost in a territorial area of wider extent.

For fiscal and legal purposes it is the jproprietary unit of large and

]}opulous ]jrovinces' (the italics here and elsewhere are mine).

This may indeed be understood to allow that other provinces may
exhibit some difierences ; but there is no hint that any such

difierences may involve a distinction in principle, as they really

do. And in another passage in which the author emphasises

his desire to recognise considerable variety, it is still evident

that it is only variety within the general lines ofcommon holding

;

it does not extend to distinguishing or accounting for the

raiyatwdri principle. ' In the account of the Indian cultivating

group which follows,' he says, ' you will understand that I con-

fine myself to fundamental points, and, further, that I am at-

tempting to describe a typical form to tvhich the village communi-

ties ai^pear to me on the evidence I have seen to ajjj^roximate,

rather than a model to which all existing groups called by the

name can be exactly fitted.' ^ This unity of general type indeed

necessarily follows from the way in which collective ownership

is assumed to be universal as a primary stage. And the general

type is accordingly presented of a group of persons not only

connected (really or by a fiction) by common descent, but who

^ The word raiyat, sometimes written phonetically ryot, is (correctly)

the Arabic ra'^'iyat, and means ' subject,' ' protected,' &c. ; hence any land-

holder subject to the Crown or to a landlord.

2 Vill. Comm. pp. 12, IB, ^ Ibid. p. 107.
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also own tlie land in common or collectively. This typical com-

munity is distinguished by the absence, originally, of any one

headman superior to the rest, the co-sharers being represented

by a council of heads of families or houses. Eecognising also

that there often are inferiors and dependents (tenants) included

in the village group, the author considers that these also formed

part of the ' brotherhood.' ^ The brotherhood, in fact, forms a

kind of ' hierarchy,' the degrees of which are determined by

the order in which the various sets of cultivating families have

amalgamated with the community.^

In another place the author, speaking of ideas of ownership

in land as prevalent in India generally, remarks that ownership

was understood, 'but joint ownership by bodies of men was the

rule, several ownership by individuals the exception.' -^ And

in an interesting passage in the Earhj History of Institutions,

the village group in general is traced to some form of expan-

sion of the single family, in which the sense of common descent

is gradually lost, and ' the assemblage of cultivators is held

together solely by the land which they till in common.' In

India, even where division of the culturable holdings has intro-

duced separate ownership, and the waste only is held in common,

the Indian village community is a hody ofmen held together hy the

land that they occupy

^

Now, such a general typical description cannot be applied at

all to one class, and that by far the largest, of Indian villages.

The form of village of which it is to a great extent a true repre-

sentation is confined to India north of the Vindhyan Hill series

—i.e. to the Panjab, the North-West Provinces, and Oudh.

probably in former times including the northern part of Bengal

known as Bihar. A few villages of the same kind are found in

Upper Western India (Gujarat), and there are wide-spread

^ Vill. Comm. pp. 123, 175, and compare p. 179, where some interesting

remarks are made on the position of the grain-dealer in the village.

- Ibid. pp. 176, 177. This is something quite different from there being

merely different grades of social rank in the village, such as landlord,

tenant, farm-labourer, low-caste menial, &c. ; it is something witliin a

general ' brotherhood.'

^ Ibid. p. 222.

* Early History of Institutions, pp. 77-82. (The italics in all these

passages are mine.)
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traces of formerly existing shared (or landlord) village estates in

the Dakhan and in certain parts of South India. But, broadly

speaking, this form of village was never universal : it always

implies, as I have said already, the growth of some individual

overlordship or some settlement of conquering clans or expansion

of families with their own notions of equal right and superiority

to inferior races : it never extended generally over the greater

part of Eastern, Central. Western and Southern India.

A better idea will be formed about the relative importance of

the areas in which the joint and the raiyahvdri villages respec-

tively are the prevalent kinds, if we set down the Provinces, with

their area and population.

!
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—my observations must be reserved to a later stage. Before any

remarks on the subject would be intelligible it will be necessary

to consider a number of other matters. It will be desirable,

therefore, at once to present the reader with a sketch which aims

at placing before him the two forms of village in contrast. It is

easy to describe the raiijatwdri village, because in the nature of

things its form is one : more difficult is it to sketch the other

type, because its forms are several—that is to say, putting aside

minor modifications in details of internal constitution, there are

some fundamental distinctions which co-exist with a certain

outward appearance of uniformity.

Without further prelude, however, the attempt to present

each type of village in its proper character m.ust be made.

Sectiox II.

—

The Two Forms of Village-tenure

A. The Raiyat'ivdri Village

In this form of village, so widely prevalent, the group of

holdings in no sense forms a ' proprietary unit
;

' and the term

' community ' is properly applied to the group of landholders

only so long as it is employed to indicate the connection which

a group of cultivators must have when located in one place,

bound by certain customs, with certain interests in common, and

possessing within the circle of their village the means of local

government, and of satisfying the wants of life without much

reference to neighbouring villages.

It is quite possible that when the first Dravidian and other

tribesmen formed villages on this pattern, there was some

general idea of tribal union, and that every member of the clan

was entitled to receive an allotment sufficient for his wants ; but

there is no trace of any common holding of the land occupied
;

the several portions of the village are allotted or taken up

severally, and are enjoyed quite independently from the first. I

make this allusion to the clan or tribe, because in the countries

marked by the prevalence of villages of this type we are almost^

always able to note evidences of a tribal stage of society which

will be described in due course. There were clan-divisions of

territory, containing a number of villages, each under its own

headman or chief, who was a natural and essential part of the
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institution. This alone places this form of village in contrast

with the other form, in which, as Sir H. S. Maine has promi-

nently remarked, the ' headman ' is not originally a feature of the

constitution. It may be concluded with reference to any possible

numbers of the earliest agricultural tribes, as well as to the

immense area of the country, that the villages were at first

scattered over the jungle-clad plains at considerable distances

apart, but within certain general boundaries of clan-territory.

Each village group contained a number of household or family

holdings, the holdings being larger or smaller as the means and

the requirements of each suggested. In the oldest customs we

shall find special allotments of land reserved in each village for

the chief, for the worship of the deity, and so forth ; but there

is no community of interest in the cultivated lots.

The cultivated area is naturally surrounded by waste and

woodland, which may extend for some distance before the

' sphere ' of another village is reached. We have no evidence,

as far as I can discover, of any formal tribal or other procedure

for allotting the several village areas within the territory occupied

by the tribe or clan. The area available for tillage was very

large in proportion to existing tribal numbers ; and the naturally

connected groups of families could settle where they pleased

within the general area recognised as belongiug to their clan.

As the headman or chief of each village was always an important

personage, it was doubtless by his influence that the site for

clearing and settlement was selected ; and several neighbouring

headmen in consultation could prevent any clashing of interests,

even if such occurred, which is not likely.^ Under the influence

of established custom—that potent factor in Indian affairs—we

find in later times that the headman regulated subsequent

extensions of the cultivation and disposed of disputes about the

occupation of fresh lands. When a Eaja was (perhaps in still

later days) established, it was always understood that there was

no appropriation of waste land without permission, though in

practice such appropriation was often tacitly allowed, and indeed

^ I am alludmg, of course, to the earliest agricultural villages founded

by the original settlers, who could hardly have found any human enemies,

but must have found the available area enormously in excess of any pos-

sible requirements.
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freely encouraged ; for the early State authorities were only too

glad to see more land cultivated, because the King's revenue

share of the produce, which was from very early times his chief

resource, was thereby increased.

Thus, the waste adjoining the village was not the ' common

property ' of the village, any more than it is at the present day.

And consequently in early times the boundaries between village

and village were rarely, if ever, defined. It was only if one

village was at enmity with the next that some definition of

' spheres ' would be made. There is reason to believe that only

the claii territories were more definitely demarcated, and that

encroachments on these would have led to resistance. I have

been told of cases among the Assam clans, where one group

would turn out in war array to prevent a neighbouring group

trespassing on their grounds. This is in the hill country, where

each group-area consists of a large tract of 'jungle ' and only a

certain part of it is taken in hand at a time, by reason of the

practice of shifting cultivation.^

It is only reasonable to suppose that from the earliest times

of tribal settlement the several tribal or clan areas were

jealously guarded. But a general sense of right of some kind

over a given neighbourhood is quite consistent with very vague

ideas of actual ownership ; and there is not the smallest reason

to believe that in any early non-Aryan village the adjacent

waste was ever regarded as a definite property available for

partition at the option of the resident group of cultivators ; nor

was it supposed that each man had a right to an area of waste

proportioned to his arable holding, or any other share such as is

always recognised in case of the waste belonging to joint or

landlord villages. All traces of early custom show the villages

just in the same condition in this respect as raiyatwdri villages

of to-day. It should be remembered that the waste was always

used for grazing, and that hay-fields "" and hay-cutting are still

generally unknown ;
^ hence there would be no need for dividing

1 This is described at p. 53, j^ost.

~ In the hiUs between Simla and the plains, where there is no forest

but a large expanse of hill-side which does produce hay, there is an excep-

tional custom of marking out the area into ' doles ' or strips (gJiiism),

which are allotted among the landholders ; and the area is only used for
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grass lands into ' doles ' for hay, as in the English village of

former days. Hence, too, there would be no opportunity for a

sense of ownership to develop. It is doubtless this absence of

definite claim to anything beyond the appropriated and cleared

holding that made it so easy for the first rulers to assume their

(very ancient) right to the waste. But wherever a village was

made over by a Eaja, who of course professed to assign the

State-rights only, to some courtier or other grantee, the latter

im^mediately seized on the adjacent ivaste as one of the most

useful parts of his grant, and cultivated it, as far as the neces-

sary area for grazing, &c., permitted, for his own profit.

So little was the waste adjacent to the old raiyatwdri vil-

lages deemed a ' property,' and so rarely was it demarcated,

that in the Revenue-settlement arrangements of the Mughal

Emperors, or possibly at a still earlier time, it was sometimes

necessary to define the limit of waste attached for grazing or

other uses to a village ; and this process was effected by the

primitive expedient of sending the village watchman to stand

on the edge of the cultivated fields and shout. The waste re-

served to the village use was then held to extend as far as his

voice could be heard.

^

common grazmg when the hay is cut. These lands are not the property

of the hamlets, and pay dues to the Eaja. I do not know of any instance

in the plains where artificial cultivation of grass is resorted to. No doubt

there are places where the natural grass, which springs up chiefly during

the rainy season, is subject to a certain customary protection before grazing

or grass-cutting is allowed. But, speaking generally, hay-culture is un-

known.
^ It is curious to note that the origin of the familiar Indian measure

of length, the Ms (2 hos = 3 miles), is in this rough method of estimating

distance. The word Jcos (kroga) meant the distance to which a voice

would reach {J. B. As. Soc. April 1894, p. 238 ; and for an illustration

see the paper on the Burmese version of the Sdma Jdtaka in the same

number, p. 222). The indefinite length was gradually converted into a

fixed measure by substituting a given number of danda, or poles, of four

cubits each. In the Aym-i-Ahhari (Jarrett's Trans, ii. 414) there is

an elaborate accoimt of the imperial Tiroh or hos. In Hmiter's Bengal

Becords, i. 87, there is an interesting notice of the subject; but the

learned author is perhaps only speaking generally when he calls the waste

within earshot the joint property oi the resident husbandmen (in Bengal).

It was only when a village was made over to a grantee that the waste was
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So much regarding the -waste area. As to the residence of

the landholders, a central village site is usually established

within the group of arable lands. But circumstances may
cause outlying hamlets to exist also. In this village-site the

headman (called pcltel in Central India, but there are many
other local titles) had a residence larger and better built than
the others. In the Central Provinces the headman's residence

is often spoken of as the garlii, or fort ; and in former days,

at any rate, it was large enough to afford accommodation for

the whole of his family and its dependents. Instances have
occurred where the headman made his house a veritable fort of
refuge, and defended his village against marauders or the attacks

of enemies.^

It is sometimes stated that the headman was at first the
nominee of the ruler, and that the office became hereditary.^ This
is certainly not the case

; the hereditary headman is a distinctly

original feature, and is traceable to old tribal times. But it was
inevitable when the plan of taking a revenue by means of a
share of the produce was introduced, and some kind of public
administration was organised, that the ruler should enlist the
efforts of the headman on the side of the State and recoo-nise his

office and give him some additional privileges. As a matter of
fact, I believe it will be found that the first action of the Raja,
when that stage of society was reached, was not so much to

deal with the existing headman and his old tribal authority, as

to introduce a sort of second headman (mdJiato of the Dravidian
villages), who rather overshadowed the original chief, because ne
was necessarily literate and could keep accounts. In time it

was found that both were useful, and both were officially recog-

claimecl as distinct property under the grant. For an ordinary raiyativdri
village of old times, as at the present day in Bengal, the waste was only
used by the villagers

;
it could not be broken up, still less partitioned or

alienated, without leave of the authorities, oi: later of the landlord.
^ See L. S. B. I. ii. 464 (note), where there is a reference to the

Chanda S. R.

2 See, for instance, Elphinstone, Hist. (6th ed., Coweh), p. 69. It will
often be noticed in villages of Dravidian origin that the ' headman '

is re-

garded as too dignified for executive duty ; he gives orders and decisions,
but has a deputy (caugJicda), also hereditary, who attends to practical
busmess (Grant-Duff, i. 28 and note).
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nised. However this may be, the second officer was the proto-

type of our modern village ijcitwarl ;
^ his office, like everything

in India, became hereditary; it is still allowed to be so to some

extent and on condition of the efficiency of the heir. On him

the cultivators rely for a knowledge of the official entries in the

Eecords, and the survey details of their holdings ; he it is who

makes out the receipts for their payments, and is the general

adviser. All village accounts and village statistical returns are

made out by him. He also is the village notary for matters re-

quiring written documents such as bonds and land-transfers.

The antiquity of this office is only second to that of the headman.

The headman was always, at least nominally, the superior,

for he had, and still has, small magisterial powers and various

duties of police and protection. The office was remunerated by

an important holding of land—often the best in the village

—

which, in some cases, the ruler allowed him to hold free of

revenue. Besides this there were various much-cherished privi-

leges and precedence rights. The aggregate of these rights and

privileges (manpmi), together with the official land, constitute

what was afterwards called the watan (dialectically vatan). As

the whole was hereditary, it could be partitioned ; and in some

cases of necessity was even sold or mortgaged.^ Otherwise, so

strictly hereditary and held by the family was the pCdelffl

(headmanship), that in former days the male heirs of the last

imtel sometimes held the office jointly ; and as, of course, its actual

duties and responsibilities could only be performed or discharged

1 This officer is commonly a^^edi xmtwdrl in Bengal and Upper India

;

in Madras he is Tiarnmn, and has other local titles ; in Bombay, hulkarnl
;

or, if stipendiary and not hereditary (in certain parts), tcdrd'i.

2 There is every reason to believe that the village chief's ex-officio land

was always hereditary; but of course these special features of family

ownership followed from the general adoption of Hindu social and religious

ideas. In J. E. A. S. iii. 350, Colonel Sykes has given a translation

of a long award relating to a dispute about partition, which incidentally

shows what a number of rights and privileges there were to be divided.

The headman's precedence was laid down in detail : e.g., he had a right to

throw the first cake into the Holl festival fire ; the right to have the

r)ipes played first at his house at the Dasahra festival ; and to have his

cow's horns first gilded at another festival, and so on. He also had

certain dues of grain (so many ser in each onaund), called grigrl
;
certain

dues in oil, hemp, pots, shoes, cloth from the weaver, &c.
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by one at a time, they adopted a sort of rotation. The hereditary

land was a much-cherished family possession. Similar holdings

were enjoyed by the accountant and, on a smaller scale, by the

artisans and menials of the village, to be described presently.

But it is worth while mentioning that the Arabic name used

for this special holding (luatan) superseded any older indigenous

name, as this institution was wisely preserved by the earlier

Muliammadan kings of the Dakhan ; and the revenue- and

land-terms employed by them became locally current.^ The
Marathas, on the other hand, used to impose a heavy jodi^ or

rent-charge, which must have destroyed the value of such hold-

ings ; and in some districts their harsh arrangements for

revenue collection caused the wholesale disappearance of the old

2xltelsj and with them of course the vjcitan. Indeed, in the

central districts, land held on this tenure is noiv almost exclu-

sively found in certain districts in the Central Provinces and

Berar.^ It is well known in the Southern Presidency, where,

however, the term watan does not seem to be in use.

^ Watan means ' home '—that which is the hereditary and intimately

valued property of the family, as opposed to any land they might hold by
purchase or on managing lease or other slighter tenure. A^Qien such a

holding and privilege was attached to any hereditary official or member
of the family he was said to be wafanddr = holder of a luafan. The very

fact of this distinctive possession shows that the headman was never owner
of the whole village. The strong attachment and loyal adhesion to the

Pfitel in Central India is vividly portrayed by Malcolm {Memoir of
Central India, i. 12, and ii. 60). Great Marfitha chiefs valued the title of

Pdtel. If deserted villages had to be re-established, strenuous efforts were
made to discover some descendant of the original headman (Malcolm,
i. 18, note).

- We shall see in the sequel that the plan of setting apart a special

holding in virtue of office for the headman and other village officers can
be traced back to early Dravidian times. In the Laws of Manu we find

the King directed to let the headman of the village, as well as the officer

of larger revenue divisions, have a certain- portion of his land free of

revenue charges. The ivatan, it wiU be remembered, was not a State

grant of land, but an old customary hereditary holding in virtue of office

;

the only connection of the State with it was the privilege of remission of

the revenue dues. It may be well to add that, in some reports, the terms
luatan, luatanddr, are used as synonyms for hereditary land and its

holder in general ; but this is not strictly correct. Owing, however, to

the sale, &c., of watan lands, it is possible that plots may be claimed as
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Besides these two principal officers, who usually in large

villages had deputies or assistants, there were others, such as

the village watchman, and the guardian of boundaries, and the

messengers. In irrigated villages there would be also an official

to regulate the distribution of water.

But something else was wanted besides officers to make pro-

vision for the self-contained life of the ' community.' A village

group established perhaps in the forest at some distance from

any other village, to say nothing of larger towns, would need

some purely local means of providing for the simple wants of

daily life. And therefore villages of this, and, naturally, of the

joint type also, have always solved the difficulty by attracting

to themselves a body of resident craftsmen and menials, who

are not paid by the job, but are employed by the village on a

fixed remuneration, sometimes of a bit of rent-free (and perhaps

revenue-free) land, sometimes by small payments at harvest, as

well as by customary allowances of so many sheaves of corn,

millet, &c., or certain measures of grain, ^ and perquisites in

on this tenure, though there is no existing connection with any head-

ship or other office.

As may be expected in a Dravidian country like Madras, the ex-officio

holdings of the headman, and also of the liarnam, or village accountant,

and sometimes of other members of the village staff, are well known
throughout the villages of the Presidency. As to the special holding of

the headman in Madras, see Mirdsi Papers (1862) , p. 396, and many other

places. We find the village watch enjoying this remuneration {grdma-

kdvel), and a similar privilege to certain district police. The vattiyan, or

sweeper, has his hereditary land, and so has the panjangan, or village

astrologer, who fixes the propitious dates for ploughing, sowing, and reap-

ing (pp. 180, 405).

^ This custom of paying the artisans and menials by allowances of

grain (taken out before the division of the crop between the King's officers

and the cultivator) is very ancient. It is found in every province, either

accompanied by a small grant of land or as the sole allowance. So

various are the modes of payment that I can only select one or two

characteristic examples, which in this instance I take from the joint-

village provinces. Details will be found for Madras in Macleane's

Administration Manual, i. (EthnoL), 102 (note), 154 ; Mirasi Pajjers,

pp. 180 ff, 405, &c. For Bombay, any district Gazetteer may be

consulted: e.g. Ahmadabad (iv. 47), or Eatnagiri (x. 139), Broach

(ii. 385), &c. The usual features occur of small land ' vatans,' or allow-

I
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kind. Eacli is also given a house-site in the village, or in some

cases, as in Madras, in a group outside it, forming a sort of

suburb.

The list of artisans varies in different parts, though of course

some, being indispensable, are found in all cases, such as the

blacksmith, potter, shoemaker or cobbler, carpenter, washerman,

sweeper, and a barber, who also is surgeon, and is the proper

person to carry messages connected with negotiations for betro-

thals. In some villages there is a dancing-girl ; in others an

ances in cash or grain or both. (See also Berilr Gazetteer, p. 205 ff. It

may be necessary to explain that the villagers supply the materials for

the work to be done, but do not pay for the labour ; a stranger getting a

job done would pay for both.

As a case in point I may instance the Gujrilt district of the Panjab

{Gazetteer, Gujrat, 2nd ed. p. 97). The village servants are paid by grain-

fees, with allowances of so man}^ bundles of the crop before threshing, as

there described : and the ' bundle ' (bhari) of wheat or barley means the

bundle tied by a string of three straws length. The blacksmith

affords a good example, as his work requires a supply of iron and
also charcoal. He never provides the iron for the tools he makes
(reaping-hook, spade, ploughshare, &c.), but he does provide the charcoal

for the forge, unless, indeed, an unusual quantity will be required—as

in making a great pan for sugar-boilmg. And in general, it is noted,

the blacksmith is allowed as a perquisite, the roots and branches of any

tree cut by a village proprietor. As a sample of the custom of gram pay-

ments in the North-West Provinces, I may quote from Mr. Hooper's Basti

S.B. (1891), § 64. In a village called Dhebarua, the following persons take

shares of grain (called jeora) amomitmg to four panseri (measures of two
sers or four pounds avoirdupois each) for each ' plough 'of cultivated land in

the village : the barber, washerman, carpenter, blacksmith, and cowherd.

These also receive a further allowance (called halyanl) when the ' business

of the threshing-floor is over.' Another series of smaller shares are

allowed to the Pandit or astrologer who determines the propitious seasons

for sowing, &c. ; to the hahdr, who attends on visitors, such as the

ddroghd of police, the revenue officer (chaprdsl), and the ' exorcist ' (sohhd)

who secures the village from evil spirits, and sets up the little posts called

Jah and Jdhnt outside the village. This person, by the way, is often of

the aboriginal tribes, because these are sup;posed to have the power of
exorcising the spirits of their old country. The three last-named only

get half a jeora and no extra Jcalydni. Besides these regular allowances,

certain other deductions are made from the grain heap before it is divided

between the tenant and landlord ; for example, five anjuri (double-hand-

fuls) go for charity to Brahmans and faqlrs. The ploughman's wife is

allowed to take up as much as she can hold ' for luck.'

C
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astrologer to announce the propitious seasons for agricultural

operations ; in one account of the primitive villages in south-

west Bengal I find mention of a ' witch-finder.' And in Berar

(in the Amraoti district) some of the villages pay a gd'qMgdri,

whose duty it is to avei^t hail by his incantations.^

This residence in a more or less isolated group, with the

common use of the adjoining waste or grazing ground, submis-

sion to the village headman, and common employment of a local

staff of artisans and menials, were the chief circumstances which

formed the bond of union in a raiijahudri village. Probably at

their first foundation the village families were more closely con-

nected by clan ties than they are now ; and there may have been

some further feeling of 'community' on this ground. The

nature of the revenue-system which early Governments adopted

in dealing with these villages must have greatly influenced their

solidarity. When the old custom of the State grain-share was

quietly followed out, the headman managed the whole, and every

holder in the village knew what he had to contribute. But in

after times, when this system, with its natural complications

caused by deductions and allowances on this account and on

that, and by the calculation of average yields, proved too trouble-

some, the practice arose of fixing lump sums in cash, for which

various speculators contracted, and thus elements of oppression

were introduced. The government of the village by its own

headman was interfered with ; lands were sold and mortgaged to

the bankers and others who advanced, or were security for, the

revenue ; and in general the old order was upset, lands abandoned,

and the original holders ejected. The result of Maratha mal-

administration .especially must have been to disturb greatly the

old holdings, and, in fact, in the long course of years, to make

the village population a very mixed one.^ I am unable to trace

^ Berar Gazetteer, p. 206. In L. S. B. I. i. 150, I have given some

further lists of village craftsmen and servants. In the Maratha villages,

the complete number was supposed to be twelve, hence the term hdra-

halute for the body of village artisans and menials. Baluta (M.) is the

grain-fee or allowance = merdi of the south.

- It is one of the things much to be desired as regards village statistics

that we should have some means of knowing how far the western and

southern villages under the raiyativdri system still consist of land-
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-•at any former period, anything resembling a community of pro-

perty between the different holdings, or anything in early

Dravidian custom that may have led to it. The individual holding

now passes, on the death of the holder, to the descendants

jointly, under the Hindu law ; and they subdivide it, as far as

circumstances permit. If the family is too large and more land

cannot be had, the sons come to terms, and some sell their shares

and seek new homes or other means of livelihood. There is, of

•course, no joint responsibility of the separate families for the

Oovernment revenue.^ The headman alone is, or was, respon-

sible for such village expenditure as entertaining guests, cele-

l)rating a festival, and the like. In former days he, and the

-officers of the superior revenue charges above him, used to levy

a tax, or cess, called sddir-irdrid,'^ to meet such expenses.

It only needs to be added, in conclusion, that the lyreseyit

raiyahvdr holder of land has, legally speaking, a somewhat pecu-

liar position, which is the result not of his original rights, nor

•of the intrinsic nature of his tenure, but of subsequent historical

•developments, especially in connection with the later claim of'

the rulers to be superior owners of all land. This point, how-
ever, will be more easily explained at a later stage ; and as the

modern legal nature of the tenure in a raiyahvdri village holding

•does not affect either the character of the village form or its

principle of constitution, there is no occasion to pursue the

question at present.

holders of the same clan or caste ; it may be that there is more of this

than prima facie we should be disposed to expect.

^ The head of each family is alone responsible for the revenue of the

holding; the revenue system also has its rules for allowing partition

among the heirs on the death of a landholder, and for the separate shares
being erected into separate ' numbers ' on the revenue register, provided
they do not go below a minimum of size.

- This means literally ' going out and coming in '—referring to the
arrival and departure of guests. The levy seems to have been the occa-
sion of many abuses. See Elphinstone's Minute (G. W. Forrest's Reprint,

p. 280). ' The expenses of the patel on public affairs ... are defrayed
by a tax on the village. . . . This tax ... is a great source of profit to

iihe patels and TiulTiarnis.''

c 2
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B. The Joint-Village

If we now turn to the joint-village of Upper India, we have

no longer a simple form to deal with. Without any previous

knowledge of details, it will be obvious that, there being a joint-

tenure of the village, that which is joint may be in time wholly

or partly divided or partitioned : this alone will produce some

variety of condition. And when estates are joint the principle

of union need not be the same throughout. The former incident

produces only minor varieties, including such as arise when the

strict scale of shares gets forgotten or altered. The latter, in

1'act, produces important classes, in which the principle ofsharing

is different. Some indications of such a difference are given by

those writers who speak of the ' aristocratic ' and ' democratic
'

constitution of villages. This distinction is not a convenient

one ; but it is quite true that some villages are so far ' aristo-

cratic ' that they hold infractional shares which indicate a family

property held in descent from a dignified (possibly once princely)

ancestor ; others are ' democratic ' in the sense that the groups

of families have a real common descent, but have adopted a more

equal mode of sharing, or that they are voluntary associations of

settlers. Neither term, however, serves to indicate the important

class of villages whose joint constitution is due to some form of

tribal union and to surviving tHhal or clan custom. I mention

this fact, and only mention it, at this stage, because there is

some obviously consequent danger of error in any generalised

account of the joint-village, even when it has been acknow-

ledged as a separate type. There are, however, certain features

which all forms of joint-village possess in common, and these

may be usefully described.

In all cases the entire area of the village forms something

like a unit estate.^ The adjoining waste is here an integral part

^ The village is not always, strictly' speaking, itself the unit estate.

It may hap^oen that a connected group of co-sharers have come to be

owners of an estate comprising several geographical villages, and that

the different branches of the family have not divided the whole so as to

make the separated shares consist each of one or more entire villages.

Each branch m.a,j have taken its share partly in one place, partly in

another. Hence the real miit, for revenue purposes at any rate, is the
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of the property, and is at the absolute disposal of the owners as

much as any other land. Consequent on this universal and

ancient fact of unity, the waste is included by the Survey in the

boundaries of the village, as well as the arable ; and when the

waste comes to be partitioned, it will be so on a definite principle,

usually, but not always, having relation to the existing shares

in the arable area.^

It is also in consequence of these essential features that the

modern Land-Revenue Administration is able to treat the village

as one estate, liable for one lump sum of revenue which is dis-

tributed over the holdings or among the co-sharers according to

their own principle of constitution : the whole body is jointly

responsible, until what is technically known as ^ perfect ' partition

severs the bond.^ It is quite possible, and in former days was

usual, to partition the holdings for several enjoyment without

dissolving the common respousibility.

The body of owners who thus, whether their lands are

partitioned or not, still hold together and have a certain joint

interest in the village, arises in various ways, which will appear

mahrd, or group of lands held under one and the same title ; and registers

are prepared to show the list of lands brought together for this purpose

on paper, but actually lying, some here and some there, possibly, through

half a dozen mauza on the map. StUl, there are a very large number of

cases in which a single village is also a malud^ or estate. In the Panjab

it is quite usual.

^ In provinces like the Panjab and the Central Provinces, where the

area of waste was very great, and it would have been impossible to suppose

it aU really appropriated to one or other viUage, a special rule was laid down
at the Land Eevenue Settlement for allowing a liberal portion to each

village ; the surplus was reserved to Government on the general principle

that waste not occupied belongs to the State. Such surplus areas (called

rakli in the Panjab) are utilised for grazing reserves, for forest purposes,

and for colonisation when a scheme for irrigation can be carried out. In

the North-West Provinces, except in some special districts, the whole of

the waste was included in the village boundaries ; and the Eevenue Law
contains some special provisions about the area in case it is so large as to

be beyond the requirements of the viUage.

~ ' Imperfect ' partition merely defines the severalty holdings, leaving

the body stiU jointly liable for the revenue. ' Perfect ' partition goes

further, and in fact constitutes so many new and distinct estates. The

law may differ in different provinces as to the freedom with which this

' perfect ' partition can now be applied for.
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presently. I wish first to repeat once more that in all

cases they are either a ruling, conquering, and often non-

agriculturist caste, who have taken the superior or landlord

position over an earlier existing village group of cultivators,

usually of aboriginal or some mixed or humbler descent ; or

else theij have founded their own village in the virgin icaste,

either by their own exertions, if agriculturists by nature,

or by aid of tenants and dependents. But in either case, the

village owner, or body of village owners, has the same sort of

superior title. It depends on the locality which origin is the

more common. The North-West Provinces official is extremely

familiar with Rajput and other village owners, whose lordship

was established over existing villages by various means, and not

unfrequently has resulted from the prior existence of a territorial

chiefship, which being afterwards partitioned among the family

has left a number of individuals or families in possession of single

villages. To the Panjab official such a proceeding is less familiar
;

the joint-villages in the plain districts are much more frequently

the direct foundations of individuals and clan-groups and colonist

associates, who were agriculturists by nature and themselves cul-

tivated the land ; but they have the same ideas of united and

superior ownership.

It is not at all necessary that the joint-village should be

actually held undivided. In some cases it is so held ; and the

reason for it is plain ; but in the majority of cases there is a com-

plete separation of the individual or household holdings, and this

may have been so from the moment of first settlement. Very

often the arable is divided, and the waste not, either because it

is more conveniently kept as a common grazing ground,^ or

because it is not yet wanted for the extension of cultivation.

As to the extent of land included in the ' village,' in many

cases the estate is of what I may call a normal or average

size, varying from a few hundred to a thousand or two thousand

acres ; it represents the limit to which the original grant extended,

and to which the body of descendants have succeeded by in-

1 As I have elsewhere remarked, grazing is usual, unless, from the

absence of grazing land, stall-feeding has to be adopted, with such grazing-

on fallow fields as is possible. Hay-growing is not practised in the plains ;

hence divided meadow-land is not known.
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heritance, or the limit of the settlement of the particular group

who own it, or it is the result of a distribution of a larger area

among certain branches of a family. But we shall meet with

some cases where a great area (of many thousand acres) has been

occupied by a whole clan and divided by them into certain main

divisions for each of the minor clan groups ; and it is only gradu-

ally and ultimately that separate ' villages ' have emerged. There

are also cases in which an extensive area was originally acquired

by one family which has in the course of time multiplied into a

clan, and so covered the whole, also without the intervention of

any proper ' village ' grouping at all. Here, again, time usually

produces a fission into ' villages ;
' but there are instances of great

areas still held directly in numerous individual equal shares, and

to these it is difficult to apply the term village. Taking, how-

ever, the average-sized village, there is little in external appear-

ance to distinguish the joi7bt from the raiyatwdri form.^ There

is, of course, the group of residences—sometimes a central com-

pact group, but often several scattered hamlets.^ Close to the

village is a tank or pond, hollowed out by the process of digging

the clay to make the sun-dried bricks of which the cottages are

built ; there is a dry dusty space around the group of houses

where the cattle stand and where the weavers stretch and prepare

their webs. There is also the village tree or grove, and the meet-

ing-place of the villagers, sometimes with a raised platform of

masonry to sit on. And the village will have' its mosque or

temple, and its cemetery, if Muhammadan. The conditions which

attract a group of permanent menials and artisans to serve the

village are the same as in the raiyatwdri village.^

But with the village officers there is a difference. The ixtt-

wdri—whose native title Ave inadequately attempt to translate as

^ Except that in Bombay and Madras, the revenue system being

different and adapted to the raiyatuulri village, there is noiv a method of

demarcating field or holding bomidaries wliich is peculiar and strikes the

eye of anyone familiar with the system, teUing him that he has come into

a raiyatiudri district. Perhaps also the raiyativdri viUage has oftener

the central residence of the headman as a prominent featm-e.

~ In the next chapter will be fomid some account of the village build -

ings and the circumstances which produce compact residence-sites or the

contrary.

^ See p. 16.
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' accountant ' or ' village registrar '—is, of course, to be found.

Receipts have to be given, village accounts kept, and statistics pre-

pared, as much in joint-villages as elsewhere. But, as Sir H. S.

Maine has pointed out, there is no real ' headman.' ^ The manage-

ment of the affairs of the joint body is properly by a committee

of heads of houses, or ^aiichayat. But some one must represent

them at the Collector's office and be their spokesman, and also be

responsible for the duties which the State may require of the

village owners. Hence, at any rate, in modern times, a headman,

whose hybrid title (lambarddr= }io\diQv of a ' number ') ^ indicates

his recent origin, is appointed ; and his office is allowed to be in

some degree elective, while it also tends to become hereditary

if the next heir is qualified. As most villages are divided into

certain main sections orjxt^^Z (of this hereafter), there will bea /am-

harddr for each section. In the Panjab, where the ixdt'i are often

numerous, it has been found necessary to have a further single

representative of the several section-headmen ; such a person is

called the ^cdd-lamharddr, or chief headman. These officials, as I

may call them, have now certain duties under the Criminal

Procedure Law with regard to reporting and aiding in the dis-

covery of crime, and in surveillance of bad characters ; they

have also certain responsibilities connected with realising the

revenue ; otherwise they have only such authority as their public

duty and their family dignity and personal character give them :

they have nothing of the formal supremacy and precedence of

the genuine old ^dtel of the raiyativdri village. Nor have they

any holding of land in virtue of office. The ixmchayat, at the

present day, has indeed lost much of its ancient power
;
partly

owing to the partition of lands, partly owing to the facility of

reference to the district law courts. In most cases it is hardly

^ Ante, p. 7.

^ The name dates from the first quarter of this century ; the ' number '

refers to the Collector's list of village landholders with a serial nmxiber

attached to each name, showing who is directly responsible for bringing

in the revenues of each section of the village. The Mughal system of

revenue management, which was in most cases essentially raiyatiuari,

unless a landlord or some definite superior was dealt with, recognised

the principal man in the village (or more than one), without, however,

defining any ofticial functions, as the muqaddam = the first or forward

man.
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in existence at all ; but it will still assemble in connection with

some social or caste dispute. I confess, however, that I do not

know what is meant by the panchayat controlling the course of

cultivation, except in the comparatively rare case of some pecu-

liarly situated colonist villages, where the associated members

preferred to determine at the beginning of each year what lands

each could and would cultivate.^ For by far the greater number

of villages the cultivating holdings are either partitioned (and in

one large class of villages have always heen so from the first)

or are held year after year in severalty by tacit consent, and

nothing of the kind is required. Perhaps the most frequently

surviving occasion of the ixinc}iaya£s action is in connection with

the adjustment of accounts which, in some villages, still takes

place annually or after each harvest. Then the proportion in

which the revenue-dues are to fall on the different holdings may

need to be adjusted ; and in any case the headmen (lamharddrs)

have to recover their expenditure under the head of malha—i.e.

common expenses of the village, such as entertaining strangers,

repairing the patiudri's office, expenditure on the village mosque

or temple, charities, religious offerings, and the like. The co-

sharers may object to some items as not properly common ex-

penditure.

One other feature deserves to be remarked on, as it may

occur in any kind of joint-village. In the many cases in which

the co-sharing proprietary body are of non-agricultural caste, or

of such a caste as regards farm-work, or at least handling the

plough, as degrading, or where they have established their land-

lord position over the heads of an earlier cultivating body, the

larger part of the land will necessarily be held by tenants.'-^

The co-sharers will only have taken into their own direct posses-

sion the several home-farms (sir) which each enjoys. Some of

these tenants, no doubt, will be in a privileged position in virtue

^ And there are also certain villages situated on the hanks of a variable

river, where a portion of the land liable to unforeseen changes from river

action is never permanently allotted, but managed from year to year for

the joint benefit.

- This is quite common in the North-West Provinces. In the Panjab, on

the other hand, the village-owners are most frequently also the cultivators.

That is why we so seldom meet with any reference to sir lands in the

Panjab.
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of their possibly exproprietary character or other circumstance

as defined by the Tenant Law ; in other words, some may be

^ occupancy-tenants,' others, ' tenants-at-wilL' In some cases,

especially in the Panjab, there are tenants who not only are

allowed to have occupancy rights, but they pay nothing beyond

the Government revenue on their land ; they owe this position

most frequently to their having consented in former days to

come and help the village body in cultivating enough land to

meet the heavy assessment of some rapacious Sikh Governor.

But I am not aware that in any case tenants form part of the

' brotherhood,' or that the}' can be represented as occupying a

grade in any sort of hierarchy formed by the ' brotherhood.' ^

The proprietors alone have a voice in the management. Tenants,

even when they are of so privileged a class as to pay no rent

beyond the Government dues, usually pay a nominal fee

—

perhaps a load of manure annually—for their house-site ; they

often cannot sell the cottage ; and it is a question of local

custom whether, on leaving the village from any canse, any

tenant or artisan can sell the house-timbers. No doubt good

tenants will be under the protection of the co-sharers ; but they

have no voice in the village council, no concern with profits or

losses, nor any share in the waste, beyond a probable right by

cnstom of grazing their cattle there. Still less are the artisans

and menials part of the ' brotherhood ' in any degree whatever :

they are always of different (usually lower) caste. Indeed, the

idea that, e.rj., a body of proud Rajput co-sharers would acknow-

ledge their cultivating tenants, and a fortiori the potter, the

carpenter, or the camdr,'^ as part of their brotherhood, only in

a lower degree, is something quite grotesque.

^ Ante, p. 7. It is quite possible that a person may have been in

past days formally admitted as a co-sharer (khdtdddr), and in time gets

supposed to be of the ' fomider's kin ;
' but that is quite a different matter

from coming as a tenant, however independent and however valued.
-' The low-caste cobbler, who has as a perquisite the skins of cattle

dying in the village. So far from the brotherhood including anything

beyond the actual co-sharers, absconding members who have returned

and got readmitted to the village and yet have been unable to pay up the

arrears on account of which they formerly threw up their holding will

very often not be allowed to resume their full position, but be admitted as

a sort of tenant without voice in the management or share in the profits.
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The co-sliaring body, especially if they are of one clan, or

are the joint successors to one man who founded or acquired

the village landlordship, are often desirous of excluding

strangers, as well as securing to themselves the chance of

augmenting their own holdings. This desire gives rise to a

custom of pre-emption, which is not inconsistent with the fact

that, in former days, the pressure of a heavy revenue-assess-

ment compelled them to take in special tenants, or even grant

shares in the village to outsiders. Nor, of course, does the feel-

ing prevent the custom (in some localities) of admitting the

family Brahman to a share. In general, the intending vendor,

whether of his whole share or of any field or plot, must ofier it

at a fair value to one of the existing co-sharers (usually in

order of blood relationship to himself), and then to the members

of the same subdivision, before selling to any outsider.*

So much may be said regarding the features of joint-villages

in general : but it is impossible to form a just idea of such

villages as they actually exist in the different districts, without

understanding the principles on which the body of proprietors

who own the whole village are united together, and on which

the real or apparent collective ownership depends. The matter

cannot be fully stated or illustrated, because some other matters

have first to be considered. But I have already indicated, as

a ground for caution in attempting a general description, that,

apart from all those minor varieties which are the result of what

1 may call • wearand tear '—the alteration of the strict shares, and

the more or less complete partition of joint-lands—there are

several clearly-marked principles of joint-constitution. The

application of one or the other is at once indicated by the mode

of sharing the village. It is hardly necessary to add that the

There are various customs regarding this readmission of absentees ; for,

especially in former days, sharers often found themselves miable to pay

the revenue and live on the holding ; they would go away until better

times, and seek, perhaps twenty years later, to return.

1 The custom varies locally. It is only effective if the other co-sharers

are able to buy, or are willing to redeem the mortgages which are sure to

have been made before the sale is proposed as a final measui^e. It may

be doubted whether the custom has done much to prevent the lands of the

less successful passing into the hands of money-lenders or capitalists.
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difference of constitution implies a corresponding difference in

the mode of origin or foundation.

The first principle of formation depends on there being a

consideraUe clan, of which the village is part ; indeed, in these

cases, the ' village ' is often, as I have said, a very secondary

consideration, and the co-sharing extends over the whole of a

clan-area, or over some primary divisions of it much larger

than ordinary villages.

The second principle is always connected with the normal

village area, and is observed in that large class of cases where the

village body is a group of descendants from an individual founder.

A third principle, which involves a variety of forms of

sharing, may be also spoken of; and it applies to all cases

where the clan or tribal principle does not appear, and where

also the special features of the sharing in descent from a single

aristocratic founder are not observed.

The two salient cases of clan-settlement, and of individual or

joint-family settlement, may be a little further explained, something

in this way

:

I. A. whole clan has conquered or occupied a suitable district.

Under the guidance of its patriarch and chiefs, the land is appor-

tioned in the first instance in large tracts for its several main

sections, or minor clans ; these effect among themselves the final

allotment to households and groups of households, which ultimately

form villages. More commonly, however, the appearance of a

cZcm-settlement is due to the fact that a single enterprising

family, having no pretensions to nobility or territorial rule, had

originally located itself on a wide area—which good fortune

preserved to it intact; on this the existing clan-group has

gradually grown up till it has filled the whole. At first there

was perhaps only a father and four sons ; but now, not only do

the descendants occupy the whole territory, but they may have

split up into villages all of the same clan. In these cases,

some rule of equal division, such as we shall hereafter describe

as the Bhaiachara method, nearly always occurs. It is quite a

distinct and characteristic method.^

1 The term bhaidchdrd itself has unfortunately become misused in

our offices, and has got applied to other forms also ;
but this is a detail

which I cannot here enter into.
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II. In the other principal form, the estate originated with

one man (or possibly two or three brothers), to whom the village

was granted, or who simply usurped the superior position, or

who gained a footing as farmer of the revenue or as purchaser

in later days at an auction sale for arrears of revenue, or other-

wise established himself in the management. New villages, too,

have been constantly founded by individual enterprise, with or

without the grant of a Eaja or local potentate.

Very frequently, too, under this head come the cases, occur-

ring more especially in the North-West Provinces, where the

village bodies are descendants of former chiefs or of Rajas, or

of scions of princely houses or adventurous chiefs who once had a

regular (or irregular) territorial rule ; but the rulership has long

passed away, and remnants of the family, represented by two score

or more of descendants, have clung to a village here, and two or

three villages there, and have then become peasant landlords

where they once were riders. In all this class of cases, the

principle of sharing is, or originally was, not one of ' democratic
'

equality of right in the area obtained, but one depending on the

l)lace in the table of descent from the founder or acquirer, the

different heirs each taking the ' legal ' share that belongs to him

by the law or custom of inheritance. This is what is called the

Pattidari principle of sharing.' Properly speaking, each takes

his share in the land or in the proceeds, if the land is undivided,

and pays the corresponding fraction of the revenue and other

burdens.^ If the waste has remained undivided and is afterwards

partitioned, the owners will share it in exactly the same fractions

as have determined their holdings in the arable. This is the

admitted theory ; but naturally it often happens that in the

course of years the strict shares have been forgotten or changed,

and members not really of the founder's kin—perhaps members

of the wives' families or other ' helpers in time of need '—may

^ See diagram at p. 31, note.

- In estates of this kind the joint heirs may hold undivided for a

long period. But the profits and burdens wiU be shared on the same

principle {pattidar'i). From a tenure point of view there is not the

shghtest distinction between the joint-landlord and the severalty-landlord

village, as long as the ancestral share principle is followed in sharing the

profits in one case or the fields in the other.
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have been admitted to shares. Shares may also have been sold to

outsiders under stress of necessity. Accordingly, where all re-

membrance of the correct fractional shares is lost, and each now

holds simply on the basis of his de facto possession, and pays

the share of the revenue and charges according to an acreage-

rate ao-reed on for the number of acres actually held, the village

is officially put into another class—it ceases to be pattiddri, or

' ancestrally shared.' It also is often the case that a part of

such a village has been divided and part not ; OMd the divided

part is held in modified shares, or on mere de facto possession,

and the rest still on the strict shares. All these are ^hat I have

called minor varieties, which must not detain us at this stage of

our inquiry. This principle (ijattiddn, or ancestral sharing

according to the law of joint inheritance) is simply the result

of the joint succession of all the heirs together. It is in villages

of this class that it can truly be said that the village is the group

which is held together by the land which it occupies ' in common

'

— i.e. as joint-heirs or co-sharers. It is also in villages of this

class, as distinguished from those first mentioned, that we hear

of a person being a ' 4 ana ' sharer

—

i.e. owning one-fourth of

the estate, or being a '2 ana ^ pcii 15 Izaurl' sharer.^ These

terms could not properly be used of the other estates where the

shares are so many equal lots, or are expressed in terms indica-

ting the peculiar method on which the clan or family has ar-

ranged the valuation of its land for the purpose of equitably

distributing the revenue and other charges ; nor where the

holdings are merely so many acres, or so many ' plough ' lands,

not being sharei< of the unit estate area on any frinci'ple ivhat-

ever.

When a iiatt'idarl village is divided—and this may have

^ In these cases the whole estate is treated as ' one rupee ;
' occasionally

the whole is ' one hlghd ' (land measure) ; but as the usual divisions of

the currency or the square measure would not suffice to meet the

numerous small fractions of a much multiplied body of co-sharers, various

artificial sub-divisions have been invented. If the strict ancestral principle

is maintained, the fraction indicates also the share of revenue payable
;

and to say that a man owns a ' 4 ana share ' in the village is synony-

mous with saying that he pays ' 4 fmas ' of the revenue ; it indicates

not only that he owns one-fourth of the village, but is consequently re-

sponsible for one-fourth of the assessment.
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occurred many years or generations ago—as soon as the existing

co-sharers were numerous enough to require it, it is found that

there are major and minor divisions. Sometimes there will be

a primary division into tarf, either because one whole section

became Moslems and the rest remained Hindus, or because two

different parties originally founded the estate together, or both

got hold of it together, by conquest. But more ordinarily the

first main divisions are called ]jattJ, and these often represent

the original shares of the sons of the founder and, naturally, are

considerable in extent and limited in number.^ Of course it is

only in a very few cases of late foundation that the present

representatives of the pattl have any personal memory of their

head. Inside the paWI are the next grade of divisions called

thoh and then the tuld, (or tola). Under one or other of such

final or ' primary ' divisions are grouped the many subordinate

later families ; but their divisions receive no new designation.

So much may be ventured in this preliminary statement, as to

say that in all probability the general prevalence of the three

primary, or larger, divisions in descending grade is essentially

connected with the close-kindred of the first founders—repre-

senting the shares of the founder's son (pattl), grandson (tJwJi),

great-grandson (tnla)? In all families, and in clans as well,

' Or in a diagram

:

Ancestor

1
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this series forms the natural basis of the grouping of the after-

coming kindred. When occurring in villages, it marks the

completion ofthefirst group of close-kindred ; and as the descend-

ants from each branch multiply, they retain their own close-

kindred connection subordinate to one or other of the ' primary
'

groups. It may often be observed that long after the primary

partition has been carried out, some of the subordinate groups

remain ' joint ' among themselves. The different sections ofth e

estate may also have different customs of sharing : one may have

lost knowledge of the proper shares, and adhered to de facto

holdings and so on.

Exactly the same primary divisions may be observed in clan

or tribal settlements, and in those areas held on the hhaidchdrd

principle, where a commencement was made with a single family

which (in the first instance) could only divide on this prin-

ciple. But here the areas for each branch were calculated, not

as equal fourths, or othevfractions, of the unit area, but in some

other way. And when there is the clan feeling in operation, it

may happen that, subsequent to these primary divisions, no

further attention is paid to precise shares, but all get, as far as

possible, equal lots, according to the number and requirements

of each family—as long as the area available admits of such a

plan. In rarer cases we shall find an entire clan (e.g. on the

Panjab frontier) following the ancestral fractions throughout

—

in fact, carrying the pattiddrl principle through the whole body
;

whereas in most cases it is only found in the limited group of

descendants of a single founder in a village. Within either of

these two great classes of joint-village—these groups illustrating

each a different principle of formation—there may be several

minor varieties, as I have* already indicated.

III. Where the village is not tribal, and also not pattiddri,

there may be several modes of sharing the land, the detail of

which had better be reserved until a later stage ; but one of

them may perhaps be mentioned here—namely, when the village

is formed by a voluntarily associated body of colonists, who

agree to be 'joint' as regards their liability to the ruler, or for

the general purposes of aid and defence, and who may also hold

the land on various plans. One is a kind of joint-stock cultiva

tion, in certain known shares, each sharer taking for the year
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only, a certain area of land to cultivate ; or the produce of the

whole might be divided according to the shares. Another method

of association will be described, in which the holdings were

made out from the first and were distributed by lot. I will

only add that villages originally raiyaticdri, and which did not

happen to have fallen under any superior family, may in modern

times become 'joint-villages' by the action of the Land-Revenue

system ; and so joint-villages may be artificially created.

This general sketch will suffice to call attention to the real

distinctions that may exist under the general denomination of

'joint-village.' It is right, also, to remember that these different

kinds, with their minor varieties, in the Upper Indian Provinces,

have long acquired an additional appearance of uniformity by

reason of the application to them all of a system of revenue

management which, varying much in detail, is essentially the same

in all the provinces, and by reason of the uniformity of the

nomenclature a^Dplied in the official records and returns.

But before closing this chapter of preliminary statements, it

will be well to explain how it comes about that the primary

distinction insisted on between the two diverse types of village

—the raiyattrdri and the joint-village—has not hitherto been

more fully recognised, or, if recognised, has not been allowed

due prominence.

In the first place, most of the extant accounts or notices of

villages in histories and memoirs are based upon the earlier

published Minutes of various administrators which obtained

celebrity, and have thus got copied from book to book. Now,
in the first instance, these original documents were written solely

from the administrative point of view, and to justify or recom-

mend a certain practical course of present action ; and it is often

forgotten that our earlier Indian worthies were great masters of

administration, but this did not necessarily imply that they had

a special knowledge of historical details or an aptitude for land-

tenure investigations. They had not either the means or the

time to examine village-tenures from the point of view of the

student of ancient institutions or of the historical economist.

Moreover, each was usually closely connected with some one

part of India, and his remarks properly apply to that part only.

Locomotion was not then as easy as it is now, and public officers

D
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had not either the opportunity or the need to pass frequently

from one province to another. Elphinstone, for example, was

able to give us a good picture of the raiijativdri village of the

Dakhan, but he was not familiar with the details of the northern

village ; on the other hand, Holt Mackenzie (and after him

Thomason) knew well the village of the North-West Provinces,

but evidently had not studied those of the South or of Central

India. Indeed, in Holt Mackenzie's time, the Central Provinces

were not yet annexed, and the Dakhan was only beginning to

be settled provisionally.

Various later writers, especially those not practically ac-

quainted with land-tenures, have endeavoured to combine

together the different accounts of village-tenure which they

found on record ; and, seeing that each of the existing authorities

spoke of one kind of village—that which was characteristic of

the province under his care or observation—they naturally

supposed that there was one kind only, and that they might

regard the different features described, as all belonging to

varieties of one species. Thus in the elaborate treatise on the

Laio Belating to the Land Tenures of Loiver Bengal, forming the

Tagore Lectures for 1874-5,^ the author, living in Bengal Proper,

where the village system (originally raiyatiudri) had fallen into

decay under the influence of the Zamindar landlords, and

having no direct experience of villages, collected with exemplary

diligence all sorts of materials, and combined them into one

picture of ' the village
'

; with the result of presenting in his

pages a form of ' community ' which does not, and never did,

exist.

But some still later writers, having perceived that the

raiyatwdri village, as now existing, is obviously different from

the joint-village, have attempted to argue that it is a form

^ Calcutta, 1876 : Thacker and Spink. Another example, one easier

to refer to, is in Elphinstone's Hisforij of India (Cowell's 6th ed.) At

p. 69-70 is an excellent account of the ranjatiudri village which the

author knew directly, and at p. 71 he has added a general account of the

northern joint-village, which, though unfortunately wrong in some minor

points, yet clearlj-^ explains the essential features of the co-sharing land-

lord class. But the editor's notes in Appendix V., especially those marked

E, F, and Ga, are likely to mislead, chiefly through mixing up totally

-distinct matters.
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which has resulted from a natural ' evolution' of common owner-

ship into severalty ; and they set forth the stages of this process

in a manner which, plausible as it at first appears, does violence

to many unquestionable facts. They have also found a cause

for the supposed change, in the wars and intestine commotions

and tyrannical oppressions which they assume to have broken

up the ' communities,' and converted the villages into miscel-

laneous groups of now independent landholders, only loosely

held together by the circumstance of local aggregation and by

the authority of the headman. ^ At this early stage of our

inquiry it would be inconvenient to go into details about the

progress of ideas of ownership or the fallacy of the evolution

argument, but it may be stated that, if such a view were correct,

and that all villages began by being held absolutely in common,

and gradually became more and more divided, till at last modern

individual ownership was perfected, the raiyahudri villages must

all be much later in date than the joint ; whereas the evidence

is all the other way,^ and some relics of very early Dravidian

villages, e.g., show no sign of any common holding; moreover,

the raiyatwari village gives no indication of being a decayed or

altered form of anything : the position of the headman and the

land-allotments held by the village chiefs—both of them foreign

to the joint-village—are ancient and original features. It is

perfectly true that there are in the South, and in Bombay, traces

of what were apparently once jointly-held villages which have

decayed ; but an examination of these cases, which we shall

afterwards make, will show that they were local and special

tenures due to exceptional causes ; and that in the Dakhan

ancient local lordships had probably been established which

passed away, and, the shares of the overlord-families having lost

their owners, the villages reverted to what was in fact their

original raiyatwari constitution. But when it is attempted to

be argued that the Maratha and Mughal wars, and the oppressive

1 Both these views will be found in Mr. J. D. Mayne's valuable and

compact treatise on Hindu Laiu and Usage, which, when I left India, had

reached a fourth edition. See p. 219 of this edition.

- We shall see hereafter, for instance, that the raiyatwdri was the

form known to the author of the Laius of Manu, and that it existed in

the ancient kingdoms of Oudh under the Rfijas, and in Rajputana.

D 2
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government of the former, caused the wholesale conversion of

the villages in the West and South, it may well be asked how it

was that similar wars, and the repeated invasions that occurred,

did not change them wholesale in the North? For it is

notoriously the fact that the North was just as much the scene

of wars, invasions, and turmoils, as Central and Southern India

—

indeed, as regards Madras, more so ; for the Southern Presidency

was never really subdued by the Muhammadan conquest, any

more than it was reached by the original Aryan invasion ; and,

though there were local invasions and cruel oppressions, there

were still parts where no great changes could have occurred.

Yet raiyativdri villages are there universal in all the districts

alike. ^ The joint-village community, we have often been told,

is peculiarly strong, and able to withstand the shock of armies

and the fall of empires ; how was it, then, that it survived all

over the country north of the Vindhyas, and generally succumbed

in the east, west, centre, and south ?

I do not, of course, doubt that it is quite possible for a

shared-village to fall into poverty and ultimately to present a

series of repeatedly alienated and now^ miscellaneously owned

fields, the cultivators of which have lost all sense of union ; but

such a possibility does not account for the wholesale change, over

wide areas, of the strongest form of village into another form
;

nor does it explain how the supposed decayed form comes to be

uniformly endowed with special marks and features which we
are able to trace back to very early times.

On the other hand, it will be observed, it would be quite

easy for raiyahudri villages to be changed into joint-villages, as

doubtless they were in many northern districts, by the simple

fact of conquest and the consequent establishment of overlord-

families who formed a new stratum of superior co-sharing owners,

and so constituted tJie village community, the older cultivators

^ And where joint-villages appear they are exceptional and are assigned

to special causes and origins. In any case it is remarkable, on the view I

am combating, that the ' Jaghire territory ' (Chingleput district) of Madras

happens to be a district more cruelly ravaged and desolated under special

attacks, than almost any other part of the Presidency
;
yet this is the

very jjart of Madras where the (exceptional) joint or mirdsi villages were

hcst preserved in evidence !
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sinking into the position of tenants. This may happen, and

certainly has happened, not only in individual cases, but over

whole districts at once, as actual examples in the sequel will show.

We must now proceed to that detailed consideration of

village tenures which will justify what has here been asserted in

a preliminary way ; and I will only add to this already lengthy

prefatory note that, in order to understand the real history of

villages, we ought to take into account all the factors of the

case. We must first note the physical and geographical con-

ditions of India, both as regards the bearing they have on the

natural inclination of all tribes and races who have found a

home in India to form village groups ; and as regards the bear-

ing they had on the spread of the Aryan and other Northern

tribes, who had so much to do with shaping Indian ideas and

customs of land-holding.

We must, then, gather together what evidence we have

regarding the early non-Aryan races of India and their land

customs ; and also proceed to notice the effects of Aryan influence

on these, the real establishers of agricultural land-holding in

India.

Having thus disposed of the geographical, climatic, and

ethnic antecedents to the formation of village groups, we shall

be in a position to appreciate various local illustrations of the

actual growth and condition of villages in different parts of

India, as these appear from the really authentic sources—the

Settlement Reports of districts, and other similar manuals written

expressly on the subject and on the spot. These will make it

plain how villages arise out of trihal conditions of society, as

well as out of imlivicUal effort. Finally, we shall be in a position

to consider what ' collective ownership ' or ' holding in common '

really means when applied to the class of village which we call

' joint,' and how ideas of ownership in land seem really to have

grown up in India.
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CHAPTER II

THE GEOGRAPHICAL AND PHYSICAL FEATURES OF INDIA

AS AFFECTING THE MOVEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL

TRIBES AND THEIR FORMS OF LAND-HOLDING

It would not be fair to criticise too closely the meaning of

phrases frequently met with in books on India which seem to

indicate a belief that the villages are chiefly, if not solely, trace-

able to 'Hindu' (Aryan) influences, or which assign to the

Aryan element an almost absolute predominance in the popula-

tion of India. But it will be allowable to point out that the

non-Aryan races have of late years been more carefully studied,

and their importance as affecting the origin of many existing

castes and tribes is now generally recognised. And certainly

the result of such further study has been to establish the fact

that the non-Aryan races had a good deal to do with building

up the existing village land-customs. Hence it is that whatever

concerns the movements and the permanent location of these

races, and whatever has in after times influenced the movements

of Aryan and other invaders, has its interest and importance in

our inquiry. And there are certain geographical features of

India, more especially connected with its mountain ranges, which

have had an obvious effect on the movements of at least some of

the tribes—facilitating those movements in one direction, and

restraining, if not altogether stopping, them in another. In

the third chapter I have endeavoured to give a" brief sketch of

the population—past and present—of the Indian provinces, as far

as it is connected with agricultural life, because the names of

the different tribes and people must occur again and again in

the course of our narrative, and it is desirable that something

should be said in explanation of those, in some cases unfamiliar,

names. This second chapter is, in fact, the natural if not neces-

sary preliminary to the third.
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There is also another matter which comes under the head of

physical features and their influence. It is impossible to doubt

that while social customs, and often purely natural liens of

kinship, have been the main factors in determining to what

extent sections of tribes and clans, as well as closer degrees of

kindred, continue to keep up their connection or effect a certain

fission and separation into groups, the ' village,' regarded as an

aggregate of land-holdings, was suggested, not to say necessi-

tated, by the physical features of country and climate ; indeed,

this is sometimes shown by the absence of villages and the sub-

stitution of isolated homesteads or small hamlets in certain

localities. Lastly, the opportunity of a general chapter on the

physical factors of our problem may be taken, to explain certain

forms of agriculture or modes of cultivation which indicate the

stages by which permanent land-holding may be gradually

introduced.

Section I.

—

Geographical Features

(1) The Northern avd Western Hill Ranges

If we look at a map of India, ^ it will be obvious that all

invasions of tribes by land must have been from either the north-

east or north-west end of the Himalayan chain. Any consider-

able migrations across the central ranges are as little probable

as they are without any traditional or historical suggestion. Ir

we look first to the north-east corner as a convenient starting-

point, it will be observed that there is nothing to prevent tribes

from the north-east coming to the Brahmaputra Valley, to the

central and southern hills of Assam, and to Eastern Bengal

generally. How much farther such tribes would advance into

Central Bengal would depend on whether they were met by

other people whose presence sufficed to check their progress.

As a matter of fact, the tribes from this quarter, which belong

to a distinctive group, did not affect the population far into

Bengal Proper, as we shall afterwards see. But many of them

found a congenial home in the outer slopes and valleys of the

^ Throughout this section it is necessary to assume that the reader

will have a fairly good map of India before him, showing the chief rivers,

momitains, and provinces. It is impossible that the remarks made can

be intellifjible without such an aid.
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Himalayan Mountains ; and it is curious to observe that these

outer districts ofthe hill country, as well as the tardi or malarious

jungle country below it, became peopled, albeit scantily, by

early Mongoloid races. The descendants of these early settlers,

some unchanged in race and much degraded, others improved

by more or less admixture with other tribes, are found in con-

siderable numbers throughout the whole of the outer ranges

almost up to the river Indus itself.

But beyond the possibility of Mongoloid tribes entering

India from the upper north-east end, there is little at present to

call our further attention to this quarter. The chief interest

lies in the geographical features of the north-west Himalayan

frontier, of the Indus Valley, and of those of the broad but low

ranges of mountains which divide Upper India from the Dakhan.

The whole question of the facilities which existed for the advance

of the Aryan invasion is connected with the north-west Hima-

layan passes and those more westerly routes through the hills

beyond the Indus Valley. The Vindhyan Hills, on the other

hand, afford an explanation as to why limits were set, as they

were, to any Aryan advance en masse to the south, and why

Southern India remained isolated and only accessible to later

Aryan influence in a totally different manner. The Vindhyan

Eanges, too, are interesting by reason of the curious sort of ' re-

fuge-ground,' if I may use the phrase, which they afforded to

some of the earliest tribes which occupied Indian soil, and whose

institutions can still be clearly traced in the plateau country

formed by the eastern terminal ramifications of the mountains.

But first as regards the northern and western passes into

India. If we glance along the great line of Himalayan Moun-

tains as far as a point about due north of where Peshawar is

marked on the map,^ we shall notice that wdiile one chief line of

northern barrier mountains goes on more or less directly to the

west, and bears the local names of the ' Hindii-Kush ' and ' Safed-

koh,' another series, roughly parallel to it, forms a southern

or outer Himalaya, including the Pir Pinjal, which bounds

Kashmir, and further east the Dhauladhar, &c. At the western

1 In the Parliamentary Statement of tJie Moral and Material Pro-

rjress of India, 1883, will be found an excellent map of the mountain

systems of India, and another of the rivers.
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end this southern range branches off and turns southward, form-

ing a western frontier for India and skirting the Panjab and

Sindh. Of this western hill-barrier there are two main lines or

ranges ; the outer one, next the river Indus, is lower in general

elevation and terminates sooner; the inner one, or Sulaiman

Range, continues, though with diminishing height and under

other names, almost as far south as the delta of the Indus.

Both the northern mountain ranges (at the north-west

corner) and the western (Sulaiman) barrier are traversed by

several jxtsses. And these passes, speaking generally, are in a

double series : first crossing the highest, or farther rampart, and

then crossing a second or plainward line of mountain crests

before reaching the level country of the Panjab or Sindh respec-

tively.

Naturally, clans with their leaders, or conquering princes

with their armies, coming from the more northern or north-

western regions, would enter the Himalayan group of hills by

the north-west passes about Kabul. It is also quite possible

for hardy northern races to have remained a long time among

the valleys and slopes of the mountainous region about the

Upper Indus and its affluents, lying, roughly speaking, between

the northern high-line of the Himalaya (represented by the

Hindu-Kush and its continuation east and west) and the outer

line of the same group. Once across the northern main ram-

parts, it would be possible to extend a settlement into the

intramontane valley of Kashmir and the neighbouring valleys

of Chamba, &c., as far east as Kangra. Whether or not the

tribes made such a settlement in the Hill Country, it would still

be necessary to cross the remaining ranges in order to emerge

on to the plains in the vicinity of Peshawar, or of the Jihlam

River, as did Alexander.

In the case of tribes coming from the north-west and follow-

ing this general route towards the plain country, it would be

possible either (1) to go south along the Indus Valley, which

presents an open country, all the way to the sea ; or (2) to spread

over the outer hills and also the level plains of the Panjab. Once

having reached those plains, the tribes and their followers could

advance eastward with no other difficulty than that of crossing

various rivers, to the Ganges plain or valley, and to the rich
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tracts of Oudh and Bihar. Ultimately Bengal Proper and the

Ganges mouths could be reached without any serious physical

obstacle. Supposing, again, that other tribes chose the Indus

Valley route, or perhaps entered India lower down

—

i.e. more

towards due west—these would naturally occupy Sindh or would

proceed to the Southern Panjab. If it was in their mind to go

still further south, their line of progress would be by Kacch to

Western India, as we shall presently see.

(2) The Vindhyan Barrier

Across the middle of India, just where the continent begins

to taper to its triangular form, and south of the Chambal, the

Jarana and the Ganges rivers, there is a broad but rather low

series of hill ranges, which forms, as a whole, a continuous

barrier almost from west to east. At either extreme end the

barrier can be rounded ; but the whole central portion has, as a

matter of fact, for many centuries afforded a practical line of

demarcation between ' Northern India ' (the basins of the Indus

and the Ganges), and the Dakhan and Southern India. This

barrier does not strike the eye so much till its entire features

are taken in. There are, in fact, a whole series of variously

named ranges, which it may be permitted to generalise under

the collective name of ' Vindhya.'

If we consider the main lines of greatest elevation, we shall

here also observe two general ' ramparts.' The great valley of

the Narbada (or Narmada) river forms a convenient line to

guide the eye.^ Along the north of this, there is one continu-

ous and comparatively high line of hills—the Vindhya proper—

which continues far eastward in the Kaimur Hills. At the

western extremity—at some considerable distance from the

coast—this range turns somewhat suddenly northward, forming

the line of the Mahi and Aravali Hills ; it thus encloses a partly

barren, partly fertile, table land of w^iich the rich plateau of

^ These features are especially obvious in the outline map of the hill

systems in the Statistical Atlas, 1885, prepared by the Government of

India for the India and Colonial Exhibition, and sold by Messrs. Eyre

& Spottiswoode ; and better still by the beautiful map of the Hill

Eanges printed with the Parhamentary (periodical) Statements on The

Moral and Material Progress of India.
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Malwa is tlie most noticeable feature. But it leaves the whole

country west of Malwa to Kacch, Kathiawar and the coast, open

to the north ; the desert country being the only obstacle.

On the south side of the Narbada, comes the second ' ram-

part,' marked by the great range of Satpura Hills, the Maikal,

Mahadeo, Melghat, and other ranges. This southern line unites,

at its western extremity, with the line of ' Ghat ' or Sahiyadri

Mountains that extends southward along the western shores of

India at a limited but somewhat variable distance from the sea

coast. Below the junction is an opening into the TaptI Valley

which would give access to Berar, and thence without difficulty

to the plain of Nagpur, in the region of the modern ' Central

Provinces.'

But on passing the second or southern high line of the

Vindhyan group, the country does not subside to a dead levels

as Northern India does when the last of the Himalayan outworks

are passed. For this reason the Yindhyan group, as a whole,

does not stand out sharply and separately on the relief map

;

the whole of the country inland of the Ghats and south of the

Yindhyas forms the somewhat elevated but varied table-land of

the ' Dakhan.' ^ This table-land is brought up on the east as

well as on the west side, by a range of hills along the sea-coast.

The range called Sahiyadri or Western ' Ghat,' already men-

tioned, is higher and more continuous and in general much

nearer to the sea-coast than the so-called ' Coromandel ' Ghat

skirting irregularly the eastern side of the Madras Presidency.

The general result of such a conformation is, that the whole

of Upper Western India is also open to an advance of tribes

from the Indus Yalley or by the lower passages of the Western

Sulaiman frontier. The route is across the open desert of

Kacch and on to Gujarat.- Once in this position, it would be

a matter of no great difficulty either to turn eastward and domi-

^ The dialectic form of ' Dakshina,'' or ' southern ' country, variously

written in books as the ' Dekhan,' ' Deccan,' &c.

~ In early times there was, in all probability, a different conformation

of the country, and the river Indus had its mouth in the Bay of

Cambay. But this does not affect the use of the route spoken of. (See an

interesting pa^Jer on Gujarat by Mr. A. Rogers in Asiatic Quarterly

Beview for April 1896, p. 380.
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nate tlie Narbaclil Valley, or, by the Tapti, to reach Berar, the

Gondwana country, and the western plains of the Central Pro-

vinces. South and east, however, of the Nagpur Plain the

country again becomes hilly and inhospitable, so the further

advance will not be likely.

On the other hand, tribes reaching India by the north-west

passes, emerging on the Panjab and proceeding in an easterly

direction towards the Jamna and Ganges Rivers, would find, as

I have already explained, the Panjab and the Ganges Plain as

far as Assam open.^ But should such settlers have tried to ex-

tend southwards in anything like large bodies, across the wide

series of Vindhyan Hills, they would be checked by interminable

forests and hills. It is not until later times (apparently

about the eighth century) when the country south-west of the

Chambal River, Bundelkhand, &c., had been occupied from the

Ganges Plain, that the Malwa Plateau was reached, and thence

northern chiefs led their armies through the Mahi Hills into

Gujarat and through the Vindhyan passes to the Central Pro-

vinces.

Thus, while the Vindhyan barrier generally restrained the

Aryan advance to the south, it did not affect the western ex-

tremity of the continent ; and in Upper Western India we

have consequently to take account of a double series of Aryan

movements. First, in remote times, Aryan tribes came without

hindrance from the Indus Valley ; next came Turanian or Scythic

tribes ; and then, in much later times, Hindu Rajputs from

Malwa or Bundelkhand and Rajputana.

All later movements were facilitated by certain passes in the

Vindhyan lines themselves. There are two principal openings

through the higher ' rampart.' One, at the eastern end gives

access to the upper Narbada Valley (Jabalpur and Mandla). The

other, at the western end, not only gives access to the loiver

Narbada Valley owing to openings, by Mhau and Indor, in the

northern range, but also, by an isolated and somewhat wide

opening in the southern Satpura range, to the Dakhan itself.

This latter opening is commanded by a fine scarped and table-

^ Indeed, when once Bengal was occupied and the mouths of the

Ganges were reached, adventurous parties could, and did, go by sea to

Arakan, Java, and Ceylon (Lanka).
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topped liill, called Asirgarh,^ crowned with a once extensive

fort. It is not surprising that this place has again and again

been the object of attack by northern armies seeking to reach

the Daklian from Delhi and Agra. It was taken by storm, on

the last occasion, in the Maratha war (1819). The Mughal

Emperors in their endeavours to conquer the southern kingdoms

by an advance from Ajmer and Agra had always to take account

of this pass.

The passage at the eastern end is that now made use of by

the railway from Allahabad to Jabalpur.^ Indeed, the existence

of the railway and other modern roads rather blinds the tourist

of to-day to the real character of the Vindhyan hill country as it

must have been in old times. ' Not many years ago,' writes

Mr. (Sir C.) Grant, ' the passes which would now scarcely excite

notice but for the boldness of their scenery were looked forward

to days beforehand with dread by cartmen, and most of the

carriage of the country was effected by pack-bullocks. The

valleys were sufficiently smooth and easy in fair weather, but a

few hours' rain would convert the track through them into a

trough of deep black compost, in which every step was a labour

to the most lightly laden animal.'^

It may be worth while, in conclusion, to notice how the

actual condition of the ' Central Provinces ' (immediately beyond

^ See Imijerial Gazetteer (2nd ed.), i. 338. A good view of the

fort is obtained by travellers on the Great Indian Peninsular Railway

from Bombay to AUahabiid.
^ I venture to think that Lassen (i. 112, 2nd ed.) attaches too high

importance to this east-end route when he calls it the • Hauptverbin-

dungsstrasse ' (' chief line of commimication) between Hindustan and the

Dakhan.' It never served to do more, in early times, than enable an

Ar^' an, or more probably semi-Aryan, royal family to establish a local lord-

ship in the Upper Narbada Valley (Jabalpur and Garlia-Mandlcl). It

seems also to have led only into the valle}', and not given access further

south ; at any rate, the Haihaya kings whose dominion was early estab-

lished in this region only extended their sway to the districts of Chattis-

garh (Raipur and Bilaspur) in the immediate vicinity. All history

shows that, apart from the access to Western India by the Indus VaUey
route, it was the passes at the luestern end that can be correctly de-

scribed by Lassen's phrase as giving access from Hindustan {i.e. Upper
India).

^' Central Provinces Gazetteer, Introduction, j). xx.
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the Vindhyan ' barrier ') shows tlie effects of the geographical

features I have sketched. The northern or Narbada Valley dis-

tricts contain most of the Aryan or northern element, as might

be expected ; not only because they are nearest the north, but

because the valley was from the earliest times more or less open

to approach by the western (Indus Valley) route. Here it was

that one of the most ancient of the Aryan or quasi-Aryan

(Rajput) rulership was established in the well-known dynasty

of the Haihaya, whose first capital was at Maheswar.^ After the

progress of the Hindu Aryan tribes in Rajputana and Bundel-

khand and Malwa, no doubt there would be more and more

intercourse with the Narbada districts and Gujarat. But in

reality it is known that the chief influx of Hindi-speaking

people from the north of India only occurred within the last

three centuries (since the reign of Akbar).^ And the establish-

ment of Hindus with their Brahman priests has resulted in the

gradual absorption of many of the earlier races. But ' below the

Ghat ' the country is more Dravidian, including a Maratha ele-

ment from the west, and a Telugu and Uriya one from the east

and south.

^

Another point deserves mention in connection with these

Vindhyan ranges. Not only have the western and central

hills served as safe retreats for the relics of tribes like the

1 Maheswar is now in the Indor State. Cf. Central Provinces Ga-

zetteer, Introduction, p. cxxvi. ' It [the Narbada country] was ruled by

chiefs called as usual Eajput, but these seem to have been days in which

Ecijpnts had not been thoroughly assimilated with the Hindu caste

system ' [which, Imay add, was hardly then in existence] ;
' and it is quite

conceivable that they may have reigned as a semi-foreign tribe directly

over the aborigines without the intervention of any class of Hindus.'

2 Central Provinces Gazetteer, Introduction, p. xv. The gradual ab-

sorption of the population within the ranks of Hinduism was, as we shall

afterwards see, begun very early by Brahman hermits. Hills and woods

which completely stayed the waves of tribal emigration or the advance of

large armies proved no obstacle to wandering hermits and those who

sought the merits of ascetic life in the forest.

2 Asa matter of fact {Census ofIndia, Parliamentary Blue Book, 1891,

p. 156), the Hindi-speaking population is now 60 per cent. ;
the original

Dravidian-Gond element still a little over 9 per cent., while the Marathil

element from the west represents 19-6 per cent., and the Uriya from the

east, 6-35 per cent.
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Koll, tlie Bliil, the Maria, and Kurkn, who have not been assimi-

lated with the general ' Hindu ' population, but the eastern ex-

tremity (South-western Bengal and Orissa) has its special features.

Here there is an extensive plateau-land in the province of

Chutiya-Nagpur (corrupted into Chota-Nagpur) and the adjoining

' Hill States.' In this we find the refuge-ground of interesting

races. For the country is at once fertile within and inaccessible

from without.^ Accordingly we find examples of the so-called

Kolarian tribal land-customs, as preserved by the Santal, Ho,

Mundd, &c., as well as the JJrdoTi and other admittedly Dravidian

tribes. It was mainly owing to the local features of this region

that these tribes were able to establish a permanent home, and

to find land to cultivate, while they retained their own peculiar

customs, safe from external attack. Hill ranges have often

served as the refuge for ancient tribes ; but they afi:brded no

facilities for the permanent location of agricultural villages. On
the contrary, they often directly invited a nomadic life and

subsistence by the chase ; and where cultivation was adopted as

a necessity, it was carried on by a method of temporary clearing

to be described presently. Tribes placed in these situations

have ended by remaining, or perhaps becoming, quite nomadic

and uncivilised, or else by descending into the plains, and more or

less completely losing their individuality in the mass of low-caste

Hindu agriculturists or farm-labourers. The districts of Chutiya-

Nagpur, on the other hand, though shut in by the hills, contain

so much culturable land, that tribes finding a secure home within

their precincts were able to establish permanent cultivation, and

so to develop their natural tendencies towards this form or that

of village organisation. Thus we can observe in the plateau

lands, relics of early agricultural customs which we should seek

in vain in the forest-clad hills of the other Vindhyan ranges, and

these, under the circumstances, we niay believe to be really

1 ' The central table-land on which the tribes rallied is admirably
adapted for defence. The approaches to it are from the north, north-

west, east and south, and are exceedingly precipitous, the paths winding-

up defiles which a handful of resolute men could hold against hosts of

invaders.' (Dalton's Ethnography ofBengal, Calcutta, 1872, pp. 150-235).

See also an interesting article on ' Chota-Nugpur : its People and Re-
sources ' in the Asiatic Quarterly Beview for April 1887.
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ancient, since there was no external influence (at least till quite

recent times) to destroy tliem.

It is not, of course, claimed that geographical features ex-

plain everything ; hill ranges which have proved barriers to the

Aryan advance may not have always been equally impervious to

other tribes coming, perhaps, from other quarters and moving

very gradually, in small sections and under wholly different con-

ditions. But the features above described had a very clear con-

nection with the facts of the Aryan advance, the occupation of

the Indus Valley, the early Aryan connection with Upper

Western India by that route, and the subjugation of the Ganges

Valley or Plain, as well as with the fact that no extensive Aryan

movement south of the Vindhyas took place.

We cannot, however, derive any definite information from

such features when we try to account for the first origin of the

ancient Dravidian races ; and how it is that we find people with

more or less distinctively Dravidian elements in their language

at once north . and south of the Vindhyas, on the border of

Biluchistan, and throughout the Madras territory.^

Section II.

—

Physical and Climatic Features eeaeing on

THE Forms of Agricultural Settlement

(1) General Remarks

The great diversity in abundance of rainfall and general

moisture which now exists must at all times have been experi-

enced in different parts of India, and the striking differences in

soil, climate, and vegetation which follow from these differences

will naturally have had a great deal to do with the permanent

location of groups of settlers and their customs of land-holding.

^ The question whence the Dravidian races came is so purely a matter

of speculation that it would be altogether foreign to my purpose to touch

on the subject. It may only be suggested that if they ever came from

the west, following the indication afforded by Dravidian elements in

Biluchistan, they would naturally have taken the Indus Valley route and

gone first to Western India and Southern India, where they would have

multiplied and remained comparatively pure and unmixed ; while those

of the races who gradually extended to Upper India, would be largely

influenced by the stream of Kolarian and Tibeto-Burman races from the

north-east, to say nothing of other possible northern tribes.
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Such climatic variations are accompanied by differences in the

crops which it is possible to raise, and in the sort of treatment

necessary to the proper utilisation of the soil. Different tribes

may also prefer different climates ; and if they happen to have

markedly diverse customs we may find peculiar tenures in one

place which do not occur in another. It has been observed in the

Panjab that the location of Muhammadan village-communities

usually follows the river lowlands, where cultivation is less

troublesome, and a crop more secure, though the climate is less

healthy. The Jats and hardier agricultural races, on the other

hand, follow the higher lands, where the soil is good but the

labour of raising a full crop is more considerable ;
the climate,

however, is drier and much healthier. The customs of these

villages are not, in fact, markedly different, Yet, if there had

chanced to be some striking contrast, we should have had tlie

spectacle of customs changing with the contour lines of the map.

I cannot help thinking that it is the peculiarity of Indian climatic

conditions that has prevented the early agricultural tribes from

following certain methods of co-aration and other customs which

seem to be always found among the early Celtic and Teutonic

tribes of Europe.

In Wales, for example, in a moist and cool climate, the ground

is covered with short grass suitable at all times more or less

for tribal grazing—and this we know to have been the principal

resource ; the tribes were more pastoral and predatory than agri-

cultural. What land they actually wanted for the yield of

bread-corn, they could easily reclaim every year by simply

ploughing it up. Every tribesman had cattle which he brought

to the work; strips representing a day's ploughing— or some

similar area—were arranged ; and the harvest was divided with

reference to the number of strips which fell to each tribesman's

share. The harvest over, the short grass and herbage would

again take possession of the fields, and if the tribe moved its

home, or required new ploughlands, nothing would be easier

than to settle on a new site for the purpose.

Anything of the kind would be impossible under any of

the ordinary climatic conditions of Indian provinces. Hence

we never hear of tribal co-aration. Small holdings may be

worked by people each of whom has only one bullock, so that

E
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they must combine forces. And in some places local customs

will be found of gathering together a number of ploughs to

treat a large area, and giving a feast to all the helpers.^ But

that is not co-aration such as we see in ancient Europe. We
have also instances of jointly-worked village-colonies, where no

permanent allotment of the fields was made, apparently for a long

period : the village heads determined each year what land each

CO sharer should take in hand ; but that again is not co-aration.

The fact is that no system of the kind would in most cases

work. In all the numerous places where dense forest has to be

contended with, the fields, once laboriously cleared, must be liept

clear, or the work would be undone in a few weeks or months ;

^

^ E.g. the atari custom in the Akola district of Berfir {Gazetteer,

p. 65).

^ It may be not quite useless to explain to English readers that the

work of clearing land and keeping it safe from the encroachment of the

imigle is in many parts of India a task quite beyond the experiences of

European agriculture. The following passage, relating to the clearing of

jungle country in the remotest parts of the Central Provinces {Gazetteer,

Introduction, p. xxi), gives a graphic sketch of the ancient difficul-

ties of ' first clearing.' Of course the nature of the difficulty varies from

district to district ; in one place the contention is only with a hard soil,

for which irrigation has to be laboriously provided ; in another, it is with

rank deeply-rooted grass of the Saccharum and other species, which

springs again if a vestige of root be left, and soon chokes the ground with

great tufts of leaves and tall flower-stalks twelve feet high ; in another,

it is deep-rooted jungle of Prosopis and other dry species. AVherever

there is ' semi-tropical ' forest and undergrowth, as in the country

described, the labour, as well as the risk of fever, is great. The writer of

the extract which follows speaks of the life of a settler, even in modern

times, being ' a constant battle against tigers and malaria.' ' At present,'

he says, ' it is almost incredible how quickly the ground which the hand

of man has patiently gained, inch by inch, is swallowed up again by the

jungle, when the pressure of regular occupation is for a moment inter-

mitted. Sir W. Sleeman, writing in 1826, records how a few days' ill-judged

zeal on the part of a mere underling threw a flourishing tract of country

out of cultivation for years. . . . There had been a bad season, and yet the

collection of the revenue had been pressed on, in one of the wilder

subdivisions of the Narsinghpur district, without allowance or con-

sideration, by an over-zealous collector. The hill cultivators . . .

deserted in a body ; when better times came it was found impossible

to repopulate the deserted villages, for they had been so grown over by

jungle in a year or two, that the very village-sites needed clearmg, and
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and this not only invites the separate demarcation of fields and

develops the sense of a strong claim to what has been so

laboriously won, but it almost naturally produces a union of

families in villages ; for people cling together when they not only

need the help of one another in the fields, but when they are

liable to be harassed by wild animals, and subject to much sick-

ness—at least till a large open space has been cleared and good

drinking-water obtained—and where the demons of the woods

and the spirits of the solitudes have to be propitiated, beings

who excite in the minds of the primitive tribes an amount of

superstitious dread which it is hard for us moderns to realise.

In other places the village lands require irrigation of various

kinds ; this is obviously opposed to easily shifted cultivation
;

it also requires fixed fields and a determination of shares in the

water. We shall afterwards notice that among the earliest

allusions to agriculture in the Vedas we find the water-course

mentioned, and also the field measured with a reed and separated

by a balk or lince from the neighbouring fields.

In the dry plains of the Panjab and the Ganges Doab, early

cultivation was probably confined to the immediate vicinity of

the rivers, where the soil was moist, and where wells, if used at all

for watering the land, would have been, as they are now, mere

pits in the soft soil. It must have been some time before the

people learnt to cut canals inland from the rivers, or to sink

deeper wells, and raise the water by some mechanical device.

Here, then, we see no opportunities for co-aration and the

indeterminate occupation, by whole clans, of large areas of

land.

In the Hill Country and intra-montane valleys of the North

Country, again, the nature of the soil would require the perma-

nent terracing of the hillsides, the establishment of small irriga-

tion works along the hillside—or else the permanent utilisation

of all such level alluvial deposits as naturally become the sites of

rice-fields. Or, again, just below the hills, we find cultivation often

carried on solely by aid of occasionally flowing, or permanently

tigers had so readily occupied the new coverts thus made for tliem that

even travellers shunned the country.' This state of things would be

reproduced even more easily in weU-watered and tropical parts of the

country, in East Bengal, Burma, &c.

E 2
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flowing, streams, which are made, by very easy and primitive

devices, to water the land. There is little opportunity for chang-

ing the fields, which, moreover, are usually terraced or embanked

with some labour. But the most serious and general obstacle

to easily moved agricultural settlement in the plains is the labour

of clearing the soil already alluded to. Nothing suggests the

open-field system of shifting settlements and the co-aration of

the whole.

To be sure, the extensive use of fallows is an early resource

of primitive agriculture ; and in the drier climates land is easily

exhausted ; but here it will generally be found that each holding

is laro-e enough to include an area that is fallow while a small
CD O

portion of it is under cultivation ; they do not shift the entire

village or the entire tribal group of cultivated holdings from one

location to another. Temporary cultivation is practised on

alluvial lands, which are unstable, and on certain soils where

either there is only occasionally sufficient moisture or some local

peculiarity. And this generally occurs where the herbaceous

vegetation dries up after the rains and can be removed by

burning.

There is, however, one general method of temporary cultiva-

tion which is still extensively practised in the remote districts

and among the less advanced tribes. It is confined, however,

to the forest-clad hill country in parts of the Eastern, Cen-

tral, and Southern Provinces of India. It will be worth

while to devote some attention to it, for it is connected with

the customs of locating tribes and the allotment of territory
;

and while, on the one hand, it seems to render the idea of fixed

ownership of land more or less impossible, on the other hand it

initiates various customs of united labour, of responsibility for

keeping fire away from the clearings, and of the establishment

of small family groups, as well as larger clan-settlements, in their

' defined boundaries. Ultimately we see how it gradually becomes

modified into a permanent right in the soil.

(2) Shifting or TemiJorary Hill-cultivation

The essential element is the existence of hills with a con-

venient slope and a sufficiently dense covering of vegetation to

yield an amount of ash which will suitably manure the ground.
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It involves also the distribution of certain beats or areas which
can be taken up in rotation ; and this gives the first idea of right

over a considerable territory only a limited portion of which is

under treatment at any one time.^ The first point is, as I have
said, to select out of the wooded area the slopes that have a

suitably thick clothing of vegetation and are sufiiciently gentle.

This latter is important, since if the slopes are too steep, the
' monsoon ' rain, descending on the surface bared of its tree-

shelter, would erode the soil and wash away the seed.

On the selected area, the working members of the families,

armed with their heavy knives (of the type of the Burmese da),

cut down all the smaller vegetation, bamboos, grass, and small

trees, which are then gathered in heaps to dry in the sun ; in

some cases the larger trees are not cut, but ringed or ' girdled

'

and left to die standing. At the end of the hot season, and just

before the summer rainy-season begins, the dry material is set

on fire ; and when all is reduced to ashes, these are raked over

the soft forest humus soil, and seed (millet, hill-rice, and some-

times cotton), being mixed with the ashes, is dibbled into the

ground with a hoe. As soon as the rain falls the seed

germinates, and the family labour after that consists in repeated

weeding and in guarding against the attacks of wild animals.

^

^ This form of cultivation is known by various names. It is jFmi in

Bengal, Jcumri (or Jiumarl) in South India, ijd or (in the Hills) taung-ya
in Burma ; in the Central Provinces and neighboiu'hood it is dainyd or

dahyd, the enclosed cleared fields being called bemar. It was known in

the outer ranges of the Himalaya, within the last century or still more
recently, under various local names, c7l, kordll, &c. It was by no means
unknown in Europe. In Styria it is still practised under the name of
' Braiidwirthschaft.' The French ' sartage ' is, however, not the same
thing : that is a method of lightly burning over the soil to manure and
improve it; it ansv^'ers more to the rah cultivation of Western India,

where the permanently cultivated rice fields are lightly covered with
leaves, bamboos, small branches, &c., and burnt, partly for the sake of

the ash manure, but stiU more, I am told, for the benefit to the surface-

soil by the sfight calcining action of the fire. There is an account of the

Immri cultivation on the West Coast, in Bomhay Gazetteer, xv. (partii.),

188, 189, and South Kayiara D. M. i. 209.

- Which latter is sometimes a very formidable business. For
example, in the CeritraJ Provinces Gazetteer, an account of the cultiva-

tion as practised by the Baiga tribe is given. There they seem to rely
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When the crop is reaped, the soil maybe considered sufficiently

fertile for another year's cultivation ; but it is soon exhausted,

and then a move has to be made to a greater or less distance

according to locality. It depends on the extent of suitable slopes

with sufficiently dense vegetation, and the relative numbers of

the tribes, whether the same place is returned to after many years

(20-40), or after the minimum number (5-7), in which a sufficient

growth will cover the land and afford material for the next

burning. In scantily populated ranges, no care is taken ; and

the fire applied to each cleared area is allowed to spread over the

adjoining forest, many square miles being annually burned. But
where the area is more restricted, the ' villages ' have a well-

understood system whereby the fire from the prepared blocks

must be prevented, by cleared lines, &c., from spreading to

neighbouring blocks ; and a system of fines and compensations

would be enforced in case of neglect.

To a great extent the allotment of these tribal areas is regu-

lated by Nature. There may or may not have been a conflict of

interests and fighting before a peaceable location is efiected ; but

the natural barriers of river, ridge, and valley appear usually to

be followed as intimating the limits of clan-territory and its

sub-divisions.

It is extremely interesting to be able to trace the stages by

on burning the large wood as well as the smaller stuff ; sufficient being

cut ' to cover pretty closel}' the whole of the area. ... In May and
June, just before the setting in of the rains, the wood and the brush-

wood in which it has fallen is set fire to ; and almost before the fire is out

the BaigHS may be seen raking up the ashes and spreading them over

the surface of their field. This is done with a bundle of thorns or long

bamboos, until there is a superstratum of about an inch of ashes spread

over the ground.' The grain sown consists of millets and Kodo {Paspa-

lum sp.) and a poor hill rice. ' When sown, the field is fenced round
very roughly and strongly ; small trees are felled so as to fall one on to

the other ; the interstices are filled in with bamboos, and the boughs are

carefully interlaced so that the smallest kind of deer cannot effect an

entrance.' Where bison or buffaloes are feared, which would burst

through an ordinary fence, they bury a line of broad-bladed spears

{ddiisa) at about the spot where the animals would land if they jumped
the fence. Watching an opportunity, they frighten the wild cattle, in-

ducing them to rush the fence, when some of them are sure to be wounded
and perhaps one or two killed ; and the herd never visit the field again.
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which this nomad cultivation begins to change into permanent

allotment of holdings and to the fixation of villages. Such a

process has been observed in parts of Burma, where the Karen

population has come to press on the land and is unable or un-

willing to move elsewhere. The rich soil at the bottom of the

valleys first becomes permanently cultivated, and the slopes

above, still cultivated by burning the vegetation, are nevertheless

divided out, and worked in a strict rotation, under severe penal-

ties and well-enforced responsibility in the case of fire being

allowed to spread to the areas not yet ready for cultivation.

Sir D. Brandis has given an interesting account of the Karen

tribes in the hills between the Sittang and Salween Rivers ^ who

had attained this stage of progress. ' These Karens,' he says,

' have two classes of cultivation : along the valleys and ravines

are extensive gardens of betel-palms, with oranges and other

fruit trees carefully irrigated and admirably kept. These gardens

are strictly private property ; they are bought and sold, and on

the death of the proprietor are divided in equal shares among

his children.' He then describes how on the drier slopes above,

taiingya cutting is practised ; but the limited area available and

the necessity for carefully fostering the vegetable growth - which

yields the ashes necessary for sowing the hill-rice renders special

arrangements necessary. And he continues :
' The whole of the

taungyd grounds of one village are divided into a number of plots,

each plot being owned by one of the proprietors of the village.

Well-to-do people own from twenty to thirty plots situated in

difi'erent parts of the village area.' The boundaries of each

village are most distinctly defined, and jealously guarded against

encroachment. The boundaries of the plots also are defined.

' These plots are sold and bought . . . and when a proprietor dies

his taungyd grounds, with his gardens, are divided in equal shares

1 Quoted at length in my Land Systems of British India, iii.

506 ff. Sir D. Brandis was famiUar with these tribes as Conservator

of Forests, and again visited them twenty years later, when he was

Inspector-General of Forests to the Government of India.

2 The vegetation that springs up after a season of shifting cultivation

is interesting botanically, and is very different from the original forest. In

the Karen HiUs, the vegetation for burning is chiefly a tall reed-grass

{Arundo sj}.) interspersed with old gnarled trees, which are pollarded

so that the leaves and branches may be burned on the ground.
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among his children.' . . .
' I have here spoken of the people as

the proprietors of their taimgyd grounds. They claim, however,

only a kind of imperfect proprietary right. They hold their

plots as against each other, but they recognise that the State has

a superior right in the land.' So far Sir D. Brandis : for my own

part, I may suggest that this may be a relic of the feeling that,

as waste land belongs to the State, as of old it belonged to the

tribe indefinitely, so land which is yet, so to speak, in a stage

between waste and cultivation, has not yet completely become

private property. It will be observed, however, that the plots

are rented, bought, and sold ; this implies that the State right is

after all of a limited kind ; or more probably, perhaps, that the

native mind does not regard the concurrent existence of two

kinds of right as at all antagonistic.

In some places we may observe the change which has led

tribes, without deserting the hill country, to take to the terraced

cultivation which is so commonly observed in hill districts ;
in

the Himalaya, for example.' There is usually some level ground

at the bottom of the valleys, and perhaps some alluvial level area

formed by the gradual accretion of mud and detritus from the

mountain torrents ; and this is suitable for rice-land. With this

valuable area of permanent cultivation, the desire grows to re-

main in the same vicinity ; and so, gradually, the best spots on

the slopes above are selected and terraced or banked up with

the stones picked out of the fields ; if rice can be grown here,

it is soon found possible to conduct the water of a hill rivulet to

the spot by means of a contour channel along the hillside.

These are sometimes contrived with considerable skill.

I do not know whether it should be considered a relic of

the old forest-burning method of cultivation, or whether it is

merely due to a prejudiced clinging to an early method of man-

uring, that it is still a feature of the West Coast holdings, in

Coorg, Kanara, &c. (and I have noticed the same thing in

Chutiya-Nagpur on the east side), that every cultivated farm

holding has allotted to it a certain portion of grass and jungle

^ I have been shown places in the Simla Hills and elsewhere where

the peculiar vegetation of the slopes indicates that they had once been

treated by the process of shifting cultivation perhaps no more than fifty

or sixty j^ears ago.
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land, not only to supply grazing for cattle, but more especially

to yield branches and stuff to burn on the rice fields. This is

irrespective of any general grazing area or forest that is avail-

able in common.

(3) Instances luJiere Village Ghrouj)s are not found

The first case to be noticed is that of the British Himalayan

districts. It is not difficult to understand that where there is

only a limited area of flat land in a narrow valley, and occasional

patches of good soil with not too steep a slope on the hillside,

single homesteads, or very small groups of two or three families

together, must take the place of the villages of the plains. The

consequences of this from a tenure point of view are, perhaps, not

immediately perceptible ; but in reality there can hardly be any

doubt that the peculiar natural dispositions of culturable soil

and waste have had a great effect : (1) on the arrangements

made when Rajput conquering chiefs assumed local dominion,

and (2) on the modern system under our own Land-Revenue

Settlements. But still more interesting (3) are some ancient

customs still traceable, which largely depended on the physical

conditions, but may also be due to peculiarity of racial custom.

It happened that the Kangra district became British ter-

ritory (now under the Panjab Government) in 1846. The

Kumaon and Garhwal districts, farther east, also came under the

North-West Provinces administration in 1 8 1 5 . And we have good

information about both, especially in the interesting reports on

Kangra, with its outlying dependencies, by Mr. Barnes, and later

by Mr. (now Sir James B.) Lyall. It will be necessary to pre-

mise ^ that both these districts were probably inhabited from early

times by people who belonged to the North-Eastern or Tibeto-

Burman stock, races now much altered and blended with Hindus

(Aryans), who came later. It must have been a comparatively

easy task for a chief of superior race and with a small hardy

troop of followers to establish a local rulership in these hills ; for

the isolated holdings were too scattered to combine for defence,

and the petty independent chiefs had no cohesion. "We find

the Rajput Rajas claiming all the land as conquerors. But

^ Further detail will be given in Chapter IV., dealing with Land
Customs.
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they did not interfere much with these existing holdings, nor as

a rule tax them exorbitantly for rent. The waste and the forest

became the Raja's ; and, in Kangra at any rate, he enforced the

claim strictly. The State officers soon arranged the scattered

farms and hamlets into circles for rent-collecting and other

Government purposes.^ These circles afterwards were treated

as ' villages ' when the districts came under the British Revenue

Settlement.

In the Kangra Hills, separate homesteads are found (lCu\

Idrhi, hastl), or where it is possible small villages or hamlets are

built together and called grdon. As all the waste and forest

belonged to the Raja, the cultivators only claimed to have

the customary use of the hillside and grass-land for grazing

their cattle. But sometimes the waste and the cultivated fields

were so intermingled that the whole group together seemed to

constitute some different form of ' village ' tenure. This,

however, is not really the case, as Sir J. Lyall points out.'-^ I

have alluded to this detail, not that there is any necessity for

explaining it, but because the remarks on the subject made in

the Report were the occasion of introducing a vivid picture of

the agricultural settlements in the hills, as they occur under the

different conditions which the gentler slopes and occasional open

valleys afford. This I cannot do better than quote :

—

A glance at the outward aspect of these mauza ^ [writes Sir J.

Lyall] will, I think, make it clear that this degree of difference of

tenure in the waste has mainly arisen from physical causes. Take

first a mauza in the irrigated villages. The low and tolerably level

parts of the area, which can be conveniently flooded from the water-

channels, form the hdr or open expanse of rice-fields. This land is

too valuable and too swampy to be lived upon ; the houses of the

landholders are seen closely scattered along the comparatively high

and dry ridges or rising ground. Each family has a ga rden, orchard,

or small field or two round the house or houses in which it lives

(Idrhi-bdsi) ; the rest of its holding is made up of fields scattered

^ Locally called in Krmgrfi liothi, hdMmi, magdal, &c., and by other

names elsewhere.

2 Kangra S. B. (1874), § 17, pp. 14 ff.

^ Mauza is the Kevenue-office term for a village as defined in a

' map ; the term was doubtless purposely used in the Eeport because of

the artificial nature of the groups adopted for Settlement purposes.
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here and there in the hdr. Near the houses are long strips of grass

like village greens, on which the cattle graze in common. Now, in

a village of this kind it is evident that the idea of boundary in the

waste between family and family has not the chance of arising. . .
•

Next take a inauza in a country where there is no irrigation, but

where the features of the landscape are bold—that is, where open

arable slopes and plains alternate with steep unculturable hills.

Here the houses of the landholders will be seen scattered over the

surface of the arable land, the fields of each family lying with few

exceptions compactly round the houses of the family. . . . The

general grazing grounds are the hill sides which surround the arable

land. Here, again, there has been no opportunity for the growth of

a feeling of boundary between family and family in the waste as a

whole. Thirdly, take a mauza in an unirrigated country . . .

composed of a mass of low steep hills intersected by hundreds of

narrow valleys or ravines. . . . There is little culturable land, and

what there is is scattered here and there along the tops of the ridges

and edges of the ravines. Culturable and unculturable lands are

everywhere intermixed in about the same proportion. . . . Each

group of houses is surrounded by waste sprinkled with fields. Each

family, as it has grown from its ancestor the first settler, has brought

under the plough all the culturable land within its reach, but has

still within the orbits of its fields much waste—enough, or nearly

enough for the requirements in the way of grazing, ^

Here naturally nothing would tempt anyone else to make

use of the included waste, and equally naturally in time it would

become regarded as belonging to the group within whose ' orbit

'

it lies, though not actually its ' property.'

These little groups of separate farms were all held from the

Eaja as superior landlord ; they had, as I have already said, to

be further organised in circles for rent-collecting purposes ;
but

the effect this produced on the soil interests cannot be classed

under the head we are now considering. Similarly, the applica-

tion of a particular Kevenue system ^in modern days, and the

^ The length of the extract that would be necessary prevents my
adding some interesting remarks (p. 16) on the smallness of the hamlets

in narrow and malarious ' irrigated ' rice valleys. ' Not only in Kangra but

in Gurdilspur and in other districts,' says the writer, ' I have noticed an

extraordinary difference in the growth of famihes in irrigated and un-

irrigated estates. In one case the pedigree table expands hardly at all ;
in

the other it soon shows a list of descendants almost constituting a clan.'
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formation of ' estates,' which go to swell the total of villages in

the official returns, is a purely artificial arrangement.

It would be impossible to pass by the Valley of Kashmir, for

which a Revenue Settlement has recently been made, and under

which it is hoped an altogether new era of prosperity has dawned

for the long-suffering population. Mr. Walter Lawrence, who

made this Settlement, has given us a charming account of the

valley.^ In the more completely mountain country of Kashmir,

in such localities as the Kishnganga Valley, and the hills on the

confines of Hazara, as well as about Kishtwar, Badrawar, and on

the borders of Chamba, all of which I myself have visited, the

villages are formed of little groups of chalets wherever the site

is sheltered and there is water and sufficient space for the houses.

The cultivation is on terraced fields forming separate holdings

grouped together as far as circumstances permit, just as in Kulu

or Chamba. In the ' Valley ' itself, where there is more space,

larger villages seem to be formed ; and in one case Mr. Lawrence

speaks of a village with a normal population of 165 families, and

the usual village menials and artisans appear ; indeed, the Mughal

rulers seem to have introduced a village system. But I cannot

find any trace of a community holding an area of land in common,

even where the extent of country would permit such a thing. No

allusion occurs in Mr. Lawrence's account to any tenures. I pre-

sume that it was impossible to trace any early forms of land allot-

^ The Valley of Kashmir, by Walter Lawrence. London : Henry

Frowde, 1895. These hills and valleys seem to have been early inhabited

by Aryan clans who at that time could not have developed caste and

other later Hindu institutions. It seems also the l^iigii or serpent-

worshipping races were there also. It is remarkable that the Kashmir

dialect more nearly resembles Sindhi (Lawrence, p. 454) than other

Prakrit derivations. And Sindh must have been originally occupied

by Aryans in the same stage of progress as those of Kashmir. After-

wards Buddhism prevailed, and we have a long list of Hindu kings,

who had, evidently, much communication with India, and became

' regular ' Hindus as time went on. In the seventeenth century the

Mughals conquered the valley ; and after them Pathans and Sikhs exer-

cised, in turn, a cruel rule. All rights have been set at naught for

generations past, until now when, thanks to the enlightenment of the

Council of Kegency, a proper Settlement has been made. The theory, I

presume, still is that the State is the owner of the soil ; but the peasantry

wiU at least have a secure hereditary possessory title.
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ment, and that for generations past the Kajas' ownership, and

the official oppression to which the people were accustomed, must

have left at best only a certain hereditary occupancy as the

ostensible tenure. Speaking of the villages in the Valley, Mr.

Lawrence remarks that each house has some space around it :
' in-

stead of the ineffable dreary and unvillage-like look of the Indian

hamlet, we have in Kashmir the picturesque homesteads dotted

about here and there. All have their little gardens and court-

yards.' In this courtyard is the wooden granary, like a sentry-

box ; and here, too, the w^omen sit to husk rice and separate the

maize from the cobs. ' Most villages,' adds Mr. Lawrence, ' have

a delightful brook, on which is a quaint-looking bathing-house,

where the villager leisurely performs his ablutions. One of the

prettiest objects in the village is the graveyard shaded by the

Celtis australis trees, and bright with iris—purple, white, and

yellow—which the people plant over their departed relations.' *

The hill districts of Kumaox and Garhwal lie more towards

the centre of the outer Himalayan Eange ; they show very much

the same features as have been noticed in Kangra.^ The ' villages
'

of the plains are replaced by ' detached hamlets scattered along

the sides and bases of the mountains wherever facilities for cul-

tivation are afforded.' ^ I do not find any special form of land

allotment noticed ; but the assumption of the soil ownership by

^ Quoted from a paper in Journal of the Society of Arts, xliv. 492.

- Reports on Kinniion and Garhwal, by Traill and Batten, collected

in the Agra reprint (1851). There is also a ' Statistical Account of

Knmaon ' in the Gazetteer, and much information for those who care to

dig it out of the bulky Report by Sir H. Ramsay on the Kumaon
Revised Settlement of 1873. Unfortunately, at the early date when

the first Reports were written, it was not yet the fashion to inquire

into the ancient customs in detail. The Reports are also much spoiled by

a feature which might seriously mislead an unwary reader. The Board

of Revenue had prescribed by Circular Order a general mode of recording

and describing village-tenures under the usual terms Zam'indari, Pattl-

ddrl, and hliaiachdrd, about which we shall hear in the sequel, and

which only suited the villages of the plains. Accordingly, both Messrs.

Traill and Batten thought it necessary to attempt to use these of&cial

terms, and sometimes have to apologise for the hill-tenures, that really

they will not, as doubtless they ought, fit into the frames provided by the

Board of Revenue !

^ Shetcli of Kmndon in the Collected Reports, p. 11.
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the conquering Rajas led to the separate homesteads and small

hamlets being regarded as ' Crown' tenancies ; and,just as in other

States, the rent collections were managed by forming ' circles ' of

hamlets under officers locally known as Kamin and TJioMdr or

Siydna. These agents, again, selected a headman (padhcm) in each

hamlet or group of hamlets to collect the rents of the individual

farmers. Thus a more or less artificial appearance of ' villages
'

arose. And in Kumaon, apparently much more generally than in

Kangra, the Raja made grants or assignments of his superior right

in the land ; and the resulting title was called that (or kot if the

grant was for the support of the relatives of a soldier slain in

battle). All sorts of persons, astrologers, Brahmans, courtiers,

dependents, and even the royal cooks, got such grants. At first

they were ' freehold,' since the royal revenue due on them was

either remitted or was taken by the grantee for the service on

account of which the grant was made. In course of time the

revenue remission was rescinded, but the ' proprietary ' title

remained. The grantee ' proprietor ' was entitled to take into

his personal possession, and use, one-third of the land. Here,

ao-ain, was another source of artificial villages. For when

the heirs of the grantees succeeded jointly, some semblance of

a joint-village estate arose, and, under the North-West Pro-

vinces Revenue system, the estates were treated as mauza, or

villages, and shown as such in the statistical returns. Not-

withstanding these grants, however, a large proportion of the

hamlets in Kumaon, and especially in Garhwal,^ remained as in-

dependent groups of cultivators, and are only aggregated for

administrative purposes.

In another widely different part of India—along the West

Coast we have another instance of the absence of villages.

This country comprises the districts of North Kanara, South

Kanara, and Malabar. It may be described generally as con-

sisting of a strip of uneven but fertile land between the sea

and the Western Ghat mountains. Many spurs run down

from the hills beyond, and the level country is constantly inter-

sected by rivers and estuaries, and by ravines which widen

towards the coast and are filled with rice cultivation; while

1 S. B. Garhwdl, in the Collected Eeports, p. 129.
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the whole coantiy is studded with orchards and luxuriant palm-

groves.^

In North Kanaka, as the country approaches the districts of

Belgaum and Dharwar, and above the Western Ghat or Sahiyadri

Hills, something like villages are formed, and there are some ap-

pearances of a staff of village officers and menials. In Kanara

generally, the house of a cultivating family stands, separately, in

the neighbourhood of the fields held by them. The single holding

is North Kanara is called sthal. The aggregates of these hold-

ings formed for official and administrative purposes throughout

Kanara appear to have been variously arranged at different

periods, and especially by the Mysore Sultans or other sovereigns

who introduced the Perso-Arabic revenue terms. A small

group of two or three holdings (having, I suppose, some con-

nection among themselves) is called majare, which is a local

form of the Arabic mazrci, (H.) majrd. The more natural aggre-

ii'ate is called grdmct, which also is a group of a few holdings. I

think I am right in supposing that the grama was the original

subdivision of the oicidu, of which we shall hear much in the

sequel. Where there happens to be a somewhat larger aggregate

of residences it is called mauje, which is the (A.) mauza. Whether

this is regarded as distinct from the grama I am not informed.

For administrative purposes several (5 or 6) grama are again

aggregated into a mdgane}

The houses are mostly built of laterite, which is a material

locally abundant, soft when first cut, but hardening on exposure

to the weather. Or else laterite pillars are built, and the walls

are of mud. A large proportion of the ordinary peasant houses

are thatched ; but that is not from poverty, but from the ancient

custom which confined the use of tiles to temples and the houses

of the Brahmans and the ruling classes.

1 North Kanara is under the Bombay Government, and is described

in the Bombay Gazetteer, xv. 411-15, South Kanara is in Madras

;

there is a pleasing account of the country in the South Kanara D. M.

i. 8.

- Bombay Gazetteer, xv. 412. The old Mysore Government made use of

a larger aggregate, called Iwbali. I understand that this is now disused.

Cf. South Kanara D. M. ii. 6. I presume that the figures at p. 8 refer

to the population in a magane.
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The system of land-holding here, which depends on the past

history of the country, has no reference to village aggregates

whatever ; and we shall hereafter see that the ivarg, or superior

holding, often consists of several plots which are not necessarily

in the same mdgane even.

In Malabar the general facts are similar. Here, among the

upper classes of landholders, the single house is often a hand-

some structure standing in the midst of a square enclosed orchard,

approached by a castellated gateway, and solidly built. It con-

tains several connected families, for the joint-family idea is strong

among them.^ Here also we have the grouping of a number

of holdings into grclma, tara, &c., and these again, for adminis-

trative purposes, into amisham (amsJiom of the books).

^

More will appear on this subject when we speak of the land-

holding customs ; and we shall then see how far the state of things

depends on Dravidian custom, modified by caste and the Hindu

law ; but it is clear that the isolation of the holdings is in the

first instance caused by the physical features of the country

—

the broken ground, the frequent ravines and valleys, at the

bottom of which the rice lands lie. It is interesting to observe

that in the fourteenth century Ibn-Batuta noticed these

features : he says that the whole coast-line afibrded one long-

journey under trees, and that the people had all of them separate

houses in the midst of their land.^

One more example of the absence of village aggregates, and

that entirely due to physical circumstances, may be taken from

the South Panjab—a country presenting about as complete a

^ I.e. among Nayar and Brahman families. Logan, Malabar D. M.
i. 89, 131, 133, 153. The feeling for separate households is shown by

the numerous words in Malayalam for houses of different kinds ; the

cottage, the ordinary house, the mansion, the menial's hut, the Eaja's

palace, the chiefs house, &c., are all distinguished.

~ The aggregate known as desa'Jii is of a different character ; it was an

early aggregation made solely for military purposes, each group having to

provide so many soldiers.

^ Quoted -D. M. Malabar, i. 86, where there is also a pleasing

account of the arrangements of a higher caste dwelling in the midst

of its orchard and surrounded with a high bank of earth and an mfcer-

laced hedge. It is too long to quote, and would be spoiled by condensa-

tion.
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contrast to that last described as can well be imagined. In the

districts below Multan, and part of Dera Ghazi Khan, the

country is so rainless that anything like permanent cultivation

is only possible either along the banks of a river, or by aid of

small canal cuts taken off from the river, or by the aid of wells,

which again can only be sunk up to a certain distance inland

—

i.e. away from the river. The ' well ' (i.e. the area protected,

or at least partly watered, by the well) becomes the unit of pro-

perty throughout the tract that lies next beyond the river-

moistened belt. Thus, in the Multan district, Mr. Eoe

vrrites :
^ ' In the tracts near the rivers, the lands generally

belong to Jat tribes, and here we find regular village com-

munities. . . . Away from the rivers the villages are generally

merely a collection of ' wells ' which have been sunk in the

neighbourhood of a canal, or in more favourable spots in the

high land. In these there never has been any community of

interest ; in very many cases there is not even a common village-

site : each settler has obtained his grant direct from the State,

sunk his well, and erected his homestead upon it. Under our

Settlements, the waste land between these wells has been recorded,

as a matter of course, shdmildt-dih (common of the village);

but originally the well-owners had no claim to it whatever.'

(4) Physical Features luhich invite Village Formation

Having described some of the physical causes which tend to

prevent the formation of villages, there remain to be noticed, on

the other hand, those features of Indian climate and physical

condition which would have directly encouraged the aggregation

of groups of cultivators, even if tribal ties or a strong sense of

family life had not already predisposed them to settle together.

These causes have, in fact, operated universally, and are suffi-

ciently obvious when stated ; they are calculated, however, to

invite aggregation of some kind, but do not go further in

producing any particular form of that aggregation. Wherever
they have operated, ' villages ' are a feature on the map, irre-

spective of the internal structure of the groups, whether as

aggregates of independent households or as co-sharing bodies.

1 S. B. Miiltiln (1883), chap. ii. § 69. It is just the same in parts of

Dera Ghazi Khan, Fryer's S, B. 1874, § 216.

F
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I need hardly repeat what has been said about the difficulty of

first clearing thejnngle-clad, black-soiled districts of many of the

central and southern parts of India, or in the dense forests of

the eastern districts. No single family could settle alone. A
fair-sized clearing must be made as soon as possible, for the sake

of health ; and the need of co-operation for defence against wild

animals injurious to crops and even to human life, for carrying

out the cottage-building, tank-digging, forest-clearing, and other

initial works, is obvious.

Even in dry open districts the help of a number of hands

would be needed before cultivation could be fairly started.

In very dry countries, where cultivation is impossible unless

a well or canal-cut can be provided, circumstances may, as we

have seen, tend to the establishment of separate farms or land-

holdings with reference to the well or other irrigation source

;

there may also be conditions which admit of cultivating groups,

but at the same time limit their size. In the Bannu and other

frontier districts of the Panjab, where there are low hills furrowed

by many torrent beds which for the most part have water only

during the short rainy season, there are well-established cus-

toms of sharing the water, by means of a system of channels and

temporary dams, whereby the water is led on to certain groups

of terraced fields. The customary rules provide that each dam

must be removed after a certain number of hours ; or that it can

only be raised to a certain height, so that when the flood reaches

that level the surplus water may pass on to the fields of another

right-holder. The point here is, that the size of the village may

be largely determined by the number of fields which the available

water-supply will reach. In the same way, wherever there are

but limited ' tanks ' for irrigation {e.g. Ajmer and Central India),

the size of the cultivating group must naturally regulate itself

accordingly.'

^ The word ' tank ' is said to be of Marathi or Gujarilti origin.

Wilson's Glossary gives tniiken (M.) and tdnJih (Gu.) ; it has no refer-

ence to our English word of the same form. The irrigation-tank is

sometimes a depression in the soil, or the head of a valley dammed up

artificially, and so situated as to coUect the rain running off the high

land all round. Some ' tanks ' are vast sheets of water never completely

dry.

\
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Defence against enemies is another obvious reason for aggre-

gation. In unsettled times, cultivation is hardly possible except

within reach of some chiefs fortress ^ or other place of refuge

;

and in those provinces where the open level country has allowed

of ' village ' settlements, the families keep together for mutual

help. Each group has to be prepared to defend itself against

sudden attack. Accordingly, in many parts of India the village

dwelling-place has been built with mud walls and stout gates,

within which the cattle may be secured and the cultivators find

refuge against a foray.- In later times, too, oppressive revenue

officers had often to be resisted.

This allusion to the dwelling site of the village reminds me
that, though the aggregation of houses in the centre of the hold-

ings is a very common feature, it is by no means universal.

This difference often depends on physical conditions ; but in for-

mer times it must have depended also on the state of the country

as regards peace : homesteads or small hamlets scattered about

the village area would have to be abandoned (and were so fre-

quently) during the wars and invasions that so constantly occurred.

It is mentioned in one of the Lahore Settlement Keports that

the villagers used to come and ask the Government Settlement

Superintendent for permission to have their homestead outside the

regular village site, as if this were an exceptional measure which

formerly would have been dangerous.^

This may be a convenient opportunity to pass in review

the several provinces, as regards the form of village residences,

whether they are compact groups of houses (either walled and

^ We shall meet with an example of this in the hilly table-land of the

Dakhan districts.

~ Grant Duff mentions that Sivaji, the fomider of the Maratha rule,

fearing to encourage ' the village and district authorities to resist his

government as they frequently did that of Bijapur,' . . .
' destroyed all

milage lualls, and allowed no fortification in his territory that was not

occupied by his own troops.'

—

History of the MaJirattas, i. 197.

^ Possibly, however, the application was made because the petitioner

expected to be allowed a sufficient area for his house, to be made free of

revenue : this he could have got in the dbdd'i or central site, the area of

which is, in the Panjub, always unassessed, but he might not be able to

secure a remission on part of his fields.

f2
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gated or open), or whether small groups of houses (hamlets) are

the prevalent form.

In the Madras Manuals I have not found any general

account of the subject, although it is evident that, putting aside

the special conditions of the west coast districts, the plain

country in general appears to present similar characteristics.

So much I gather, that the flat-roofed houses characteristic of

tlie Dakhan are not in use, but that mud-built cottages thatched

with palmyra palm (Borassus sj?.) are common. It seems also

to be a general feature, and one apparently derived from the

original Dravidian village customs, that each house had its

' croft,' or garden and yard, and that the menials of the village

were aggregated in a sort of suburb (cerJ) just outside the

village.^ Madras villages in general (I gather from various

scattered indications) are compact groups, and, as usual in

Dravidian countries, the whole social organisation is complete

—

the hereditary headman with his ex-officio hereditary holding of

land, the village accountant, and the regular staff" of village

artisans and menials paid by grain fees as we have already

noticed.^

As to Bombay, I have not yet seen a general account of the

Dakhan,-"^ but from scattered notices in the district reports, I

gather that the villages are generally compact, and that flat-

roofed houses are common, the poorest sort of huts being

thatched. The general use of sun-dried bricks or of mud walls

compacted together, or of burnt brick with mud cement, not

only in this part of the country but in India generally, is

not only to be ascribed to its cheapness. There is no doubt

that thick mud walls are much cooler than brick. The cir-

cumstances of life in the Dakhan districts seem to make

compact villages necessary. It would appear that at one time

families of superior race had established their lordship over

the villages, and they probably held control from the gadh,

or forts, built on the eminences with which the irregular table-

1 Macleane's Manual, i. 100 ; Godnvari D. M. p. 87.

'^ Ante, pp. 16, 17.

^ Vol. i. of the Gazetteer, which may be expected to contam a general

sketch of the physical features, population, and social conditions of the

Dakhan districts, has not yet appeared.
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land abounds ; as such ' barons ' would have constant feuds

among themselves, compact villages would be a necessity for self-

protection.^

In the richer districts of Gujarat—a province which has

often and not unjustly been described as the Garden of India

—

the villages seem well to do, and furnish an excellent specimen

of what village-building can attain to. The account deserves to

be quoted :
^

The whole population ... (a practice which doubtless dates

from old times of insecurity) live together in the village itself, which

is generally situated near the centre of the area. There are some-

times hamlets subsidiary to large villages. . . . The village, con-

taining from 100 or less to 2,000 or 3,000 inhabitants, is always

built beside a tank or large embanked pond shaded by noble trees,

among which is the temple of the local god. On one side of the

tank, and in front of the village, is an open space where the cattle

assemble to be watered morning and evening ; and here is usually a

deep-chambered well with a long flight of stone steps leading to the

water. . . . Here also at nightfall, on earthen seats round the stem

of an aged tree, the village elders assemble to smoke the huqqa and

talk over their simple topics. The village itself is occasionally sur-

rounded by an earthen wall, but more commonly by a thick cactus

hedge {Opuntia sp.), and even this defence is now often wanting.

At the entrance are the huts of the sweepers, one of whose duties is

to guide travellers ; and on the outskirts of the village live, each in

their separate quarters, the different classes of low-caste labourers.

Their huts are sometimes wretched enough, yet often, and increas-

ingly so of late years, they inhabit decent cottages of one story, built

of unbaked brick and tile. In the middle of the village live the . . .

owners and cultivators of the lands. Their houses, with walls of

brick and tiled roofs, are usually built two and even three stories

high, round courtyards opening with a gate into the street. . .
•

Often three or more houses have one yard in common. They front

on the court, and the doors, windows, and balconies are generally

ornamented with the delicate wood-carving for which Gujarat is

famous. The sides or ends towards the street present a blank wall

often covered with stucco and adorned with frescoes, barbarous,

indeed, in design, but brilliantly coloured and not wanting in spirit.

^ Compare the note on Nasik District, Bombay Gazetteer, xvi. 27,

and for Ahmadnagar District, xvii. 48.

^ Bombay Gazetteer, iv. 45, 46,
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This represents the type of village in a rich country, and is

above the general standard. In the Bharoch district, also in

Gujarat, the absence of the flat-roofed house is noticed. The

Gazetteer describes how the villages are surrounded by trees :

—

' Occupying a perfectly level country, these clumps of trees, at

an average distance of about three miles apart, indicate the site

of these scattered communities, each having its proportion of

wells and tanks.' ^ An average would give 134 houses and 509

inhabitants to each village in the district. Formerly, it is

added, ' many of the villages were surrounded by walls of

mud or of burnt bricks as a shelter against the attacks of free-

booters,' but now only traces of such defences remain.

As a specimen of one of the coast districts I may take

KatnagirL . Here villages seem to be compact, built in streets

(paved roadways made with blocks of laterite are in use). All

are shaded with belts of cocoa-nut plantation. As usual in

Dravidian countries, the low-caste people are kept in an adjacent,

but distinct, suburb. On the whole, it would appear that villages

containino- 200 to 1,000 inhabitants are the commonest.^

No general account of villages is given in the Central

Provinces, except that of the total number, more than half are

aggregates of houses not exceeding 200 inhabitants, and many

more do not go beyond 500. The province is made up of

districts variously situated as regards their physical conditions.

But in general compact villages seem to be the rule, and in many,

the family garhl or residence of the Pdtel is more or less con-

spicuous in the middle.

For the North-West Provinces there are more abundant

materials. Compact, occasionally very large, villages are found,

but sometimes the tendency is to a number of hamlets scattered

about through the area of the ' village.' This depends partly

on the nature of the soil, partly on other causes. In some

cases it marks the gradual expansion and fission of the family

groups ; some branch of a large family will arrange to start

a new hamlet (wajnl, &c.),^ which will in time become an

1 Bomhay Gazetteer, ii. 380. - Ihid. x. 136.

^ Majrd is the Hindi form of the Arabic mazrd, which means a plot of

land prepared for sowing.
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iiidej)endent village. For example, in Banda, one of the south-

east districts of the North-West Provinces, towards the Vindhya

country, I find the Settlement Officer remarking that ' where

the bulk of the soil is of naturally rich quality, large villages

are the rule, and the population is found collected in a single

site.' He adds, that in the Banda parcjana there are as many as

eight large villages each with a population exceeding 2,000.

Six of these, on rich black soil (locally known as mar), have only

one inhabited site ; while in the two remaining villages, in

which there is ' much light and broken soil,' there are,

besides the chief centres, five additional hamlets in each. In

one case (Khaptiha, in the Pailani imrgcma) there is a single

village of fifteen square miles, with a population of 3,737

crowded into one central residence : while in a neighbouring

estate, a much smaller population is found to have established

nine villages and hamlets scattered over the area of the

community. In the broken country adjoining the hills, ' the

substitution of small hamlets for the single large village-site

shows its fullest development.' ^ The need of manure, and

the desirability of being near the fields to keep watch against

animals, also affects the multiplication of hamlets.

In the OuDH Gazetteer (to take a very differently situated

country) I find it noticed that ' the village in Oudh is not a

single collection of houses. . . . The number of hamlets in any

particular village varies with its area and the convenience its

lands offer for building, from only one to sometimes as many as

fifty [houses]. . . . The people are nowhere drawn together by

the more complex wants of the civilisation with which we are

familiar. Their simple huts can be run up in a few weeks on

any spot which is sufficiently elevated above the rain floods, and

their almost only object is to be as near as possible to the fields

they cultivate. A new settler, especially if he be of high caste

and rents a considerable tenement, wilf generally prefer to build

a detached house close to his own fields. In the course of time

his children and grandchildren will relieve the overcrowded

1 S. B. Banda (Mr. Cadell's), 1881, p. 30. Other large tribal areas

of this kind will be described in Chapter VL It is not often, in such cases,

that the inhabitants are collected in one villasre-residence.
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house by adding houses of their own, and those, with the hovels

of the low-caste attendants, the camdr and the slave-ploughmen,

will form a hamlet which, if of sufficient size, may eventually

attract a blacksmith, a carpenter, a washerman, or a barber.' ^

When we read in 8leemans Journey of the Oudh (Native)

Government officials collecting revenue with the aid of troops

and siege guns, this refers rather to the necessity of putting

pressure on the Taluqdar and other landlords in their curious

forts or fortresses, which were often hemmed in with dense

quick hedges of thorny bamboo, than to the villages of the

peasantry.

In the Panjab, the varieties of climate and local situation

produce corresponding differences in the villages and house-

building. The mountain districts, like Kulu and Kangra, have

their own styles of building, not at all unlike those seen in

Switzerland. Wood and stone are the universally employed

materials, and the roofs are covered with split slabs of wood, or,

if available, great rough-hewn slates. In the plain districts

compact villages, sometimes large, are the rule. But there are

parts where the growth of the families has resulted in the es-

tablishment of several subsidiary hamlets. This is noticeable

in the districts across the Sutlej and in the south-east. Every-

where the villages are flat-roofed, and built of mud bricks ; often

they are walled and gated, or otherwise arranged, so as to be

defensible at least against cattle-thieves. One feature deserves

mention, which is seen even in the level country. The village

appears raised up on an eminence, which gradually forms in this

way : the earth for the walls, both ofthe village and the cottages,

is obtained by digging out one or more ponds or tanks, which will

become filled with rain water, or possibly a spring may be

started. These ponds will be the drinking-place for the cattle,

and here, too, the buffaloes wallow in the hot season. They

become gradually deepened as more clay is required and is

dug out. As mud-houses gradually fall down by age or during

the heavy rains, and are frequently renewed, there is a perpetual

tendency for the house-sites to rise in level. An old-established

village will thus be considerably raised, and the site must be-

^ Oudh Gazetteer, vol. i. Introduction, p. xiv.
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come higher and higher in the course of years, independently of

the fact that, for obvious reasons, the highest ground available

was probably selected to begin with.^ It is very common to find

the headmen, and others of note, having better-built brick

houses, for which they have acquired the best situations. There

are many local accounts of villages in districts, which it

would not be possible to quote without too great a sacrifice of

space.

^

I may notice, in concluding the subject, some general statistics

which appear from the Indian Census of 1891. The difficulty

of fixing on anything like a unit for a ' village ' in some districts,

and the fact that some enumerators may have taken the adminis-

trative aggregate or circle, and others the single homestead as

the unit, must of course vitiate the results to some extent ;
but

making due allowance for this, it appears that out of a total of

1 In the Karnfd S.B. (1882), Mr. Ibbetson remarks (p. 120) : 'When

a new viUage is founded, the first thing done is to dig out tanks to hold

rain-water for cattle, washing, &c. The village is built on the spoil; and,

as in coui'se of time old houses fall down and new ones are built, the

village is raised higher above the surrounding plain, in some of the old

Nardak villages as much as 150 or 200 feet. The space immediately

around the village is called goird : here the cattle stand to be milked,

weavers train their warp, fuel is stacked, dunghills made, ropes twisted,

sugar-presses erected, and all the operations conducted for which free

space is necessary. The village is generally surrounded by a mud wall

and a ditch as a protection against thieves, and is entered by gates often

of brick and containing side rooms in which the gossips sit when it grows

hot under the huge bar or ^jJ^aZ tree {Ficus sp.) which generally stands

outside. Main streets (gall) run through from one gate to another, and

in Eajput or -other villages where the women are strictly secluded

numerous blind alleys lead from them, each being occupied by the house

of near relatives.' This is m the South-eastern Panjab, but is quoted as a

good accomit of the form of Panjab villages in general ; details naturally

vary in different parts.

2 See, for example, Lahore S. B. (Saunders), § 208 ; Rushyarpur

S. B. (Montgomery), § 43 ; Sidlhot Gazetteer, p. 33 ; B.Pindi Gazetteer,

pp. 51-52 ; Firozpur Gazetteer, p. 38. In Purser's Montgomery S. B.

pp. 52, 53, there is a very pleasing account of the villages and types of

house. As to frontier viUages, aggregation depends on the pecuhar

tribal customs afterwards described. In the Bannu S. B. pp. 60 ff, are

some particulars, but no direct notice of the point under immediate con-

sideration—the aggregation of residences. In Peshawar, the villages are

compact, sometimes furnished with towers of refuge {Captain Hastings'
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close upon 714,000 villages, nearly 223,000 contain a popula-

tion of 200 and over, while about 343,000 have under 200.

Those exceeding 500 are, in round numbers, 98,000.^

These notes on the physical conditions may be concluded with

a brief remark on the origin of the vernacular words for ' village/

I do not know of one that has direct reference to the grouping

or aggregation of land. The Sanskrit grama may originally

have had reference to a tribal grouping of a limited number of

families, as the dictionary gives ' clan,' ' community ' or ' host,'

' aggregate,' as among the meanings.^ But in the Veda the

word seems chiefly to indicate the sort of fort or protected resi-

dence site into which the cattle could be driven at night or to

escape attack.^ The Hindi gdmv, gdm^ &c. (Panjabi grdnw,

girdn, &c.) are dialectic forms of grama. The Arabic maiiza%

adopted into general revenue language more or less all over

India, is derived in Johnson's Dictionary from the form waza\

with the meaning of ' founding,' ' laying down.' The Persian

dih is not explained. On the Panjab frontier the village is

often called lihel, which is simply a subsection of a clan and

the considerable area of land allotted to it. I cannot speak

from personal knowledge of the southern dialects, but on the

west coast tara has only the meaning of ' foundation,' ' quarter,'

[ street,' and not anything to do with the aggregate of lands.

The common Dravidian word for village is Ur, which enters into

so many names, as Nellore (Nal-ur), Vellore (Vel-ur), Tanjore

(Tanja[v]ur), to say nothing of Indore (Ind-ur), Gwalior (Gwali-

8. B. p. 20). In parts of Dera Ismail Khan, aggregate sites agam
appear for the reasons given {Tucker'' s 8. B. § 18). For the South-

eastern Panjab, see Purser and Fanshawe's account of the large villages

of Eohtak (average 2,044 acres with 1,076 persons), 8. B., pp. 9, 10; and
some curious particulars in Channing's Gurgaon 8. B. (1882), § 70, p. 59.

^ Census Bejport (Parhamentary Blue Book), p. 48. The large number
of villages with small populations is increased by the inclusion of small

groups in the hills, &c. Mr. Baines remarks that the landlord system of

Bengal has tended to break up villages and settle the tenants on their

holdings ; and also that, life and property being generally secure, there is

a tendency to form small groups of houses on the spot, otherwise the

holders would have to go far from home to reach their holdings.

•^ Vide Macdonell, 8anshrit Dictionary, s.v. grama.
" See Zimmer, p. 142, as to the Vedic grama or vrjdna.
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iir), &c., further north. ^ The terms upagrdmam and kuppam, in

the South, refer to hamlets or offshoots of villages, as dhoh and

m-ajrci do in North India.

^ IJr probably referred to a fortified place or even town ; indeed, the

origin of the word may have gone back to the early time when some
place of refuge would have been the natural centre of each ' village

'

group. However that may be, we find quite a group of compomid words

indicating village features, such, e.g., as Urdaldvara (Karn.), the viUage-

servants ; Urhivaliga (Ksirn.), the village-watchman ; Uritceriovu (Tel.),

Urliola (Karn.), the village-tank ; tlrmrmiijain (Tamil), free-lands for re-

mimeration of the village -servants, Urugaud(2 (Karn.), the village head-

man.
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CHAPTER III

ETHNOGRAPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

If, as we have reason to believe, the agricultural settlement of

India began, not with the Aryan, but with pre-existing races

;

and if, further, we find that the Aryans, and also the Jat, Gujar,

and other immigrant tribes produced the joint or landlord form

of village as the result of their domination or conquest—since

these villages occur chiefly in the countries subject to that con-

quest—it becomes important to make a general survey of the

provinces, and take note of the chief elements which are found

in the population of each. We shall observe in each a pre-Aryan,

or at least a non-Aryan element, a mixed race, and an upper

class of purer Aryan caste, which, together with some families

of later origin, represents the dominant or ruling race.

A very brief examination of the subject will be sufficient

;

we shall not only confine ourselves to what has some bearing on

land-holding and the agricultural population, but we shall also

avoid all uncertain ethnological questions. These latter are so

numerous in India that a prejudice may arise against any kind

of ethnographic survey as affording but a doubtful basis for

reasonable conclusions. But though such a suspicion may
justly exist, it is possible to let it go too far, and land us in

the error of supposing that nothing is really known about the

origin of the people at all. There are certain well-ascertained

facts of Indian ethnography, and there are inferences to be

justly drawn from them ; and it would be as wrong on the one

hand to ignore either, as it would be to build up an argument on

the more speculative elements.

There is no reasonable doubt, in the first place, about tlie

main ethnical elements with which we are here concerned.^ The

^ And thus, if primitive communal ownership of land is a fact, we
have a number of distinct fields of observation, in one or more of which
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long-continued fusion of races which has been going on for many
centuries has naturally resulted in obscuring the origin of many

castes or tribes, and has left it doubtful at the present day

whether any particular people or tribe should be assigned to

one ethnic group or the other ;
nevertheless, the existence of

certain distinct groups cannot be questioned. Thus, beginning

with the north-east, Assam was certainly peopled by races con-

veniently described as Tibeto-Bueman. Similar tribes to some

extent occupied the north-east parts of Bengal ; and they ad-

vanced along the outer ranges of the Himalayan Mountains and

furnished the basis of the more or less mixed ' castes ' which

form the cultivating population of the hill districts as far at

least as Kashmir. There is equally no doubt that another

people, coming from the same quarter, and conveniently distin-

guished as KoLAKiAN, were once numerous at the eastern end of

India. Nor is it of importance for our purpose whether the

name is a good one, and whether these people are of an entirely

separate stock. It is, at any rate, convenient to separate them,

for we have something of interest to learn from the Santal

people and from the Ho and Munda tribes surviving in Chutiya-

Nagpur, where they are found actually alongside of Dravidian

races. ^ Then, again, we have the often almost unmixed and

widely spread Dravidian population of the South. It is, no

doubt, a difficult problem to account for the existence of Dra-

vidian elements in Upper India before the Aryans came ; but that

does not in the least affect the observations we are able to make

on tribes admittedly of this group, in their present location,

whether nearly pure as in the South, or more mixed in the

Daklian and Central India. Then we have the Aryan popula-

tion, and with it many mixed races or castes claiming Aryan

origin. Lastly, we have the Jat, Gujar, and other races who

followed their steps, but only to a limited distance beyond

we ought to find at least traces of such a system. If we find it neither

among Tibeto-Burmans, Kolarians, Dravidians, nor Aryans, the belief

must be held to be more than ever doubtful as far as India is concerned.

^ The distinction is also evident in the Central Provinces, where we
have the meeting ground of the Aryan introduced into the northern part, the

Gond or Dravidian element, and also the Kolarian—all localised. (See

Central Provinces Gazetteer, Introduction, pp. cv-cviii., and cxxv.)
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the Panjab ; and we have the Moslem tribes, the result of

the Pathan and Mughal conquests. We have noticed already

how the physical features of mountain range, desert, and open

country affected the introduction and movements of the various

invading races ; and how in consequence, Upper India—the

country between the Himalaya and the Vindhya (from the Panjab

to Bengal), the Western Indian Districts—with part of the

Dakhan, and again Southern India, have all become marked

ethnographical divisions ; and these we will follow in a brief

series of sections. But before describing the population of each,

there is one general question which, as it affects the entire range

of subsequent history, had better be dealt with at once. It is

almost impossible to describe the population of any single

province without reference to it. I allude to the nature of

the Aryan advance—partly by conquest, partly by policy and

conciliation—and to the question of the probable number of

the Aryans and their relations with the population they en-

countered.

Section I.

—

The Aryan Immigration

The Aryans ^ entered India at its north-west corner, and first

established themselves in the hill country among the ' seven

confluents of the Indus ' (^8aptasi7iclharah), between the outer

and inner Himalayan ranges.^ From this country the tribes

^ It is quite unimportant for our purposes whether the name ' Aryan '

is a good one or not ; or whether it implies a greater degree of imity than

ever really existed. It serves, at any rate, to distinguish the people, or

connected peoples, who gave us the Vedic hymns, and who afterwards, in

one part or section of their race, developed the system of law and philo-

sophy, of statecraft and religion, which we familiarly associate with the

name of ' Hindu,' and which we find described in the Sanskrit classics.

^ Among other authorities, see Lassen, i. 617. It is usually assumed

that the Aryans occupied ' the Panjab.' Thus, to select one passage

out of several that would do equally well, Zimmer, p. 1, commences :

' The main body of the Vedic-Aryan tribes settled, in ancient days,

on the banlis of the Indus and in the districts lying eastward of it,

through which numerous streams, great and small, find their way as

tributaries to the main river : it was the country of the Sajpta-sindhava,

the Panjab of modern times.' But I submit that the description, perfectly

just in itself, does not answer to ' the Panjab of modern times ' at aU. No
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eventually moved forward towards the plain country of Upper
India. A certain number, no doubt, occupied the lower Indus

Valley and Sindh. Tradition is clear on the point, and ascribes

the occupation to the Ydclavd tribe. It is certain that Sans-

kritic speech had reached the mouths of the Indus in very early

times. ^ Thence they extended to Western India—to the portion

which was open, as already explained. Another portion may
have remained in the hill districts ; and some may have settled

in the Panjab plains, either below the hills or close to the rivers,

where settlement alone could have been possible. The rest

moved eastward across the plains. The Vedic hymns, no doubt,

contain specific allusions to the Panjab plains, and to battles

fought in traversing them ; but they afford no certain evidence

of settlement in the Panjab plain country. The important

point is, however, not whether colonies did exist or were nume-
rous, but what influence could they have had, even if we prefer

to accept their existence. For when we hear of the ' Aryan
colonisation ' of the Panjab in general, it is almost always with

the meaning that it was by tribes possessing the characteristic

' Hindu ' caste and religious ideas. And on a hasty view of the

subject, coupled with the reflection that the ' Panjabi ' dialects

are classed as Sanskritic,^ it is easily concluded that the Panjab

one who is familiar with the locality from long residence would speak of

the dry mountains and occasionally fertile vaUeys of the Upper Indus

country—the country of the Swat, the Kabul, and the Kunar rivers, and,

lower down, of the Kuram—as ' the Panjab.' The confusion perhaps

arises from forgetting that the rivers Indus, Kabul, Jihlam, Ravi, Sutlej,

&c., have a long course through the Himalayan hill-countrj^ under the

same names, or partially so, that they bear when, more than a hundred
miles south, some of them form the dividing streams of the real Panjab.

^ Burton remarked that the Sindhi language contained many Sanskrit

words, both pure and corrupted, which are now unintelligible to the

unlearned in other parts. Dr. E. Trumpp says that the Sindhi is much
nearer to the old Prakrit than the Panjabi, -^Marathi, Hindi, and Bengali

of our days (Hughes, Gazetteer of Sindh, p. 88).
~ The Sanskrit element in the language is not at all conclusive of an

early influence; even supposing the Sanskrit words are always the

originals, and not themselves derived from local speech. We shall again

have occasion to notice the Hindu elements in the Marathi language and
in that of Orissa, where it is practically certain that it was an influence of

much later times, long after the Puranic religion and the caste system
had been fully developed.
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village communities are specially Aryan or ' Hindu.' This is

not the case. There is no doubt that at an early date something

of the nature of a split or schism must have taken place among

the tribes, and that the eastward march to the Saraswati and the

Jamna rivers was not a mere question of united movement. It

was only after the separation, and among the tribes settled east

of the Jamna, that the rigid caste rules and other specially Hindu

institutions and ideas were established : those who remained

behind, in the Panjab or Sindh, could have had no share in them.

Merely for the sake of distinction, I call the latter the ' non-

Brahmanic ' Aryans. The ' Brahmanic ' tribes not only moved

away and made the Saraswati—then an important stream, but

now very much diminished—their boundary, but evidently re-

garded the * Panjab ' with so much aversion that still in the

days of the epic poems, the country was declared impure— ' Let

no Aryan dwell there even for two days.' The reason of the

' impurity' was the neglect or rejection of what were called the

' Vedic ceremonies,' and probably also the first rules of tribal

separation : ' they do not conduct themselves according to the

Brahmanic ordinances ' (na-hi-hrdhmacaryam-caranti) ; that is

the root of the whole matter.' It can only mean that the Aryans

of the Indus Valley, and such as remained in the Panjab, did not

adopt the strict rules and ordinances which afterwards led up to

developed Hinduism, and consequently that they would naturally

have had little or no ' caste ' objection to mix with other races
;

so their separate ethnic traces would have disappeared as they

have, in fact, done. We may speak, then, of early Aryan in-

fluence in the Panjab and the Indus Valley and Western India,

^ See Muir's A. 8. T. ii. 482 ; MahdbJidratd, part viii. ; Kama-

jyarva, v. 2063-2068. ' In this region, where the five rivers flow

after issuing from the mountains, dwell the BdJilM, caUed Aratta; the

water of it [tad-jalam) is called BdhlJcd. There dwell degraded

Brahmans contemporary with Prajdjjati [?]. They have no Veda or

Vedic ceremony. The Prasthald, Madrd, and the Gandhdrd, &c., dwell

there.' Dr. Muir puts the note of interrogation about the Brahmans ; the

^\ ords are not clear in the original. May they not allude to some of the

earher bards and sacrificers—already in Vedic times beginning to be

called Brahmans—who, not caring to maintain the exclusiveness of the

Aryan stock, were left behind and regarded as ' degraded ' and unworthy

scions of the race ? See Zimmer, p. 189, and Lassen, i. 616.
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but it would have been one thing in these countries and quite

another in the kingdoms of Oudh, the Ganges Plain, and Bengal.

To an admixture of Aryan blood is very likel}^ due the improve-

ment of some of the early races—the AhJr, the Kanhi, the

Mardthd of Western India, and others in the north who could

not be specified with any certainty. Aryans may also have intro-

duced ideas of monarchy and chiefship (already known in Vedic

times), but probably not the ' caste ' and other customs which

belong to the later ' Hindu ' development.

The eastward-going tribes established their new home near

the sacred Saraswati and called it Brdhmavarta ; but when
they advanced further east, they acknowledged a wider region
—Arijavartd; ultimately they passed these limits altogether,

extending to Bihar, Bengal, and Western Assam, till, having

reached the mouths of the Ganges they sent expeditions to

Orissa, to Burma, to Ceylon (Selam; [S.] Lmika), and even

to Java, where their co-sharing (landlord) villages long re-

mained in evidence. Even among the ' Brahmanic ' tribes,

caste prohibitions utterly failed either to j^revent a rival religion

to the Brahmanic, in the form of Buddhism and its modification

Jainism, or to keep the Aryan tribes from forming regular (or

irregular) marriages with the people, whether aboriginal or other

immigrant races. The Aryan ' high-caste ' people remained

everywhere as a dominant race, establishing kingdoms and
local lordships, and giving rise to many village estates of a

landlord character, as we shall afterwards see. Here we pass

on to another question.

(2) The Numhers of the Aryan Tribes and their Relations

tuith the Existing Races

The idea, as regards Upper India generally, that the Aryan
races came in a vast swarm, and that they met with some
unimportant, if occasionally numerous, savage races—black,

snub-nosed, and illiterate, who after some more or less bloody
resistance fled northward to the Himalayan or southward to

the Vindhyan ranges, or to the security of the plateaux of South-
western Bengal and Orissa, and left the Gangetic plain to be
mainly peopled and cultivated by the rank and file of the Aryan
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clansmen, under the domination of their own princes and

priests—such an idea is probably no longer entertained, as it

once was, even by the least enterprising of readers. The

inferences which must almost inevitably be drawn from a

number of facts show that the existing population was by no

means scanty, though it was probably localised, and settlements

were separated by great stretches of uninhabited forest. Some

of the tribes, too, were of a somewhat barbarous type, small of

stature and black in colour, while others must certainly have

been agriculturists and much more advanced. Indeed, the

literary allusions to the subject are really consistent with this

view, making due allowance for the contempt which Brahmanic

writers would feel for the non-Aryan people in general. While

swarthy and uncouth tribes might be met with in the hill

country and its confines, the superior agricultural tribes would

have been found in the most fertile and level places in the

vicinity of rivers, and would often be isolated. It would not be

difficult to collect examples of cases where cultivation and the

appliances of ancient civilisation have existed within an hour's

journey of the wilderness. In the ancient kingdom of Magadha

(the modern Gaya district in Bengal), with all its importance,

and a suzerainty extending far and wide, we have reason to

believe that in the third century B.C. the country immediately

to the south, and beginning only a few miles beyond the great

Buddhist city of Gaya, was a dense forest only scantily inhabited

by nomad tribes.^

It is hardly possible to suppose that the Aryan arQiies

^ See the admirable monograph called Notes on the Gaya District

by G. Grierson, B.C.S. (Calcutta, 1893), pp. 3, 4. The whole subject is

also well illustrated by Mr. F. E. Pargiter's careful paper on the Geo-

graphy of the Eamayana {J. B. A. 8. April 1894, p. 231). Here we have

the account of the wanderings of an exile prince, who is driven by the loss

of his wife—abducted by a demon enemy—to the very southernmost parts

of India. The account, though highly poetical and legendary, is based, it

would seem, on at least a substantial amount of geographical fact. And

we find, besides the mention of non-Aryan kingdoms near the Jamna, the

mention of the vast tracts of forest beyond the Vindhya. The plan of the

poem would not admit of any specific notice of the southern (Pdndyd)

kingdom ; but incidental mention is made of the fine architecture and

good government of Ceylon.
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could have been supported, and cities built, unless there were

locally well-established civilisation, and people able to serve

and aid the ruling race ; and the Dravidians of Upper India,

were certainly builders and also acquainted with the structure

of ' tanks ' for irrigation.

It is true that the Vedic literature suggests, at any rate on a

cursory view of it, that the chief opponents of the Aryans were

the dasi/n, or ' enemies,' who are described in contemptuous

and unprepossessing terms. It is often, however, forgotten that

the Vedas only refer to the earliest stages of Aryan advance,

locally speaking, and even the later Atharvan Veda only sees

them at the Ganges.^ We have also to make large allowance

in such poetic literature for much imaginative exaggeration,

and for a bardic licence that confused together in one detested

mass enemies of very different kinds. All that is probable is

that some of the characteristics which excited so much abusive

eloquence may be true of the races first met with. And as we
know how widely the primitive races of the same stock were

extended, it is likely enough that these characteristics were

sufficiently prominent. Thus it may easily be supposed that the

enemies met with in the hills, and possibly elsewhere, were of

smaller stature than the Aryan and Northern tribes. It is also

more than probable that longer residence in India would have

made them generally blacker than the more recently arrived

Northerners.^ The hill-people, Dom, and the lower orders of

KliasCi for instance, were almost certainly of this character ; and
we notice the same again among the Blul tribes of Malwa.

And one other feature appears really general among the

primitive races. The Dravidians, or at least the Northern

groups of them, whom some would separate ethnically, were

more or less flat-nosed : this is evidently the trait indicated by
the Vedic epithet andsu, and this feature is traceable among
their descendants to this day.^

1 See Lassen, i. 644, 870-72. ~ See Zunmer, p. 118.

^ Mr. Eisley, The Tribes and Castes of Bengal, vol. i. (Ethnographic

Glossary and Introductory Essay), remarks :
' If we take a series of castes

in Bengal, Bihar, and the North-West Provinces and arrange them in the

order of the average nasal index, so that the caste with the finest nose
shall be at the top, and that with the coarsest at the bottom, it wiU be

G 2
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But it by no means follows that even in Vedic times all the

people met with were indiscriminately dasyiJ. In one place these

latter are expressly mentioned separately from the race called

Qimyu ;
^ we hear also of the KtJcata, of the Qdmbara (who had

forts), and of the NisliCida} These are all non-Aryan tribes.

Others might be mentioned, but they are not undisputed. Then

there are allusions to the ' serpent ' races, some of whom were

Northerners, who could not have answered to the description

of the swarthy dasyu. That some of these tribes were wealthy

there can be no doubt. M. V. de St. Martin calls attention

to at least one place where the 'gold ornaments and rich

jewels ' of the enemy are mentioned.^ And in the epics the

wealth of non-Aryan tribes is frequently instanced.

We may therefore accept it as established by a number of

separate considerations, the cumulative weight of which is con-

siderable, that the Aryans were numerous enough to be rulers

and to have armies, but not more ; that the indigenous people

were partly barbarous and partly not ; that they were localised,

and that the existing settlements occupied the best parts of the

country, leaving great stretches of forest and of hilly jungle-clad

country either waste or inhabited only by nomad tribes. The

case has been well summed up by Sir W. Hunter when, speaking

of certain features of the later Aryan conquest of Orissa, he

says that the history ' unfolds the Aryan colonisation of India

in a new and rational light. It discloses no trace of the

universal and absolute conquest by which the primitive Aryan

found that the order substantially corresponds with the accepted order of

social precedence.' And he goes on to instance as grades in a scale the

relics of early tribes like the Muncla, Ho, &c., who are non-Arj^an, and

the higher mixed races like the KutdiI (or Kunhl), and then the trading

Khatrl and higher castes. ' Thus,' he continues, ' it is scarcely a paradox

to lay down as a law of caste organisation in Eastern India that a man's

social status varies in inverse ratio to the width of his nose.' This, it

will be remarked, applies to Upper India.

1 Kgveda, 1. 100. 18. See Zimmer, pp. 118, 143.

~ Zimmer, pp. 31, 143. See G. Oppert, pp. 578, 579. In Puranic

writings the term Nislidda is applied to non-Aryans generally. In the

Raniriyana there is a king of the Nishada, mentioned by name, and

he has a fleet of boats and an army (/. B. A. 8. App. 94, p. 257).

^ Etude stir la Geograijliie, &c., p. 108 ; and again in Rgveda, 3.

34. 9 ; Zimmer, pp. 50, 116 ; G. Oppert, pp. 12, 13.
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settlers in Northern Hindustan are assumed to have subdued

the whole continent to their sway. On the contrary, it dissipates

the mist which has toned down the multiform migrations into a

homogeneous advance ; and exhibits the natural compromises by

which a small but gifted people effected their entrance among

vastly more numerous races, sometimes, indeed, by force of arms,

but generally by an amalgamation which the vanity of later ages

has more or less disguised.' ^

This general conclusion is curiously illustrated by one

circumstance which has not, perhaps, received the notice it

deserves. If it were really the case that the Aryan tribes over-

whelmed and practically su23planted the original population, how

is it that at the period when the Greek and later geographers

began to gather their evidence about India we do not find a

much greater uniformity of population and territorial rule than,

commencing with Megasthenes and the Macedonian period, we

actually do find ? ^ The geographers all speak of India as a

series of separate countries and of separately named peoples
;

and this is the more remarkable because we find some of them

imagining that the Indian people never received any foreign

immigration.^ And it is not merely a question of different

states or dynasties, for that the familiar organisation of

limited Hindu kingdoms would lead us to expect ; but entirely

different tribes and people are named. Some of. the names are

still identifiable ; some very doubtfully so ; others resist all

attempts at explanation.'^ When we come down to the journals

1 Orissa, i. 242. The particular advance m question, though ancient,

occurred long after the first Aryan arrival in India, and only by the

time that Aryan princes had reached Eastern Bengal and the Ganges

mouths.
~ And see also pp. 104-5, where allusion is made to the Brahmanic

accomit.

^ For example, Megasthenes says :
' It is said that India, being of

enormous size, when taken as a whole, is peopled by races both numerous

and diverse, of which not even one was originally of foreign descent, but

all were evidently indigenous ; and, moreover, that India neither received

a colon}' from abroad nor sent out a colony to any other nation.'

•—McCrindle, Ancient India : Megasthenes and Arrian, p. 35.

^ This is hardly to be wondered at when we recollect that the name
had first to be ' translated ' into Greek writing by hearers who probably
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of Hwen Thsang in the seventh century, it is the same
;

indeed, this writer furnishes us with still more distinct notices of

the variety of peoples and languages.

If we turn to the older Sanskrit writers, to the Laws of

Mami for instance, we find (in the tenth chapter) a whole passage

devoted to ' mixed '

—

i.e. partly or wholly non-Aryan—races.

Among them figure the people of Mithild and Magadhd; and,

according to the usual Brahmanic mode, the author also treats

as Kshatriija who have lost caste, the Odra (of Orissa), the

Dravira (people of the South), the Kdmhhojd, Yavand, Pdradd,

Pahlavd, and Qal'd (or Scythian), Cind, Kirdtd, Daraddj, and

Kliasd} A number of these are admittedly mixed races ; others

are foreign races strong enough to have established local

kingdoms, and to have made themselves more or less respected

by adopting Hindu caste and religious customs. Such a work

could hardly, perhaps, be expected to make any mention of the

' lower orders
'

; but there is no doubt that in many parts of

Upper India the great mass of the humbler classes, though

Hinduised, are of chiefly non- Aryan derivation. It is, in fact,

exactly consistent with this view of a general fusion of races,

which left only the ruling castes (besides Brahmans) fairly pure,

that the existing distinction between high and low castes and

outcastes is what it is everywhere observed to be. It should be

borne in mind that besides the confessedly mixed or aboriginal

but converted races received into caste and called Qtldrd, there

are a number of doubtful castes of good physique and superior

character. Such, for instance, are the Bhuinhdr or Bdhlimu.,

who gained possessions in 'Azimgarh and the districts of

had little acquaintance with the native dialects, and did not catch the

correct sound, nor render it scientifically into Greek. Then, too, we have

to allow for the mistakes of copyists, and for the still further changes

that would creep in, as the old works were quoted by the later writers, in

whose books they alone survive. For a good specimen of the tribal lists,

see McCrindle's Megasthenes and Arrian, p. 129 ff, or his Ptolemy for a

later list, second century a.d.

^ See Manu, chap. x. verse 44. There are some variations in the text

as to these names : Blihler reads Coda instead of Odra, e.g. Verses 42

69, and 72 are especially noteworthj^ Verse 72 relates to a possible

rise in rank of the mixed offspring after many generations. Cf. also

chap. ix. verses 23, 24, 149.
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Bihar adjoining the eastern end of the North-West Provinces,

and there formed a rather numerous caste, with a sort of inferior

Eajput rank. Some believe in a Brahman origin for them.*

The Rajput clans have at all times permitted alliances, if not

regular marriages, with women of other races ; and the families

resulting have sometimes formed separate castes. Colonel Tod
mentions a class called GoU or Basel in Bajputana, originating

in this way.^ In Naipal the late Mr. Brian Hodgson has given

an interesting account of the formation of a caste—with Kshatriya

privileges—from the union of Brahmans with indigenous women.'^

Some of these mixed races are of superior pretensions, and would
not consent to rank as Quclrd^ If other instances of superior

but evidently mixed races are needed, I may refer to the

Western Himalayan States, where races like the Thal-har and
Fultlil are well known, and many of them are of distinctly good
physique ; they are certainly mixed races of Tibetan origin with

a strain of Aryan blood. To these I may add the caste called

Kanet. The Girth (or Ghirath) are probably more largely

aboriginal.^

^ A good account of the Bdbhan will be found in Risley's T. and C.

of Bengal, i. (Glossarj^), 28 ff.

~ Tod, i. 159-160. Malcolm (Memoirs of Central India, ii. 126)
mentions a class called Sondi of the same kind. It is hardly neces-

sary to recaU the fact that in ancient literature and traditions we have
repeated allusions to patriarchal sages and others who married daughters
of non-Aryan race. And where concubinage was so general, mixed
famihes would everywhere be numerous.

^ Essays on the Language, dc, of Naipdl (London : Triibner, 1874,)

part ii. p. 37 ff.

^ See the remarks in Elliott's Glossary, i. 167 ff.

^ It is curious that in general, where there is a considerable preponder-
ance of the aboriginal or non-Aryan strain, the caste is an agricultural

one. For a good account of the Himalayan races, see Ibbetson's

Panjilb Ethnography, §§ 458, 487; and regarding the Girth, §489. The
Khasiya form a considerable part of the Kumfion population. In the

Kangra Hills the Kanet are numerous, and they are in two divisions, one
called Khasiya and the other Rdo. Ibbetson [Panjdh Ethnography, § 488,

quoting LyaU on Kulu) says that the division is traditionally ascribed to

a former Eaja of Kulu, who desired to make the people more attentive to

Hindu religious observances. The Khasiya obeyed and received the janeo,

or sacred string. Brahmans who gathered round the Eaja's Court were
always striving to make the Hill people more orthodox Hindus and less
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In a widely different part of the country tlie Nayar caste of

the West Coast affords another example of a superior mixed race.

They are partl}^ Dravidian, but with perhaps a considerable

infusion of Northern—possibly Aryan—blood. At any rate, the

mixture must now be considerable on account of the tribal

custom of taking temporary Brahman husbands for their female

relatives, and giving the inheritance to the sister's son. These

proud caste-men are reckoned in Brahmanical books as Qildra,

yet no caste has greater pretensions to rank and ceremonial

purity.^

All indications that can be gathered from the present ethnical

data of the provinces, as well as all that can be gained from

local traditions, combine to convince us that the Aryan (and

perhaps other later Northern) races have left us an upper stratum

of originally very superior quality—families of good physique,

of lighter colour and with a genius for military organisation

and for some of the arts ; while their priestly families had a taste

for the most refined philosophic speculation, as well as for

religious contemplation. They originated, in fact, a religion

which, including every kind of worship and esoteric doctrine

in a hundred schools and sects, is more a social system made a

matter of religious import by means of its ceremonial connection

than anything else ; and this was eagerly accepted, as it improved

the social position without hindering local cults and the worship

of favourite divinities. From this limited refining element also

arose a not inconsiderable number of races, mixed indeed, but

still distinctly superior ; and then we have the great mass of the

agricultural and farm -labouring population, that becomes more

and more connected with the ' aboriginal ' races the further we

descend in the social scale.

The importance of this from the point of view of the student

of land-customs is that it comports with the facts of the land

tenure in general—namely, that whatever customs regarding

devoted to the local divinities. The lower division resisted these efforts

to a much greater extent.

^ Thus Dr. Day {Cochin : Its Past and Present, p. 316) says :
' Should

a Chogun or a Malina or one of the lower caste dare to pollute a Nair

(Nayan) by approaching nearer than the prescribed distance, he was

formerly at liberty to cut him down.' Cf. Lassen, iv. 270.
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land are of Aryan origin, the}' are the customs of a conquering

race, or at least of a race which took the superior position in

everything. The tenures that arose from their State arrange-

ments and their locations of Chiefs—whether they now appear

as larger landlord estates or as co-shared villages—were all

essentially overlord, or at least landlord, tenures. That is quite

true in spite of the fact that some ' Aryan ' clans remained

without any aristocratic pretensions, or developing any system

of Raja or other titled chiefs, and that they formed land-holding

communities based on a peculiar method of equal-sharing. The

equality was among themselves only ; they would consider them-

selves altogether superior to their tenants, or to the lower castes

generally.

(3) Present State of Inferior Eaces

It remains only to add a few words regarding the present

state of various tribes or races which may be such as to suggest

erroneous conclusions regarding their former history. We have

to bear in mind the fact that paucity of number, present poverty,

and often social depression in rank, afford no ground for positive

inference regarding the original status and importance of the

races, or as to the degree of prosperity and material civilisation

that they had anciently attained, under wholly different circum-

stances. Especially is it necessary to bear in mind the effect of

the introduction of caste rules, and the artificial constitution of

society in grades. Nothing is more striking than the way in

which we again and again come across traces of former im-

portance among races now only found in scattered families, or

perhaps still numerous but in the lowest grades of the caste

or social scale. Low-caste people will be found in some cases

to retain certain curious privileges, which can only be accounted

for on the supposition that once a higher rank was held.^ In

one country we hear of high-caste Hindu princes receiving the

tilal; or mark of investiture, from BJul or Mind trihesmenr

1 See G. Oppert, pp. 53, 73, and the excellect remarks quoted from

AValhouse {Indian Antiquary), iii. 191, in a note at p. 84.

' As to the Bhll, see Imjperial Gazetteer, ii. 387 ; and see Bajjni-

tand Gazetteer, i. 73. The Mind, a tribe having as many as 146 got or

septs, though now m a reduced condition, are spoken of as the ' hereditary
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When once it became a mark of respectability to be in ' Hindu '

caste, tlie highest families, as we so constantly find, would

employ Brahman family-priests and become strict observers of

caste rules. Their ruling chiefs take Hindu names, and in time,

their real origin being long forgotten, they are received into

' Eajput ' rank, and after a few generations they are allowed to

marry into the best houses.^ Mythical heroic ancestors are easily

provided for them by Court bards ; and everything is traced back

to some Hindu deity, or some miraculous occurrence in Punmic

books. The mass of the peaceable agricultural people, on the

other hand, received Brahmanic teaching, and found in the end-

less gradations of even the fourth caste, a position sufficiently

high above the equally endless divisions of low-caste or no-caste

beneath them to satisfy their aspirations. The defeated races,

the irreconcilables, and those (perhaps hill) tribes who had not

reached the same stage of elementary culture as the plain dwellers,

did not share in the rise : they took refuge in the woods and the

remoter ranges of hills, and the .circumstances of such a life

would not only prevent any more civilised development, but

would rapidly establish nomadic and perhaps predatory habits

as well as the deterioration of physique and the loss of any ideas

of settled life that may once have been possessed.

If the real characteristics of some of the ' aboriginal ' races

are examined, it will often be found that they are by no means

guards of the States' Chief,' and ' on every succession a Mind performs

the ceremony of investiture.' The author adds that the same custom

prevails in several other parts of India. It was a Bhll who invested

GoM, fomider of the Gahlot Eajputs, with a tilah made by the

blood of a young Bhll tribesman (Tod, i. 184). This custom is still

observed, and the persistence of it is aU the more remarkable that the

touch of Bhll blood is defilement to the Hindu Raja, and on the other

hand the Bhll tradition is that the person from whose arm the drop of

blood is taken is likely to die within the year.

1 Cf. Introduction to Central Provinces Gazetteer, p. Ixvii, for some

excellent remarks from a competent witness. The Chutiya-Nagpur Eajas

aUuded to are, however, not Mundfi but of the TJraon (Dravidian) stock :

this makes no difference to the general argument. We sometimes hear

of princes placing themselves ceremonially inside coivs made of brass—in

one case, if I remember rightly, of gold, which was afterwards cut up

and given to the Brahnians. By going through this form they indicate

their new birth into Hinduism.
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f-

^ so despicable. I shall only here mention the case of the KJuiml

tribe, whose customs will attract our attention hereafter, and

who represent a primitive tribe, but one whose ' barbarous

'

character was almost solely inferred from their retention of

periodical human sacrifices. The BhJl, again, though driven to

the hills, and for generations treated by their neighbours as out-

laws,^ have shown very valuable material in their nature ; and

the efforts made by Sir J. Outram and others for their reclama-

tion have had a good measure of success. Many other out-

caste people, when once freed from oppression and placed under

good government, have shown themselves in a very satisfactory

light.^ This fact must not be forgotten ; nor can the relative

civilisation of all races be denied because of some undoubted

instances where the scattered remnant is so decidedly ' barbarous
'

that we are obliged to infer either that they never rose above

the nomadic stage, or that exceptionally unfavourable circum-

stances have hastened their decadence to a condition below the

normal.

When, therefore, authors casually attach the epithet ' bar-

barous ' or ' uncivilised ' to the older races, we may treat their

language as chiefly conventional, and seldom resting on any

basis of ascertained fact or even probability. At any rate, we

may be on our guard against looking at everything through

Aryan or Brahmanic spectacles. The intellectual superiority of

this race gave them, so to speak, the entire command of litera-

ture ; so that almost everything that has passed into written

form has been cast in an Aryan mould. For real history the

Brahmanic writers never cared anything : early events and

family origins invariably assume a mythic guise, and everything

about non-Aryan races is either omitted or only noticed to

glorify the conquest of the ' twice born ' over the ' demons ' and
' barbarians.' It is then only by a careful comparative study,

by regarding the relics of original speech in the local dialects,

by comparing ethnological data and local customs, and by co-

ordinating local legends and traditions, that we can derive any

^ The cruelty with which both Muhammadan and Maratha Governors

treated the Bhll tribes may be seen in Forbes's Eils Mala, and in

Malcohn's Central India.

- See, for instance, G. Oppert, p. 75.
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reasonable knowledge of the past. But with these aids it is

possible to form conclusions which are probable, and even to

extract some reliable elements out of the old Puranic and bardic

fables in which gods and men, real events and impossible fictions,

are mixed together in picturesque confusion.

It seems to me that just as in literature, so in discussing the

origins of land-tenure there is a natural but unfortunate ten-

dency to allow certain tribes or races to become so prominent as

to exclude all care for any others. In literature it was very

natural that the Aryans, with their polished Sanskrit language,

their epic and dramatic poetry, their elaborate philosophy and

their curiously intertwined legal, religious, and social ideas,

should have been the most extensively studied. The tendency

was doubtless favoured by the belief that the Aryans really had

reduced or annihilated all other races, and formed the bulk of

the existing population ; and indeed this belief in its turn was

largely due to the prominent position occupied by their litera-

ture.^ The one has reacted on the other. It is now time to

turn to Western and Southern India, and to the local traditions

of non-Aryan races in India generally. The literature and folk-

lore of the South naturally offer the greatest promise ; and we

may come to find that the Aryans owe much more than we

have hitherto supposed to the indigenous races. At any rate, in-

creased light will be thrown on the remarkable conditions under

which the original Vedic religion exhibited such a kaleidoscopic

transformation into that of the Purana. Nor is it only the

southern and western regions of India that have to be studied

;

the tribes of Assam and North-eastern Bengal have some institu-

tions not unworthy of investigation ;
'-^ and the people we call

^ The tendency has always been marked to discover a SansTirit deriva-

tion or meaning for everything. A familiar instance is in the Indian

names of certain valuable products which occur in the Books of Kings

and Chronicles. In the time of Solomon, circ. 1000 B.C., there is very

little reason to suppose that Sanskrit words were much, if at aU, in use in

the south and on the western coast. Dr. G. Oppert has shown that

Dravidian words are really the more probable originals. In Mr. J. A.

Baines's Census Eeport of 1891, Pari. Blue Bool\ there are some excellent

remarks on this subject, p. 126.

' We have only very slight acquaintance with details of agriculture

and village life among the Gdro, Khasiyd, and other hill tribes of Assam

and the north-east frontier.

(
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Kolarian also, though the distinctive traces of them are fast

disappearing.

One consequence of the almost exclusive attention to the

Aryan element is that the landlord and other higher caste

proprietary-tenures have attracted attention to the almost total

exclusion of others. Hence ' the village community '—meaning

the jointly-owned village, i.e. one specialised form of village

land-holding—has come to be spoken of as if it were the sole

phenomenon of Indian agricultural life, and from that posi-

tion it is almost inevitable to slide into the conclusion that

this village-form must necessarily be primitive and universal.

Whatever the truth on this subject may be, it is my hope that

the considerations advanced in these pages as to the distribution

of the different land-holding tribes and communities may help

us to follow more easily the evidence that will be collected in

the sequel as to the origin and growth of the existing village

forms.

Section II.

—

The Population of Upper India

(1) The Panjclh

At the present day the Panjab contains a variety of races,

sometimes distinct in language, but oftener speaking various

dialects of ' Panjabi ' and Hindi. The hill districts, the sub-mon-

tane districts, the Salt Eange country, the central plains, the

south country of Multan, and the south-eastern districts beyond

the Sutlej, are all distinguishable by their people and forms of

speech. In general a Panjab Census Table shows the names of

many castes and clans not found further east, and some that go as

far as the Ganges Doab ; while the Rajputs (Military Aryan caste)

are comparatively few and localised, and belong to later times.

Whatever early Aryans stayed in the ^Panjab must have fused

completely with the population, leaving at best some faint

traces.^ The Panjab bore the full brunt of the so-called Indo-

'^ It is true the Panjilbi is classed as ' Sanskritic '
; but the Sanskrit

elenient is not necessarily due to the earliest Aryans, if any number of them

settled there, which is doubtful. On the frontier Pashtu is spoken, and

lower down on the west, Biliichi. Beyond the Sutlej and in the south-

east the dialects are more completely ' Hindi.'
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Scythic irruptions, and was naturally afterwards mucli affected by
the Patlian and Mughal conquests ; indeed, Moslem tribes settled

on the north-western frontier present us with an almost unique

example of tribal customs of land-holding, which will occupy a

large share of our subsequent attention.

The population of the hill country must not detain us. The
upper classes are of later Aryan (Rajput) origin ; and the bulk of

the agriculturist tribes are mixed races, Khasiycl, Kcmet, Ghirath,

Bclthi, &c., on which some observations have been made in the

last section.

As to the original elements of the agricultural population of

the Plains or Panjab Proper, where the joint or co-shared village,

both tribal and of individual origin, is so universal, we have

definite evidence as to certain tribes met with at the time of

Alexander's invasion, 327 B.C. And there is also proof of other

northern incursions later than the Aryan ; one, at any rate, of con-

siderable importance before the Macedonian adventure, and one

at least after it—in the two centuries immediately preceding the

Christian era.

The climate and soil of the Panjab plains are such that no

very large or generallyextended population could have maintained

itself, except in a few districts where the rainfall is greater, or

along the banks of the rivers. Any great extension of the

inhabited area must have been accompanied by the invention of

canals for irrigation, and by the use of wells, with some means

of raising the water. ^

Alexander found some apparently non-Aryan tribes in

the Panjab ; and especially in the north, one race who wor-

shipped the Sun and the Serpent. Of races with an evidently

Aryan connection, there is only the tribe led by Porus.

A part of the population in Macedonian times seems to have

already been so long established that General Cunningham was

led to the conclusion that it was also pre-Aryan.^ For serpent-

^ In the Central Panjab and some distance north, south, and east as

far as the Sntlej, the ' Persian-wheel ' is used. This appears to be a foreign

introduction, but I cannot suggest a possible date for its becoming known.
- See the question stated in Be2). Arch. Survey of India, 1862-5,

ii. 3 f£. Lassen also held the same opinion (i. 128). ' The Panjab,' he

says, ' as a country divided into separate states, appears equally in the
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worshippers, as described by the Greeks, are also mentioned in the

Veda ; where we find them as hostile to, or at least outside the

pale of, the Aryan tribes.^ In Egveda, 5. 31. 4, to quote a single

instance, there is mention made of a tribe ' strengthened to smite

down the snakes {aJti).' Later on, we find many allusions to the

The serpent-worshijoping tribe which Alexander's historians

allude to was the TaM, who had their capital at Taxila (TaJidshila,

or in Sanskrit TalsJidcila,^ which is now proved to have been in

oldest Indian tradition and in the earliest competent descriptions of

Western historians. Alexander found small kingdoms imder their own
princes in the north-west portion ; and in the south-easterly parts free

tribes with an almost republican constitution.'

^ Bep. Arch. Survey, ii. 9.

^ ' They [the Ndgd] held a very prominent position in Indian folklore,

where they generally appear in human shape ; and ancient writings

abound with allusions to them as a people. But in the allegorical de-

scriptions of later writers they become supernatm^al beings or actual

serpents. . .
.' See the whole article on ' Seri)ent Worship in India ' by

Surgeon-Major C. F. Oldham, J. B. A. S. July 1891.

There can be hardly any doubt that ' serpent worship ' is connected

with the North, though it spread over the whole of India in the course of

time. It became associated with Buddhism, as most of the serpent-

worshipping tribes of the North adopted that religion ; and sculptured

images of Buddha are often found representing the saint seated under a

serpent with his hood expanded like a canopy. Even in the South, it is

remarkable that snake-worship is most traceable where Jaina religious

relics remain (Jainism being only a modified offshoot of Buddhism).

Whatever may be its real origin, snake-worship is fomid in various parts

of India. It was carried by the Talaing mto Burma (Phayre's History

of Burma, pp. 21, 22, 33). As to its existence in Madras, see Macleane,

Efhnol. p. 82, and Sturrock, South Canara D. M. i. 84, 140. And in

the Central Provinces, see the curious account (fi-om personal testi-

mony by Mr. Hewitt) of the solemn and secret worship of the serpent

{Journ. Soc. Arts, May 1887, p. 618), and see /. B. A. S. xx. part 3,

339. A curious notice of a temple with no idol in it but a snake-image,

in one of the Chattisgarh districts is given in the Central Provinces

Gazetteer, Introduction, p. Ixv. As usual, the Puranic Hindu religion

adopted the Ndgd deity, and the Ndg-imncaml is now a regular and very

popular Hindu festival (Monier Williams's Beligious Life in hidia, pp.

323, 340.

^ See Bei3. Arch. Sur. ii. 10. It is often stated that TaJcshaJca in

Sanskrit means a snake { = Ndgd). The word has no such meaning. I

regret to have fallen into this error in my Land Systems of British
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the modern Rawalpindi district. They were then a numerous

and powerful people. Their chief city is deseribed as the first

of all the cities between the Indus and the Jihlam rivers, and as

possessed of great wealth.^ We hear of them also in Sindh.^

The same race is mentioned in history as late as A.D. 900, when
' Tfikddes ' was a province of the Kashmir king SaiiJcara-varma,

and relics of them still exist in the Gujrat district of the Panjab

and in the outer hills of the Jamu territory—localities which

would be most naturally, at one time, included in a territory of

which the capital was in the modern Rawalpindi district.

Their non-Aryan customs of worshipping the Ncigd and various

other snake gods, BtmiMevl, &c., as well as the sun-symbol, are

detailed by Dr. Oldham in the article already referred to. ^ They

introduced the written character still widely used in village shop-

books, and known as the Lande or Tdlirl.^ As this is rudely

cognate with the Ndgari character, it shows either that they

had learnt it from ancient Aryan connection, or, more probably

that the later literary Sanskrit character developed out of a ruder

Northern script.

There are some other races in the Panjab, now small and

localised, who are also believed to have a very remote antiquity.

Such are the Dond, 8addn, Med, and Sati ; but the question of

their origin is too uncertain to permit further notice.

When we try to discover what tribes, if any, the Aryan inva-

sion itself brought, we are at a loss to discover any distinct trace
;

this would indeed be a natural result if the early Vedic Aryans

remained undeveloped as to their caste ideas. They may have

India, ii. 612. Probably the Sanskrit is a mere linguistic adapta-

tion of Tali, Tahl, or Tdkhija; and it is purely an accident that there is

a Sanskrit word tdksJia, which means ' cutter or cleaver.'

^ See McCrindle's Ptolemy, pp. 118, 119.

~ BejJ. Arch. Sur. ii. 8.

^ For some farther evidence see Rep. Arch. Sur. ii. 10, where

General Cunningham speaks of coins with a serpent-emblem, and of his

belief that all Kashmir was once peopled with Ndgd. There is also valu-

able information in Elliott's Glossary, i. 113. Especially important

is it to note that in some ancient Tibetan (trilingual) records lately dis-

covered and held to be of great value historically, ^Takshaka' appears

in the list of the Ndgd kings. See J. B. A. S. January 1894, p. 91.

'^ BejJ. Arch. Sur. ii. 9.
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fused with and improved some of the existing Panjab castes

whose origin is now unknown. The Hindu tradition based on

Vedic allusions, is that the Yadava (sons of Yadu) occupied Sindh,

and the Anava (sons of Anu) settled in the Panjab.^ The former

tradition is no doubt confirmed as regards Sindh and Western

India, but the latter is doubtful. Puranic tradition, however,

suggests some early return of Yadava (Bhati) chiefs from Sindh

,

and some other settlements in the Northern Panjab and in the

elalandhar Doab.^ It would seem that even in Alexander's time

such a reflex movement had already begun, and that an Aryan

prince with his followers, returning from the East country, had

formed a petty kingdom in the North-western Panjab ; for

' Porus ' is a name which it seems most natural to connect with

' Pauravci,' or one of the race of Puru, a clan which we first hear

of settled near the Jamna.

The Panjab, however, owes a great deal, from an ethno-

graphical point of view, to the Northern or ' Indo-Scythian

'

incursions already mentioned. The invasion of drctt 515 B.C.,

in the time of Darius Hystaspes, was the important one which,

according to Cunningham brought the tribes of Kcltlil (Kath^i of

the Greek writers), the Ghal-ar (still found in the North-western

Panjab), as well as the Bald. It is also quite possible that some of

the Jat races may have come in with an earlier (pre-Macedonian)

invasion, although the bulk of their settlements are attributed

rather to the later incursions—connected with the names of

^ It is clear that General Cunningham's suggestion about the existing

Awan clans as possibly representing the Anavti is difficult to accept. See

Thomson, Jililam S. B. 1883, p. 29 ; D. Ibbetson, Ethnography of the

Panjah, § 454. It has been also suggested that the JanjhM or Jhavjiui

(the spelling is uncertain) are Yadns. But this also is hardly tenable. They
areEajputs no doubt, but claim to be of the Bdhtor clan from Mewar.
For some details as to the Puranic stories see JteiJ. Arch. Sur. ii. 14-16, 20

;

and see further p. 129, ]30st.

- It may be asked how, if the Panjab was ' impure,' Aryan chiefs of

high caste, and afterwards Brahmans, would settle there. But such a

prohibition would become forgotten in the course of time : the Brahmans
were great wanderers and everywhere sought to extend their influence,

while soldiers of fortune would hardly seriously regard the existence of

such a ceremonial obstacle.
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Kadphises, Kanerki, and the rest. The existence of such early

Jat settlements is suggested by the mention of Alexander's

meeting with tribes which had a government by councils of

elders. But it is quite possible that various early ' Scythic
'

races may have had similar characteristics.^

The Kcdhl have left their descendants, still holding villages

in the Panjab ; and they extended to Upper Western India,

where the province, now divided into a large number of petty

chiefships, called Kdthtmudr, derives its name from them.

They have now merged into the Rajput race generally, owing to

long contact with the Aryan races from Malwa and the neigh-

bourhood ; but their strikingly non-Aryan customs are described

by Colonel Tod.^ They were numerous enough in Alexander's

time to resist the joint armies of Porus and ' Abisares '—the latter

being reasonably identified as the ruler of Ahhisdra, the then

Ghakar dominion (modern Hazara district).'^ This introduces the

Ghakar^ of whom it may be mentioned that they still hold a

number of villages with much pride of origin, in the Northern

Panjab.-^

In the Southern Panjab the Greek historians mention the

Malli and Oxydrakse (Sudrak^e of Curtius) , who also appear in the

Mahabharata as the Kshudraka—Mcdlava (coupled together).^

These tribes seem also connected with the northern invasions,

since the Malli, who had their capital at or near Multan

^ See Historical Besearches into tJie Politics dc. of the Principal

Nations of Antiquity, A. H. Heeren, vol. i. 'The Persians ' (translated from

the German. Oxford: Talboys, 1833, p. 310). ' When Alexander crossed

the Chinab (Acesines) he fell in with other nations not living mider

princes but possessing a republican constitution. These Indian republics

occurred in the country between the Acesines and Hyphasis (Chinab and

Bias Rivers) or on the east of the province of Lahore.' The allusion, as

the late Sir G. Campbell pointed out, was to the tribes, with their _pan-

chayats or connnittees of elders, such as managed Jat communities till

quite recent times, and are even now by no means extinct.

~ Tod, i. 101. '^ Bep. Arch. Sur. ii. 35.

'* There is a good i-esume of the GhaJcar, or GahTtar, history in

Hunter's Indian Eminre, 3rd ed. p. 234 ff.

^ The Invasion of India by Alexander (McCrindle, p. 350, Appendix).

The connection suggested of Kshudraka with Sudra (Cudra) is hardly

admissible.
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(3Icdldsthcmct), were sun-worshippers like the Kathi and the

Bala.i

A large part of our ^^resent population is, however, connected

with the Jat race, and on this some remarks must be made,

leaving it an open question whether our Jat communities are in

general pre-Macedonian, or whether they belong to the later

invasions closer to the commencement of the Christian era.

In the plains of the Panjab these races are numerous from

the Indus to the south-eastern districts. Jats are found in Sindh

and. also in Gangetic India and Rajputana. They are now
divided into very numerous clans, different in different parts of

India. Their physical appearance and general characteristics

are locally various ;
^ and the generic name varies from Jat in the

Panjab to Jat in the South-eastern Panjab and the North-West
Provinces. But although it may be said that the term ' Jat

'

has come rather to represent a heterogeneous class of agricul-

turists than anything else, it can hardly be denied that there is

a real nucleus of northern tribes of distinct origin.

As far as it concerns us, for the purposes of this book, to ex-

press any opinion as to what the Jats or Jats really are, so much
may be safely said : («) that the existing clans are often of mixed

or altered race ; that they have largely intermingled (in the long

course of time) with the Aryan races, and that there is no doubt

that the many ge7ites and clans are, on one side, of Rajput

ancestry. Traditions about a clan springing from a Rajput who
married a Jat wife, or of the ancestor being a Rajput who lost

caste by eating with Jats, or adopting some custom contrary to

^ Cnnningliam, Ancient Geography, 235, 237, and Bejp. Arch. Sur.

ii. 34. ' We know that both the Brdd and the Krithl of the present day
pay special adoration to the sim, which was the chief deity of Multan
fi'om the earliest times down to the reign of_^Aurangzeb, by whose order

the idol is said to have been destroyed.' See also G. Oppert, pp. 78, 82,

who refers to Sir H. M. EUiot's History of India, i. 23, 27, 35, 82, 205,

469.
'^ The names of the chief Panjab Jat clans do not appear much, if at

all, in the literature of other provinces : the Central Panjab Jat differs

much from the Sindhi Jat, and he again from the Jat of the South-eastern

Panjab and North AVest Provinces. On the general subject reference may
be made to Tod, i. 92 ; Ibbetson, Ethnography of the Panjab, pp. 219 ff

;

BejJ. Arch. Sur. ii. 43 £f, and Beames' Elliot's Glossary, i. 130.

H 2
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his own rule, are too persistent and generally believed, to be

devoid of truth. ^ (b) It is also the case that a long lapse of

time and differences of climate have gradually produced wide

differences among the Jats themselves, both in physique and

dialect ; this accounts for the dissimilarity between the Jat of

Rajputana, e.g., and the Jat of the Panjab central districts and

the Jat of Sindh. But the existence of such changes shows that

many generations must have elapsed, and hence it is highly

probable that the first origins of the Jat clans may be dated

back to the invasions of so-called ' Indo-Scythians ' at the period

mentioned by Sir A. Cunningham. And it is also apparent that

while many of the Jats may be settled in or near the districts

where they first obtained a footing—viz. in the Panjab plains and

eastwards as far as the Jamna and the Doab districts of the North-

West Provinces, and southward to Rajputana, it is also true

that, not unfrequently, the Panjab Jat clans in their present

location represent the reflex movements of small portions of

clans whose main body first settled further east or south. The

suggestion that Jats and Rajputs are all one race, and that the

Rajput only represents the upper or ruling families and princes

of a common stock, appears to me untenable as far as oTifjins are

concerned, though it has become practically true to a considerable

extent. It is certainly the case that a Rajput might sink to be

a Jat by widow marriage, or by taking to agriculture under

certain conditions ; but the difference between the customs

of the races, as well as the course of their history, shows that

1 For an example see Eej). Arch. Sur. ii. 11 (on the authority of

Colonel Tod), where a Bhati becomes a Jat in consequence of eating

with a Tak or Taka chief. In the Gujranwula district we have many
instances of clan names common to both Jat and Eajput. Such cases are

also widespread: e.g. in the Muzaffargarh district (Southern Panjab),

Mr. O'Brien {S. B. p. 55), remarks :
' There is not a Jat in this district who

has any knowledge, real or fancied, of his ancestors, that would not say

he was once a Eajput. Certain Jat tribes . . . have names and tradi-

tions which seem to connect them more closely with " Hindustfin."

Some bear the Kajput title of Bfd, and others, as the Saigal and Kliaira,

though Muhammadans, associate a Brahman with the " mulla " at

marriage ceremonies ; while the Puilivdr, Par'iJidr, BJiatti, Joya, and

others, bear names of well-known tribes of Eajputana.' See also some

excellent remarks in the Bohtak S.B. p. 20, and Karnal S.B. § 195.
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tli3 progenitors of the pure Rajput clans were in India before

the Jat, and that the two races were originally distinct. Nor

have we any instance of a man known to be a Jat by birth

raising himself (or being raised) to Rajput caste. There are two

Jat States in Rajputana (Bhartpur and Dholpur), but they are

not of Rajput rank.^ Throughout history the Jats appear in

bodies and perfectly distinct from the Hindu Rajputs ; they are

often in conflict with them, and, not without success, with the

earlier Muhammadan emperors.

A very similar account may be given of the GuJar or Gujar.^

They are not nearly so numerous as the Jats, ranking only eighth,

I think, in the list of castes as regards numerical superiority.

They also seem to have a distinct tribal origin, but to have

largely mingled with Rajput and other families. They must

have used the Western or Indus Valley route, as well as the

direct route to the Panjab plains, as they are found not only in

the Indus Valley, but in Upper Western India. There is no

trace of them in the province of Bombay called Gujarat (the

Gurjarashtra of the Sanskrit writers) ; but they are found in

the Nagpur districts (where Sir R. Jenkins says they claimed

' Rajput ' descent) ; they were noticed by Dixon in Merwara,

and they are found in the Narbada Valley and also in Northern

Bundelkhand. There is a small independent State—Samptar,

still ruled by a Gujar chief.^ They are most numerous in the

plains of the Panjab, giving their names to the two districts

of Gujrat and Gujranwala.'^ They also extended to Delhi and

beyond ; for we find that the Upper Doab and Rohilkhand

1 This may seem to conflict with what is elsewhere said about some

ancient royal families in the Central Provinces, Orissa, &c., being in time

recognised as Rajput; but the Jat is much more modern and more

distinct in race than these were, and the ' royal ' families, besides being of

ancient race, were always 'royal.'

'^ The word Gujar is possibly the Northern ' Tokhar ' (Toxapoi) softened

into a Sanskritic form as Tusara and then Gujara. The Gujar period is

connected with the names on coins familiar to collectors—Kadphises,

Kanerki, Huvishka, Vonones, &c.

^ Beames' Elliofs Glossary, i. 101 ; Imp. Gazetteer, s.v. ' Sfimthar.'

^ Their location in juxtaposition with the Jat clans is curiously

illustrated by the Tribal Map of the Gujrilt district given in L. 8. B. I.

ii. 670.
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districts of the North-West Provinces contain many of tliem.

So much so that one part of the Saharanpm^ district was

actually called ' Gujrat ' (during the last century.) Keckoning

up the clans or divisions known in different parts of the

country, eighty-four names are given in JElUofs Glossary.

To this notice of the later Jat and Gujar tribes it must be

added that the frontier population has been reinforced by

Pathan and Biluchl tribes, of which more specific notice will be

taken in the sequel. There are, of course, a number of other

tribes, like the Avjaoi, Kharml, &c., which are chiefly local, and

the humbler but more ubiquitous AnlJu, which it is difficult to

classify under any head. Certain limited colonies of Mughals,

Afghans, Pathans, &c., are due to the later Muhammadan inva-

sions, but as a rule the bulk of the Muhammadan agricultural

tribes are converts.

To summarise briefly the whole question, it may be said

that, whatever early Aryan clans may have settled in the

Panjab, they were ' non-Brahmanical,' and would not long

have remained distinct. There were also local Aryan king-

doms, and later settlements of Kajputs. The country was also

overrun by later Northern or Indo-Scythian tribes, and was

afterwards directly affected both by the earlier and later Moslem

conquests. These considerations combine to explain why

the strict Hindu element is comparatively slight in the

Panjab (beyond the towns), and that apart from the fact

that so many clans became Muhammadan and others Sikh.

Indeed, the very fact of such conversions shows how little any

Brahmanical system had taken hold on the country at any early

date. In the Panjab plains there are no ancient Brahmanical

monuments.^ The Hindu law of the books is unknown, and to

this day local customs of various kinds, sometimes quite

^ Brahmanic temples of some antiquity may be found in the hill

districts of the Himalaya and their vicinity, as, e.g., in Kangra and

Chambfi. But I am not aware that any are so old that they must be

dated back to any Aryan settlements prior to those which occurred when

the Moslem conquest began to disturb the Hindu kingdoms of the plains

and drive the princes to the hills for refuge. There are some vestiges of

traditionally ancient Aryan families in the Kfingra Hills, as will be after-

wards noted.
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opposed to the later Hindu ideals, are in vogue. When I say-

that the Hindu law is not followed, I should perhaps except

town families or others whose rank or dignity of caste suggests

that they should acknowledge it at least nominally. Brahmans

have now everywhere secured a certain amount of respect ; but

where the Jat and other tribes may be called ' Hindu ' it is

chiefly with the meaning that they are not Sikh or Moslem.

The foregoing remarks on the elements of the Panjab

population are illustrated by the general dxita as tabulated in

1881 by Mr. Ibbetson. The chief land-owning, tenant, and

cultivating, classes are thus grouped

—

fer mille of the total

population, including the Native States :

—

1. Biluch and Pathan tribes

2. Jat .

3. Rajput

4. Minor dominant tribes

5. Minor cultivating tribes

6. Foreign races

56

195

81

^„ ((including

1 Gujar)

89

21

These six heads require a few words of explanation. No. 1

consists of the Trans-Indus (Frontier) tribes. No. 2 includes

Jats of all kinds, including those so called who are tenants in

the districts where Rajput and other dominant castes are land-

owners. The Jats as village owners predominate in the Sikh

States, in the South-eastern Panjab, and in parts of the central

districts. In the sub-montane districts like Kangra and the

North Panjab (Salt Range tract), Rajputs and the ' minor

dominant tribes' take the place of Jats. The Rathi and

Thakkar of the Hill districts are classed with Rajputs, and the

Kanet and Girth with the ' minor cultivating tribes.' The head

No. 4 includes the smaller local tribes with pretensions to

rank, such as the Ghakar, Awan, Khattar of the Salt Range

tract, the Daudputra, Kharral, and Khokar of the Western

Plains, the Dogar, Ror, and Meo of the East ; and the

Gujar more generally distributed. No. 5 includes lesser tribes

who are small owners, or tenants, &c., as Sainl, Aram, Ahir^

Mahtam. Head No. 6 consists of Shekh, Mughal, Turk, &c.
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(2) The PopulcUion of the Ganges Plain

I have dwelt at some length on the Panjab, because this

province is the starting-point, so to speak, of the travels of so

many immigrant tribes, and of the enterprises of conquering

princes and their armies. When we proceed to the districts

east of the Jamna—to the Ganges Doab, to Oudh, and further

still to Bihar, Bengal,^ and Western Assam, we find Aryan

and mixed Aryan races in greater abundance, and the whole

country at one time or another covered by a network of Aryan

kingdoms and chiefships. Jats and Gujars, as I have said,

are found in the upper districts of the Ganges Doab and as far

as Rajputana. Some races, like the Ahir and Kunbi, have

evidently emigrated to these parts from Central India or Gujarat

;

while there is a great number of mixed castes whose origin is

largely aboriginal. Sir H. M. Elliot's work as supplemented

in Mr. J. Beames' edition, is still the central authority about

the castes and races of the North-West Provinces, and is easily

accessible. Mr. Risley's elaborate volumes on the Tribes and

Castes of Bengal are even fuller of detail. Both these works

render anything more than a brief notice of certain features

affecting the land-holding interest unnecessary. The main

point is to notice how the original population was dominated

by the superior Aryan tribes ; how the Aryan chiefs afterwards

suffered eclipse and the original races recovered possession,

but only again to lose it finally, before the re-distribution or

new location of the Aryan (Rajput) clans and chiefs which dates

from the twelfth century onwards.

The Brahman tradition of the first Arvan kino-doms is so far
t/ o

noteworthy that it suggests no settlement of a vast population e-n

1 The ' Ganges Plain ' includes the North-West Provinces and Oudh,

as well as Bengal. The ' North-West Provmces,' besides the hill districts

of Kumtlon, &c., contains the Rohilkhand tract (immediately east of the

Ganges, and between the river and the Oudh frontier), the Ganges Doab,

Benares, and, to the south, Bundelkhand. Bengal includes a small

portion of hill and sub-montane territory (Darjeeling and the West Dwars)

;

the northern districts (adjoining the North-West Provinces) are called

Bihar, and the rest is Bengal Proper, with Orissa and Chutiya-Nagpur

to the south-west.
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masse : it represents a series of powerful princes, with their depen-

dent chiefs and armies, establishing a series of local rulerships, and

building capitals, some of fabulous extent and grandeur. Both

' Solar ' and ' Lunar ' princes appear as founding kingdoms ; the

' Solar ' seem to have been always in favour of the Brahmans,

the ' Lunar' not unfrequently became Buddhists. The ' Solar'

princes of the House of Eama, founded Ayodhya (in Oudh) and

afterwards Mithild (=Tirhut in Bihar), also another kingdom,

Vaigali, near Patna. The ' Lunar ' princes are represented as

descendants from Yayati, who also is the mythical ancestor of

the Yddctva, &c., but in a separate branch, that of Puru. These

founded the kingdom of Panada^ which extended north-west

of Delhi, from the mountains to the Chambal River. Hastmcqnml

was around Meerut (Mirath), and adjoined Indraijmsthd, the

kingdom of Delhi. These two kingdoms, celebrated in the

Mahabharata, were held, the former by Kaurava princes, the

latter by Pdndn. In the course of time other dynasties arose

and kingdoms were formed, united, separated, and again aggre-

gated under suzerains, in a manner which it is difficult to follow.

KanaujV became a great centre of rule, and seems always to

have been a stronghold of Brahmanism. We are now assured

that Buddhism was not put down wholesale by the sword ; that

the two creeds continued side by side, and that Brahmanism

ultimately triumphed over its rival in a peaceful manner.

However that may be. the Aryan kingdoms were for ever

fighting with each other, and Buddhist or Jain princes are

generallj^ found arrayed against Brahmanist.

These various kingdoms were not established in a wilderness,

nor were they peopled entirely by Aryans. Both in the hills,

and in the sub-montane tracts in the Ganges Valley, a pre-Aryan

or noD-Aryan population is abundantly in evidence. Through-

out the hills and extending to the Tci/rdi or moist districts at the

foot of the ranges, we find races of Mongoloid connection. The

Khasd or Khasii/a, and Dom, are prominent, and we hear of the

Thatera, and further east Dhimal, and some others such as

Bhoksd, Tlidru, of less certain origin. The mixed castes or

races of the hills as far as Naipal (just as in the States of Simla

^ On the Ganges, in the modern Farukhiibad district.
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and Kangra) are in all probability connected with this stock

;

in other words, we have a gradation of races from the tolerably

pure Aryan down to the wholly aboriginal.^ The Dom are now

in a very humble position, but once they ruled over or pos-

sessed wide tracts at the foot of the mountains. Mr. Benett

mentions in his Gondtl 8. R. (North Oudh) that villages still exist

deriving their titles to land from grants of Dom princes.

Further down on the plains we find almost all parts of the

Ganges Valley abounding in traces of the once numerous tribes

called Bhar and along with them the Soirl or Suvirl (the

spelling is very various), and still further east the Cera.

As to the Bhar (often written Bhar, but the former, written

with the ' burring ' r, appears more correct),^ Dr. G. Oppert

says that ' legend associates their name with the earliest Aryan

heroes, e.g. with Bdma and his sons ; but the Bliars suddenly

disappear from the scene, and, as far as history is concerned,

reappear just previously to the Muhammadan invasion of India,

at which period they certainly possessed a vast territory and

were indeed the real owners of the soil. In fact, the Bliars

must have ruled over a great area of country stretching from

Oudh in the west to Bihar in the east, and southwards to

Chutiya-Nagpur, Bundelkhand, and Sagar.' ^

^ See p. 86 ff. ante for some remarks on the quality of the mixed races

in the Hills.

- See G. Oppert, p. 38, and authorities quoted. General Sir A.

Cunningham remarks that the 'r' was characteristic of the non-Aryan

races, and the Aryans in ridicule called them harbara, which in the

Hindustani dialect is written barbar. The nasal '?!,' so commonly in-

troduced into Panjabi words, is another feature attributed to a non-Aryan

element.
^ G. Oppert, p. 39. General Cunningham {BejJ. Arch. Sur. xi. p. 67)

throws doubt on the reality of some of the asserted Bhar remains (forts,

tanks, &c.) He says, though without offering any proof, that the Bhar
were an uncivilised race. As to names of places involving Bar or Bhar,

there is much room for difference of interpretation ; though such names as

Bharaich and Barell (or Bharell) are incontestable as referring to the

tribe. But the existence and power of the Bhar is too well attested to

be affected by any individual case or cases. I would, also, not lay undue

stress on the existence, in so many parts of Oadh and the North-West

Provinces, of forts and other buildings ascribed by tradition to the Bhar.

Some of them may be due in reality to other early kingdoms. But
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It is probable that the BliO/r tribes (especially iu later times)

became more or less ' Hinduised,' and that there was much fusion

with early Aryan clans ; but the tribes evidently represent, in

the main, what we may fairly conclude to have been an original

pre-Aryan population ; and of their considerable number there

can be no doubt. Thus in the Gazetteer of the Benares district

we find it noted :
' The traditions of the whole province represent

the Bliar as once dominant from the Tarai of Naipal to the hills

of Sagar in the Central Provinces ;
'

^ and again in Ghazipur (a dis-

trict on the confines of Bihar) Mr. Wilton Oldham remarks :

' The testimony of tradition that the middle Ganges Valley was

formerly occupied by non-Aryan aboriginal races is the evidence,

not of one, but of a hundred concurrent traditions of all land-

owning tribes in the Benares province, in Oudh, and in Bihar.

The evidence is confirmed by the fact that in Shahabad the Bhar

have up to the present day retained a portion of their vast

domains. The tcduqa of Koinda, an extensive tract in the

Vindhyan Hills on the borders of the Mirzapur district, belongs to

a clan of Bhar ; and their headman a few years since—Rambadan

Singh—was a man of considerable wealth and influence. . .
.

'

^

The following notice is extracted ^ from the Mirzcqmr District

Gazetteer. After speaking of the Bhar tribes as very numerous

and their remains as everywhere to be found, the writer says :

' The tallies are specially numerous. . . . Mr. Duthoit in his

memoir of^pargana Bhadohi, says it is hardly possible to travel

three miles in any direction without meeting examples of these,

which are always to be distinguished from later works by the

fact that they are surajhedl—i.e. having their longer diameter

from east to west, while Hindu work is invariably ecoidrahedi, or

with the longer diameter north and south. On the south side

there is certainly a disposition to call the Bhar an ' uncivilised race ' on

very little evidence. Civilisation is a relative term, and very ancient

people may be ' civilised '—for their time and place. The race that had

kings and chiefs and that certainly left the remains of some great

buildings and irrigation works, and that is mentioned in history so often,

cannot have been altogether barbarous, nor do I see much indication that

it differed from the Aryan in point of material progress.

1 N.-W. P. Gazetteer, xiv. 102.

•^ Memoir of the Ghazijnor District, p. 47 (Allahabad Gov. Press,

1870). ^ N.-W. P. Gazetteer, xiv. 115 ff.
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of tlie Ganges also, tlie Bhar have left wide-spread traces of

ancient supremacy. Their chief city appears to have been on the

Ganges bank some five miles to the west of the present city of

Mirzapur. . . . This city, of which the traditional name is Pam-

papura, was evidently of great extent.' The author goes on to

notice the sculptures which are believed by Sherring to repre-

sent the Bhar Rajas, ' with their peculiar headdresses and their

pointed beards. . .
.'

But the Bhar were not the only aboriginal tribe which found

a home in Mirzapur. In the hills and jungles of the east and

south are found Geru, Seorl, Kol, and Kharivdr. The Gent are

now fallen, and insignificant in number, but they claim to be of

Naga race. As to the Seori, ' their traditions tell of wide domi-

nions in Shahabad and Ghazipur and the adjacent parts of this

(Mirzapur) district. The memory of a great conflict between

them and the Ceru, and their final victory and the occupation of

the lands of the vanquished, still lives.' The Khanvdr are also

described, and the remains (including archaic sculptures) of a

great city, the capital, are alluded to.

I could multiply quotations relating to all the districts of the

Agra and Allahabad divisions as to the Bhar ; and they are still

frequently mentioned in conjunction with the >SVor7 and the Ceru}

^ I will not attempt to discuss the question whether the Bhar is con-

nected with the Bhdrata of Sanskrit writers. Dr. G. Oppert thinks the

identity highly probable (see the story of the race in his book, The Oi'iginal

Inhahitants of India, p. 587 ff.). The Bhdrata are first mentioned in the

Veda {Bgveda, 3. 53. 13 and 7. 33. 6) : they are a people who ' come from

afar ' ; they fight the Trts20 tribe mider Vasishtha ; being defeated, they

retm-n eastward across the Bias and Sutlej rivers. Viciuamitra, the

priest and bard attached to this tribe, is himself probably an Aryan, as he

is the author of one of the hymns of the Rgveda. He is represented as the

son of Kucika (p. 590-1), and the tribe called by this name are in close

relationship with the Bhdrata (Zimmer, p. 128). He is also leader of the

people, and his gaydtri, or hymn, secures their weU-being. It is this people

who afterwards establish a kingdom in Magadha. Viciuamitra is at first

in favour with the Trtsu and their king 8udds, to whom, for a time, he

acts as bard and priest ; but a bitter quarrel ensues, and he withdraws

with the Bhdrata, and the end is the battle above alluded to. If the

Bhdrata were ofnon-Aryan origin they probably early adopted many Aryan
customs. ' Being very numerous,' the Harivamsa says, ' they acquired

great" influence.' It is noteworthy that in Bgveda, 7. 33. 6, they are
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I have not space to say anything of the less prominent races

such as the Ahlr,^ the Gaur^ and the Thatera. In the Hardoi

district of Ondh and elsewhere, I find mention of a tribe called

PojSI, who are stated to have owned in former days an extensive

domain, and who are still numerous in the district.

The Ceru mentioned above were a very important people

further east. They dominated Bengal ; and as late as the time

of the Bengal sovereign Sher Shah ( jwsf 1537 A.D.) we find that

monarch rejoicing that his general had defeated the Gem chief

of Bihar.-

The Ceru belong, indeed, more to Bihar than to Oudh and the

North-West Provinces, and the mention of them naturally carries

us further east. Here (Upper Bengal) the population seems to

have less and less of the Aryan element ; the greater part of the

described by the epithet arbhaMsah, which Muir (A. 8. T. i. 320) translates

' contemptible.' Zimmer (p. 128) uses the more equivocal term ' tvin-

zigen.' Professor Macdonell informs me that the word in Sanskrit

means ' puny, small.' Whether this can be taken in a literal sense to

describe a stature different from that of the Aryan tribes, or is merely a

term applied by victors to a conquered enemy, I cannot pretend to

determine. As usual, in the later Epics, tradition found for them an

Aryan origin. Bhdrata is now a king, and the son of Vicwamitra's

daughter Sakuntald. Viciuamitra himself, is, however, curiously con-

nected with the aboriginal, or mixed, races by the legend that 'makes his

sons, owing to a curse, the progenitors of the mixed or. non-Aryan races

Andlira, Pundra, Sahara, Pulinda, and MFitiba {Aitareya Bralimana,

quoted by G. Oppert, pp. 592, 593). The Malidhlidratd represents King

Bhdrata as conqueror of all the races of Kirdta, Hiina, Ydvana, Andhra,

Khacd and Saha—all these including northern, mixed, and non-Aryan

tribes (see Lassen, ii. App. xxiv.).

^ The Ahlr seem to have a wide distribution. They occur in the

South-eastern Panjab, and in the North-West Provinces in the districts

of Budaon and Muradabad {8.B. Murdddbdd, pp. 8, 9). In Mainpuri

{Gazetteer, North-West Provinces, iv. 558) they are so numerous as

to form 16-8 per cent, of the population. -They are found again in the

Central Provinces, which make it possible they were the Abhlra of

Sanskrit books, and connected with the Abhiria country of Ptolemy, on

the western side of India (McCrindle's Ptolemy, p. 140). They are

divided into Ahlr and Aher, and into many minor subdivisions, some
claiming, as usual, Eajput and sometimes Brahman, connection. Others

assert a ' Yadu ' origin, which is likely enough if their original home was

Upper Western India.

~ Beames' EllioVs Glossary, i. 59, s.v. Cent ; G. Oppert, p. 39.
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peasant class is, in fact, almost purely ' aboriginal.' In the

north-east of Bengal the tribes are probably much connected

with the Tibetan stock and with some of those branches of it

that peopled Assam. The Kucch (or Koch) have left a relic of

their existence in the name of the Native State Kuch-Bihar.

In the eastern districts, up to the sea-board, the Magli tribes,

probably indicated by the Macco-Kalingae of the geographers,

gave their name to the kingdom or country of Magadha.^

These facts tend to show how small an element numerically

the Aryan really was ; but it was the ruling power. It is evi-

dent that while the mass of the existing population is largely

aboriginal in its character, nevertheless the whole of Bengal came

under the dominion of Aryan princes. Indeed, in the course of

time, these became sufficiently powerful, and by means of their

command of the Ganges mouths, to send out expeditions by sea,

as I have already mentioned.

The country of Ohutiya-Nagpur, in South-western Bengal, is

full of interest ethnologically ; and so is the hill country of Orissa,

with the adjoining Tributary States ; for here is the refuge ground

of both Kolarian and Dravidian tribes. In Chutiya-Nagpur the

plateau land is culturable and adapted to fixed village settle-

ments ;
2 so here we can still find the original form of village in

survival. The non-Aryan races are represented by the VrCion^

who overcame the (Kolarian) Ho and Mmida tribes, and who

gave their name to Orissa long before the conquests of the

Hindu Gajapati kings.^

1 In the Laws ofMami, ' Magadha ' is one of the mixed races mentioned

in Chapter X. This country, afterwards so celebrated, was very early the

seat of an Aryan kingdom or overlordship. The old accounts are not

easy to reconcile. Some relate that a kingdom was founded by the

(Solar) Kucika, descendants of Kuca ; the Mahabharata speaks of a Lunar

origin, or Ynclava, if they are to be reckoned as separate, and has much

to say of King Jarasandha, who is probably a real person. Possibly, as

tradition also gives Solar princes to the first kingdoms of Mithila and

Vaicali in this neighbourhood, there may have been some early Solar

prince overthrown by the other race. Certainly Magadha became a

centre of Buddhism and was the kingdom of Candragupta, the Sandra-

cottus of the Western historians.

2 See ante, p. 47.

3 The distinctness of the TJrnon from the Mundd, &c., is recognised by

Dalton (G. Oppert, p. 122). See also Kisley, T. and C. ofBengal, ii. Glossary,
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Section III.

—

India South of the Vindhyan Ranges

(1) Tlie Popidation of Ujyper Western and Central India

It will be remembered that in speaking of the Vindhyan
Hills as a barrier between Upper India and the South, we noticed

how, at the western end, the upper baiTier ceased, and through

the second or south range also a route was open, so that access

could be had to the plains of Gujarat, and thence easily to the

Narbada and Tapti Valleys and to Berar, There can be no doubt

that this route was used in early immigrations from the Indus

Valley and the west frontier, just as it was afterwards when
Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni swept down on Somnath. The popula-

tion of Upper Western India, Berar, and part of the Central

Provinces exhibits a considerable mixture with Aryan or other

Northern races which affected both physical appearance and lan-

guage. Owing to this admixture, the people of the West are

very different from the more purely Dravidian races of the South
;

and it is, therefore, a matter of convenience to give them a brief

separate consideration. Moreover, it is to be remembered that,

access being from the Indus Valley by the desert and Kacch, the

immigration was very probably sustained by Northern or ' Scythic'

races like the Kathi, as well as by tribes who had the religion and

language of the Vedas. And while one at least of the tribes

named in the Vedas (the Yculava) is prominent in the traditions

both in Sindh and in the West of India, it is remembered that

they belonged to the ' non-Brahmanical ' section.^ Brahmanic

caste and religious ideas were not introduced till long after the

138. As to the Dravidian element in the language of Orissa, though it

has been much obscured by the Sanskritic element, it is distinctly trace-

able (see Caldwell, p. 40 and Appendix). The history of Orissa before the

Aryan rule is an absolute blank ; for the earliest writers of the temple
records were Brahmans, and they, of course, would not care to preserve

the memory of real ancient historic events, still less to notice a non-Aryan
people, even if the materials then existed. Neither the Hindus nor the

Moslems, nor later still the Marathas, really had any hold on Orissa

beyond the level rice-plains which could yield a revenue.
^ Ante, pp. 80-1.
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Aryan settlements east of the Jamna were in an advanced

stage of development.^

In nearly every case tradition ascribes the Western ruling

castes (that have evidently resulted from a mixture of races)

either to Yddavd origin or to some evidently ' Scythian ' or

Northern serpent-worshipping stock. Most of the princely houses

that conquered and ruled in these parts in the earlier days are

connected with the name of Ycuhi. The 8dmd who reigned in

Sindh, the Jhareja (or Jadeja) and their kindred the BlidU (who

afterwards made a settlement in the Panjab, where they are called

Bhatt'i)^ are all Jddun (to use the dialectic form). To this day many
Maratha chiefs claim descent from ' Jadu.' The Haihaya (or

HaibansJ), who are among the very earliest of so-called Aryan

rulers in the Narbada Valley, are said to belong to this race.^

It is impossible to find any more definite traces of the early

non-Brahmanic Aryans. It is highly probable that a number of

the best races

—

e.g. those collectively called ' MardtJid ' were the

result of a fusion of Aryan and Dravidian blood. And the same

may be true of the Kimhi caste, and the Ahlr, as will presently

^ And so the Marathi language was probably not developed in its

present form till later times, as it is said to be ' particularly Brahmanic

in all its elements and connected with later Sanskrit {Indian Census

of 1891, Parliamentary Report, J. A. Baines, p. 141). The Marutha

Brahmans are a class apart—just as the Dravira Brahmans or the Gaur

Brahmans are elsewhere—all missionary immigrants from Upper India.

It is curious, as noted by Grant Duff {History of the Mahrattas, i. 25),

that while the Maratha people have great veneration for the hermit and

the ascetic, they have very little for the Brahmans as a class. The hmits

of the Sanskritic speech, as judged by hnguistic evidence, are given

in some detail by Professor Christian Lassen (i. 423). But it must be

borne in mind that this inchides the results of the later Brahmanic

influence. Along the west coast, southward, an Aryan element in the

speech is discerned as far as Gokarml in North Kanara; while for

the inland Maratha country, a line drawn from Puna eastwards up to the

Central Provinces, and including all the northern part of Bombay, with

Gujarat, Millwa, &c., would generally mark the limits. Below Pilna, the

dialect varies somewhat, showing a distinct trace of the non-Aryan or

original element.

- See Tod, i. 36, 78 : if they were not really Turanian or Northern

tribesmen, which is just as likely. Mr. J. F. Hewitt connects them

directly with the ' NftgbansJ ' houses. Sleeman wrote a long article on the

Haihaya princes of Garhd-Mandla in J. A. Soc. Bengal, vi. part ii. 623.
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appear. But the population of Western India owes as much to

Northern (non-Aryan) races as to any other. Thus one part of

the country was anciently called Saurashtra, after the 8aura, or

Gdwardj a tribe called ' Rajput,' but neither ' Solar' nor ' Lunar.' ^

Indeed, it is curious that the whole of this region is connected

with the royal houses of ' AgnihidcV descent—Solankhi (CdluJ^i/a),

Cauhdn, Pramdrd, &c.—tribes which so often adopted Buddhism
and whose traditional birth shows that they were later and
probably foreign additions to the true Kshatriya Aryans.-

Other confessedly early Northern tribes established their rule

in these districts, though the later conquests of Rajput houses have

done much to fuse the races together. Thus, the country still

called Kathiawar owes its name to the Kathi. These exhibit

Northern customs, such as the worship of the Sun and of

Weapons.^ The Bala, another Northern tribe, appear also in

the West ; how far they may be connected with the princely

house that founded Balabhipur I will not attempt to discuss.'*

Before the eighth century we have no real history, but vague
traditions of kingdoms and chiefships which disappeared, first

before the incursions of later Rajputs from Malwa and the vicinity,

and finally under the effects of the early Moslem conquests.

It is very probably to these early Aryan and Northern races

that we owe the presence of an element in Western and Central

Indian races which distinguishes them from the Dravidians of

the South.

As might be expected, in Western and Central India there

are still many remnants of the non-Aryan races in the hill

^ Forbes, Bdsmdld, p. 27.

- The tradition was that the ancestors of four tribes sprang from the

sacrificial fire (Agni), at Mount Abu ; and that they were miraculously

born in aid of the Brahmanic cause. This the tribes did not always after-

wards maintain. The Pramiira, for instance, founded a Buddhist kingdom
in Malwa ; and Chandragupta and Asoka, of the Maurya house, were
notoriously Buddhist {Central Provinces Gazetteer, art. Nimar, p. 377),

^ See Tod (i. 101 ff) for an accoimt of the customs of the Kathi, and
see also the whole passage at p. 60 ff, which is curious. Colonel Tod was
by no means critical or rehable as to points of date and history ; but on
matters of custom and legend where his own personal knowledge and
experience are placed on record, his authority is as good as can be desired.

^ See G. Oppert, p. 78.

I
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country ; and some tribes who are perhaps Dravidian slightly

mixed with a Northern element. The Koll tribes of the Vin-

dhyan Hills (not to be confused with the Eastern Ho and Mundd

tribes called ' Kol ') need hardly more than a bare mention. The

Bhil have already been alluded to, and it may here be added that

they have a sort of upper class called Bhlldla, whose persistent

tradition is that they have a share of ' Rajput ' blood. ^ In the

Bombay Dakhan, scattered families of Mahclr or MJulr are still

found—the relics of a once numerous people—now chiefly acting

as hereditary guardians of village boundaries. This circumstance

has led Mr. J. F. Hewitt to suggest that the position is due to

their once being associated with the land as its owners. Dr. G.

Oppert says that the Mahar claim to have been once the ruling

race in ' Maharashtra! ^ More towards the centre of the conti-

nent there are groups of non-Aryan tribes, often represented

partly by humble agriculturist castes in the plains, or by primi-

tive hill-dwellers, who have either lapsed into, or never emerged

from, a half savage state. Among them are found the Gond. races,

who gave their name to Gondu-fma of the ancient maps. They

occupied the whole of the central districts up to Chutiya-Nagpur,

and Orissa, to the east, and part of Haidarabad to the south.^

The original Go7ul population can hardly, I think, be doubted to

have had some early Northern connection. It is worth while to

1 Within historical times powerful local chieftains of this class were

met with. The Pm^anic literature even has a legend to account for the

origin of the Bhll. (See Central Provinces Gazetteer, art. Nimilr.)

2 And if this author's identification can be accepted, it will unite this

race, locally called also Farvdrl, with the Mrdd and Malli, who appear

so widely in India, and with the Paraiyar (Pariah) of the South

(G. Oppert, pp. 21, 22, 31). The Paraiyar are called Mrdd (vandlu) in

Telugu (Caldwell, Appendix, p. 543). G. Oppert quotes Dr. J. Wilson as

connecting them with the Poruaroi of Ptolemy.

The Sanskrit writers called the AVestern Dakhan MdJidrdshtra, and

some have suggested that the name is from mahd = great ; sc. ' magna

regio.' But there seems no reason for such a designation, while ' country

of the Mahdr ' would be in every way intelligible.'

The name now commonly used, Gond, or rather Gaud or Gaunr, is

apparently not recognised by the existing relics of the people, who call

themselves Koithr. As a class the Gonds, in the Central Provinces, are

divided into Edj-Gond, who claim to be connected with the former ruling

families, and Dhiir-Gond, who were the i^lebeian section.
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note that we have no definite tradition even, of Gonds as rulers till

quite modern times. But when the Bhonsla Marathas attacked

Central India, Gond princes were in power. The Maratha Eaja

seized the Gond Raja's demesne (Nagpur, &c.), but left the less

valuable and outlying districts in the hands of the original subor-

dinate chiefs ; it is, in fact, the descendants of these chiefs who
still hold the land, some of the greater ones being regarded as

Feudatory chiefs, and the minor ones having been recognised as

^ Zamindars,' or landlords of estates. Besides the Gond we have

also some local traditions of GduU rulers in the central districts,

and of Ahvr chiefs, a people whose name we have already met

with, and who, from the places in which notices of them are

found, must have extended from the Indus mouths to the Chambal
River and beyond.^

Of the modern population it is not necessary to say much.

The northern part of the country has received many Hindu
emigrants from Malwa and the north, but only in comparatively

late times. ^ The rest is still largely populated by the ' Maratha

'

races. ^ I have already suggested that these are really of mixed

Dravidian and Aryan origin, and their superior families may be

more Aryan than the rest. The originators of the modern

Marathas completely disappear from history ; and the race only

reappears towards the close of the seventeenth century under

Sivajl. This chief himself belonged to the caste or race, also

widely distributed, called Kunbi or Kurmi. They are noted

agriculturists, and as such have wandered far and wide—to

Oudh, and Bengal even, in search of land-holdings. They have

now no distinctive language ; they are called Kunhl in Marathi,

Kunabi in the South Maratha country, Kumbhi and Kurml among
the people of Hindustan.

^ See also at p. 109, ante, as to the wide distribution of this people.

^ Ante, pp. 44-5.

^ As to the name of this people or tribe, I have preferred the form above

employed to the common term MaJiratta—i.e. Marliattd—which latter is

not recognised by the people themselves, and means m Hindi ' robber,'

being an opprobrious epithet applied by the Mughal soldiers. (See also

Tod, ii. 420). At one time these races seem to have been called (for

instance, in Firishta's History of the Nizmn-Shahi Kings) by tlie name
oi Bargl, or Bhargi. (See Grant Duff's History of the Mahrattas, i. 69).

I 2
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(2) The Population of Southern India

Except for the openings at the western end, and to a lesser

extent at the eastern end also, the Vindhyan Range served as

a complete barrier confining the bulk of the Aryan conquerors,

or colonists, to Upper India ; it opjDOsed any further advance to

the south, at least as regards any considerable number of clans

bent on conquest. It was only at a much later time, when the

Aryans of Northern India had spread as far as the Ganges

mouths, that adventurous princes with their armies made expe-

ditions to Orissa and the northern part of the Telugu country.

When we come to the real South—to the Madras Presidency

—we are brought face to face with the genuine representa-

tives of an almost purely Dravidian population. At the same

time we find the Brahmanic religion and caste well established,

and the languages to some extent—very much less than in the

North, affected by Sanskritic additions.

The earliest traditions show no sign of any general immi-

gration of Aryan clans. As Dr. Macleane ^ has justly observed,

' The view of the Aryans marching in bodies in this direction or

that is supported by no facts of any sort in the case of the

country south of the Vindhyans.'

It is, as I have remarked, only in the north-eastern districts

that there could have been any communication of a general

character with the Aryanised people of Upper India, and that, at

such a distance from the Aryan centre, could only have been with

people of very mixed blood. The sovereigns of Magadha at one

time extended their suzerainty further south, and other dynas-

ties may have claimed or exercised sway in the north-west of

Madras, but that is no proof of any large importation of an Aryan

population.^

^ Manual {History), p. 53. See also Lassen, 1. 116, confirming this

statement, which is, however, quite indisputable.

^ From early times, the Upper or Telugu country seems to have been

partly peopled or occupied by a race called by a name which Western

geographers turned into Kalinga. The Greek geographers speak of a

threefold division of this people—the Kalinga, Makko-KaHnga, and the

Gangarid- Kalinga. Those living inland were connected with the name
Andhra, which occurs in Manu, and stiU earlier, e.g. in the Aitareyd
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The effects actually produced upon the Southern people and

the introduction of caste and religion must have been the

result of a gradual intercourse, which had nothing to do with

tribal conquest or with a general settlement of the Aryan people.

It was effected by the individual, but repeated and cumulative,

efforts of the Brahmans. In no field is their peculiar genius

better displayed than in this new kind of conquest. They used

no force, they did not even displace the local deities ; they wove
all cults into one general scheme, and made their ideals accept-

able to the people, so that in time it became a mark of respecta-

bility or superiority to become ' Hindu ' and to be ' in caste.'

The causes which led to so ready an acceptance of the philo-

sophical and religious teaching, but more especially of the social

and ceremonial system which is the essence of Hinduism, are

beyond our province : we must be content with saying that this

change was effected mainly by the efforts of hermit missionaries

but was also furthered by the admission of Brahman advisers to

the Courts of indigenous princes, and possibly by the occasional

reception of military (Aryan) chiefs, who were welcomed as

organisers of local armies and the like, and would soon establish

themselves as lords of estates and territorial chiefships. Such

adventurers would naturally have won their way to local rank

by the romance attaching to their long adventurous journey so

far south, by the mystery of their distant northern home, and

by their general prowess and superiority.

Everything in the Madras country points to the existence,

from the most ancient times, of numerous, and, considering the

age, civilized, groups of non-Aryan races who occupied the more
fertile and level portions of the country, leaving, no doubt, wide

Brahmana. (See Caldwell, Introduction, p. 30.) The Makko-Kalinga were
coast people, and probably represent the Mdgh of Eastern Bengal and
Chittagong. The Mauryan kings of Magadha, deriving origin from one of

the Agnihula houses of the royal Eajput stock as reckoned by the bards,

nominally ruled as far as Ganjam, since Asoka's edicts are found there
in inscriptions. And a later offshoot of this dynasty founded the Andhra
kingdom during the first centuries of our era. This, however, was
a mihtary occupation only. Macleane (History), p. 132; and see

Cunningham's Ancient Geography, p. 529, for Hwen Thsang's account
of the Telugu country.
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stretches of jungle and forest which spread over the north, and

covered the hills of the centre and south. Among the jungle-

clad hills, tribes, still nomad, would continue to wander, being

cut off from the civilising influences to which the people of the

arable plains were accessible.

Early legends speak of Agastya—the Tamir-muni, or sage

of the Tamulians—coming as a hermit across the Vindhyan

Ranges, and by his power commanding them to bow down till

his return. As he never did return (according to the Southern

version), the ranges continued to be lower than other mountains

to this day.^ The names for Brahmans

—

Aijydr (fathers) and

Farpdr (overseers)—go some way to indicate the position they

held as missionaries and founders of a new order."

When the Brahmanic teaching at last spread widely, a large

part of the population adopted Hindu forms, and were of course

classed by their teachers as Qudra— the only possible caste on

the developed Brahmanic theory ; ^ while the bulk of the humbler

1 For the story of Agastya, see G. Oppert, p. 24.

- It is remarkable at how early a date the natural genius of the

Brahman caste for a hermit life, for the discovery of places of pilgrimage,

and for the location of shrines at all points of natural scenic beauty or

physical peculiarity, led them to wander all over India. In the Eama-

yana we have a highly coloured picture of the hermits settled in the

southern forest beyond the Narbada Eiver, and of the interruptions they

suffered from the forest tribes. ' These base-born wretches implicate the

hermits in impure practices and perpetrate the grossest outrages.

Changing their shapes and hiding in the thickets adjoining the hermit-

ages, these frightful beings delight in terrifying the devotees. They cast

away the sacrificial ladles and vessels, they pollute the cooked oblations,

and utterly defile the offerings with blood. These faithless creatiures

inject frightful sounds into the ears of the faithful and austere eremites.

At the times of sacrifice they snatch away the jars, the flowers, the fuel

and the sacred grass of these sober-minded men ' (Eamayana, iii. 1, 15, in

Muir's A. S. T. part ii. chapter iii. section iv. p. 427). When at last

such hermits reached the inhabited parts, their message must have been

received with something like awe from the mystery of their origin. Even

to the present day, the crowds that any new Jogi, or mysterious ascetic,

will draw are quite wonderful.

^ It is curious to note that in the South the ' Sudra ' is spoken of as

indicating a somewhat proud superiority, in contradistinction to the

' Pariah,' &c., a feeling quite out of keeping with the degraded position

theoretically assigned to the Cudra in Manu. Thus, I remember reading
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classes and the remoter tribes were roughly classed as out-caste

races

—

Paraiyar and the like.

This original isolation of the Southern people, and the mode

of their subsequent conversion to Hinduism, are reflected in the

local languages, and in the additions that have been made to

the vocabulary. The whole of Southern India, as is well known,

is divided between the Telugu-speaking races in the upper part,

with Kanarese (language of Karnata) in the north-west ; Tuluva

and Malayalam in the west, and Tamil in the south. The Tamil,

Telugu, Kanarese, Tuluva, and Malayalam are all defined lan-

guages originating as branches from a common stock. Tamil in

particular has a long history ; it has for centuries been di\dded

into a classical and a colloquial dialect, and has both ancient and

modern written characters. The extant literature probably does

not go back beyond the ninth century of our era ; but the facts

about the language and its dialects show its antiquity and in-

dicate a considerable degree of civilisation of an archaic type.

The Sanskrit had no part in the earlier language, and only added

its terms and forms in comparatively later times. The further

we go back with the Tamil language, the freer from Sanskrit

words we find it.^ As to the stage of civilisation anciently at-

tained by the Dravidians, Dr. Caldwell has collected evidence,

from the existence of pure Tamil names, as to what they were

acquainted with. It does not follow that nothing else was

known, but certainly agriculture w^as well understood ; and

some arts

—

e.g. pottery—had reached a considerable degree of

excellence.^

From many parts of the country there come indications that

at least some of the tribes had a settled monarchical govern-

in some old missionary report the complaint that only ' the Sudras ' could

make themselves heard by the officials ; the humbler classes could get no

redress, &c. The distinction may frequently be met with.

^ All these facts are stated in detail in the Introduction to Caldwell's

Dravidian Grammar. Dr. Macleane in his Manual (\. Ethnology, 33-55

and notes) has collected a mass of information. See also Morris's D. M.

of the Godnvari District, p. 165 ft".

- CaldweU's Introduction, p. 117 ff. And it is to be remembered that

such proof is by no means exhaustive ; for words may once have existed

but become lost or superseded by Sanskrit words in the course of time.
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ment. This will be further remarked on in speaking of Dravidian

customs in the next chapter.^

In the remote past there is evidence that some of the now

lowly-esteemed Dravidian races were once powerful peoples,

divided into numerous clans or divisions each with its own

insignia ; and this alone shows some degree of wealth and even

luxury to have existed among them.^ ' They still cherish,' re-

marks Dr. G. Oppert, ' as the Bhar and Mhdr do, the memory

of former greatness, and regard themselves as the original owners

of the soil.' They retain also some curious religious privileges.^

Their priests, the VaUuvar^ are ' probably the representatives of

the ruling class of ancient times. '

"^

It would serve no useful purpose to enter into any detail

about the different races of the South. What special characteris-

tics some of them had will be noticed when we come to describe

the surviving Dravidian customs affecting land. It is here

sufficient to observe that the South owes little or nothing to the

Aryan element in the matter of land-holding customs. Agri-

cultural villages organised on a distinct plan must have long

existed,'^ and there is every reason to believe that the form of

villages in which the several families each constitute a separate

land-holding unit, but having certain bonds of local union, and

kept together under the rule of an hereditary village-chief, was

the original Dravidian type, and one which is most nearly and

obviously related to a still existing form (of unquestionably

^ Dr. Macleane {Manual [History], p. 113), states that 'the Dravidians

were a practical people with considerable resources ; in matters of

Government they were—unless in the very earliest stages—under the

monarchical system, with defined areas of coimtry for the exercise of rule.'

- As to this, see G. Oppert, pp. 50-57. The note at p. 57 enumerates

these tribal emblems ; some of them, such as bells of victory, white

cJiaurl (fly-flaps), white horse, ivory palankeen, golden pot, &c., indicate

wealth and some degree of state.

^ Cf. ante, p. 89, and G. Oppert, p. 54.

^ Oppert, p. 69. A Valluva Jcon, or chief, presided at the ancient

assemblies of Malabar when a Parumdl or sovereign was elected for the

country (the election was then periodical).

^ Extensive kingdoms, with Courts, and armies, and cities, could hardly

go on, or even come into existence, without an efficient provision for the

regular cultivation of the soil. And we shall see village customs in

Dravidian tribes evidently of great antiquity.
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Dravidian origin), whicli has actually survived unchanged in the

fastnesses of the Chutiya-Nagpur plateaux and in the hills of

Orissa. This, however, is a matter the discussion of which be-

longs to a later stage.

Section IV.

—

The Present Location of Aryan (Rajput)

Land-holding Communities

There is one other subject which it is necessary to deal with

before directly inquiring into the different forms of village.

That the Aryan communities of land-holders should be confined

to Upper India, and should especially be prominent in the

Central Ganges Plain, as far as Bihar, is very natural ; but it is

not so easily understood that the village groups and landlord

estates of the Rajput domination or of Brahman possession do not

occur in the sites in which the ancient settlements took place

according to tradition and literature. Here and there the local

belief suggests a settlement which has been more or less undis-

turbed, but it is rare ; and in general the existing tribal and in-

dividual villages are the result of later movements—most of them

dating back to the Mughal or to the earlier Pathan conquests.

From the earliest times the Aryan clans were subject to

internecine feuds and wars, and the spread of Buddhism cer-

tainly tended to promote such quarrels. However much these

two creeds may have existed side by side, religious differences

formed at least the pretext of dynastic wars, and to these we must

ascribe that repeated devastation and abandonment of the local

kingdoms, and the reversion of cultivated tracts to jungle which

is so noticeable a feature in the early legendary history of Upper

India. And then came the Moslem invasions from the eleventh

century and onwards. At no period did the Aryan princes make

really common cause against the invaders ; but in general, if

they did combine for a time, it was^ only to break out into

hostility again, as soon as the immediate cause of danger passed

by. Various tribes were then dispersed, and, driven from the

domains directly occupied by the Moslems, they sought new

homes in the further parts of Rajputana.^ Others took service

^ The sort of dispersion that followed these local wars and invasions

is well pictured by the author of the Bdjjjutdna Gazetteer (i. 39), where
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under the Emperors, and were encouraged or allowed to return

in more scattered parties to the provinces where Aryan kingdoms

had once flourished. The Himalayan districts, too, afforded a

refuge ; for the original petty chiefs of those localities, unable

to combine and oppose the Eajput leaders, soon fell before their

attack.

The following local quotations, selected out of many, will

better illustrate the subject than any further general observations.

Take, for example, the Unao district of OuDH.^ ' Previous to

the dawn of authentic history,' says the writer, ' we find a trace

of Rajput dominion. . . . But the Bisen alone appear to have

had any actual colonies, for they alone have left a distinct trace

of the estates they held ; the others appear to have merely ex-

erted a nominal sovereignty over the aborigines.' The real

colonisers, the writer goes on to say, were the Rajputs, who fled

across the Ganges on their defeat by the Muhammadan Ghori

kings (end of the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries), and

afterwards, those who, having entered the service of the Delhi

Emperors, received grants of land, or took possession as adven-

turers.

In the northern part of Oudh (Bahraich and Gonda) we have

the location of one of the great Buddhist centres. But the cities

of Sravasti, Kapllanagara, and others, perished. When, in a.d.

410, Fa Hian, the Chinese pilgrim, visited the country, Sravasti

he describes how the Raji)ut clans, ejected from the more fertile homes

they had first selected, were pushed into the drier and less valuable

parts of the present Rajput States, and into the hilly country around

Malwa above alluded to. ' When the dominant families of a clan lost

their dominions in the fertile regions of the North-west, one part of the

clan seems to have remained in the conquered country—here obtaining

service and the landlordship of scattered villages—while another part,

probably the defeated chiefs, kinsmen, and followers, went off westward

and carved out another, though much poorer, dominion. . . . Having

there made a settlement and built a city of refuge, each clan started on an

interminable course of feuds and forays, striving to enlarge its borders at

the cost of its neighbour. When the land grew too strait for the support

of the chief's family or of the increased clan, a band would assemble under

some new leader and go forth to plant itself elsewhere.'

' Oudh Gazetteer, iii. 452.
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was in ruins and the country desolate ; and when Hwen Thsang

came (640 a.d.), it had still more hopelessly relapsed into forest.

Bhar and Tharu tribes ^ resumed possession ; and there is some

historical evidence that in the eleventh century Sayyad Salar

overthrew the Bhar chief Suhildeo.^ In A.D. 1226 we find a

Moslem chief ' overthrowing the accursed Bhartuh
'

; and it is

not till 1340-1450 that we find Chatrl leaders again establishing

their colonies in the country.

In the Gonda district, if early Aryans had ever established

themselves, they must have disappeared. Ptolemy, writing

in the second century,^ names the inhabitants Tauganoi,

who are apparently the Tangana of the Mahabharata, where

they are mentioned as a tribe bringing a tribute of gold and

horses to the King of Hastinapura. A king, apparently

Brahmanical, named Vikramaditya, was then reigning at Sra-

vasti. I have already mentioned how, two centuries later,

Sravasti was in ruins. Some attempt was made—traditionally

by Sombansi Hajputs—to colonise, but the cultivation of the

district dates from the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries.''

Mr. P. Carnegy, whose long residence in Oudh gave him

ample opportunities of knowing the facts, has stated not only

that the Bhar tribes held all the land in a great part of the

cultivated districts, but that even the existing Aryan land-hold-

^ The Tharu here appear as one of the aboriginal tribes ; but I should

like to call attention to the suggestion (Gorakhpur District North- West

Provinces Gazetteer, vi. 357), that the Tharu may be really relics of an

early Aryan clan, who were cut off when their brethren were expelled.

If so, they must have become a very mixed race. Cf. p. 105 ante.

- The detail is given in Oudh Gazetteer, i. 111.

•" McCrindle's Ptolemij, p. 210. It is supposed that the Tangana may
survive in the Toiik Rajputs, and in certain other clans.

* And, summing up the history of North Oudh, Mr. Benett writes

(&'. B. Gonda, § 17, p. 6) :
' Here, as in the South, the mternecine wars

waged by the neighbouring Chatrl clans, and, perhaps stiU more, the bloody

rivalry of the Brahman and the Buddhist, had resulted in the complete

collapse of the old Hmdu power, and, here as there, the forest gamed on the

cultivated plain ; a scanty population was ruled by the representatives of

the aboriginal stocks ; the comitry fell an easy ]}rej to the Muhammadans,
and the Hmdu system only revived at the commencement of the four-

teenth century with an immigration of Chatrls from the South-west.'
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ing families are of mixed descent.^ Speaking of tlie absence of

any marks of a continuous Aryan occupation dating back from

ancient times, he says :
' I can refer to the histories of many now

land-holding Eajput clans ... but none of these declare the

arrival of an army of clansmen and colonisation by the victors,

with their families and kin. . . . The Oudh clans, who claim an

extra-provincial origin, trace their descent to single Ghatrls and

not to troops of invaders. Such are the Beds of Baiswara ^ and

the Bajkumdr.' After enumerating some other locally well-

known clans, he shows how their origin is lost, or is traditionally

attributed to mothers of the Ahir and Bhar (non-Aryan) race.

' Here,' he concludes, speaking of the Pithvar clan, ' we have a

Hindu-Bhar origin freely admitted.'

Throughout the North-West Peovinces similar testimony

can be collected. The Rajput settlements now known are almost

all the result of later movements of small bodies or clans ; and

frequently originated in individual adventure and in royal grants

to settlers in available waste tracts. Indeed, it is worthy of

remark that in so many of the districts of the North-West

Provinces the Rajput proprietary bodies are locally called, not

Rajput, but ' Thdl'ur ' (lord or baron), implying that their original

position was that of local lords. Throughout the districts we

find that Rajput clans or single adventurers came to the place

when driven from other provinces by the Muhammadan conquest.

The great movement appears to have followed the overthrow of

the Hindu kingdoms of Delhi, Ajmer, and Kanauj, in the twelfth

century.

As a somewhat curious instance I will refer to Mr. Wilton

Oldham's account of the Clhazipur district.^ After remarking

on the non-appearance of any general ancient or primeval settle-

ment of Aryan tribes, and that the present higher caste tenures

(villages held by co-shftring families) are of comparatively

modern origin, Mr. Wilton Oldham goes on to say :
' With re-

1 In a paper in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, xlv. 300-

S02, as quoted in G. Oppert, p. 45.

'^ The Bais are descendents of Rnja Tilokchand ; there are other castes

of this designation, but not so descended.

3 Memoirs of the Ghdzipur District, p. 67 ff. This is one of the

districts of the old Benares Province.
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gard to the manner in which the Hindus supplanted the " abori-

gines," the traditions are entitled to some credit, because they

often partake of the nature of evidence against interest, or, as it

is sometimes called, self-disserving evidence. Tradition gene-

rally represents the " Hindu " as coming first a solitary adven-

turer, and taking service with an aboriginal chief, as gradually

increasing in influence, and gathering round him his kindred

and other adherents, till at last, on the evidence of some real or

fancied indignity, he throws off" the yoke of dependence, murders

his employer, and makes himself master of his " estates." There

is nothing to be proud of in such a method of acquiring property,

and the Rajput and BJmlnhdr tribes are often chary of making

known their traditions till interrogated by some one who has

heard them from some other source. . .
.' Here we have not

only a case of individual foundation of estates, but also the late

date is implied : no signs of any original Aryan invasion en

masse appear.

In another part of the country—the Banda district—where

the Rajputs are called Thakur, I find it mentioued that at the

time of the first British Settlement as much as two-thirds of the

district was in the hands of Thakurs, and one-fifth in that of

Brahmans. The Settlement ofl&cer's remark that ' the land

was in possession of the tribes which had occupied it for cen-

turies ' merely means ' for perhaps six hundred years,' when

the Chandela clan were overthrown by the Chauhan.^

I must specially allude to the case of the Farukhabad dis-

trict, because in this, the ancient city of Kanauj was an impor-

tant centre—apparently for long periods, if not always—of the

Brahmanic Hindus.^ Here we find one of the exceptional cases

in which, at least in the northern part of the district, old Aryan

settlers, possibly never removed, are found.

1 S. B. Banda (1881), p. 31, and see p. 61 as to the earlier Thakur
clans. See also S. B. Fatilipur (1878), pp. 9, 10 ; S. B. AUaMbad (1878),

p. 49, for similar accounts of Rajput re-settlement in the twelfth and
fourteenth centuries.

- Kanauj, on the Ganges, was still a great city in Hwen Thsang's time,

and was still such at the date of the Ghaznevide invasions, 1018 a.d. Fa-

Hian mentions (fifth century) that the whole country from Mathura
up to the Panjilb was then Brahmanical; and we know that a Gupta
dynasty lasted in Kanauj from 315 B.C. to 275 a,d.
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Further north, in the Doab districts, the location of the Aryan

villages has been a good deal interfered with by the invasion

•of Jat and Gujar tribes.^

To conclude with some ofthe Rohilkhand districts, Shahjahan-

pur ^ affords a typical instance. The Thakur clans are strong,

especially in Pargrma Jalalabad. Here no less than fifty-four

clans are found ; the Report specifies seventeen of the principal,

of which I will only mention the Gauhdn, with 8,555 members,

Candeld about 6,000, and the smaller bodies, e.g. the Tuindr^

numbering only 728. But none date back beyond the fourteenth

century ; and there was a settlement of the Katheriyd tribe as

late as the sixteenth.^ It is also remarked that though, until

comparatively recently, the Thakurs were the principal land-

owners, ' they were the dominant class, but never formed the

bulk of the population.'

I shall conclude these observations with an extract regarding

the Bareli district, bordering on Oudh, as it contains a quotation

which suitably summarises what I have been attempting to

explain.'' In this district Mr. Moens gives an account of each

of the Rajput tribes, beginning with the Rdhtor, who came to the

northern jxtrganas, as clearers of the jungle, some ten genera-

tions back. All of them are, in fact, comparatively late historic

arrivals. ' Thus,' he says, ' all the chief tribes in every part of

the district of Bareli concur in stating that on their arrival they

found no Rajput tribes. The previous occupants are always

^ There is a good account of the matter, which is too long to quote, in

CadelVs 8. B., Muzaffarnagar District (Ganges Canal Tract), p. 24.

~ 8. R. 8Mlijalirmpur (1874), § 45, p. 24. There are also some good re-

marks about the effect of marriage alliances in bringing about a dispersion

of small groups of different clans, because all were exogamous, and

husbands of another clan must be sought for all the daughters.

^ The Katheriya were a powerful clan, who first established them-

selves in the twelfth century in this part of the country, so that it was

called ' Kather.' There is a fall account of their traditions in 8. B. Bareli

(1874), p. 23 ff. In the thirteenth century we find them in conflict

with the Moslems ; but they were not thoroughly defeated till the reign

of Akbar. The most probable account seems to be that they were a

mixed race, possibly connected with the original Aryan rulers of the

Solar line in Oudh.
4 8. B. Bareli (1874), pp. 20, 21.
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either Ahir, BJmlnhdr, or BhU, or else the land is unoccupied

jungle. . .
.' ^ He concludes by quoting Mr. (now Sir C. A.)

Elliott's Chronicles of Undo, an Oudh district, in a passage which

he says is ' exactly supported by the state of things in Bareli '

:

' When the Aryan ^ race invaded the Gangetic Valley and the

Solar chiefs settled in Ayodhya, the natural resource for the

aborigines would be to fly to the hills and find refuge in the im-

penetrable fastnesses girded about with the deadly Tarai, the

malarious country at the foot of the hills. ... It has been before

remarked that the mythic legends leave no impression of a large

subject population existing in Oudh, but rather of a vast solitude

inhabited by a scanty race employed in pasturing cattle. The scene

before us at the fall of the historic curtain is an uninhabited forest

country and a large colony of Surajhansl occupying Ayodhya as

their capital. When the curtain rises again, we find Ayodhya
destroyed, the Surajhansl utterly vanished and a great extent of

country ruled over by aborigines called Ceru in the far East, Bhar

in the Centre, and Rdj-Pasl in the West. This great revolution

seems to be satisfactorily explained by the conjecture that the Bhar,

Ceru, &c., were the aborigines whom the Aryans had driven to the

hills, and who, swarming down from thence, overwhelmed the Aryan

civilisation not only in Saheta and the other ISTorthern towns, but in

Ayodhya itself, drove the Surajbansi under Kanak Sen to emigrate

to distant Gujarat, ^ and spread over the country between the

Himalaya and that spur of the Vindhyan range that passes through

the south of Mirzapur.'

The \dew explained in this extract seems to me to be very true

in general ; but I venture to think that, though there were great

tracts of forests uncleared, and though the original population

may have been found in detached kingdoms or scattered groups,

the total amount of it was much less scanty than is supposed."*

^ This tradition is curious, because each one of the tribes named

is possibly a mixed race (more or less) of early Aryan connection, as we

have seen.

- Chronicles of Undo, p. 27.

^ In Upper Western India. Here (tradition says) they founded a city

and kingdom at Dwarka, and possibly originated the Katheriya clan

who afterwards settled in Bareli (p. 126, ante).

^ See ante, p. 84 ff.
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But more especially there is no necessity, but rather the contrary,

for assuming quite so much ' flight to the hills
'

; for the Solar

princes and their army could only have taken the rule, and

established a military supremacy. Why should the inhabitants

have fled at all ? The conquerors would have hardly been

anxious to drive out the inhabitants, at the risk of causing a

famine ; they would rather have been under the necessity of

conciliating them, at least so far as to leave them in a position

to cultivate and raise crops, without which the Aryan armies

and the Court could not have been supported for long. The

return of the aborigines is spoken of as ' in swarms
'

; had they

fled to the hills as a very scanty and defeated body, which is the

hypothesis, it is hardly likely that they would have thriven there

so as to multiply exceedingly before their return, and thus acquire

a force against the Aryans which originally they did not possess.

I believe, as a matter of fact, that the traditional evidence we have

points far more to the Aryan clans coming as a distinctly limited

and ruling class, and that they subdued and came to terms with

the ' aborigines,' who were already settled in the more open parts

of the country, but left them very much as they were, while for

a time cultivation extended and families of mixed blood multi-

plied so long as the Aryans maintained their supremacy. Such

of the ' aborigines ' as fled at all were either the immediate

followers of chiefs defeated in battle, or particular clans who

preferred a jungle life of independence to submitting to the

Aryan dominion ; the traditional evidence does not, however,

suggest any extensive fighting with the aborigines at all. When,

therefore, the Aryan rulers in their scattered forts and urban

centres of rule were in turn destroyed by their own internecine

contests, rather than by any revolt of the ' natives,' there was

no need of any extensive movement to re-establish the Bhar,

Seorl, Pasl, and other tribes, in independent possession of the

soil. These, however, were unable long to maintain a govern-

ment, and therefore fell before the Rajput chiefs on their

return, and, I suspect, not unfrequently gladly accepted their

renewed rule and protection.

From what has already been said of the Panjab, we are

prepared to find hardly any definite traces of an ancient Aryan
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domination.^ No doubt some of the older races may be derived

from a mixed Aryan stock, and this may be true in spite of the

present profession of Islam and the consequent tendency to

assert descent from Muhammadan ancestors. So, too, the line

between Rajput and Jat is here exceptionally difficult to draw

;

but still there are admittedly Rajput communities ; I hardly,

however, know of one in the plains that does not itself assert a

comparatively late location. Around Delhi, for instance, the

Rajputs are connected with the Tumdr (or Tuniudr) and Gauhdn
;

both of whom are ' Agnikuld ' clans, and confessedly long subse-

quent to the original invasion. The Bhcdtl (this is the Panjab

form of the name, which is Bhdtl in Rajputana) now trace their

settlement to a body which emigrated to Pindi-Bhattiaii (Guj-

ranwala district) from an earlier home in Bhattiana or Bhatner.

Near the Salt Range, Janjhud settlements are found—possibly

the relics of a local dominion ; but the tradition they themselves

have is that they are of RaJttor origin, coming originally from

Rajputana. In the Western plains, the Sidl are a late arrival

;

they claim to be Punwdr Rajputs who moved westwards to the

Jhang district, and formerly to Sialkot, which derives its name

from them, during the first half of the eighteenth century.

Almost the only traditionally ancient Aryan relics are to be

found in the Kangra Hills, and possibly in the Salt Range tract

of the North Panjab.

^ There are in the Kangra Hills some families of Katoch chiefs who
are reaUy ancient, and assert that they are older than either the Solar or

Lunar princes. It is quite possible that they may be vestiges of the

earlier Aryan movements. In the North-western Panjab, the Cih-

Rajputs, who still retain a number of villages (Gujrat district) claim a

similar antiquity, and are beheved to be a branch of the Katoch. See as

to the Puranic tradition p. 97, ante.
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CHAPTER IV

CUSTOMS REGARDING LAND-HOLDING OBSERVED AMONG
THE NON-ARYAN RACES

Section I.

—

The Tibeto-Burman Group

In this group we naturally include the population of Burma,

and in that province we are at no loss to trace characteristic

customs. But in India the tribes referable to the same group

seem to have been confined to the province of Assam, and to the

north-eastern part of Bengal ; and the customs affecting land

which can be more or less distinctively ascribed to them are

but few. While the Tibetan element is thus limited in the

plains, it has extended more widely in the hill and sub-montane

country. It has certainly formed the basis of the agricultural

population, all along the outer Himalayan districts, from Darjee-

ling as far as Kashmir. How far these are immigrant people com-

ing from the north-east end of the range, and slowly advancing

westward, and how far they have filtered, so to speak, directly

through the hills from the Tibet plateau, it is impossible to say.

Travellers will remember that beyond the Hills of Chamba and

the Upper Sutlej Valley, and beyond the British districts of

Kangra and Kulu, they come to Ladakh, Spiti, and other

districts with a distinctly Tibetan population ; and it is quite

likely that Tibetan chiefs and Tibetan tribes may have formerly

extended their rule through the hill districts, apart from any

north-eastern immigration. Certain it is that the Khasa or

Khasiya people found all along the range are of Tibetan origin,^

and that other mixed races, improved by a strain of Aryan blood,

^ See pp. 39, 87, ante. The central districts about Kumaon were for-

merly called ' Khasdes ' from this feature.
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have mncli the same origin. Probably other races than Aryan

may have made conquests in these hills. Nevertheless, we have

some traditions and customs which seem to be indigenous and

belong, at least, to non-Aryan tribes. In the first place, there is

a tradition (both in Kumaon and Kangra) that the Hindu Rajas

were preceded by petty local chiefs (evidently Tibetan) who had

no centralized government, and so fell an easy prey to the Rajput

chieftains.^

Speaking first of the hill districts, the absence of village-

communities and the artificial formation of estates and villages,

have already been alluded to ; but the fact, justly as I think it

may be ascribed to the physical conditions of settlement, is not

entirely independent of other causes. It is a matter of racial

custom that joint holding is not recognised. In Kumaon, as in

Kangra, all the family holdings are separate and independent.

A few holdings may be grouped together, but that is not the

same thing as a ' village community.' ^ The case is just the

same with the Simla Hill States (under their Hindu chiefs),

where no artificial village groups have been formed. ' There are

1 See the Kumaon Collected Beports, p. 164, and cf. Lyall's Kangra

S. R. § 79, pp. 106, 107. I have aheady noticed the Katoch chiefs, who

may really be relics of some previous early Aryan settlement. The

same is true of the Katora chiefs in Kumaon. In this latter case there is

a definite tradition that the early conquerors were again defeated by local

princes ; but finally the local rule was destroyed by the Kajput princes of

the Chand line, whose success is held to date from about the twelfth

century. In general the Eajput chiefs date from the time when the

Moslem invasions distui'bed the Hindu kingdoms of the plains. Through-

out these hiUs, it is quite possible that there may have been an early and

local domination by Aryan chiefs, who after a time disappeared, and who

were only at the date of the Moslem conquest replaced by more com-

pletely Hindu successors of the same race.

- For the Kumaon tenures see Collected Rejjorfs, pp. 129, 130, 132,

288, 329. See also Lyall's Kangra S. B. p. 62, which also contains

some interesting tables showing how far the foreign element is repre-

sented among the land-holding classes. Thus we find Brahmans represent

18 per cent, of the land-holders : pure Eajputs only 6 per cent. ; Eajpnts

of the second grade (i.e. partly mixed), 15 per cent. ; the more completely

mixed races—superior C^^idras, Thakar, Eathi, and Kanet— 37 per cent.

;

inferior Qiidra, 19 per cent. ; tribes outside caste altogether, 2 per cent.

All who have become Hindus adopt the joint succession, so that each farm

will often be shared between relatives (average two shares to a holding).

K 2
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no village communities,' writes Colonel Wace ; ' each squatter held

direct of the State. ... To this day a land-holder (zammddr—
the term is used only in the literal sense) will speak of holding-

his pattci, i.e. grant or lease from the Raja. The holdings are

aggregated in circuits called hhoj mainly for revenue and ad-

ministrative purposes.' ^

In the inner ranges of the Kangra district we have, however,

an interesting survival which has apparently come down un-

changed, in that remote locality, from old times. In certain

Kothis (old administrative divisions) of Bangahal, the dwellings

are in clusters on the hill-side wherever there is space enough,

and shelter, and a supply of water. The cultivation is provided

for by taking up such patches or larger areas in the vicinity as

can be terraced or made into fields. Each such area is called

sir, and every household has a holding called its vand ; this

implies a right to an equal portion in every sir attached to the

group. But these several plots are not, therefore, divided into

as many fields as there are households. To ensure equality, each

va'iid is held to consist of ' several small plots situated in every

corner of the sir.' When any patch of cultivation is destroyed by

a landslip or other mountain accident, the custom is to redivide by

lot what remains.^ These vand were not ancestral shares of a

family, for the households in the hamlet were independent, and

not even of the same stock. Possibly, however, in ancient times

they may have had something of the character of clan or tribal

allotments. On the death of the holder, the vand was not divided

among his sons : the youngest son stayed at home to succeed his

father ; the eldest and other sons went to the chief's army or to

service, or started new households and obtained their va7id else-

where. In the Kulu subdivision a very similar custom is still

noticeable. I must add also Sir J. B. Lyall's own comment on

this custom.^

' Such a tenure,' he says, ' I believe to have prevailed from very

ancient times in the countries far back in the Himalayas which

border Tibet, or have at one time or another been included in that

1 Wace's Simla S. B. 1883, § 8.

^ Lyall's Kangra 8. B. p. 35. The lots are cast (jjhoglu) with dried

goats' -droppings duly marked.
3 Ibid. p. 120 ff.
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empire. Every family or householder had its holding or share of

one ; but such holding is not in the shape of an ancestral or custom-

ary ^ share of the fields round the hamlet, but rather in the shape of

an arbitrary allotment from the arable land of the whole country. . . .

All the arable lands seem to have been divided into lots, each lot

being of presumably equal value, and calculated to be sufficient to

provide subsistence for one household.'

After mentioning that in the course of time lots became un-

equal, and new plots were added on from the reclaimed waste,

and by sales, &c., the author continues

:

' The original of it seems to be that each head of a household was

entitled in return for rent, tax, or service due from him to the State

or Commonwealth [might we not say as a member of the tribe or

clan^in the stage probably then prevalent ?] to a lot or share of

arable land sufficient to support one household. No man wanted

more land than this, as, shut in by these high mountains, land was

a means of subsistence, not a source of wealth. The lot being calcu-

lated to support only one family was not meant to be divided, and,

with the house to which it was originally attached, was handed down

unchanged from generation to generation. If a holder had several

sons, those who wished to marry and live apart would have to look

out for separate lots, and the paternal house and land would pass to

one son only. '

-

When the earliest Rajas established their rule in Kuln, they

superimposed on this system one that recalls the arrange-

^ In making this reference to ' ancestral ' and ' customary ' shares, the

author is thinking of the principles which are found to govern the sharing

in the joint-villages of the plains. It will be noticed that he refers to

Kulu as probably at one time belonging to Tibet, just as some of the inner

districts do to this day. This would of course give a more directly Tibetan

origin to custom than the mere fact of the ethnic connection of the

Khasiya and other hill people with the Tibetan ethnic stock, which is

what I have chiefly relied on.

- A very similar custom prevailed in Kulii. In this valley, as else-

where, the right in the soil having been assumed by the Eajas, the private

right or idea of hereditary ownership is now centred in the family house
;

and the Kulu saying is ' zam'in Bdi Jil, gliar bdi Tfi ' (' The land is

the Eaja's, the house is the father's') {S. B. p. 120). The adoption of

the Persian word zamln in this proverb shows that it only dates back to

times when the Moslem languages had to a certain extent influenced the

speech of India and penetrated to the hiUs.
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ments we shall describe in Assam. The system was known as

jeold-handi, and consisted in dividing the agricultural population

into classes—one that was liable to military service and the other

to menial service. The holder of land in the former class was

allowed a portion of his land free of taxes (haiio-jeold) in return

for his service ; while for the rest he paid revenue (Jidnsili-jeola).

The menial holdings were known as cati, and paid no revenue,

except the labour or services required.

At present we have no other information about Himalayan

tenures. Naipal would be doubtless an interesting sphere of

inquiry, but it is not a very accessible one ; and I have found

no specific information about the small portion of British terri-

tory around Darjeeling.

Leaving the Himalayan districts, we next turn to Assam^

where we find some races of Tibeto-Burman stock almost

unchanged, especially in the hill country; while the valley

population, originally of the same ethnical character, has become

much mixed and subject to Hindu religious and other influences.

The Hindu system of caste and religion, in fact, completely dis-

placed the earlier Buddhism, which itselfmust have been a foreign

importation. The local dialect, Assamese, is a comparatively

recent modification of Bengali. Local traditions, and even

written records, exist. From time to time the names of kings

are capable of verification. From the remains ofancient temples,

and still more ancient fortified cities of great extent, it is evident

that traditional history is so far correct in asserting the existence

of organised States from a remote period. And then came a

time when Aryan or semi-Aryan chiefs had extended their

dominion from the Ganges Valley as far as the western portion

of Assam. The Aryan names, Kamrup, Brahmaputra, and others

similar, are relics of this contact. It is fairly certain that Assam
was anciently divided into several, or many, small kingdoms, and

that after the time of Buddha, the Western kings adopted the

Buddhist faith. ^ As might be expected, the western districts

^ This is doubtless referred to when the Annals (written by Brahman
authors) speak of the kings as Asura or Dunava, terms applied to

' heretics.' A good account of ancient Assam will be found in the

Calcutta Review, xlv. 510, reprinted in 1884. This is followed by a

further article about the ancient religion, which is more speculative in
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are often found united under one ruler, whose sway extended as

far westwards as Bihar or even Gorakhpur on the confines of

Oudh. These Buddhist princes felt the effect of the Brahmanic

struggle for ascendency and were ultimately overthrown.^

A distinction appears to have been early recognised between

the west (KCimrup) and the north and north-eastern part of

the valley (TJUarkol). It was the latter that was most thoroughly

Tibeto-Burman as regards its population. One of the most

important immigrations was that of the Boro (or Bada) tribe,'^

which had several subdivisions. A Boro kingdom existed near

the modern Sadiya. The Mec and Kdcdri tribes, who will

presently be mentioned, are probably branches of this race.

The name ' Assam ' (Asclm) is most probably traceable to (the

Boro) Hd-com=th.G low or level country ; while the Boro word

for water (dai or di) has remained in the names of rivers

—

e.g.

Dai-hang (the Dihong of the maps). Under the Boro rule

• tradition states that the country was thickly populated, and

reached a high state of civilisation. It was divided for the

purposes of Government administration into numerous districts

;

and the executive consisted of a body politic, selected from the

most wealthy and respected men in each division. The King

exercised but a nominal control over the deliberative assemblies.' ^

character, and the chronology is confusing. The name of King Bhagadatta,

well known in hterature, figures largely; he was a Buddhist, but his

successors became Hindus in the ninth century.

^ It is curious to observe how the traditions represent the oppressed

Buddhists as seeking refuge through the hfils as far west as Kashmir ;

and, at least at one time, we hear of a prince ruling over Kashmir leading

an army into Assam. There are scattered remnants of these once ruling

houses stni existing under the name of the Kultd or Kulitd caste.

A certain number, now Hindus, are in the Assam Valley. But two small

colonies made their way to South-western Bengal, which has been a refuge

ground to several tribes. One is now in the Native State of Bonaigarh,

the other in the Sambalpur district of the Central Provinces. The name
Kulitd is supposed by some to mean Jculd (famil^^), itd (gone or lost) ; but

these Sanskritic derivations are open to not a little suspicion.
"- In Bengal and Assam the ' 6 ' is generally the result of the dialectic

prommciation of the ' a ' in the Sanskritic alphabets. Thus Bhagadatta

is pronounced Bhogodott, and accordingly so written by some authors.

•' Quoted from the article referred to above. Perhaps we might put it

in a little less ' modern ' administrative form if we said that the country
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It seems characteristic of Tibeto-Burman races that they have

a number of separate local chiefs, who in many cases have no

cohesion and no centralised control, so that in the course of

time they fall under the dominion of some conquering prince.

And even then the sovereign seems always to act in concert

with a council of the chiefs. Thus in Naipal to the present day

there is a State Council of twelve nobles.^ The old Burman

State had also its Hlut-daw or council of chiefs, and we may

well suppose its origin in a tribal form of government. ^ Nor

was the ride of these north-eastern tribes confined only to the

upper part of Assam, for as late as the fourteenth century,

when the last of the Hindu dynasties was overthrown before the

Muhammadan King of Gaur (Bengal), we find aMec tribe ruling

in Goalpara, and also tribes of Koc or Kuc. Their rule was

destroyed in the end of the fifteenth century. The memory
of it still survives in the little State of Kfic-hihar, in North-

eastern Bengal. The Kuc still form the chief constituent in the

population of the Western Dwar districts, though at the time

of the British occupation of that country they had fallen under

the oppression of their neighbours, the Bhfdiyd. The Mec tribe

also musters strongly in the district of Goalpara. Of the Kdmri
we shall hear subsequently. But while these tribes were still

ruling, an energetic race—as it must once have been—the

Aham or Ahom,^ was making rapid progress. They established

was, as so often observed, divided into districts or areas, probably con-

nected with the clan-divisions or clan-chiefs' jurisdictions, and that the

elders and wealthier men formed councils for the control of internal

affairs, while a king or head chief had a general supremacy.
^ The Gorkha rulers of Naipal were Aryan (or semi-Aryan) conquerors.

They would doubtless, however, find it politic to adopt local or indigenous

forms of administration.

~ At one time in the early Assam history we hear of a rulership of the

Bdra-bhuiyd, which may only mean ' twelve chiefs,' during a time when
the supremacy of a king had been destroyed by war. Others have sup-

posed the term to refer to the temporary rule of a race called BJudnyd—
one of the many Dravidian races, relics of which, with this name, are

still found in some parts of Eastern India. The matter is, however, too

uncertain to call for further notice.

" It is sometimes said that Assam {Asdm) derives its name from
' Aham ;

' but the derivation is unlikely ; though the local dialect would

easily soften an s into an li, it is held that the contrary change here
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themselves at first in the extreme north-east; but it is im-

possible to fix a date for their arrival, which indeed was probably

gradual. They ultimately extended their rule over the whole

valley, and about the thirteenth century we begin to have some-

thing like an historic record. The Aham princes were able to

withstand the Muhammadan power : their rule, in fact, lasted

down to our own times.* The race was completely non-

Aryan, but their princes ended by adopting Hinduism ; not,

however, till the close of the sixteenth century. The Aham
still number some 180,000, though now mingled with other

castes.^ From an early time they had a king, and a number of

' nobles ' who bore distinctive titles. It is stated in most of the

accounts of Assam that I have seen, that the Kaja as conqueror

assumed the right in the soil of his dominions ; but this does

not appear to me necessarily to be inferred from the facts. The

King had, however, other and far more curious pretensions,

which seem characteristic of Tibeto-Burmans. He organised the

whole of the subject-population into groups, so that he might

exact military service, labour, and supplies, from all, rather than

demand an over-lord rent from the soil, which, as cultivation

was extremely sparse, would have been less profitable.^ The

grouping was carried out in this way. Every male above

sixteen years of age was designated a pdik. Each group of

three ]jciih formed a got—observe the adopted Aryan term for a

requisite, would be dialectically impossible. Altogether, the Boro name
given above (p. 135) is more probable.

^ As usual with such dynasties, the end was brought about by intestine

decay and family feuds. The interference of the Burman sovereign was

invoked by one of the rivals, and the Burman rule, one of great cruelty,

was for a short time established. As it is graphically expressed in a peti-

tion presented by certain inhabitants to the British Government, ' the

country fell into the hands of the Burmans, and the people into twelve

kinds of fire ' (Mill's Beport on Assam). The Burmans were driven out

by the British in 1824.

^ The whole population consists of Aham, Kuc, Mec, Kdcdri, Cutiyd,

and a considerable admixture of Hindus from the west. Sir W. Hunter

observes that the ' Assamese ' are by no means strict in caste ideas, and

that intermarriages are common.
^ Not that he took no revenue from the land ; only it was not the chief

thing as it was elsewhere.
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family or minor clan. One person in each got was always to be

available for service, not only in the army, but in supplying

carriage, collecting wood and grass, and, if a craftsman, con-

tributing of his handiwork ; or he could be called on to aid in

executing public works. The Aham rulers left abundant traces

of their zeal in providing tanks for irrigation, as well as other

monuments. It will be observed that this obligation to service

was not serfdom ; there were large bodies, probably of the

' inferior ' and conquered tribes, who were actually serfs or

slaves, and were employed in the cultivation of lands to which

they were attached—lands held by the Raja or his chiefs, or by

the religious grantees, who became numerous when the princes

adopted Hinduism. In order to facilitate supervision and to

ensure the due rendering of the service, the got were further

aggregated into larger bodies called hhel : 20 got went to a Mel.^

It became the practice for the several Mtel to subdivide their

duty ; one undertaking the supply of wood and grass, another

of fruit and betel-nuts, and so on ; so that it became customary

to speak of ' the wood and grass khel,' the betel-nut hhel, &c.

The JiJiel-sevyicG could be assigned : e.g. to the King's wife, or to

a relative. And when land was granted to a Brahman, the

service of certain khel was granted with it, besides the serfs

belonging to the land.^ The working population, thus organised,

^ The terms used are modern dialectic forms which, perhaps, once had

older indigenous equivalents, just as we find the Kol, Gond, and other

races now using, in connection with their own customs and institutions,

terms which they borrowed from the Hindi. The use of the term Miel is

somewhat remarkable, but perhaps it is only a coincidence of form. It

may be compared with the Santtil and Kolarian term Jclll for a sub-division

of a tribe. There is a Persian word Miel, which properly means a troop

of horsemen and then a tribe. This may have gained currency in India.

On the north-west frontier the village groups are called ^eZ—sections

of tribes. In Berar the term khel was formerly used in connection with

joint family holdings.
'^ It may be worth while to notice that this method of obtaining

supplies for the Court was not unknown to the Aryan princes. In Manu
(vii. 118) we hear of the Eaja assigning to certain district officials as their

perquisite ' such food, drink, wood, and other articles as by law should be

given each day to the King by the inhabitants of a village.' It is also

noticeable that in the Simla Hill States, and, indeed, throughout the

hill country, certain of the lower castes had to give a certain number of
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was subject to a corresponding series of officials. Over each

l-hel was a Bard ; over 100 got (i.e. 5 liheT) was a Scdhyci ; and

over 1,000 got was a Hazdrl. In order to provide for the

support of the people, each jjaiA; was allowed a plot of land for

his house and garden (hdrl) : on this only a small ' hearth-tax' was

payable annually. Each also held a small allotment of arable

land (called goamatti, said to mean ' body-land ') amounting to

about 2f acres, which was held free of charge.^

I have not been able to trace any similiar organisation under

the kings of Burma. But the latter were sometimes of Aryan

descent, and the historical conditions were different. A nearly

similar organisation was, however, imposed on the Kuc and Meg

tribes by the conquering Bhiltiijd in the West Dwars. The

individual holdings of land (there called jot) were made to pay

land-revenue ; each small cluster of houses was headed by a

pmclhdn. Over several of these groups was a siydna.^ Over

these, again, was a local collector ; and finally a chief of the

district aided by a deputy.

In the Cachar district of Assam we are introduced to an

interesting variety of the khel system. Cachar is now known

principally as a district of tea-planters ; its native population is

miscellaneous, largely made up of settlers from the hill country

around it. It fell under the dominion of a ruling house of the

Kdcdri tribe as late as the eighteenth century.'^ One of the

days' unpaid labour (begar), and, at the harvest, special offerings of maize,

&c., to the Raja, independently of the regular revenue dues. The obliga-

tion to work and service was, in fact, imposed by many conquering rulers

in India, in one form or another ; the demand being, as a rule, confined

to the lower-castes or out-castes. It was carried to great lengths in

Kashmir, as the recent account of the country by Mr. Walter Law-
rence shows. Cf. also H. E. Seebohm, The Structure of Greeh Tribal

Society (Macmillan, 1895), p. 115 ff, showing similar customs among the

ancient Greeks, the Persians, and even the Israelites.

^ It is said that the goamatti was neither hereditary nor alienable,

and that it was regarded as the property of the State or ruler.

- The reader will note these terms as reappearing in Kumaon, where

the population was so largely Tibeto-Burman in origin.

^ I may repeat that the Meg, Kuc, and Kdcdri are believed to be

branches of one tribe. Indeed, it has been thought that the term Kug
was only invented to distinguish those Kdcdri who adopted orthodox

Hinduism. The Kdcdri families dominated at one time a considerable
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Rajas became a Hindu by the process, not unknown elsewhere,

of placing himself and his son in the body of a cow made out of

copper ; of course they became ' Bdjhansl,' or ' Royal ' Hindus,

and claimed rank as Rajputs. The Kdcdri kingdom, as usual in

this group, included a number of chiefs under the Raja (called

in the books Bar-man^ perhaps hard-mcmus = great man). The

land-holders were grouped into hhel, and the Raja had the right

to demand service and supplies for the royal household, from the

hhels. As, however, the kingdom was a new one, it was obliged

to deal gently with the cultivators. By that time the neigh-

bouring province of Bengal had long been paying the State-

revenue in cash, and doubtless this example was followed in

Cachar. For this purpose each hhel formed a jointly responsible

body, the responsibility being, for a lump sum, assessed on the

Mel as a unit or whole. A headman called mukhtdr (agent)

was appointed to each, and a number of Mel united had a rdj-

mukhtdr, or superior representative, with the State officials,^ and

the group of Mel so represented formed a rdj or rdij. The

joint responsibility for the revenue was in fact a measure of

protection against internal inquisition by petty officers of the

State, with their frequent opportunities of levying fees on indi-

viduals. A lump sum, whether high or low, was (necessarily)

fixed, and, on the official representative producing that, there was

much less pretext for further interference. The responsibility

was worked by means of a custom called ghasdwat. If anyone

failed to pay, unless some richer neighbour would make good

the arrear and take over the land, the whole body contributed

the amount and took the land. If a whole Mel failed, then the

rdj was answerable and took over the village land. It is quite

certain that the system had nothing to do with joint-ownership

portion of Assam ; and the district which now distinctively bears their

name could only have been a lately occupied southern territory taken

when the tribes began to be pressed by other competitors. The earlier

kingdom extended much more into the hill country. The last Kdcdri

Eaja died in 1830 without heirs, and the country became an escheat to

the British Government. The neighbouring state of Tiperah (Tri^ura)

has still a ruler of Kdcdri descent.

1 These names of course are purely modern. MuMitdr is the ordinary

Persian word for an agent or attorney.
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such as exists in a North Indian village : none of the groups

had any tribal or family connection ; they were miscellaneous

and recent settlers. It is at best uncertain whether the joint

system was imposed by the ruler or voluntarily adopted. I

think the latter the more probable. It is remarkable that in

one of the northern districts of Madras (Cuddapah) a similar

system, which could have no connection with Assamese customs,

prevailed under the name of vlsahadl : there the villagers clubbed

together to manage the whole of the lands, and to meet the

revenue charges, on the joint-stock principle—each undertaking

a certain portion of the area against a fixed fraction of the as-

sessment.^ The fractions were the series known to Tamil arith-

metic Q, y^g-, &c. ; visa = yig). In both cases I suspect we have

a voluntary device which had notliing to do directly with cus-

toms of any particular race ; but the matter deserved some men-
tion, as showing how an appearance of common ownership may
be misleading if its origin is not inquired into.

In themselves, the Assamese land-holdings are always purely

individual, and are based upon the right of first clearing ; unless,

indeed, they have arisen, as in the case of some larger estates, by
the direct grant of the ruler.

There is no word for ' village ' in Assamese nor in the older

local dialects ; the revenue term mauza has been introduced

solely for administrative purposes, and is used, in a quite local

and special sense, to indicate a circle of holdings under one

petty official charge.

It will be permissible to make a rapid sketch of the modern
land-holdings which have arisen out of this previous state of

things. The province of Assam is treated in effect, though not

called so officially, as raiyahvdr. The only exception is where
some of the larger purchasers of waste-lands, or grantees and
others, have become landlords or proprietors, or where certain of

the larger land-holders were acknowledged as landlord-owners

under the Permanent Settlement of Bengal, which extended to

some of the districts. There are only some cases in which any-

^ See Munro's Minute in Arbuthnot's Sir J. Munro, &c., ii. 360. See
also Goddvari D. M. p. 314. This plan was accompanied by a rale that any
co-sharerwho thought his share was too highly rated might offer to exchange
it with another ; the details cannot be here gone into.
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thing like a village group is formed, although there are parts

of the country where there is no physical peculiarity to prevent

it. The genius of the people evidently does not lead them to

any union ; and the holdings are completely independent. In

some parts the assessment is still made annually ; but in others,

settlements for a period of years have been found possible ; here

especially, as cultivation increases, village-groups will probably

be consolidated, but in a raiyahvdri form.

In the country known as the Bhutan-Dwars there is a

noticeable tendency to form what will become small landlord

estates rather than villages. I find an interesting article on

this country written shortly after its annexation at the close of

the Bhutan war.^ The individual farmer or cultivating settler

is called jot-ddr, or holder of a jot—a term frequently met with

in Bengal for the individual holding, whether (locally) as pro-

prietor or (more commonly) as tenant-farmer.

' The whole of the land,' says the writer, ' at present being

held in detached farms, has a very marked effect on the arrange-

ments of the population, and . . . there is scarcely a village to be

seen from one end of the Dwars to the other. The plan adopted

is for every holder of a jot (cultivating lot) to establish his

homestead on the most eligible site for building on, within the

limits of his jot ; and around the jot-ddr's house those of his

dependents cluster. . . . The size of these homesteads varies, of

course, with that of the jot. Some contain as many as forty or

fifty houses (i.e. cottages), whilst others have not more than six

or eight ;
but in all, the same characteristics prevail : thejot-ddr

is the head of the little community and is looked up to as the

master over all ; it is he who manages the affairs of the whole

jot, lets out the lands to his under-tenants, and retains what he

chooses for his special use. His word is law ; he is, in fact, a

little patriarch living in the midst of his family and dependents,

whose influence for good or evil is felt by every member of the

society.' The whole country is dotted over with these separate

homesteads.

1 Calcutta Beview, vol. xlviii. (January 1869). The two portions

forming the Eastern and Western Dwars (or Duurs) have been attached

respectively to Bengal and to Assam. The Eastern Dwars form part of

the Jalpaigiiri district ; the Western, of Goalpara.
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I am not aware of any local peculiarity which would dis-

courage the ' village ' formation ; but apparently it is not here

in the nature of the people. It often happens that one man
owns more than one jot : in this case he lives on one, and lets

the others out either to some substantial tenants (cillianiddr, or

mMlaiiddr), who agree with him for a yearly rental in cash, or to

poorer people (called paryVZ or rcdyat), who, in fact, somewhat re-

semble metayers, receiving plough and oxen from the jotdcir

and giving him one-half or even two-thirds of the produce in

kind.

It would be impossible to leave the description of Assam
without some allusion to the hill tribes, who from their remote

situation have been much left alone, and probably retain the

customs of their ethnic group much unchanged. In the northern

hills are the AM^ Daphld, Mm, and Ahar tribes, at the western

end, and the Mishml at the eastern. In the central ranges

south of the valley proper, are the Gdro, Khdsl, and Ndgd. In

the hills on the south-east are the Kfihi or Lushed tribes. We
have but little definite information about their land-customs

;

but this is owing partly to the nature of the country, which lends

itself chiefly to shifting cultivation ;
^ but there is evidence of

some method of tribal allotment by which the various clan

groups have their o^vn ' beats,' doubtless indicated by natural

limits of valley, ridge, and stream. I have been told by persons

of local experience that within the last thirty years the men of

one group in the Garo Hills would turn out in war array to

resent any encroachment on their land or pasture ground. It

will be borne in mind that the origins of these tribes are in some

cases very doubtful. In the central hills, for instance, there are

tribes whose language is not to be classified in the general

group ; audit would seem that some considerable tribes uncon-

nected with the rest of the group found refuge in these hills.^

In general there is a very loose cohesion ; separate chiefs of

territories are recognised, some with very little authority over

the minor or local chiefs of villages or ultimate clan-groups.

Under such a state of things there must always be a natural

^ See ante, p. 52.

" See Census Report, 1891 {Parliamentary Blue 30011),^^. 1^1.
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tendency for the chiefship to remain in certain families, and for

a chief of energy to enlarge his pretensions and become a sort of

Raja over a number of others. Or, on the other hand, it is not

difficult for some neighbouring foreign chief to compel a number

of his neighbours to submit to his suzerainty. We should like

to know for certain on what principle the groups forming villages

are separated. Fixed hereditary ownership of land is hardly

possible, at least until the clan begins to adopt some customary

principle modifying the shifting cultivation, ov jilm.

Sometimes the village groups are placed so as to crown the

tops of separate hills, and each is securely stockaded. The

frequency of clan feuds and the malarious character of the

valleys would combine to account for this. The Ndgd clans,

for instance, live in stockaded villages : they acknowledge a sort

of chief over a clan or group of villages ; but he is not hereditary,

and apparently his authority is not strong. But in the north, I

find it noted that among the Mlri (a branch of the same stock as

the Daphld, Abar, and Aka) the chiefs are hereditary ; and it

sometimes happens that one of them acquires sufficient influence

to establish a kind of lordship over a considerable area.

In the southern hills, the Lushai (or KilM) are said ' markedly

to differ ' ^ from the others, inasmuch as the clan chiefs are not

only hereditary but are all taken from a certain ' royal stock.'

Captain Shakespear, who read to the Society of Arts the interest-

ing paper referred to in the footnote, has described how the chiefs

are selected from one or two families in different parts of the

country. Each village has its own chief also, and is located

independently on the top of a hill. Some groups are large

enough to have 200 to 800 cottages. An incompetent village

chief is removable by the voice of the villagers ; or rather the

villagers will desert the chief and build a new village (the

bamboo structures are easily replaced) on another site. Each

chief (I am not sure if this refers to village chiefs) is advised by

one or two men called by a local term signifying ' old man,' ^ or

by the borrowed (Hindi) term Mrhari. Property, Captain

Shakespear informs us, belongs to the family, not to the indi-

1 See Imperial Gazetteer (2nd ed.), xiii. 530, and Journal Soc. Arts

(January 1895), xliii. 167 ff.

'^ Cf . the siydna ( = wise man) already mentioned.
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vidual members ; and the family ' lot ' for jilrn cultivation (hill

rice being the chief crop) is worked by all the capable members

together. Without this co-operation such cultivation would

be impossible. Fixed fields seem to be unknown. In some

parts, however (as among the CJiin tribes), Captain Shake-

spear notes that the village-site is located not on the hill-top,

but on the slope, so that a local stream can be laid on to

fields terraced for rice cultivation. Here we have the beginnings

of permanent land-owning.

The central hills (Gdro and Khdsi) have this difference, that

the inhabitants have more intercourse with the level country

both to the north and south ; and in the KJulsi Hills we have a

strange tribe, settled as already noted. We are not surprised

to find that the chiefs ruling over a group of villages sometimes

adopt the title of Raja. But the Raja's authority is small, as

everyt.hing is decided in the village assembly under the village

chief; and contiguous villages will cause their chiefs to assem-

ble to discuss a matter that interests several of them in common.

I have come across an interesting article on the KJulsi Hills.

^

The author states that these hills were divided into twenty-three

petty ' States,' each having its own ' Raja.' This chief, however,

has but little authority, except in administering justice ; he

receives a small revenue or tribute in kind from traders and

others, and has something from fines ; there is no regular land-

revenue, as there is but little permanent cultivation. As usual,

public business is decided at a meeting called in the name of

the Raja ; and in each village any matter of local dispute is

decided by such an assembly in the village.- The proceedings

^ Calcutta Bevieiu (Reprint of 1884), vol. xxvii. September 1850.

' See article alluded to, p. 24. ' The village is assembled b}' warning
given the previous evening. The crier goes out at an hour when the people

are likely to have returned home, and, placing himself at some suitable

spot where he is likely to be heard, he attracts attention by a prolonged

unearthly yell, and then delivers himself of his errand :
" Kaiu ! Thou

a fellow-villager, thou a fellow-creature, thou an old man, thou who art

grown up, &c., thou who art great, thou who art httle ! Hei ! m his own
village, in his own place ! Hei ! there is a quarrel ! Hei ! because there

is a contest ! Hei ! to come to sit together ! Hei ! to come to deliberate

together ! Hei ! ye are forbidden ! Hei ! ye are stopped to draw water

then, to cut firewood then ! No Hei ! to go to work then ! No Hei ! to

L
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are opened by the village priest, and witnesses are heard. The
chief at the end states what he thinks about the matter in

dispute—'making at the same time a hearty appeal to the

assembled villagers—" Is it not so, my young, energetic ones ? " '

To which they respond unitedly, ' Yes, it is so, young energetic

ones, ' and the matter is thus settled. It will not fail to be

noticed how prominent the idea of assemblies is in all the races

of this group. We shall, however, find similar assemblies, both

local and tribal, to be a feature of Vedic life among the early

Aryans.

It is to be hoped that, with regard to these tribes and the

Shan and Karens in Burma, we may have more definite informa-

tion as to how the tribal, or clan, and village, areas for cultivation

and for general occupation, are determined on. So much only

can at present be said, that some such allotment is apparent,

and that the tribal stage, with the feeling of equal right to a

share for each household or family or individual, as the case

may be, is recognised. Community in property, except for the

necessary co-operation of all hands in a family or household for

forest-clearing, can hardly be looked for.

We may now turn to Burma, where we expect to find the

most characteristic exhibition of the customs of the group we
are considering. The population is, as a whole, scanty. It is

only, in fact, in certain districts in the rice-plains or valleys ofthe

great rivers that the cultivation is continuous in area and the

people fairly numerous. There are no jointly-owned villages

on the Indian model ; but villages of the other type are every-

where found, and there is a tendency, I am told, for families of

the same descent to settle together. In Burma it is quite pos-

sible that elements of custom of diverse origin may be found
;

there is of course the Mongol element (Sai or Shan) strongly

represented; but there is reason to believe that some tribes,

known as Talaing, were Dravidian and came from the South of

India. They call themselves Mtin or Mwfin. There was also

a small Aryan element.

descend to the valley then ! Hei ! now come forth Hei ! the hearing

is to be all in company ! Hei ! the listening attentively then is to be all

together ! Hei ! for his own king ! Hei ! for his own master ! lest

destruction come, lest piercing overtake ns ! Kaw ! come forth now,
fellow-men !

" '
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In early times, but at a much later date than the Burman
annalists place it, ^ some Kshatriya prince and his followers

made their way, by Manipur, into the upper part of the Irawadi

Valley, and founded a kingdom at Tagong, on the Irawadi, and
afterwards one near Prome (Thare Wietara)} Another group
appears to have entered Arakan, which was not difficult when
once Aryan influence had extended as far as Eastern Bengal
and Chittagong. That such adventurers would be pure Aryan
is, however, very unlikely. The Aryan element was Buddhist

not Hindu, and its Pali language affected both names of places

and the language generally
; but the Aryan people readily fused

with the Mongoloid.^

As to the Mun or Taking, their chronicles have been so

largely destroyed that little is known beyond the fact that the

Irawadi delta and Martaban were anciently colonised from the

East Coast of India. Talaing is apparently connected with

Tilinga. The race is now represented (in a distinctive form) in

Siam better than it is in Burma.'* ^he various Tai or Shan
irruptions mentioned by Phayre need not occupy our attention.

The overthrow of the Aryan dynasties was probably due to

them. It is only needful to remark that there is nothing to

show that there were no Mongoloid inhabitants in Burma
previously ; or that Aryans, or Takings, were the first settlers

of all.

The Indian element, whether Dravidian or Aryan, can only

have been comparatively small. It is not possible to trace any
Burmese custom to either source. The Burman kings had
' Eoyal lands,' i.e. lands specially set apart to furnish an
income to the Court ; but this, though a Dravidian institution,

^ See Lassen, ii. 1047 ff, and Phayre's History of Biirma (Triibner :

Oriental Series), p. 3.

^ This name Lassen thinks a modification of the Sanskrit Sri JcJietm.

See Phayre, pp. 10, 11, note.

^ ' The Indian settlers,' says Phayre, * gave to them (the indigenous
Mongoloid people) and adopted themselves, the name of Brahma, which
is used in the Buddhist sacred books for the first inhabitants of the world.
The term has survived in the form Mramma (generally pronounced
Brdma). This term is evidently the origin of the entirely Anglicised
forms, Burma, Burman, or Burmese.

^ Phayre, History, p. 28.

L 2
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is also found among other early races of Tibetan origin when
they had Sovereigns and Courts. The joint succession of the

heirs to property is not necessarily Aryan ; if it were, it would

have become general in Burma through the influence of the

Buddhist religion which spread over the country. Only one

Mongoloid feature we notice, the tendency for the country to

be divided under a number of local (probably clan) chiefs

;

these, when falling under some superior royal house, are

regarded as subordinate, but are conciliated with local titles, or

form a Council of State. Where there is a powerful sovereign

like Alompya or Anawrahta, the kingdom is held together and

extends its sway. When the reins of government fall into

feeble hands, the dynasty perishes and the independence of the

local magnates is reasserted.

Cultivation in the hill country of Burma is by the shifting or

temporary method (taungya)
;
permanent rice lands and orchards

are found in the level valleys only ; we have no evidence,

traditional or other, of any tribal settlement or allotment of

lands. The early kingdoms, as I have said, relied rather on

the possession of ' Royal lands ' for their revenue, than on a

system of land-revenue collected in kind, for the latter cannot

be effective unless there is a fairly continuous area of cultivated

territory. The kings did indeed exact a ' rice land-tax,' but

whether this was very ancient there is no means of knowing
;

it never formed (even up to the date of the Burmese war) the

real staple of the royal revenue, as the land revenue did (and

still does) in India.

There is not, as far as I am aware, any real word for

' village.' The term hwin (otherwise written queng) is said to

mean ' level ground '—i.e. rice cultivation as opposed to the

temporary clearings on the hill slopes beyond. But though

the various holdings are always independent, and nothing like

a community of land or joint-holding of an entire village is

known, the holdings are in compact village groups, and the

dwellings also are placed together, often on the banks of one of

the numerous creeks or streams which so often serve also as

boundaries between the hwin groups. Thus, without violei^ce

to terms, the l-win can be called a ' village.' There is always

the probability that such groups settled together originally
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on a clan basis; and we are not surprised to find hvo local

headmen, one chosen by the villagers themselves, and one

(kyeddngyi) appointed by the State, to look after the revenue and

administrative matters. I have found no mention of any staff

of artisans, serving only the one village, hereditary, and spe-

cially remunerated by free holdings or grain fees, such as we
meet with in all Indian villao-es.^

Land has at all times, in Burma, been so largely in excess

of the population to till it, that we may reasonably believe the

first settlements to have been very much by choice—each group

of settlers taking land as much as, and where, they pleased, but

keeping together to a certain extent, both for safety against

wild animals and against hostile incursions, as well as for

society. The land is registered as the property of one

man ; and when he dies, his sons, and also the widow and
daughters, succeed jointly according to Burmese law. If the

holding is large enough, it will simply be divided into separate

holdings for the several members of the family ; if it is too

small, the house-father will arrange before his death for one

or two members to take the land and the others his moveable

property ; or one member will possess and work the whole holding

and pay rent to the other sharers, or will buy out their interest.

The Burmese idea of right in land is, as might be expected, solelv

based on first occupation and the labour of clearing. The later

Burmese kings, at any rate, established the usual principle

asserted by conquerors, that they had a superior right in all land
;

but this was consistent with a practical hereditary right of private

holding ; and the seizure of occupied land was always looked on

as an act of oppression. ^ So strong was the right in private

^ In modern times, the land revenue system is in effect a raiyativdri

system; the hiuin has become regularly demarcated, mapped, and regis-

tered as the geographical village division, which is essential to all our

revenue systems (at least where great landlords are not dealt with). And
there are now civil and police headmen, and accountant-surveyors to

keep up the land records.

- See L. S. B. I. iii. 403, 404. The Burmese law originally recog-

nised seven modes of acquiring land : (1) allotment by Government
officers

; (2) gift by the king
; (3) inheritance

; (4) gift
; (5) purchase

;

(6) clearing the virgin forest
; (7) ' prescription ' (as we should call it)
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land, that when it was mortgaged, no limit of time was allowed

to bar the right of the ' owner,' or his heirs, to redeem. I have

already given some account of the interesting phenomenon of a

transition state, in which temporary taungyd clearings are

passing into permanent ownership.^

Our information about rights in land as understood among

the hill tribes of Karens and in the Shan States is very limited.

There are probably fixed territories indicated by natural features

of hill and valley, in which the different clans and family

groups have their several locations in which the taungya

cultivation is practised over the suitable slopes taken in rota-

tion. Among some Karen tribes I find it noticed that the

bamboo dwellings are adapted to the method of living, so that

there is no difiiculty in abandoning one site and erecting a new

abode. The houses, in fact, are like long barracks with a

single entrance at the gable end. In these, several connected

families live together, forming a sort of house-communion under

the control of a family elder or headman.

Among the Shans, while the taungyd form of cultivation is

practised by tribes in the hills, there is an abundance of per-

manent cultivation of palm-groves, gardens, and rice fields in

the level valleys and plains. Everywhere the organisation of

agricultural society seems to be very similar to that of Burma

;

and the ' villages ' are local clusters of families each with its

own headman : a number of these ' villages ' are united under

the jurisdiction of a local chief.^ One of the reports I have

seen alludes to the difficulty of settling terms of protection

or of relation to the British Government as regards trade or

frontier affairs, because there is no really responsible authority

over the territory to deal with. Here and there some chief of

greater ability or energy will take the lead and maintain a kind

of suzerainty for a time. It is obvious that a number of petty

and loosely held local chiefships must always tend to fall under

or adverse holding for ten years with the knowledge of a former possessor,,

who did not interfere to assert his own claim.

1 Ante, p. 55, and L. S. B. I. iii. 506.

- There is a charmingly written paper describing the Shan States, by

Colonel Woodthorpe in the /o^rnftZ 5^oc. of Arts, xliv. 197 (January 1896).

But this gives no direct information about the modes of land-holding.
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some other authority. Hence it is that we see the Karen and

Shan States some independent and some acknowledging the

control of Burma, China, or Siam, as the case may be.

In conclusion, it may be observed that, as regards India, these

North-eastern races have become so mixed, and so altered by the

adojDtion of Hinduism, that there is now but little in the way of

distinctive custom to mark them. When they first settled in

India, their stage of social progress was evidently a tribal one

;

and that resulted in the formation of small groups of families

and a certain local dominion of chiefs of territories. These from

time to time are aggregated under the rule of some prince

or dynasty strong enough to keep them together. No kind of

community of ownership is traceable ; but it is highly probable

that every member of a clan considered himself, and was

generally acknowledged, to have a right to a share in his clan-

territory, and to the use of the pasture grounds. Right by

occupation and first-clearing seems to be the general (as it is the

most natural) basis of title in a country where every acre has

to be won from the primeval jungle under considerable diffi-

culties.

Section II.

—

Kolartax Customs

There is really no need for a separate section under this

heading, except to contain a notice ofthe surviving and apparently

unchanged customs of the Ho and Mundd tribes (so called Kol),

who found refuge in ancient days in the plateau-land of Chutiya-

Nagpur, and to include some customs of the Santul people

in Bengal. These are distinctly non-Aryan customs ; and they

seem also to differ from the purely Dravidian customs also to be

found in Chutiya-Nagpur, in Hill Orissa, and in the South.

They are accordingly described under a separate heading, but

merely for convenience, and without any intention to formu-

late any opinion as to how far Kolarian races are ethnically

distinct on the one hand from the Tibeto-Burman group

with whom they have a certain amount of affinity,^ and how

^ This curiously appears in small matters

—

e.g. that the Tibeto-Burmans

make no use of milk, nor do the Kolarian. In point of language I am
informed that the speech of the Ho^ Mundd, and Santul tribes has points
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far, on the other hand, they may be connected with some of

the more northern-dwelling Dravidian races, which Dr. G.

Oppert proposes to call the ' Gaudian ' branch. Nor need I

enter on the question of the affinities of certain hill tribes such

as the Kurhl or the BaAr/cl, since, being almost nomadic and

living by the chase, we have but little to learn about land-hold-

ing customs among them.^

In this group, I will, however, mention the BJul,^ as a

portion of the race has locally settled down to agricultural life

in the Vindhyan country ; and here we see the outlines of a

tribal settlement. ' In the Udaipur State,' says Sir W. Hunter,-^

' they are now settled in little hamlets, each homestead being

built on a separate hillock, so as to render it impossible for their

enemies to surprise a whole village at once.' By ' village
'

is meant a group of such separate homesteads, which is

called ]?dra, or parra} The groups are small, and separated by

the cultivated and waste lands held by each. Each has a chief,

called Tarvi. In a tract sixty miles by ten (from Mandu as a

centre) in Malwa, it was found that there were 112 para, each

on the average containing nine huts or cottages, with four or five

persons to each dwelling. There seems also to be some larger

clan-grouping, but this is not clear ; and the Bhils acknowledged

a chief of their own, who called himself by the Hindi title of

Bdivat.^

of contact with that of the Khdsiya hillmen of Assam, and that of the

Mecin North-eastern Bengal. See /. B. A. 8. xx. part iii. 329 ; Cunning-

ham, Anc. Geog. p. 506.

^ These tribes in the Melghat Hills are in a very primitive condition,

and are described as very dark-skinned and with Mongoloid features.

Even ifthey are of the same stock as the Munda (compare Colonel Dalton's

description of these latter quoted in Cunningham, Anc. Geog. p. 507), we

are quite familiar with the circumstance that races of the same stock,

ethnically speaking, may be now in very different stages of civilisation.

- Following the Census Report of 1891, p. 147 (Parliamentary Blue-

book).

^ See Hunter, Short History, dc, p. 43, and Imp. Gazetteer, ii. 388.

^ Malcolm, Memoir of Central India, ii. 53, 54, and 184. In Appen-

dix XIV. C,the author gives a sort of census of the^Mro- and their popula-

tion.

^ Some of the families may have a certain admixture of Aryan blood

See p. 114, ante.
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Turning next to the east side of India, the interesting feature

of the Chutiya-Nagpur districts is, that they afforded a safe

refuge to Kolarian tribes who have remained to some extent un-

changed. The Kolarians also came in contact there with tribes

of Dravidian stock, and accepted their rule, when the latter,

pressed in their turn by enemies, found their way into the same

fastnesses. The ' Kol ' appear to have had no centralised

government, but a loose cohesion of clans under chieftains
;

and the clans, again, were subdivided and grouped into village

commanities of a special form.

On the north-east of Chutiya-Nagpur, again, we find the tract

called the ' Santal Pergunnahs,' from its being chiefly peopled

by another tribe, the Santal, also marked by Kolarian customs.

The settlement of these latter in this locality dates only from

the eighteenth century, when they were driven by the oppres-

sion of the Marathas from their former home in Orissa.^

The ' Kol,' 2 says Mr. Hewitt, ' still form the bulk of the

population in the east of Chutiya- Nagpur ; but in the west they

have been deprived of the best lands by the Gond and Uraoii (Dra-

vidian) invaders, whose superior organisation made them perma-

nent rulers of the country.' The British districts of Hazari-

bagh (with Lohardaga), Singhbhum, andManbhum, are largely

peopled by Mu7idd, Larl'd (or Ho), and Bhumij, respectively.

'The Ho adds Munda,' says Mr. Hewitt, 'who now hold

what must have been very early settlements of the race in

their progress westwards from Arakan and Burma, have . . .

maintained themselves as a separate and distinct people from

1 The SantaU found the central hills of their new home already

occupied by wild Paharia, or hill-people ; but there was ample room in

the lower hills and valleys, into which the Paharias did not venture.

Article quoted, p. 401.

~ Mr. J. F. Hewitt was Commissioner qf this division and knew the

people well ; while his after experience of the more Dravidian population

of the Central Provinces gave him opportunities for comparing and con-

trasting their customs. He has written an interesting article on Chutiya-

Nagpur and its people {Asiatic Quarterly Bevieiu, April 1887, p. 396).

The chief tribes are Ho and Mundd. There are others—the Sdont,

Bautia, &c., but their numbers are few and their affinities little known.

The Bhumij, or BJiTtinjyd, are said to show certain marks of Dravidian

origin.
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the earliest times.' The Ho of Singhbhum have always remained

independent; and though Uraoii and other immigrant tribes

settled in the Munda country and took the rule, ' tradition

says that they were admitted peaceably : they imposed their

own organisation on the Munda villages of the west, and left

those of the east undisturbed.' ^ The Rajas of the States

formed in Chutiya-Nagpur were in fact Gond or Uraon in

origin ; others in the neighbouring States are called ' Nagbansi

'

—a Hindi name given to royal families of non-Aryan (probably

mixed Dravidian) origin, and meaning sons of the Naga or

Snake. Some of them have since been admitted to Rajput

rank.'-^ In fact, the loose tribal organisation of the Kolarian

tribes invited the assumption of sovereignty by any neighbour-

ing chief whose family had attained sufficient dignity and

power.3 Of .the other States of Chutiya-Nagpur, Sirguja (and

with it Jashpur) is occupied by Gonds and Uraons."^ In the

western hills we find a separate Kolarian tribe, the Koriud,

having the characteristic tribal organisation by totems ; one part

of them are still nomadic, but others are beginning to form more

' Quoted from Journ. Soc. Arts, xxxv. 620. The Uraon were a

Dravidian people (see p. 110, ante), whose name is preserved in ' Uriya '

—

' Orissa ' (= Urd or Odra-des).

^ In the Central Provinces Gazetteer (Introduction, p. Ixvii.) mention is

made of 'the Munda Eiljas of Chutiya-Nagpur;' but the Kajas them-

selves were either Uraoii or from the Gond country. See also Journal

As. Soc. of Bengal for 1866, xxxv. part ii. 1 6. An inscription as old as

A.D. 1073 shows the Raja of the Bastar State as ' Nagbansi,' though now
the chiefs are accounted ' Eajput.' As to the advancement of the Naga
chiefs to Eajput rank, see some good remarks in the Introduction to

Central Provinces Gazetteer, p. Ixiv. ff.

^ I am not aware of any instance of a certainly Kolarian clan giving

rise to a ruling house. It is probably by a mistake, originating with Dr.

Buchanan-Hamilton, that the Cent or C'lru are sometimes called

' Kolarian.' They certainly furnished rulers for a somewhat extensive

kingdom in and about Bihar, but it is fairly certain that they were
Dravidian—possibly connected also with some other northern foreign

race ; they were originally snake^worshippers, which Kolarians were not.

Ultimately, of course, the stiU surviving remains of the race became
Hindu (Beames' Elliot's Glossary, s.v. ' Cheru

'
; and Journal B. A. Soc.

XX. part iii. 354).

* In Sirguja State the Dravidians form 40*1 per cent, of the population,

and the Kolarians 21-5 per cent. {Imperial Gazetteer, s.v. ' Sirguja ').
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permanent cultivating settlements. Mr. Hewitt notices one

interesting point, which is that in this transition stage, though

the families of the same totem make their dwellings together,

they have as yet no fixed houndcmes to the incipient villages,

nor any village-headmen. At the same time the clan territories

are defined and well guarded, and there is an hereditary chief-

tain over each.

The separation of the several Kolarian tribes must have been

of long duration, since the dialects, though radically connected,

are distinct. The Ho tribe is divided into minor clans called

I'dl, which are numerous, each having its own name. The

Santals are also so divided. • The more settled tribes have villages

in which the groups were (at any rate originally) formed by

families with the same totem} The ' unions' of villages or clan-

territorial divisions of the country were called by some word

which has survived locally as parhd. Each such parhd contained

from ten to twenty-five villages, and had a chief called mCviikl (and

by other names locally). Unless these chiefs became united in

subordination to some ' Raja,' they remained independent and

hardly in a sufficient degree of relation to form a confederacy

;

though it seems that they met in assemblies to confer on any

matter that concerned several of the parhd in common. The

parhd^ or union grouping, is still traceable, and on festival

occasions each one exhibits its own flag with the distinguishing

device or totem} The parhd chief is not always hereditary,

though he is so among some of the tribes.

^ Journ. Soc. Arts, May 1887, pp. 621-2. And see Dalton, Eth7iogra])liy

of Bengal (Calcutta, 1872), p. 151 ff. The names of the Santtll clans are

believed to have meanmgs—perhaps names of the animals selected for

the totem. One only is so recognised with reference to existing speech
;

but the names may have been gradually corrupted. The clans are so far

exogamous that a man of one totem has to seek a wife in a family of a

different one. See also Eisley, T. & C. of Bengal, ii. 230 (Glossary).

- See J. B. A. S. xx. (1889) 330, where Mr. Hewitt remarks on

the absence of the village priest, and that the villages in one group or

imion are served by the same priest, who goes on circuit and propitiates

both the village deity« and the desaull, or territorial deities.

^ Journ. Soc. Arts, xxv. 622 ; also Eisley, T. ct- C. of Bengal, ii. 105,

Glossary.
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Each separate group of families or village had its own

headman, known as mundd among the Ho and Mundcl tribes,

mdnjM among the Santal, and sirdar (a later borrowed Hin-

dustani word) among the Bhumij.^ In the more settled Ho

and Munda districts we find the village-headman quite a

permanent institution ; and there is a village-priest also, though

not hereditary. There are some other village officers, but these

were probably added at a later time by the ruler, for the pur-

pose of control and for facilitating his revenue collections.

When a permanent cultivating settlement was made, and the

jungle was cleared, a grove {sariia) was left as the sacred abode

of the village gods; but the grove has often dwindled to a

single tree.

It is worthy of remark that this idea of a village sacred

tree or grove is not confined to the Kolarian tribes, though

it may have originated with them in the remote past. It is

noticeable among the Southern Dravidians (e.gAheDevara-hd/ln^

or sacred groves of Coorg). True it is that the circumstances

of Eastern life in all the provinces of the plains would make a

grove or a large shady tree almost a necessity of existence

where any place of public meeting was required ; but this alone

would not account for the idea of sanctity connected with the

tree ; and we find that in the provinces where the country is

barer, the planting of a tree is an essential feature of the village

foundation. In the dry and almost treeless plains of the South-

eastern Panjab, among a totally different class ofpeople, we shall

notice a custom of driving in a stake (mori), cut from a particular

kind of tree, at the foundation of a new village, and how very

lucky is the omen if the stake should be induced to strike

root and grow into a tree ; a result which would only occur with

certain species and under favourable conditions.

But to return to the Kolarian villa^j^e. The headman is the

person to allot the lands within the area, and to settle any

1 This is perhaps owing to the circumstance that in Manbhum and

Barabhum districts the Bhiimij have so frequently become ghdhvdl or

frontier militia and wardens of the marches under the local ruler ;
hence

they have become familiar with the modern military title Sirdar ( = troop-

leader).
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dispute as to the location of a family. As each village begins

to outgrow its limits, small hamlets (tola) are formed outside, in

the waste, but still consider themselves as portions of the parent-

village ; for the headman is temporary and acts in concert

with the original inimdd} He only attains separate rank, and

the office becomes hereditary in his family, when the hamlet has

developed into a separate village.

The villages of the Santals have been picturesquely rather

than fully described. Tribal areas, like the ixtrhd^ are recog-

nised, and are under a chief now called parganait : his functions

are chiefly social, and he gives his sanction to all marriages and

consults with the village elders on occasion. All the families

have their separate holdings, and the headman settles any

dispute ; the stage of society is purely patriarchal.^ As the

Santals have only moved within a century to their present

home, every village must have been founded separately under a

manjJil.^ Accordingly, the spirit of the original head of the

group (manjhl-hanan) is worshipped in the village sacred grove,

and the existing manjM derives his hereditary authority from

him. But there is a second headman (pramdniJi') described as a

' deputy.' Both these offic^^rs are aided by an ' executive,' jag-

mCmjhh (also with a deputy), who sees to the actual execution of

orders and the routine business, while themanjM sits and issues the

orders, and, as Hunter adds, only ' interferes on great occasions.'

The jag-manjhl seems also to act as a sort of censor of the morals

of youth ; and his control lasts till they are married.^ Each

• Journ. Soc. Arts, May 1887, p. 621.

2 Annals ofBural Bengal, i. 217 ff ; and see Risley, T, dt C. of Bengal,

ii. (Glossary), 234.

^ I write this word as I find it. I am not really aware whether it is

7nanjhi or manji, and whether the a is long or short {a or (7). Wilson

gives mdnjhi, but then he identifies it with the Hindi word of the same

form, meaning steersman of a boat ; so does Risley, who also say s that

munda is Sanskrit. I should like to feel sure that these words and others

of the kind are not much older than Sanskrit, and that they were not

given to the literary language from an older dialect.

* The Santals, like other Kolarians, do not adopt the plan of keeping

all the youth of the village together—the males in one house, the girls in

another. This is a Dravidian custom.
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village has its watchman and its priest (naihi) to scare away evil

spirits. The pramCinik was specially concerned in seeing that

there was an equable distribution of land, so that all the families •

might share and share alike, and not that one set should mono-

polise all the good land and leave the bad to the rest. It will be

observed that there is no appearance of any joint-ownership

among the village bodies : the ' title ' to land is by occupation

and clearing, under the direction of the tribal authorities ; and

the only idea of right in the uncultivated jungle is that it is

within the territory of this or that jjctrhd and cannot be en-

croached on by another.

A few words may be added about the organisation of the

Kolarian population by the Kajas of frontier States, to form a

militia to protect the passes. This has perhaps its points of

resemblance to the organisation made by the Aham rulers (in

Assam) of the subject people into groups for service. In Chutiya-

Nagpur the plan had this advantage, that it conciliated the people

by allowing a free holding of land to each man according to his

grade ; and at the same time it utilised the superior knowledge

they must have possessed of the byways and intricacies of so

difficult a frontier. In organising the force, it is evident that

natural clan-divisions and grades of authority were made use of,

as being already familiar. The lands held free on what is known

as the ghcUwdll tenure in certain British districts originated in

this way : the Eaja s rule has passed away, but the holders of

land still remain, willing to perform frontier duty if required,

but clinging to the privileged holding of land. In Bengal such

tenures were common along the 'frontier' between the hill

country and the plains of Birbhum and the Ganges Valley

:

similar tenures are known in Berar and elsewhere. In Chutiya-

Nagpur the rank and file of the militia (so regarded) are largely

' aboriginal ' tribes, though some of the upper grades of officers

may be of different race. In the absence of any survey and record

it very naturally happens that the area of privileged lands in-

creases beyond all bounds, and the Kaja's revenue is seriously

threatened. Such a complication had arisen in Manbhum

between the local chief and his subjects. A British officer was
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deputed to settle the matter and determine what lands were

ghdtwdlJ, or privileged, and what were not so.^

The rank and file of the clansmen (locally called chndr)

were grouped for service in small companies under petty officers

called digicdr—i.e. guide or way-shower. A number of these

were again subordinate to a superior officer, the sircldr ghdtivdl.

But in the land-holding arrangements for the remuneration of

all grades we see something of the natural (tribal) grouping.

Each village had a headman called sirddr, who was, in fact, the

mundd already spoken of. Then a union or group of villages is

called ' tarf,' and the union-chief is ' sirddr ghdtwdl.' This latter

officer, however, is one of the Raja's creation, and he sometimes

gives himself great airs of rank and dignity. But in fact he was

found to be ousting or replacing another official called sadidl
;

and at first various questions were raised as to what the real

position of this latter officer was. There seems to be no reason-

able doubt that in fact he was the indigenous chief, or mdnM, of

the union ; but in order to secure a preponderance of the Raja's

authority he was rather overshadowed by the sirddr ghdtivdl,

though still left with certain privileges and perquisites.

Section III.

—

The Dravidian Group

Though the Dravidian races are very numerous and have

formed the basis of a large part of the existing population, and

though they are represented by existing languages having a

verv distinct structure of their own, yet there has been nothing

in their history or circumstances to prevent their progressive

alteration and their fusion with other races, whether Aryan or

Kolarian. But, more than that, the gradual but complete adop-

tion of Hindu caste and Hindu customs has had a very great

effect in obliterating the traces of earlier distinctive Dravidian

tribal law or custom. The principal object of our remarks in

this section is, therefore, a limited one ; it is to endeavour to

eliminate such vestiges of custom among confessedly Dravidian

peoples as can be traced back to early times, before the Hindu

1 Mr. H. Eisley, B.C.S. His elaborate Report to the Board of Revenue,

Bengal, full of interesting details, is dated December 20, 1883.
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influence was felt. These vestiges are more numerous than they

are in the case of Kolarian tribes, but they are still somewhat

scanty. The country aroundChutiya-Nagpur and Hill Orissa—the

refuge- ground, as I have called it, of early tribes—has also pre-

served to us the Dravidian village in what there is every reason

to believe to be its original form. And there are a few other

localities in which we find ancient Dravidian races evidently in

varying degrees of progress ; and here again customs regarding

village life and land-holding have to some extent been preserved.

But Dravidian custom must necessarily have had a much wider

influence than these special localities indicate. The main bulk

of the population of India below the Vindhyan Hills was con-

fessedly Dravidian, and there can hardly be any serious doubt

that the Central and Southern Indian raiyativdri village, marked

by the existence of an influential hereditary headman, and by

the method of allotting free lands as the special privilege of the

village chief and the accountant, as well as to remunerate its

hereditary staff of artisans and servants, is the direct descendant

and surviving representative of the old Dravidian form of agri-

cultural settlement.

It will be desirable, in the first instance, to give a brief

resume of what has been said as to the position of the Dravidian

group of races in India. We observe that north of what I have

called the Vindhyan barrier we have now few, if any, traces of

distinctively Dravidian custom. The Aryan population has there

dominated, and has impressed its character and language on the

whole country, so as to leave, it is true, a very large amount of the

aboriginal element in the population, especiaby in the humbler

castes and classes, but little of what can be proved to be non-

Aryan custom. And not only Aryan invaders, but other

northern races like the Jat and the Gujar, have had a large share,

especially in the North-West, in modifying original conditions.

Nevertheless, there is reason to believe that extensive Dravidian

races were once to be found even in Northern India. For this

we have no direct explanation to offer. We know nothing of how

such Dravidians came, and whether they entered by a route (like

the Indus Valley) which would give access both above and below

the Vindhyans, or whether they spread from south to north, or

vice versa. The long course of time, and the absence of any
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apparent opposition to their spread, may have combined to make
the diffusion of this stock on both sides of the Vindhyans pos-

sible. All we can perceive is that Dravidian races in the North
have gradually fused with, and merged into, a general ' Hindu '

population, losing all definitely separate languages or dialects.

Even below the Vindhya, where the Dravidian element is far

stronger, we find a distinction between the modified Dravidian

type of the upper part of the peninsula and that of the South.

For this we can only partially account. In the upper West
of India, however, there is reason to believe that the introduc-

tion of an Aryan element—and very likely a Scythic element

as well—has been the cause of the difference. Indeed, we meet
with some curious local traditions which connect some of the

(mainly) Dravidian peoples of the central region, such as the

Gond, with the North.

At the eastern end of the Yindhyan country, as in Chutiya-

Nagpur, the Dravidian races have become intermingled with

the Kolarian, and to some extent with races of Aryan origin,

when these latter ultimately reached Orissa and the North of

Madras—an event which, naturally, could not have occurred

till comparatively late historic times. ^ When we pass below this

Western and Central belt of modified Dravidian tribes, we find

the South occupied by almost unmixed Dravidian peoples speak-

ing their own languages ; and, though these ultimately adopted

Hinduism, it was by the efforts of individual Brahman mis-

sionaries and possibly the occasional adventures of Aryan
princes, not by means of any general Aryan immigration or

extensive fusion of races.

^

Among these different Dravidian tribes and peoples it is

evident that civilisation had made progress in varying degrees.

1 For instance, by the time the (Hindu) Gajapati kings occupied the
plains of Orissa, they had developed the Pi^ranic religion and a State

organisation such as we find in Eajputuna.
^ It is to be remembered that it is quite possible for the language to

be much affected, consequent on the complete diffusion of religious and
caste ideas, without any very extensive admixture of the people, and cer-

tainly without going back to any very remote period. The Orissa lan-

guage is very Sanskritic in character, yet no Aryans came there till the

days of the Gajapati kings. The same is true also of the Marathi language.

(See p. 112, ante.)
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There was frequently a strong tribal organisation and govern-

ment, and we shall see southern kingdoms established in an

apparently civilised form in very ancient times. Vast ruins of

forts, tanks, and other works show that the Dravidian people were

builders ; agriculture flourished among them, and it is impossible

to suppose that the regular institution of villages, unions of

villages, and territorial divisions, of which evidences meet us

everywhere, could have hadno existence until Aryan teachers came

and introduced them. But in so vast a congeries of people it is

not to be expected that there should be any uniformity as to

custom, or as to the stage of civilisation attained. We find in

some places tribes much more developed than in others. The

physical features of the country had probably a good deal to do

with such differences. Some tribes would have been dwellers in

the hills and so been less accessible to civilising influences.

Others would have inhabited the broad and fertile plains, where,

the difiiculties of clearing the jungle once surmounted, every-

thing would have been favourable to the development of wealth

and to the growth of the art of government. Whatever the

cause, the fact of the difference cannot be doubted. The best

races were civilised, and had cities and armies and a monarchy
;

the lower races must ha "> either fallen back, through defeat,

subjection, and poverty, into a stage which we must call

half barbarous, or have been isolated and never raised above

a stage of society, which was primitive rather than uncivilised.

Nor must we forget that after centuries of local war, and,

later on, of foreign conquest and internal feud, as well as of

social and religious revolution, many changes, both in advance

and in retrogression, must have occurred. Tribes may now

appear enslaved or in the lowest rank, that once were important

and wealthy. If, as appears to have been the case, the adoption

of Hindu caste rules was, in earlier days, the road to success,

many tribes who clung to independence and refused conformity

may have found themselves losers—forced back to a roving hill

life and notaadic cultivation, or sunk to be the helots of races

which marched more with the times. It is not surprising, then,

to find that distinctively Dravidian customs can now only be

found in certain limited localities where circumstances tended

to preserve them. It will be well to examine first the tribal.
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and ultimately the monarcliical, organisation, as it can be traced

in Dravidian countries, and then to describe what are more
specifically Dravidian land-customs, including the form of village

settlement.

The Dravidian Tribe and its Developments.

Of a very early tribal organisation, the Kandh clans ^ afford

us a still surviving example ; and, from traces of tribal terri-

tories and subdivisions found in all parts of the South it is

only reasonable to conclude that a similar organisation was once

general. We also have some indications of the way in which
patriarchal government developed into the monarchical.

The Kandh tribes had long ago separated. One section

simply merged into the low-caste population of the plains •

another allowed itself to be absorbed in the militia system of a

neighbouring Eaja ; while a third section, which acknowledged

the suzerainty of a neighbouring Hindu ruler, retained practical

independence and its own patriarchal constitution. ^ In some
respects these latter clans represent very primitive ideas : wit-

ness the practice of human sacrifice, only abolished in our own
times ; in others they exhibit certain marks of advancement

—

a strong family organisation of an earlier type than the Hindu
joint-family, and well-defined customs of social life. It hap-

pened that one principal section of the tribe inhabited a part of

the country represented by the Bod and Athmalik States, and by
what was once the Gumsur State, near the Mahanadi River, now
in the Ganjam District of the Madras Presidency. The rebellion

and misconduct of Gumsur in 1835 led to the suppression of

^ The name is variously written, as Khond, Kandh, &c. The tribe

will not be confused with the ' Gond,' from whom they are distinct,

though ethnically of the same stock. Dr. Macleane has collected a great

deal of the information about this people {Ethnology, i. 36-51). There is

more than one dialect of Kandh speech ; the language is distinct from
that of the Gond tribes, and has a resemblance to Tamil and Telugu.

^ ' This section,' says Sir W. Hmiter {Orissa, ii. 72), 'wrung from their

Hindu neighbours the position ... of free allies. A system of military

aids, homage, investiture of the tribal chiefs and patriarch by the Eaja,

and other feudal incidents, sprang up as the superior civilisation of the

Hindu prince more and more exerted its influence.'

M 2
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the State, and consequently tlie Kandli population was brought

under direct British administration.^

The Kandhs regard war and agriGidture as the only business

of life ; they despise trade and money concerns of all kinds.

The families form connected village-groups ; of these we will

speak presently. These village areas are the locations of groups

of families united in a larger clan-territory, now called by the

borrowed Hindi name muWul. This is evidently the territory

of some clan-division, which we also see as the nddu in so many

of the other districts. Each village has its chief, and the

muWid has its chief, called ahdycl. When there is business

which concerns a number of villages, the village chiefs meet in

council under the presidency of the ahdycl. Just as the head

of the eldest family in the village is the village chief, so the

head of the eldest family in the whole clan-territory or muttlid

is the ahdyd} The general supremacy of the various muttlid

has now passed to a Hindu sovereign ; or, in the part of the

country I am describing, to the British Government; but in

former days it would seem that the heads of clans would meet

in council to settle matters of such wide import as to interest

the several clans in common. There is another similar tribe

called Bhuyd, or Bhumyd, in the Iveunjhar State ;
but they have

lost their original language and now speak Uriya. They have

accepted the supremacy of the Hindu Kaja, but it is curious to

observe that they couple this with an assertion of their own

independent title to the soil they occupy, which they maintain

by insisting on the right to instal the Eaja (putting on him the

tilaJv or mark of sovereignty)—a right which they have again

and again maintained by obstinate wars.^

^ They found a sympathetic superintendent in Lieutenant Macpherson,

whose efforts in helping the tribes, and putting a stop to the sacrifice of

aliens to the Earth Goddess, are justly appreciated in Sir W. Hunter's

Orissa. It is to Lieutenant Macpherson's reports that we are chiefly

indebted for our knowledge of details. Sir W. Hunter has rightly attached,

much importance to the customs of the Kandhs, and the full account in

vol. ii. of his Orissa makes it unnecessary for me to do more than notice

those points of custom which have a direct bearing on our subject.

2 Each muttlid has a priest of the Domnd tribe for the whole territory.

This recalls the Kolarian Baigd priest.

3 Cf. ante, p. 89. An account of the matter wiU be found in Hunter's
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Here we liave tribes with no monarcli of their own, and

consequently—even with their strong feeling for independence

and tribal union—obliged sooner or later to place themselves, or

fall, as the case may be, under the protective suzerainty of some

foreign ruler.

In Chutiya-Nagpur, on the other hand, the Dravidian chiefs

developed a more centralised rule ; and here we find the usual

model—a central territory held by the Raja or greater chief, and

outlying domains governed by lesser chiefs in a sort of feudal

subordination. The ablest military leader among the chiefs is

usually entrusted with the frontier marches. We can still trace

the site of the central demesne and its capital at Patkum, in the

Manbhum District.^ The outlying chiefships were Dhalbhum,

Barabhum, &c. These chiefships at one time fell under the

suzerainty of the Haihaiya princes in the Upper Narbada

Valley, but were not much interfered with. Descendants of

the ancient chiefs still held the country when the Permanent

Settlement of Bengal was made, and they were recognised

as ' Zamindars,' or landlords of their territory, paying a fixed

land-revenue, or rather tribute.

All around this part ofthe country we have a series of Native

States, and some chiefships not of sufficient rank to be ' States,'

but recognised as ' landlord ' estates with special terms of Settle-

ment. Towards the west, beyond the territories of the Uraon

chiefs above mentioned, are the lands of Gond chiefs and others,

who were originally ' Nagbansi.' ^ It is not knownhow ancient the

Orissa, ii. 114 ff. There are some mteresting remarks about the -B7m7n?/a,

in the State of Bonai, in Mr. Hewitt's article above quoted {Asiatic Quar-

terly Beview, April 1887, p. 404).

^ Hwen Thsang had visited this country, then called Tirana-Suvarna,

in the middle of the seventh century. He found the people ' honest

and amiable,' and notes ' that they loved learning exceedingly and applied

themselves to it with earnestness.' General Cunningham supposes the

capital to have been at Barabazar; but Mr. Hewitt, with better local

knowledge, points out that this place is not near the Subanrikha Eiver,

as the traveller says the capital was ; while Patkum not only is so placed,

but at Dalmi Village in the neighbourhood, vast ruins of an ancient city

still exist.

^ The Eajas and chiefs in time became Hindus and of course Rajputs

;

the Nagbansi descent, of which they were once proud, and the snake-
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Chntiya-Nagpur cliiefs really are, nor wlien the idea of a mon-

archy was developed. In the case of the Gond dynasties of the

Central Provinces, they did not emerge to notice till quite late

times, and were overthrown by the Marathas. Seeing the very

ancient establishment of some form of kingdom in the Narbada

Valley, both in the lower valley and in the upper part at Garha-

mandla, it is always possible that the Dravidian chiefs copied the

institutions of their neighbours of Aryan or northern origin. In

any case, it is not easy to feel satisfied that these Uraon and

other chiefships, though certainly Dravidian, were the result

of a development unaided by example from without. Mr. Hewitt,

however, to whose local knowledge great weight must be attached,

thinks they were wholly indigenous.

We turn naturally to the more celebrated southern dynasties

connected with the names of Pclndyd, (Jerd, and Cokl (Cord or

Shozlui),^ which in early times extended over the greater part of

Madras. The former was in the south (Madura, &c.) ; Gerd (or

Kerdla) was in the upper-west ; and Cola extended over the

whole Tamil country. They were known to the Greek writers

three centuries B.C. In this case an indigenous origin can

hardly be doubted, even if it be true, as it well may be, that

the name Pdndyd is derived from an Aryan prince. The

other kingdoms have not even this asserted for them.^ Indeed,

symbol which they once engraved on their signet-rings, have gone out of

fashion (see Central Provinces Gazetteer, Introduction, p. Ixiv.).

^ Cola is spelt with the peculiar Tamil letter which is poorly repre-

sented by ' Z ' ; some think it better represented by ' zh ' or a liquid ' r '

—

hence we sometimes find ' Shozha ' written. The Gold and Cera kingdoms

are mentioned in inscriptions of Asoka {circa 250 B.C.) Pdndyd was
known to Megasthenes and Strabo. In vol. ii. of the Southern ArchcBol.

Surv. Re]), there is an account of these dynasties by Mr. Sewell. For
an estimate of their antiquity see Caldwell's History of Tinnevelly, pp.

26, 27, and Nelson's D. M. of Madurd, part. iii. Professor H.H.Wilson's
sketch is well known {J. B. A. S. iii. 199).

2 It is quite possible that some wandering Aryan adventurer of the

Pdndu House may have obtained a ruling position in the South ; and the

capital, Madura, may thus be connected with the Sanskrit name of Mathura.

See G. Oppert, p. 98, as to the popular tradition and worship of Pdndavas.

Even if an Aryan prince did obtain the rule and give his name (or rather

his patronymic) to the kingdom, it does not follow that the form and con-

stitution of government were Aryan, or that it was the first essay of the

kind in the South ; such, indeed, is in every way unlikely.
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given the strong tribal organisation wliicli marks the Dravidian

races, to start with, it is a most natural development that

either in time of war with neighbouring tribes, or by the

action of personal ambition, some chief of commanding ability-

should have taken the decided lead, and persuaded or compelled

others to act under him. That a chief thus exalted above his

fellows should sometimes be a foreign adventurer coming with

all the glamour of his romantic journey, as well as his personal

superiority, and probable military skill, would be in no way re-

markable. All over India we are familiar with the manner in

which princes have gained the rule over provinces or States

with which they have no connection by birth, and in which they

have no strong clan-connection or support. I will only add that

South Indian history has always shown the turbulent power of

independent local chiefs, who evidently trace their origin to

tribal chiefs of the nadu or local division of territory. In the

days of peaceful tribal government such chiefs act in concert, and

the ndcl-huttam, or territorial assembly, maintains its influence

;

but soon the chiefs are forced into more or less unwilling sub-

mission to some superior, or to the suzerainty of some (possibly

foreign) dynasty ; in that condition, they are scarcely heard of^

but when the dynasty is overthrown they throw off all restraint,

and resume their freedom, very generally becoming oppressors

of their people. All over the South we find these chiefs with

the title of nclyak,^ or ijcdegdrd^ and the like, who, after the over-

throw of the southern dynasties, became emancipated from all

control. The result in modern times has been curious; for, when

the provinces became British at the beginning of the century, a

Permanent Settlement on the Bengal model was ordered ; and,

had these various local chiefs appeared in peaceable possession of

their estates, and had they accepted the inevitable as the Bengal

^ NdyaJi {Ndyakhu, Tarn. ; Ndyadu, Tel.) is said to be a Sanskrit word.

CaldweU {Gramin. Introduction, p. 29) refers these chiefs to ' the descendants

of those soldiers of fortune by whom the Pandyii and Cola kingdoms were

subverted.' But in truth there is no occasion to come to any late event

for the origin of local chiefs ; under whatever local name, the nayah or

jprdegdrd are among the earliest Dravidian institutions. Even in the

days before the colonisation of (what afterwards became) Arcot, tradition

shows the ancient Pallava territory divided into twenty-fom' luttam^

each under its own chief.
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chiefs did, they would one and all have been recognised at least

as dignified landlords, with only a moderate permanent land-

revenue or tribute to pay ; and the prevalent tenure of the greater

part of Madras might now have been that of considerable land-

lord estates or properties. But, so long had these petty chiefs

been accustomed to turbulence and to unchecked indulgence in

local fighting and marauding expeditions, that they could not

settle down to a new position ;
consequently, they revolted, and

for a time carried on what have been dignified with the name

of ' Polygar wars ' in the southern Presidency. The result has

been that they have disappeared—all, in fact, but a few of the

greater chiefs, to whom the above description has no application,

and a very few of the lesser ones.

There is one curious example of the growth of a Dravidian

monarchy, and the subsequent conversion of local chiefs into

landlords, which deserves mention. In Malabar, on the west

coast, we know that the population was made up of various

immigrant races from the South and other parts, including, in

time, a colony of Brahmans.^ The ruling tribe which furnished

the chiefs was called Nayar? The country and its language

are Dravidian. There is a somewhat fabulous local history called

the KerdlolpaU. OfBrahmanic authorship, it is written to glorify

the caste, whom it represents as the original owners of the whole

land ! But through the legendary matter runs a vein of real

^ Who must have been a comparatively late addition, as they came

with developed caste and Puranic religious ideas, and so must have repre-

sented a time when the Aryan settlement in the Ganges Valley had long

been consolidated.

- The Nair of books. Ndyar is the plural of Ndyan. Mr. Logan

derives the name from the Sanskrit Ndyaha. It is quite possible that

the original name may have been different, and that this was adopted

later with the Hindu caste. The whole details are to be found in Mr.

Logan's Malabar District Manual (2 vols., Madras Govermnent Press,

1887), which, in spite of some untenable theories about the origin of the

Ndyar claims to landlordship, is full of interesting information. The

Bant caste of South Kanara has had an almost exactly similar history.

It is curious to observe that in this district, which adjoins Malabar, the

date of the arrival of Brahman colonies can be fairly well fixed, and it

does not occur till about the eighth century of our era. {South Kdnara

D. M. i. 145).
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tradition which is often supported by other evidence.^ Prac-

tically, it seems that in Malabar the Brahmans were content

with a great measure of influence, while the Nayar chiefs were

the military and ruling class—just as the Khsatriya Rajas and

their Brahman counsellors became a feature of the Hindu polity

in the North.

^

What is important for our purpose is that this country was

also from early times divided into districts called ndd. The ndd

was at a later time subdivided into desam^ which was a matter

of military organisation, each desam having its quota of men to

send to the army. Traditionally, four of these 7idd had the pre-

eminence, and the group of their representative chiefs formed a

council to govern the country. But the plan was not successful.

Next we find that for a time a head chief was elected for three

years ; but, this also failing, an assembly was held to choose a

king from the neighbouring country of Cera. (Kon was the more

ancient title of the king.) This elected king was to hold office

for twelve years.^ It is not necessary to pursue the history in

detail ; the time came, as might be expected, when the overlord,

by this time entitled Parumdl, established himself for life. At

last the dominion broke up, when, as there is historical ground

for believing, one of the kings became a convert to Islam and

determined on a pilgrimage to Arabia. Curious enough are

the legends telling how, before his departure, he distributed his

territories ; but they do not touch upon our point, and must be

left aside with the remark that, though certain territories were

^ For example, the legend suggests that the Brahmans were troubled

by the ' Snakes ' (Naga, or Dravidian) races, and came to terms with them.

Malabar was once converted to the Jain religion, which seems in the

South to have so often replaced the Dravidian snake-worship, as Buddhism

did in the North.
^ The Ndyar could only be Cudra, and are so ranked in the Brahmanic

caste-system ; but they are great caste purists, and regard themselves as

of very high rank with reference to the many grades below them (see

p. 88, ante).

^ Dr. Day (Cochin Past and Present [Madras, 1863], p. 42) mentions

that at the end of the twelve years the proper course was for the king to

commit suicide, or at least to retire into a hermitage. Dr. G. Oppert

(p. 69) mentions that the Valluva lion, or chief of the Valluva ndd, was

president of the elective council or assembly.
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aggregated under one head, the general condition which ensued

was the resumption of local rule by a number of independent,

and doubtless rival, chieftains. The lapse of years only aggra-

vated the weakness ofsuch a system, and the chiefs fell before the

attack, however short-lived, of the Mysore Sultans. Out of the

ruins ultimately arose the claim of the Ndyar chiefs and their

descendants to be jcmmt, or hereditary landlords of the territories

they once ruled—a claim which was admitted by the British

Government, though under much misunderstanding of its real

history. This landlordship, however, as usual, rather affected

the legal status of the subordinate tenures than changed their

form. Though not directly connected with our subject, I may

be permitted to mention that these tenures arose out of a system

of ' fiefs,' or service-holdings, which were provided for the minor

chiefs and yeomen of Ndyar caste, under the greater land-holders,

or jaiimidcir, as they were called. Each of the subordinate holders

had his land on permanent tenancy on condition of paying a

cash deposit for the use of the superior or territorial chief; the

interest of this sum was the equivalent, wholly or in part, of an

annual rent. Such tenures were naturally not understood by

British officers of the late eighteenth century ; they accordingly

were supposed to be a sort of ' mortgage-tenure ' ivJdch the

Icmdlords had a right to redeem ; and thus the position of the

subordinate holders was materially lowered. Originally the

idea of mortgage ' arose out of the fact, not only that the tenant

paid a sum of money to the landlord, but there were customary

rules for revising the terms on the death of the landlord or at

certain recurring periods.

But to return to the monarchical organisation. Though a

central government was established, the iicld divisions long

retained their importance. We continue to hear of a great

council of 6^0 chiefs of ndds assembled from time to time.^

This institution, in fact, lasted down to a late period, for in 1746

we find a British officer reporting :
' These Nairs, being heads of

the Calicut people, resemble the parliament and do not obey the

1 See Logan's Malabar D. M. i. 88, 89. It was probably a united

assembly of the chiefs of the 150 tara, or family groups, for each of the four

leading ndd.
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King's dictates in all things, but chastise his ministers when

they do unwarrantable things.'

The earlier Dravidian plan seems to have been not to give a

general produce-share or land-revenue to the chief or sovereign,

but to assign ^ ' royal farms ' or lands, cultivated by slaves, for

the support of his dignity. We shall notice the same plan, on

a smaller scale, in the mdnjhikas, or lands for the chief, set apart

in each village of Chutiya-Nagpur. The same institution appears

also in the little kingdom of Coorg, where the ijannitja^ or royal

farms, were still recognisable at the British Settlement. ^ In the

Chutiya-Nagpur States we see furthei* how the chiefs became dis-

satisfied, or unable to live on the original provision, and how

they imposed the contribution of a share in the produce on other

lands, exempting only the priest's lands and those of the original

settlers and privileged families who furnished the hereditary

village-officers.

Whatever, then, may be the antiquity of the monarchical

form among the Dravidians, and its claim to be pre-Aryan in

point of origin, it is evident that from the remotest times a

division of the country— evidently marking the territories of

different clans under their chiefs—was a universal feature. And

this prepares us to expect that some minor subdivision inside

the ncid was equally ancient.^

Dravidian Village-organisation in Orissa

Turning now to the village as found among Dravidian races,

I will revert first to the less advanced members of the race, and

describe the Kandh custom as regards the village^ as I have

already done on the subject of tribal-organisation. The tribe, or

1 See Logan's Malabar D. M. i. 223, 225.

^ Coorg, it may be mentioned, is another instance of a country held

by a number of proud independent chiefs of nads without much coherence ;

and so they feU under the power of a foreign Raja, who reduced the Coorg

chieftains but left them their lands on permanently favourable terms,

constituting the jamma tenure of Coorg.

^ In the early attempts to settle the ' Jaghire ' territory about Chingleput

in 1795-9 we find a class of people still surviving called Nutvdr (Nauttwar

of the Reports ; see Mirasi Papers, p. 8). These were certainly nadu-

vdr, chiefs of the old ndd divisions. Cf. the Ndduvdr of Kanara.
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rather the clan, is first subdivided, it will be remembered, into

mutthd, which I may call the minor-clan group, each descended

from a common progenitor.^ Each mutthd territory contains a

number of hamlets or villages. We have no direct information,

as usual, as to what caused the various families of one mutthd to

separate themselves into smaller groups. But, however formed,

these villages represent small aggregates of independent families,

kept together not by any holding of land in common, but by

some connection of totem or for some other clan reason, and

under the control of a hereditary chief who was always, unless

specially incapacitated, the head of the eldest family in the

group.

The stage of progress represented by the Kandh tribes does

not place the family in the same position as the Hindu joint-

family, where ancestral land is regarded as the joint property of

the whole body, and the house-father is merely the representative,

and is strictly limited as to his power of disposal of any part of

the ancestral estate.

Among the Kandh, the head of the family alone owns the

homestead and all the land attached to it. His sons continue

to live with him even after marriage ; so that there is a sort of

house-communion, and all share in the family meal prepared by

the mother or—I suppose, possibly— the grandmother. The sons

have no property during the father's life ; it is only on his death

that they will divide the land equally, daughters receiving no

share, on the ground that they are unable to defend their posses-

sion. ^ The eldest son alone, unless incapacitated, succeeds to

the chiefship if the father is village-headman. There is no trace

whatever of each family having a certain fractional share in the

entire village area, still less of any common ownership.^ There

is no evidence as to what was the rule or principle of allotting

^ Macpherson's Report, quoted in Orissa, ii. 72.

2 The father's brothers succeed in default of direct descendants ; and,

in default of all heirs, the land is divided among the other families of the

village.

^ This is expressly stated ; see Orissa^ ii. 72. Other Dravidian customs

are noted, from Dalton's Etlinograpliy, in Dr. Balfour's Cyclo^(^dia

ii. (Art. Kandh), such as that the youth of both sexes are separated, the

males having their own club-house, in which they sleep at night ; all the

girls are kept in a separate dormitory under charge of a matron.
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lauds to each family, or even to each clan. It is observed that

the clan, or rather the minor-clan (= miitthd) was recognised in its

locale simply by priority of occupation ; and within the mutthd
it would seem that sometimes the boundaries of each village

were fixed and the waste allotted to each. Throughout large

tracts, however, the villages had practically no boundaries

whatever, and a Kandh could claim any unoccupied land

within the tribal area ; that means, I understand, within

the limits of his own mutthd or immediate clan territory.^

Within the village areas, again, it seems that each family

simply took out of the abundant waste ^ just what piece of

land suited its means and requirements to clear and cultivate.

Evidently a strong abstract idea of property in land had not

arisen ; land became property when it was cleared and occupied ;

while it lay waste it was hardly regarded as 'property' at

all. No doubt, however, the entire area of land held within

the mutthd location was regarded as a territorial possession, so

that a hostile tribe trying to encroach would at once be driven

out. Land once occupied and cleared was not only regarded as

heritable property, but it could be sold by calling witnesses and

informing the mutthd chief; this was done, not to gain his con-

sent (so Lieutenant Macpherson informs us), but to secure the

transaction being known.^ The farms or homesteads forming a

village-group are not closely placed together ; they are, however,

so far in a group that there are recognised servile castes or

hereditary menials, blacksmiths, potters, herdsmen, and dis-

tillers, who ' hang about the outskirts of the village or live in a

separate row of huts assigned to them.'^ Thus in some parts

^ Macpherson's Report, quoted in Orissa, ii. 210.

2 In 1841 it was reported that only about one-eighth of the Kandh
territory was in the occupation of individuals, so that there must have
been ample room for any settler of the clan to take up what he would,

and acquire his ' title ' by occupation and first clearing.

^ The sale is completed by the vendor leading the buyer to the hamlet
where the field lies ; and, calling together five husbandmen of the place,

he delivers to him a handful of earth and publicly receives part of the

price. I find a similar form of land transfer mentioned among the

Coorgs.

^ This is still the characteristic of Madras villages generally (see p. 68,

ante).
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the Kandli village or hamlet consists of- two ' streets '—one a

double row of family houses with a barrier at each end ; the

other a row of inferior huts for the servile families. In other

parts the hamlet consists of a row of houses with the menials'

huts clustered at one end. In other hamlets, again, the ' patri-

arch's ' house is in the centre, near the sacred tree, which was

always either left when the clearing was made, or was planted

on the establishment of a new location.

The village chief has no special holding of land in virtue of

his official headship ; nor do I gather from the authorities that

there are any village officers connected with the ^ Raj ' and con-

cerned with the collection of the Raja's dues or with the exten-

sion of cultivation. This happens in later times. The clan

chiefs of all grades have no special remuneration beyond their

personal holdings, though they receive occasional free-will

offerings. Their authority is solely derived from the family and

clan connection and eldership.

West Coast Land-Tenures

We may now turn to the west coast districts, about the

government of which we have already spoken. Here there are

no village groups, and we have a totally different result of

Dravidian customs. There seems here to have been, in very

early times, some differentiating cause at work, because we have

already, in the comparatively narrow space between the mountains

and the sea, two different dialects, the Malayalam and the Tulu

;

Kanarese ^ also appears in the north, and the Coorg (Kodagu)

dialect may be reckoned as separate.^

Whatever may have been the original form of independent

land-holding, we have now to take note of the Dravidian custom

1 Kanarese, or the language of Karnata, more properly belongs to the

north-west corner of the Madras plains—Bellary and the neighbourhood.

It will be remembered that, by a strange freak of accident, the term

' Carnatic ' has become applied to the east coast ; really the Karnata

district was in the north-west.

2 There is no doubt that India shows many instances of the readiness

with which dialects become localised when there are any physical

features of mountains and rivers to separate the people. In the Hima-

layan valleys it is quite surprising how the dialects differ one from the

other, especially as to the vocabulary— the names for different objects.
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as affected by the adoption of caste, and of tlie joint-family

idea which may have come from outside. Then, too, the whole
country was dominated by local chiefs and their followers, with

the result that when their rule passed away their estates became
landlordships with a number of subordinate tenures which
represented the ' fiefs ' or holdings of the minor chiefs and
yeomen of the military caste, as I have above described. There

being no village-groups in the west coast country, the interior

organisation of the janmi estates was peculiar, and depended on
the strong sense of union which the Nayar families possessed.

The basis of the territorial organisation, coming down from very

early times, was the nckl, and every 7icid contained a number of

Nayar family groups called tara,^ while Brahman groups were

called gnlma and the inferior castes by other names. The lands

belonging to each tara were not, I understand, necessarily con-

tiguous or even in the same jurisdiction. The group of blood

relations forming the tara is the taravada. Owing to causes

which cannot here be gone into, the principle of the matriarchate

prevails, and the members of the tara are as raany of the descen-

dants from the common ancestress as remain united. The Nayar,

and other families of rank, prefer to remain undivided ; and the

common property of the whole taravada is managed by the

Kdranavar, or elders of the group. The taravada can at any

time be completely separated into a number of new groups, but

only when all consent. As long as they remain undivided,

every member, male or female, has an equal share in the common
propertij, though no one can claim to have that share separated off.

This family union does not prevent the members having the

practically separate enjoyment of property and of the isolated

fortress-like houses, or rather premises, so picturesquely described

by Mr. Logan. For each member who has his or her separate

family house, with the fields around it, forms a branch called

tdvali
;
only the theory is that the partition is not real till a

legal deed has been executed by the whole body.^ This associa-

tion, it will be observed, is very different from the Aryan joint-

family, in which, apart from the fact that the descent is patri-

archal, the several members have larger or smaller shares

1 See Malabar D. M. i. 82 ff., 131, 133, 154-4.

^ See especially Malahdr B.M. i. 153.
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according to their place in the table of descent. The taravdda,

in fact, is a small ' minor-clan,' sept, or gens, which recognises

its continuing bond of union by blood as a matter of dignity,

and has some at least of its property undivided.^ But, in

reality, the plan of separating off the residences and the fields

attached to them (tdvali) prevents the theoretic community of

family property from being practically inconvenient. The less

dignified castes, who have also the Hindu idea of the joint-estate,

carry out partition without objection. ' The process of disinte-

gration,' says Mr. Logan, ' goes on continually, except among

the highest classes, who pride themselves on maintaining a large

common stock.' I should not fail to remark that the ' common

stock ' must, in any case, be maintained, under the Malabar

custom of inheritance, I had almost said, automatically. This

kind of joint estate is quite unique, and could not occur in any

community with different customs of inheritance. For, as each

male member of a taravdrla dies, his share, as well as any

property he may have separately acquired, must—unless he has

gifted it away in his lifetime—go to the whole family, for he can

have no direct heirs; his children inherit, not from him, but in

their mother's taravdda}

To the north of Malabar lie the two districts of Kanara

(Kannada). These appear to have had much the same kind of

tenure as Malabar ; only that, being nearer or more accessible to

the neighbouring States, they had fallen much more completely

under the power of the ' Hindu ' dynasties. At one time

Kanara formed part of the Kerala or Gerd (Dravidian) kingdom,

and then seems to have been conquered by Kadamba kings ; in

time it was prosperous under the rule of Vijayanagar and

Bednur, and finally came under the Mysore Sultans. ' Prior to

^ Where some members of the group have some hereditary local

diigniij {sthdnam), it is customary that a portion of the joint property

should be made over, for life only, to that member for the support of his

position.

2 The taravadainYLOwi^Q resembles the joint-viUage of the North Indian

2)attiddri type ; but as a group it has points of resemblance to the khel

or minor clan of the north-west frontier in which common relationship

is acknowledged, and the equal right to a share in the tribal property
;

only that in this latter case the share is nearly always divided out in a

separate lot.
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the introduction of Brahmans under the auspices of Kadamba
kings in the eighth century,' writes the author of the South Kandra

D. M., ' the early agricultural population of Tuluva seems to

have held a subordinate position to the Ndi/ar or Bcmt, who were

military adherents of the chieftains who ruled as feudatories of

an over-lord, who in his turn recognised some more distant

suzerain.' ^ In fact, the original separate holdings all over the

district were gradually aggregated into lordships, under Bant

castemen, who were possibly of the same origin as the Malabar

Nayar.^ As usual, when the chiefship decayed, the families

clung to the lands as owners ; and the principal kind of heredi-

tary estate, held by Bant and also by Brahman castemen, was

the mrddvarg, the estate going back to the ' root ' or ' origin/

Owing to various causes, the estates became somewhat broken

up, and so consisted of various plots scattered through several

of the local aggregates of holdings (mdgane) which do duty for

villages. They are held by undivided families ; and the same

rule of inheritance by the sister's son (here called the aliya-

santana custom) prevails as in Malabar. The term varg seems

to be derived from the registers kept up under the early kings

;

a considerable estate of several plots would occupy a whole page

in the palm-leaf books.' ^

These superior holdings, which correspond to the janmi of

1 South Kandra D. M. i. 54, by J. Sturrock (Madras : 1894). North

Kanara is described in Bombay Gazetteer, vol. xv.

- They are noiv quite distmct. The Malabar Nayar have adopted cer-

tain Umits beyond which their caste will not permit them to dwell.

^ This word is derived, according to South Kandra D. M. i. 118, from,

the Sanskrit varga, which is said to mean ' a leaf.' The writer of the

North Kanara memoir {Bombay Gazetteer, xv. 182) interprets it ' account.'

But the Sanskrit varga means neither ; it means ' kind,' ' class,' or ' cate-

gory,' and is rather a term of art (used in grammar, philosophy, &c.), and

so is milikely to have come mto use in connection with tenures—unless,

indeed, it was locally adopted with some special meaning. On the other

hand, many Arabic words found their way into use with the Mysore

assessments, and very hkely before that

—

e.g., waidegeni, a tenant on

special contract (Arabic, wa'^a), and mauje, majre {mauza, mazrd). It

seems possible, then, that the word is really from the Arabic luarq, which

does mean a ' leaf.' Some of the records spoken of (locally called Tiadda-

tam) were perhaps seen by Sir T. Munro as late as 1800, but they have

since perished (D. M. i. 94, 95). It is curious to observe that the superior

N
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Malabar, have, as miglit be expected, nnmerous sub-tenures,

which really are exactly on the same footing as the Mnam
holdings of Malabar. The mulgenl is the subordinate (military

caste) holding under the milldvargddr. It is permanent, the

rent cannot be raised ; and the amount of rent is sometimes

reduced with reference to a fee paid in advance, the interest of

which is equivalent to a portion of the- rental.^ Ordinary

tenants are called cdligeiie, or if with a specified term of years,

vaidegene.

In short, the original Dravidian agriculturist holdings, of

which it can certainly be said that there was no community or

joint-holding in villages, were overborne by over-lord tenures,

with their connected fiefs and minor holdings. Under these,

the original inhabitants became serfs or, at best, tenants. The

joint ownership of the superior estates themselves seems very

hereditary character of the varg was never lost. Similar independent

holdings that have been established on escheated or abandoned lands are

distinguished as sirhdrgeni varg—i.e. estabHshed under the authority of

the Government. Though in every way as secure and as valuable, they

are not miild, or vested with the magic of high-caste ' inheritance.'

' See South Kdnara D. M. p. 131. I cannot understand why the Board

of Revenue in January 1818 should have written that the mrdgenigarwa.s

a class unknown in Malabar. In reality the tenure was exactly that of

the MnaJiMrar in Malabar, only that in the latter country the details

of tenure forms were better preserved, the country having been less

subject to changes by foreign intervention. Extravagant ideas of the

position of the ' landlords ' were, however, early entertained ; and, as was

not unnatural in 1792, English ideas of tenure were largely imported

nto the discussion. As already stated (p. 170), the holdings of the sub-

ordinate classes of Nayar came to be regarded (and treated) by our early

English officials as ' mortgages '—with which they really had nothing to

do. Mortgages, as such, are weU known in Malabar, but are quite

distinct. This idea of ' mortgage ' not being attached to the Kanara

^milgeni, the two tenures were supposed to be different. But the Board

themselves acknowledge the payment of the fee or j^remiu^n, and in fact

state aU the features which show the real identity of the two tenures.

Both were in origin not contract tenancies, but subordinate ' fiefs ' for the

minor ranks under the greater owners who held the varg, or estate in

chief. The mulgenl holding was originally not alienable ; it seems pro-

bable that some of its early features had become lost in Kanara, while

they survived in Malabar, and that thus the tenures came to be dis-

tinguished.
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likely to have been due to the adoption of Hindu caste ; and
it would certainly tend to keep up the position and the dignity
of the families; while the peculiar customs of inheritance

would help to maintain the joint-estate in the manner already

alluded to.

Dravidian Villages in Soidh-ivestern Bengal

Leaving the West Coast, as the home of so many curious

tenures in which Dravidian custom has been only partially

preserved, we pass to the other side of India—to South-
western Bengal, where we have a survival of the Dravidian

mZkr/e-formation, and one which indicates a somewhat more
advanced stage than that which the Kandh village represents.

The Dravidian form of village, as we see it in the Chutiya-

Nagpur districts,^ was apparently based on the Kolarian model,

but more consolidated and better organised. Here we find the

grouping of families, and their settlement in compact village

sites under their own oflScers and provided with a staff of artisans

and menials resident and entitled to their regular remuneration.

We have definite village boundaries and arrangements for the

extension of cultivation. Agriculture was always esteemed, and
the strongest attachment to landed-property is manifested.^ In
every village there seems to have been a more or less distinct

plan or method of location, and of allotting the different hold-

ings. First, there was set aside an allotment of land (manjhi-has

shortened to majhhas), which, as its name implies, was for the

support of the chief of the district (not village). Another land

division, or l-Jmnt (this is a borrowed Hindu term), was assigned

^ See pp. 153, 166, ante, where an account is given of the Dravidian
occupation of these districts.

- Mr. J. F. Hewitt remarks (Journ. Soc^Arts, xxxv. 622, May 1887)

:

' The feeling of proprietary right in the lands held by their forefathers

was, among the famihes with privileged right, stronger than among the

Kol. Members of these famihes beheve firmly in the indefeasibihty of

their rights ; and I have met Uraoh cultivators who have lived all their

lives and held land in villages beyond the limits of their own country,

who named to me the villages where their forefathers had owned lands

which they had never seen, and believed firmly in their right to return
and claim a share in the lands should they wish to do so.'
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to the hereditary headman or chief of the village, mundci} A
third lot went to the imhan, or priest, and was called 'palianai.^

The families who represent the first settlers and original

' first clearers ' of the soil are distinguished as hhuinhdr, and' are

regarded as privileged in various ways : the family of the

hereditary-headman always belongs to this number.

The rest of the ordinary, or non-privileged families and

settlers (possibly of later date), have land allotments suitable to

their requirements ; but these were in former days periodically

redistributed, so as to give each holder his turn at both the good

and bad. An exception was made in favour of certain holdings

which were, for special reasons, regarded as permanent : for

example, those (now called jalsdzan, i.e. water-providing), for

which the cultivator had laboriously constructed a small reservoir

by damming up the angle of some ravine, and so supplying

irrigation for his terraced rice-fields on the hillside. When
new settlers were to be admitted, the whole of the holdings of

the moveable class were redistributed, in conjunction, no doubt,

with all the new holdings proposed to be created out of the

waste.

When the princes of Dhalbhum and its dependent States

were well established, they introduced a change into the villages
;

the old ' chief's' lands (onajhhas) were naturally appropriated to

the use of the King ; and a second headman, called mdliato,

was appointed to look after the Raja's interests ; accordingly,

another special allotment of land (mdhtodi) had to be found for

1 From this title of the headman it may suggest itself that the village

had been originally established by Kolarian 7nundds.

^ The imlianai, or priest's, land was curiously organised ; it was sub-

divided into three fields to make provision for a triple order of worship.

First, there was the hlmt-'klietd, or provision for the local spirits (bJifd),

and the divinities of the village (gdon-devatd), whose abode was in the

sacred grove or tree belonging to the village ; next, there was a field for

the desaull, or deity of the whole district (des)—that is, the deit;N' whose

influence was conterminous with the clan-territory under the chief (manjhl) ;

thirdly, there was the field called ddllkdtdrl, or land for the service of the

earth god (or goddess ?)—the general object of worship. Naturally, in after

times, as the people adopted the Hindu faith, the pdlian tended to disap-

pear, and his holding diminished or else lapsed into the form of some

revenue-free holding by the Brahman who took his place.
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his support. And yet another group of fields was set apart ; for

it became the rule to allow what were called heikhetd^ or lands

held free of payment, for the maintenance of the cultivators

and labourers who tilled the ' royal ' lands.

^

But the time came when the requirements of the Raja's

Court could no longer be satisfied by the produce of the majhhas

lands
;

possibly it was because the princes had in many
instances granted or assigned these lands to cadets of their own
family or as rewards to other persons. Whatever the motive,

the custom soon arose of also levying a share of the produce ; the

share was taken on all lands that were not privileged as belong-

ing to the deities, or to the bhulnhdr families, or to the village

officers. It became the practice to designate all land which was

thus made liable to the grain-share by the term rdjhas. When
the days of the native rule passed away, and the Raja's

descendants were recognised as feudatory chiefs, or in other

cases as ' Zamindars,' the majhhas lands (if not already assigned

or alienated), became the ' Zamindar's ' special holding, while

the rdjhas lands became the ordinary rent-paying raiyat's lands.

The older hhulnhdri lands, under the theory of the landlord

Settlement, fell into the category of' tenant ' lands also, and that

without any legal provision for maintaining the privilege of the

holders. This gave rise to many troubles and to more than one

local rebellion ; for the older families had, as I have observed,

strong ideas about their ancient rights ; they could not, and

justly so, conceive how the Zamindar representative of the former

ruling houses could be entitled to destroy old customary rights

and privileges, merely because he had become ' landlord.' In

the end our Government directed a special Settlement to be

made, and enacted a law designed to preserve the tenures—viz.

the ' Chutiya-Nagpur Tenures Act ' of 1869, supplemented by

the local 'Tenancy Act' of 1879. The hhumhdr families are

now exempted from any further increase of their ' rents.' ^

^ In other cases we find the ' royal lands ' cultivated by slaves or serfs.

This was the case in Coorg ; the foreign {Haleri) Eaja there assumed the

right to the panniya lands throughout the province, and had them tilled

by slaves. These Rajas also levied a land revenue, in kind, in addition.

^ I will only add that there have been differences of opinion about the

value and sufficiency of the legal provisions enacted. I have been told
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I shall not at this stage offer any remarks as to how the

Dravidian and other pre-Aryan institutions naturally produced

the existing raiyatwciri form of village ; such remarks will be

more suitable in another place, when we come to consider the

connection of the tribe, or the tribal stage of society, with the

village grouping of land-holdings. But I may notice how easily

in the midst of such villages special lordships might grow up,

and how in such a country as Malabar, for example, the excep-

tionally ' aristocratic ' joint-families, or taravdda, kept united by

pride of caste and ceremonial purity, might have produced land-

lord-villages, held ' in common ' or undivided, had not the

features of the country and other circumstances been unfavour-

able to the formation of such village estates.

But it will be observed that nothing in auy Kolarian or

Dravidian custom as such, suggests a joint tribal holding of

village or other areas ; nor does it show a village owned in shares

by a particular group of families. Indeed, the joint-family does

not yet seem to be in existence. It is only when we come to

the Nayar families who have adopted caste and the Hindu law

that we find their families keeping together and avoiding

partition as lessening their dignity.

that protection was not carried far enough, and that in some cases the

claims of the interested persons had not always been correctly understood.

It is only right to mention the fact, but I cannot go into any argument

on the subject. The whole of the details above given are derived partly

from Mr. Hewitt's papers and partly from various official reports and

correspondence relating to the Tenancy Act and the recording of rights

under the Tenures Act.
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CHAPTER V

THE ARYAN AND LATER CONQUERING RACES AND THEIR
CONNECTION WITH THE LAND

In the last chapter, endeavouring to discover specific customs

characteristic of the early tribes over whom the Aryans obtained

dominion, we could only light upon fragmentary evidence ; we

find indications afforded by occasional survivals in exception-

ally favourable localities, and we can take note of the general

agricultural and social condition of parts of the country which

are known to have been peopled chiefly by non-Aryan races.

We are entitled also to draw certain inferences from a number

of incidents—each perhaps small in itself—which, combined,

produce a conclusive effect on the mind. It is hardly possible

not to conclude that while the earliest settlements were in village

groups, they did not represent bodies of men owning the land in

common. If there was any general prevalence of the idea of

a unit estate, or village held in shares at all in the manner of

existing joint-villages, we should surely have some trace of it ; but

there is none. Nor does the ' Hindu ' joint-family seem to have

been known at first ; we only find it among the higher Dravidian

races, when they had taken, as they did almost with vehemence,

to caste ideas and pride of religion. Once more, we cannot help

noticing that the village of separate holdings is characteristic

of the countries where the old or non-Aryan races were most

widely spread, and were least disturbed. If, moreover, we turn

to the indications afforded by the Aryan literature, we cannot

help noticing that, whether in Manu, or the JcUahas, or any

other, when the village is alluded to, it is the raiyatifdri form,

with its hereditary ' headman.' And in all the traditional
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evidence we have of the early Rajas and, their mode of govern-

ment, the villages are clearly groups of individual free cultiva-

tors, and not co-sharing lords of a petty manor. How, then, did

the Rajputs (Aryans) get their joint-villages ? What notions had

they about property in land ? As we have observed what we

could of non-Aryan custom, so we may try and trace what is

specifically Aryan. And then Jat and other races have esta-

blished 'joint' villages as much as the Aryans, so that we must

go on to see what further influence these later tribes have had

on village land-holding.

Of the effects of the Aryan settlements in India itself in the

earliest period, we have no real evidence beyond certain scattered

allusions in Vedic literature, and some faint local traditions.

We can fairly surmise that the chief feature of their conquest

was the establishment of local kingdoms or chiefships. We also

remember that one part of the Aryan tribes—that connected

with the Panjab (or north-west Himalayan) Hills, the Indus

Valley, and the upper part of Western India—was separated

from the others, so that these ' non-Brahmanical ' Aryans, as I

have called them, had no part in the later development of caste

and of all the peculiarities of the ' Hindu law.' One result of

this would have been that such tribes would mix more readily

with other races, and with the superior tribes of the pre-existing

populations, while very probably infusing into them something

of their superior energy and organising power. It does not

seem likely that the earliest Aryan settlers had yet any such

definite forms of land-holding as to produce any great changes,

except in so far as the erection of a local lordship is a change

;

such Aryan settlers of the humbler order as took to farming

would in all probability form villages on the pattern they found

existing. The more striking institutions which we associate

with the name ' Hindu '—the quasi-feudal system of Rajpu-

tana, the old ideals of monarchy still traceable in the existing

Hindu States, the Puranic religion, the law of the text-books,

and the complete establishment of caste, these are all due to the

Aryans settled, beyond the Saraswati and the Jamna, in the

Ganges plain. When we come to later and more settled times,

under the influence of the Hindu system, the actual knowledge

we have of Rajput and other similar tribally and individually
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founded villages, comes from local traditions, bardic legends,

and sometimes from family histories, called hansavall.

In tlie attempt further to describe specific Aryan (Hindu)

customs of village-tenure, and the customs of the other North-

ern tribes who followed their footsteps and made Northern

India their chief home, we shall find that the best illustration

will be derived from actual examples rather than from general

and abstract description. Nevertheless, a chapter must be

devoted to the discussion of some general matters of Aryan

custom. In the first place, we have often been told that there

is a specially agrimUvral caste among the Hindus ; and this has,

perhaps, tended not a little to spread the idea that Indian

village institutions are essentially or mainly Aryan. This

question of caste in relation to land-holding should be eluci-

dated. Then, too, we shall in our subsequent allusions to

specific village histories continually mention the dans of Rajputs,

and the establishment of Eajput monarchies and chiefships ;
so

that it is essential to give a brief account of the constitution of

the older Hindu society and its government—as far as it bears

on the land question. Lastly, we have some indications, in

Hindu texts and elsewhere, of the general ideas held regarding

property, and especially property in land, and these it will be

well to consider. A final section on the effects of the settle-

ment of post-Aryan tribes and of the Moslem conquest can

also most conveniently be included in this part of the work.

Section 1 .

—

Aryan Caste in its Relation to Agriculture

Everyonewho has opened an Indian Census Report knows into

what a multitude of castes Indian society is divided ; the system

became so well established, and it coincided so easily with dis-

tinction of race and clan, that, in a certain sense at any rate, it

became applied to Sikh and Muhammadan people as well as

those called ' Hindu.' These castes are the growth of centuries.

They have, in fact, multiplied, divided and again sub-divided

times without number. Difference of caste, implying the general

inability of one to eat, drink, or smoke with the other, and

making intermarriage out of the question, has arisen, partly out
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of religious distinctions, partly out of racial or tribal differences,

and still more out of hereditary crafts, occupations, and modes of

life.

In the Yedas we only see the beginnings of such a system.

But long before any idea of religious and ceremonial distinction

was developed, the tribes appear to have recognised a certain

' classification,' which, in fact, became the foundation of the

caste-system.

There were, from the first, priests, or rather singers of those

sacred hymns and invocations, the proper use of which had the

greatest effect in securing victory and abundant spoil. And the

course of adventure which the advancing tribes were pursuing

could not fail to bring into prominence the warrior class ^

—especially those noble and distinguished families which gave

birth to the natural leaders of the clans, and which afterwards

furnished the Eajas and chiefs who arose out of the earlier tribal

organisation. These two classes grew into the ' twice-born
'

(Brahman and Kshatriya) castes. Both, from the first, had the

least possible connection with agriculture, except as over-lords

of the soil and receivers of shares in the produce.

Setting apart these two chief castes, all the bulk of the

people are merely spoken of collectively as Vig, which later became

Vaigya—i.e. 'the (Aryan) common people.'^ Every invading

army or colonising nation, however, comes with a host of camp
followers and inferiors, probably of various origin ; among the

Aryans some had apparently been admitted at least to the outer-

courts of the community, and had conformed to Aryan customs.

Accordingly, as the settlement progressed, so another (fourth)

group came to be distinguished. Perhaps one of the tribes early

admitted within the Aryan pale may have originally had the

name of Qildra ; or it is possible that some of the camp-followers,

or serfs, were called by this name.^

But no sooner were Aryan tribes settled in India than mixed

^ King Alfred in his Saxon translation of Boethius remarks :
' Unless

their are priests, soldiers, and workmen

—

gehedmen, fyrdmen, and iveorc-

men—no king can show his craft ' : quoted in F. Seebohm's English Village

Community, 3rd ed. p. 133.

^ See Zimmer, p. 214.

^ That the fourth group was an after addition will, I think, be
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races began to grow up. In fact, the Aryan influence extended

as much by mixed marriages, alliances, and conversions, as by

direct conquest. Before long the converted aboriginal and mixed

races acknowledging Hindu customs, alike required a new

name ;
they became fused into one general class, and were called

Quflra. The races who were not received into the pale at all

remained ' out-caste.'

These broad divisions soon came to split up into many

groups, and into subdivisions innumerable, and the old general

names remained chiefly in books, and were used as generic

terms rather than as actual caste-names.

The military caste of the older organisation is now represented

by a few of the higher families, who still call themselves

Kshatriya, as well as by the mass of ' Eajput ' clans ^ and

castes, some of, perhaps, ' Indo-Scythian,' and others of more or

less mixed race. The bards early recognised thirty-six ' royal

'

houses, which were divided into ' Solar ' and ' Lunar ' branches,

but included the later ' Fire-born ' (Agni hula) houses,'^ as well

as, if Colonel Tod's lists may be trusted, some Northern

admitted. The name Qudra occurs but once in the Rgveda and that

in the PurushasuMa ',
but this mandala is, I believe, held to be a late

addition to the original. See Caldwell, Introduction, p. Ill ff, and

Zimmer's note on Ptolemy's Sudroi, p. 435 ; and on the subject gene-

rally, Zimmer, p. 204 ff.

^ It is curious that, as a general caste-name, Khsatriyd, or in the

Hindi form Chatri, has almost disappeared, except as presently noted.

It is commonly said that the large caste of Khatri, the shop-keeping and

trading caste, derives its name from the Sanskrit Klisatriya. I believe

this to be doubtful, for why should the other form, Chatri, also survive ?

The military, or royal caste, is now usually called Eajput ( = sons of the

king), and in some places, genericaUy, Thdliur, barons or lords of the soil.

But it is curious to note that as the Bdjputs have in so many cases

descended to the peasant rank, and become mere landholders in villages,

cultivating their own fields, the higher families disdain the name. In

Oudh the chiefs always call themselves Chatri, and would be insulted if

told they were Edjput. So it is in Kangra (Ibbetson, Ethnography,

§ 456) ; the near descendants of the ruling chiefs returned themselves in

the census as Chatri or Kshatriya, to distinguish them from the Bdjput

peasantry or cultivating landholders.

2 This later addition is very remarkable, and points distinctly to an

extension of the 'military caste.' See p. 113, ante, and Tod, ii. 408-9,.

and i. 82.
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princely houses—the KdtM, Bella, Hilna, &c. To these divisions

belong all the multitude of Rajput clans of the present day—the

Gauhdn, Tumdr, Bahtor, Solankhi, Pramdra, and many more

whose names will occur in the sequel. Others, like the Jddu,

Jharejd, and Sammd, are probably still older, and connected

with the earliest (non-Brahmanical) Aryans. The Brahmans
have also split up into a number of distinct branches, many of

whom are quite strangers one to the other, and are looked upon

as inferior by the rest. Some have descended so low as to

take to cultivation. All the rest of the people, the original

Vaigya and the Qildra, have long ago been classified anew into

hundreds of castes largely dependent on trade or occupation,

some of them being more nearly Aryan, and the vast majority

being mixed, or more approaching the ' aboriginal ' races.

That originally the Aryan tribes were a pastoral people

is generally admitted. But a people occupying, even for a time,

a country like that be3^ond the north-west frontier, consisting

of mountain lands and intramontane valleys, could not possibly

subsist without growing cereal crops ; and we are not surprised

to find several allusions to agriculture as essential to life in the

earliest Vedic hymns.

^

These allusions to agriculture in the Rgveda are often in-

troduced only by way of metaphor or simile ; and there is no

description of any form of land-holding or mode of settle-

ment for agricultural purposes. The modes of tillage known
seem to have been of quite a primitive character ; but in many
respects the same character attaches to the implements as well

as the methods in use at the present day. It seems that as the

Atharvan Veda represents a later stage of Aryan progress, so

the allusions in the book indicate a somewhat more extended

1 KrshtJ, the Vedic word for ' people ' in general, is connected with
Jcrshi = cultivsited land, and Mrsha, a plough (Zimmer, p. 141). But
this merely shows that the general notion of mankind living by the pro-

duce of the ground is very ancient. From the way in which the phrase

panca TirsJitriyah, the ' five people or tribes,' is used, it is evidently

synonymous with panca-jandh or panca manava—i.e. the nation at large

(see G. Oppert, p. 577, note). It does not necessarily lead to the conclu-

sion that the early Aryans were naturally agricultural by habit, rather

than pastoral.
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or advanced agriculture. It is here alone, for example, that we
hear of ploughing, evidently in the open fields and heavy soil of

the Gangetic plain, with yokes of six and eight oxen.* It is

here also that we hear of the iron ploughshare {ixiviravanta).

This, however, does not imply more than the primitive plough

still in use. The plough—in two chief forms, one heavier

and the other lighter—is to this day made in the rudest

manner ; and the share is only a pointed cap of hammered iron

covering the spike of wood which digs the furrow. As soon as

the art of hammering the soft and excellent iron which abounds

in the Himalayas became known, the preparation of this iron cap

or point would be among the simplest discoveries.^ So, too, the

mention of water-channels (Jihanitra, Rgv. 7.49.2) does not

indicate any advanced artificial irrigation works ; it is just such

a natural diversion of a stream in a valley as can be seen in

abundance all along the Haro river in Hazara, for instance, or

in fact anywhere in the mountains where a stream is led on to

the fields, and sometimes carried along the hillside for some

distance.

There is no specific mention of the crops grown ; the words

relating to the ' grain ' are of general import only. It is clear,

however, that though nothing is stated as to who cultivated the

land, whether the tribesmen, or serfs, and subject people, there

is no indication that agriculture was despised, as it afterwards

was. From several passages we gather that the plough as the

producer of food was thought of importance ; and in one place

the singer, apparently addressing people in general, urges them

to leave idleness and gambling with dice, and attend to their

fiefds and to getting food. We shall have to speak of the

Vedic grama, or village, in another connection ; but there is not

the least suggestion that it is a group of land-holdings held in

common, or in any other way. But the idea of fields, owned by

someoue, seems familiar, from the allusion found to measuring

1 AtJi. Veda, 6.91.1 ; 3.17.3.

^ The Sanskrit ^^^vl evidently implies only such a rude iron tip or point

as is in nse at present ; for the word also is used for ' spear-head.' A
rude process of smelting iron (in a malleable form) at a low temperature

by charcoal, is evidently of great antiquity in the Hill States and in many
other places.
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the fields with a staff of reed ; and to there being bare strips

or balks (hhilya) left between the fields.^

So far, then, as the early Aryans are concerned, agriculture

appears to have been in no disrepute ; nor can we learn whether

it was the business of any particular tribe or class. It is

probable that the very fact of settlement would have effected a

sort of natural division of labour and adjustment of suitable

occupations. Some of the tribes or families would take to

agriculture, and these would form the majority of those who

remained stationary when the rest moved on. Naturally, there-

fore, the farther the Aryans moved into India, the more would

the advancing body be composed of Brahmans and fighting tribes,

and the more disposed these would be to relegate agriculture to

the humbler classes, and to the conquered ' aborigines ' and the

mixed races who so soon sprang up and multiplied.

Whatever may be the true date ofthe Laws of Manu, we have

no earlier literary mention of agriculture, after the Vedic hymns.

In Manu we are already in times of settled royal government.

The kingdom is internally organised into administrative divi-

sions under appropriate officers. The Vaigya (the term is now

applied to a caste) is represented by the merchant whose busi-

ness is with trade and with buying grain and other goods ; he is

regarded also as the owner of flocks and herds. ' The cultivation

of land ' is only casually thrown in among his permissible occupa-

tions as a subsidiary matter. And even so, the expression used

seems quite possibly to refer to agricultural land-holding, not as a

personal occupation, but as a means of employing capital. At

the present day the Khatri and Baniya (traders and money

lenders) — the most non-agricultural Hindu class in fhe

country—are eager to buy and to hold land as an investment.

Thus in the ^ Laws ' we read, ' to tend cattle, to bestow gifts, to

offer sacrifices, to study [the Veda], to trade, to lend money and

to cultivate land '—are the ' duties assigned ' to a Vaigya.^

1 In Egv. 1.110.5, the divine artificers (Rhhfi) are spoken of as

measuring ' as a man measures a field with a staff of reed ' (Bohrstab

in Grassman's translation). In Rgv. 10.142.3, in a hymn to Agni, the

bare strips or balks are mentioned.

- Mdnava Dharmasustra, chap. i. p. 90. G. Biihler translates

' assigned '
; Sir AV. Jones makes the Glossary addition ' or permitted.'
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The author has indeed little feeling for agriculture, as in

another place ^ he says that ' some declare that agriculture is

something excellent
;
p3ut] that means of subsistence is blamed

by the virtuous
;

[for] the wooden [implement] with iron point

[the plough, i.e.] injures the earth.' The idea that the Vaigya

is the agricultural caste pfw' excellence is quite without foundation.

Indeed, in spite of the employment of the term in Manu, Vaigi/a

did not generally come into use as a caste-name at all. There

is no general caste so called, although locally some unimportant

groups may be found calling themselves so, for want of a more

distinctive name.

What is perhaps stranger still, the Qudra caste, though it

must, in the times we are referring to, have come to include a

large body of settled cultivators of mixed as well as of non-

Aryan race, is not treated as a specially agricultural caste,

nor is there any allusion to ploughing or farm labour. And
although the laws of Manu may deal more with ideals than

with actual facts, still it is very remarkable that agriculture

should not have been specially attributed to the Qudra ^ unless.

In chap. ii. p. 31, we are told that a Vaicya's name should be connected
with wealth : in chap. v. p. 37, mercantile business seems to be the object

of his hfe. So in chap. viii. p. 113 the Vaicya witness is to be sworn
' by his kine, grain, and gold

' ; if he were essentially an agriculturist,

attached to his land as Indian villagers notoriously are, surely the

ancestral acres would be a much more natiu-al object to swear by. So
in chap. x. pp. 79, 80, agriculture is just mentioned as a means of liveli-

hood—when necessary ; but trade is the most commendable for a Vaicya.

Cf. also chap. is. pp. 326, 327, 330, where the only direct indication of a

Vaicya'' s interest in agriculture is that he ought to be ' acquainted with
the manner of sowing seeds and with the good and bad qualities of

fields.'

^ Ibid. chap. s. p. 84.

- Of a Cudra it is said, Manu, x. 99, 100, ' if he is not employed in

waiting on twice-born men,' he may principally follow such mechanical
occupations as joinery, masonry, or the various practical arts, as painting

and writing, by which he may serve the twice-born. I have not found
any text which speaks of a Cudra agriculturist. The Cudra of the
' Laws ' appears rather to be regarded as the lowly camp-follower of

the higher Aryan castes—but still within the pale ; he is not treated as

what he really was, or very often was, an aboriginal tribesman who had
accepted Hinduism, or a half-blood.
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as seems probable, the then e:xisting agricultural communities

were largely, and indeed essentially, non-Aryan or of mixed

descent, and therefore beneath the specific notice of Brahmanic

authors. Nor can it be said that this proves too much ; it

does not exclude the practical certainty that a large number of

the humbler ranks of Aryans took to agriculture, or at least to

farm management, with the aid of aboriginal and other races

as their tenants and labourers. But it was just these humbler

Aryan clans that were most likely in time to fuse completely

with the original population. To summarise our conclusions,

it may safely be asserted that all the upper classes of Aryan

origin had little feeling for agriculture, and that India does not

owe to them either the introduction of settled cultivation or

(directly) any particular policy or principle of land-ownership.

To this day castes with some pretensions, though they may
have been reduced to the necessity of cultivating their own lands,

are usually in the position of proprietary co-sharers, or at least

privileged tenants under greater landlords. The position is

well stated by Sir W. Hunter when he says :
' We know that

the Aryan invaders never penetrated in sufficient numbers into

India to engross any large proportion of the soil. That through-

out five-sixths of the continent the actual work of tillage

remained in the hands of the non-Aryan or Sudra races, and

that even at a remote time husbandry had become as degrading

an occupation in the eyes of the Aryan conquerors as the

tending of sheep was to the Mosaic Pharaohs.' ^

Section II.

—

The Aryan Clan-organisation and the
' Hindu State '

If we make a general survey of the existing Aryan (Rajput)

land-holding communities in Upper India, and remember the

fact already explained,^ that the present allocation is due to

an extensive redistribution and resettlement which occurred

long subsequently to the original establishment of Aryan chiefs

around Delhi, in Oudh, and in the Ganges Valley, we are

1 Orissa, ii. 206. - ^ ^^^^^^ ^ -^^l ff.
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struck by one notable circumstance. Some of the xlryan

agricultural communities appear in a still purely clan and family

stage, and have always remained democratic in their constitution.^

Otherwise, the Kshcdriyd class usually developed a monarchical

system ; and this system appears in some cases constructed

distinctly on dan-lines—that is to say, the ' Patriarch,' and
sectional chiefs become ' Rajas,' and Thakurs or ' barons

'

graded in a kind of ' feudal ' order. But very often also there

is a single royal house or a single chiefship, which is quite

unconnected with any clan-gradation, or with the presence of

adherents of the same clan.

Both the clan-organisation, and the monarchical system as

producing the Hindu State, are intimately connected with the

history of village tenures. It is to the dan-organisation of the

Aryan tribes that we owe the features of those Hindu land-

holding communities of the joint type, but which had nothing

to do with aristocratic origin or territorial rule. It is also

ultimately to the Riivlii State system that we owe a large part

of those greater landlord estates—the Zamindaris, Taluqdaris,

and other forms of general over-lord tenure—with which this work
is not directly concerned.^ But it is also to the same develop-

ment, whether in the more perfect form of the Hindu State or

in the mere local lordship of adventurous knights and scions of

noble houses, that we owe many village communities of Aryan
connection.

It is, then, a matter both interesting and important to trace

back the Aryan polity to Vedic times, and notice how (1) its

clan-system was organised and (2) how the prominence, of the

Kshatriya or warrior caste has led both to the perfect ' clan

monarchies,' as I will call them, such as we see in Rajputana
and elsewhere, and also to those rulerships and chiefships in

Oudh and elsewhere founded by single individuals without any
clan connection at all.

(1) The earliest Vedic accounts, though showing only the

^ There are some excellent remarks on this in the district article
' Hardoi ' in the Oudh Gazetteer, ii. 40.

- For the sake of clearness I Ottiit, at present, all mention of the
Muhammadan dynasties, which in fact copied or adopted the Hindu
system and thus gave rise to similar tenures among their descendants.
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germs of the caste system, always represent the Aryans as con-

sisting of differently-named tribes, and as having divisions and

subdivisions of tribes and clans, each headed by its appropriate

grade of chief. We are also prepared to expect that this patri-

archal or social tribal system will be in part modified by a mili-

tary organisation ; and the two together may be the source of

some confusion in our minds.

The main groups or tribes in early Aryan times are described

by the term jandh, and the clans or larger branches by vig}

There is one passage in the Egveda (2. 26. 3) which specifies

the entire series of the divisions. The favour of the Father of

the Gods, it tells us, is to be sought by sacrifices, &c., that wealth

may be acquired through the tribe, the clan, the minor clan,

and the families ; or, as Zimmer translates :
' Wer den Vater der

Gotter flir sich zu gewinnen sucht . . . der erlangt Beute und

Keichthum durch die Manner; durch Stamm (jaiiena), durch

Gau (vigd), durch Verwandtschaft {janmana), durch Familie

(pidraih) ' ^ Here we have the tribe or whole, then the dan

(Gau = uigd), then the minor-clan (Verwandtschaft = janmari)—
i.e. the wider kindred or body of related families that have still

some connecting link, whether or not they have settled together

in one village,^ and lastly the close kindred—the existing single

family—whatever may have been the customary limit of descent."^

There are various grades of leaders and chiefs ; the grama we

have already heard of as a cluster of buildings or fort of refuge,'^

^ In the bardic records (and the Cdran, or bard, is a great personage in

Rajput Courts) the whole tribe was called hulci. The T<:uld divides into

^akhd, or clans, and the clans into gotra, or got, which are septs or minor

clans. In ordinary (non-royal) castes that had a tribal basis, popular use

has adopted the Arabic word qaztm for the whole ' caste ' and got for the

clan. Tims a man is described as Qaum Jat, got Sidhii, meaning a Jat

of the Sidhu clan. Sometimes there is a further division of the got into

al. The Hindi word al is traced to the Sanskrit dvali, or ali = a line or

row. There is also an Arabic word al, which has a somewhat similar

meaning = progeny, &c.

' Zimmer, p. 160 ; Egv. 2. 26. 3.

^ The learned author thinks that janma/n refers to a ' village commu-

nity (' Dorfgememde ') ; but there is, as I shall afterwards show, no

authority for this whatever.
^ This question will be discussed when we speak of the tribe and the

village. Chapter VI. ^ Zimmer, pp. 141, 142.
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and the leader or commander of such a place (grdmani or vrdja-

^atJ) is apparently connected with the disposition of the quota

which each centre of residence contributed to the clan forces ;

—

as Zimmer puts it, he is the ' Anftihrer des Heerbannes der be-

stimmten Ortschaft.' ^ The clan has a chief called Vigpcd'i.

Over the whole there is a Rdjd—such a rank at least is frequently-

mentioned ; but the Vedic Rdjd appears very different from the

autocratic ruler of later times. The office was hereditary, but

sometimes apparently elective.^ No regular revenue or tax is

yet levied—in a stage of society which is still a continuous war-
like campaign—but contributions and gifts are offered, and
enemies are made to pay tribute. The king also, as such, re-

ceives a share in the booty gained by a successful foray. ^ The
Rdjd is evidently not independent of some great popular assem-

bly
; and affairs seem generally to have been managed by coun-

cils of the tribe—of the clan, or of smaller groups, for more
than one distinct term is used. The sabhd appears to be the

council of the minor-clan, or other limited group ; the samitl

would be a larger gathering of the clan or tribe ^ over which
the king presides—rather, however, as ]irimus inter pares.

(2) Out of such a social stage we pass quite naturally to the

later monarchy. The tribal organisation has to be strengthened for

war, or ultimately for the domination of a conquered territory

;

a greater degree of power in the king, and of military obedience

and loyal service on the part of the chiefs, become a necessity

of success. The king himself rules the central territory, and
the chiefs take charge of districts all round ; the frontier most
exposed to danger of any kind being entrusted to the one who,

as sendpati^ or captain of the host, has the greatest military

skill.

The land-reVenn e arises in the same natural order. When
^ Zimmer, p. 171.

" Ihid. pp. 159, 162. Possibly elective out of certain suitable famihes
only. In Rgveda, 10. 124. 128, there is mention of the clans {Gaue, as
Zimmer translates) electing the king.

' Zimmer, pp. 166, 167.

^ Ihid., p. 174. We shall see afterwards how this idea persisted in

Eajputana, where the chiefs considered themselves the ' brethren ' of the
Raja, and often asserted their right to be consulted, which the Raja was
apt to forget.
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the king is peaceably established, he finds cultivation going on

in villages of the aboriginal races, many of whom have accepted

his rule with very little if any opposition ; the humbler ranks of

his own followers also take to cultivation, and it becomes a

natural plan for each to give a share of the grain produce to the

sovereign or the local chief, as the case may be. Outlying tracts

subdued, but not occupied, will pay their tribute also, in what-

ever form is most convenient, to the Royal Treasury. The

system of taxation was soon extended further, for we find the

trading and artisan classes organised into recognised guilds,

each with its own head ; and by this means a contribution from

the non-agricultural classes was secured.^

When we come to the times represented by the Laws of

Manu, the ' manner of the kingdom ' is already well known

;

and there is no detailed description of it. The Raja receives his

regular grain-share, and has officers to supervise its collection.

Naturally (for the Brahman must be exalted), the council of

chiefs has disappeared into the background, and the Brahman
ministers are the ostensible advisers. But this more nearly

represents the individual monarchy than the tribal form, where a

sufficiently complete clan, with its greater chief and heads of

minor clans were engaged in the government of a territory.

When we see the ' Raj ' established on this clan-basis in Rajpu-

tana, we observe how an important post is assigned to every

chief within the clan, and with it an oath of service is exacted

and a formal recognition of the Raja's supremacy.^ This is

something different from what Manu contemplates.

Bearing in mind the limited object with which this account

^ I may be permitted to observe that in towns this ' guild ' system of

tradesmen and merchants still exists ; and if we had boldly made use of

it in our first efforts to establish an income tax, there might have been
less friction ; for it is a matter of obvious justice as well as of ancient

ciTfeoom, that non-agriculturists should contribute as well as the owners
of land. What caused the unpopularity was the attempt to enforce a
European mode of levy—an inquiry into profits and incomes, and a very

useless and nominal examination of shop-books. It might have been
unscientific, but it would have been far more practical, to assess the

different ' castes ' or trade guilds, &c., in lump sums through their

caudharis, as they were afterwards called.

- We have, fortimately, the valuable assistance of Colonel Tod's
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of the Hindu State is introduced, I do not propose to give all

the minutice of the really ancient organisation of Mewar and
other early kingdoms. It will be enough to say that in the

complete or clan ' Raj,' the rank of Raja ^ is given to the head
of tiie chief family of the eldest branch : thus, the chief is still

addressed as ' Bcipji' (revered father). Under him the heads of

the lesser clans and families will have graded titles

—

Rao (or

Rav'iTi Western India), Bdwat (or Rawed), Thdhur and others.

The Raja's demesne was the central, and usually the richest,

part of the country, and each chief had a territory round ^ it

;

while the lesser chiefs, who could not be so furnished, held special

Bajasthdn, originally published in 1827 and since reprinted. Colonel

Tod is no doubt imcritical, and his linguistic and other deductions are of

little value ; but for all matters of custom and observance, of which he
had intimate personal knowledge, his authority is first-rate. His love of

analogies often leads him to absurdity. Hence he is too fond of identify-

ing the Eajput system with the feudal system of Europe, to which, no
doubt, it has some resemblance. As an instance I may quote his allusion

to the minor holding, on military service, of what he calls a ' hide ' of

land. The native term carsd means the leather or hide bag used for

irrigation, and 'referred probably to the area of land watered by one carsd.

Obviously it had no kind of connection with the ' hide ' in the English
manorial system or with European feudal tenures. The etymology of

' hide ' is not understood (Seebohm, English Village Community, p. 398

;

Stubbs's Const. History, 5th ed. i. 79) ; but it can have no similarity with
the carsd of land in India.

^ The title varies, but it is usually Bdjd or Bdnd. Malidrdjd is a com-
plimentary addition. AdMrdjd is sometimes coupled with the latter, and
where not merely a bombastic title it properly implies ' suzerain ' over a

number of other States. For it will be remembered that one of the most
frequent features of Hindu States, especially those not on the clan system,

is that they are combined in confederacies, and united imder the hege-

mony of some great emperor like Asoka or the sovereign of Kananj.
The Chinese pilgrim in the seventh century saw the State barge of

Kanauj being drawn by eighteen minor --RaJHS. This confederacy did

not imply any interference with interior State affairs, only with general

defence and offence. Calcravartl was another title applied to a ' suze-

rain ' Raja.
'^ This was often pictorially represented as a flower with open petals

round a central disc. See, for instance, p. 1 in Cunningham's Ancient
Geograjjhy, where the Map of India, a.d. 550, according to Vardhamitra,
is given. The whole is represented, on this ideal, as a central domain
with subordinate kingdoms lying all round it.
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offices with assignments of Revenue or other means of support,

within the central demesne.

The Raja's demesne has come to be universally described by

the Arabic word Khdlsa (or Khdlisa), which has supplanted any

older indigenous term or terms. The Sikhs also adopted the

word, first as representing the consolidated territory belonging

to the whole of the Sikh confederacy, and afterwards as mean-

ing the ' State power ' unified under their great Raja Ranjit

Singh. The Mughal emperors employed the term to signify

the whole of the lands paying revenue direct to the Treasury, as

distinguished from the territory available to be held ' in jdgir'—
i.e. on assignment of the local revenue, to certain great chiefs or

officers of State Qlansabddr)} This was evidently an adapta-

tion of the Aryan model.

To return to the Hindu ' Raj.' Where there were no geo-

graphical features that invited a natural division of territory

otherwise, the chief's portions were frequently allotted by count-

ing up groups of villages. The full estate was most frequently

the caurdsi, or group of eighty-four villages.^ Smaller estates,

or even subdivisions effected for any family or local reason, were

hedlisl, or tracts of forty-two villages, or ccmhlsl, tracts of

twenty-four. It is only necessary to add that the traces of this

division always, as far as I know, indicate the remains of some

rulership, or at least of a local barony or over-lordship of some

kind, and never the mere clan-settlement of cultivating land-

holders in a ' democratic ' group.

The Raja and the chiefs each collected the revenue in his

own territory ; the chiefs paid no revenue to the Raja, but

' Colonel Tod does not give any Hindi name for the ' demesne ' even

in the case of the ancient dominion of the Eana of Mewar. I have

some reason to think that the term Jtot msiy have been applied, or perhaps

mandalmn.
~ Some interestmg information regarding vestiges of old caurdsi

divisions in various parts of Upper India will be found in Beames*

Elliot's Glossai'y, (s.v. ' chaurdsi'). In the Statistical Accomit of the

Gorakhpur District, North-West Provinces (N.-W. P. Gazetteer, vi. 436),

I find this term used, not with reference to a number of villages, but to

an extent of circuit in Aos ( = 1^ mile.) Thus a certain Eaja's territory

was a circuit of eighty-four Aos, enlarged to a satdsl, or circuit of eighty-

seven Tios ; and so with the lesser divisions.
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helped him with aids in time of war ; and the chief's heir paid a

' fine ' on his succession ; when also he did homage and received

investiture from the Raja.^ The early rulers made no claim to

be owners of the soil ; there is not a trace of such a claim in

the Manava Dharmasastra or in any other ancient text.^ In

Rajputana we find, for example, the oldest and most dignified

of the rulers only claiming as his State-right, what was de-

scribed by the three words ' An^ddn, Mn'—i.e., as Colonel Tod
explains, his right to allegiance and military service of all

grades ; his right to the land-revenue share (hhog) and other

taxes (barcw), including supplies of grass and wood or the equiva-

lent thereof (khar-lahr) ; and his right to royalties on mines.

^

No doubt this right included, as elsewhere, the power to dispose

of waste and unoccupied land in the demesne.

It is frequently the custom of writers on Indian subjects

to speak of this system of chiefs in subordination to a Raja as

' feudal ' ;
but it is forgotten that really it differed from the

feudal system of Europe in being as much dependent on clan-

relationship as on anything else. The safety of the State and

success in war alike demanded the loyal allegiance and obedience

of every clansman in his grade and place : otherwise, the chiefs

remembered that they had as good a right to the j^af , or feudal

estate, as the Raja had to his ' Raj.''* In neither case did the

^ In Mewitr the _2?rti^rtt^, or subordinate chiefs, were numerous enough
to be ranked in classes (Tod, i. 127). The fourth and lowest consisted of

the Bdhu, or younger branches of the Raja's own family, who received

life grants for their subsistence.

^ The question of State ownership of the soil is dealt with in the next

section.

3 In Mewar there were some valuable minerals (see Tod, i. 128). Kan
= mine, is a Persian form, but connected with the Sanskrit Midnl.

"^ Colonel Tod has given some interesting appendices of original docu-

ments illustrating this. One of them sets forth the grievances of the

XmttCiit, or vassal chiefs, of Deogarh, against their Bdwat. The petitioners

give him the correct title, Deogarh being a State of secondary rank
;

in the reply the chief styles himself MaMrdjd. The chiefs remind him
that when the State was founded, their territorial allotments v/ere made
out as much as the BdwaVs own. They complain of his assuming to

make grants to outsiders within their estates ; and of his listening to the

advice of foreigners instead of allowing them (the chiefs) to form his

Council.
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allotment of territory have anything to do with the actual owner-

ship of the soil ; the chiefs' territory and the Raja's were alike

in that respect.^

A similar system of a Raja and his ' vassal ' chiefs with

appropriate allotments of territory all round, appears in the

account of the Hindu kingdom of Orissa as given by Sterling.

It was adopted in its essential idea, though not in detail, by

the Sikhs ; and its features may be traced in the States of Simla

and Kangra.

But obviously the system in its completeness depends on

the presence of the whole clan and its branches. And when we

remember by what strange adventures and by aid of what

singular freaks of fortune many local rulerships were gained, it

is not surprising to find a single chief without his clan, or attended

only by a small following. The whole of India furnishes us with

examples of Hindu States ^ which at one time or another had

rulers or Rajas of some princely Rajput house, and perhaps not one

other chief of the same family in his territory. Oudh affords us

many examples. Thus, for instance, of the northern kingdoms,

Gonda, Atraula, &c., Mr. Benett writes :
^ ' The Raj rested on a

1 So little was the 'fief connected with ownership in the land, that

there was a time, in Mewar at any rate, when the fiefs were moveable.

(Tod, i. 146) :
—

' I need only mention that as late as the reign of Eaja

Singhi^am the fiefs of Mewar were actually moveable, and a little more

than a century and a half has passed since this practice ceased.'

It is also hardly necessary to add that the working of the system, and

the degree to which the Eaja was really chief ruler and the vassals really

subordinate in their own estate, depended on the energy and character of

the Eaja himself and the general morale of the whole clan. With a weak

ruler, the tendency for the local chiefs to assert complete independence

would soon become marked, especially as the clan-feeling grew weaker, as

it must do in the course of time.

2 j^ ^i]j \yQ remembered that the States were always comparatively

small, and constantly changing. When we hear of great Hindu empires

or extensive kingdoms, it is always that the ' Emperor ' was the head of a

great confederacy of smaller States, reproducing on the larger scale the

idea of the ' Eaja' and his 'barons.' They were held together by the

slenderest threads ; the sending of an embassy was enough. It was only

thus that it was possible for Asokil, for instance, to be nominal head of

an empire extending at one time from Afghanistan to Ganjam. See

Grierson's Notes on the Gciya District, 189B, p. 102.

3 Gonda S. B. p. 37 ff.
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purely territorial basis. . . . Every Edj was confined to a definite

tract of country, enclosed in a ring fence by recognised boundaries,

and applied to every inch of land within those boundaries. . . .

To suppose that it was in any way connected with the idea of

clanship is a mistake. . .
.' The author goes on to instance the

territory called Khurasa, in which, though a numerous Chatri

clan (Bisen) held properties, the Kaja was a Kalhans, he and

his immediate family being the only members of the clan in the

territory. Many similar cases could be quoted. There was

thus no opportunity for any feudal baronies ; or perhaps there

might have been one or two adjacent territories which acknow-

ledged a dependence on the Eaja, but that was all. The minor

members of the Raja's family (cJiothhaiyd) would then be pro-

vided for by grants or assignments of revenue or territory

within the Bclj. The ' Raj ' is essentially a territorial dominion,

one and indivisible ; and, properly speaking, the Thakur or

' Baron's ' estate is also indivisible. But in the latter case, in

former days at any rate, partition was not always avoided. I

have even met with instances where a Raja's kingdom has been

formally partitioned among his heirs. This, no doubt, is ex-

ceptional, as the rule of primogeniture most commonly applies

to the public or territorial estates of Rajas and ruling chiefs.

The subject of primogeniture will come before us again at a

later stage,^ and need not be further considered here. Hindu

States were nearly always of small or at least limited size.^

It may not be out of place to add that in the movements and

turmoils of the Rajput disruption occasioned by the Moslem in-

vasions—and probably it has been so at all times—a great

number of local chiefships have been established in a very in-

formal way, and ruled without any attempt to adopt what I have

described as the more regular features of the Hindu monarchy.

We find small parties of Rajputs settling down in a place and

1 Post, p. 304.

~ It was the small States, ranging, in the Trans-Ghagra districts, from

100 to 1,000 square miles each, that afterwards formed the principal basis

of the Eevenue divisions or Taluqas formed imder the Muhammadan
government of Oiidh. I need hardly also aUude to the thirty-two smaU

States in the Simla Hills ; all are held by their separate Rilja or Eana

;

and only in some cases are there one or two dependent ' baronies

'

attached to the State.
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establisliing a rude kind of ' barony.' If the leading chief after-

wards attains to some power and reputation, and to an extensive

domain, he will probably assume, or receive from the emperor,

the title of Eaja. Such dominions were autocratically, but not

unkindly, governed in old days. But they were very unstable,

and were exceedingly liable to be broken up by family quarrels

and to go to pieces.

Section III.

—

Aryan Ideas of Property in Land

It has been incidentally mentioned that the idea of separate

fields measured with a reed appears in the Egveda. This shows

that the principle of appropriation was not unknown at that

early date. But from all that we know of the results of the

Aryan invasion, the chief agent in producing varied forms of

land-tenure must have been the introduction of a number of

separate centralised governments, with the opportunities that

they afforded for the growth of over-lordships, whether ex-

tending to considerable estates or to single villages. The

humbler Aryans no doubt settled down to village life either

in independent democratic communities or under village or

other local lords ; but, as tradition and history are more con-

cerned with the deeds of the military and ruling classes, the

prominent subjects of attention are the founding of royal capitals

and the establishment of monarchies. These are varied with

many incidents of local adventures, of estates gained by grant,

or by what were in fact mere marauding expeditions. Every-

where we hear of little groups of Kajputs, under efficient leaders,

seizing on and extending territorial possessions. Nor do we for-

get the case where no monarchical development occurred. Even

in those Aryan villages that were always held by cultivating fra-

ternities from the first, the co-sharers, ' democratic ' though we

may call them, and having no pretensions to any noble rank,

still regarded themselves as holding the land on a superior

tenure extending to the whole area of their possession, in a way

that we do not observe among the humbler rakjatwdrl commu-

nities. And it may be convenient to add that the same feeling

of superiority and of union was evinced by the J at, Moslem,
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and other clans who later formed similar settlements of joint-

villages.

In the case of Aryan clans or individuals establishing a terri-

torial rule, their original practice was only to take the lord's

share of the produce, without directly affecting the cultivating

tenure of any existing holders. If, then, on the loss of the

ruling position, the families became actual owners of the land,

under the toleration of some new conquering ruler, we may be

sure that the ownership would be of a ' superior ' character. In

the larger estates, the great landlord would still regard himself

very much as if he were still a Eaja. He would be a great over-

lord and rent-receiver, without interfering much with the actual

soil tenancy. If the resulting estates were scattered villages, the

bodies of ' inheritors ' would become still more the immediate

owners, perhaps themselves cultivating the land ; but there

would still be the pride of descent, and that sense of superiority

which in India depends much more on caste and birth than on

appearances of wealth or forms of occupation.

Aryan land-holding, in the case of all the higher castes, had

thus a natural tendency to the landlord form. Otherwise, we

have no evidence whatever that the Aryan mind conceived any

special form of village as such. The same physical conditions

and tribal ideas of family grouping that operated in all cases,

equally invited the Aryans to form ' villages '—even where they

were not taking the lordship of villages already established. But

their peculiar position and sense of superiority led automatically

to a difference in the internal constitution of those villages which

were held by the higher castes.

When we come to speak, in the next chapter, of the orir/in of

the joint-village, we shall discuss the kind of tribal feeling which

gives rise to a sense of joint-ownership in some form or degree

;

and we shall consider the nature and effects of the joint-inherit-

ance as producing what is called common ownership in the joint-

family of the original over-lord. It will be sufficient to notice

here that the purer Aryan clans exhibit both principles ; they

had a strong sense of union in the clan, and of the right of all

the clan members to share alike m the common acquisition of

territory ; they also had the joint-family.

As to the earliest ideas of land-holding among the Aryans,
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in the state of movement and constant warfare which the Vedic

hymns represent, we do not find any direct or even covert allu-

sion to any system of sharing the land conquered or occupied.^

If anything of the kind had existed, it is hardly possible that it

should have escaped all mention.

What, however, is still more to the purpose, is that there is

no mention in the much later Laiiis of Manv, of anything like a

joint-village or an area of land held ' in common.' This is the

more remarkable because the joint-inheritance principle is fully

asserted ; and so it would follow that if a father became the owner

of a whole village, and was succeeded, say, by four sons and six

grandsons (representing two other sons deceased), the whole

village would naturally be held by a ' community ' of ten co-

sharers. But the ' village ' as a form of tenure depending on a

co-sharing constitution, such as is now observed in Upper India,

is nowhere mentioned by the author or authors.^ The grdmam.

^ Zimmer once or twice speaks of the ' Dorfgemeinde,' but this is

rather by way of using a current form of speech ; for there is no Vedic

evidence that ' communities ' were formed by ' village ' bodies in any

sense at all, far less as connected with land-owning. In the passage above

quoted from the Kgveda (p. 194, <xn^e), giving the different divisions of the

tribe, we find mention of the Vertvandtschaft =janman. Zimmer (p. 160)

remarks that this is ' evidently ' (deutlich), a village, because the inhabitants

of the village were originally of a single family or kindred. I submit

there is nothing ' evident ' about it ; the statement about the village is

derived from the conventional belief on the subject and is based on no

evidence whatever. All that the term (janman) implies is that there was

a group of connected single families held together by some tie of descent,

so as to be recognised as one of the groups into which a tribe was sub-

divided, possibly having a central residence or fortress. As to commu-
nity of property or of land-holding, nothing of the kind is so much as

hinted at.

~ Although it is again and again represented by our books that the

' village community,' meaning one with a collective ownership, was known
to Manu. I have more than once gone carefully over the latest and best

translation (Dr. G. Blihler's) without being able to discover the smallest

trace of any such allusion. M. de Laveleye's statement {Propriete

primitive, p. 66), that ' the mention of the " communautes " in Manu did

not suffice to enlighten the Enghsh lawyers ' as to the joint-village, is

perhaps thus explainable ! The fact is that until 1795 (when the Benares

province was to be settled) English administrators had no opportunity of

coming across any jointly owned villages at all ; and the significance and
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or village, is referred to ; and, as it must have then been a well-

known, if not already ancient, institution, it is perhaps not to

be expected that any description should be given. The code

contemplates the king as receiving his revenue-share in kind

from each village ; and there are district officers in several grades

having jurisdiction over ten or twenty, or one hundred, villages
;

and there is the jDlan of granting to such officers an assignment

of the land-revenue share on one or two or more ' ploughs ' as

an official remuneration. The village thus referred to is that

which corresponds to our raiyatwdn form, with its hereditary

chief or headman ; the latter, as I have remarked,* being the

characteristic feature in which the joint-village is naturally

wanting. Moreover, we shall see presently that the Mdnava
idea of right in land is apparently confined to a primitive and

natural one based on the feeling that labour expended on the

first clearing of the virgin waste gives a claim to the continued

enjoyment of the ' lot
'

; and this comports rather with the

raii/atwdri idea of village holdings. Nothing is said of the

ownership of a whole village in shares, or of the general lord-

ship of a whole village being granted by the king. Possibly

the time had not yet come when such grants (to cadets of the

Koyal house, or to persons deserving of a reward) were common.
More probably, to my mind, in the author's time, such grantees

or other over-lords were not yet regarded as owners of the soil, or

their heirs as forming a body of village co-proprietors ; they

were still merely the assignees of the royal revenue and per-

quisites— ' lords of the manor' and nothing more; in other words,

the position of the superior family had not yet developed into

that of a ' village community,' with an acknowledged ownersliiiy

in the soil in any shape, but was an over-lonl right not regarded

as in itself inconsistent with the still subsistiug, permanent,

and original, right of the village-cultivators as clearers of the

soil.

As regards a general idea of title to the soil, or property in

land, I am not aware of any direct declaration on the subject

earlier than the mention of it in the Lams of Many ; and this.

peculiar nature of them was not realised till 1803-1820, when the adminis-

tration extended to the North-West Provinces, tlie home of this form of

village. ^ Ante, p. 10.
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ao-ain, appears to be consistent with very early tribal ideas in

India. ^ We do not, of course, expect to meet in Sanskrit

literature with any juristic analysis of ownership, or of the

theory of ' possession,' or a 'just title,' or of the nature of the

riffhts and enjoyments which cluster round ownership
; these

are refinements of Western jurisprudence. But the writer in

the ' Laws ' plainly refers, not to his own ideas, but to what he

understands to be the ancient opinion, when he says that ' sages

who know the past call this earth (ijrtJiivi) even the wife of

Prthu ;
they declare a field to belong to him who cut away the

wood, or who cleared and tilled it, and a deer to him who owned

the arrow which first struck it.' ^ Certain attributes of ' private

1 Colonel Tod, for example, records the saying of the soil cultivator in

the ancient State of Mewar, that he had so close a connection with the

soil that he was like the ahhfd dhUbd—the dkuo grass that could not be

eradicated ; and he asserted his right in the oft-repeated sajdng—

Bhogrd dhan-i-Bdj hu

Bhumrd dlian-i-mdjh liu.

' The Eevenue share {hhog) is the king's property [or wealth = dliari] ; the

soil is my property.'—Tod, i. 424.

Something of the same idea is perhaps expressed by the Kashmir

proverb (right acquired by labour and skill bestowed), ' Yiis 'karihgonglu

sui Mrih hrdc/—' He who has ploughed the land shall reap the crop,' a

ride, alas I for centuries overridden by despotic rulers in that valley. (See

Walter Lawrence's Kashmir, or his shorter and charming paper in Journal

Soc, Arts, April 1896, xliv. 491.)

- Laws, chapter ix. v. 44. The Glossary of Kulluhl Bhattd explains

' eradicating the stumps ' by the addition ' who cleared and tilled the

land.' The text is :—

Prthor-ajylmam xirthivlm hhdrydm purvd vidoviduh

Sthdn-ucched asya heddramdliuh calyavatomrigam,'

where Jceddram is a field or cultivated land in general.

I observe that in one of the reprints in Professor Ashley's series of

Economic Classics, Eichard Jones, in his Essay on Bents (App. vi.)

falls upon this passage and ridicules Colonel Tod for applymg it to

Mewar {ut supra. Tod, i. 424), or taking it as a declaration of fact when it

is 'mere allegory.' But Jones (writing before 1830) had very little in-

formation, even at Haileybury, about Indian tenures, and he was com-

pletely taken up with the idea that land had at all times been regarded

as State property in India ; so this assertion of private right was a

stiunblin^^-block to him. It may be well, therefore, to mention that the

passage in Manu is quite reUable. It occurs, it is true, casuaUy, in con-
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ownership,' as we should say, are also alluded to—for example,

the sale of land by a formal process ; and an imprecation is

denounced on one man who should wrongfully sow seed in the

field of another
; rules for settling boundaries are given, and

the fencing of fields is alluded to.^

There is no reason to su^^pose that in the time (whatever the

true date may be) represented by the Laws of Mann, the claim

of the king to be owner of all land was as yet asserted. Nothino-

of the kind is mentioned in the Code or in any other ancient

text. But the fact of the king having a share in the produce

naturally put him in a position to exercise a degree of control,

the limits of which, in fact, depended on his own sense of what

nection with an argument about the right to a child begotten on a woman
by a man other than her husband ; and the writer, no doubt, merely
introduces his statement about land as an illustration or argument from
analogy. But the whole point of his case would obviously be lost if the

illustration itself were not a statement of fact, and one which his readers

would recognise as such. There is nothing whatever metaphorical or

fanciful about the text ; it is a plain statement of a principle of ownership
and obviously the ancient commentator also treats it as such. It is con-

sistent with all we know, in other ways, of early Indian land-owning ; it

is consistent with everything else that Manu says about the subject.

There is, of course, no regular chapter or formal section on land-ownership
in Manu ; such a thing could not be looked for.

' The right by ' first clearing ' appears in various guises in India.

Indeed, in early times, when cultivators were scarce in proportion to

the arable land, any reasonable ruler must have discovered the import-

ance of fostering and extending cultivation and attaching the cultivators

to their holdings. The same principle (right of the first clearer),

Colonel Vans Kennedy informs us, is admitted by all the Muhammadan
jurists (see, for example, the Hiddyd, written about a.d. 1152, Hamilton's
Translation, 4 vols. 1791, book xlv. ; referred to in iv. S. B. I. i. 229).

Even at the present day nothing is commoner in Northern India than
to hear tenants claim occupancy rights on the ground that they are

hiddmdr, or took part in the hutd-shigdfi, as the popular phrase is

—

i.e. in

clearing the jungle. Here, fi:om the general growth of over-lord claims,

the cultivators are very often in the tenant class, but the sense of

permanent right on the basis of first preparation of the soil is the same.
It will also be observed that in places where the periodic redistribu-

tion of allotments was customary, it always ceased to apply, or never
applied in the locality at all, where the holdings were irrigated, or were
made culturable by some exceptional expenditure of labour or capital on
the part of the holder.
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was right. It is not surprising that, as a matter of history, the

claims of the Kaja, or the State-right, if we prefer so to call it,

soon became consolidated and intelligible. We have seen how

the Mewar Rajas spoke of their A71, dan, Mn ; and it became a

recognised attribute of the ruling power that, as a matter of

custom, it had the combined right to the share of the produce,

the right to the waste, and the right to tolls and transit dues.

This aggregate of rights was from early Muhammadan times

spoken of as the Zamlnddrl. Later on in history, when the

continued invasions and local wars brought about a frequent

succession of new conquering princes and marauding chiefs, and

.

when, at the break up of the Mughal Empire, the deputies over

the great provinces assumed independence, the temptation to

increase the share demanded from the husbandmen, and to

enlarge the pretensions of the ruler generally, was irresistible.

The old State-right, or ' Zamindari,' was magnified into a general

superior ownership of the entire domain.^ This natural preten-

sion of conquering princes received a further impulse from the

Moslem invaders, who not only had all the ideas of superiority

natural to conquerors, but added to them the religious zeal which

supposed that the faithful w^ere the natural ' inheritors ' of the

wealth of infidels. All over India, the rulers, whether Moslem

or Rajput, had thus no lack either of motive or opportunity for

establishing their virtual ownership of the soil of their territory.

But in practice, it is only just to remember, the better class of

even foreign conquerors never conceived of their rights as

^ The earliest notice I can find is about 312 B.C., where Megasthenes

is describing a land tribute as well as the land-revenue share, which

Chandragupta, King of Magadha, made the people pay because ' all India

is the property of the Crown and no private person is permitted to own

land.' This may have been merely an erroneous inference fi:om the

particular local obligation to pay ' land tribute.' And Chandragupta was

a conqueror of alien race. Lassen (ii. 726) also remarks that Megasthenes

was in error. This must certainly be held to be the case as regards any

general assertion of the Eaja's right in land at so early a date. It was at

a much later time, possibly when the Buddhistic princes had been gene-

rally defeated, that the Brahmanic writers invented the story of Parasu

Rama having conquered the whole earth and presented it to the Sage

Kasyapa {i.e. to the Brahmans), who allowed the Kshatriya ruling chiefs

to manage it for them.
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necessarily antagonistic to the concurrent, hereditary, permanent

,

and long-established right of the older cultivators of the soil.^

Whatever may have been the precise date to which the right

of the State to be considered superior owner of the soil may be

carried back, it is certain that no ancient Hindu authority can

be quoted for it ; nor is it consistent with the genuine principles

of the Muhammadan law. On the other hand, by the beginning

of the eighteenth century, and in some cases of conquest long

before that, all the rulers of the Muhammadan States, and all the

local Rajas who were conquerors and mostly foreigners, were found

cle facto to claim the superior ownership of every acre of their

dominions. And this right is asserted by the Native States to

the present day.

It is often stated in books that ' the Hindu law ' recognises

the State ownership of the land ; but it will invariably be found

that the only authority for this is an implied, and occasionally

an express, reference to what the author apparently did not know
to be a purely modern Hindu law digest known as Jagannatha's.^

The compiler of this work, who collects and comments on really

^ The feeling in favour of the protection of the husbandman seems to

have been noticed in early times. It is reflected in the Statement of

Megasthenes as epitomised by Diodoriis (McCrindle's Megastlienes, &c.,

p. 41), that husbandmen were exempted from fighting and ' devote their

whole time to tillage ; nor would an enemy coming upon a husbandman
at work on his land do him any harm.' And again (p. 33) :

' Among
the Indians ... by whom husbandmen are regarded as a class that is

sacred and inviolable, the tillers of the soil, even when battle is raging in

their neighbourhood, are undisturbed by any sense of danger.' He adds

also that the land is not ravaged with fire nor the trees cut down.

The fact is that all settled rulers, not mere marauders under the neces-

sity of plundering while they could, have recognised that security to the

cultivator means in the long run the best revenue. Even the Marathas
did not altogether forget this. The harshness of native rule is usually

inferred from the heavy revenue demand, of the excessive share of the

produce ; but it is forgotten that the demand was not enforced except in

the most elastic manner, and that pressure was relaxed at once m a bad
season. The Euro23ean principle is a low rent and punctual, inexorable,

payment. The Oriental rule is the largest possible claim and only take

what you can for the season.

^ The Digest of Pandit JaganndtJia Tar'kapahcdnana, translated by
H. T. Colebrooke, 3 vols. (Calcutta, reprinted London 1801). The work

P
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ancient texts sometimes with great skill, is, in this matter of

asserting State ownership, reduced to writing some remarks of

his own, while he does not attempt to quote a single ancient text in

support of them. He was probably aware of the fact that the

soil in Bengal and other States had, at the date of his writing,

long been de facto subject to the claim of the State ; and, although

he had no authorities to give in support of such a claim, he thought

it necessary to conform his opinion to the actually existing

practice.^

When once the Raja attained to a superior lordship of

the whole soil, all grantees and others deriving their title

from him would naturally have their pretensions enlarged ; and

these they could the more easily realise, because they were in

closer managing connection with the land than the Raja at his

capital, acting only through his officials, could ever be. Hence

we soon find the ancient * right by first-clearing ' in many cases

put aside or overshadowed by a new claim of conquering tribes-

men, or adventurous settlers and grantees, who spoke of their

conquest right or over-lordship as their wcirisi or mlrdsl right or

as their wirdsat} There is frequently good reason to desire

was compiled towards the end of the last century at the suggestion of

Sir W. Jones.

1 He attempts to get out of the difficulty (i. 460) by alluding to the

myth of Parasu Eama and his gift, and saying that the land became the

' protective property ' (whatever that may be), successively held by ' power-

ful conquerors ' and not by ' subjects cultivating the soil.' The compiler

allows that the ' subject ' acquires an ' annual property '
(!) on payment of

the land revenue, and that the king may not give the land to anyone else

for that year. He seems to think that, miless there is a special agreement

otherwise, the king mmj turn out any owner from a field if anyone else

offers to pay him a higher revenue. The whole passage is, however, so

vague that it is hopeless to extract any reasonable meaning.
^ All being connected with the Arabic wirs, wirsa = inheritance. It

is curious to notice how these Arabic terms have become general.

Among the Panjab frontier tribes, of course, the use of the term winlsat

lor right in the soil is natural because the tribes are Moslem. But in the

Dakhan and Southern India inlrdsi became everywhere used for the

landlord or superior right in or over a village. The term came in with

the Land Settlements and careful assessments of Malik Aiiibar and other

ministers under the Muhammadan kings of the Dakhan. It was the policy

of these kings to confirm or resuscitate the families that had obtained over-
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some eupliemistic term to account for the successful acquisition

of a village or other estate ; and when the title has actually

descended to later generations, it is spoken of proudly as ' the

inheritance.' It will invariably be found that, wherever we have

this term applied, it is always in connection either with some

originally over-lord right (which has in time ripened into a pro-

prietorship in the hands of a joint body of heirs), or with some

special privileged ownership or permanent superior title. The

clans who were agriculturists as well as conquerors, like the Jats,

do not use the term so much
;
perhaps because they combine

in themselves both the right resulting from first establishment of

cultivation and also the right of conquest or successful acquisition.

Moreover, a large number of existing Jat communities were

peaceable settlers.

There is one aspect of the changes resulting from Aryan

over-lordship which is worthy of special remark. This is true

not only of Aryan clans but equally of the Muhammadans,

Marathas, Sikhs, and sometimes Jats. I allude to the fact that

wherever some royal grant has issued, or some other special

interest in land has been created or assumed by conquest, we

are not unfrequently presented with the spectacle of a series of

lord rights in the villages of their dominions, and make the Revenue

Settlement with them for the whole village. ^Vhenever a man speaks of

land as his mirds, he means that he has a superior sort of right as being

descended from one of the old over-lord famihes, or as having purchased

such a title in past days. But as the Revenue Admmistration of the

Mughal emperors and also of the Muhammadan kings of the Dakhan

was the only business-like, tolerably systematic administration known, its

principles were generally copied ; and the Perso-Arabic terms employed

became generally diffused even ia Maratha and Hindu States.

The only place where I have seen wdrisl adopted by Hmdus and used

of a secondary kind of right, is in the hills of Kangra and Simla, where

the Rajas were themselves the superior owners, but where they respected

the permanent, hereditary, and, to a limited extent, alienable right of the

land-holders, and called it ludrisi. Here perhaps the meaning is that the

holding is lieredifaiy, just as the modified form maurusi is applied to

what we should call the ' occupancy tenant ' classes. This seems the

more likely because in the level (outer) Talukfis of Kangrti, where regular

villages were formed, the title of the proprietary families is described by

the term mc7?^A-7, or o\vnership, not as ivdrisl. See JjyaM, Kd7igrd S.B.

§ 17, p. 20 ; and Barnes, S. B. Kdngrd, § 133 ff.

p 2
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rights or interests superimposed one on the other. In parts of

the Panjab, for instance, we may find villages with three such

interests. There is an original body—possibly once independent

settlers and first-clearers of the soil. They have now so com-

pletely acquiesced in the ' tenant ' rank that there is no further

question of any possible change. Over them will be found the

general co-sharing body, who represent the ' proprietary ' interest

in the village ; only, in the cases alluded to, they are not quite

free, they are called adnd malih, or owners in the second degree

;

for over them another co-sharing family has obtained the over-

lord position as ^ald mdlih, or superior proprietors. Now, under

the regime of British law, all these interests have been preserved

and defiued, and stopped from going any further ; so that in all

probability the adnd mdlih are the virtual owners, and the

superiors are only entitled to some fees or rent-charges, or to

have the benefit of the waste, &c. But had things gone on

without interference, the time would probably have come when

the ' actual proprietors ' would have also been completely reduced

to the grade of tenant, and the ' superiors ' would have claimed

the entire landlord-right. The same sort of thing is often

seen in the greater landlord estates, where every shade of

right, from a mere claim to a nominal manorial due or fee

up to a complete managing right over the land, can be

observed.

Even at the risk of seeming to wander away from my
direct subject, I may pause to explain how it was that these

complicated rights could be in practice given effect to, and how
they could exist together without interminable confusion. They

grew up under a social stage in which an extremely vague notion

prevailed as to ownership in the soil, although a feeling of ' right,'

in some sense, existed, and the utmost attachment to an old family

location was evinced. Up till quite late historical times, the

most complicated interests would be dealt with in terms of

sharing the actual produce. The old Oudh kingdoms afford a

good illustration. And in the case of Gonda we have once more

the benefit of an exceptionally good account by Mr. W. C.

Benett.^ ' The produce,' he writes, ' is the common property of

1 Gondd S. E. p. 48.
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every class in the agricultural community from the Raja to the

slave. No one is absolute owner any more than the others ; but

each has his permanent and definite interest.' ^ And again :

' The basis of the whole society is the grain-heap, in which each

constituent rank had its definite interest. There is as yet no

trace of private property, whether individual or communal ; the

rights which bear the nearest resemblance to it being the essen-

tially State-rights of the Raja.' ^ I have quoted the words as

they stand ; but they must be understood in connection with

the context and all that is further said about the independent

hereditary right to the separate family holdings. The words

do not really imply that there was any ignoring of a specific

interest of each holder in his hereditary land. What is meant
is that no one conceived of his hereditary right as setting up an

exclusive title to the enjoyment of the whole of the produce of

the land tilled. It comes to this, that a claim to a certain share

of the produce is the tangible element and apparent symbol of

right rather than any theory of soil ownership, whether individual

or collective. It will not be supposed, e.g., that all the grain

from all holdings was thrown into one common heap, and that,

after first deducting the dues of the headman, the watch-

man, the jpatiudri, the carpenter and so forth, the rest was formed

into two heaps, of which the Raja took one and the rest was
equally allotted among the cultivators—share and share alike.

Every holding collected its own grain-produce, and after setting

apart the share of village ofiicers and artisans, and then the

Raja"s share, the rest went entirely to the several land-holders.

The cultivating holder's share was not, therefore, in any way in-

dependent of the extent and advantages of the particular holding

or the amount of labour and skill expended on it.

^ It is interesting to notice that in Basti, a district once forming part

of Oudh, where the grain distribution was found still in full force, the

grain heap is actually spoken of as 'jpancon-mdl (= the property of five :

i.e. that in which an indeterminate number of people have an interest).

See Hooper's Basil 8. B. 1891, p. 39, where there are curious details

about the grain division.

"^ Referring to the fact that around the Ruja's right to his share in the

produce there clustered a number of other rights which were recognised

and had the character of permanent property at a very early stage, see

p. 208, cmte.
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From quite another part of tlie country I may quote an actual

instance which came under my notice judicially, and which

shows how complicated interests can be settled in terms of

sharing the produce—interests which would be the despair of

the jurist attempting to define them scientifically, in terms

of landed right. The case occurred in a village near the

Jihlam River, North Panjab. There was first an old cultivating

group—possibly representing the original clearers and settlers,

who may once have had independent rights. But long ago

another superior-caste family (whether by a Raja's grant or by

some forgotten act of conquest or usurpatioQ, it is now impos-

sible to say) had acquired the ownership and formed the village

community as a co-sharing body ; they claimed the whole

estate, and the first group were unmistakeably their tenants

with whatever privileges. So far we have the ordinary type

of a joint- or landlord-village—in this instance apparently

grown up over an earlier cultivating group. But in Sikh times

some enterprising person with the necessary capital observed

that, if a canal-cut were made in the alluvial soil, from the river,

it would bring water to the village and greatly enhance the

productiveness of the land as well as render it secure against

failure of wells or of the monsoon rains. This person applied

to the local governor and obtained a grant to carry out his work,

he being given an assignment of a portion of the Government

revenue share. As the work largely increased the harvest out-

turn, no one felt the charge very much ; the extra share was, in

fact, paid without diminishing the Government heap from what

it had been before. But the capitalist had thus acquired a per-

manent interest of some kind in the entire village. But there

was yet another interest : it happened that a shrine of some

sanctity existed within the village area ; and some religious

mendicant or other similar applicant besought another assign-

ment of produce to enable him to provide for the up-keep of the

shrine and worship thereat. His request was granted, and thus

another permanent interest—called a mu^dfi—was grafted on the

village estate. Practically the whole of these various interests

were provided for by dividing the grain heap. Before the

canal-maker came the produce was divided between the owners,

the cultivators, and the Sikh governor. When the canal grant
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was made, and later on the mu'dfJ, do not suppose that the

grantees would simply get a part of the share which the governor's

officers were carting away. The grantees were both of them

regarded as having some kind of permanent interest in the whole

village ; and both of them would go to the official headman, and

the grain shares of all would be adjusted by bargain and com-

promise. Doubtless, if things had continued as they were, under

Sikh administration, one or other of the 'over-lords,' as I may
call them, would have got the upper hand, and made all the rest

his ' tenants ' ; but the British rule came, crystallising the rights

into recorded forms, and preventing further aggressions and

decays and changes, and all the four interests of tenant, joint-

owner, canal-grantee, and religious-grantee, became stereotyped

and defined as best they might.

One other instance I will quote from the Kangra Hills, where

we have already noticed the assumption of soil ownership by the

Rajas and the consequent position of the actual land-holders as

what we may call ' Crown-tenants.' Such land- holders often

have tenants, some of a permanent character called opdhu, under

them ; the oiJdlvu, in fact, probably represent an older stratum

of cultivating right, and belong to families over whom, in some

cases, the wdrisi was established. This gradation of right from

the Raja to the cultivating tenant is, as usual, expressed in terms

of a division of the produce. The ojJdhu tenant accordingly de-

scribes his position thus :
' My superior, the wdris, is the owner

(mdliJc) of the lord's share or first half of the grain (sat), and he

has the {thihd) duty of paying the Raja's revenue ; I am owner

of the cultivating holder's share (Irat) or remaining half, as well

as of the (Msht) business of cultivation.' ^ ' Ownership ' is not

in the soil, but in the shares of the produce, and in the ' business
'

of cultivation or of paying the revenue.

Section IV.

—

The ' Indo-Scythic ' or Northern Tribes :

THE Mussulmans

Long after the Aryan kingdoms had been founded, other

tribes, as we have seen, from time to time followed the steps of the

first invaders, and established themselves sometimes as rulers,

^ Lyall's Kangra S. B. p. 62.
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sometimes as colonists, in Upper India. The most important

of these races, from an agricultural point of view, are the Jats and

Gujars. They, too, are among the most prominent of the

founders of villages and of villages in the joint-form.

It is not surprising, then, what with Eajput clans, Jats,

Gujars, and other more or less closely connected races, all of

whom had pretensions to superiority, and many of whom had

the most complete tribal organisation, there should be varieties

of joint-villages, whether tribal, ' democratic,' or held by the joint

descendants of ' aristocratic ' founders, as the prevailing tenure

from the Indus to Benares.

The Jat and Gujar are especially largely represented, by

original village foundations over extensive tracts, in the

Panjab. The Gujar were more pastoral, and perhaps for a long

time continued to feed their cattle in the great prairie and

jungle areas of the Panjab Doabs before they took to settled

agriculture. We find the Jat village settlements to be among

the most strongly constituted; often there is a considerable

clan feeling, and not unfrequently much pride of descent from

some noted ancestor, to be found among them; and there is

always a co-sharing or joint-claim to the whole village area.

Sometimes we find Jat settlements on areas much larger than

the ' normal ' village. As a matter of fact, it is highly probable

that the Jat villages represent both the clan settlements or

settlement of 'democratic' colonising groups, and also the

estates of dignified leaders or chiefs, very likely of half Rajput

origin, whose descendants form the existing communities.

The internal constitution of the Jat and other tribal villages

is, in fact, very much the same as that of the Rajput. But I am

rather inclined to believe that the true hhaidchdrd, or method of

equally-valuated holdings, is a Jat, or at least not a Rajput,

principle. I could not, however, say this with any confidence

;

and in the sequel we can without difficulty describe the dif-

ferent kinds of joint-village without separating Rajput from Jat

or other owners. Whatever religion these Northern races may

originally have had, they are now either nominally Hindu or

Mussulman ; except, indeed, where some of the finest clans have

swelled the ranks of the Sikh confederacy. It may be conveni-

ently here mentioned, that while the tribes are nominally Hindu
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or Mussulman, they have, in the Panjab at any rate, adhered to

a customary law of their own. Their rules of inheritance, their

customs of adoption and other kindred matters, differ consider-

ably from the Hindu law of the text-books ; nevertheless, the

customs are such as tend to keep up the idea of the joint-family

^rojperty ; and hence it is that their forms of joint-village are so

similar. In fact, Jat custom recognises the 'joint-family'

quite as strongly as the Hindu law does, though in a less

elaborate form. There are many great and lesser clans of Jats

whose custom is not entirely uniform ; but all agree in the feel-

ing that ancestral land belongs to the whole family. I cannot

venture on a detailed examination of the customary rules ;
^ but

I may mention that the idea of joint-right to ancestral land is

indicated by the customary limitation of the ' house-father's

'

power of alienating it. Concurrently with this, the power of

defeating the expectation of collateral agnates, in the case of a son-

less owner of land, by making an ' adoption,' is much restricted.

The succession is strictly agnatic, and females take no share.^

There is one subject, however, which I have hitherto

purposely kept in the background in order that it might not

seem to complicate the discussion of the really important

elements of joint-village origin, the Aryan and the Jat custom.

I refer to the Moslem conquests and to the effect they may have

had on village tenures and on ideas of land-holding generally.

The strange thing is that they had so little direct effect. Their

dominion, of course, introduced many grantees and other

superior holders of estates, whose descendants remain to this

day. It was to the Mughal supremacy that the country

owed the introduction of something like a regular system of

^ Nor is this necessary after the work of Mr. C. L. Tnpper, who has

collected in his Panjab Customary Law a number of the tribal codes,

to which he has prefixed valuable introductory essays. Still more

recently, a small but excellent book, giving the judicially decided

points of customary law as far as they relate to ancestral land, has been

brought out at Lahore by Mr. Justice Koe and Mr. H. A. B. Eattigan

{Tribal Laiu in the Panjab. Lahore : Civil and Military Gazette Press,

1896). This also contains a good prehminary essay on the subject of the

customary law in general. (See Asiatic Quart. Bev. July 1896.)

- The widow is allowed to retain land, on a life tenure only, as repre-

senting her husband, when there are no sons.
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land-revenue administration ; and with tliat system a number of

new and sometimes convenient terms for tenures and other

matters connected with land-holding became current. But the

very fact that a conquest, or rather series of conquests, which

occupies such a prominent place in Indian history, and which

developed the land-administration so extensively, should have

had so little effect on the land-holdings, at least in the villages,

is in itself somewhat remarkable, and makes it all the more

necessary to explain wh}^ it was so.

The chief features of the Moslem conquest are easily

remembered. We may pass by the Arab invasion of the eighth

century of our era, which only affected a part of Sindh and the

immediate neighbourhood. As far as India is concerned, we

have first the series of Pathan dominations, and then the Mughal.

The Pathan period commenced with mere raids or plundering

expeditions. Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni was in fact a knight-

errant, actuated partly by religious zeal, partly by love of

adventure and plunder. For more than a century the princes

of his House had no wider dominion in India than the Panjab,

or rather the western part of it. But with the twelfth century

invasions began to have more lasting results under the successful

eiforts of the Ghori kings. From that time successive colonies

of Turki, Pathan, and early Mughal families were introduced

into India ; but they were mostly soldiers, and when they did

settle here and there in agricultural villages, they seem to

have adopted the habits of their neighbours, or observed their

own purely tribal methods of dividing the lands occupied. In

most cases there is little to distinguish their villages from settle-

ments of other adventurous or conquering tribesmen ; but one

series of settlements on the Panjab frontier will furnish us with

interesting material for future consideration.

The chief result of the success of the first or pre-Mughal

emperors (1152-1525 a.d.) was to establish, besides the central

kingdom of Delhi, other independent Muhammadan States in

Upper India, of which Gaur, or Bengal, is perhaps the most

prominent.^ Further south, the Muhammadan kingdoms of the

1 It is curious to observe that the geographical features which

influenced the first Aryan movements also affected the Moslem invasions.

Some of them, taking the Indus Valley line, were directed to Gujarat and
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Dakhan arose out of the disorders at Delhi after the time of

'Alau-d-din Khilji. A successful general (Zafr Klian), in the

usual Indian fashion, set up as an independent prince ; and

though the single kingdom afterwards split up into five, the

period of dominion was not an unhappy one for the country

(a.d. 1489-1688).

The full establishment of the Mughal empire of Northern

India may be dated from the reign of Akbar in 1556. The

Eevenue Settlement of this emperor, effected under the direction

of Raja Todar Mai, has become famous. It will be observed

that though the Settlement was, locally at any rate, accompanied

by something like a survey, or rather a rough chain-measure-

ment of holdings, it had nothing to do with any inquiry into

landed rights, or with securing titles, as the British Revenue

Settlements undertook to do. It propounded no State policy or

new theory of rights in land. It settled the amount of revenue,

with reference to the crop and kind of soil : the amount was

collected village by village, and there was no tendency to

interfere with the existing tenures, either by definition or

modification. Akbar's dominion was extended southward to

Ajmer and to the northern part of Bombay known as Gujarat

;

but the Muhammadan kingdoms of the Dakhan beyond were not

interfered with till the evil genius of Aurangzeb, in the latter

part of the seventeenth century, moved him to seek their destruc-

tion—and his own. The Maratha power, in fact, rose upon the

ruins of both, and would have probably removed every vestige

of Moslem rule south of the Vindhyas if the State of Haidarabad,

which as usual originated in a governorship or dependency of

the empire,^ had not been preserved by the events of the French

and English struggles for supremacy.

From the land-holding point of view, the Mussulman element

in India is represented first by a number of colonies of early

Moslems, the relics of the Pathan empire ; and these had very

the Western Dakhan, the Vindhyan Hills not opposing an advance (p. 43,

ante). The later invasions proceeded from the passes more to the North-

West ; and Upper India — including Bengal— was the chief scene of

their success. ^ATien the Mughals attacked the South, it was by means of

the passes through the Vindhyan barrier, at a comparatively late period.

^ Whence the title the Nizam ( -= Nawilb-Ndzim of Haidarabad.)
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little sympathy with the later arrivals in the train of Humayiin

and his successors. As the result of both empires, but chiefly

the later one, many individual Sayyad and other dignified

Moslem families (some with pretensions to religious sanctity)

rose to local influence and obtained estates or received grants

of villages. Thus we have a number of landlord estates, and

over-lord estates, and some village-communities of Moslem tribes,

as I have already stated. By far the strongest Mussulman

element in the agricultural population consists of tribes and

families already settled—Jat, Gujar, Eajput, and others, who
adopted the Moslem creed. But neither the original Muham-
ma dan invaders (and with them we may for this purpose include

our Panjab frontier tribes) nor the local converts, though often

fiercely religious, had any knowledge of the Muhammadan law

;

nor, indeed, if they had, would they have been likely, as land-

holders, to follow it accuratelv. The Muhammadan law ofinherit-

ance, which is the branch that would most nearly concern

land-holding families and communities, evidently had its origin

among a people whose chief wealth was in camels and merchan-

dise, or even houses in towns ; it is ill adapted for those w^hose

attention is before all things concentrated on their ancestral

land. As a matter of fact, the Moslem land-holding villages and

tribes in Northern India very generally follow what I may
fairly call the general agricultural custom offamily land-holding,^

more or less modified by features derived from the Muhammadan
law—such as allowing shares to daughters (until marriage).

In other words, the joint-family system is observed ; there is an

equal inheritance of all sons and grandsons, &c. (agnates), in

their grade of descent ; the same degree of restriction is placed

on the alienation of ancestral property, and even more objection

is felt to adoption, by a sonless landowner, of anyone who is not

either a near agnate (with consent of the rest) or a resident

son-in-law.^

^ It is only the greater famihes, chiefs, and persons of religious preten-

tions, that attempt to follow the shara\ with its compHcated rules of sharing

and its exclusion of one grade of descent by another, and its allowance of

shares to females. The villagers usually follow their own custom and

imagine that it is ' the Muhammadan law.'

^ The ' resident son-in-law,' Tdidna-ddindd (P.); ghar-jawdi (H.), is
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No wonder, then, that Muhammadan joint-villages are not

very different from Hindu or Sikh villages of the joint type, and

that where they are purely tribal villages their mode of settlement

and sharing the land still assimilate them in class to the ordinary

joint community type.

The indirect influence of the Muhammadan systems of admin-

istration has, however, been not inconsiderable. In the first

place may be mentioned the general introduction of names and

terms connected with land tenures, which have had a gradual

tendency to fix ideas and crystallise forms, although in them-

selves these words and terms rarely imported any new ideas.

The Moslem governments, in fact, everywhere adopted the

customs they found ready, and the old things were called by new
names. For example, the royal rights—to the revenue share,

to the waste land, and to other levies and taxes—were collectively

called the Zammddri ; the royal demesne—itself derived from

the old clan ideas of territorial division—was called Khalsa.

Hereditary rights (of the superior families) were called mirctsi,

but no change was implied in the nature of the right. The

revenue system was simply the old indigenous system, not really

affected byMuhammadan law theories ofthe tax or Jchirdj imposed

on the conquered, though the name is made use of. The change

introduced by Akbar from payment in kind to payment in

money was one which was inevitable ; it was made by Hindu

States as well. Indirectly the change affected village life a good

deal. As long as the old grain-share system lasted, the manage-

ment was necessarily very much what we may call raiyativdri,

and the tenure of the village lands was secure, since the head-

man and the whole body of cultivators managed the business

together ; and the concern of the tax-gatherer was not with the

nature of the holdings nor who held them, but with the quantity

of grain he might (on one or other of the methods of estimating

it in use) successfully demand as tlie generally known total

virtually a form of adoption. A sonless land-owner will take into his

family a child, or a youth, and if he gives satisfaction will marry him to

his daughter on the understanding that he is to succeed as heir to the land.

Sometimes the marriage takes place at once ; oftener the ' son-in-law '

is taken as a child, and the father defers the formal acknowledgment and

betrothal till he sees how the boy will turn out.
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produce of the village. The grain was brought to the village

threshing-floor, and was divided, as we have seen, so much to

the menials and artisans, so much to the king, and the balance

to the cultivator. But the cash revenue not only demanded a

survey and record of holdings, but it led to a calculated total

demand from the village, which had to be realised without

much regard to individual rights. Especially was this the case

when revenue-farming became a general practice. It was out

of this system that the fabric of the Bengal landlords' estates

grew,^ at the expense of the old village constitution; and where

farming went more by single villages, the control of the manager

seemed to convert itself into virtual ownership, with equal

facility—always supposing the decadence of the Central Govern-

ment and the consequent relaxation of detailed local control.

The farmers, once established, left their families to inherit and

to share the village lands among themselves. In the south

country, the system of farming—though adopted by the

Marathas, did not lead to the general establishment of land-

lordships, because it was efficiently, and indeed mercilessly,

controlled by its adopters. But of all the varieties of tenure

that grew up locally, fewest of all are due to the operation of

the Moslem systems of land-administration.

In Madras, the Moslem power was never really established,

except as regards the short-lived dominion of the Mysore

Sultans in the West, and of the Nawabs of the Carnatic (and

Karnul)—dependencies of the Haidarabad State. These in-

secure and tyrannical Governments destroyed much in the case

of individual rights, but created nothing in the way of new
tenures. The occasional joint-villages that have survived, or

that once existed, south ^ of the Vindhyas, do not owe their

origin to Moslem rule.

^ Though it must not be forgotten that the landlords were not all

originally mere Kevenue farmers. A number of local hereditary Hindu
Eajas of the old regime had been subdued and converted into tributaries,

and were regarded by the emperors as the ' Zamindars ' or managers of

their estates. It was very probably the example set by the management
of these territories that suggested the appointment of capitahsts and

others to farm the revenues of large tracts, and so to found landlord-

estates, where there were no hereditary Eajas.
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It may also be said to be one of the indirect effects of

Moslem conquest that Hindu Rajas fled into the hill country,

and there produced the changes that we have mentioned ; also

that Rajput chiefs and Rajas, and sometimes whole clans, were

removed and dispersed, and set upon new adventures, and often

owe their over-lordship in new homes to the encouragement or

the grant of the emperors.

But it will be remembered that the dispersion was almost

as much the result of feuds and internecine quarrels among the

Rajput clans themselves as it was of the imperial victories.

From the end of the twelfth century, the inability of the clans to

unite ensured the defeat of the Tumar, Rahtor, Chauhan, and
other leading Hindu ^DOwers of the day.

One other effect on tenures, though it is a more doubtful

instance, may be stated. The principle that the conquering

ruler became the owner of all land, and that the local cultivators

became only his raiijats, or subject-tenants, may perhaps be

said to have originated with the Muhammadan invaders. At
any rate, the claim received a great impulse from the Moslem
theory that the property of ' infidels ' became the right of the

conqueror. The theory, it is true, was in strict law largely

modified by texts which virtually secured the property of all

who submitted and lived in peace and obedience ; but conquerors

were apt to seize the principle and forget its limitations. It

may be justly said, however, that we have some evidence of

Hindu conquerors adopting the same pretensions before Moslem
times ; and at least it is uncertain whether the Hindu Rajas of

the Hill States, for instance, were influenced by ideas learned

from the Moslems in establishing their claims to the land, which
their successors adopt to this day.

The embarrassment of the British Government on succeeding
to a de facto but not de jure claim to all land, and the existing

theory of State ownership in all Native States, may, on the whole,

be fairly regarded as a legacy of the Moslem conquest.

If I were dealing with the history of the revenue administra-
tion, it would be necessary to take notice of the Maratha
administration, at least in the districts where it was firmly

established. But from the point of view of village-tenures it

requires little or no attention. Whatever effect it had was to
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break down individual rights, and to charge with imposts tenures

that had before been free. As a rule, the Marathas were far

too keen financiers to allow their revenue-farmers to remain long

enough in possession to establish themselves as owners. That

result happened either when there was no control, or when, as

in the first days of British rule, the position of village co-sharers

was misunderstood. As a matter of fact, the Khot estates in

one or two of the Bombay coast-districts are almost the only

' estates ' that have arisen out of Maratha revenue-farming.
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CHAPTER VI

THE TRIBE AND THE VILLAGE

Section I.

—

Preliminary Observations

A chapter on the relation of the tribe to the village will hardly
need any preliminary justification.

If physical circumstances invite the grouping of cultivators

into more or less compact bodies, and cause them to arrange
their cultivated fields and grazing grounds in a ring fence, it is

also true that there must be something more, which determines
what households shall thus settle or keep together ; if there

are limits other than those of available space in the contem-
plated village, we ask what are the limits of relationship which
determine the several groups ? Next, it is evident that if

we are right in believing that pre-Aryan races had established

villages and permanent cultivation in very ancient times, it is a

necessary conclusion that such settlements took place under
purely and primitively tribal conditions of life. Indeed, as we
reviewed in Chapters IV. and V., the whole series of races

—the TIBETO-BURMAN, KOLARIAN, DrAVIDIAN, ArYAN, LATER
Northern, including our latest arrivals of Moslem tribes on
THE Punjab frontier, continual reference to their tribal con-

dition was made. The evidence, in the case of the earliest

tribes—now long mingled with the general ' Hindu ' or ' Muham-
madan ' population—is naturally scanty. We see, however
certain survivals and remnants, all of which point to the earliest

village settlements having been formed as subdivisions of some
wider clan-area. Indeed, in some cases the clan-territory is much
more definite than the village. The Kolarian villages of

Chutiya-Nagpur, including those of the Santdls, the Dravidian
villages in the same neighbourhood, the Kaiulh villages of Orissa,

Q
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—all are on a tribal basis. When we come to the Aryan and later

tribes, we still have much evidence of tribal life. As might be

expected, however, we soon begin to find a stage of more rapid

progress, and with it inevitable diversity ; we cannot expect to

find that all the villages resulting from Aryan, Jat, and other

later races are connected with the tribe. For one thing, it was

only a limited number of the Aryan clans who never developed

monarchical ideas, and who settled without Eajas or chiefs of

territories. Most others seem to have become monarchical very

readily. It is true that at one time the monarchy itself was

constructed on clan lines. But many kingdoms were ruled by

individual princes, and in them clan institutions tended to

become modified and gradually to disappear. The development

of the Hindu State was, in fact, one great though indirect

cause of a large number of non-tribal villages.

It will be remembered, then, that while tribal-villages are

sufficiently numerous and important to demand a separate

chapter, we shall also have to devote another chapter to an almost

equally large class of non-tribal villages.

Speaking first of the villages connected with clan-settlements

and arising as subdivisions of distinct clan-territories, one thing

strikes us, and that is that the earliest settlers seem to be con-

nected with a form of village in which there is no joint-owner-

ship, but only the aggregation of individual or household

possessions, the title to which is based on the labour expended

in clearing the land and making it fit for the plough. The

later clans, on the other hand, appear always to have some

stronger cohesion, some sense of superiority and conquest,

which produced at least the appearance of collective ownership

in their settlements.

Those who have a strong a priori inclination to believe in

the universal existence of collective-ownership among early

tribes may be disposed to doubt the possibility of the raiyatwdri

or separate-holding village emerging from tribal conditions of

life ; and no doubt the matter will call for our further considera-

tion hereafter. Meanwhile, the fact remains that the raiyatwdri

form of village prevails over the districts occupied by non-Aryan

tribes and clans, and that it was the Aryan and later tribes

—

who may be called ' superior '—that developed villages in the
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joint form. I shall liere be pardoned for repeating tlie warning
that ' the joint form ' does not imply one single principle or

cause of collectivity. The 'jointness' of clan or tribal villages

is something practically distinct from the ' jointness ' of villages

the owners of which are co-heirs and descendants of a single

founder or grantee. And these again are distinct from villages

united by association, or aggregated in some other way—neither

tribal, nor by descent from the individual.

The mention of the raii/ahvdri village as in origin tribal,

and of some of the joint-villages as also tribal, may seem to

produce some kind of cross-classification of villages in general.

But a short table in the footnote will make the matter clear. ^

For. reverting for a moment to our initial distinction between
Tcdyahudri and jomt villages, the real fact is that of joint-

villages only a certain portion are connected with the tribe
;

while of tribally-originating villages, only a portion exhibit

features of joint ownership. The table in the footnote also

enables me to call attention to a distinction which it is desirable

to make in the ' tribal ' section of our joint-village class. It is

easy to understand the fact that, when an area of country is

found to be occupied by a clan or a tribe, that result may have
come about in either of two ways—(1) the whole clan or tribe,

already existing in sufficient numbers, may have conquered or

occupied the site and proceeded to divide it among themselves
;

(2) or the clan may have gradually grown up on the spot, the

first occupation of a considerable area having been by a single

family (with its dependents and followers), and these, havino-

multiplied in the course of many generations, have now formed

Tribal

Raiyatwari village

ongm Joint-viUage,

division.

Non-tribal

origin

/ Joint -village,

1
division.

/[N.B.

—

Modern villages in this form

j

may of course occur apart from
^ any tribal connection.]

1st /'I. Established by clan already

J
formed and numerous.

j
2. Established by clan gradually

growing up on the spot.

Arising out of the jomt inheri-

tance in succession to individual

founder.

Some form of voluntary associa-

tion.

Q 2

2nd / 1.
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a clan, and to some extent retained the clan connection. Some-

times it is not certain whicli of these two things really happened.

But in most cases we shall see that the ' clan-expansion ' areas

have certain features of their own. However that may be, it

is not difficult to discern the marks of a clan-connection which

can be distinguished from that of the mere family ; and where

that is so, we are justified in treating the village, for the

purposes of study at any rate, as in the ' tribal ' class.

Before proceeding further to inquire into the structure of

the tribe, and how this structure affects the possession of land

and the formation of villages, I should like to allude to the

manner in which this question of ' the tribe and the village ' has

been dealt with in some of our more valuable books of reference.

In his excellent volumes on ' Panjab Customary Law,' Mr.

C. L. Tupper has called attention to the difference between the

explanation of origin of the village (regarded as a group of

families with an aggregate land allotment) suggested by M. de

Laveleye and by Sir H. S. Maine respectively.' M. de Laveleye

thought that the tribe or clan, regarded as already grown up

from the single family in which it necessarily originated,

began with a sort of indefinite common ownership of the whole

territory occupied by it. This was probably when the clan was

in a pastoral stage, during which agriculture was only beginning

to be adopted : it then sufficed to apportion the lands destined

to cultivation, in lots that were only temporarily assigned to the

different households. In the course of time the regularly culti-

vated land was more permanently divided into parcels ; but even

in this stage the land is regarded as the ' collective property

'

of the clan, because ' it returns ' to the clan ' from time to time,

so that a new partition may be effected.'
"^

Sir H. S. Maine, on the other hand, considered that the

village groups were either bodies of actual kinsmen, or groups

in which time and circumstances had caused the relationship to

be forgotten, so that ' the merest shadow of consanguinity sur-

vives ' and ' the assemblage of cultivators is held together solely

^ See the dissertation (p. 7) prefixed to vol. ii. of Panjdb Customary

Law.
^ Quoted fi:om Primitive Proxjerty (Trans.), p. 4, as cited by Mr.

Tupper.
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by the land whicli they till in common.' ^ In short, the joint

family begins the process ; and this expands, first into the larger

family—such as the house communion—and finally into the
' village-group.' The remarks already made will have suggested

that there is no occasion to make any choice between these two
opinions or to regard them as in any need of reconciliation.

Both contain a good deal of the truth ; and they are not

opposed, for the simple reason that, perhaps unconsciously, each

writer is describing a different kind or division of the 'joint-

village.' Given the icliole clan settling ready made, as on the

Panjab frontier, or a small family expanding on the same spot

into a clan

—

e.g. the ' cultivating fraternities ' of Jats, which we
shall presently describe in the Mathura district—and still acting

on tribal principles, M. de Laveleye's description is perfectly

correct, except that his idea of ' collective ownership ' may be

somewhat different from that which we may finally prefer to

accept. Given, on the other hand, the joint-village arising out

of the multiplication of kindred of one huLividual founder, and
not on any directly tribal principles, then we have the village as

described in the passage from Sir H. S. Maine. That, I am
convinced, is the real explanation of the difference; and it

will be remembered that both authors were under the unfor-

tunate impression that all villages in India were in essen-

tial features the same ; and they did not think of the broad

and fundamental distinctions, such as the little table in the note

to p. 227 calls to mind.

It will be observed that neither in their suggestions regard-

ing origin, nor, as far as I can discover, in any other connection,

does either of the eminent authors afford any solution to the

question how the divisions of clans, and of families under the

joint constitution, are regulated, or how they originated. The
illustrations which are collected in the sequel bring into

prominence the existence of such divisions; and they are

evidently on a uniform principle.

Where we have the earliest tribes to deal with, it is not

surprising that we have only limited traces of such details, and

that further study is almost impossible. But when we come to

^ Early History of Institutions, pp. 77-82.
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the Aryan, Jat, and other clan-settlements of later times, the

divisions of clan and family are most prominent, and we may
reasonably hope to discover the principle on which they proceed.

We have also to consider what is the connection which the

clan and its divisions have with the land ; how far do they own
it collectively, or individually, or ' own ' it at all ?

Before dealing with these two questions, it will be well to

call attention to the existence of certain territorial divisions

which can be traced in almost all the provinces, and which

indicate the location of clans and tribes. By this means we are

provided with a certain unit area connected with clan life, as a

sort of starting-point from which our further inquiries may
proceed.

1. It is certainly a noticeable feature that in almost all parts

of inhabited India we can trace the existence of distinct terri-

torial areas or jurisdictions, indicating the primary or secondary

divisions of a tract of country occupied by a clan or tribe. As
the feature is equally noticeable in the southern districts, where

the raiyahvdri form of village prevails, the fact, reinforced by

other direct evidence, compels us, as I have already remarked,

to include the raiyatwa/ri village as properly belonging to

the tribal class. Each such separate area seems to mark the

location of a separate clan, possibly itself a section of a larger

tribe. It must be added that the most early clans appear to have

been toter,iistic, or at least to have had distinguishing marks or

insignia.^ The boundaries of these clan-areas were fixed, even

when internal divisions were imperfectly defined ; and respect

for them would always be enforced. Among the Kolarians we
have noticed the imrhcl, or union of villages, probably the earliest

example of tribal areas. It is rarely safe to trust to mere

similarities of sound, but it has been suggested that some old

word (resembling park or pir) may be the origin of the official

^ I have noticed this among the Kolarians and Santals as well as the

Dravidians (pp. 120, 155, ante). Among the Aryans also distinctive banners

and symbols were well known. Possibly some of the ' monograms ' on

old coins may have some connection with the clan symbols. The
Ndghansi famiHes formerly marked the serpent lunette on their seals

;

and the use of the sun, the Hon, the Tiatdr or dagger, fish, &c., employed as

royal or as tribal emblems, is well known.
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pargana division adopted by the Mughal Government.' All over

the South of India we have traces of the ndd/ti (cf. also the

tthcl among the Kandh tribes), which was often a sort of

county'; and in some places there is a clearly surviving

tradition of the purpose of this division. Thus in part of Madras

known anciently as the Tondcdmandcilam we find first a number

of huttam—the name probably indicating the ' fort ' which was

the seat of the territorial chief ; each of these primitive territories

was afterwards reorganised into ndclu^ and each nddu contained

a number of villages (called nattam, i.e. the village site). The

chief of the 7iddu was called NdWidn. In Malabar we have

evidence of how these nddu divisions were governed by the

ndd-kuttam^ or assembly of representative elders out of the

family groups, or tara, of the ruling class, in each nddM ; these

have been already described.^ All over Northern India, again,

we have clear indications of clan-areas, under the names of

taluqa^ Hldqa, and tapjm, or tliapd. Local illustrations of this

peculiarity will occur repeatedly in the sequel. Here my object

is to call attention to the fact that, such divisions being the

natural consequence of tribal-life, they appear all over India and

among all tribes, the oldest and most primitive as well as the latest

and more advanced ; and they have often lasted after the tribal

stage had passed away. For this survival there are two reasons :

first, when the clans themselves adopted the monarchical form of

government, or were conquered by territorial chiefs, these clan-

divisions everywhere became the natural landmarks for defining

the jurisdiction of kingdoms and of chiefships such as those

^ It is curious (see p. 152, ante) that among the Bhil a similar term

—

jjarrali, as Malcolm writes it, is used for the little cluster of separate home-

steads or the hamlet, and not apparently for any larger aggregate of

these hamlets. A somewhat similar term appears again among the

Bniichi tribes (p. 245, _2jos^).

- See p. 170, ante. The word Ttuttam (Wilson's Glossary) means both

an ' assembly ' and also a ' fortified place or group of houses.' So that we
find it applied both to the division of territory protected, so to speak, by

the chief's fort or capital, and also to the assembly of the representatives

of the families in the nddu. Some account of Tondaimandalam will be

given in a subsequent chapter. The first Txuttam division was due to the

Pallava tribes ; that into nddu and also villages was effected by their

successors, the Vellalar colonists.
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of the ]Jdlegdra, who assumed dominion over nddus in the

South.

In many cases (as, e.g., the Panjab frontier and the cultiva-

ting fraternities of the North-West Provinces and the Panjab

plains) the Hldqa or tapi^ci is still occupied by a number
of villages cdl of the same clan, and has been utilised as the

basis of modern surveys and records of rights. We may also

find occasional instances of similar areas which at one time

became a Raja's territory, but which ultimately formed a kind

of clan-estate or community of cultivators composed of the

descendants of the once ruling house whose power had been

broken.^ In nearly all cases it will be found that old clan-

areas, whether or not they became Raja's territories, have

ultimately formed the basis of the administrative and land-

revenue subdivisions of districts ; and that is why the ^ pargana,^

the ' taluqa,' and other such ancient subdivisions are remem-
bered to the present day.

2. But clan-territories clearly indicate the existence of

clans ; and all we can discover of the earliest clans leads us to

believe that they were not unorganised hordes, or collections of

individuals
; they were invariably organised on some principle.

It is evident, in the first place, that every large clan has

certain primary and secondary main divisions, to one or other

of which every existing family belongs. Even in the village

which originates in a single family we may remember to have

noticed divisions called fdtU, thoh, &c., which are in fact groups

based on the same principle as the clan divisions. In either

case distinctive names are attached to these divisions, but not to

any others
; because they represent the first branches, or degrees

of descent, from the founder of the clan, or of the individual

village, as the case may be. And there is something which

makes these main divisions proceed up to a certain point and

then stop ; so that subsequent families belonging to one or other

of the established groups do not again form further groups under

new designations.

It is a matter of principle which, I think, will readily be

' More commonly the individual members, remnants of such houses

have formed separate village estates ; but there are cases of what now
appear as clan-areas of village proprietors, formed in this way.
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accepted, that there is a certain aggregation of descents from

an ancestor or founder which constitutes (up to a known limit

of blood relationship) a ' family ' ; there is a further connection

allowed to subsist between the different ' families '—less direct

than family union, but extending much wider—which is in fact

the lien of the ' minor-clan.' These ties seem to depend on

natural feelings common to human nature, and therefore to be

found in all tribes. The survival of the clan-stage in India is

certainly marked by («) a limited but practical union of the

whole clan settled in one place
; (6) the recognition of a ' wider-

kindred ' forming a ' minor-clan ' or something similar
;

(c) a

' close-kindred ' forming the ' family.' What determines the

limits of these groups ?

We may pass over the fission of a great tribe into separately

named clans. Such a fission must necessarily take place when

numbers increase very greatly. And it is a matter of accident,

and of circumstances of location, whether a generic designation

for the whole tribe is kept up, or whether the several clans

have in fact become separate tribes.

But inside the clan there is almost everywhere observed a

further grouping into what I may call minor-dans or septs.

Perhaps there is more than one such subdivision ; finally, the

last of such acknowledged groups is made up of the single

families or households.

Now let us take, merely for the purpose of comparison and

illustration, such a standard as the Welsh tribe, which has re-

cently been examined by Dr. Seebohm.^ Speaking first of the

grouping of the j^ieople, not of their mode of ownershi}), we find

(1) a close-kindred or group of immediate relations recognised,

and also (2) a ' wider-kindred.' The former answers to the

family, the latter very much to the minor-clan. Outside that,

again, is the general group of the clan, still held together by the

common lien of loyalty to the chief and of obligation to general

^ The opportunity for studying the Welsh tribe was almost unique, for it

happened that shortly after the Conquest the Normans completed exte^ifa^

or surveys for revenue purposes, and these display in several cases the

tribal constitution of the people. These ' extents ' can in turn be com-

pared with statements of the Welsh codes and other documents ; and thus

the conclusions drawn will be tested independently by both authorities.
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service and defence, as well as by certain customs of co-aration

and common pasturage. In Wales the close-kindred was called

a tvele, or gwely ; it consisted of the purely natural group of the

individual clansman, and his father, grandfather, and great-

grandfather ; direct inheritance went no further. And this

group of close-kindred would naturally also suggest a wider

group ; but I will quote Dr. Seebohm's own words. ' The eldest

living ancestor, as chief of the household occupying the principal

homestead or tyddyn, and seated by the ancestral hearth, might

well live to see growing up around it a family-group extending

to great-grandchildren. On the other hand, looking backward

to his own childhood, he might well recollect his own great-

grandfather sitting as head of the household at the same hearth,

just as his great-grandchildren would some day hereafter

remember him. Thus the extreme natural reach of the know-

ledge of the head of the household might cover seven generations.

Finally, if family tradition went back two stages further than

actual memory, thus it would embrace the larger kindred to the

ninth degree of descent.' ^ In fact, the kindred to the seventh

degree came to be a recognised limit of natural direct connec-

tion ; and this was reckoned as the ' wider-kindred,' while for

certain purposes only, in Wales, it was extended to the ninth

degree. Now, whether the precise number of degrees is the

same or not in all cases, the idea of the thing is perfectly

natural. Dr. Seebohm has justly pointed out that in another

tribe, as widely different as that of ancient Israel, exactly the

same thing was recognised. This is apparent from the narrative

in the Book of Numbers regarding the trespass of Achan. The

perpetrator was discovered by casting lots and successively

narrowing down the area of choice : first the whole clan of

Judah^ was taken; then the minor-clan of the Zarhites, the

ancestor of which, Zarah son of Judah, was of course long dead

—

^ Tribal System in Wales, p. 84.

^ We commonly hear of the 'twelve tribes,' perhaps because they

were the great-grandsons of Abraham, and thus on the death of their

father (and all before him) they divided and began afresh ; and as they

were established in a new country, where there were no pre-existing areas

already named after the first generation, each of the twelve began a new

iHKos—a new close-kindred which would expand again in the same way.
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this was the ' wider kindred.' Then the close-kindred or ' house
'

was indicated. And here for the first time an individual name
appears ; Zabdi is mentioned personally as probably the oldest

living, or, at all events, personally remembered, head. He is not

called a son of Zarah ; for all we know there may have been

more than one degree between him and the founder of the whole

minor-clan called ' Zarhite.' Zabdi's son is Carmi, and he is

taken ; and finally Carmi's son Achan, whose own sons are still

children. Zabdi, in fact, is the great-grandfather and head of

the * icele.' A precisely similar state of things is observed in

the account of the selection of Saul son of Kish to be kina^

(1 Samuel x. 21). The tribe or clan of Benjamin comes first;

then the minor-clan of Matrites,and then the family ofwhich Saul

is the adult son. Moreover, from chapter ix. we gather that the

' Matrites ' included seven degrees back to great-grandfather's

great-grandfather—Kish, Abiel, Zeror, Becorath, Aphiah, and

an unnamed ' Benjamite, a mighty man of valour,' probably

Matri himself.

And these are not the only indications we possess of these

features of clan, wide-kindred, and close-kindred, for which I

have claimed universality, and which explain to some extent

the divisions ofthe clan-territories, as well as of some of the village

groups in India. Mr. Hugh E. Seebohm has followed up his

father's inquiries in Wales by an examination of the Greek

tribal system,^ and he shows not only that the same basis of

connection and separation existed in ancient Greece, but he has

also drawn illustrations, with great care, from the ' Laws of

Manu,' as showing the same ideas among the Brahmanic Aryans.

With them, the sacrificial cake and the libation of water being

essential funeral ceremonies in the family, we find the degrees

of kindred measured by the right to offer the one or the other.

The text of the ' Laws '
^ prescribes that the cake is to be

offered to three ancestors and the water to three ; the fourth in

descent is the offerer, and the fifth has no concern with the obla-

tions. That is to say, three ancestors

—

i.e. to the great-grand-

^ On tlie Striictuj'e of Greeh Tribal Society : an Essay (Macmillan,

1895).

^ Chap. ix. 186, compared with v. 60 and iii. 5. See H. E. Seebohm,

02). cit. pp. 51, 52.
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father upwards from the surviving householder who offers the

gift—receive the cake ; and three, upward again

—

i.e. to great-

grandfather's great-grandfather—receive the ivcder libation. So

that the existing householder offers the cake to his deceased

father, grandfather, and great-grandfather. But then the house-

holder may live to see his son, grandson, and great-grandson,

who can also join with him in offering the cake ; so we read in

the fifth chapter that the relation of the sajnnda ceases with the

seventh person ; and it is within this degree also that a man of

the twice-born classes is debarred from marrying a woman of

the family. The water libation degree {samdnodakci) is stated to

extend as far back as there is community of family-name or

recollection of descent. In Wales this was held not to exist

beyond /z/i^A cousins, and that seems practically to have been the,

limit meant by the ' Laws ' in the passage of the sixth chapter,

where the fifth degree is mentioned as relating to the water

offering as well as the cake.^ All are. sajmida who offer to the

same ancestors, so that a large circle of relatives is included

;

while the immediate family extends in each group to the great-

grandfather. This at once suggests the household (oIko?) and

the related kindred {w^'yiGTdci) of the Greeks, or the Welsh

xvele^ and the wider-kindred, and also the Israelite arrangement

of kindred. When in such widely different regions we come

across this same distinction, we are justified in believing it to be

universal and springing out of a feeling common to all early

tribes, and founded in human nature itself.

The same principle of division appears also in the rules re-

garding the marriage relation. It will be remembered that, while

' Mr. Seebohm used Burnell's translation. G. Biihler's is the same.

It is plain that the groups would be moving downwards with the death of

each grade, and. as Mr. Seebohm says, ' at no time would more than four

generations have a share in the same cake offered to the three nearest

ancestors of the head of the family.' The same idea of the three degrees

is emphasised in a text of the Mitdlishard (Vivahdra Midndham, MatriM
XXXII.), as quoted by Ellis in his Memoir on the South Indian villages.

The text speaks of the enjoyment of property by direct ancestral descent,

and the Commentary adds :
'

. . . descent from three direct ancestors,

namely, the father and the rest [grandfather and great-grandfather], is

termed direct ancestral descent. And the reason of this is, as Kdtydyana

says, that memory does not extend beyond this degree.'
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all Indian tribes are endogamous to some extent, so that, for

regular marriage, a Rajput or a Jat always chooses a Rajput or

a Jat and so on, yet also the clans are mostly exogamous, for

a man of one got must choose a wife out of another clan or got.^

Now, it appears that as long as a real, not merely a remote or

traditional, common ancestor is remembered, the man and the

women are not regarded as in groups sufficiently distinct to

intermarry. 2

If we apply these principles of division to the clan, we see

how they explain to a large extent such groups as we observe,

for instance, among the Panjab frontier tribes. We find a whole
trihe (or small nation) occupying a country called generically

its Hldqa. Each da7i is represented by a tapj^d area. And the
clan is again subdivided into large groups, which I may call

incidental, as they are due to the fission j^er stirpes—sons of an
elder wife being distinguished from sons of a younger, or of a

concubine. These sections are called by personal names, and
often have the syllable -zdi added. They are not distinguished

by any generic name
; for convenience I will call them suh-taj^pa.

Within each ' suh-tapjxl ' we find a number of (still large) groups
called khel In some cases the khel itself is subdivided into a

series—viz. into hancU and finally into thai. Within these final

subdivisions come all the existing ' houses ' or ' families.' These
acknowledged divisions seem to me essentially, and allowing
for local and minor variations, to depend on the universal

three grades of original descent. The whole taj^jxl represents

the common great-grandfather of the original family ; the sub-
tappd, his sons, or in some cases grandsons raised to the rank of

^ The Mughal and other IMoslem tribes form an exception to this rule.
- See some good remarks in Ibbetson's Karnal S. B. § 186 ff, and

compare the cases noted in the Rohtah S. R. p. 21. Thus, for example,
in the Eohtak district the Jat minoi -clans—Ahlrni oiBighal, Aiilirm of
Sampla, Birma of Gubhana, Marl of Madhana, and Jiin of Choci—are all

known descendants of four sons of one ancestor ; and they do "not inter-

marry
;
they form minor-clans and not clans, and are not sufficiently

out of the bonds of ' wider kindred.' Compare also the case of the
Nohiuar and Narwar Jats in the MathurR S. R. p. 33. ' Memory,'
it will be remembered, according to the Hindu lawyers, ran to 100 years,
or the three generations spoken of. Custom and law are here at one.
Cf. Laius of Manu, iii. 5.
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sons ;
^ these are the grandfathers of the original series. Then

the Ivhel are their sons—the fathers of the primary group. If

there are lihancli, or a further subdivision of the Wiel, they

represent a new or secondary series of kindred and families,

including all the tribal population existing at the time of

location.^

As the tribal or clan division depends on the grades of descent

in the first or progenitor family, so it will be found that a village

on the famihj basis, also divides itself into primary and second-

ary groups according to the grades of the first founder's family.

Take the case of the joint-village derived from one original

founder or acquirer. As I have already mentioned in Chapter

I., the primary division of a village in the pattiddri form follows

the three degrees, with the fourth as the head of the existing

households. Thus :

—

Founder .... Great-grandfather \ '^ ^
I I

s _^11
I

Patti Patti Patti . . Grandfather

ns Tholi Thoh Father

"TS Tula Tula Son
'

I

A
I

a

I

a, &c., now existing father and sons.

'ft

.2 S

rc5 O
fl

After the tuld, the main divisions (the original ' family
')
go

no further. The sons, grandsons, &c., of the tuldddr (head or

progenitor of the tfdd) are the existing close-kindred ; and only

if they were to move off and found a new estate somewhere else

^ Cf. the case of Ephraim and Manasseh, Genesis xlviii.

- It is exactly the same if we apply the Pathiln names to the Israelite.

The whole tribe or nation is Israel, and its Hldqa Palestine ; but the actual

units are the tajjpd Judah, Benjamin, &c. ; and, in the case above quoted,

the suh-tappd or -zai division is the Zarhites ; the Tchel Zabdi ; and the

Jccmdi Carmi, whose son Achan and his wife and children, beginning a

new series, represent one of the existing households in the handi.
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might we have the elder commencing a new group as founder,

and his sons furnishing the ixdti division, and so on.^

Referring to Chapter I.,^ it will be observed that the same
thing occurs in the bhaidchdra, or equial-sharing fraternity, often

occupying an area much larger than an ordinary village. This

estate is divided into groups as above according to the members
of the original family in three descents. After that, the fifth

and subsequent degrees all take equal shares or lots according

to their actual requirement. In the ancestral-share form {paiti-

dart), the fifth and subsequent degrees still adhere to the proper

fractions according to the law of inheritance. And it is this

difference that marks the two kinds of village.

3. We have now to connect these groups of kindred with

the land on which they are settled. It has already been re-

marked that in tribal settlements ' villages ' are not always
formed. In every case there is the division of the territory

;

sometimes, if the tribe is large, into clan territories and other

large primary allotments. In the case of the raiyativari districts,

we know that clan areas were formed, and these appear divided

further into compact villages, though we cannot explain how.
We have already found reason to include all the later tribes

—

Aryan, Jat, Moslem, &c., as alike forming village groups with a

joint constitution ; and it is certainly true that we can discern a

strong tribal union which has enabled the Land-Revenue Ad-
ministration to treat the villages (or whatever forms anything
like a village) as jointly responsible for the revenue. How,
then, is it possible that tribal custom can comport both with
purely individual (raiyatwari) holdings, and also with such ap-
parently joint-holding customs as the frontier tribes, for example,
exhibit ?

It will be seen from the examples presently given that, in

reality, the joint-holding of these tribal groups is of a limited

and peculiar kind. Indeed, at first sight we might be tempted
to deny the existence of any real common-holding, and so to do
away with the distinction. It is quite true that there is no case

on record in which a whole tribe possesses a large area really

held in common ; nor, indeed, does any considerable section of

1 As to the different local names for the divisions, see p. 31, note.
2 P. 32, ante.
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the clan so hold. Sometimes we find large primary divisions

made on the ground, such as I have above enumerated. In

other cases such divisions do not appear, or have long been

completely forgotten, and the whole area is divided ont directly

into household shares—so many ' ploughlands,' or something of

the kind, to each. In the case of the clan growing up on the

spot from a small initial group, there may or may not be primary

divisions ; if there are, the division was made while the family

was still small ; in any case, all the family holdings are allotted
;

very often they have been added on, one by one, as the numbers

grew. Where, then, it may be asked, does the holding ' in com-

mon ' or jointly come in ? In the first place, the smaller groups

constituting in some sense a large ' family,' often hold jointly

among themselves, being relatives within a certain limit,

acknowledging a rule of joint-inheritance and the institution

which we call ' the joint-family.' And there is in these joint

tribal villages a wider species of union over and above that ; of

it I will speak immediately. These features produce a real

distinction between the raiyatwdri and the later tribal villages

;

and the difference appears to me essentially to depend on the

different constitution of the family as regards its right over the

land held.

Ownership of property does not depend on universal senti-

ments like those which produce the liens of close or wider kindred.

It is true that the sense of right to a thing in virtue of labour,

time, and wealth expended on producing it is, if not a purely

natural, at any rate a very widespread sentiment, and it may be

accompanied or reinforced by a sense, also natural, of right as

member of a tribe, to share with the others what all have to-

gether acquired, and perhaps fought for. But further develop-

ment of custom depends on the conditions of life ; and we see

cases where the land is hardly regarded at all, but the irrigation

water is the real object of customary right, or where rights are

centred in the grain-heap at harvest. Let me once more refer,

for illustration, to the case of the Welsh tribe and its family group,

or u-ele. As long as the head of the group lived, the property in

the homestead, and all other rights, vested in him. Whatever

partition took place was informal and for convenience only : the

various adult members of the family would, indeed, enjoy their
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several homesteads and crofts and their cattle ; but no new
theoretically separate ' properties ' or ^ estates ' were formed till

the final separation after the completion of the course of descent

and the commencement of new ' iveles' ^ It was owing to the

circumstances of the situation that separate land-shares were
not allotted on the ground, and that co-aration and the division

of the harvest was the custom.^ If the Welsh family had been
in the habit of taking and managing a separate holding of the

tribal land, it would have been very like the raiyatwdri family

as it appears in early India.

Sufficient attention is hardly perhaps paid to the fact that

all ' families ' are not, in ancient tribes, constituted on the model
of the Hindu joint-family ; and not only so, but that early Dra-

vidian and other non-Aryan tribes do not, even in India, appear

to have known the joint-family, at any rate before they became
' Hindus.' The early Kandh tribes, to take a definite instance,

show a form of family in which the patria lootestas is complete,

and in which the head of the family is the sole owner during his

life
; there is nothing of that inchoate right of the sons as soon

as born, and of the inability of the father to alienate ancestral

property without consent of the family, and so on, which mark
the ' Hindu family ' not only in the theory of law-books, but in

the actual custom of certain local tribes.^

It appears to me that the joint-family, with its limitation of

the power of the head, who, in fact, only takes the place of a

sort oi'primus inter p)ctres, is a later elaboration—however old in

itself—of a time when, after long settlement and regular govern-

ment, the law has developed and the tribal stage is passing, or

has passed, away. Perhaps the sense of clan-union, which must
long have lingered among the ' twice-born ' classes, found its echo

in this joint-family. Moreover, Hindu law, and the custom ^ of

^ Seebohm, Tribal S^jstem in Wales, pp. 89, 95.

~ Ante, p. 50.

^ Dr. Seebohm notices this distinction. See Tribal System in Wales
p. 95. I venture to think that an examination of the older Sanskrit law-
texts would show that the limitation of the power of the house-father was
much less in early times than it afterwards became, when the joint inheri-

tance law was elaborated, and so much affected the idea of the family
constitution.

^ Ante, p. 210.

R
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the Nforthern conquering and energetic tribes, botk proceed from

people who have much pride of race and strong ideas of rights ' by

inheritance,' and of equally reioresentiiig a noble or heroic ancestor

who was the founder of their fortunes and the object of their wor-

ship. It is quite possible that the absence of joint ownership in

the family marked a condition of tribal society in which no strong

sense of union was evoked by the conditions of life. Probably

the first settlers found but few human enemies to contend with, or

were not subjected to any circumstances that tended to super-

sede the purely patriarchal rule. More it would not be justi-

fiable to say ; but at least it is a geographical fact that the

raiyatwari form of village survives most completely where the

settlement (in any numbers) of Aryan, Jat, Gujar, Moslem, and

other conquering and ' superior ' tribes took effect least. The

joint-village is, in fact, conterminous with the range of Aryan

and later conquests, or with races which have developed the

joint-family. Wherever we find such joint or shared villages,

either surviving or once existing, in the South, it is always in

connection with some explainable circumstances of local over-

lordship, or special colonising privilege.

In thus endeavouring to account for the raiyatwari form of

village as arising under early tribal conditions, I should like to

repeat that it is quite possible that originally the villages may

have been held by subdivisions of clans—real groups of kindred

—and that a feeling of tribal union may have once existed

which now cannot be traced. If we were to take away from a

frontier village in the Panjab the sense of tribal union, the actual

tenure would be hardly distinguishable from the raiyatwari. If

it is true that the head of the non-Aryan family was sole owner

of the holding, the fact would have tended to concentrate and fix

the sentiment of ownership as arising out of the original occupa-

tion and laborious clearing of the soil. It may be added that

this also may help to account for the absence of any idea of

a joint proprietary claim to a certain area of the waste ad-

joining each village. The villages being widely scattered

through a great area of waste generally subject to the clan,

the land not cleared and merely grazed over was regarded as

' common '—merely in the same sense that the air, or the water
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of a river or lake is common.^ The idea of 'property' did not

attach to ' unwrought,' uncleared land. Accordingly, when the

looser tribal government gave way to the rule of a Raja, whether

by conquest or by commendation, it became an easily established

custom for the Raja to dispose of the waste as he pleased. It

is well, too, to remind ourselves that all this is not a mere ques-

tion of theoretic possibility ; it is based on some actual survivals,

which, though local, almost necessarily indicate a more general

custom in early times. It is only necessary to refer to such well-

preserved indications of early village forms as those of the Kandh

tribes, or the Kolarian and Dravidian settlements in Chutiya-

Nagpur. We there have evidence not only of the tribal con-

stitution of agricultural society and of the formation of village-

groups, but also of the absence of collective ownership. There

is no 'joint-family,' there is no co-aration, nor any holding

' in common.' True, there is equal division among the sons

of a deceased owner, but that is not the ' joint-family ' ;
it is

only one feature which perhaps marks the beginning of such an

institution. We have not now much evidence that the families

in the Western or Southern raiyatiudri villages are connected by

clan ties, or that groups of villages of the same clan are found

contiguously.^ It is the different idea of the ' family ' that is

at the root of the distinction between the non-Aryan villages

and those of the later tribes.

But, besides the joint-family, the later tribes also exhibit a

kind of union beyond the circle of the immediate co-sharing

relatives, which in the nature of things we can hardly hope to find

evidence of among the scanty relics of the older Kolarian and

Dravidian tribes that alone survive. All the Northern tribes

as well as the Aryans evidently had a strong sense of general

unity and cohesion ; there was then a feeling that when a

territory was occupied it was the acquisition of the whole body,

so that all were equally entitled to share in it, and that its main-

tenance and defence was the common concern of all. It was

this feeling perhaps, among the frontier tribes, e.g., that causes

^ See ante, pp. 10, 11.

^ It wiU be remembered, however, that this question has not been

studied. On this subject, and on the causes of the miscellaneous nature

of raiyatiudri holdings, see pp. IS, 19.
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the per-carpita principle of sliaring to be so much commoner than

the rule of allotment according to the varying shares of the law

or custom of inheritance. And this sense of equality also doubt-

less led to ready acquiescence in the tribal custom of allotting

the holdings for a term of years only, so that they might be ex-

changed, and each group get its turn at the good or bad—the

more or less advantageous and convenient farms. I do not see

how this feeling can be said to imply a ' common ownership ' in

the face of the always separately assigned holding and the definite

share which is understood to exist. In the same way, the reten-

tion of the waste area undivided is a matter of convenience only,

as I have more than once explained. Whenever any portion of

tribal land that would under ordinary circumstances be divided out

is not so, it is always under exceptional and explainable circum-

stances ; and even then the definite shares are well known. But

the conditions of tribal security also demand that the various

groups and sections shall acknowledge a union for the purposes

of defence, and this includes a joint liability for taxes or other

charges which have to be met. For example, the frontier tribal

villages would find it quite natural to accept the joint liability

for the Government land-revenue, under the North-West Pro-

vincial system ; and it is largely owing to this fact, and to the

consequent adoption, for these villages, of the nomenclature and

forms of record employed by the revenue system in question,

that they have been identified with the 'joint-villages ' of another

kind—those in which the co-sharers are really heirs of one

man.

Section II.

—

Tribal Custom as exhibited in the Panjab

Frontier Districts.

In the frontier districts of the Panjab a number of Pathan

and Biluchl tribes, professing the Muhammadan faith, ^ have

established themselves, and remained more or less undisturbed,

all within known historical times—some within the last

two or three hundred years, others even as late as the last

^ To which they were converts under the various Khrilifs. See Bellew,

The Races of Afghanistan (Calcutta, 1880) ; also D. Ibbetson, Pavjdb

Ethnog. § 390-3 for Pathan, and § 377-9 for Biluchl.
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century. They are all fighting tribes : they found, however,

only a limited opposition from human enemies, and a large part

of the country was virgin soil when they occupied it. The
arable land is mostly dry and open, both hilly and level, but
with no tropical jungle to contend with. Sometimes, but
locally, the soil is fertile ; more often it requires artificial irri-

gation before it is cultivable at all, except in seasons of unusual
rainfall. The tribes are wholly non-monarchical, and if they

have submitted in general to the suzerainty of some neighbouring

State, or some greater local chief has succeeded in making him-
self a territorial ruler, that does not alter their internal consti-

tution. We see clearly the clan, with its greater chief; minor clans,

with their chiefs ; and again smaller groups, each with its own
head. Blocks of land smaller than the Jxhel, and such as we
should call ' villages,' are by no means always found ; among the

Biluchi especially, the family shares are so many portions of

the general (and still considerable) IsJtel territory, and a few

families live together in small hamlets. And in most cases the

smallest group that has a name indicating a recognised sub-

division of a clan seems too large to call a ' village.'

The chiefs, as a rule, have no pretensions to be owners or

even governors of the whole territory, as the Hindu Eajas were.

They had no territorial ' revenue,' only their own share of the

tribal possession ; though it appears that in some cases, at any
rate, a special share of the land was reserved for the superior

chief (or Khdii)} And generally there must have been some
provision for the support of the patriarchal position. Mr.
Ibbetson, in the work cited in a preceding note, has fully gone
into the history of the Pathan and Biluchi tribes. It is only

necessary here to say that the Biluchi tribe is called Tuman,
and its chief Tumdnddr. It is divided into clans (ixira ; cf. the

Kolarian and Dravidian ixiThd), the clan chief being called

Muqaddam. The minor-clans are ijhalll. The clans are all

descended from one ancestor ; and the subdivision or minor-

clan is the ' wider kindred ' from the same head.

The Pathan tribe is said to be more homogeneous than the

Biluchi. The Pathan and the Biluchi, however, both recognise

the custom of hamsdija—the ' neighbour ' (of some other race)

^ See, for instance, the Peshawar S. B. § 5S9.
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taken under the tribal ' shadow ' or protection. Thus the non-

tribal artisans and menials of the hamlets speak of themselves

as belonging to the tribe which protects them. Among the

Biluchi, whole sections of foreign clans have been adopted as

clans of the tribes, under the custom of hamsdya
;

^ but the

custom is not carried to such lengths among the Pathans.

The Pathan tribe usually, but not alwa^'s, has a Ivhdn—the

head of the lUtdn-Miel, or eldest house of the eldest branch
;

and each clan and minor- clan has its malik, or head. 'The

chief,' says Mr. Ibbetson, ' is seldom more than their leader in

war and their agent in dealings with others ; he possesses

influence rather than power, and the real authority rests with

the jirga, a democratic council composed of all the maliJcs.

It is needless to say that all the districts are found to be

divided into Hldqa and tcqjpd—the distinct areas and sub-

areas of each clan and minor-clan.

It is a misfortune that the tribal areas have all come under,

not only the revenue administration of the North-Western

system—which is quite capable of being worked to suit them

admirably—but under its forms of record, and especially

under a vicious nomenclatare entirely unsuited to them, and

invented really for villages of another character. It is simply

misleading to classify the frontier-villages in a mass under such

headings as zaminddri, pcUtidd7-l, or hhaidchdTd, unless of course

where some area has become the property of one man, or of his

'heirs jointly (zaminddrl musMcirlm), or where some portion is

really divided throughout on fractional shares, as among descen-

dants of one original owner (jmitiddri). Bhaidchdrd they all

are, in the sense that they are governed by the ^custom of the

tribal group or brotherhood
'

; but unfortunately the word

hhaidchdrd has got so misused in the Panjab as to have lost

its distinctive meaning.-

An example taken from the Peshawar district will at once

^ See, for example, the cases reported by Ibbetson, § 380.

^ This use or misuse of official terms is the subject of an appendix to

Chapter VIII. I will onlj- here say that any village, no matter of what

form, so long as it is shared on some plan other than the ancestral system,

or is held in severalty, is called hJiaiaclidra, depriving the term of all

meaning except the negative one that it is not ^attiddrt.
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serve to show tlie way in wliicli the chans are divided. The

Ynsufzai country had become the ' heritage ' of four sons of one

Mandanr.^ If we accept the first genealogy, it would be

supposed that these four sons would be the heads of four clans.

But as a matter of tribal arrangement, the clans actually recog-

nised are five, as we perceive from there being five t((ppd, or

clan-territories. No tapjMis called after Manno, the eldest son,

but no less than four of the tapj^cl are allotted to his four grand-

sons (the sons of Utman and Usman), while only one taj)pd is

called after Razr, and that represents not only Razr but also

his two brothers. It is curious that the supposed son Manno
should be effaced entirely by a number of grandsons ; and that

there should be only one clan-area among the remaining three

sons together. I feel sure that the real origin of this was the

different mothers, and the probable disparity of their rank. In

PesJurwar S. B. §§ 199 and 226 ff. The 'tree ' is given thus :—

Mandanr
I

Manno
I

Eazr Khizr

I

I

Mahmud
I

Utman
I

I

I I

four sons
I

Usmiin

J
I I ! J

Utman Sado Kamal Aman
Tajjpail) T.{2) T. {3) T. (4)

I !

four sons
I I

three sons

all in one tapj^a (5)

Another genealogy, which seems much better to justify the actual

territorial allotment to the several branches, is also referred to {S. B. note

to p. 92).

Mandanr

By a regular marriage

! I

Utman Usman
I I

By a slave -girl

I h i I

Eazr Khizr Mahmud and two others

put down as

I I
i I

Utnfan Sado Kamal Arnan
(by 1st (by 2nd j

wife) wife)

Tajjpa Tappd Tapjpd TappCi
'

(1) * (2) ' (3)
•

(4)

Ako, &c. sons sons

sons of Eazr
in the above
table

all in one (5) tajJj^n
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this tribe, too, the custom of imrunai-vesh prevails

—

i.e. that all

the sons of one wife, however many, share with those of another,

who may be fewer, jper stirpes. There is also the possibility

that in some cases the grandson w^as more distinguished in

war or otherwise, and so may have supplanted the father. Thus

the two sons of Utman, besides being separated (owing to the

different mothers), are each given the dignity of a whole tap>2m,

whereas normally they would have shared one between them.

However that may be, the tcqpd divisions actually stand :

—

1. Tappa Utmdnzai )

g^^^^ ^^ ^^^^-^ "l rj.^^^^ ^^^ ^^.^ grandsons
2. „ Sadozm

j
1

^^^ ^^^^ probably sons)
3. „ Amanzfn^ )

^^^^ ^^ ^^^^_^ ^f ^^^^ ^^^^^^
4. „ Kamalzaz

) )

5. „ Bazr Kazr and other sons of founder (together)

Thus the whole Hlaqa is first divided into tap)pd. Next, some

of the tappcl are divided into intermediate areas for which no

distinctive designation is provided ; they are spoken of as

daftar, which means any group of lands in general, but the local

name still ends with -zdi, as if they were ' suh-tappd.' This

intermediate division is due to the separation of the groups of

offspring from different wives

—

e.g. Tappd Kamdlzdi is so divided :

the terms Mishr-rdnizai and Kislir-rdmzdi merely mean ' of

the elder (Mislir) queen (rdnl) ' and ' of the younger or lesser

(Kishr).'

The Bazi' division is a very large one, and is subdivided for

another reason, because it includes several brothers of Razr (or

perhaps they are his sons.) ^

A diagram will make this plain ; it of course has no preten-

sions to represent any geographical fact, or the relative size of

the different divisions ; it is literally a diagram.

The word, or rather termination, -zai is derived from the

Paslitu -zoe and means ' son
'

; while Mel is the Arabic w^ord

meaning ' group ' or ' company.' It is said that these terms

are used ' indifferently for the larger and smaller divisions.' ^

^ These are also marked by the termination -zai. In one case it

appears to be -Ichel, but I am not sure that the personal name was not

Al-oMiel.

^ Tribal Law in the Panjdb (Roe and Rattigan . Lahore 1895), p. 4.
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DL\GRA>MATIC ILLUSTRATION
of the

'ILAQAopMANDANR

J^KZAI

k^
V Daulatzai

Ako-Khel

PM (Razr's two sons jointly")

ta
,,''''

'""^ Malik-zai

p^
(for Qasim Razr's

1^ eldest son)

TAPPA /KAMAL- ^
'^^-

^ ZAI /^ Mani-zai

(Razr's son)

TAPPA
SADO-ZAI

TAPPA
UTMAN~ZAI

J ^ MAHMUB-ZAI^
^^^f (Brother)

^^KHIZR-ZAI
(Brother)

Descendants of UTMAN
" " of USMAN
/' // of RAZR

and his brothers
\

N. B.—Each of the divisions shown above is again divided into Miel

:

e.g. T. Utmanzai is divided into forty-one such, of which four are occu-
pied hyhamsdija (colonies of other tribes).
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But I venture to think that though in practice this may be so

to a considerable extent, there is more properly a difference, and

that -zdi indicates the larger groups from one of the ' sons,' or first

main branches in the table of descent, and Mel the secondary

branches. If that is so, then the Hldqa may be indicated as

the tribal area ; the tcqyj^d marks the greater clan ; the ' sub-

tcqU^d,
' (or territory with the name-termination -zdi) also marks

an intermediate division large enough to be called a sub-

clan ;
^ while Jchel is the still considerable group, the minor-

clan or 'wider-kindred.' For the examples seem to indicate

that the Mel is too large to consist of only the immediate

relatives within seven degrees (or some similar limit) ;
the

sub-sections of the Mel correspond better to the ' close-

kindred.'

As regards sharing the Icmd, the tribal or clan authorities

appear to have effected only the main (or primary and secondary)

allotments of territories and sub-territories. Apparently the

Mel groups arranged themselves as they pleased. But about

this I am doubtful. However the Mels may have been allotted,

it is usually the case that each has a considerable area; and

it depends on circumstances whether there is one village-group,

w^ith its one residence for all its households, or whether separate

hamlets are formed, or both.

In any case, the principal territorial areas were made large

enough to accommodate all the then existing descendants

—

i.e.

to give everyone a share on one or other of two principles, («)

that of counting every head (man, woman, and child), and giving

to each existing household the number of equal shares it con-

tained, without respect to gradation ; or (b) that of regarding

the table of descent, and giving larger or smaller shares,

according to the number and degree of the existing kindred;^

though whether this sharing according to grade is carried out

all through is not so clear.

It very often happens that the individual shares are made

up of separate specimen strips of each kind of soil, scattered

through the whole taiyjxl or daftar of a subdivision group. In

^ And often separated because of the difference of mothers—first wife

and second wife, or perhaps legitimate wife and inferior.

^ Cf. H. E. Seebohm, Tribal Society in Greece, pp. 65, 66.
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tliat case compact areas for further subdivisions of the body are

impossible. The collections of families that cohere from some
general rule of wider-kindred form the Idtel ; and many to/pfas

are at once divided (on the ground) into a corresponding

number of Ivkel areas. As these are large and contain much
waste, when the families expand, new hamlets are started, more
land is broken up, and in time the hamlets grow into independ-

ence
;
and thus a Isjiel splits up into a series of what are more

like ordinary ' mauzaJ In some cases no subordinate divisions

of the land en bloc occur, but the whole tafpCi (or even the

whole ^iluqa) is at once allotted into a great number of

single or household shares. In others, on the contrary, there

are so many sub-sub-divisions (if I may so say) that the

Kevenue authorities are obliged to club several together to get

a manageable unit of assessment and general control.

The materials for illustrating these frontier tribal settle-

ments have been in part collected, and accompanied by interest-

ing remarks, by Mr. C. L. Tupper.^ And there are also some
further Settlement Reports now in print and available for direct

quotation. I shall select typical instances from the frontier

districts of Hazara, Peshawar, Kohat and Bannu, and the more
westerly districts (which also extend further southwards) of

Dera-Istnall-I\lian and Dera-Gliazi-Klian. In none of these do

we find that the definition of small or limited viUage-a^Yeas, as

such, is part of the tribal procedure of location or allotment

;

where they have come to exist, it is under later influences. We
find that procedure essentially confined to the major-groups and
sub-groups; and then attention is paid to the actual unit shares.

Everywhere the people exhibit their sense of the natural aggrega-

tion, up to a certain limit, of kindreds ; they also show the strong

influence of the feeling that the superior right of the clan or clan-

division to the whole area is unquestionable ; and that every mem-
ber of the clan has aright to his due sliare of the territory won by

^ Pavjah Customary Law. Especially in vol. ii. ; and as regards the

custom of redistributing periodically the several shares, in part ii. of vol.

iii. But some Settlement Reports have since been printed. It is only
necessary to remark that Mr. Tupper throughout uses the term hhaiuchdra
in its official sense, including all kinds of villages which are not on the
2mttidrm principle, or held by sole landlords.
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the common exertions of the group. The shares are, as a rule,

divided out from the very firfet ; onlj^ the grazing land or the

waste is left in common. More rarely, part of the arable land

is also left undivided, though the shares are known. The

custom of exchanging holdings (where it was applied) must

have tended to keep up the feeling of a sort of general clan

ownership, which, however, was not inconsistent with inde-

pendent right to the household share. The exchange was, in

fact, evidently invented to secure equality. The joint respon-

sibility for taxes, &c., is accepted by the whole Idtel, but not, so

far as I know, by any larger group united.

The Hazara district is occupied by clans who for the most

part do not date back, in their present location, beyond the

eighteenth century ; they drove out or subordinated the weaker

families whom they found in the country. ' The right thus

asserted or acquired,' writes the late Colonel Wace, ' by the

strong over the weak was popularly termed idnlsat or ivirsa
;

and its possessor was called tccVris (Angl. heir). In fact, as

stated by Major J. Abbott in some notes left by him, the wdris

is the last conqueror.' ^ In the centre of the district are four

^ildqa— (a) Mangal, which was the joint holding of two clans or

groups, Mansur and Hasazai
; (/;) Nawashahr was the holding

of the Mansur alone
;

(c) Dhamtaur of the Hasazai alone
;

(d)

Rajoya of the Salar. All were subdivided into groups which

afterwards served to form villages. The status was much dis-

turbed under the Sikh rule, and several of the villages have

fallen into the hands of ' a motley gathering of occupants of all

classes.' A periodical redistribution of shares was formerly the

custom.

But the Peshawar district much more completely illustrates

our point. ' The main divisions or tribes ^ have each a separate

tract of country generally known by the name of the tribe

1 See ante, p. 210, as to the use of these terms of Arabic origin.

Among the frontier tribes, being Moslem, the use is not surprising. Mr.

Tapper compares the Geerften (inhabitants of the village) under the old

Germanic law and the Erfgenamen in the Saxon provinces of the Low
Countries, who were the people in the ' mark ' who possessed a luhare or

share in the tribal ' inheritance.'

' Captain Easting's S. B. 1874, p. 84 fif.
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now or originally occupying it ; for instance, . . . the tajJj^d

Mohmand. ... In each main tribe there are groups of families

or branches of the tribe which, owing to their numbers or close

coherence, have become distinct subdivisions.' ' The traditionary

origin of the territorial position is simple. A certain chief—
Shekh Mali—made a taqsim, or partition of the whole country,

which commenced with the counting up of the requisite number
of shares to provide one for every separate man, woman, and
child in the tribe. According to the total numbers so obtained for

each main subdivision, suitable areas were marked out. The
allotments of general territory were apparently only roughly

discriminative of soil qualities. Thus in the Yusufzai country
the main divisions were for the branches of Mandanr's de-

scendants (they were a Yusufzai tribe) :
^ each got part of its

territory in the hill country, part in the level. As a matter of

fact, the people themselves afterwards altered this, and the

Mandanr branches came to hold the whole of the plain country.

The areas were taken by drawing lots. The chiefs partition

went no further than the main divisions or subdivisions;^

nothing was said about ' villages ' or Mel inside the territories.

I have already discussed the formation of the first great

divisions; now we shall see how the further division comes
about. An actual case will best illustrate what was done. The
Yusufzai country is dependent on rainfall for its tillage, and a

special internal allotment of the tajyj^d was adopted. The
people themselves divided the tajjpds into Mel. From the

records I notice that many of the Mel areas contain each a more
central group with its site for residence, and also several sub-

sidiary (separately named) hamlets. Some ' hamlets ' consist

of a group of holdings on some peculiar kind of soil, as they are

distinguished by the description sholgira (=rice growing) or

maira (ordinary dry loam). In the Muhammadzai tajjixl in the

neighbouring Hashtnagar tract, there is a regular subdivision

into eight large Mel, each having a central residence group
and several hamlets.

1 See p. 237, ante. The allusion is to the sub-tappa, or intermediate
division of the first great blocks.

^ This is the Hldqa of which a diagram is given.
^ As in the diagram on p. 249.
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Another mode of division appears among the Gigiani clan

or tribe. They first of all made their ivJiole area into thirty-six

allotments called lca7idi (the word we shall meet with again but

not necessarily in the same sense). Each handi is a mere local

area adopted for division purposes, and doubtless for distinguish-

ing the different kinds of soil. Each should contain one hundred

individual and equal shares. Then the Jchel groups of families

were provided for, either by their taking one or more whole

handi to the extent of the number of single shares their counting

demanded, or else taking the due number of shares scattered

through several Irnndi.

Next as to the internal arrangements of the Ivkels inside the

taijpd. It will be observed that, whatever the size of the Utel

and the number of households composing it, the group may

again have some further subdivision. Regarded as a group of

families, it is subdivided into landi (all households in the

handi have the same patronymic),^ and sometimes the 'kaiuli are

divided once more into thai, before we come to the (perhaps

numerous) single households. Just as the l^el group has a chief

called malih,^ so each handi has its malih. And the handi

tend to set up separate residence-sites, each with its own little

prayer-mosque, and its hujra, or guest house, in which, by the

way, all the unmarried youth of the section sleep together.

The land of the handi or of the thai group always includes as

many hclhhrd^ or hrdhhd ( = shares), as there are individuals in it.^

If the arable land to be allotted into shares is variable in

^ This, I presume, makes the handi a ' close-kindred,' like the Welsh

wele ; and if it happens to be very large, or for some special convenience,

it may be again divided into thai (Captam Hastings writes tal), just as the

ivele might be divided into gavell.

"- The clan-chief is Khan, sometimes with the Arabic title of Arhdh.

The next major-division chief is also Khan.
^ The individual share is sometimes locally puchd, and not hdkhra.

The S. B. does not explain what the difference is. But, referring to

the Vhel of the Muhammadzai lappa in Hashtnagar above alluded to, I

notice that the fom- northern Mi.el are divided into 6,000 puchd, while

the other four are composed of 480 bdhhrd. It must be remembered

that with these final shares the numbers are coimted often to suit the

clumsy methods of division where any system of vulgar or other fractions

is unknown.
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quality, the clan authorities will arrange a number of circles or

series, called vmid^ consisting of the ' good,' ' middling,' ' indiffer-

ent ' soils, or distinguished in some other way. Then the groups

of sharers will have to take their lands partly out of each series.

Where the land depends on irrigation, this scattering of

holdings over several soil-divisions is not observed. But in any

case, in spite of the soil-classification, inequality in the holdings

is not altogether eliminated. So a system of j^eriodical exchange

or redistribution (vesJi) was long followed. Indeed, afc first, the

entire tappd divisions were exchanged. But this general ex-

change must have proved so inconvenient that it was naturally

the first to fall into disuse.^ The exchange of single holdings also

gradually ceased when the effects of years of individual labour

and cultivating skill began to tell, and individuals became at-

tached to their fields; and when, moreover, a long period of

peace made settled possession more natural. The ' village ' areas,

regarded as smaller groups within the Vheh are thus brought

about by the gradual action of circumstances ; but the tribal-

grouping of families and the recognition of different degrees of

kindred is really what originates it.

The yhel groups are sufficiently distinct to attract to them-

selves the usual local staff of village hereditary servants and

menials," or more than one according to size and subdivision. The

Peshawar S. R. notices the weaver, potter, carpenter, black-

smith, cotton-cleaner, sweeper and grave-digger, barber, ballad

singer (Dilm),^ and a Hindu dharwdi, or grain-weighman.

There is always an imclm^ or priest, for the mosque, and some

menials still called ghuldm, or ' slave,' descendants of former

captives in war or of purchased slaves in old days. These menial

and artisan classes always intermarry with their own caste ; they

' trace no origin, nor are they able to call themselves of any tribe

orclaD.'"* They are often remunerated by small holdings of

rent-free land.^ Every hhel has it j(rg:i, or council of elders

1 5. i^. §§ 201, 202.

2 Cf. p. 16, ante.

^ S. B. ^ 29. May it be that this Diim caste indicates by its name an

origin from the Dom—one of the ' aboriginal ' hill tribes ?

4 Ibid. §§ 211, 212.

^ In Yusufzai there are some 75,000 Gnjar herdsmen, whom the late
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(mishr), or elders of houses, and chiefs of the group, or of the

l-andi or section. They are referred to on ' all questions of

custom and matters affecting the village society.' I find no trace

of any ' holding in common,' or any co-aration ;
the lots are

counted up and separated, from the first settlement of the tribe :

the waste is undivided because it would serve no purpose to

allot it.

In the KoHAT district a very similar form is observed, and

the terms used are also identical.^ Thus the Bangash clan or

tribe has four tappd, called Upper and Lower Miranzai, Samllzai,

and Baizai respectively. Each is divided out into sub-sections,

which are here mostly in compact blocks ; and nothing remains

as common of the whole clan. The ' -zdi' territories were

partitioned further among the Ithel, but the allotment only took

account of the total number of single shares in the whole group.

Thus the tap>]Jcl ' Upper Miranzai ' reckons as 1,250 shares. Of

these, 500 are supposed to belong to the Darsamand hhel. The

Jj-hel people themselves will not always apportion the area in just

that number of household-shares ; as a matter of fact, the theo-

retical lot of 500 halihrd is actually held in 347 holdings.^ It is

interesting to notice that, in the case of the Baizai tappd, a cash

assessment imposed through some ruling chief about two centu-

ries ago ^ caused the old share-list to be superseded ; a new

number of hdhhrd was arranged, so that each should represent

one rupee of the total assessment ; and now shares are frequently

spoken of as so many ' rupees.' In this tapp)d the distribution

of land in compact blocks among the sections is not carried out

;

for the soil varies, and there is one portion, near Kobat, which

has exceptionally good springs; so each section has got a portion

in the spring-watered area, and the rest of its lot, some here,

some there, scattered about over the tappd.^ The vesli or ex-

Dr. Bellew believed to be the descendants of one of the Indo- Scythian

tribes who were settled in the country before the present clans occupied

it. They are exclusively keepers of cattle by occupation, the other clans

having claimed all the land as a possession.

1 KoMt S. B. 1884.

- See note, p. 254, ante.

3 Kohat S. B. § 182.

^ And in that case the outlying blocks are made over to groups of

tenants.
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change was also customary. The word vesh is here, as often

elsewhere, applied both to the process of the exchange itself and

to the recognised series of areas of different soil-character ac-

cording to which the holdings are made up. The exchange is

here within the Mbel only ; first one entire sub-section exchanges

with another, and then the families within the sub-section

exchange among themselves. But the most important point to

notice is, that lots or household-holdings are not here assigned,

as they are in Peshawar, by hhuldvesh, or counting up every

head in the clan or in the lihel ; at least, that rule only applies

to some parts. Here a standard number of shares for each section

and sub-section is maintained, whether the actual households are,

afterwards, more or less.^ The custom of periodic exchange

lasted here for a long time, and is not yet entirely extinct. In

Upper Miranzai it was not possible, on this account, at the first

Revenue Settlement, to make field maps for the villages ; but the

Report of the last Settlement notes that the desire ofthe holders to

reap the benefits of their own labour and improvements has tended

to put an end to the custom. In this district, too, there was a

custom of having certain qahza (=possession) lands which were

1 Kohdt S. B. § 183. The principle of ancestral shares, as com-

pared with the Tihuldvesh, or equal shares per capita, is easily illustrated.

Suppose a Jcandi, or sub-section of a Jchel, called after an ancestor X.

His three sons, A, B, C, represent the thai, and a, b, c, d, e, f are the

individual sharers.

X
I

I I IABC
I \ J_
1 1 \ ^1 I !

a bed ^ f

Let us suppose that the kandi owns a standard number (sixty) of the

shares as originally constituted. Each thai would then have twenty

shares. On the death of A, his one son a would inherit the whole twenty
;

the three sons of B would get B's twenty shares between them, or six and

two-third shares each. If after the death of A, B, and C a redistribution

were made on the Wiuldvesh system, a would not get the whole twenty

shares of A, and so on ; each one of the sharers a—/, would have an equal

proportion of the whole

—

i.e. ten shares each.

S
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held permanently, on what grounds is not stated, and excluded

from the lands subject to the customary periodical exchange.^

Both in Peshawar and in Kohat there are special rules for

sharing the water of streams used for irrigation. Space prevents

me from going into the details, but the rules serve to emphasise

the way in which the lands are grouped, and show clearly the

division of Ivhel into Iccmdi and thcd. There is a water channel

for the whole Jihel, and this branches out into distributories

for each hcmcli, and then again into channels for each thai.

Within the thai, the fields, or plots ridged to retain the water,

are made of the same number as the hcWird, or individual

shares included in the thai. It will be observed that this

system of fixed fractional-shares of a given total, which is

adhered to all through the grades of descent, is in principle

very like the pattiddri, of which the typical form occurs in the

case of the village derived from an individual founder. And
the system was further maintained by the fact that, the irrigated

land being alone regarded, and being of equal value throughout,

the shares of the Government revenue were, without injustice,

fractions corresponding to the water-share fraction. In former

days, if anyone casually cultivated some of the unirrigated land,

there being no map, notice was not taken of it; payment was

made according to the strictly kept shares in the dhl or irrigated

land. But under more modern arrangements this area of

appropriated unirrigated land comes under measurement, and

it is then discovered that one sharer holds, and has perhaps made

profitable, a good deal more land than another; under these

circumstances, an adjustment will probably be called for, and

payment distributed according to the acreage actually held.

In the district of Bannu there are four distinct clans. We
will notice that called the Bannuchi, who settled about five

hundred years ago. Here we see that, as so often observable,

the ancestral division of the clan guides the distribution of the

land-shares up to a certain point only

—

i.e. the termination of

the original close-kindred. The clan is divided into main

^ This seems to resemble the bocland of the Anglo-Saxon tenures

—

land held by some special title outside the usual or old customary folk-

tenure. See Stubbs, Const. Hist. i. 81, and the reference to Lodge's

Essays on Anglo-Saxon Law in the note.
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sections, and these into sub-sections, all families in the latter

having a common patronymic.^ 'The traditional accounts of

the Bannuchi,' says the Settlement Officer, ' respecting the

original division of the country among themselves on ancestral

shares, and the sub-sectional apportionment of land and water

luithin the limits of each main share, in proportion to the amount

of canal excavation ivorh done, are in all probability true.' Here,

as a rule, there is no vesh or exchange : it would not suit a state

of things where each holding is permanently created by means

of its channel for watering. It is interesting to notice that

another clan, the Niazai, came to their location (in the 'Isakhel

Tahsil or sub-district) in alliance with some Jat clan, and that

on apportioning the territory they gave the Jats an ^ildga, such

as they had for themselves. Both clans made their main

division on ancestral lines ; here the first division of the 'ildqa is

tal, or thai) ; that is again subdivided into clarra, and that into

single shares or lich.

Among the Wazlrl it is worth while noting how some of

their territories are said, euphemistically, to have been ' acquired

by purchase.' ^ They have no general custom of exchange ; but

in certain /rtmiZies the entire holding is redistributed, not after

fixed periods, but occasionally—perhaps on the death of some

leading member or head of a household, by means of a temporary

partition.^

In the Marwat country we have another example in the

Marwat clan (a branch of the Niazai, but coming to the district

at a later period), where the periodical redistribution is either

still practised or has only recently been given up. Here the rule

of providing a share per capita throughout the clan prevails.'*

1 Bcmnu S. B. § 128, p. 123.

^ Ibid. § 129. ' The fiction of sale seems to have been invented at

some time after the seizure of the land in. order to save the honour

of the weaker side, and enable spoiler and spoiled to live together in

peace.'

^ This, it will be remembered, was the custom of the Welsh tribes
;

the final partition was only made among the second cousins of the wele

group when the father, grandfather, and great-grandfather were all dead.

^ S. B. § 136. This is spoken of as a ' communal ' or collective

form of tenure because of the periodic reallotment ; and in Panjdh

Customary Laiv, ii. 22, Mr. Tupper speaks of the tribe holding its
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In the Dera Ismail Khan district, along the West frontier,

we find quite a notable variety of tribes with somewhat different

customs ; most of which tend to show how little the village, as

a separately defined group of land-holdings, still less as any kind

of unit of property, has to do with the organisation of the tribal

stage. The country, too, is physically diversified ; there is a

wide tract on the edge of the Western hills (Dam d7i),^ where the

cultivation is carried on in terraced and embanked fields

moistened by the mountain streams or springs. There is also

the light-soiled, open country of low hills between Shekh-Budin

and the Indus River, partly cultivated by aid of hill streams,

partly depending on rainfall. There is also some flat alluvial

land along the river ; and, lastly, the inland tract of dry land par-

taking, of the desert character of the South Panjab. In this

district, too, we find instances of villages where a landlord family

('aid mdlih) has obtained the superiority over the actual soil-

owners (adnd mdliJi). This is, however, beyond our immediate

object. Among the instances of ckms occupying distinct tracts,

we have the interesting case of a large area in the Daman, some

forty miles long by twelve to sixteen broad, colonised within the

present century by a tribe of Bhitani.^ The clan has divided

into three main territorial .groups. It is here noted that the

residence-sites are small clusters of mean cottages and huts,

hidden away in hollows ; and that caves in the rock are often

used as dwellings. The cluster of such dwellings is called

Ji-irri ; in the level country a lirrl will contain the dwellings of

Hldqa 'jointly.' I am unable to see here or elsewhere any real ' com-

munal ' ownership. Nor do I know of the smallest piece of evidence of

a frontier tribe holding jointly for a time even. The whole plan seems to

consist in an immediate several allotment of major and minor shares.

Where these depend on the individual labour and expense of providing

canal irrigation, the allotment is permanent ; otherwise it is first made
as equal as possible, and a redistribution is provided for with the evident

object of quieting jealousies, andpreventmg the stereotyping of inequalities

in the holdings.

^ Mr. H. St.-G. Tucker always writes the word with the final d long

;

I imagine the word to be the Persian daman, meaning ' skirt ' of the

hills. Perhaps this is a dialectic variation. I have followed the printed

Eeport.
- S. B. D. I. Khan, 1884, § 250.
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families belonging to different share groups. Each clan-territory

is here divided into a large number of (usually 'compact) plots,

called ndla. Each nala is held by a 'number of families

generally closely connected by birth.' ^ Within the nala, each
individual family or household seems to have no defined or
allotted share, but each took what land its num.bers or means of
tillage suggested

; and some land usually remained undivided
for future occupation when required, and meanwhile for the
common grazing. When there is water for irrigation, there is

a rude arrangement about ' turns ' in taking the water.

Still within the Daman region, the Gumal Valley tenures

only call for notice on the point that here the rice-lands are

cultivated jointly ; but the practice has nothing whatever to do
with any idea of common ownership ; it is merely for convenience,

first, because the money is thus raised to pay the autumn
(khanf) instalment of the land-revenue ; and next, because this

' strengthens ' or prepares the land for the spring crop, which is

managed entirely by the separate owners. The Kundi tribe,

also in the Daman, demands a passing notice. Its land is held

in two large ' villages,' and lies in two portions, north and
south of a stream, and distinguished as the Nikanni and Pradu
lands respectively. In the Nikanni the whole area is divided

per cafita— i.e. into a number of equal (single) shares or daddi,

one being allowed for every man, woman, and child ; the hold-

ing of them was formerly subject to periodical exchange
; and

the last occurred, among the Amakhel division, in 1852.^ The
Pradu lands seem either never to have been so treated, or to

have been variously acquired by purchase ' or otherwise ' in

separate holdings.

But the most interesting tribes are those of Pathan origin in

the northern part of the Tahsils, D. I. Khan, and Kulanchi.

^ It is worth while noting, as showing how administrative arrange-

ments may affect forms of tenure, that at the ' summary ' or preliminary

Seitlement every ndla was treated as a separate mauza, or survey village.

But this proved inconvenient ; for the ndla are sometimes small, as might
be expected from the variety' of numbers in each ' close-kindred.' So
now each entire clan area is treated as a single large village ; and, as

above noticed, they are three in number—Dhanna, Tatta, and Wraspiin.
• S. B. ^ 267.
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The Gnndapur tribe occupy a territory, liere called had (= boun-

dary), of 462 square miles. The tribe have associated strangers

with themselves from time to time ; and now all are, by a fiction,

supposed to be of the same descent. They are divided into six

larger sections, or ndla} In some ndla, all the sharers have the

same patronymic, in others there are several groups. Exchange

of holdings once existed, but has died out. The original settle-

ment of the tribe, then in a smaller number, was at a village

called Rori, which, being dependent on irrigation from a

permanent stream, was divided out for the first settlers into so

many Ivashd (= water cuts).^ The shares are now 352 in

number ; they have lost their original owners, having been

gradually bought up by the Khans, or chiefs of major-sections.

The rest of the tribal territory is watered by hill torrents.^ This

is not divided into separate larger groups corresponding to the

six tribal nala^ but at once into 36,000 dadcll^ or single shares.

Each of the six tribal ndla above mentioned owns 6,000 of these

^ The hereditary chiefship is properly in the wrtZ<x called Brahimzai;

but, as this group suffered defeat some 200 years ago, the right was trans-

ferred to the Hamranzai {S. B. § 275).

" It appears to me from the remarks in § 278 that originally the rights

in the Rori irrigated portion were solely rights of water ; the soil seems

hardly to have been allotted or regarded as property at all, except as far

as each year's cultivation required ; for in order to allow of fallows the

water was taken to one part one year and to another the next. Notv

that the shares have passed by sale into the hands of chiefs, the cultiva-

tion is done by tenants ; and, the area to be cultivated as a whole for the

year being arranged, the land is divided into strips for as many ' tenants

'

as are counted, and a corresponding water supply is given to each. The

owners distribute the whole of their rent-receipts from the entire area,

according to the water-shares.

^ This is called dagar cultivation ; the water, v/hich occasionally

rushes down the dry beds during the rainy season, is let on to the em-

banked field and allowed to soak in. There is a good account of it by

Mr. Yates, M.I.C.E., in Journ. Soc. Arts, June 1895, xliii. 702. The
embankment is raised from three to ten feet high, and is made by aid of

bullocks and a short stout board ; as soon as one field is filled with water,

the stream passes on to the next. Sometimes two soakings are given,

but the soil, moistened by the gradual percolation of the mass of water,

raises the crop. Krddjpdnl ( = black water) irrigation is from s^ijermanent

clear or dark stream, as opposed to the muddy silt-laden and purely tem-

porary rush of the torrents formed by rain on the hillside {dagar).
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shares. And there may be recognised divisions holding, say,

2,000 shares, and then further subdivisions.' A large part of

the territory was actually divided out ; but one part is not.

This I regard as instructive, for it throws light on the question

of the supposed prior 'joint-holding' by clans and sections,

and which appears to me to be more or less imaginary. On one

occasion, the tribe was pressed for money (in a time of war with

the neighbouring M'umJchel tribe). Ordinarily, whatever was
needed was raised by a levy of so much per share or daddl held.

Under the necessity for full and punctual payment, it was agreed

to set apart a certain territory south of a certain stream, and
called the Pradu tract, in which everyone who failed to pay
shoidd lose his shares and transfer them' to the 2^erson ivho padd on

his hehalf. Thus many tribesmen, besides their proper shares

in the other divided area, have acquired special numbers of

shares in the Pradu. Whether owing to this cause or to some
other, several ' large villages ' in the Pradu are still held un-

divided
;
so that the tribesmen are all entitled each to 2,%lo o

share in them; and these undivided lands are called tummani

(= tumdm ?) or ' tribal ' lands. The report contains no informa-

tion as to how these ' tribal ' lands are actually cultivated and
enjoyed. There is no suggestion that the produce is thrown
into a common stock and divided afterwards, or that the proceeds

are taken to pay part of the land-revenue. Even if we can

speak of this very exceptional area as held ' in common,' it is so

under circumstances that can hardly entitle us to take it as a

sample of an earlier and general method of tribal-holding.

But whatever the true facts may be, the landed rights of

tribesmen must be somewhat complex. Thus a man may have
his own divided share in his own ndla ; also some share by
transfer in the Pradu, some shares which have come to him by
purchase or inheritance, and some share in the ' tribal ' land

;

^ As the Gmidapur had no knowledge of ' vulgar fractions,' they had
an awkward sj^stem of altering the shares, while always keeping the
memory of the real number. If, for instance, a section with 2,000 daddi
was grouped into 7 equal sub-sections, as the 2,000 will not divide exactly
by 7, they altered it to 700 hacca daddl, so as to give each 100, which
were equal to 285f real shares. This detail can, however, be farther seen
in % 278 of the S. R.
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and as ' in each case the lands in which they acquire these com-

plicated rights are scattered over a tract of country 400 square

miles in extent, it may well be believed that it is almost impos-

sible even for an intelligent Gundapur to grasp thoroughly the

nature and extent of his proprietary rights.' ^

The Miankhel tribe (with whom the Gundapur were men-

tioned as having been at war) have two large clan-territories,

called Draban and Musazai. They would require no particular

notice here but for the fact that the tribesmen are not cultivat-

ing possessors but landlords living in towns, and leaving the

lands to be managed by Jat and other tenants, who form their

own villages and groups, having nothing to do with the tribal

arrangements of the owners. The Draban lands are either irri-

gated (ndlln) or ' dry' (mankat). The territory of the former

kind is divided into 77 ' water-shares,' called ncila—i.e. water-

course ; the latter is divided into 80 shares, called man. These

shares occur as blocks scattered over the area as a whole ; and

each clan-section may own several such. Every section will

have some irrigated and some dry land, each dependent on its

own principle of division. But once more we find certain lands

(here called wanda) held as ' bocland ' outside the customary

share system. The Musazai lands are somewhat similarly held,

except that the irrigated lands are not divided ; the shares in

the water here form the basis of right. A certain area, fit to be

cultivated, is selected for the year, and the parts of it to be taken

up by each section or group of the water-sharers are settled by

lot. The sections are called hilll, and each contains so many

dharra, or single shares (water-shares).

The last instance I can give is that of the comparatively

civilised tribe of Babar. They can all read and write. ^ Those

living in the plains number about one thousand. ' They are

very democratic, and exceedingly jealous of any member of the

tribe trying to exercise authority over them.' They are divided

into two main sections

—

Mahsand and Ghordlchel.

Malisand forms four sub-sections, and Ghordlchel eight. The

former hold four hiill, or sectional shares, and the latter eight

nimakka, or half-shares ; some of the land is dependent on rain,

^ S.B. ^ 279. 2 ji^^i § 315^
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and some on JMldpcvnl ^ irrigation. But these shares will be

subdivided differently, according as tJtey refer to the land or to

the irrigation ivater. Thus, as regards land, each hidl and each

pair of nimal-ha, being half-shares and treated in pairs, are sub-

divided into equal lots (hhida) for every head in the tribe. But
the same shares, treated in terms of water, are different ; the

water-shares of each member, which are not necessarily equal

are counted in ' rupees, ana, and tat.'' The hull, &c., regarded as

a group of men, is subdivided into gundi, a term, I take it, cog-

nate with the Icaridi above mentioned ; and the total numbers of

lots, for the whole of the gundi of the several hull and nimahha,

is at present 1,721 ; the number actually held in each section

and sub-section varies. The land of each is not in one place,

but scattered about. Some of the groups still hold their shares

jointly among their own members, who are relatives. The water-

shares are worked in complete independence of the land-shares

;

the owners select each year the area which can be conveniently

watered, just as if the land had no known owners or sharers

at all ; the land-share is, in fact, in abeyance as long as the irri-

gated cultivation lasts.

The southernmost frontier district of Dera Ghazi Khan
partakes more of the nature of the desert country in the South

Panjab, and the physical conditions under which cultivation is

possible affect the forms of tenure. ^ In the Si7idh lands

(those near the river), and in the level plain, the tendency is to

establish separate ' wells,' or homesteads irrigated by a small

cut taken from the river ; and the right in land depends on

the labour and money expended on making the area cultur-

able. Here also we find that over-lord families (V/,/« mdlik)

have won established rights over certain had, or areas of country,

and take a variety of rents and dues from the cultivators and
' inferior proprietors '

; with these matters we are not now con-

cerned. In the Pachad country—a tract with light dry soil and
low hilly contour, skirting the Sulaiman Range—we have once

more the tribal system. Here, too, the cultivation is in embanked

^ I have explained hlldjjunl in a note at p. 262, ante.

^ See p. 65, ante.
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fields watered by occasionally flowing hill streams or torrents.^

Tradition points to the tribal land having been originally divided

out by the chief (tumanddr) of the tribe.^ ' Each member has

held his lands ever since in complete independence.' It is inter-

esting to notice the indications of ideas of right in land, as

enshrined in certain common local terms. Thus land held on

the tribal-shares is called j^cU-cw ; and a share acquired by gift

among a number who have combined to provide irrigation for

new land is called dale. In the country of wells, a plot acquired

in virtue of sinking the well is called sil = brick

—

i.e. title

derived from the structure. So we have the rather ominous

tenure of ghamh, or land obtained by forcible seizure
;
and there

are some others.

Section III.

—

Clan-Villages and 'Cultivating

Fraternities' in Upper India

The tribal-settlements just described are quite unique in

their peculiarities. Nothing exactly like them is found else-

where in India. Nevertheless, we can see that certain features

of the tribal organisation—the separate areas of clan sand sec-

tions, the desire for equality, and the general tendency to adopt

a distribution of shares per capita, at least after certain main

divisions based on the original ancestral descent are passed

—

these features reappear in all tribal and clan settlements

as far as the land is concerned, though with local variations.

The distinction also between the close-kindred and the wide,

or more extended, kindred, as regards the groups forming

villages or forming the clan-population of larger areas, is an

equally universal feature of the tribal-stage. We have therefore

to include within a general class of ' tribal- or clan-villages ' a

great many more besides those specialised as the ' frontier clan-

villages.' But we shall expect to find the best instances of such

villages among the tribes of Upper India, in the plains of the

Panjab, in the North-West Provinces, and in Oudh. As a

matter of fact, we are able to gather a number ofexamples from the

1 Fryer's S. B. p. 77, and see note at p. 262, ante, regarding dagar

cultivation.

~ Among Biliichis, Tumdn is tlie tribe.
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less familiar tribes, Ghakar, Awan, and the like, in the Panjab

;

and again, as connected with non-monarchical Aryan clans, and

with Jats and Gujars, both in the Panjab and beyond it. In the

first place we frequently come upon groups of villages (and some-

times large areas which have only recently broken up into vil-

lages) distinguished by bearing the designation of tai^iKi^ 'ildqa,

&c., and we usually find them to be held by groups of families of

one clan. But though some of these groups are not more than,

say, two to five hundred years old, and others date back as far as

that re-distribution of Aryan settlements of which we have

spoken, 1 many are still old enough to make it doubtful what was

the original method of their formation. On the Panjab frontier

we had no doubt about the settlement representing a clan already

formed as sucli. In the cases which we are now to consider,

some may doubtless be recognised as coming under the same

head. But in the majority of cases it is evident, or at least is

probable, that though noiv there is a clan occupying a contiguous

area, the origin was in a small family—perhaps no more than

one or two brothers with their sons and some followers, who,

finding a wide area of land at their disposal, managed to retain

possession of the whole, and have now filled it with the multi-

plied families of their descendants, in such numbers, and retain-

ing such a general connection, as to form a clan.

In these cases it is very likely that the areas covered by the

holdings were only called 'ildqa, tapixi^ &c., at a later period,

and possibly for the first time by the Mughal Revenue-officers. I

do not think it possible to separate the two cases completely

;

and an incomplete attempt to separate them would be worse

than frankly taking them together as they come, and leaving

the reader to see which origin he thinks most probable in each

instance. This difficulty is regrettable, because there may very

probably be some difference between the manner in which a clan

ready made, so to speak—having its branches and kindred already

complete—will occupy and allot a conquered territory, and that

in which the gradually growing houses and kindreds will spread

over it. But in both cases there is one thing that separates

such settlements from purely individual foundations, at least in

the greater number of instances. They always exhibit some

^ Page 121, ante.
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traces of clan union throughout the area, and rarely or never

follow the fciUlddrl principle of sharing : many of them

.also exhibit a peculiarity in the mode of allotting the land

equally, and of valuing the several holdings for the equal dis-

tribution of burdens and charges. In these cases we have no

evidence of any custom of redistributing or periodically exchang-

ing the holdings ; indeed, in the case of a clan gradually growing

up on the spot, it would not be likely. We have a small

settlement at first, and, as each new family grows up, the

additional land requisite for its support is allotted, or perhaps

is simply taken up out of the general area without any formal

process whatever, and without reference to fractional rights,

only to numbers and actual requirements. The whole area

gradually becomes covered by the household holdings, within

the original main divisions. Naturally, then, the later formed

holdings would not be exchanged with the older.

There is, indeed, one other case in which villages may
appear to constitute a clan-settlement, when really there is

nothing of clan-sentiment in the tenure. It is when a Rajput,

or similar rulership, has gone to pieces, aud the members of

the defeated family and its relatives have managed to cling

to a sufficient number of holdings, all pretty close together

locally ; and so now, having multiplied into village groups,

they may suggest a clan origin. Should such an origin be

true in any case, however, vjhere the hhaidchdrd tenure, in the

true sense, is also observed, there will certainly be very little

harm done if it is included as virtually a clan-settlement. But

where in such cases the several villages are composed of families

holding on the ancestral fraction or pattiddri tenure, then they

will most properly be excluded from the present section.

To summarise these remarks briefly : in all the cases in-

cluded in this section we shall notice (1) not only the con-

tiguity of a number of villages, all of one clan, and covering a

considerable area, while in some cases the clan-area is not

really divided into villages at all ; but (2) we shall find the

same desire for equality, so that the customary method of sharing

gives to each household whatever land is necessary for its actual

numbers ;
only it takes care that each holding* shall contain

a similar proportion of the good, bad, and indifferent soils, and
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that a plan of equal sharing of burdens, in proportion to the

holding, shall be followed. It is to groups of this character

that the Settlement Officers of the North-West Provinces more
especially apply the term ' old cultivating fraternities.' The
' collective ' ownership appears here also to consist in a sense of

general union arising from the natural bond of kindred, leading

to the acceptance of a joint responsibility for the Revenue-
charge, in a sense of general clad- or family-right to the whole
area, and to any undivided waste within it, and, most of all, in

a feeling that every member has an equal right to share and
share alike. The whole group of holdings is never, as far as

my observation extends, held ' in common,' at any rate after the

families have expanded beyond those first grades of descent which
have fixed the major and secondary divisions of the whole area.

The actual forms in which the allotment of the land is made
are the following :

—

(1) The whole area is divided at once into separate single

holdings. Major and minor groups of relations may exist, but

are not indicated by divisions of the area.

(2) The whole area is divided into large blocks (sons of

founder), and these into secondary and tertiary divisions (grand-

sons and great-grandsons). The later divisions often cannot be

compact, by reason of the holdings being made up of plots dis-

tributed over the different soil areas. After the last separately

designated division, all the later and existing families appear to

take per carpita according to what they want, as long as any
land remains available.

(3) The whole area was retained undivided ; a central or

parent village represents the cultivation of the original family.

All round, new hamlets have been added on, which gradually
' ripen ' into separate villages till the whole area is taken up.

In Nos. 1 and 2 ' villages ' gradually separate, but under
accidental circumstances, and often under the influence ofmodern
survey and revenue arrangements.

(1) Illustrations from the Panjdh Districts

We proceed to pass in review the various districts which give
examples of this tenure, commencing with the Panjab and pro-
ceeding eastwards.
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The first occurs in the JiHLAM district, along the banks of the

river of that name. In one part are tribes of Ghakar, Awan,

and Jhanjua ; the latter are Rajputs, and probably established

a sort of territorial rule, and their villages are the usual

result of the decadence of that dominion ; the further mention of

them is therefore reserved to a later section. The Ghakar seem

to have despised agriculture, and their settlements show the vil-

lage residence of the tribesmen, and separate settlements of

other cultivating castes, forming hamlets (dholc^ cal; &c.)

in the neighbourhood. There are several clans or branches,

each with its own name, and the chief seats or mother-villages

of each clan are generally called mandi. Of these there are

now six generally recognised in the district.^

In the Chakwal Tahsil of this district we have five 'ilclqa of

three tribes of doubtful origin—the Mair, Kasar, and Kahut.

The first named possess two tracts, Haveli and Badshahani, in

the centre; the Kasar have two in the north, Bubyal and

Chaupeda, and the remaining one is the Kahutani. Their

tradition is that their forefathers came from Kashmir, or rather

from Jamu, with the Emperor Babar, and that they received

this, at the time uninhabited, country in grant.

Still more remarkable is the case of the small tribes of Lilla,

Phapra, and Jalap, believed to be allied to the Jat stock. They

inhabit each ' a well-defined area in the plains below the Salt

Range, and none of them is ever found outside its own bounda-

ries.' The territory of Lilla is described in the first Report

(1864)^ as forming one single 'village,' now broken up into

four separate parts ; and it appears that the whole area of

22,000 acres has been populated by a clan growing out of the

household of a single ancestral settler.^

1 Jihlam 8. B. 1883, p. 28.

- Quoted in Tupper, Cust. Law, ii. 29.

^ Unfortunately in neither of the excellent Jihlam 8. B. is any

detail about Lilla to be found. No notice is taken of what the shares

in land are, or how they were allotted. More information is also

needed about the other great areas mentioned in the text

—

e.g. Lawil is an

Awan settlement, with four or five rival caudharl, or chiefs. It is marked

by strong factions among the co-sharing clansmen, who certainly have all

of them separate holdings. That this is a ' hona-fide single estate held by

one joint and undivided body ' is simply incredible. Probably it merely
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The Awan locations are even more in point. This tribe,

consisting of peasant proprietors, is always reckoned as such, and
not among the sahu, or ' gentry.' They occupy the whole ofthe

Tallagang Tahsil, being distributed over large clan-areas. Lawa
contains 135 square miles ; Thoha-Mahram-Khan, 86 square

miles ; and Kandowal, in the dry part, or tlial^ of Pind-Dadan-
Khan, has 27 square miles. In Lawa there is one chiefresidence

site (dhddt) containing 5,000 inhabitants ; but there are several

'hamlets' also. This large village-site, as well as the great

area maintained as a ' single estate,' is attributed to ' the homo-
geneous farming population with a large share of democratic

equality.' In fact, however, the ' estate ' is to some extent the"

result of physical conditions, for the land is dependent upon
the rainfall, and the tables show that in the luJiole Tahsil only

only about 2,600 acres of land are protected by wells. The
country is ' upland, of broad, gentle undulations,' with light

sandy soil on the crests and loam in the hollows. Under such

conditions, the area of each holding is necessarily large, and is

naturally uniform in advantages. The land ploughed up for

spring crops is kept separate from that used for the Mumf, or

autumn crop ; and the latter also can only be worked part at a

time, because the rest is exhausted (hudhl), and must lie fallow.^

Each ' ploughland ' is, therefore, allowed to consist of nineteen

acres
;
and the large combined area of separate individual

household shares, each of so many ' ploughs,' is better suited to

the sentiment of the people and the conditions of agriculture

than a number of separate villages of the average size. The
Awans must have been for a long time in occupation, since in the

days of Abu-1-Fazl, one of the mahdls, or official divisions of the

Sindh Sagar Doab Sirkar, was called the ' Mahal Awandn.'' ^ It

is certainly a clan-settlement ; but the evidence leaves it doubt-

means that the area was not divided into villages, and that, though the
individual family holdings are enjoyed in severalty, the whole body did
not object to be regarded, from the revenue admmistrative point of view,
as a single jointly responsible estate, owing to the general clan feeling

which disposes the whole to unite against outsiders, however keen may
be the feuds within.

1 Jihlam S. B. Compare pp. 52, 90, and 106.

2 Ayln-i-AUari, ii. 323 (Jarrett's Trans.).
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ful whether it was occupied by a clan already formed, or whether

the present numbers have resulted from gradual growth out of

an original small group.

In the next district of Gujrat we have a Rajput dominion

of a Raja and chiefs of the Chib clan and a surviving group of

village-estates. These do not belong to the present section.

But the district at large shows signs of genuine tribal locations
;

one portion of it being known as the Jatcitar and another as

Gujar}

In the course of time there has been some admixture of Awan
and other villages, but the general features of the tribally

occupied tracts are still discernible.

' The Jats and Gujars are subdivided into a great number

of families each called by its own name, which is generally that

of some ancestor who became in his time so powerful, or other-

wise noted, as to leave his name to his posterity. It would not

appear, however, that any new divisions have been separated off

from the main stock for the last one hundred or one hundred and

twenty years. . . . Most of the clans number but few families,

sometimes owning but a single village. But to this there are

some notable exceptions among the Jats. The Vardich, Tdrar^

and Gondal^ clans are very strong and hold a superior status.'
^

In the neighbouring districts there is a still greater admix-

ture of villages ; but clan-groups may still be discerned as

colonies, of Bdjwd Jats in Sialkot, of Awdn clansmen in

others. In Gujranwala there is a group of eighty-one villages

of the Gdttd (Rajput) clan,^ all in this instance proceeding

from the foundation of one original adventurer who had emi-

grated from his home further East ; and there is a large group

(106 villages) of the Bhatti tribe, around Pindi-hhattidn as a

centre.

Leaving, however, this part of the country, and coming to

1 In my L. 8. B. I. ii. 670, there is a map showing the Giijar area

coloured ^^mfe and the Jat green ; I take it the district name Gujrat is

really ' Gujar-atar,' like the term Jatatar.

- The Gazetteer (2nd edition) of Gujrat, p. 60, &c., gives a very good

idea of the number of clans and their pretensions to descent from all sorts

of grandees.
' There is a more detailed account in L. S. B. I. ii. 672.
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the region between the Bias and Sutlej rivers, we find in the

Jalandhar district many Jat tribes divided into got^ or clans, and
aZ, or minor-clans. ' But,' writes the Settlement Officer,^ ' large

tracts of country each occupied by villages of one got are not

found here, as they are in other parts of the country. The
nearest approach to such a state of things is met with in the

Philaur Tahsll, where there is a cluster of Sihotd villages about

Kuletil (BUmpind) itself a very large estate belonging almost

entirely to this clan.^ The Rajputs, of whom the Ghorewdha
clan is the most numerous (nearl}' 9,000), are found in the

tracts nearer the hills ; their villages are only partially aggre-

gated. Here we have the tradition of a growth from a very

small origin. Two brothers came from Rajputana on a

pilgrimage to a sacred place in the lower hills (JaivdlamuJihi).

Meeting with the Pathan king ShaJidhu-d-dln Ghort, they

presented him with a fine horse, and in return the monarch
gave them a grant of as much land ' as each could ride round
in a day.' Each brother selected one side of the river Sutlej

;

one threw his spear (seld) where the village of SelUdna now is,

and the other his bracelet (kangan) at Kanganivdl^ to mark the

limit reached. The family gradually expanded,^ and the

branches and sections were indicated by the terms chat, mahdn^

and mulil^ which I have met with nowhere else."^ Mr. Purser

points out the impossibility of the dates and other details of the

tradition ; but its general circumstances, and the origin of the

landlordship in a royal grant (growing into a set of villages jointly

owned by groups of the clan), are very probable. There are other

Rajput clans of the same kind. Passing over certain groups of

Awan and Gujar, I will only mention that a tribe of Ardlii (or

Rd'in) make up about one-seventh of the agricultural population
;

they are divided into fifteen got. They have many scattered

1 Purser's 8. B. 1888, p. 73 ff.

"^ The Sihotd Jats are 2,392 in number. Several clans are consider-

ably more numerous, but they are found in scattered villages.

^ One brother returned to Udaipur, leaving the other in lordship of

the whole estate. Mr. Purser suggests that the chat, of which there were
nine, marked the shares or lordships of the leading men, and the mah'm
were inferior territories.

^ At least as regards the series of terms. The Chibs in Gujrat call

their clans 7nul, or muh'i.

T
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villages, but in some parts there are also connected groups.*

Their tradition is that they were once Hindu Rajputs, descend-

ants of Rai Jaj, ruler of Sirsa, in the South-eastern Panjab, and

that they became Moslems about the close of the twelfth century
;

the name is said to be derived from the title ' Rai ' borne by

their ancestor. Another numerous tribe, the Sainl (14,000), also

trace their origin to a few ancestors who came from their home

in Mathura (North-West Provinces) in defence of the Hindus

against the first Moslem invasions, and they multiplied in their

new home. As regards the district generally, Mr. Purser

remarks that the existing village bodies are not able to trace

their descent very far; only 355 villages out of 1,324 are

remembered to have been founded for twelve or more genera-

tions.2

Crossing the Sutlej river, it will be sufficient to take three

typical districts—Ludiana, Rohtak, and Karnal. Excellent

reports of each exist, and the writers have gone fully into the

tribal question.

In the Ludiana 8. Report, after some interesting remarks

on the alteration of the Jat type caused by difference of mode

of life, occupation, and location, Mr. Gordon Walker ^ writes :

' To the east of the district, and especially in the Samrala Tahsil,

the multitude of got (gentes) among the Hindu Jats is a very

remarkable feature. Not only do adjoining villages belong to

different got, but inside each village will generally be found two

or three sections (paMi) of distinct origin.' This is accounted for

by the manner in which the country was colonised. In the

history of each village it will be seen that the founders came

in comparatively recent times from different parts of the country

and belonged to different got ; they united merely for conveni-

ence, the vague tie of belonging to the same general tribe being

sufficient. In the south and west of the district, on the other

hand, we do find that the Jats in some instances settled in

larger homogeneous bodies. The reason for this apparently is

that in the eastern parts the imperial authority was always

strong enough to protect its subjects, who settled down in small

village groups as they came ; while in the west it was less felt,

1 S. B. p. 82. 2 jj^^, p, 85.

^ S. B. Ludiana, 1884, pp. 45 ff, 79 seq.
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and people of one tribe liad to collect in large contiguous villages

for protection. For example, the Gharewdl Jats had a group of

fifty villages near the town of Ludiana.* The Gil Jats have a

group of forty villages in the Jagraoii Tahsll. They com-
menced as a small body, some 200 or 300 years ago, coming on
an uninhabited space (the Jangal Hlclqa). Among the smaller

clans, the Bhandher own ten or eleven villages in the

Malaudh 'ildqa, all grown out of the descendants of one settler,

who left his home because he was regarded with disfavour by
the family, owing to his being the ofFspriug of a mixed marriage.

There are some old Rajput villages ; and they mostly keep up
at least the form of the ' ancestral ' shares as descendants of one
founder.2 The Jat and the other villages spoken of all show
the sense of clan organisation ; there is aggregation for social

comfort and for defence ; but there is no pretension to descent

from some common ancestor or the maintenance of ancestral

shares. The object is for all the families to have their equal share
;

and the land is divided out in hal, or ^plough-lands,' a number
being assigned to each family in proportion to its strength.

The size of the hal varies with the character of the soil, being,

as usual, the area estimated to be ploughed by one pair of

oxen.3 Nor are the holdings in one block, but (as usual in the

genuine hhaidchdrd or clan-fraternity method) ' the original

distribution is generally most elaborate, the whole area having

been divided into blocks according to quality, and each share :^

getting his portion in each block

—

i.e. the number of hal for

each family consisted of specimens of each kind of soil, good,

bad, and middling. These shares are observed in the division

of any culturable waste, and in apportioning the onalba, or joint

expenses, of the village community.^ They are not now made

^ This got affords an instance of what has been stated about Jats

Cp. 99, arite)
; their tradition is that the founder was a Rajput prince—Raid

Rikh, who lost caste by marrying a Jat woman. But from this ' royal

'

descent the got is still regarded as superior among the sahu, or gentry.
The Gil are similarly descended.

~ This will usually be found to be the case where the founder had
some pretensions to territorial rank or nobility.

' S. B. p. 80.

^ See p. 25. The fund to meet these common expenses is made up of

certain rents and profits from the waste area, from atrd/'i, —a sort of house

-

T 2
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use of in paying the land -revenue, wMch is met by an appro-

priate acreage rate on the area actually possessed by each.

The RoHTAK district deserves mention, as it is in this part of

the country that successive Settlement Officers, from Mr. (after-

wards Lord) Lawrence in 1844 to Mr. Fanshawe in 1879, have

noticed the perfect preservation of the ' village communities '

—

i.e.

in the co-sharing or joint form. There are 511 'estates' in

this small district, and they are also compact geographical

mauza. They owe their compactness to the fact that they are

the result of the gradual fission of groups of close-kindreds as,

one by one, they branched off from an original centre. Each

starts a fresh hamlet, which ripens into a village, and is really

held by a compact body of kinsmen. We have, in fact, the con-

verse of what the frontier tribal-territories exhibit. Here we

have the case of a clan expanding on the spot from a small

centre, and so building up groups of close-kindred, whose hold-

ings are defined one by one as they are taken up and naturally

form villages ; thei^e we have the clan already existing and

dividing the land among the whole body, village groups being

little thought of. Out of the 511 villages, J ats, forming 12

chief and 137 minor clans, own S66. Some Afghan settlers.

Brahman grantees, and others, hold villages ; and the Ahir have

26 villages.^ ' The most noticeable point,' says Mr. Fanshawe,^

' is the grouping of the villages of each tribe or subdivision of a

tribe in one spot. This is due in most cases to the surrounding

villages having been separated off and founded from a central

mother-village. . .
.' Hindu Rajputs are found in the south-

east of the Jhajjar Tahsil and the centre of the Bohtak Tahsil
;

the Ahir are round Kosli, and so on. The Jats show the same

features ; the Malih got is settled round Ahalana, Khanpur-

Kalan, and Bhainswal-kalan, and so on. Village groups so

constituted must have taken time to grow up, and we are not

surprised to learn that they are of older foundation than usual. Jat

tax on non-proprietors, artisans, &c., and dharat, a fee on weighing grain

sold in the village, and from anything else that comes in from a common
source of profit.

^ See p. 109, note. The Ahir figure considerably across the Jamntl, in

the North-West Provinces.

^ >S'. li. part ii. p. 18, § 17.
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villages were established before Sultan Mahmud's invasion early

in the eleventh century. Here also the Jats profess Rajput

origin, and to have come from the south. ^ The Report gives in

detail the history of several such village centres. The Dahyd
Jat, for example, have their villages along the north-eastern

border of the Sampla Tahsll. Their ancestor is Manik Rai, a

Rajput CauJidn clan who lost caste by marrying a Bhanlmr
flat woman. His son was Dahla, corrupted into the clan name
Dahyd ; Dahla settled in Barona twenty-seven generations ago,

and from his one original village all the others have branched

joff. I might repeat the same sort of story almost indefinitely

for each of the other centres. The process of growth is that, as

the family increases, the new households clear additional land

out of the general area, and the hamlets are at first considered

only parts of the mother-village, till at last they grow big enough
to have entirely separate establishments ; and thus a whole

tap^d of villages is acknowledged.^ As to the original consti-

tution of the entire area, it does not seem to have been divided

into any primary sections according to the divisions of the original

^ It is, in fact, in this district that the tradition occurs which has mis-

led some writers. The Malik Jats say they are Eajputs, and come, not

from Ghazni, in Western Afghanistan (which is sometimes quoted as a

proof of the western origin), but from ' Garh-Gajni,' somewhere on the

Dakhan frontier. I may suggest merely that, as the proper name of these

Jats is ' Gbatwcll,' they may have derived the clan name from being

originally Eajputs holding some frontier hilly territory (ghat) in the

region of the Mahi or Arilvali hills, or some neighbouring locality in the

Yindhyan country.

^ Mr. Fanshawe quotes some remarks of the late Sir G. Campbell in

the Cobden Club Essays, where the author repeats the formula, at that

time unquestioned, about the tribe or the village body holding the land
' in common ' first of all. Mr. Fanshawe remarks that Eohtak exemplifies

this. I venture to think that it directly contradicts anything of the kind.

In cases like the Eohtak villages where we have a clan -expansion, the

original founder is able to maintain a general hold over a large area, the

greater part of which he does not cultivate tiU it is wanted ; his claim is

only manifested by the fact that if he has many cattle, he grazes them over

it. Then, as each family grows up, there is land available which it takes

up, perhaps by tacit consent ; this goes on till the whole area is filled up.

There is no kind of ' common holding ' whatever, but only a sense of unity

of origin, and the solidarity of clan interests which bind the various

daughter-villages together.
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family ;
and there could, of course, have been no anticipatory

division of the area into 'villages.' When each village-

group has in time developed, it will have sections within itself

resulting from the fact that what was at first a ' close-kindred
'

has now expanded into a ' wider-kindred ' composed of several

close-kindreds all derived from the same head ; and thus are

formed |?rt^u7 and thuld subdivisions, as they are here called.

The individual holdings are hcd or ' plough-lands '
; and here,

as so often observed, while the first or earlier degrees of

descent from the founder naturally allowed the then few

and simple share-portions to follow the ancestral gradation, as

the numbers grew, the subsequent allotment within the main sec-

tions, was 2^er cainta—everyone was provided for, alike, according

to his requirements. For this reason, as some families increased,

and others diminished in number, the holdings of land were

occasionally readjusted.^ As usual, at the Eevenue Settlement

the individual shares were treated as so many de facto hold-

ings, and were assessed at the proper acreage rate ; but inside

the villages, the primary divisions of j7('t7if6 and tJifd(7c were

demarcated as blocks, and the eldest member of the eldest

house in each pcwitt was recognised as its official headman.

The ixmcayat consists of the heads of ixlna with the thuldddrs, or

heads of the eldest households in the subdivisions. The fancciyat

still controls all matters of interest to the body—the cultivation

of undivided common lands, the realisation of grazing-fees and

house-rates,^ the building of a village rest-house for guests,

supervising the village watch, cleansing the common tank or

pond, and settling any question of granting a rent-free plot to

some pious person. I have not found any allusion in the Rohtak

^ See S. B. p. 27. ' The local annals tell of half a dozen changes

made at intervals in the shares on which each estate was held.' Mr.

Fanshawe thinks this may point to the existence of a general redis.

tribntion ; but this is not likely, for such a general periodic exchange is

natural only where a clan already formed settles on land and each member

is jealous of anyone getting a better lot than himself. There is no raison

d'etre for such a plan in the case of holdings added on, family by family,

so to speak, to an original central village.

- The house-rates or hearth-fees (here called Tiudl-Jxamhu) are paid as

usual by non-proprietors, artisans, &c., as an acknowledgment to the pro-

prietors for their permission to reside.
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Report to the feature, common in ' fraternities,' of making the

holdings consist of specimen bits of each kind of soiL Here,

perhaps, the land is too uniform to need such a device.

In the Karnal district, bordering on the Jamna river, we fre-

quently observe the same feature of a family expanding into a

clan : the group of clan-villages begins, first, with the establish-

ment of a central village (thihi), and then by the gradual accre-

tion of hamlets (maJ7'd, or garJu, as they are hero called), which

in time become independent. But Mr. Ibbetson has noted a

number of interesting details. We are near the country where

the earliest Aryans began to settle (in Arijavaria) ; and we find

many Rajput owners ; but the causes already mentioned prevent

our tracing back the existinig groups to any such primitive

settlement. There is also a local curious caste or tribe of Tcujtl

which I must pass over. The areas occupied by the clans are called

tappcl, or thamhd, and the Imperial revenue officers made use of

these divisions for official purposes.' The villages are all held

by groups of real blood relations, being the areas added one by

one, as each new little group of households grew up and started

additional cultivation on an adjoining site. The village names

often bear the addition Idiurd, or haldn, not meaning ' small
'

or ' great,' as the Persian words imply, but ' younger ' and
' elder.' The clan connection between the villages in the tairpCi

is kept up by the custom that ' when a headman dies all the

villages in the taioixl assemble to iustal his heir, and the turban

of the parent village is first tied on his head.' On ceremonial

occasions—funerals, &c. (meljor)—the Brahmans of the parent

village are fed first and receive double fees.^ Though the mdjra,

or offshoot villages, are generally groups of the same descent,

it should be added that sometimes relations of the wife's family

(and therefore of another clan) are admitted to a share, and may

^ S. B. § 185 ; the 'Amils, or Land Pievenue Officers, made use

of the heads of kindreds and families, whom thej^ called CcmdharJ, for

collecting the revenue.

- § 181. Mr. Ibbetson mentions the case of a village which desired

to change its tajjpa—i.e. not to belong to the group which was its natural

sphere—because there were so many Brahmans in it whom the village

had to feed ! Of course it was held that a village might ignore or forget

its origin, but could not change it.
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possibly form one ofthe separate mcljra; but thefiction of acommoii'

descent is maintained, and the person taking a share of another's

land is said to be bhuln bhdi (land-brother). The fact is, that

the theory of family property is kept up because the whole is

really (in spite of occasional gifts and admissions) one large

family in its various groups of kindred ; and, being all settled

together, circumstances combine to maintain the memory of the

fact. The interior divisions of the villages are here called

jxtnnd (the word meaning 'lot'—^xm7icZ m6mia= to cast lots).

The subdivisions are thfdd ; and the features of these divisions

and of the imncayat, are just like those described in Rohtak.^

As usual, the first main divisions of the villages follow the an-

cestral grades—when the descent was in its first stages. Thus

the imnnd will probably mark the 'lots' of the original sons of

the leader of the newly founded extension, and the timid, the

original grandsons ; after that, as the numbers increase within

the groups all are provided for per capita. We have here also the

careful attention to soil varieties that marks the real hhaidchdrd

tenure. ' The land,' writes Mr. Ibbetson, ' was carefully divided

according to quality, so that each should have his fair share
;

'

and ' the same rule was observed when a new cultivator was

admitted to cultivate. The long dividing lines at right angles

to the contours of the country which mark off* the valuable rice

land into minute plots,^ and the inferior sandy soil into long

^ Under the empire the heads of imnnd and {hula acquired consider-

able authority, because the 'A7nil worked through them entirely ; the

whole village was assessed at one sum, and these heads had to ap-

portion the burden (8. B. § 233). It is worth while noticing that

here the heads exempted themselves from duties of village watch and

ward (thlJc-liar) ; and each has a menial (camdr) as a personal attendant,

the camdr getting a free midday meal in return, but nothing else. The
village camdrs, as a body, are made to give a day's free labour in each

headman's field, but are fed in return.

- Special modes of division of valuable, but at the same time somewhat
precarious, land on the banks of rivers and streams are sometimes

observed ; the plan being usually to divide into long and very narrow

strips running at right angles to the stream : and these are usually re-

allotted every year. By this means everyone gets an equal share of the

danger of diluvion and the advantage of the successive degrees of moisture

further from the river. Two instances, with a diagram, will be found in

L. S. B. I. ii. 142, 640. Captain Dunlop-Smith has recently called my
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narrow strips including a portion of each degree of quality, and

the scattered nature of each man's holding, still show how care-

fully this was done.' ^

(2) Illustrations from the Nortli-West Provinces

When we cross the river Jamna from the Panjab into the

North-West Provinces we still find some of the districts supply-

ing instances of ' clan-settlements.' In some cases, there are

aggregates of estates mostly of one clan which are merely the

remnants of long-destroyed chiefships or petty kingdoms ex-

hibiting no clan union ; but what our official reports call ' old

cultivating fraternities' are real clan-groups of the kind we
are considering at present : they have the true hhaidchdrd form

of allotting the land. Sometimes they are Jat settlements

;

sometimes they are Rajputs of clans which took to cultivating

or at least to land-owning, and had no Raja and no pretensions

to territorial rule. The North-West Provinces districts are

much more thickly populated than the Panjab, and they have been

subject to such vicissitudes of war and changes of rule that

it would not be surprising if such ' fraternities ' had become broken

up and intermixed, beyond recognition, with other cultivat-

ing village-communities. The usurpation or conquest of indi-

vidual chiefs, the success of the revenue farmer and the auction

purchaser, too, have altered the ' proprietary community ' of so

many villages that we rather wonder to find any examples of the

clan 'ildqa and the tappd. Yet we do find them in parts ; mostly,

I believe, as examples of the expansion of a small group into a

clan. The most typical instances occur in the Mathura (Muttra)

district, bordering on the South-eastern Panjab and theRajputana

attention to the same custom in the Sinlkot district north-east of Tahsil

Kaya, where it is called rassl hut'i, or hautl— i.e. division by ropes (these

being used in marking out the long strips), varying from 25 to 800 Tcadam

( ^5^ feet) long and 1 to 10 liadam broad \hautd (H.), or in the feminine

diminutive form baiifJ, means a slice, a piece]. This custom obtains

among the Jat villages where they have a desire for good management
and equal rights ; while in other similar estates where it is not followed

the owners are Eajputs, ' whose local customs have always been in favour

of the more powerful members of the different tribes.' {S. B., Sifdkoti

1895, § 133.)

1 Karnal S. B. § 240, p. 96.
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States. In the famous cities of Mathura and Bindraban we

have the centres of the Krishna cult ; and although Jat settlers

occupied much land, we are not surprised to find that through-

out the district Brahman grantees figure largely among the

proprietary communities holding village estates.^

The district is naturally divided, by the river, into a Cis-

Jamna and a Trans-Jamna portion. In the former, the villages

are of a distinct type. Though often large, they are essentially

unit estates, the result of grant, purchase, or other acquisition

by a single owner whose descendants are now the co-sharing

proprietary bodies, and they are held on ancestral shares. In

the Trans-Jamna, on the other hand, we meet with ' villages ' of

the kind under our present consideration. As a matter of fact, in

these clan-areas, the ' villages ' are quite an afterthought, and are

indeed the result of modern conditions or of accidental circum-

stances.

The tajq^icl Raya and tappCi Aira-Khera ^ offer as characteristic

examples as could be desired. The Jat shareholders of the

Pacah'd clan are all (really or by association) the descendants

of one familif who originated tlte estate on its existing area} ' As

the descendants increased and the cultivation round the old site

grew, so new colonies of shareholders planted themselves in

hamlets near their fields, separating off their cultivation, but still

retaining their share in the ancestral liherd.' Aira-Khera is a

tap)p)d covering nearly 18,000 acres, and it is now divided into

22 villages. Raya has 12,000 acres, now divided into 24 villages.

^ Whiteway's S. R. 1879, p. 25 ff. This EeiDort is specially deserving

of the notice of students of village-forms, as is also the Azimgarh S. B.

by Mr. J. E. Eeid. Mr. Whiteway notices also that Brahmans constantly

accompanied the bodies of Jat settlers as their priests, and that they

got a share, or perhaps a whole village, given them {S. B. p. 31).

^ We shall often meet with this term Mierd ; it means the parent vil-

lage or original location when the clan was yet a family.

^ And the same is true of the settlements of Nohw^tir and Narwilr Jats

(S. B. p. 33). The origin was with two brothers—A, settled in Noh ; B in

Narwar. A gave his Noh village to Brahmans, and fomided two more

for his own family. B founded Barauth in Narwar ; and now there is a

group of offshoots all round, belonging to the descendants. There are

various groups of Jats, some of only three or four villages ; but one, in

Taluqa Soiik, contains as many as twenty-one villages.
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Aira-Khera was started by one man with four sons about

200 years ago. In the lifetime of the ancestor the area was

divided into four large compact blocks locally called tarf, one

for each son ; a fifth area was added for the Kasba of Sonai,

some kind of dependency, the exact history of which I do not

knoWi The cultivation went on within each of the four tarf

according to an understood division of the soil, so that each

holding was made up of a number of strips and fields, some in

each variety of soil. Gradually each tarf was subdivided into

a number—four or five in all—of secondary groups, each having

its own cluster of residences and called tholi.^ These have be-

come the ' villages ' of the official records ; but the lands of the

thoh being taken, part in each different soil-area, are scattered

over the whole tarf. Then again the ' village ' groups (or thok)

are internally subdivided into nagld. ' Within each tarf says

the Report, ' the land of each of the four or five villages con-

tained in it are intermingled in a singular fashion, and the 7iar/lcl

in these villages in a similar manner. The essential principle

being that each cah [standard measure of holding] should

contain the same relative quantity of good, bad, and indifferent

soil, the properties are of necessity constantly intermingled. In

some tarfs almost every alternate field belongs to a different one of

the four or five thoJi contained in it.' In other tarfs long strips

of land for the cultivating possession of the different thoh were

formed, and these areas were again subdivided, on the same

principle, among the different nagld. ' And yet,' concludes Mr.

Whiteway, ' with all this apparent intricacy I have hardly

met with a disputed field, and not one case which was not easily

and readily disposed of by the ixmcayat^ which, like other

hhaidchdrd institutions, exists here in great perfection.' ^

As the tarf were compact blocks arranged to suit the wants

and prospects of each main branch at the time when the

numbers were few, it was not likely -that each would contain

exactly the same proportion of each class of soil, or that each

^ It will be observed that not only do names of divisions vary locally,

but sometimes in different places the same words imply a different grade

of division

—

e.g. thok, which often means a smaller division of
3^
imtii,

here means the first division within the tarf.

' S. B. pp. 39, 40.
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would be equal in area ; but it was possible to have a standard

area of a certain value, so that each division might be valued to

bear an equal proportion of revenue and other burdens or

charges. And for this standard valuation they adopted a caA-,

which contained about 300 of the hacca or locally used hujhd, or

area measures of the different soils,^ each such artificial lot as

nearly equal in character and value as possible,

of each tarf was as follows :

—

1. jTar/Inchraj

2. „ Eupal

3. „ Bharerfi

4. „ Sikam

5. Kasha Sonai

Total

The proportion
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bear ita proportionate share of the burdens. ' On the same
principle,' says Mr. Whiteway, ' a similar partition subsequently

took place between

—

i.e. within - each tojf or quarter. The
2?aMQayat of each tcaf adopted a cak of whatever number of

actual kaccd highds was best adapted to their circumstances,

always taking care that the relative value of each cak was the

same, and subdivided the whole tarf into the four or five

villages (or thok) in each, which again subdivided themselves

as population increased into naglCi or iKitti^ on exactly the same

principle.' -

We cannot expect to find such clan-settlements equally well

represented in all the various districts ; the Rohilkhand country,

for example, suffered too much from the Rohilla rule to have

preserved such traces ; but we find them here and there.

Some of the best examples occur towards the eastern end

of the province. Thus, in Allahabad, although most of the

villages originated with single owners, there are one or two

large clan-areas, e.g. in imnjana Atharban, the Bisen, of whom
we shall hear again, had a large community ; and there are

some Muhammadan clans in Karari and Chail.^

In the Bundelkhand districts there are several good instanced

of clan-settlements. In the HamIrpur district there is a great

tract called Kheraila-khas, covering 28^ square miles, nearly

all culturable and divided up into major group-areas and

family lots. Here we have the thok also, which usually became
the administrative village, and it is subdivided into imtti.^

Here also was the custom of the valuation by cal', or standard

lots. Similar ' villages ' are the Patara area of 9,394 acres

divided into twelve hehri., here the major-division or ' village '

;

and so in imrgana Jalalpur-Kheraila is a group of eleven ' villages

'

.with an average area of 8,294 acres, and one of thirty-four

with an average of 5,111 acres. These were originally hehrl of

still larger clan-areas. In the Banda district, where the

hhejbardr, or custom of periodically adjusting the burdens to

the actual relative value of the holdings, was once prevalent,^

^ See Appendix to this section.

2 8. B. Porter, 1878, § 22 ff.

^ North-West Provinces Gazetteer, i. 179.

* The bhejbarar custom—which is not directly a question of tenure,
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I find mention of a great clan area, at Khaptiha-Kalan (Pailani

2Mrgana), of fifteen square miles held by some 3,700 co-sharers

who still occupy one large central residence. And there are

other instances of areas in which the more usual plan is observed

of a parent-village with offshoot hamlets, which ultimately

become separate villages, although their lands might be at first

much scattered about.

^

In the extreme East, the Ballia district shows examples

where ' each clan has its well-defined location . . . which the

forefathers conquered from the aborigines or reclaimed from the

waste.' The Senghar (Rajput) clan owned nearly the whole of

the Lakhneswar fargana, and held it as a ' single estate ' down

to the time of the Permanent Settlement.^ There are now 134

villages, but some groups hold lands scattered through every

one of this number.

Of the Ghazipur district I have already said something when

describing the population. Mr. Oldham remarks that in

Akbar's time the nineteen muhal, or 'parganas, were all clan-

estates of Brahmans, Rajputs, &c.=^ They were not all compact

estates, for the country was jungle, and it appears that the clan-

groups selected the most easily cleared portions first, and

gradually, as their numbers expanded, the whole imrgana would

be fiUedup, and one ' estate ' become conterminous with the

next. But very often it would happen that before one clan had

covered a large and continuous area, another clan would occupy

a portion of the same area; in that case the diff'erent areas

formed separate tarpija, and a ijargtma might contain several

such. The founders of these clan-settlements frequently came

as adventurers in small numbers. Thus Mr. Oldham gives a

tradition, for which there is some confirmatory evidence, that

certain three GCvndel brothers came as servants to a Bhar Raja,

though connected chiefly wiih the 'democratic' equal-holding or

bhaicichdra method—is described in L. S. B. I. ii. 143.

1 See S. B. Bdnda, 1881, p. 30. Mr. Cadell has explained how the

tenures of this district were upset by early maladministration.

2 See Wilton Oldham, Memoir of Ghazipur District, p. 52.

3 See the list in Ayin-i-Akbari (Jarrett), ii. 90, 162. Lakhnesar

at that time had but 2,883 h'lgMs cultivated.
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and that they conspired and slew him and founded an estate of

their own.^ la some of these cases there may have been the

assumption of some kind of rulership, but not always, for Mr.

Oldham expressly mentions that in many instances the ' land-

holding fraternities ' had no Raja or territorial chief; and he

speaks of taluqas containing ' scores of villages, and some of

them paying 25,000 rupees of annual revenue, held by hundreds,

and in some cases thousands, of co-sharers.' ^

In the Jaunpur district, clans have grown up often from

small beginnings.^ The Rajputs shew RdgJiubaiisi (15,000),

Drighansi and Beds (of each 13,000) and Cdndel (7,000). The

Rdghuhansi was something like a territorial chiefship, as the

report speaks of their holding a hedlisl or territory of forty-two

villages ; but they began with a village at Tilochan-Mahadeo,
* and spread over the pargana from that place.' But as the clan

recognised no primogeniture, the division of the territory went

on as fast as the clan grew. The Beds colony came from Oudh
and had been established for 700 years.

(3) Illustrations from Oudh

Among the twelve districts which form this province are to

be found various instances of clan-areas with their groups of

villages ; and it is of no consequence, as far as this phenomenon
is concerned, whether the villages have or have not since fallen

under the power of a Taluqdar landlord. As might be expected,

the clans are mostly Rajput, and some few are Muhammadans
who came with the Mughal or earlier invasions.

Evidently, the earliest clan-settlements of all must have

been of Bhar, Ahir, or other non-Aryans ; but of such a state of

things we have now no definite trace. Even the earlier Aryan
kingdoms have all passed away ; and such Rajput settlements as

now appear are only in a few cases so old as even probably to

* Memoir, p. 48. The case is very curious, as 600 years after the

alleged murder, a descendant of the Bhar Eftja came forward to claim

back part of the land which he understood was likely to be confiscated

after the mutiny, owing to the proprietors (Cdndels) having harboured

rebels.

^ Memoir, p. 41.

^ North-West Provinces Gazetteer, iv. 35.
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go back to any very early location. We are here concerned with

those villages which the writer of the Gazetteer calls ' democratic,

where the superior clansmen, though they may have established

themselves as lords of the soil, had no monarchical organisation,

and did not establish anything resembling a kingdom. But it

will be understood that in Oudh we have examples both of clans

connected with monarchical States, and of ' democratic clans '

:

and when the rulership of the former has long been broken up,

and the descendants have settled as peasant proprietors in

villages (either independent, or under Taluqdar landlords), it is

not always possible to discriminate exactly as regards the origin.

It appears, however, that the distribution of the non-monarchical

clans with which we are directly concerned is, to some extent,

traceable geographically. Thus I find the districts of Hardoi,

Sitapur, and Unao, grouped together ^ as districts where some of

the earliest settlements are found, and without any Rajas of their

own. In Eastern Oudh, on the other hand, where war had to be

waged against the Bhar chiefs, as well as afterwards with the

Moslem forces of the neighbouring kingdom of Jaunpur, the

Rajput clans seem more readily to have adopted the monarchical

system, as better capable of organising attack and defence.^

The first extensive clan-colony that claims attention was

that of the Bathwdr Rajputs,^ which once extended for sixty

miles along both banks of the Ghagra river, in the districts of

Barabanki, Sitapur, Bahraich, and KherL'* Some traces of this

still remain. In the Sultanpur district is a considerable

pctrgana called Aldemau.-"^ ' As far back as can be traced ' it was

divided into ten tapijci. Eight different clansmen are tradition-

ally said to have acquired a footing, under the Bhar chiefs, in

these territories ; in one place, a long-established group of Kurmi

cultivators was found by the adventurers. The Gazetteer traces

^ And I may add the Partabgarh and Lucknow districts. See Oudh
Gazetteer, iii. 532.

~ Ibid. ii. 222.

' These are said to derive their name from a place in the Kashmir

Valley from which they are traditionally said to have emigrated.

•* Gazetteer, i. 257.

^ Ibid. i. 24. It was formerly included in Faizabad. The name of

the place is derived from a Bhar chief called Aide.
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the history of the clans which grew up and filled these tappas.

One, Sakarwar, I will mention, because of a feature frequently

observed. One of the grandsons of the ' founder ' became a
convert to Islam, and two sections resulted, one for the Hindu
sons born to him before conversion, the other for those of the

Moslem wife. These were distinguished as tarf-, one contains

sixteen, the other nine villages. Another group seems to have
been later occupied by some of the Rdjhumar clan, claiming

descent from Raja Prithwi (a.d. 1193) of Delhi. One of the

descendants (Bariyar Singh) had four sons, and these formed
the heads of as many minor clans who established themselves in

various places. One came to this pargana and ousted or absorbed

a number of smaller family locations, * partly by purchase, partly

by force.* ^

In the GoNDA district (already alluded to as affording an
instance of a Raja unconnected with any clan monarchy) there

is a good example of the clan settlement, the Gordha-Bisen,
' which alone exemplified the pure democratic form, each mem-
ber of the family (gens) being equal in position, and receiving

an equal portion in the inheritance of the clan.' ^ This is one
of the older clans ' who have no recollection of a departure from
some distant home in the West,' and ' they are unable to con-
nect their countless houses by any intelligible pedigree.' They
established a number of villages belonging to the different

closer kindreds, and they obtained the full right over the area by
grant of the local Raja.^

In the neighbourhood, viz. in Kheri and Rai-Bareli, we have
instances of the spread of descendants of a local Raja, and there-

fore these districts do not afford illustrations under the present

head. But in the Hardoi district we have another case in

point. To this day, the district is remarkable for its small

independent proprietors and the absence of Rajas or chiefs."^ ' It

almost seems,' says the writer of the Gazetteer account, ' as if

1 Oitdh Gazetteer, i. 30.

2 Ihid. i. 510, and see Gonda S. R. § 33, p. 15 and § 88, p. 51.

3 See p. 300, j^ost.

^ Gazetteer, ii. 40 ff. The remarks made on the causes of the absence
of Rajcis and of the aristocratic spu-it m this district are interesting.

U
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owing to the climate, a bolder, and more independent spirit

animated the inhabitants of Unao, Hardoi, Lucknow, and

Southern Kheri, than in Eastern and Northern Oudh.' There

were a number of separate clans settled, and owing to this and

other causes powerful Rajas did not obtain dominions. ' But,'

proceeds the writer, ' though these things account for large

principalities never having flourished in Hardoi (South-western

Oudh), they do not account for large clans like the Nikamhh,

Camdrgaur, Scckarivdr, and Punwdr, never having elected a Raja.

They show that even when a clan had mastered a compact estate

the Raja was regarded as an ornamental appendage, which might

or might not be added.' It appears, indeed, that none of these

clans have any tradition of their having come in force under any

leader ; and the writer adds :
' What took place was as follows : a

single individual, or three brothers at most, settle in the country

and prosper; they commence in all cases by dividing the pro-

perty equally among all the sons, shewing that the idea of a

Hdj, one and indivisible, had not entered their minds ; they

succeed by some process of natural selection or freak of fortune,

other families give place to them, they multiply, and continue

subdividing their property. If it happens that any call is made

on the military prowess of the family (now become a clan), if

they have constantly to fight for their property, it is not unlikely

that their natural leader, the head of the elder branch, may be

either nominated a Rdjd by his clan, or be granted the title by

superior authority.' The whole passage is interesting, but is too

long to quote. It illustrates well how the monarchical organisa-

tion grows out of circumstances. But it will not be supposed

that among the clans which have not adopted it there is no

sense of the old patriarchal authority. ' There are clans in

Hardoi who have their untitled chiefs, to whom in ail times of

turmoil their obedience is absolute.'

On the whole, both in Oudh, and the North-West Provinces,

the instances of clan ' ildqa (or iahtqa) and tcqipd^ which have been

formed by the expansion offamilies from small beginnings, are the

most frequent ; although we have a certain number of cases in

which a clan has settled, ivlien already formed. In the former

case, it will be recollected that if the families have pretensions

to nobility, it is quite likely that they will adopt a system of
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ancestral shares, as do the individual village estates when
originating in one more or less ' aristocratic ' founder. In the
typical clan-settlements (whether of existing clans, or by subse-
quent expansion), the equal sharing (hhaiachard) method is the
more characteristic.

APPENDIX

In connection with the hhaidchdra method of dividing land, I can-
not forbear alluding to a curious custom whicli is noted in the.

Basti S. R. (1891), §§ 93, 94 ; and Mr. Hooper informs me that it is

found also in the Pilibhlt district and perhaps elsewhere (near the tarai

country at the foot of the hills). It illustrates how this sort of

division is applied in practice, and also how a voluntary association

may have the appearance of a clan-group. 1 allude to the haloandl
custom, where the whole village is let out by the small non-agri-
cultural proprietary body to tenants who form among themselves a
united subordinate village body, and I suppose have a pancayat to

make the allotments. But the tenants are numerous, and even more
ignorant and jealous of one another than the proprietors. They all

cultivate separately and take separate receipts, and are often of

different status, some being occupancy tenants, others tenants-at-

will. In the old report of thirty years ago, Mr. Hooper tells me,
these were considered as partners/tips cultivating in common ; but
if the scheme described was then also in force, I do not see

where the feature of ' common holding ' can come in, unless it is

meant only to imply that the body have adopted this method of

securing equal returns. Except tliat any man may have an
extra plot (uklird) or cultivate some of the proprietor's home
farm as ukhrd—i.e. outside the tenant partnership—the entire
lands are treated as forming so many 'ploughs' (of from six to ei-^'ht

acres each). Thus, if the total rental is Rs. 800 and the nlou-hs
are counted as 32, each plough will be answerable for Es. 25. A
man holds one plough or more or less, according to the cattle he
possesses. But then the areas actually held must be made as equal
in value as possible. For this purpose four ploughs will be grouped
into a thok ; and with 32 ploughs there will be pight fhok ; which
practically means that there will be eight series offields arranged
all as alike as possible. Every separate quality of tlie village soil,

the wheat land in the south, the more sandy lands in the north,
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the lands which are near a well or tank, the patch of potato or

tobacco land near the village site, the flooded winter-crop land, the

high and dry land beyond, and the best part between the two, &c.,

all are dealt with. ' I have seen,' adds Mr, Hooper, ' a little pond
divided into ^a^ia because it sometimes dried up and grew winter

crops (jarhan).' Each will be made into eight lots, and every thoh

will have its 2^cUid, or share, made up of one of each ; and these have

again to be divided between the four ploughs of the thok ; and as

the four maybe held, say, A 1 plough, B ^, C 1|, D 1, E ^, it is no

wonder that the individual fields are sometimes as small as one-fifth

of an acre.
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CHAPTER VII

JOINT-VILLAGES ARISING FROM FOUNDATION BY
INDIVIDUALS

The last chapter will, I hope, have made it plain that the clan

or tribal stage of society has produced a very large proportion

of the village-groups in India. But the tribal stage of society

passes awa}^, and yet the joint family and its customs of inheri-

tance remain. Individual enterprises, the rise to local power
of individual families, the establishment of Royal Courts, with

the grants, assignments, and ultimately the revenue-farms, which

tliey give rise to—these are the causes of the establishment of

individual lordships over village, as well ns larger, estates; and

are equally the causes of the foundation of new villages in nnin-

habited country. We are not surprised, therefore, to find that

so many joint-villages in the North-West Provinces and Oudh,

and to some extent in the Panjab also, are established, not on

any tribal basis, but as the joint-estates of bodies descended

from the one founder. Nor is the essential character lost by

the fact that, in some cases, later additions have been made to the

groups ; or that, in other cases, two, three, or more separate

families settled together, and are still remembered in the sections

of the village which bear their name.

Under the head of ' individual' foundation I have also included

some cases where the bond of union ds not descent from one

ancestor, but where the body originated in a voluntary associa-

tion of independent colonists, or in the cohesion of groups for

mutual defence; and the several groups have established major

and minor divisions in the village to account for their several inter-

ests, accepting a joint liability for burdens imposed on the whole.

It is not, of course, possible to draw a hard and fast line
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between the ' tribal ' foundations and the ' individual,' merely

on the ground of some special mode of sharing or form of constitu-

tion. It is quite possible that village bodies really of individual

foundation may have adopted the hhaidchdrd method of equalised

holdings usually observed in clan-settlements ;
and the latter

may sometimes adopt the method of ancestral shares, which

more commonly indicates descent from a single founder. A
number of villages may appear locally in a large circuit, all of

the same caste or clan, and yet there may be nothing ' tribal
'

about their settlement ; the constitution of the villages is

clearly based on individual founders' pedigrees and family joint

ownership, not on tribal union. Still, in spite of difficulties of

classification, I think the examples cited in the last chapter

will have justified their separation.

In the class of cases now to be examined it will be observed

that in a special sense the village is an essential and a distinct

area ; it is the limited group of lands in which the grant, or the

conquest, or the usurpation, of the individual founder took

effect. Or at least the ' village ' is the result of a partition of a

larger domain among the descendants of one founder or over-lord.

Such villages, in the large majority of cases, are, or once were,

held on the 'legal' or ancestral shares following from the place

of each descendant in the ' genealogical tree.' The individual

founder in general is remembered as having pretensions to some

title or some position of superiority, and his descendants are

proud of their ' inheritance ' from him, and more or less jealous

of each other : they desire to maintain their rank, even though

they are but peasants. I do not mean to assert that all villages

of the Rajput and other dominant races arising out of individual

foundations are always held on this principle ; but the majority

are so ;
and the iiattiddrl rule will be found characteristic of land-

holders of superior pretensions—Muhammadan grantee-families,

Aryan Eajputs, and any other families of superior origin, what-

ever their real history. But there are cases where villages

resulting from a purely individual foundation have adopted the

plan of equalised holdings or some other special form of holding

by ' ploughs ' or other measures of land-allotment.

One other preliminary point deserves to be set down here.

Villages of individual foundation are of all dates ; some may be
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so recent that the single owner is alive ; or the foundation dates

back one or two generations, so that grandsons or great-grandsons

of the acquiring owner may still be alive ; in others a larger

body of descendants and co-heirs may be holding the village

still undivided, but sharing profits and burdens in the ancestral

fractions proper to the several members of the agnatic group

—

icdrisdn-yaJi'-jadl, as the phrase is. The older villages, again,

will long have been divided, at least as far as the main sub-

divisions which represent the grades of their first descent in the

family group. ^ Hence it is conceivable that we may find instances

of villages held by the single oiuner, by the undivided body, or by
the body iDartitionecl, This gives rise to the threefold division

used in the official classification, which I will afterwards explain.

It makes not the least difference, from the tenure iwint of vieiv,

which condition exists, or what degree of division or indivision

subsists, as long as the p^nciple of sharing is the same. While
there is one owner he has of course the whole—he is sole

' sharer '

; where there are many, it is -per se immaterial whether

the actual fields are divided for the 8 ana, 2 ana, or IJ d7ia

shares, or whatever they are, or whether the profits and burdens

only are shared on the same rule, the lands being left undivided.

Nor does it make any difference as to the tenure whether the

partition has extended to the whole of the land or has left some
part still undivided, as long as no new principle is introduced.

If we now proceed to set down, for convenience of further

examination, the heads under which we can group some of the

Imoicn origins of villages depending on individual foundation,

it will at once appear what a large number are connected with

the existence, and also the decadence, of the Aryan monarchy,

and with subsequent kingdoms and chiefships established on the

same model. But this is not the only head. Let us at once

adopt the following list

:

(1) Villages arising in consequence of grants by the State
;

the descendants of the grantee forming the joint community.

These are (a) sometimes ancient, and represent religious, family,

or official grants and assignments by way of maintenance, pen-

sion, or reward under old Hindu States, or later of the Mughal

1 See p. 238, ante.
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Empire, and (h) of more recent times arising out of the Revenue

farming of single villages.

(2) Villages which on the disruption of an old State, aided

by famil}^ partitioning in some cases, remained in the hands of

members and descendants of the once ruling houses ; these,

owing to their defeat or dispersion, descended to the grade of

peasant-proprietors, and as such have clung to individual villages

or portions of territory ; they may from the first have had a

closer connection with the land by residence and direct manage-

ment, and have gradually become the actual soil-owners ; they

are now recognised in the persons of their co-sharing descendants,

as village proiorietary bodies.

(3) A number of villages scattered all over the country owe

their foundation to single adventurers, scions of families who

found no room at home and wandered away to seek new homes

elsewhere ; these not being connected with the establishment of

any territorial Rajaship or other formal rule.

(4) Villages formed by voluntarily associated grou^is of

colonists and others, mostly of no very ancient date.

It remains only to illustrate, by actual cases in the various

districts, these several heads of origin.

Section I.

—

Villages connected with the Establishment

OF Local Kingdoms or Chiefships

(a) Arising out of State Grants.—We have already examined

the origin of the Hindu State, ^ both when it is formed on the

basis of clan-organisation

—

i.e. with a Raja for the central

territory and a bhaidd or series of kindred chiefs holding

outlying territories and observing what we may call ' feudal

'

relations to the Raja—and also when it is an individual rulership

acquired by conquest or voluntary submission, and unconnected

with any clan-organisation. The villages now to be spoken of

may be said to be the more or less direct product of the Hindu

Raj (or any other State established on the same model) in the

days of its prosperity, or in the course of its normal existence

and administrative action.

1 Ante, p. 192 ff.
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Two points which have ab^eady been dwelt upon have to be

borne in mind : (1) that the old Hindu Rajas made no claim to

be actual owners of the soil of their dominions. (2) It is

equally certain that in cases of local conquest, and in after

times—especially when the great Deputies of the Mughal Empire

set themselves up as independent sovereigns—the Rajas, Nawabs

and other rulers ultimately claimed to be actual owners of every

acre in their dominions.

It follows that all grants under the earlier regime, where

they purported to convey villages already existing, were intended

to transfer only the royal rights ; it was not supposed that exist-

ing landholders would be ejected or otherwise made to suffer. At

the same time, there was certainly no thought of legal principles

or of defining the grantee's position ; such a precaution would

have been wholly impossible to the ideas of the time. The

change of the grantee's descendants into proprietary communi-

ties was a matter ofgrowth and gradual usurpation. Where, how-

ever, the grant w^as to colonise uninhabited land, the proprietory

title was virtually conceded, as there was no antecedent private

right to interfere. Succeeding generations would have the

double customary title resulting from their inheritance of a

grantj and of their representing the first establisher of cultiva-

tion.

Under the later regime all grants of la7id, as such, were

proprietory grants. If such was not intended there would be

express assignment of the land-revenue income only.^ But

even then, as such grants were often allowed to become

hereditary, and as religious grants were never revocable, the

^ In the pahny daj^s of the Empire, a strict classification of grants was

adopted : (1) where both the land and the revenue were conveyed {milk,

aUamgha, &c.), and (2) where the revenue only was assigned {suyurghal,

idglr, &c.) The earlier Hindu States had no such systematic terms, but a

similar distinction was practically known:. In cases of conquest, land-

grants were made without the least thought of the existing possessors.

E.g., when the Rajas of Kumaon made grants, it was understood (probably

thought a most humane concession !) that the grantee was not to take

actual personal possession of more than one-third of the land. On that,

he was at liberty apparently to eject the old cultivators or come to terms

with them as he pleased. On the rest they must be left in possession, but

became ' tenants.'
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opportunities for the grantee, and especially of his later de-

scendants, to become the virtual landowners were numerous

and effective.

The causes or occasions of such grants are various ; religion

is perhaps the commonest. Every Hindu king distinguished

himself by his liberality to Brahmans and by his gifts for the

support of temples and shrines. Moslem kings rewarded

Sayyads, Qazis, Shekhs and holy persons, and endowed mosques

and tombs. The number of these grants is so great, and their

existence so notorious, that no special notice of them is needed.

They mark every phase of government, of whatever period,

whether Hindu or Muhammadan.

The secular grants, however, require more specific notice.

When we look back to the early Hindu kingdoms such as the

Laws of Manu picture to us, or such as are well known by

tradition

—

e.g. in Northern Oudh—we must remember that the

villages, largely if not wholly occupied by ' aborigines ' or at

least mixed races including the humbler classes of Aryan

connection, were in the raiyatwdrl form, each under its ' Pcltel,' or

headman/ who had his dignity enhanced by the State allowance

of some his plough-lands as free from land-revenue charges.

The Raja's grain share is peaceably collected,^ as well as the

dues of the artisans and other village servants. And there is

no tendency for the village tenure to be altered. But the

Raja will certainly have cadets of his family who have a claim

to maintenance, and courtiers and other persons whom he will

desire to reward or to provide for. Some of them will be given

grants in the virgin waste ; but very often the grant is made of

the king's rigltts in an existing village ; and this would include

the right to bring part of the ample waste in the vicinity

1 Patel is the Central India (Maratha) title, but it is of old Hindi

origin ; copperplate grants, of the early centuries of our era at any rate,

speak of the Pdtaliha.

- It may be remembered that not only do all early traditions and

literary allusions represent the well-established early kingdoms as favour-

able to the agriculturist interest, but it must have been so, because the

existence of the States were so dependent on agriculture and on the

revenue. And all Eajiis who were not mere marauders and desirous to

' make hay while the sun shone ' would soon find it to their interest to

protect their cultivating villages.
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into cultivation for the grantee's benefit. Here is tlie begin-

ning of the process by which a grantee becomes ' landlord

'

of the whole village and gradually turns the old ' soil-clearers

'

into his tenants. And when the days of wars and invasions

begin, the chances of usurpers are multiplied ; as the Raja's

needs increase, his grants also increase and he even makes

them for a consideration
;
government becomes more and more

lax, and the growth of local grantee landlordship progresses

apace. ^ But even apart from the effects of actual bad govern-

ment and an empty treasury (when it is so much easier to give

a land grant than to make payment in mone}^), the circumstances

of an Oriental monarchy must have always tended to the multi-

plication of grants. To say nothing of relations and cadets of

the family, all of whom expected support, there must at all

times have been a great number of officials and attendants,

every one of whom considered it his right to live by the Court

in one way or another.^ In the Gonda district of Oudh, Mr.

Benett has clearly traced the history of the early local Eajas

and their grants ; this account is important, as all traditional

and other evidence from literary sources proves that in its main

features it represents what occurred in every Raja's kingdom in

the country. First it shows clearly that the original villages in

the early states were raiyativdrl. They were simply aggregates

' of the people settled within the village boundaries and drawing

their subsistence from agriculture.' ^ ' I believe,' continues

1 It is interesting to compare the accounts of the growth of over-lord

and manorial claims over once free villages in England, as stated in

Pollock's Land Laws (The ' Citizen Series '), p. 32 ff.

^ I have recently seen the accomit of a copperplate grant, believed to

belong to the ninth century of our era, communicated to the Asiatic Society

of Bengal by Mr. V. C. Batavyal {Journal for 1894, part i. vol. Ixiii. No. 1).

Here even at that early date we find what a vast number of officials there

were ; the Eaja's country was divided into mq^ndala, and again into vicaya ;

and the grant addresses ' all in authority assembled in the four villages
'

to which the grant relates, as Bajus, followers and relatives of Eajas,

ministers {Bdjd-mCitya), commanders of troops, revenue officials, revenue

collectors, purveyors, magistrates, police or executioners, officers of public

works, of customs {i.e. transit duties), writers, and several others. It is

not meant, of course, that all these would be found in the villages granted,

but we see what a number of officials there were.

3 Gondii S. B. pp. 44, 45.
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Mr. Benett, ' that the similarity of sound between the words

community and communism, the first meaning nothing more

than a number of people living under similar conditions and

capable of a joint representation, while the second describes a

peculiar form of property, has led in the case of the Hindu

villages to serious misconception. With regard to the cultiva-

tion of his fields and the disposition of the produce (after the

customary shares were taken), each tenant holder was entirely

independent of the rest.' But within these villages two forms

of gra7it occasionally appeared—the right of the hirtiya, or

receiver of a hirt,^ and that of the ' village zam'inddr.' The

former was originally a person who held a grant that merely

assigned part of the royal grain-share for the subsistence or

profit of the grantee. The hirtiyd may have had opportunities

for aggression, but his grant gave him nothing but the revenue

share. But in the other case the Raja granted his entire rights

(which, as I have said, came afterwards to be collectively de-

scribed as ' the zamlndilrl ') ; the grantee could then appropriate

the greater part of the waste for his own profit. He took all

the tolls and dues, and the cultivators became responsible

to him for the grain-share that formerly went to the State

granary. Sometimes such rights were merely usurped, when

the Raja was weak ; and in other cases the Eaja sold them

suh rosa ; but that was in bad times, and when he was out

of possession or in an unstable position. These grants of

the entire management are very old. Mr. Benett says that

they may be found in the oldest cultivated tracts along the

(rliagra river, and they are held by Ghatrl families, Bisen, Bais,

&c., who were probably anterior to the Kalhahs Eaja. In what

is now the Mahfideva jMur/fuia, a Kalhans Raja had granted

birt rights, but one of the grantees, having done important

service, asked for and obtained the full zamlnddrl grant for his

own and his family villages. In eacli^ accordingly, there greiv up

a proprietary community of the descendants ; the village had hecome

a joint or landlord village. In after times all villages alike may

have fallen under the power of Taluqdar chiels, who are now

' Birt is the Hindi or Prakrit form of the Sanskrit vritl ( = subsistence,

maintenance). Pious gifts to Brahnians were often called sanJmJ]}.
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recognised as superior landlords.^ But that does not make any

difference as regards the original position. Exactly the same

thing might happen in the case of a grant of full right in a

waste tract ; the grantee would found a village with the aid of

his own tenants and followers, and in a few generations we

should have a joint body of co-sharers, forming a imti'iddrl village.

It would not be interesting to collect a great number of

cases of origin by grant, which must necessarily be very much

alike. I will only recall a few instances which are specially note-

worthy. In the Eta district, North-West Provinces,^ mention

is made of a number of villages owned by the descendants of five

brothers, liachwclha Rajputs. They had gained the favour of the

Emperor Akbar, and one morning as they were riding with the

Imperial party, each brother received a grant of a village. So

again in the Ballia district there are numerous estates derived

from grants made to the revenue officers {Qdnmigo) of the empire,

and to Qdzis, or Moslem judges, in towns.^ So also there is an

account of the estates derived from a grant to the two brothers

Birshah and Surshah. To similar grants may be ascribed the

wholesale growth of the Sayyad villages (milJi) of Muradabad,'*

where indeed, in some cases, the grantees left the older possessors

with some sort of status as owner, but also in others assumed

the entire proprietory right themselves. I give these few in-

stances merely to make my meaning definite ; but in fact the

royal grant has been incidentally illustrated or mentioned

several times already ; as it may equally be the origin of large

clan-settlements as of individual families. And the essential

point is that, whatever the precise nature of the grant, it leads

to full proprietorship, and to the descendants forming a joint

or co-sharing community of proprietors.

(h) Revenue Farmers and Purchasers.—More indirectly con-

nected with State administration come the latter instances of

village proprietary bodies grown up by descent from a persen

^ Village holders where the zam'inddrl grant was held complete over

the whole village would, at Settlement, become ' sub-proprietors ' with a

fixed payment, according to the provisions of a special law in Oudh.

' North-West Provinces Gazetteer, iv. 42.

^ Ballia 8. B. § 34. (Keport on the Preparation of a Eecord of

Eif^hts.) ^ Muradahdd S. B. pp. 25, 26.
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allowed to farm the revenues, or to stand security for the amount
due by the existing village body.* The formation of village com-

munities out of the descendants of such persons, or by the heirs of

purchasers at sales for default in the village revenue payment, in

the latter case indicating an origin not yet a hundred years old,

would hardly need to be mentioned in the general history of

Indian villages, except for the fact that such villages may exhibit

all the features of a really ancient ixittldm'l body ; and in any case

they form a very considerable addition, which goes to swell the

total number of those 'joint-villages' which are held to be so wide-

spread and important a class as to warrant a belief that they were

the tmiversal form of village once prevalent, and a form to be

theoretically referred to archaic institutions and primeval ideas

of communal-property. It is well to remind ourselves how
easily the principle of joitit-inJberitance will produce a 'joint-

village,' which may be held ' in common.' Every village which,

as a whole, falls into the hands of a grantee, a farmer or a

purchaser, will in time become a co-shared village estate.

The undoubtedly raii/atwcwl villages of the Central Provinces

for which the proprietary title was in 1860 conceded to pelt els,

mdlc/uzdrs, and the like, will have the same ending ; the sons

and grandsons of the ' proprietor ' will (or may) hold ' in com-

mon ' after the death of the first grantee, and as sharers multiply

there will probably be a minute subdivision. If there is not, it

will only be because the villages were granted to the ' proprie-

tors ' under such limitations as to the right of the existing land-

holders, that it may be impossible for the descendants of the

mdlguzdr grantee of this nineteenth century to get possession,

personally, of much land, and therefore they will have to divide

the rents instead.

It is certainly the case that a respectable percentage of the

entire group of the ' communal ' villages of the N.- W. Provinces

are villages held by the descendants of revenue-farmers under

British rule. No grant of proprietory right was of course ever

made to such persons ; but having tendered for the Settlement

year after year, having bought up lands, having ousted default-

ing holders and taken their shares, having cultivated the waste,

^ By this time a cash payment had been substituted for the old con-

tribution in kind.
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and. done many other things to establish a virtually proprietary

character, they have ended by having a sort of prescriptive title

to the whole estate. Village bodies so originating are not found

(or only locally) in the Panjab, because by far the greater part

of that province was not acquired, or at least bought under

regular Revenue Settlement, till after the old vicious system of

revenue-farms and immediate sale for default had been com-

pletely changed. The same remark applies to Oudh, except so

far as estates may have originated in the farming arrangements

of the Oudh Government before annexation ; but, as far as I

know, that Government did not employ farmers for single

villages, nor sell villages individually for default.

As I have already given some statistics on this matter in my
' Land Systems of British India,' ^ I will only cite one or two

prominent instances. In the Bareli district the writer in the

Gazetteer goes rather to an extreme when he says that ' whatever

proprietary tenures exist at all are zamlnddrl ' (i.e. have fallen

into the hands of single proprietors and their heirs). We
have seen evidences of other tenures here ; but still, such have

been the subsequent changes, that out of 3,326 village areas

2,611 became the property of single owners. Converting the

numbers into percentages, we have 74'6 zaminddn, and 25*4 co-

shared villages of other kinds. The smaller percentage represents

the older estates

—

e.g. of the Rajputs who would have ancestrally

or otherwise divided villages ; and we see also by the caste, that

out of 23,122 proprietors recorded, 8,623 are still Rajput or

Thakur, more than half of these being in the one imrgana of

Faridpur, while the rest are Brahmans, Kayaths, Kurmis, and

Muhammadans. The districts PilibhIt, Budaon, and Shah-

JAHANPUR, having suffered from the Rohilla troubles, saw many

of their village tenures destroyed, and the subsequent sole pro-

prietory right was acquired by local headmen, by managers, and

revenue-farmers. But in other places it was not the destruction

of the old tenures by enemies that caused the change. It was

^ Vol. ii. 116 ff, 122, &c., where also some account is given of the

efforts made to reverse fraudulent sales in connection with defaults in

revenue payment.
~ North-West Provinces Gazetteer, v. 615. See Bareli S. B. (1874),

p. 22.
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the ignorance of the nature of the village-bodies that marked the

first days of British rule ; when, as Holt Mackenzie said, ' the

interest of the persons made responsible for the revenue is so

naturally conceived to be that of absolute and exclusive pro-

perty.' The sole proprietory right thus passed into the hands of

one of the older co-sharers, or of some person who became re-

sponsible for the revenue in the days when it was considered

necessary that only one such person should be recognised.

In Fatihpur the history would prepare us to expect a large

majority of villages held on the ancestral share principle ; but

out of 2,145 village estates, we find that 1,555 have passed into

the hands of ' sole proprietors ' of the farmer or auction-purchaser

class.

^

I will only add that proprietors of this class were not by any

means always chargeable with usurpation ; for in many cases

they took charge of villages and became responsible for them

when there was really no one else to do so ; former troubles

had so depressed such cultivators as remained, that th'^y were

neither willing nor able to take responsibility as proprietors.

Section II.

—

Village Estates arising from the Disrup-

tion OR Decadence of Kingdoms and Chiefships

This head is perhaps the most largely illustrated of any,

depending as it does on the existence at some former time of a

local State, or chiefship, which has now disappeared, but has

left its relics in the shape of villages and lands held by members

of the once ruling families. In the Panjab we do not find so

many instances of the class, because Rajput or Aryan rulerships

that have left any such mark were quite local, and are chiefly

found in the more northern districts near the Salt Eange. A
few traces of Caurasl groups^ and similar marks of a local rule

may, however, be found in some other districts. But, as

might be expected, they are very numerous in the North-V^est

Provinces and Oudh,^ which were once covered by a network of

^ Fatihpur S. B, (1878), pp. 9, 15.

^ See p. 198, ante, where this term is explained.

^ It may be truly said of the whole body of joint-villages in the North
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such kingdoms and lordships. It may be advisable to add that

when villages appear as the vestiges of some territorial rulership

it is not necessary that there should ever have been a formally

constituted ' Raj,' or regular territorial kingdom ;
but there was

always either such a kingdom or at least some kind of local

chiefship, or usurped over-lordship, easily distinguishable fr-om

the mere establishment of a cultivating family expanding into a

large fraternity.

And there is one other matter which perhaps had better

be dealt with at once. The rule of inimogeniture has a great

effect in preventing the disruption of estates ;
audits absence, of

course, directly facilitates it. It is somewhat remarkable that

in the ' Laws of Manu ' the right of the eldest is not connected

with the royal title, or with succession to a chiefship. The

eldest son is supposed to succeed to any family estate if he is

particularly eminent, capable, or virtuous, and the rest are not

so. The vagueness of such a rule is enough to have ensured its

not being a practical one. The ' Laws' indicate a desire to placi-

the eldest son (generally) in the position of the head of th^

family ; and even when he does not succeed alone, he is given a

larger share. ^ There is also mention of a special share for th^^

youngest as well. But for our purposes it is enough to say that,

in general the rule of the eldest has practically been maintained

only among the royal and noble houses, of whatever race, in

India—in such higher families, in fact, as possessed some kiutl

of title or dignity to succeed to, spoken of as the gadiJl (= royal

cushion or throne). But it is not possible to specify any particular

deo-ree in the social scale at which the custom ceases. I ba\ h

known legal disputes in India as to whether property ought

West Provinces (putting aside those which are in reality artificial, as in

Kumaon, Jlifmsi, &c.) that they are derived

—

(i.) From descendants of the revenue farmers and managers
;

(ii.) From old ' cultivating fraternities ' with a certain tribal connection
;

(iii.) From relics of chiefships and local territorial over-lordships, and

the grants connected with them.
^ Sometimes spoken of asjethflhsl. Mr. H. E. Seebohm has collected

the quotations from Manu at p. 97 ff of his Tribal Structure of Society

in Greece; see also Sir H. S. Maine, Early Institutions,
i^.

197. As lo

the honour shown to the eldest, cf. Manu, ii. 225 with iv. 180, 184, and

ix. 104-119, &c.

X
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or oucrht not to be deemed subject to a rule of primogeniture as

a question of family custom. And in the case of some estates,

e.(i. those of Taluqdars in Oudh and in Bombay, special rules

have been adopted and legally enacted on the subject. In

former times the custom was very various ; and there are cases

On record in which even families having the title of Raja

have divided the estate. In such cases, the tendency to split

up the whole estate into a number of mere milages held by

the co-sharing descendants of the divided branches is obvious.

Even where an estate is theoretically preserved from dismember-

ment, it sometimes becomes so burdened with what are nomi-

nally maintenances and rent-charges, but practically are divided

portions held by charitable grantees or by widows and cadets,

that the estate as a whole is hardly able to pay its way. In the

AhmadABAD district of Bombay (Gujarat), there are a number of

relics of local chiefships, now called ' Taluqdari ' estates, which

survived the formal resumptions and deductions of the Muham-

madan conquest and the more open exactions of the Marathas

;

the rule of primogeniture commonly prevails, but the chief is

expected to share his rents, usually by whole villages or shares

in villages, with every kind of relative ^ and family dependent.

And if voluntary, customary, partition causes a considerable

estate to be dismembered into a number of joint-villages, still

more does involuntary disruption, when the head of an old

kingdom is defeated and slain, and members of the family man-

age to cling to a few villages here and there, relics of the terri-

tory they once ruled in independence. In such cases it is a

question of circumstances, and of the degree to which dismem-

berment and decay have gone, whether the old territorial ruler-

ship still remains in the form of a considerable landlordship, or

is marked by mere scattered villages or groups of villages. In

many instances it is well known that the old territorial Raja, or

other titular chief, submitted to the Mughal commander, and

accepted a sanacl or patent, agreeing to pass on a considerable

^ Similar troubles have affected the chiefs estates in Ajmer as well as

in North Bombay, and special legislative measures have had to be passed

for their relief. See some good remarks in Mr. A. Kogers's paper on

Bombay Tenures in Transactions of the East Indian Association for

February 1882, xiv. 10.
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share of his local revenue to the imperial treasury, or at least

to hold his State as a tributary. Then he was favoured, or at

least left alone, by the imperial Deputy, ^ho knew only too w^ell

that he must keep the provinces quiet, and that defeated chiefs,

if not conciliated, would be always ready, on the slightest oppor-

tunity, to give serious trouble. Thus we have, handed down to the

days of British rule, all the varieties of Bengal ZamTnddr, Oudh
Taluqdm\ and similar estates such as have arisen under other

conquests in the Central Provinces, or in Northern Bombay ; and

we have also the Jannil of Malabfir and Mdldvargddr of Kanara

on the west coast, and Pdlegdr in the south, as well as others

whose existing landlord claims are derived in various ways from

an earlier ruling or territorial position. With these ' landlord
'

estates this book is not concerned ; but it is impossible to avoid

mentioning the subject, because in the case of so many commu-
nities descended from a once noble family or a ruling chief, the

difference between the jjatt'tdarl village and the greater land-

lord estate is one of rank and degree rather than of kind ; and

the unity of the larger estate needs always to be suppoi-ted by

the primogeniture rule, or it tends to disintegrate. The immediate

point, however, is that wdiere the rulership was really broken

up by misfortune and defeat, as it so often was, and the members

of the family managed to cling to some separate fragments of

the estate, they were brought close to the land, so to speak, in

a manner that was never possible with a dignified chief living

at his court or fortress at a distance. Thus driven to residence,

and to taking part in the direct management, each family be-

came virtual landlord of this or that village or group of villages

—smaller or larger according to circumstances—and the multi-

plying heirs have formed the ' village community.' After a

certain number of generations, such villages will be ripe for

inclusion under some theory as representing ' archaic communal-

ownership.'

It is curious to notice how completely, in the course of a few

generations, the descendant of the former Raja, or Rao, is assimi-

lated to the peasant grade, even if he is still able to keep his

hands from the defilement of the plough. But though to alien

eyes he is a mere peasant-proprietor, or village co-sharer, in

his own eyes and also in those of his neighbours, his high
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caste and descent are still his own ; and that makes all the

difference. The popular saying of the Basti district ^ shows

how the idea of rank has come to be associated with the number

of ' ploughs ' (i.e. plough lands) :

—

Das hal hi Bdo, dth hal lin Band
Car hal Ixd hard hisdjid

' Ten ploughs are the holding for a Rao [superior chief], eight

for a Rana ; four are the holding of a considerable tenant-farmer^

&c.'
''

(1) Illustrations from the Panjdh

In the JiHLAM district I have already alluded to the (Raj-

put) Janjhua villages. These are interesting because of the

speculation—which, I fear, is quite baseless—that they represent

some relics of primitive Aryan chiefships. However, there is

every appearance that there was here a local ridership founded

by conquest or adventure, and that the present co-sharing

Janjhua villages are the relics of it.^ A particularly good

instance occurs in the neighbouring district of Gujrat. Here

the Chib Rajputs formed a local kingdom (still spoken of as the

Cliibhal), of which the main features can be traced, as it lasted

down to the Sikh times, and indeed seems to have been over-

thrown by Maharaja Ranjlt Singh.'* Whether there was one

^ North-Wcst Provinces Gazetteer, 'Account of the i^asfZ District,'

vi. 686.

- As a single instance of how pride of descent may cling to a purely

peasant class, I may mention the clan of Manhai in the Gujrat district,

Panjilb. They are really probably connected far off with some old Efgput

stock by a mixed marriage—they say with Ram-Chandra of Ajudhiya,

which is much like being connected with ' Noah,' &c. ! The Jamvill Eaj-

puts are their ' relatives,' and they came to the Panjab at a remote date.

They have long been completely agriculturist, but still they call all the

eldest sons ' Eaja ' and the younger ' Midii,'' and use the ' Jal ' or Rajput

salutation {Gujrdt Gazetteer, p. 65).

" There is in the S. B. (Thomson's), § 61, &c., a very interesting

account of Janjhiia rule and its gradual overthrow. It is too long to quote,

and does not admit of being condensed.

^ The older S. B. (Hector Mackenzie's), which gives full details, is no

longer accessible, but it is quoted in the Gujrdt Gazetteer (2nd edition),

p. 64. "What is specially interesting is that this clan professes to be of

great antiquity and superiority, and has a curious custom of recognising
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Kaja or principal chief over the whole does not clearly appear

;

but it is probable, since there is still an existing ' head of the

clan 'named Raja Sultan Klian, who has a considerable ytZ^Ir (or

revenue-free grant) from Government. The account given by

HectorMackenzie shows four major-territories, called mandl, each

containing twenty-two villages (i.e. a cauhtsi) and six minor

divisions known as tihen^ containing twelve villages each. The

chief of the mandl bore the title of Bdi ; the heads of the dherl

were Tlialikar (=Th(Jkur). ' The families in which the titles were

formerly hereditary are known, but they retain none of their

influence beyond their own villages.' As the clansmen would

not cultivate the estate themselves, the best lands became

occupied by others during the owners' absence in the petty wars

of the period ;
' and when the Chibs finally took to agriculture

they were unable to dispossess these squatters.'

(2) The North- West Provinces

In these provinces, the instances of villages as relics of

former kingdoms or chiefships are so numerous that I must

make a limited selection taken from the characteristically differ-

ent parts of the country. I have already remarked that the

llohilkhand districts have suffered much by various wars and

invasions, and finally by the harsh rule of the Rohilla chiefs in

the last century. When the districts came under the British

Revenue-Settlement it was found that a large number of villages

were virtually without owners, and the Revenue agreement was

necessarily made with comparatively new men, who restored the

cultivation and became owners. Nevertheless, the traces are

abundant of former Rajput chiefships—sometimes constituting

what may be called kingdoms, at other times being merely local

over-lordships. It is worthy of notice that in these parts the

Rajput clans are commonly called not Rajput but Thdlmr,

sons of the clan by cutting off a lock of their hair, left for the purpose, at

the ancestor's tomb. (Compare H. E. Seebohm's Tribal Greece, p. 125.)

They claim descent from the Katoch Rajas of Kangra—a claim which is

possibly confirmed by their calling their seven clan-divisions mTii, or

muJil. This tenn I cannot trace anywhere bvit in the Jalandhar Doab,

to which anciently the early Kangra Eajas' dominion extended. See

p. 273, ante.
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wliicli word means ' Baron ' or 'Chief,' and indicates that tliey

were originally established as over-lords. It has been remarked

that this over-lordship was freely accepted, and not infrequently

iovited, by local cultivating bodies; and it was doubtless a real

protection in many instances.

It seems to have been a common procedure, that whenever a

chiefship was established at a given centre, members of the

family would go forth and take the direct control of smaller

estates in the surrounding country. ' Among the Thakurs, succes-

sive branches continually left the family residence and settled in

their allotments of country.' ^ This must have facilitated the

ultimate dissolution of the territorial estate into small portions,

often consisting of a single village.

In this country (Shahjahanpur District) the Katherii/d clan

obtained such power that the name ' Kather ' was formerly given

to it. The clan long resisted the Moslem arms, and was only

suppressed in the days of the Mughal Empire ; bat many

villages held by Katheriyd still remain.^ In one imrgana (Gola)

of the Pawain Tahsil the clan had been so weakened by the

departure of cadet members of their houses to other settlements,

that when their chief was slain in battle, his widow, who was of

course of another clan—in this case a Gaur, sent for her kins-

men to help. The Gaur leader came with his followers, but

soon ousted all the remaining KaAheriyci. A Gaur Eaja long-

retained his rule over the Pawain tract, but his family did not

expand, so that we have a local landlord estate of some size,

and not a number of separate villages. In another i?argana^ on

the contrary, the Raja of Khotar disappeared as far as terri-

torial rule was concerned, but left a number of families of

village proprietors, all of whom are ' Scotch cousins ofthe Raja's.'^

From the adjoining district of Bareli several examples might

be given. One is that of the Janghdra, a branch of the Tunvdr

(or Tumdr) clan, who seem to have been dispersed in the troubles

which preceded the downfall of the Hindu monarchy of Delhi
;

some went to Budaon, others to Shahjahanpur. I notice that

this kindred was divided, owing to a very common cause, into

two ; the BJmr, who are descendants of a regular marriage of

1 Shahjahanpur S. B. (1874), § 26, p. 60.

- Ibid. p. 107. "^ S.E.^ 16, ch. V.
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the ancestor, and the TarCvi group, descendants of a second (and

perhaps inferior) marriage. When the Gauhdn, with their

famous Raja Prithwl Chand, defeated the Tumcw, five brothers

of the dispersion led separate parties ; the youngest crossed

the Ganges to Bulandshahr ; another, called Hemraj, had three

sons ; one of these settled on the high land east of the Ram-
ganga river, and from him the Bliur-JaiKjlidrCts are descended.

Since this settlement some fourteen generations are asserted to

have passed, and the chiefships thus formed are now found to

survive in some 3,150 co-sharing descendants in many villages.

It is, however, in the Doab districts that we have some of

the best examples of the results of a decadence of territorial

rulership—how it leaves behind it proprietary village-estates.

The country near Kanauj, as I have before remarked, was always

a strong centre of successive Hindu rulers. The Cawnpore

district (in this vicinity) shows many traces of their rule, and Mr.

Wright, in his Settlement Report, has given an account of the

matter which is worth reading in extenso} He was fortunately

able to procure a Vansdvcdl or genealogical record of the Cdndel

clan ; and, making allowance for much exaggeration and for

legendary additions, it has still an evident foundation of fact.

It seems that the Gaharwdr sovereign of Kanauj had been

weakened, and ultimately driven out of his kingdom, by the

early Moslem invasions ; whereon a Cdndel chief, Sabhajit, was

advised to take possession of the vacant State. For eight

generations a single son succeeded to the dominion. At length

came a group of three sons, who formed three main branches of

the family; the eldest took the title of Rdjd, the second of

Rdwat, the third of Rdo. The 'head of the first branch was

removed to a new location in the Bithur|;«,r^a7i<x, under circum-

stances which I need not detail ; the second became extinct

;

the third, or Supahi, branch before long again divided ; the

Rawatpur section retained forty-eight villages, apparently a

hedlis'i,^ and from this a caublsi was afterwards partitioned.^ I

^ S. E. (1878), ch. ii. p. 18.

^ Ante, p. 198. The groups cauriisl, hedlisl, &c., rarely keep to the

exact number.
^ One branch, having been leniently treated by the emperor (for their

chiefship was no longer independent) in the matter of some arrears of
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cannot follow the estate through its whole history, but partitions

again and again occurred, till the entire territory was split up

into quite a number of separate shares, and these, as usual, after-

wards constituted a series of joint-village properties. In such

cases some members of the leading houses may have a larger

estate than the rest, holding together a certain number of vil-

lao-es as over-lords, and retaining a title of honour. In that case

each will be the landlord or ' Zamlndar' of the group.^ In the

same way I might cite the case of one of the Gaharwdr clan, who

was expelled, as I have above noticed, from Kanauj, and obtained

a new local chiefsbip in the south of parciana Bilhaur. In

another case, a Gamargaur chief named Pathardeo had seven

sons. The father was murdered by a turbulent aboriginal tribe

called Meo ; in revenge, the sons attacked and defeated them,

and thus obtained a number of local dominions. But here,

a >-ain, partition split up the estates ; and after various fortunes

and many revenue sales at the beginning of the century, as well

as subsequent losses during the mutiny, only a limited number

of separate village-estates now remain.^

I can only allude to one more case, a gens of comparatively

late origin, called Gauiam, whose chief was first established at

Argal, in the Fatihpur district .=^ The family divided into groups

with titles, Rdjcl for the eldest, Ruo, Edna, and Rdiuat for the

others. So great were their territories, at one time, that they

were in a position to make large grants of villages to cbiefs of

another clan—the Gdndel, to Brahmans, and to some Atliya-

Gmdam, who pleased the Argal Raja by teaching him the game

land-revenue, paid him the compliment of ever after wearing their coats

opening on the left side like Mussulmans.

1 The policy of the early Settlements in the North-West Provinces

was to encourage the village bodies, and to get rid of over-lord proprietors

if possible—in some cases compromising their half-grown claim to land-

lordship by granting a ' Taluqdari allowance,' which was a sort of rent

charge on the estate, ultimately fixed at about 10 per cent, on the Govern-

ment revenue. This policy formed the subject of considerable controversy

at the time. (See L. S. B. I. ii. 157 ff.)

2 The whole account is worth reading {Cawnjwre S. R. ch. ii. §§ 25-35).

3 See Beames' EllioVs Glossary, vol. i. (s.v. ' Gautam '). This clan is

still numerous in Ghazipur, and in some parts of Fatihpur and Cawnpore.
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of chess. ^ In all these cases the history was as usual : soldiers

of fortune acquire territories ; their chiefs build forts and

rule from those centres ; in time they become possessors of

many villages, both old and new ; and ultimately, in later

generations, appear sometimes with their principal member
retaining a landlord estate over a number of villages, but the

rest holding single villages, of which their descendants form the

co-sharing communities. To complete the history of the

Gaidam of Argal, reference must be made to the Settlement

Report.^ The clan espoused the losing side of the Pathan

Moslems, ultimately defeated by Humayun and Akbar when the

Mughal Empire was approaching its zenith. So they lost their

possessions. The Argal Raja, though much respected by all

the Thakurs (Rajputs), is now only the petty 'Zamindar' of

two villages. But in Tappa Jas some of them continued to

hold a caurdsi ; and many having become Muhammadans, they

have still retained a considerable number of villages. I will

only add that in the 'Azamgarh district the Gautam chiefs were

once so powerful as to rule nearly the whole, except the Mahul

portion. This was largely, however, due to the rise of the

chief Abhiman-sen, who, in the seventeenth century, became a

Muhammadan, entered the service of the Emperor Akbar, and

grew rich ; so he purchased extensive estates about Daulatabad.

' His descendants, and those of his brothers, systematically

plundered their neighbours, wresting their estates from them

one by one,' till, at the beginning of the eighteenth century, the

whole district was held by them as above stated. It is interest-

ing to trace from the Settlement Report of Mr. J. R. Reid,

^ Another large grant was the origin of the Bais possessions across

the Ganges in Gudh. Bhao, a Bais chief, rescued the Argal Eaja's queen

when, on a pilgrimage, she was attacked by the Mussulmans. Bhilo

received a suitable bride as his reward, and,was told he could have the

lordship over as many villages as his bride could name in one breath.

This remarkably well-winded lady, so it is said, pronounced the names of

1,440 villages

!

2 Fatihpur S. B. (1878), p. 9. I have already noted how in this

district revenue-farmers afterwards gained possession of so many viL

lages {ante, p. 304).
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what has been the outcome of all this success.^ First, let me

mention the reporter's observation ^ that the population is now

poor aad dense, but the facilities for agriculture are considerable,

and there has been a remarkable immunity from war and

marauders. Many alien grants have been made, and many

villages are held by descendants of the grantees. But in the

greater part high caste proprietors are in possession ; these are,

in fact, remnants of the old ruling chiefs' houses ;
and therefore

it is not surprising to find that the ixdtiddn, or ' aristocratic
'

system of village holding by ancestral shares, is in theory

everywhere prevalent. The whole of the land has been exces-

sively subdivided. The Government Eeview of the 'Report'

notices that there are 5,532 villages (mauza), varying in size

from little blocks of 1^ to 5,500 acres in extent; the average

being 248 acres. The groups of land held under one united

title (mahcll) are 3,446. As to the nature of the iDartition, the

principal feature to be noted is that the families are divided into

]:Kdti, which seem to represent a sort of minor clan or wide-

kindred of the same house ; each fcdtl is called by the name of

the ancestral head. Thesepa^fZ consequently represent the division

only as far as the first or main branches of the original family
;

^

for within the ijcdti, the component families and households often

continue to hold undivided, the land being either rented to

tenants (parjas land), or being held by individual co-shareis as

tenants of the body. In the majority of cases division began

long ago, probably in the time when the heads of branches

(ixdtl), or their immediate successors, were alive; most of the

cultivated lands and the profitable waste were then divided

;

but some still remained common to the whole major-group.

Gradually the jm//7s were divided into smaller family subdivisions,

and then into minute holdings. Where there is complete division

it has been carried to great lengths ; on an average, there are

nine fields to two acres."^ The division is often made hJiet-hcd

1 S. R. (1877). The Eeport describes the fourteen pao-ganas not perma.

nently settled, which now alone form the district : this is the sixth settle-

ment.
2 jii^^ sec. ix. p. 87, § 307. ^ Ibid. Government Bevieiv, § 2.

* S.B. ^ 309. And there are sixty-five tables given in the appendix

to the Eeport of different kinds of fractions (starting from the rui^ee as
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(as the phrase is)

—

i.e. the number of geographical villages that

belong to one large group of families and households are not

allotted compactly one, or half a one, to each jmit't (or whatever

it is), but each jj»«,ffZ will have its lands scattered through a

number of m(i/uzas.^ When the estate is divided into ancestral

fractions it is said to be lihnntCdtl {=^ 'pattiddri),QYQn though the

shares held are not exactly correct to the scale. But it has

often happened that the land proved so various in value that

the fraction of the revenue and other burdens, which in theory

ought to be identical with the land-fraction, became impossible,

and the sharers converted their system into what is called

hlghciddm ;
^ that means that each sharer was allowed to hold

what he had, or to adjust his holding to what he could manage,

but a really proportionate division of the land-revenue-charge was

made to suit the holding. This defacto possession is sometimes

recorded in acres, but sometimes it is noted in terms of the actual

fraction of the whole that it represents. Doubtless, in time, it will

be believed that this was the real ' ancestral ' fraction. ' For,'

says the reporter,^ ' they never forget the descent from a common

ancestor ; and there is a sentiment against adoption ' (i.e. the

more or less artificial extension of the direct descent-table).'* It

seems, farther, that although the incidence of the revenue has

been adjusted by the Inghdddm arrangement, the profits of waste

and other like dues (sdlr), and possibly the share in the waste

land, may still be regulated by the ancestral fractions ;
and so

two scales come into use

—

pattiddrl mdl and faUiddn sdh\

representing nnitj^) used in the various divisions. (Cp. also Caivnpors

S. B. § 107.) The following is No. Ixiii. in abstract

:

Ana
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All this is very different from the bhaidc/idnl of the demo-

cratic family and the clan- settlement. It marks the sense of

individual lordship, as jealously maintained by right of descent

from the particular head of the family, which has branched off

from the stem of the once royal or princely ancestor. We
mark also the influence of the developed joint-family system ; in

fact, the tribal and clan institutions of a wider character have

begun to fade.^ Where a certain number of families still hold

undivided, it is always because they are closely related, and it is

easier or more profitable to share the rents and other income

than to squabble over the minute division of fields into patches,

which will be unworkable when they are declared ; or perhaps

it is because the land is held by tenants, and there is no object

in dividing ; while if there is any waste reserved for grazing, the

utility of it would be destroyed by partition.

It is not surprising to find, in this advanced stage of

severalty, that the ^ancayat system ' exists only in theory,' and

that the official headmen {lamhardcir) have practically nothing

to do, and receive no imcotra, or official allowance.

I will conclude this series of illustrations of the North-West

Provinces by only one more case in the Bundelkhand region,

where we have not only the relics of the rulership, but also a

definite memory of the loss of the princely title once enjoyed.

In Banda, Mr. Cadell has described in detail the rise and fall of

the DiliJdt llajputs.2 In the thirteenth century they had two

capitals whence their chiefs ruled. ' But after the fall of the

empire, even the inferior title of Rao was lost to the clan, and

whether owing to the discouragement of successive chiefs, or to

the influence of the Hindu law of joint inheritance, there are

now many Bikliit villages, but ]io Bililiit chief.'

^ It will be remembered that in many eases in this chapter we have

spoken of clans, because as a matter of fact the clans exist, and their

nnmber can be comited—if they are on compact areas of country. But
nothing necessarily remains of any clan feeling as to ^^/'operty ; this is

completely replaced by the ancestral individual right and by the co -sharing

body as representatives of one original owner.
^ S. B. (1881), § 72, p. 64.
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(3) Illustrations from Oudh

The value of possessions in so fertile a country, and perhaps

the influence of traditions of kingdoms believed to have been

held by half-remembered ancestors or by legendary clan connec-

tions, must always have combined to tempt Chatrl leaders to try

and return to OuDH. They could reach it without difficulty

either from their refuge in Kajputana or when driven from

settlements in Ujjain or Kanauj. Such possession was in fact

acquired, sometimes by independent adventure, sometimes by

joining the army of some Mughal or earlier emperor. The

Gliatri possessions and lordships thus acquired have given rise to

proprietary-villages and to estates established on a footing

clearly distinguishable from that of the apparently earlier

land-holding communities, among whom no monarchical organi-

sation or desire of territorial riilership was ever developed.' To
give a complete account of the many conquering Kajas or local

chiefs and of the estates held by their descendants, would be to

transcribe a large portion of the account given of each district in

the Gazetteers and Settlement Eeports ; the difficulty is to make
a suitably small selection for the purposes of illustration.

In the SuLTAXPUR district I notice an ' estate ' of 365 villao-eso
held by families of the Banclalciotl clan; the head still retaining,

as landlord, the possession of 316 villages. This was due to the

fact that up to the eleventh generation from the founder only one

son was born ; but at last there were more, and then the estate

was divided and several village properties became separate.

-

In Bahraich the great Ikhauna estate might still be flou-

rishing as an example of individual, territorial, foundation but

for the events of the mutiny. It owed its origin to a single

Jamcdr chief under Moslem^ patronage (for the chiefs long bore

the military title of ' Risaldar '). Shah Jahan made the estate

revenue-free, and it became a landlord property. A number of

villages (mentioned under the designation of hJiaiyui) were

originally allotted to cadets of the family for their maintenance
;

1 Ante, p. 193, and cf. p. 288.

"^ Oudh Gazetteer, i. 47. As I have before remarked, it is perfectly

immaterial, as regards origin, whether these villages did or did not in

after times come under the power of Taluqdfirs or landlords.
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but after two or three generations they were found as indepen-

dent estates having no connection with the chief, and were

afterwards reduced to paying rent, separately, to a Taluqdar.^

For the Kheri district (northern part) the writer of the Gazetteer

notice makes some good remarks on the manner in which Rajput

chieftains came to be able to establish their local rule. ' The

Chatri ascendency,' he says, ' might be simply described as the

re-establishment of local Hindu government under the native

chief. There was no elaborate design or settled' plan. A
conqueror appeared and was often welcomed as giving some

security against the oppression of neighbouring chiefs or of the

suzerain government. The Raja once established could . . .

dispossess any of his subjects who showed signs of treachery or

disloyalty. . . . He had many wives and many sons, bastard

and legitimate ; all the waste lands were his ; all lapsed and

forfeited villages also became his ; with such lands he provided

for the scions of his house.' ^ In this way much of the actual

ownership of the land passed into the hands of his family.

Four-fifths of the district, it is said, belonged to Chatrls, and

three-fifths were under their ruling chiefs. Indeed, in Akbar's

time, of the 223 maMl (or parganas) of Oudh, eighty-seven

were held by Chatri lords. Other tribesmen, as Kai/atJis and

Kurmls, might obtain village estates, but they never became

rulers. But an able and adventurous Chatri of noble descent

could always get a local territory ; and villages, as already re-

marked, would often gladly place themselves under him.^ The

Moslem Emperor was content to take a general revenue or tri-

bute from such a chief, leaving to him the administration of

justice ; and the whole estate ceased to be borne on the imperial

registers as ¥h,ulsa or directly subject to the imperial adminis-

tration. It was merely a natural progression of things that

' the subjection of the land to the Raja became first confused,

and then identical, with his proprietorship.' In Oudh it often

^ Gazetteer, i. 117, 122, 177 ff. = Ihid. ii. 140, 215 fif.

^ Ihid. 207. Several instances are noted where the village land-

holders voluntarily placed themselves under the protection of the Euju.

This hdth-rakhdi, or commendation, is frequently found. The villages

always ended by passing under the complete ownership of descendants cf

the chiefs family.
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happened that the Raja became Taluqdar, and utimately was
created landlord of the whole or a portion of his demesne ; but, if

the estate happened to be partitioned or the Raja disappeared,

being put to flight, or slain in battle after some unsuccessful

revolt, the villages would continue to be held by some members
of the family, and would become so many separate village-estates.

A most remarkable instance remains to be cited, and it illus-

trates the direct process of the division of a Raj into both

village-estates and larger landlord-properties. I refer to the

case of the Tilol- Gandl Beds estates in Rai-Bareli.^

The whole history is too long to be even summarised here,

but the main facts are these : the district contains 1,735 villages,

of w^hich 1,719 are owned by descendants of Tilok Chand,

who died shortly before Babar ascended the throne of Delhi

(a.d. 1526). The dominion, indeed, began before the chief's time,

but he consolidated the position. He acknowledged the Mughal
suzerainty and never assumed the title of Raja personally ; it

was only taken by his eldest descendant at a later date.^ At the

present time there are about forty landlord estates containing

several villages each and ranking as ' Taluqdari ' estates, and a

great number of village- estates.^ This resulted from the family

at first admitting of partition and then agreeing to stop it. The
elder branch represents the estate of Murarmau, in which the

title of Raja was afterwards taken; it was the several grandsons

who, separating, originated the larger estates ; and these again

became variously subdivided in the course of time.

' The accounts,' writes Mr. Benett,'^ ' of the half century

which elapsed between the death of Tilok Chand and the

accession of Akbar are very meagre. ... It may be surmised

that the Raja of Murarmau, the Rana of Khirofi, and some other

chiefs of a different stock, each exercised on a smaller scale the

sovereign powers of the first great Raja (i.e. Tilok Chand).

^ The whole history will be found in the Gazetteer, iii. 208 and 225 ff,

and in Mr. Benett's Chief Clans of Rai-Bareli (Lucknow, 1870).

2 Gazetteer, iii. 230-1.

^ I cannot separate the single villages held by Tilok Chandi Bais from

some held by Moslems and Kanhpurias ; but out of the v/hole l,7o5

villages 537 are independent of any Taluqdar over-lord.

^ Clans of Rai Bareli, p. 53 ff.
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Under the vigorous administration of Akbar and his successors,

the Hindu clans were naturally much depressed, and driven, so

to speak, nearer to the soil. Their connection with the villages

in their domain became much closer ; new villages were founded,

and the increasing numbers of each family led to the establish-

ment of the non-cultivating village-proprietors who are now

known in our courts as the " old zamlnddrs.'' The intervention of

a foreign ruler, and the diminished danger of invasion from

without deprived the Rajas of half their attributes : the principle

of unity was lost sight of, and each member of a leading house

was able, when he separated, to assume, in his new home, almost

all the privileges retained by the head of the family. The ties

of kinsmanship were, however, still vividly recognised, and at

the end of this period, instead of a few unconnected Eajas. we

find hierarchies of powerful landoivners, each the immediate

2)rop'ietor and lamllord of a feu- villages from which he drew his

subsistence . .
.' (the italics are mine). In this case it will be

observed, although a clan unity so far prevails that kinship is

acknowledged and kept up by the survival of the military spirit

(always a strong incentive to its preservation), and by the fact

that the Emperor would call on the chiefs to furnish levies for

the imperial army, there is nothing of clan-custom observable

in the mode of land-holding. The tenure is ' aristocratic ' either

in the form of larger landlordships or of jointly-owned, single,

villages.

Section III.

—

Villages founded by individual Adventurers

AND Settlers unconnected with the State or with

Territorial Chiefship.

While a large number of villages have had their origin in

some individual chief or dignified founder connected with a

State or chiefship, it is also true that other founders have been

private adventurers, settlers, or purchasers, without any terri-

torial connection. It is convenient to separate the cases,

because it facilitates discussion to classify our known origins

of villao-es as far as possible. There is often, however, room

for doubt whether in any given case the foundation more

properly belongs to one specific kind or another ; we may
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set down a case as apparently one of private adventure, though

really there had been a royal grant, or the founder represents

a remnant of a forgotten local rulership. This degree of doubt

necessarily arises where the foundation is remote in time and

the evidence chiefly traditional. The possibility of such error

is, however, of slight importance so long as we can preserve

the main distinction between the village arising out of the clem

or tribe, and that arising out of individual foundation—in one

form or another. For wherever we have the c/«?i-group, and

the clan sentiment of equal right, we have a different basis

of constitution from what is observed in the case where an

individual ancestor is remembered as the direct originator of

the estate.

A typical case in point occurs in the Gujranwala district of

the Panjab, where we have a group of eighty-one communities

(imttiddrl in their original state) descended from a single founder.

1 do not know any evidence or traditional opinion that there

was any local rule or chiefship ; but the founder was himself of

good family : the Cdttd houses ^ claim descent from a Gaulidn

Rajput stock—indeed, from Raja Prithwl Chand himself. But

a single adventurer of the family, named Dhiru, in the tenth

or eleventh generation, left his home and settled in a village called

Sidhkot : he married two wives and had eighteen sons, from whom
all the village-bodies are descended. Botli in this district and in

Sialkot, although the general prevalence of the ijattiddrl form of

village indicates that a great number are held by bodies de-

scended from adventurers or founders of some pretension

to good birth, there is no definite trace of local rulerships

out of which they sprang. Nor, on the other hand, does there

appear to be anything of the tribal character in the villages

in question. In Sialkot as many as 2,155 villages are showni

as shared on the ' ancestral ' principle, of which lOG are held by

the families undivided ;
^ only 633 are put down as bhrndchdrd,

^ The family finds a place in Sir Lepel Griffin's Punjab Chiefs, where
their history is given in detail.

^ Unless I am misled by the term zamlndar'i without any qualifying

addition, which is much misused ; it may mean villages owned by a single

purchaser, &c., or by a group remaining undivided. Probably the latter

{slidmildt or S(7w;"7 villages) are meant, {^ittlkot Gazetteer, 1883-4, p. 48.)

Y
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wliicli, as the term is used in the Panjab, includes villages that

probably were originally ' ancestral,' but in which the ravages of

time and circumstance have caused the regular shares to be

modified or forgotten altogether. It is worth noting that in

the earlier Settlement, Mr. E. Prinsep, illustrating the varieties

of village as regards sharing, takes, as the standard natural to

tlie district, the case of ' the founder of a village who secures a

property by purchase, grant, appropriation, or conquest
;

' and

he goes on to show how the sons will hold undivided, how they

ultimately separate, and how the ancestral shares of the separated

houses are changed into de facto holdings or some other shares

which have become ' customary.' This series of changes would,

be wholly inapplicable to cases where the estate did not

begin with one founder, but where a whole clan had divided the

conquered land, or where a clan grew up under its own customs

of holding.

I have already alluded to a specific case from the Guj-

RANWALA district ; but the totals of the different kinds of village

in the whole district are also worthy of notice ; though here a

considerable number of villages are held on shares of a special

kind which may indicate a different origin. But even allowing

for these cases, the number of villages derived from individual

founders is considerable. An analysis of the tables ^ shows a

total of 1,199 villages, classifiable thus :

—

[138 I held by single owners (40) and undivided families
;

Ancestral
21I Wholly or partly divided,

s aies
j^]^28 joar^Z?/ on ancestral shares,

459 by a system of shares in ivells,

188 by a system of ' customary ' shares,

85 held ' on possession ' only.

1,199

Even of the eighty-five, in the last line, it is quite possible that

some really belong to the other classes, only that from one cause

or another the shares have been completely lost. It is noteworthy

that among the villages which acknowledged shares, no less than

1 S. B. (Nisbet), printed in 1874. The figures are gathered from the

tables at the end.
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395 agreed to return to the correct list, some by voluntary sur-

render of excess lands, others by making up to those who had

less than their proper share by additions out of the undivided

culturable waste. ^

These examples have been selected from the Panjab Reports

without difficulty, owing to the circumstances of the country.

I have not been able to do the same for the North-West

Provinces and Oudh, because, with a denser population, with a

much greater number of local kingdoms and chiefships, and the

wider prevalence of revenue-farming, in former days, it becomes

almost impossible to separate the cases of private enterprise

from those connected with territorial rulerships. It is not,

however, to be doubted that villages due to private, individual,

foundation, are just as common in the Ganges plain as they are

in the Panjab.

Section IV.

—

Colonist Associations

I do not at present include those ancient traces of villages

in the Madras Tamil country, regarding which our most reason-

able conclusion is that they were due to colonist families of an

energetic agriculturist caste settled under patronage of a local

prince, and who adopted an interesting method of co-operative

village cultivation. It is only traces and traditions of these

southern villages that now survive ; and before I could bring

them forward as instances of the formation of joint-villages by

voluntary association, I should have, as I hope to do in a futuie

chapter, to argue out the case for their existence, nature, and

origin.

Here I am concerned with villages of a type actually exist-

ing and known. Such cases must necessarily be confined to

sparsely populated districts, where large areas were, even in late

historic times, awaiting cultivators energetic and patient enough

to cope with the initial difficulties of establishing cultivation.

The South-eastern Panjab exhibits a natural field for such founda-

^ It may also be noted that if we deduct 138 single owner or undivided

villages, the remaining 1,061 (shared or held in severalty) show, as a

whole, 636 in which the original system has undergone no change, and

425 in which under stress of time and circumstance it has been altered.

Y 2
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tions; and we are not surprised to find them quite characteristic

of certain districts or parts of districts in that locality. In such

villages there is no question of ' holding in common ' except in

so far as the unappropriated waste and grazing ground is so held.

The villages have accepted the joint-responsibility under the

modern revenue system, because their association would ex-

pressly contemplate cohesion for such purposes, not to speak

of other countervailing advantages, such as acquiring defined

rights in the adjacent waste area, which they may not have

possessed before.

Villages founded by associated colonists are treated as cases

of individual foundation, since the associates are neither a

gradually expanding clan nor a tribal-group already formed.

If some of the members happen to be connected by blood, which

is quite likely, it is an accidental circumstance, and may have

produced some sharing (as a family) of particular holdings, but

not of the whole village. Complete extracts from the District

Reports describing the mode of foundation, the planting of the

stake (onorl) to mark the central village-site, and the drawing

lots for the ' plough-lands,' have been printed in my Land Systems

of British India and need not be repeated here. ^ We find villages

of this kind in the districts of FiROZPUR and what was formerly

SlRSA.2

There is no doubt also that a similar origin may be ascribed

to villages in other parts. It will be enough to call attention

to the main features—viz. that the headman is the leader and

spokesman of the party, who has perhaps conciliated some

neighbouring chief or governor, and obtained his countenance to

the projected settlement. Major and minor divisions of the

culturable area were, or might be, arranged in the first instance

to suit the requirements of different groups—probably different

castes or diiferent family aggregates ; within these, the several

* plough-lands '—such is the general unit—were arranged and

assigned to each settler according to his means, i.e. with refer-

ence to the plough cattle he possessed, and the number of hands

he could bring to the work of cultivation ; the plough-lands

^ Vol. ii. p. 678 ff, and p. 689.

' The Sirsa district has been abolished, part of the territory being added

to Firozpur, part to Hisar.
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were taken by drawing lots for each, so that there might be no

unfair distribution. As to the adjacent waste area, it was so

little considered that no definite boundaries at first existed

;

and long afterwards, anyone of the settlers who chose could

break up a new portion, outside his former allotment. Indeed,

this was the cause of some trouble after the Land-Revenue

Settlement was introduced, and a tenant law was provided. For

then the waste was definitely surveyed and included in the village

boundaries, and hecame formally the joint or ' common ' property

of the w^hole body, who were, under the system in question,

regarded as the co-proprietors of the whole village. Consequently,

after the survey and record of rights, no one could make a new

field in the waste without proceedings for partition, or without

asking permission of the whole body. Moreover, additional

cultivators had been formerly allowed in as tenants, on the

understanding, perhaps rather tacit than expressed, that the

land they cleared and subdued to the plough would be left in

their possession for ever. Under the first of the tenant laws

(1868) such persons might find themselves treated as tenants at

I rill, and be offered the option of a rise in rent or of notice to

quit—a proceeding which, however legal, they regarded with

indignation.

It is extremely difiicult to apply the term ' collective owner-

ship ' to the rights in a village so constituted, at least before the

days of Revenue records and surveys. The body was united for

its own interest, and it accepted the joint liability for the

Government Revenue, as one of the most natural objects of its

association.^ It is also curious to note that in some cases the

headman and his sons managed to push themselves forward into

a sort of proprietary position over the whole village, and exact

some kind of rent from the other cultivators ; in that case the

village was distinguished as holeddrl (bold—Sigveement). In

revenue parlance, the others were called hhaidchdrd, though not

in the correct sense in which I have always used the term. I do

1 As I have had occasion to observe before, in the days of bad or

oppressive revenue management, it was a great matter for a combined body

to be able to bargain for a Imiip sum which the collector would agree to,

because it saved trouble ; the village was thus secured from the inquisi-

torial visits and vexatious interference of the revenue-farmers' underlings.
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not know of any specific instance where existing village bodies

known to have originated as colonies and associations have

adopted any other method of allotting the land than that of

assigning separate numbers of ' plough-lands ' taken by lot.

But there are still many villages the origin of which is uncer-

tain ; and I suspect that not a few villages holding by shares in

wells and in other modes (to be mentioned in the next chapter) are

voluntary colonist associations. In any case, the form of sharing

adopted will depend on the local conditions of agriculture. If

such a colony, instead of being planted in open dry plains and

prairies like those of Firozpur and Sirsfi, had been formed in a

dense jungle country like that of Southern India {Tondai-manda-

lam) they might have adopted a different method ; they might

have all combined to clear an area gradually, and to work the land

without any final allotment, determining year by 3'ear what

portion each co-sharer should take in hand. We shall see, later

on, reason to believe that this was really the mode of working in

the villages in Southern India, which were once held ' jointly

'

under a noteworthy colonising enterprise.

Having now passed in review the various know^n origins of

actually existing joint-villages, and seen how—apart from any

general a 'priori theory—these villages, really grew up, it is

evident that we have two great causes for union—(1) the exist-

ence of a tribal or clan stage of society with all that this stage

implies, especially in the way of a right to share equally in the

tribal acquisition
; (2) the influence of the ' joint-family ' and its

law of joint-inheritance. And to these we might perhaps add a

third—voluntary association and combination. Villages, or areas

larger than villages, constituted under either influence are found

to be divided into certain general—majcr and minor, primary

and secondary—divisions of the land, and finally into individual

shares. Thus, there are certain liens which tend to make each

village, in some sense, a unit-estate. They are, therefore, brought

under a system of Land-Revenue Management which, devised to

suit t\iQ prevailing ^ovvcL of tenure, subjects all the village estates

in the province to a similar system of demarcation, survey, and

record. The system also applies a common nomenclature to them

all; and thus, as it were, varnishes over the whole group with an
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appearance of uniformity which goes beyond any degree of

similarity they naturally possess.^

It now remains to examine some details of the internal

structure of joint-villages, and to note both the minor variations

which occur and the modifications that the form of constitution

may undergo. We hav^e finally to notice the special cases of joint-

village which are believed once to have existed in certain other

parts of India, but which have become a subject of dispute because

only traces of them now exist. These are very interesting to

the historian as showing the growth, or at least the probable

growth, of over-lord claims over what would otherwise be inde-

pendent villages of the rabiatwdri type, and also the formation

of villages under special circumstances in a joint or co-sharing

form as exceptions to the prevailing tenure. If our inferences

regarding these mostly long decayed landlord-villages are at all

just, we shall have the phenomenon of the raifjatii-drl village and

the joint-village occurring in juxtaposition. But such a juxta-

position is not confined to these doubtful cases, nor is it depen-

dent on inferences regarding the past ; we shall also take occasion

to describe certain cases where it can be seen in existence at the

present day.

^ By sucli a remark I do not intend to imply any disparagement of

the system. As a matter of fact, in practical -working, the North-West

Provmces Eevenue-S3'steni initiated by Kegnlation YII. of 1822 (and

applied, with local modifications, to Orissa, to the Panjilb, to Oudh, to

Ajmer, and to the Central Provinces) has proved remarkably elastic. In

Orissa, for instance, the working is as nearly raiyativdrl as possible ; and
so in Ajmer, where the principle of the joint-responsibility has been reduced

to a mere shadow. Indeed, the system is able practically to admit both

the landlord right over large estates (as in Oudh and parts of the North-

West Provinces) and w|iat are really separate holdings in villages

nominally joint.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE VARIETIES AND MODIFICATIONS OF VILLAGE FORMS

We have seen hitherto that the existence of a group of agi'i-

cultural holdings forming a village does not necessarily imply

a single or uniform plan of internal constitution. The village

may be a group of independent holdings
; or it may be in one

sense a unit, a share in which is held by every one of the resident

owners who form the ' village community.' Or again it may be a

group of lands which has been almost accidentally formed, the real

area of ' collective ownership ' (as far as the term is applicable) being

something much larger than a village. In any case, the constitu-

tion may differ. The main forms or principles have now been dis-

cussed—the tribal, the joint-family orpa/ii^tM, and the ' equalised-

share ' methods, &c. But each such method may exhibit in its

application certain minor variations, just as in plants we may

have ' species,' and under each a number of ' varieties.' Apart

from this, modification arises subsequently owing to what I may

call ' wear and tear.' Original shares are lost, sometimes par-

tially, sometimes altogether, without any constitutional differ-

ence of principle.

There is one form of village which in the nature of things

does not vary : the raiyatwdrl form, being merely an aggregate

of independent holdings, has no original varieties ; nor can any

change be introduced short of its conversion into a joint-village

either by reason of some artificial process of Revenue manage-

ment, or, so to speak, naturally, by the reduction of the cultivators

to the rank of ' tenant,' under the influence of a co-sharing family,

w^hich establishes over-lord rights over the whole as the proprie-

tory community. This is, however, not a variation of form, it is

the supersession of one form by another. The superimposition

of landlord rights has, no doubt, constantly occurred wherever
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conquering clans have settled, and wherever adventurers have

acquired a dominion, or Rajas and Emperors have made grants, or

the revenues have been farmed to some village-manager. But
until such an over-lord arises, the independent group of land-

holders, with its hereditary headman and its staff of artisans and
menials, must necessarily remain unchanged.^

But when we come to the joint-villages—those held on some
system of co-sharing—there is ample room for variety, both

original and induced by accident.

In the first place, I may mention a general cause of modifi-

cation which may affect any kind of really joint-village. There

may be a portion of the village area not yet divided ; and this

circumstance, though of no particular interest in itself from the

tenure point of view, may be of practical importance to the ad-

ministration. We shall see presently that the official classifica-

tion provides a distinct head for the luholly divided, and another

for the partly divided villages. In the former there is neither

arable nor waste land, except the site of the village temple or

mosque, the graveyards, roads, and other such naturally in-

divisible areas, left unpartitioned ;
^ in the latter, which is by far

the larger class, an area of waste either wanted for grazing and
wood-cutting, or not yet wanted for ploughing up, is still held

in common. Sometimes, also, a portion of the arable is left un-

divided, because it is all in the hands of tenants—perhaps
' occupancy ' or irremovable tenants—and the proprietors have

no object in dividing it. This question of partial or total divi-

sion may affect management in various ways ;
^ but there is one

1 I have already discussed the possibility of rights being destroyed and
originally homogeneous bodies dispersed under the effects of harsh revenue
administration ; but nothing of the kind tends to alter the raiyatwdri form.

'^ Land which is unfit for cultivation and is otherwise impartible is

spoken of as ghair mumMn
; while the waste for grazing, &c., that may

one day be utilised, is mumMn—i.e. ' possible ' to cultivate. The
village-site is often partitioned, because it gives the different co-sharers not

only their due allotment for their own houses, but enables each to charge

rents and derive other benefits from the house-sites which fall to his

share.

3 It may also be conveniently borne in mind that when a village is

divided into major and secondary groups (called 2J(itti, thol; &c.), the whole
of the land may be divided between the groups, so that nothing remains
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point where it also touches custom and the tenure form. It is

sometimes observed that, while the divided arable land is held on

one existing scheme of shares or on the basis of mere de facto

possession, the common land and the profits from grazing, wild

fruits, thatch-grass or similar produce, as well as other common
profits or dues—house rates and the like—may be enjoyed or

divided on a quite different set of shares. This usually indicates

that the original shares of the foundation have been distarbed or

forgotten, as regards the cultivated holdings, and yet the co-

sharers do not like altogether to ignore their proper principle
;

rhey cannot help abandoning it as regards the lands that have

long been held in severalty, but they still adhere to it as regards

profits or lands which have not been yet divided.

AVe may now proceed to the more specific varieties. It may
be a convenience shortly to recapitulate the list of ijrimary }om.t

forms before specifying these variations. We have : (1)

villages held on a tribal basis. As a rule, the several allotments

are made as equal as possible : of this class the frontier and some

other Panjab villages form our best examples. Here the 'joint-

holding ' depends on the sense of unity as a clan, and on the

feeling that all are equal and may have to submit to exchange

holdings with a view to giving effect to that equality. There is

no particular bond constituting i-iZ^ar/e-groups as such. (2)

^"illages held by ' cultivating fraternities,' where there has

been no territorial rule and no aristocratic title in the family,

but where, beginning with a small household-group settled on

a wide area, there has gradually grown up a large clan. In

some cases a group of villages has been formed like a number

of buds shooting out from one parent stem, and then separating

into so many full-blown new ' villages.' In other cases certain

common to the whole village {sJiamildt clili) ; but each_p(X^^I may have in-

ternally divided only part of its land, leaving some still common to the

section {shdmiliit pattl). It very frequently happens that smaller family

(or close kindred) groups hold their shares jointly because it would be so

inconvenient to divide them. The co-sharers may recognise a fractional

interest in a pattl which is represented by xTrVirth part of a ' rupee ' or less

(see p. 315, ante) ; but such an interest cannot always be divided out on

the ground, and must be enjoyed jointly with others or it would be

useless.
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primary, secondary, and tertiary divisions of the whole estate-

area have been established in the days when there were but a

few family members ; but after that, all the multiplying

descendants have obtained land jper capita according to the

actual requirements of each household as it came to maturity.

There was no thought of any particular aliquot parts of the

whole ; only care was taken that an equal division of good and

bad lands should be observed, and more especially that a valua-

tion should be made so that the share of the burdens (land-

revenue or any other charges) borne by each might be in just

proportion to the value and extent of the land held.

In contrast with this cultivating-fraternity form, where some

traces of clan feeling are still in evidence, stands the very

large class of villages (3) where one individual, or one or two

together, obtained or founded the village-estate ;
and here it is

solely the 'joint-family ' fully developed, and its consequent law

of joint-inheritance, that has produced the joint-community.

Here, too, the ' village ' is essential ; it is the limit of the grant or

acquisition. The heirs will divide strictly on the ancestral shares

indicated by the ' genealogical tree.' It is in this form that we

have the stages, first, of the sole owner, then of his heirs holding

undivided, and finally of complete or partial severance of the

holdings. But in many such estates the division was made at

a remote period. And there are some few cases where a kindred

already numerous enough to form a village-group or something

larger have, on acquiring a new domain, formed it and continue

to subdivide it into so many ancestral shares^ rather than into

the equal lots of Nos. 1 and 2. The ancestral-share system is

peculiarly open to give dissatisfaction as time goes on ;
it is also

peculiarly liable to become modified by external agency.

(4) There is a class of village still having certain features

of ' joint ' holding— e.^. the common responsibility for the revenue,

which is best described negatively
; it is not ' tribal,' it is not

pattiddri, nor is it held on the ' artificial calx,' or equalised-hold-

ing method. There is locally some peculiarity, derived from some

unknown source : perhaps the village is a small surviving

remnant from some once larger body which has gradually dis-

appeared ; often it is a voluntary association of cultivators, who
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have combined for protection into a 'joint-body.' In these cases

the ' shares' are of various kinds.

(5) Lastly, there is a large list of villages which is only

separable because we are in the dark as to their real original

mode of constitution. The ' co-sharers ' hold each a certain

separate area, and the fact of possession is the only known
measure of right. The official classification has a special head

for these ' de-facto-holding ' villages.^

Let us notice each head separately, and see what minor

varieties are possible.

(1) It is difficult to say that there is any typical or normal

form of the purely tribal village of the Panjab. Regarding the

co-sharers as persons, the village depends on the family con-

nection which associates a number of kindred in one separate

group, and on the conditions of life and locality which compel

many small hamlets, or one large clhcldl, as the case may be, to

be formed. All we can ask is what is the type of tribal-s/^are ?

The examples I have given show some variety in this respect

which is evidently original and not induced. Generally, both

in Biluchi and Pathan tribes, the larger divisions follow the

branches of the first ancestral family up to a certain point ; ^ but

within the Jchel, or other ultimate larger group, the single shares

are per capita and equal. More rarely ancestral shares seem to

be followed throughout, and up to the existing families. The
principal changes that occur in such a distribution of holdings are

more a matter of anticipation than anything else. The clan-

connection, not being exercised in war, or by other occasions,

will fall away and be forgotten ; the general sense of the area as

' the clan possession ' in which each member has his personal

share or right will also fade away, especially with the abandon-

ment of the old custom of periodic exchange of holdings which

kept it alive, but which becomes impossible when time and labour

expended for years past have produced well-cultivated fields and

farms, and when records of title and maps of permanent holdings

^ See Appendix to the chapter on the official classification of villages

for statistical purposes.

^ Even then the tappCi, &c., are not made of equal size and value ; they

are larger or smaller according to the number of houses and families in

each.
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have been prepared. Under the system of dividing the land into

lots composed of several pieces of different soils, there will be, 1

suppose, a gradual tendency for original differences to disappear

under long cultivation, manuring, and watering; fields will then

be voluntarily exchanged, and by these means holdings will in

time become consolidated lots in one place.

(2) But in the communities which I have called the ' true

hliaidclidrd' and of whicb the Aira-khera estate in the Mathura
district ^ is a perfect example, there are several natural varietie^

if not subsequent modifications. It will be remembered that in

all these cases of clan-holdings and fraternities growing up on

the spot there is never anything in the nature of holding • in

common.' Certain large divisions may be established at an

early stage of the growth of the body, and within these the

household lots or shares for the later descendants in each group

are added on, one by one, as the families increase. In these

cases very large areas are usually occupied ; and the first modi-

fication they undergo is that some of the family groups within

each main division, having each built separate groups of houses,

but regarding themselves as offshoots from the parent village

and not at first disconnected from it, gradually blossom out into

completely separate villages. Thus a large estate in the HamIr-

PUR district called Kheraila-khas, and containing 28^ square

miles, was divided into six main thole or sections, and these have

now become separate village estates. So in the same district,

Patara, an estate of over 9,000 acres, was divided into twelve sec-

tions (there called hehri), which have become as many ' villages.'

The building of the separate residence, the increase of the houses,

and the consequent completion of the village establishment, is

what makes the separate ' village
:

' the lands belonging to it

may still be scattered, and only brought into an aggregate in the

official registers. But sometimes a large portion of the land

happens to lie in one block, and then in the course of time out-

lying fields will be exchanged, and so the village and its land

will be brought into a ring fence. Lastly, special customs of

distributing the revenue charges according to standard valuation

lots (cah, &c.) will be given up in favour of paying according to

^ Described at p. 282 ff., ante.
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the differential acreage-rates for soils established for assessment

purposes by the Revenue-Settlement Officer.

But the method of sharing also shows some variation. Thus,

in the Banda district, if the village was composed of no more than

the three chief varieties of soil

—

mar, parwd, and rdMr—it was

not necessary to make any complicated artificial lots, and for

valuation of the holdings ; it was sufficient to treat the members

of the community as holding each a certain number of bujhd

measures of land ; but the (fighd of the worst soil was in fact two

or three times as large as the Ughd of the best soil.^ In Main-

PURi, examples occur of villages in which advantage was taken of

the natural belts into which the cultivation in the North-West

Provinces generally is observed to fall : there is the gauhdn, or

land nearest the village site (central group of homesteads), which

is always well irrigated and easy to manure, and is thus the most

valuable andmost successfully cultivated ; next there is the mdnjhd,

or ' middle land,' not quite so good, because not so easily supplied

with manure, and irrigation is perhaps less certain
;
lastly, there is

the hdrhd, or outlying zone of the poorest soil, probably rarely

manured and largely dependent on the rainfall. Each holding

will be represented on the basis of an artificial tor (or tauzl-hlghd)

made up of a certain area in each zone of the best, middle, and

outer land.^ The holdings here are scattered, but very much

less so than under the elaborate system of soil classification

sometimes followed—such, for instance, as that noted from the

Basti district.^

I have not met with other specific forms of originally various

(or afterwards modified) hhaidchdrd custom. The ' bhaidchdrd, lot

or share ' must naturally vary with the simplicity or complexity

of the actual soil distribution in the village. In a very uniform

1 Bdndd S. B. p. 40. So that when the revenues are distributed at a

uniform sum 'per blghd,' the payment is in fact fairly equal.

'^ North-West Provinces Gazetteer, iv. 600. Thus, in one village the

standard lot was large, viz. 90 hlghcis (actual measure), composed of

25 of the best + 30 of the middle + 35 of the poorest. In another village,

where the lots were numerous and consequently smaller, I find 819 lots

each of 24 actual hlghcis (6 of the best + 8 of the middle + 10 of the outer

soil-zone).

3 See p. 291, a7ite.
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locality the shares may be of the simplest description ;
^ where

the soil varies much each share or lot will be a very composite

one. In the latter case serious practical difficulty is to be

looked for in the future. The tendency in such estates (as

noted, e.f/., in the Etawa S. R., which is worth consulting on the

subject), is for the shares to become excessively subdivided
;

and then the fact that the holding is already perhaps in three

or five or more portions tells awkwardly ; for each portion has

to undergo the same process of subdivision. The result is that

unless the cultivators are of superior energy, or are able to

devise some remedy and to send off their surplus hands to some

other occupation, they will surely fall into poverty and lose the

ownership altogether. In this district, the prospects of the

much divided hhaidchdrd estates are not very promising : the

Settlement Officer notices that the 'paticdrl (village accountant)

is the only person who knows how to keep the accounts of

the numerous little separate holdings, and how to apportion the

revenue payment ; he rules them all accordingly ; the ijancaijat

has ceased to exist, and ' self-government ' is a delusion.

(3) The ancestral-share, or ixdtiddn^ villages are the most

likely to change of any. Here it will be remembered that,

theoretically, if a man owns (owing to his place in the genea-

logical table) say ^ of ^ of J (= yV) °^ the jx^ffZ or main branch

to which he belongs, he ought to be holding -gijjof the cultivated

area, to be entitled (on partition) to the same fraction of the

waste, and to be paying -^-^ of the assessed land revenue and

common expenses of the jpattl. But long before the village has

got to this number of small shares it will probably be found

that the correct fractions - have been partially, at any rate, lost

sight of. The causes are several ; they are sometimes natural,

' It is to be regretted that the method of sharing in the large Jihlam

clan-estates or villages {ante, p. 270) is not on record. I believe, however,

that it is by simple plough-lands allotted in each group according to the

requirements of the households at the time, there being great similarity

of soil throughout.

^ It will always be remembered that tlie arithmetic of vulgar fractions

was not known in former days to the village population, any more than it

was to the devisers of the extraordinarily clumsy provisions (as they appear

to us) for dividing the estate under the Muhammadan law of inheritance.
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but still more often they are the result of external pressure on

the village resources. In the first place, after the co-sharers

had gone through a certain term of practical experience of

working their separate shares, it must often have proved that

two portions designed to represent perfectly equal fractional

-

shares are by no means equal in working value ; at least, they

are not equally productive in the hands of the actual holders.

When this inequality is general, the co-sharers will probably

not alter the holdings, but will give up the attempt to distribute

the charges according to the proper (corresponding) fractions,

and will agree to a lack (as it is called), which will re-distribute

the burdens in a more equitable manner. And then the hold-

ings themselves rarely remain unaltered in extent : one man

finds himself able to cultivate more waste land and increases

his holding ; another sells a part of his share to his neighbour,

or becomes poor and leaves the village, in which case his holding

is distributed perhaps between not more than two who are willing

to undertake to pay the revenue ; or it is absorbed by the head-

man, &c. This goes on till a great many sharers have more or

less than their true fraction. But a still more fruitful cause of

change is the heavy lump-assessment laid on the village by

some former rapacious native governor ; all the holders had

then to pay what they could and to cultivate what they could

to make up the total and avoid being ruined or ejected from

their ancestral home. Possibly, too, they would have to call in

outsiders to help ; and these may have needed to be coaxed by

promises of admission as co-sharers or as tenants with special

privileges—such as paying nothing beyond the Government

assessment on their land. Case after case occurs in our records

where this has actually happened. In the Panjab it was indeed

the normal state of things under successive Sikh governments

;

with them it was the regular plan to take everything that could

be got, from everyone—no matter whether he was owner or

tenant—who held land. Shares then ceased to have much

practical value ; and it is not surprising that the correct scale

was often forgotten or voluntarily abandoned or altered, while

the village body were unwilling to give up their ancestral lands

Hence division by fractions was always a roughly and clumsily per-

formed operation. Cf. p. 263, ante.
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en hloc if they possibly could help it. After some years, or

perhaps a generation or two, it is too late to rectify the shares,

when better times come round ; the larger holders will stand

out for their de facto holding on the ground of their larger pay-

ments ; the weaker ones will have to submit ; and the only relief

is that the existing revenue assessment can, by law, be distri-

buted in accordance with the actual holdings, or at rates per

acre, of the different kinds of soil.

I expect also that irregularity must frequently have arisen

from the mode in which the land was held before formal parti-

tion.^ Each co-sharer gets possession of a certain home-farm,

or sir land ; and this he continues to hold on the understanding

that when a regular partition is demanded he will have to sub-

mit to give or take as the case may be ; for the land held by

each in this way may be more or may be less than the proper

fractional share of the whole village, or of any section of it.

When at last a partition is made, there is a struggle, in which

each sharer hopes to keep what he has previously been enjoying
;

and it is quite possible that some irregularity is submitted to by

the weaker members, and that the stronger come off the gainers.

But, whatever the cause of the inequality, it is first made
tolerable by dropping the fractions, as far as revenue payment is

concerned, and making the charges correspond to the area

actually held. In the end the villages frequently consent to

remain ' as they are.' Sometimes they will allow the de facto

holdings to be recorded, and then, of course, the change is

stereotyped. Sometimes they will desire to have the proper

list of shares recorded, but the possession does not, in fact,

correspond ; this means that there is some lingering idea that

one day or other the correct shares will be restored. But it

must be remembered that there is in most communities con-

siderable pride taken in the pattiddri form, as being intimately

connected with the maintenance of the family dignity ; and I

have given an instance of at least one district where the co-

sharers agreed to correct the existing holdings either by sur-

render of excess lands, or by making up to those whose holding

was deficient, by means of a special allotment out of the

culturable common waste.

^

1 See jjost, p. 347. ^ j^^^^^ ^^ 323^

Z
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It is also frequently observed that, while de fado holding

has been acquiesced in as regards the old cultivated land, the

' manorial' profits of the waste lands, or from fruits, grass,

grazing fees, house-dues, and other miscellaneous sources, are

still divided on ancestral shares, and that the culturable waste

will be partitioned on the ancestral shares also. In such cases

we have estates partly held on shares and partly on de facto

possession. This is one of the reasons why the official classi-

fication provides a separate heading for ' imperfect imUiddrl

villao-es,' which means that part of the land is undivided, and

possibly also that the divided and undivided portions are shared

on different principles. It may be added thab for the same reason

an ' imperfect hhaidchdrd ' may exist
;
part of the land may be

retained in common ; and there may be cases where a different

principle has been introduced in the two portions. (I do not,

however, know of any such, at least in the real ' customary

share ' class of village.)

If we tabulate the variations of the ancestrally-shared vilkujes,

we have :

1. Held on fairly correct shares
;

at least the principle is acknow-

ledged throughout.^

Held partly de facto (home farms

out of proportion to the correct

share) ; and the rest (common

Separate (existing) pos-

session has become un-

alterable by record in the

land, profits of a miscellaneous
|

Papers of Settlement.

kind, &c.) divided on the correct b. Separate possession has

ancestral shares. \ not been recorded.

Existing possession fixed

by record.

3. Ancestralshares havebecome com- J b. Only a list of shareholders

pletely lost or upset and disused.
I

recorded, and cultiva-

tion arranged for each

\
year. 2

1 These occur where the land is partitioned, and also where the whole

land is held by tenants, and managed by one man on behalf of an

undivided body, who share the profits ancestrally.

2 Mr. Whiteway, author of the Matlmra S.B., informs me that such

cases do exist, but are very rare.
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The effect of heavy revenue-assessments in producing tenure

modifications is not confined to pattiddrl villages
; it may be

observed in any class ; it may break down whatever system of

shares existed. It was doubtless this oppression that led to the

hhejbardr custom, which prevailed at one time, especially in the

districts of Banda, Allahabad, &c.^ Here, quite irrespective of

any original or theoretical distribution of burdens, the revenue

charge was in former days periodically redistributed so as to

suit the actual cultivation of each member ; and the liability of

an insolvent member was distributed rateably among the others.

This was done, not because they held the land in common, which

they never did, but because they were still one clan or one
' wide-kindred,' as the case might be, and this was the most

feasible mode of preserving their united existence as land-

holders. Over-assessment, too, must have led to various arrange-

ments for admitting new cultivators ; and especially to the

absconding or withdrawal of some of the co-sharers, who some
years later would seek to be readmitted, but most probably

would be allowed a smaller holding than they had once enjoyed,

and perhaps an inferior position.

In the GujRAT district of the Panjab, Mr. Tupper ^ notices

how oppression under Ahmad Shah Durani led various sections

of different tribes or families to club together and effect ' a

much greater concentration of the village communities' than
had existed before. We have seen how, in distant Kachar,^ the

settlers formed joint-stock communities, doubtless to enable

them unitedly to meet the revenue charge, and to ward off

internal interference with their affairs. And so they did under
the vlsdbadi system in North ^ladras. In some of these cases

we observe the effect of a sense of strength given by voluntary

combination; but in others, as in the Gujrat district, the

elements combining were already tribal, or at least kindred

groups, and the natural sense of tribal-union maintained the

combination ; but each group kept to itself, and formed a distinct

^ This custom is fully described in L. S. B. I. ii. 143. It was certainly,

while it lasted, an expression of the solidarity of the village ; as all

consented to a periodical readjustment of their proportionate payments,
and in some cases to a correction of holdings.

2 Oust. Laiv, ii. 31. 3 Ante, p. 140.
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tarf^ or section of the village. In most cases, too, the result of

heavy exactions was to confuse the co-sharers with their tenants

and cultivators :
' responsibilities were imposed on the founder's

kin, or immigrant outsiders indifferently.' Naturally, in after

times, the outsiders, who had borne the burden equally with

the nominal ' owners,' claimed their just privilege, and the

modern Revenue Law cut the knot by creating for them a

special status of mdlih maqlmza, or ' proprietors of the holding,'

without any interest in the general management of the village or

share in the common lands or miscellaneous profits of the whole. ^

There is also a curious feature connected with the iKittiddrl

principle of sharing which is observed in Oudh and the North-

West Provinces and possibly elsewhere. It will be found in cases

where the existing proprietors are groups of families which had

established their over-lordship over a number of village-areas

already existing ; and they have declined to accept the existing

villages as the ' shell ' into which the growing communities will

fit. As the landlord family multiplied, it partitioned, and then

the sections partitioned again. Such a partition might have

given, say, a single village to each branch of the kindred, and

that would be subdivided into ])aitl, &c., for the lesser branches
;

then we should have a number of separate and compact village-

estates, each owned by the descendants of the particular head

to whom the village was allotted. But very often, actuated

by a desire to secure a more equitable division of the property,

the heads of groups who were to receive the separate major-

shares got part of their allotment in one geographical village,

and part in another, or in several others ; so that here the

^ This is only one way in which such cases of limited or secondary

proprietary-right to plots of land within the village estate come to exist.

In other cases such persons have been recognised in view of the fact that

originally they were fuU proprietors, but theu' rights had been overborne

by the growth of a new general proprietary body over their heads as, e.g.,

in the case of the mdlih maqbuza in Central Provinces vUlages, or with

the 'ardziddr and mushaVksiddr in parts of the North West-Provinces.

It must be remembered that in the old days the village ' solidarity

'

was much more felt than it is now, and that there were many cases (even

in the North-West Provinces) where tenants were welcomed to help

cultivate, and no one thought of taMng rent from them. The burdens

were distributed rateably over the whole, and all paid alike.
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estate^ or mahCd (group of lands lielcl under one title), has to

be gathered together on paper, and cannot be a compact area

on the ground. In the 'Azamgarh district, for example, to

which I have so often referred for illustrations from its

curiously subdivided villages, ' one ].>attl may hold its land

in one or two mauzas (geographical or survey village), another

pattl in another mauza or two, and a third ixittl in a third,

while all the pattis hold in the remaining mauzas ; but gener-

ally all the jxtf^Zs have shares in all the mauzas.' ^ As the

families are much attached to certain places of residence,

which are also divided, it happens that many groups of land

belonging to one section of a family, have no village site : the

owners continue to reside at some other centre. Such areas

are technically said to be he-cirdghl, or ' without a lamp.' ^ It is

often only the larger and important villages that are finally sub-

divided down to the household shares ; in others the lands for the

whole jxtifZ have long ago been defined, but the families within

the jxt^^I manage their holding jointly—very probably collecting

and dividing the rents obtained from the tenants. This pecu-

liarity, it will be observed, affects the land
; it does not alter

the ancestral shares or the constitution of the groups of fami-

lies. Such groups may be subject to the loss of their correct

share-system and so forth, just as if they were enjoying a com-

pact area of land.

(4) I have made this head—for the remaining villages,

sometimes colonist groups and sometimes of other origins, in

which neither the tribal nor the iKiitiddrl methods of division

are followed. Colonist villages—known to have had that origin

—

have been described as a well-known feature of the South-eastern

Panjab. But when we have taken note of those hiown origins

which we can classify, there are still a large number of villages

found here and there with local, special, or apparently exceptional

Euethods of sharing, of which the origin is not always known.

Any small tribal or family group may locally adopt some method

of sharing which is peculiar. Thus, among the Ghakar clans of

the Northern Panjab, in an 'ildqa or tribal territory called Sohan,

the allotment of lands was made with reference to military

' Azimgarh S. B. ' Government Review,' § 2.

' Ibid. §§ 326-8, pp. 92, 93.
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rank, as liorseman. or foot- soldier, or asmn'i (ordinar}?- person).

The share for the former was one-tliird as much again as the

latter. For family purposes the ' horseman ' share was divided

into four sum (= hoof). And so in a village in the Hazara

district I have noticed shares (called dogJ) each subdivided into

four j>«M- (= feet), and esLch pair into four kharsancli (or toes).^

These are some of the exceptional and local cases.

A much more widely spread mode of sharing is found in

the Panjab, and occasionally in the North-West Provinces ; we

are led to suppose that the villages adopting it are frequently

groups of voluntary associates. It is observed when cultivation

is carried on bv means of irrio-ation-wells. The settlers have

combined to sink the number necessary, and shares in the village

are reckoned by shares in the wells which water, or at least

])artially protect, the whole arable portion. One well, with the

area nominally attached to it, will be divided among three sharers,

another among six, and so on. The actual watering is managed

by each sharer taking possession of the well apparatus, attaching

his own bullocks, and working it (letting the water run into

his own channels) for so many hours in the working day, or on so

many days in the week. In the Jhansi district, North-West Pro-

vinces, there are whole villages (called hlcthddl villages) worked

in this way ; but there is a peculiarity in the management, as all

the fields are not always irrigable, nor the same fields under crop
;

so the revenue is assessed in a lump sum j^er 'well,' covering

both tl]e land regularly watered and the outlying fields, which

can only occasionally in favourable seasons get irrigated.^

In villages of uniform soil, another common mode of sharing

is to divide the land into lots (of varying number of acres),

called ' ploughs/ the unit being the quantity of land which it is

supposed one pair of oxen can plough. If necessary, the ' plough
'

is subdivided into ' bullocks,' and each ' bullock ' into ' legs.'
^

Sometimes the division is effected by counting the cattle and

allotting the area into so many portions representing each ' one

bullock'—one family will hold two, another ten, and so on.

Here the only 'joint' element in the village is the 'common

1 L. S. B. I. ii. 639. - North -West Provinces Gazetteer, ii. 281.

^ See L. S. B. I. ii. 143.
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waste ' allotted to the village, and recorded as their joint-

property, and the common responsibility for the land revenne
;

the actual holdings are, and always have been, separate.

It is hardly necessary to specify separately, as cases of

modification, the change of a joint-village of one form into a

village of another form, by sale, or grant, or by some voluntary

adoption of a new plan of holding. Yet such cases do occur.

I have elsewhere given an account of a village in the Tirohan

pargcma (Ba^da district) where a hliamclidrd village became

granted to three Brahman proprietors, and so technically became

a pattidarl. village. A village called Tura was another case in

which part became held under one principle and part under

another.' The largest class of transformation cases is where

the old constitution has been lost completely, without any

apparent or traceable grant, purchase, or usurpation of over-lord

rights—where, indeed, no definite explanation can be given.

(5) And this will serve to remind us that after enumerating

the varieties and hioum modifications of the several forms of

village, it is necessary to take account of the many villages

which, having made no objection to the joint liability under the

North-west Land-revenue system, and having accepted the

common area of waste attached to their group, are reckoned as

' joint-villages,' and yet there is no trace of any particular

foundation, or of any share- system ; the cultivated land is

held simply on the basis of de-facto possession— i.e. every

member of the community has come to hold a certain area of

land—how, he does not know.

Each holding is enjoyed in complete severalty, but the

whole village admits its joint responsibility for the revenue.

Should it happen that there is a waste area to be divided, the

division will take place hash-rasad-kliewat—according to the

proportion of land held in the arable, or to the amount of revenue

paid. Even if this ' possession ' is believed to represent a

modification of an earlier system of regular ancestral or other

shares, still it is now irrevocable. But very often nothing is

remembered ; and the holders say that their holding was always

^ Both the cases are given in detail in L. S. B. I. ii. 147, 148, and

need not be further described here.
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merely according to what they wanted or could manage (laWd

hash maqclUr), or that their holding was what ' Providence gave

them ' (dad illdhi).

In some such cases, possession is now the sole measure of

right in the arable land ; but the existence of ancestral

or other shares is acknowledged as regards the waste and the

manorial profits. These cases have been already alluded to.

There is, however, one class of cases in which ' de-fado

possession ' is the sole measure of right throughout, in which it

is highly probable that original shares are unknown because

there never were any ; the villages were originally raiyaticdrl,

and no landlord family happened to have acquired them. Such

villages merely became ' joint ' by the example of the neighbour-

ing estates and the application of the prevalent Land-revenue

system.

In some districts such a change has been artificially effected.

For example, in the little province of Ajmer (the only British

possession in Rajputana), the villages were raiyatwdrl, but were

brought under the North-West Provinces Settlement, and made
'joint' by the grant in common of the adjacent waste; but the

joint responsibility was so little adapted to the circumstances of

the communities that at the later Settlements it has been

virtually abrogated.

In the Central Peovixces the same thing happened, only

in a peculiar form ; for there the whole village was not treated

as the joint proprietary body, but the headman, or more fre-

quently the Maratha Revenue manager, or mdl-guzdr (as he was

afterwards called), was made sole proprietor, only with large

reservations of the rights of the original cultivators ; so that

there we have the peculiar feature of landlord-villages, only that

the landlords have no power of interference with the rent-

payments, or with the management of a considerable portion of

their tenants.^

Then, again, there are the districts, like Kangra and Kumaon,
where, as we have seen, there were no villages, but the hamlets

have been aggregated into circles, and certain areas of common
waste and forest given to each, and so the circles have been

^ The Ajmer and the Central Provinces systems are fully described in

£. S. B. I. vol. ii.
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formed into villages. The same thing happened with the

isolated ' wells ' in the South-western Panjab. Here the land

has practically come to be a bond of union, as the separate farms

formed into groups have accepted the joint constitution ;
they

have even adopted the custom of pre-emption, basing it, as

might be expected, on the principle of mere contiguity or

vicinage. ' Individuals,' writes Mr. Eoe,^ ' have sunk wells in

the waste, receiving a grant from Government of from sixteen

to fifty acres of land ; and where such grants lie near together

they have been formed into a village and the intervening waste

thrown in as common land. I myself as Settlement Ofiicer,

have created several such villages in the Montgomery and

Multan " Bar " dry tract. More were so erected under native

rule, and very probably in some cases the families have come

together of their own accord.' In these isolated and afterwards

artificially aggregated holdings, some curious customs of right

have sprung up. In the first place, in many cases, families of

some pretension have gained the over-lordship over such villages,

or, may be, over a considerable tract of country, and have been

able to exact a kind of over-lord fee.^ Sometimes the landlord

also settled a cultivator under what is known as the ddJihlpl

custom, by which the cultivator who sinks the well (without which

tillage would be impossible) becomes customary owner of half

the land, and the landlord of the other half; very frequently

the well-sinker would also permanently occupy the landlord's

half, paying him rent for it. Under this state of things also

appears another custom, the liasur Jchivdr (= eater of fractions),

where the owner of the land employs someone with capital to

sink the well, and the latter receives certain dues (kasur-sil-cdh)

or portion of the produce ' for the bricks of the well.' In Sikh

days, the local governors often ignored the over-lord, and assumed

their own right to locate settlers on cak^ or allotments of waste.

These settlers were then able to sink^ wells and hold on what is

called a caMdri tenure. It might be that the grantee (caMdr)

was unable himself to sink the well, and put in a tenant who

^ Tribal Law in the Panjdl, p. 8, and note.

2 See L. S. B. I. ii. 661, and iii., chapter on Sindh. It was in this

way that the ' zamindari ' rights in Sindh grew up over aggregates of scat-

tered settlements which answered to villages.
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did so ; in such a case the tenant became irremovable, and is

now recorded as ' inferior proprietor
;

' he is entitled to take the

produce after paying the revenue, the over-lord's //«</, or fee, if

there is one, and certain dues (in kind and called hasar) to the

While time and circumstances have thus produced many

varieties in the holding of village lands, there has been one

thing that has perhaps tended to preserve the constitution to

some extent, and that is the facility with which the revenue and

other burdens can be specially distributed over the holdings by

a hdcli^ or scheme in which (without altering the extent and

character of the holdings themselves) earlier methods of fractional

or artifical-lot valuation are given up and the revenue is dis-

tributed over the actual holding, either by an all-round acreage-

rate sufficient to cover the total sum, or by different acreage rates,

which vary with the value of the soil, or by some other method.

Mr. D. G. Barkley enumerates eight such methods, used in the

Panjab ;
^ but this includes the methods which are normal, viz.

where the payment is according to the proj)er or theoretical shares.

Omitting these, the other methods adopted are— (1) to pay by a

rate on each whole ivell (Mhgcln), (2) by a rate on the actucil i^loug

J

ls

possessed by each co-sharer (Jialsdri), (3) by an all-round acreag-i

rate, (4) by rates varying with reference to the land being

irrigated or unirrigated

—

i.e. dependent on rain-fall, (5) by rates

on the several descriptions of soil, (6) by a rate on the houses or

families (garh sdri) proportionate to the number and ability of

each, (7) by a rate according to the cattle possessed {(lum sdrl

— i.e. counting ' tails.') Whatever general method is in force,

there may be different ways of applying it. It may be, for

instance, that rents of the tenant lands, and rents, usually

light, applied to the lands in the possession of the several co-

sharers, are all levied and collected, or, at any rate, brought to

account, at contract or customary rates. This sum, together

with all miscellaneous and ' manorial ' income added, is first

applied to pay the revenue and rates and the common expenses of

the village—entertainment of guests, repairs of village public

buildings, and, I fear, we must add, bribes to officials, and cost

^ See his Panjab edition of Thomason's Directions to Bevenue Officers,

P- 44.
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of supplying free rations to man and beast, as shown in the

shop-books of the grocer, the grain dealer, the money-lender, or

the headman, who disbursed them in the tirst instance, and

then the sarplus is distributed according to shares. Otherwise

the proceeds of tenant-rents on the undivided land, and other

items of general income, go to pay the revenue and expenses,

and, if they do not suffice, a rate is levied on the co-sharers'

holdings, according to one or other of the above methods, just

sufficient to make up the total charges. There are no profits,

of course, under this latter system.

It follows almost naturally, from this, to pass on to explain

wdiat is usually meant by holding a village ' in common.' I do

not here speak of the mere leaving to the common use and

enjoyment a certain area of waste and grazing ground. Such

land is often left undivided, not because of any inherent idea of

community of goods of which this is a relic, but for reasons

already stated. I refer to the areas where the irhole village is

held ' in common ' by the proprietors themselves. This usually

happens in villages where the community are the coheirs of one

founder; they are jealous of each other, and regard partition as

likely to give an undue start to some one or more members,

which wdll give him or them an advantage over the rest. More

rarely it happens, when there is some peculiarity in the soil, or

some other circumstances which make it desirable for the body

either to cultivate the land, and, after paying the revenue and

expenses, to divide the surplus on hioivn shares, or else to

manage the cultivation by an arrangement effected year by year
;

each co-sharer takes up, for the year, such a plot as is assigned

to him, without calling it his own ; in that case each takes the

produce of what he has actually cultivated ; this is the most

usual plan.

In the Panjab, for example, I may quote Mr. Roe's descrip-

tion ; and I believe that it correctly^ represents what happens in

other places where there are undivided villages cultivated by

the proprietors. Each co-sharer actually takes as his ' home-

farm '

—

i.e. some area which he holds in possession, though as yet

there has been no partition—and he enjoys the whole produce of

that, either paying a light rent for it to the common fund or

otherwise. After observing tin at there is no such thing as a
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common house or common table, and that each family has its

own ' house with its surroundings, the privacy of which is

strictly guarded,' Mr. Roe continues :

'Nor do we find . . . even in joint (i.e. undivided) villages, or

even in joint holdings, that the produce of the cultivated lands is ever

really brought to a common stock, and then distributed. What
happens in practice is that each cultivating proprietor takes the

whole of the produce of whatever portion of the joint land he actually

cultivates, and pays the land revenue assessed on it, and perhaps a

light rent in addition. This rent, and all rents paid by tenants, and

all income derived from the waste, go to the common fund or

malha ^ ... If there is any surplus, it is not distributed in cash, but

the headmen with whom the administration of the common fund

rests, if they do not embezzle it themselves, apply it to pa} ment of

the land revenue, thus reducing the amount to be paid by each

shareholder.' ^

From these considerations we shall now be able to summarise

the actual varieties of the different kinds of village, as we have

already summarised the various origins from which the bodies of

owners sprang. A reference to the Appendix will then show

how the official vernacular terms come into use, and how the

classification adopted in all geueral returns is valueless as far as

the real tenure distinction is concerned.

(i.) The raiyatiudrl village, which has remained as such in all

those provinces where no attempt has been made to establish

middle-men, or to aggregate the separate holdings artificially,

i.e. to make a general estate by including a portion of waste,

which may be partitioned, and imposing a joint responsi-

bility for a lump sum of revenue assessed on the estate as a

unit.

(ii.) The zaminddrl khdlis, or * sole landlord ' village, where

one single person concentrates in himself the right to all tlie

land and all the rents, &c., in the village.

(iii.) The zaminddrl mushtarka, or jointly held, undivided

village, where the body of nearly related agnates, descendants

of one original landlord, own the village, and have not

^ This term has been explained above.
'^ Tribal Laiv in the Panjdb, p. 9.
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divided it at all— i.e. by any formal partition. In rare cases,

a joint-holding, as I have remarked, may result from other

causes.

(iv.) The village partitioned and held on a7icestral shares—the

legal, or fractional shares of the law or custom of inheritance

pure and simple. Rarely these shares are correct or perfect
;

but if the principle is acknowledged over the whole of the

land, the village is rightly put in this class. We have in

this case either the result of a formal partition made recently,

or at all events subsequently to a known period of previous

undivided holding ; but very often a state of division has

immemorially existed. In most cases, hosvever, it does result

from the antecedent holding of some founder, or a small

number of such founders whose names still adhere to the

])attl, or main sections. In certain cases it may be that a

sufficiently numerous family has conquered or gained an
estate, and has di\ided it out, on settling down, in ancestrcd

fractional shares throughout.

(v.) The purely tribal village, usually held in shares on some
plan of equal holding, such as we see in the definitely tribal

cases of Biluchi and Pathan frontier villages, and in some
large tribal villages in the North Panjab and elsewhere.

(vi.) But we also include the 'cultivating fraternities' of

* democratic ' or non-monarchical clans, exhibiting many of

the same features of connected groups of hamlets, occupying

a large and continuous area. The shares are usually equalised

lots made up of different soils, and subject to a peculiar mode
of calculating value. These villages ought to be called (and

only these) hhaidchdrd.

(vii.) All villages held on 'ploughs,' 'well-shares,' and other
' fancy' methods of allotment, always divided, which may be
colonist-associations voluntarily formed out of more or less

miscellaneous elements ; or they may be tribal or family

groups, which have adopted this particular method for reasons

which are not now discoverable.

(viii.) We have also to add villages now retaining something of

the corporate feeling, the relics of a family or a tribal union,

but who have lost or never possessed any calculated share

of the unit-estate, and have separate holdings, of which all

that can be said is that possession is now the sole measure of

interest.

(ix.) Lastly, we may make a class, or rather two sub-classes,
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for what are officially termed the ' imperfect ' forms of parti-

tioned village estates. If a portion of the estate is left

undivided, this fact alone puts the village, for official pur-

poses, into the 'imperfect' class, whether of pattidd7~i or

other. From a tenure point of view, this partial indivision

is only interesting when it involves the fact that one method

of sharing is applied to the divided cultivated land, and

"another, very jwohaUy the old or original scheme of the

estate, to sharing the waste, or dividing the common profits.

So that really this class gives us the ' transition ' village,

where the loss of the ancestral or some other kind of share

is not quite complete—the village is not yet wholly relegated

to the eighth head, where de-facto possession is alone recog-

nised. This head, then, includes the 'imperfect' pattiddrl

and the imperfect bhaidchdrd, or any other kind of shared

estate.

With these nine heads of real difference and variety, it will

now be easy to compare the heads of classification which were

indicated in Mr. Thomason's Biredions to Revenue Officers in the

forties ; these have, with singular infelicity, been adopted ever

since for official purposes, the terms getting slightly, or some-

times completely, misused in different places.

The headings of the statistical tables are :

^

—

(i.) ' Zaminddri ' generally employed to mean either a sole

landlord or an undivided body. I suppose because it was

troublesome to write the distinguishing vernacular additions—

lihalis (sole), mushtarha (joint), which alone give any sense to

the term.

(ii.) Pattiddrl, divided on legal or ancestral shares, often,

however, allowed to include other settled schemes of shares

besides.

(iii.) Imperfect pcdtldclrl, partly so divided, ctnd including

the large class where the two portions are shared in different

ways.

(iv.) Bhaidchdrd, which in the Panjab has been strangely

appropriated ^ to mean villages held on possession only, but which

^ The raiyatwdri village is acknowledgecl, but it does not appear in

Mr. Thomason's list, as such villages are not recognised under the North-

West system.
^ See Barkley's edition of the Directions, p. 44.
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is, in practice, used to include also any kind of ' equal-lot,

' plough,' ' well,' or other kind of shares which are not ' legal ' or

' ancestral.' ^

(v.) There is the ' imperfect ' form of No. 4, either wherr

there is merely part of the land undivided, or where part it^

undivided, and also enjoyed on a different principle.

If the ' imperfect ' class is held to refer mainly to the fact

that two parts of a village estate are held on different iwinciples,

then, of course, ' imperfect ' loattiddrl and imperfect hhaidchdrd

can be, and very often are, lumped together in official returns.

In the light of our present knowledge of custom and our

general interest in tenure-forms, such a classification is worse

than none at all. When it was first invented, it served as a

rough and ready means of distinguishing villages for office and

administrative purposes. It had, and was intended to have, no

other use or value.

In conclusion, it may be well to remark that there is con-

siderable practical difference betwern joint-villages held by

owmers of a completely non-agricultural caste and those held by

Jats and other agricultural communities. The distinction is not,

however, formal, nor does it give rise to actual variations of tenure.

In the Panjab, it will be remembered that by far the larger

number of villages are cultivated by the co-sharing families

themselves ; even the women take a large share in the work.

When there are tenants, it is because the co-sharers have more

land than they can manage, and are able to call in ' tenants at

will
;

' or because in the old days a tenant class was associated to

lielp in ' the founding,' or were called in to help cultivate more

land to make up the heavy demands of the State Officers.

Sometimes such tenants (or, may be, ' inferior-proprietors ") are

reduced members of earlier, once proprietary, families, or of

grantees or other families who have gained a footing in other ways.

In such cases it is quite common to find ' tenants ' paying no

rent—they are, in fact, only cultivators, just like the proprietors,

with the exception that they have no concern in the profits of

the estate and no voice in its management. But the revenue and

^ E.g., the artificial villages of Ajmer and Kangra are so classed, and

most of the Panjab tribal villages, which are really a class apart.
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cesses are distributed rateably over the whole of the cultivated

land—-sharers and tenants alike.

^

In the North-West Provinces, again, it is much more

common to find the village co-sharers non-agricultural ; and

then either the whole land is managed by tenants who may or

may not have been located by the owners, or, which is very

common indeed, a large portion of the land is held by tenants

who represent the original cultivating body over whom the

' community ' of proprietors grew up. In such a case the whole

estate may be simply managed by one man, who collects the

rents and divides them, after paying revenue and expenses. Or,

more commonly, each co-sharer will have taken a certain holding,

called his sir, or home-farm. This farm he cultivates by his own

personal tenants and farm-labourers, while all the rest of the

' tenant '-land is held by cultivators regarded as the tenants of the

whole body. Frequently this area is not divided, for why should

it be ? It is much easier to divide the rents collected by the h ead-

man or other manager ; or perhaps these rents go e7i hloc to pay

the revenue, and the surplus only is divided. In the Panjab we

rarely hear anyone speak of sir lands, because the co-sharers

generally work the whole of their share themselves, and such

tenants as there are naturally appear as holding land under this

or that co-sharer.

In the Panjab the co-proprietors generally look for cultivating

profits only. In the North-West Provinces they expect an

income from rents, besides the yield of the home-farm. At least,

that is the case with the largest class of villages. I believe the

true hhaidchdra or cultivating fraternities are oftener cultivat-

ing bodies of agricultural caste, or of one that has taken to

cultivation. Contract-rents based on competition are much

commoner in the North-West Provinces than they are in the

Panjab. In the former, they are so common as to form the

normal standard of the value of land for assessment purposes
;
in

the latter, they are neither sufficiently common nor really based

on competition to furnish such a standard ; they can only be

referred to as a supplementary means of checking rates calculated

in other ways.

1 Mr. Whiteway tells me that a few such cases may be found in parts

of the North-West Provinces ; and were formerly common.
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APPENDIX

THE DEFECTS OF THE OFFICIAL SYSTEM OF CLASSIFYING

VILLAGES IN THE AGRICULTURAL RETURNS

It will readily be understood that the remarks made in this note

are not intended to criticise the published Agricultural Tenure

Returns as they are in themselves, and for the purely official or

administrative purposes for which they were alone designed.^ What

I have to point out is (i.) that these returns are not only quite useless,

but distinctly misleading, for any purposes connected with the history

of institutions, and as regards the interesting question of the sur-

vival of the different tribal andfamily origins of the villages.

The British Government has done much to preserve the Archaeo-

logical treasures of British India. Old buildings and inscribed

monuments have been protected, repaired, and strengthened
;

elaborate drawings have been made, photographs taken, and

measurements and sections placed on record in the invaluable

Technical Art Series of the Imperial Survey Department. My
plea is that something of the same interest should be shown by an

attempt to preserve the archaeology of Indian institutions which do

not exist in stone or in material monuments, but in customs and

forms of tenure. I do not think it would be an impossible task,

gradually, and after such modification of detail as must necessarily

be made in any plan submitted, to take a kind of census of the

'joint '-villages of the Panjab, North-West Provinces, and Oudh, and

to improve the general returns as regards the raiyatwdrl provinces.

(1) As to these last-named provinces : in Madras we wish to

know the number, and if possible the population, whether mis-

cellaneous or of chiefly one or two castes or tribes, of the purely

raiyatvKirl villages ; the number of villages included under Zamin-

daris or other great landlord estates ; and it might be possible to

give for each district the number of villages in which mirdsi

rights are in any degree of survival, carefully noting that mirdsi is

used only to mean relics of old shares in the village land, and is

not to include the hereditary ex-o^cio remuneration of village

headmen, officers, artisans or servants, and the like, which have never

decayed, and are part of the natural constitution of raiyatwdrl

^ Though it must be admitted that the obscurity or diversity of mean -

ing which has been allowed to attach to the vernacular terms used must

have a tendency to produce error even for the purposes mentioned.

A A
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villages. The usual official record of villages held in In'-am—i.e. free

of revenue, or liable to a fixed reduced payment consolidated by
' enfranchisement,' would conveniently be added, though they are

of less interest from the tenure point of view.^

In Bombay it would surely be possible ^ to show the narwd and

hhdgddrl villages, which represent local survivals of the co-shared

village, and the number of villages in the kashdtl estates.

(ii.) But it is in the provinces of Upper India that the returns

fail to preserve any information regarding the real nature of the

joint-villages which are there the prevailing form.

It is necessary to explain that in the official classification used in

the local returns ^ for the North-West Provinces and in the Imperial

returns for Oudh and the Panjab (where the classification is added)

the heads are derived from §§ 85 fF. of Thomason's Directions to

Revenue Officers. It must be admitted that these paragraphs, afford-

ing an explanation of the system, are very obscure. In the Panjab

edition of the work (1875) the attempt was made to elucidate them

by adding explanatory matter in square brackets, but the result is

not satisfactory. The whole classification was only intended to be

provisional, and to suggest a few ' obvious distinctions ' which

would assist the Settlement Officer in his attempts to understand

the constitution of the villages. The degree of separation between

the several properties, a matter of no interest to the tenure student

except as already explained, is taken as a matter of distinction, which

no doubt from the Collector's point of view is really important.

The heads adopted are :

—

(i.) Communal

—

zaminddrl, i.e. zami7iddri-mushtarka (where there

is but one landlord it is z. khdlis (§ 87 of the Directions).

(ii.) Pattlddrl—held in complete severalty (§ 88).

(iii.) Bhaidchdrd—which the Directions does not define : the

term is only mentioned afterwards in §§ 89, 93. The term is

explained in the Pa^ijdb edition, in an added par. (§ 104) ; but in

this case the word is given a sense which is only partially

adopted in the N"orth-West Provinces and in direct contradiction

to what is sometimes there meant. Bhaidchdrd thus appears to

^ In Form 1. (E 3), Madras is fairly complete ; but it might be

possible to add the number of villages in which nurusl right is still

recognised.

2 In the same Form I. (E. 3).

^ In the Imperial form for the North-West Provinces, all details of

villages-forms are omitted t, and the vicious mode of recording the villages

twice over under different heads increases the difficulty.
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include everything that is not 'pattlddrl^ but especially to signify

village.T> held ' on possession ' as the only measure of right.

(iv.) Imperfect fattidari—where part of the village estate is held

undivided, and where very frequently the two parts are shared on

different principles—only one retaining the original shares.

(v.) Imperfect hhaidchdrd—ditto, ditto in bhaiachara villages.

Now, considering that most of these terms are obscure, and that

probably in no two District Reports are they used in exactly tlie

same sense, it is quite intolerable that they should continue to ser\'e

as headings.

A few remarks on each term will make the difficulty more evident.

^ ZaminddrV This term implies simply that the land is

held by a landlord or a proprietor. The owner or co-sharing owners

of the village are in fact peasant proprietors of the whole, arable

and waste together. The term in itself has nothing whatever to do

with 'joint' or 'several,' 'communal' or 'individual.' It only

acquires these meanings when another word is added. Zaminddrl

khdlis means that there is one landlord, a sole surviving sharer, or

a sole owner, whose family has not yet branched out into a

number of co-sharers. Zaminddrl mushtarka, again, means the

'communal,' or joint holding of a number of co-sharing proprietors

whose interest is not separated by the several allotment of shares

on the ground.^ There are villages of this kind almost always

held by a body of co-heirs succeeding to a previous single owner
;

and in this case they have their defined shares, though the holdings

are not partitioned. Hence from a tenure point of view they are

not distinguishable from pattlddrl in the true sense of the word.

Rarely there may be village estates held by a voluntary associa-

tion ' in common.'

Pattlddrl was originally employed (and so Mr. Thomason seems

sometimes, but not uniformly, to have employed it) to mean any kind

^ "Whether the whole phrase in the vernacular was too lon^ or what I

do not know, but quite early they began to use zaminddrl as if it meant
' communal.' Thus in an old law (Reg. xix. of 1814, sec. 30) zutneendary

was used to mean 'joint-estates held in common tenancy, whers all the

sharers have a common right and interest in the whole estate without any

separate title to distinct lands forming part of the estate.' Strictly speak-

ing, this definition is somewhat defective, as it omits the important

qualification that every ' tenant ' has a defined share, most commonly a

legal fractional share, on which the profits and burdens, though not the

land itself, are in theory divided. Property is only held in com7non when
there are no fixed shares and each takes what he needs.

A A 2
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of village, so long as it was divided out on the ground into distinct

shares or lots.^ But it soon came to mean, and now ought always

to be restricted to, pure pattiddrl—i.e. where only the ancestral or

fractional shares of the law of inheritance are recognised. In this

sense I have uniformly employed the term in this book ; nor is it

necessary that the shares should be strictly accurate, as long as the

principle is accepted throughout the village estate.

In the Panjab, some District Reports use the word as including

either ancestral or customary shares, which is fatal.

^

' Bhaidchdrd.' This term is the most unfortunate of all, since it has

now lost all definite meaning ; and a column so headed in the returns

is a veritable statistical melting-pot in which all sorts of interesting

origins and varieties are confused together. Properly, in its original

sense (as used in Duncan's early Report of 1796 on the Benares

co-shared villages), it means held on the custom of the brotherhood

—

i.e. by the association of families, usually a clan grown up out of

one single family on a large available area which fortune preserved

for them till they had filled it all. It implies that peculiar method

of equal allotment of which the type is best illustrated by the oft-

quoted Mathura Jat villages,^ and Mr. Whiteway correctly uses the

term accordingly. Holdings made up of specimens of each kind

of soil are the characteristic. This is the true (1) sense.

But the term has also got to be used (2) for all kinds of share

systems, viz. by 'wells,' ' ploughs,'&c., other than the legal or ancestral

ipatttddri) shares, and (3) to include also all villages in which shares

have become wholly extinct or never existed, and where de-facto

possession is now the sole measure of right. In the Panjab the

term is officially provided to be used for the cases where the shares

' have become quite extinct, and each man's holding is or has become

the sole measure of his right ' (Barkley's edition of the Directions,

§ 104). But even in the Panjab this use is not uniformly kept to
;

e.g. the artificial Kangra villages are shown as ' hhaidchdrd,^ and

£0 are many of the tribal- frontier villages, where the shares are not

^ It is so used, e.g., in an old Act (I. of 1841). It is evident that

hi § 88 Mr. Thomason so uses it, while in § 93 he clearly uses it in the

restricted sense.

2 In practice, the Panjab returns have the effect of ignoring all tenure

distinctions except—
1. Undivided or sole.

^ -r^- -T n fi. on an?/ 7aw^ of shares.
2. Divided «^ ..

-^

,
, ^ . .

y 11. on no shares, but possession only.

3 Ante, p 282 ff.
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in the least extinct, but perfectly definite, only that they are not

ancestral

—

e.g. are per-capita shares. In the North-West Provinces

the term is variously used in different districts, sometimes to mean
the de-facto possession and extinct-share class, sometimes to mean the

real old custom of the ' democratic ' cultivating fraternity.

The resulting confusion is easily understood ; the Imperial com-

piler of Provincial tables cannot know in exactly what sense the

term has been used ; nor can the Provincial compiler know exactly

in what sense each District officer has used the word.

Under any general head of this kind, in the tables, we therefore

find thrown together indiscriminately the following varieties :

—

(i.) Real bhaidchdrd villages of the ' cultivating-fraternity ' type

(Mathura Jats, &,c.).

(ii.) Panjab tribal-villages where the ancestral scale is not fol-

lowed throughout.

(iii.) Pattiddrl villages which have acquiesced in the complete,

or virtually complete, loss of the share-scale, and are held ' on posses-

sion.'

(iv.) Villages held on shares in ' wells,' on 'ploughs,' shares of

'bullocks,' ifec, ttc.

(v.) All kinds of villages held on de-facto possession of holdings.

(vi.) Artificial aggregates of individual holdings, i.e. villages

converted under the revenue-system (Kangra, Kumaon, JhansT,

Ajmer, ttc).

The student of village-tenures who calls to mind the distinctions

I have endeavoured to explain and illustrate in this book by exam-

ples taken from ' real life ' will regret the confusion of so many
interesting varieties in one undistinguished heap. The ' imperfect '

classes (of pattiddrl and bhaidchdrd) are, as I have remarked, some-

times lumped together ; in which case, since a majority of shared-

villages have some land still in common, the result is that a large

proportion of the whole number escape any distinctive classification

whatever.

I think that any final list of new heads to be adopted will

naturally require local consideration ; alid a writer at a distance

cannot satisfactorily produce one offhand. But I venture to think

that some principles may be suggested which may usefully be borne

in mind. Vernacular terms will perhaps have to be retained because

of the local compilers who do not use EDglish. It might be possible

to distinguish :—
(I.) {zaminddrl Jthdlis) Villages where there is one landlord

—
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Avhether paying revenue or holding revenue free—will naturally be

distinguished. It is for consideration whether it would be advisable

to confine the term to villages of native origin, and not apply it to

mere plots of granted land, or to leases under the waste-land rules.

The head of ' undivided villages ' (z. Di.iisJitarka) also calls for no

alteration ; except that surely we might distinguish between cases of

eo-heirship, and the rarer cases of a joint-holding for some local con-

venience or by some voluntary association.

(II.) Pattlddrl should be uniformly and solely used for the

village divided on the legal or ancestral shares throughout, and as

long as the 2)rinciple is acted on, even though the shares of land are

not quite correct, and though the revenue-assessment is not paid in

corresponding fractions.

(III.) ' Yillages on a mixed system ' should, for a tenure study,

be separately recorded, meaning those in which there is a ditlerent

inode of sharing recognised in difierent portions of the whole village

—

e.g. where in the divided lands the ancestral shares have been lost

and de-facto possession is recognised, but where in the common or un-

divided land, and for miscellaneous profits, the ancestral shares are

still followed.

The term hhaiachdrrr as a heading should be abolished, or

confined strictly to the old ' equal lot ' or artificial (bhaiivddi-bighd,

taiizl-h'ighd, (fee. cfec.) system. The Panjab use should be altogether

abandoned, as there is really no excuse for it, since villages held on

possession only can much better be called Qahzewdr. Whatever is

done, however, with regard to terms, it would surely be possible to

distinguish

—

(lY.) Frontier tribal-villages, noting the number that are held

on the ancestral shares throughout, and not merely as regards the

principal divisions, while the interior shares are khuldvesli.

(Y.) Yillages held by clans grown up on the spot, or old ' culti-

vating fraternities,' having some form of equal allotment or artificial

measures made up of specimens of each kind of soil. Some means

may be adopted to indicate clusters of villages that are simply off-

shoots or divisions of a single parent estate as in Rohtak, Karnal, ttc.

(Yl.) Yillages held on special shares, such as ' wells,' ' ploughs,'

'bullocks,' ifec, not being either ancestral shares nor those under Y.

(YII.) Yillages now held on de-facto possession, which are

knotun to have had shares of any kind and lost them comj^letely .^

^ The rare cases where de-facto possession is not recorded, under the

vague idea that one day the real shares will be restored, can easily be

noted.
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(VIIT.) Villages held on de-facto possession as the measure of

right, where either no recollection of any shares can bo traced ; or

where they never existed^ as in artificial villages, or those converted,

as in Ajmer ; and possibly some colonist villages, where each man
took what land he pleased without any idea of share or allot-

ment.

There will be no occasion (for a tenure return) to notice any
'imperfect' class in the sense that merely a part of the estate is

held undivided : the only case where notice is called for, is when
each portion is governed by a different plan (see under head III.)

It would be quite possible to note under the general heads that so

many villages had waste undivided (for the whole estate), and so

many had part of the arable undivided.

It will be observed that heads I. and II. are really sub-

heads of the same principle ; so long as the ancestral rule has been

observed by the family, or will be so, it is immaterial w^hether one

owner is holding, or a number of co-heirs, or whether they have

actually made a partition.

So with reference to heads Y. and YI., it would be of less im-

portance if they were conjoined, provided we could know, in a

column of remarks, &c., how many of the old true hhaidchdra.

' democratic,' and usually clan-forming villages (always, I believe, in

local groups) exist ; and in the Panjab, how many of the purely

' colonist-associations ' in the south-eastern districts.

So also it would be no great loss if it were held more convenient

to club the cases YII, and YIII. together.

This is necessarily only a suggestion of a preliminary nature
;

but I think it is quite clear that if all knowledge of the approxi-

mate numbers, and relative importance locally, of the different kinds

of joint- village are not to be rapidly lost beyond recovery,^ somethi^ig

^ It will be no doubt a question how far the village can be separated

as a defined group. In the tribal-areas of the Panjab, for instance, the

fxhel is rather a considerable area of land with scattered hamlets over the

whole ; in Malabar there are no ' villages,' (fee. But as in the compilation of

district statistics (and it is these separately that wiU most interest the

student) the compiler will add his notes and remarks, such difficulties will

be got over. In some cases the Eevenue Administration has already

made and recorded separate villages, and these will be accepted ; in

others, the artificial circle, amisliam, miigane, and what not, will serve, with

explanatory notes. This difficulty will not be found insuperable, and the

very effort to meet it will result in the most interesting statistical facts.
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that will obviate the confusion of the of^cialpattiddri and bhaidchdrd

is urgently called for.

Let me only add a reminder that our students at home rejoice in

the existence of a ' Domesday Book,' or the ' Extenta ' of Wales,

which have furnished us with the basis for the most valuable his-

torical research. May we not hope, before it is too late, for a table

of village statistics for India that will be an historical and economic

record worthy to be placed beside the other splendid records that

the Government of India has produced in the more tangible and

material, but not necessarily more instructive, departments of

archaeological and historic art and architecture 1

There is only one more point to be added. Would it not be

possible to collect information as to the origins of villages of the

joint-form wherever it is known or fairly inferred ? Even a very

loose classification would be useful. Villages originating directly in

tribal occupation would probably be confined to the Panjab frontier

;

but village groups formed by expansion on clan principles could be

noted, colonist villages in South-eastern Panjab and others similar
;

so, too, villages which are the vestiges of an earlier Rajaship or terri-

torial rule ; villages founded by individual ancestors, royal grantees,

&c., and later by revenue-farmers and auction-purchasers. Even

some such general classification, and if it were followed by an un-

fortunately large group (' origin not discoverable '), would be of great

interest.
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CHAPTER IX

THE TWO TYPES OF VILLAGE IN JUXTA POSITION
LOCALLY

We have been latterly so much occupied in discussing the joint-

er landlord- village, its origins, and the variety which may be

found to mark its internal constitution, that the first chapter

may have been forgotten, as well as the contrast in which it was

attempted to delineate both the raiyahucirl type of village and

the common features of the joint type. It will now serve to

emphasise the distinction if we proceed to consider the cases in

which we can trace these two types or forms growing up, or

existing, side by side in the same locality.

I will dispose first of two cases of the early appearance of

joint-villages, in Madras and in the Bombay Dakhan, for they

are of historic importance, and must be kept separate from the

later and still existing instances to be found also in parts of

Bombay and in Rajputana.

In one of the cases now alluded to—that of the Dakhan—the

tenure of villages by co-sharing families can hardly be said to

have had any actual existence at the time when the inquiry was

first made about them ; but there were certain local traces of

claims to village rights, certain surviving terms in use, and a

few written records preserved ; and it was a matter of historic

probability and of just inference to determine what these traces

meant. In the other case, that of Southern India, there

certainly were some distinctly shared villages still in existence

in 1790-1814; but their status had been much impaired, even

in the districts where they were most clearly in evidence ; while

in other districts it was only traces of this form of tenure that

could be found.
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Section I.

—

Joint-Villages in Madkas

I will deal first with the most important question of the

ancient joint-village in Madras. This must be examined in

detail, for some writers have built on the existence of these

villages a theory that anciently ' a tenure in common ' prevailed

over the whole Presidency. Yet no complete examination of

the facts has been placed on record, as far as I am aware, in any

one book or report. Briefly stated, the facts were these : Among
the earliest territories to be acquired in the Madras Presidency

was a district near the city of Madras now known as Chingleput,

but in 1765 called 'the Jaghire.' ^ It had passed under

the rule of the Nawabs of Arcot; and, besides being cruelly

misgoverned by them, it was ravaged by an incursion of the

Mysore Sultans. Even after its acquisition by the British

Government, pursuant to an Imperial grant, it was much

mismanaged owing to lack of experience in the earlier British

authorities. But at the close of the last century, Mr. Lionel

Place was made Collector ; and he found that throughout the

district, and indeed in a considerable area round it, there was

in most, if not in all the villages, a class of persons who claimed

to be owners of the entire area of village-lands in shares. As we

have so often found to be the case elsewhere, they claimed this

right as their Mnidclsl, which in Tamil means ' inheritance,'

and which the Muhammadan officials had rendered by the

usually employed Persian term onlrdsl, having the same

meaning. By making his Eevenue Settlements with these

co-sharers as a body, Mr. Place obtained considerable success,

although time and misgovernment had already done much

to limit and to confuse the rights actually enjoyed. When,

some years later, the Madras Government were anxiously

considering what would be the best Revenue system to adopt,

a general inquiry into village tenures was made ;
and then it

appeared that the existence of co-sharing bodies claiming right

over the villages was not confined to Chingleput.^ In the course

1 Properly Chengalpat. For the history of it, see L. S. B. I. iii. 6, 14.

2 The cause of this general inquiry should, perhaps, be briefly stated.

The Indian Government at Calcutta, fresh from the completion of the
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of this inquiry, Mr. Ellis, of Madras, produced a valuable Memoir

full of information about the villages in the Tamil country
;

some, more or less, distinct evidence was also obtained from

other districts ; but a number of other reports left the matter

very uncertain, owing to a cause I will presently notice ; while

others again either distinctly negatived the existence of such

villages or returned no answer, an omission only partially

supplied from other sources.^

The importance of the question to the historian is consider-

able, for the reason above stated.

It may be as well to say at once that the universal preva-

lence of these mirdsi villages ^ is certainly not proved. On the

other hand, their existence, in certain specified localities, is proved

as well as anything of such early date can be. And it is remarkable

that they existed just in those districts where they would most

naturally grow up, supposing them to be, as I believe they were,

privileged tenures by the grants of early Princes, apparently by

that time ' Hindu,' or else the result, in their most important

centre, of a privileged colonising enterprise undertaken, and

after several failures successfully accomplished, under the

patronage of one of the Cola princes.

Permanent Settlement of Bengal, and guided doubtless by the fact that

in the northern part of Madras there were native chiefs in the position of

' Zamindiirs,' conceived that the Bengal system might be applied to the

whole of Madras, and peremptorily insisted on such a Settlement being

made. The attempt, of course, proved (except in the northern Zaminddrls

and a few similar estates in other parts) a complete failure. The Madras

Eevenue authorities then directed their attention to the village-tenures.

If it was true that a class of co-sharing hereditary proprietors could be

found over the several villages in each district, such a fact, if only partly

or locally true, might be an important factor in facilitating the working

of a plan which the Board of Kevenue then regarded with favour—namely,

that of dealing with each village-group as a unit, and thus avoiding what
was in those days thought the difficult task of dealing direct v/ith each

separate land-holder or raiyat.

^ A selection from the evidence thus collected has been republished in

the form of a reprint of the more important papers in a volume called

Fajyers on Mirasi Bights, printed at Madras by Messrs. Pharaoh in 1862.

~ For the sake of brevity I will continue to speak of mirdsi villages,

always meaning those which were at one time possessed by co-sharing

bodies, exactly", in fact, like seme varieties of the joint-village of Uppei*

India.
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One preliminary point must be mentioned as concerning the

general prevalence of such a right, and as regards several of the

reports which deal with the subject in an extremely vague

manner. The idea of the joint-village, so readily seized by the

resident of Upper India, was not at all easy of comprehension

to the Madras officials of eighty years ago, accustomed as they

were to the rcdyativdrl tenure, and to the then firmly established

custom that the sovereign was sole land-owner. The village

owned as a wJiole, in shares, by a body of minlsi or hereditary

proprietors, was quite a strange idea. When, therefore, various

other hereditary ri'ghts and privileges appeared which were

commonly described by the same name

—

i.e. as mirdsi rights

—there was a not unnatural confusion. Very often it will be

noticed that, when the reporters asserted onirdsi right to exist

in the villages of this or that district, they did not really mean

the right to a share in the village as a whole, but some special

privilege, which has nothing to do with the question at issue,

such as the hereditary 7ndniyam, or free-holding of village head-

man (which is essentially a mark of the ancient raiyatwdrl

village), or the hereditary grain fee {swatantram^ or merdiy of

the village artisans and servants (which equally exists in rai-

yaiwdrl villages.^

In order, then, to do justice to the question of the former

^ It ought hardly to be necessary to point out that the Tamil merdi

has no connection whatever with the Perso-Arabic mirdsi ; but I

have seen the mistake made. Moreover, the term mirdsi became current,

just as other Persian or Arabic words did, from the Moslem Eevenue

Administration—the only one that was in any degree systematic or had

regular official terms. It was not intended by the use of the word to

imply any depreciation of the right. On the contrary, mirdsi was always

used in the Dakhan kingdoms, where it originated, to indicate the highest

type of direct right in the soil.

^ This confusion is often made in the early Government Minutes, e.g.

Board of Eevenue, 1796, § 23 {Mirdsi Papers, p. 35) ; in the report on

Dindigal (p. Ill), where the headman''s privilege is spoken of, and in

many other places. Cf. the North Arcot letter at p. 394 (and especially

p. 396), where the confusion is very evident. And so at p. 408, where

there is a hopeless mixture of the two things. The distinction is noticed

by Mr. Ellis (pp. 180, 181), and clearly by the Board of Eevenue Minute,

§§ 67, 68, p. 373.
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existence of co-sharing villages, it is necessary that we should

completely exclude all evidence referring only to such ordinary

hereditary holdings and privileges. We must confine our

attention to the traces of co-sharing bodies claiming the inlwle

village as their mirdsi. It is obvious that the claim originally

included, and necessarily so, the right to the entire area of the

grant, or of the land on which a village was established

—

i.e. the

waste and arable together. ^ Naturally the co-sharers would claim

a rent or ' landlord's share ' (called tundu-vciram, or in Brahman
villages sivdmi-hhogam =\sindloYd's or owner's share) from such

lands as were held by tenants of whatever class, not being co-

sharers. In short, there cannot be the smallest doubt that if the

mirdsi village claims were anything at all, they were claims

which, originally at any rate, constituted the holders jointly,

according to their shares, the proprietors of the villages exactly

as such co-sharers were in other parts of India. Lists of the

shares (called i?angu-malai) very often existed. Each village

had its own pancayat, or managing body, and consequently, as

always in such a form of village, there was only an official

headman, or manegdr, with no power nor hereditary land-holding

(as headman), nor privilege (as there would have been in raiyat-

^ There was some little doubt caused on the subject of the claim to

the waste which was admitted by Mr. EUis. But this is easily under-

stood. It was very probable that in the days of encroachment and
exaction the Eevenue Agents of the local Governor would begin to assert

a right to put in tenants on culturable waste where the minlsddr did not

or could not provide for it himself (this was the case, e.g., in some places

under the Sikh Governors in the Panjab), and in this way it would come
to appear doubtful whether the mirdsddr had a right to the waste. But
even if this is not so, it is quite possible that there may have been some
internal viUage custom affecting the waste. For example, the waste

(tdrisu) was classified into sheJcdl karamhu (culturable waste) and anddi

harapibu (permanent ' immemorial ' waste). The latter included road-

ways, land occupied by trees wanted for the general convenience, and so

forth. It is easily conceivable that viUage custom may have early im-

posed on the co-sharers themselves a prohibition against cutting down
such trees, stopping such roads by making them into fields, and the like.

Such acts would be resented in the co-shared villages of the Upper
provinces, but no one would think that such a restriction militated against

the general proprietary right over the whole viUage.
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wdrl villages).^ It is necessary to emphasise this character of

the mirclsi as a claim of general village-tenure, because some of

the documents relating to these cases speak as if they thought

the mirclsi right to be merely some kind of superior status as

regards a particular field or holding.

Naturally enough, in the early years of the nineteenth cen-

tury, the mirdsi claims having been continually overborne in the

past, the right was not, in most cases, complete or intact. As
time went on and rapacious local officers under the Nawab
began to oppress the people, these privileges would be gradually

broken down ; heavy assessments might cause some co-sharers

to give up the attempt to hold the lands, and their co-partners

might be unable to relieve them. Then holdings would begin to

lie waste and the revenue to be in arrears. The Governor would

accordingly assume the right to locate new cultivators and to

take revenue from them direct. Such persons would naturally

resent any attempt of the mirdsddr class to demand landlord's fees

from them ; and thus the co-sharing proprietors' superior right

to the whole estate, and especially to those parts of it not in

their direct possession, would come to look more and more

doubtful, especially to observers whose previous experience had

not taught them to look for anything of the kind, and to whose

ideas of expediency it was opposed.

It is impossible, however, not to perceive that the institution

was really unknown in some parts, and that in others it had

existed but was fallen into decay. It was in a limited area that

there was clear evidence of its survival, though whether, even

there, it could have been restored in its integrity, as a working

tenure, is problematical.

When, in the light of modern experience, we sum up the

evidence, the conclusion, I venture to think, is irresistible that

these villages, owned by co-sharing families or groups of fami-

lies, were the growth of special circumstances, and certainly

did not represent any universal custom of land-holding. Still

^ For a clear exposition of this, see Chinglej>ut D. M. p. 204. It is

necessary carefully to distinguish the old headman's hereditary (and

sometimes revenue-free) holding in virtue of his office, and the partial

revenue-free grant allowed in the Tondai country to encourage tlie

colonist villages generally.
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less is there any evidence, or even tradition of origin, that lends

any countenance to the idea that they represent survivals of a

primeval communal land-tenure, which indeed nothing that we

know of old Dravidian customs would lead us to expect.

Such villages in fact consisted :

—

(i.) Largely of agrahdram, or villages held on hereditary

grants (in this case free of revenue payment) • to Brahmans.

They are especially numerous in districts which had been the

demesne of the ancient kingdoms of Cold and Pdndyd. These

Brahman communities held villages sometimes samudayam (or

undivided), sometimes (and more usually) divided (pattiddri as

would be said in the North, or ariidi-lxarai in Tamil).

^

(ii.) A certain number of other villages, held by secular

castemen, appear in the districts of Tanjore, Trichinopoly, and

Tinnevelly, and probably Madura.

(iii.) The largest and most important group is found in part

of the country formerly known as Tondai-maiulcdam^ which,

roughly speaking, embraced the country between the north and

south rivers, both known by the name of Pennai.^ It does not

follow that villages of this kind covered the entire country, but

they were found surviving chiefly in Chingleput and the adjoin-

ing districts of Arcot."*

Ad (i.). Theexistenceof the Brahman villages and their origin

in a religious grant will not be disputed by anyone. As they

were also revenue-free, they did not excite that administrative

interest which others did, and therefore it is not so readily and

at first sight apparent that they were mirdsi villages, with just

^ As we shall presently see, Brahman mirdsi villages (agrahdram)

were revenue-free. Others held by secular castemen {Qudra) were not.

In the Tondai country (Chingleput, &c.),the ^im/si villages were observed

uniformly to claim the exemption of a i^art of their land from the revenue

share, the reason of which is traditionally explained.

^ Samudayam is Sanskrit, and so may properly be applied to Braliman

villages. I doubt the correctness of its use in the Tondai country among
the Velltllar. Mr. Ellis says the Brahman villages were generally

divided. {Mirdsi Papers, p. 295.)

^ On maps shown as Penar, Pennaur, and Penner. The Southern

river runs into the sea between Pondicherry and Cuddalore.
^ See D. M. North Arcot, chapter iii. p. 89.
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the same sort of proprietary right as that claimed in others

—

and just as much held in family shares.

Ad (ii.). When we have once ascertained that Madura was the

capital of Pandya, and that Tanjore and the adjacent districts

were the demesne of the Cola king, it will not surprise us that

many privileged tenures or grants should have existedJ In

Tanjore, Colonel Blackburne's evidence is definite ; he saw that

such villages arose out of grants^ though too long ago, he

thought, for him to trace their beginning. But it will be

recollected that no attempt appears to have been made to ask

the people themselves for their traditions, or for their genealogy,

or for lists of co-sharers preserved in villages, such as in the

North of India can readily be obtained, and actually were

obtained in Chingleput. The State spoken of had then for

some time been under the foreign domination of a Maratha

prince, whose position was due to a recent and unqualified act of

seizure and marauding. The State officials were not likely to

trouble themselves about existing titles and tenures, which it

was their object to tax to the utmost, at least in those cases

which were not due to their own grants. But the Tanjore

figures show quite sufficiently what the general type of village

was. The total number of villages is reported ^ to be 5,783.

But this must be at once reduced to 3,976, as the difference

represents 1,807 so called ekabliogam villages—mere hamlets or

parts of villages of which the single owners with pretensions to

rank, and who had given their names to the places, got per-

mission to have recorded as separate possessions ; this has

obviously nothing to do with primitive or even ancient custom.

But out of the balance, as many as 2,202 are arudi-harai (or

^ It is, nevertheless, remarkable that the D. M. Trichinopoly contains

no notice whatever of the existence of mirdsi villages, and the allusions in

the Mirdsi Pajyers are vague and general. Before 1805, Trichinopoly

and Tanjore were united in one coUectorate, after the lapse of Tanjore to

the British Government.
' Mirdsi Papers, p. 95. D. M. Tanjore, p. 400, mentions 62,000

persons as having mirdsi claims ; of these, 16,000 were Brahman grantees

and 43,000 (I give round numbers), C?udra. But these numbers appear

evidently to include holders of all sorts of ' indm ' and hereditary rights

and privileges.
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jphdld'hliogam ^) held in severalty ; and there is nothing to show
that many of these were not ordinary rai(/ativdrl villages, in

which the cultivators had combined to share the revenue. That

possibility, however, is not very material, as I do not think it

can be doubted that, besides the Brahmans, Vellalar settlers,

being energetic agricultural castemen, had been encouraged to

hold villages on the superior tenure. It is worth while noticing

that while in the Tondai country, as we shall see, it was
necessary further to encourage such grantees by allowing a part

of the villages they created to be held free of revenue, such a

concession was not necessary in the rich delta land of Tanjore,

where there was hardly any waste, and a mirdsi tenure was

quite sufficient inducement of itself.- Of the remaining villages,

1,774 were samudayam (or in Tamil ixtsan-'karai—i.e. held

in some form of undivided holding) ; a considerable part of

these would certainly be Brahman villages, where the Sanskrit

term would be most naturally used. And, as the Brahmans
would be non-agriculturists, it is quite likely that some fami-

lies would hold jointly

—

i.e. dividing the income, while familv

quarrels and jealousies would lead others to divide the land

itself.

In all these village lands we may notice first the same plan

of division of the produce and payment of revenue in kind which
we know to have been originally universal all over India. The
lands yielding produce, as distinguished from the waste and the

revenue-free lands, are generically called vdramfcd. The pro-

duce, if there is no mirdsi class, is simply divided into the mel-

vdram, the State share, and the hudi-varam, or occupant's share :

that is to say, after the fees (^merdi) of the village servants, watch-

men, &c., &c., have been satisfied out of the grain-heaps. When
there is a body of mirdsi proprietors, then there are three

instead of two to share : mel-vdram; as before, is the royal share

;

^ Tanjore being ruled by Marathas, the prevalence of Maratha terms
is explained. Such are eJiabhogam (single owner)

;
p^uddhliogam (in

separate lots) ; and so kunbhdvd is the equivalent for lulniddsl, or mirdsi.

(D. M. Tanjore, pp. 403, 409.) Phdld hliogam is sometimes said to be a

half Sanskrit compound with the Tamil pala = * many.' I think it much
more likely that it is the Marathi phdld, a share.

'^ This is clearly put in the D. M. Tanjore, § 10, p. 403.

B B
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tundu-vdram is the landlord's (mwdsddrs) share ; and • Imdi-

vdram, the cultivating occupant's, as before.

Turning to the other royal demesne of Madura and Tinne-

VELLI, the evidence is much less satisfactory ; but we can

hardly help believing that the kings' and chiefs' courtiers and

relations, and others, would gradually acquire the mirdsi right

in certain villages ; and hence we find it reported that, at any

rate in the 'Knnevelli ' pollams ' or chiefs territories, Qnirdsi

villages were found. In the early report,^ the existence of

Brahman mirdsi villages (agrahdram vddagai) is noticed in the

TiNNEVELLi district, and it is stated that other villages held by

^udras were also mirdsi and held on shares, and that these

latter are called panddra-vddagai. It is noteworthy, however,

that these words merely mean that the villages are on the list

of those paying revenue to the treasury (which the agrahdram

are not) ; or, in other words, that they are what elsewhere

would be called MuUsa, or revenue-paying, villages. Nothing

appears about the origin or the nature of the tenure ; the

details given refer solely to the Brahman grantee villages ;
^ still,

it is certainly intended that both Brahman and Cudra villages were

held on the same sort of superior title, and were divided into

fangu and licirai = major and individual shares. But further,

it is added (and this is important), that, beside the shared villages,

there were others held by non-proprietary (payahdri) holders,

who had no system of shares.^

As to Madura, the author of the District Manual expressly

states that certain villages in which harai-hdraii, or ' persons

holding shares,' were stated to exist, there was no privileged or

superior tenure, but the term merely indicated a method by

which the cultivators formed a voluntary association for the

^ Mirdsi Papers, pp. 77, 105, 283. The two latter Eeports are long-

winded disquisitions on property in general, giving no facts of any kind,

and showing that the writer was confusing in his mind aU sorts of

rights, including the special holding of the headman, which is certainly

not existent in mirdsi villages under any circumstances whatever.
"^ Mirdsi Papers, p. 79 (Mr. Lushington). When the writer comes to

the Qudra villages, he only makes some unimportant remarks about the

caste, and gives a deed of sale with nothing to show to what class of

village it refers. He says nothing as to how the Qudra tenures originated.

^ See this clearly stated by Mr. EUis {Mirdsi Papers) p. 386.
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purpose of meeting the revenue demand. Mr. Ellis, on the

other hand, evidently thought that joint-villages once existed

in Madura
; and it must be admitted that in the demesne territory

of an ancient kingdom it is likely enough. No great import-

ance, however, attaches to the question ; but it is evident that

throughout these districts there is no single incident or feature

in the evidence which does not coincide with the supposition, in

itself so very probable when judged by the experience of other
' Hindu ' kingdoms—viz. that the co-sharing or proprietary

villages were the superior or privileged tenures resulting from
royal grants to Brahmans, or to other (secular) grantees for

various purposes, including, very possibly, the direct revenue

management or the extension of cultivation to new lands. As
such they may date back several hundred years ; and they may
have been held by the descendants of the original grantees

acting on the usual custom of joint-succession.

Ad (iii.). When we come to the Chixgleput district, which is

the centre of the larger group of Tamil mirdsi villages, we find

the evidence much more complete, and the whole subject studied

with great care and with an amount of detail that is quite

remarkable for the period. The evidence mainly consists of

surviving share-lists in many cases, and other evidences of

proprietary possession, while the origin of the villages is explained

by a detailed and ancient tradition, the substantial truth of which
was accepted by every one of the officers who had local experi-

ence, from Mr. Place in 1796 to Mr. Ellis (1816) and Mr.

Smalley (1822), Mr. Graeme in North Arcot, and a learned

native gentleman (B. Sankaraya) in Madras.^ We are not

bound to accept the entire details of the tradition
; but there can

hardly be a reasonable doubt th^t its main idea was a true one,

and that the villages were established in a fertile but origi-

nally almost wholly forest-clad country, at the time held, and
partly at least inhabited, by Kurumbar—a pastoral tribe who
were then ruled by Pallava chiefs, who had established twenty-

^ The principal reports are in Mirdsi Papers, Place (1796), p. 3G, ff.

For his final Report in 1799, of some 750 paragraphs, and full of long-

winded disquisitions of no interest, but containing also many valuable

facts, see pp. 38-70. Ellis (1816), pp. 172-217; B. Sankaraya, p. 218
;

Graeme, p. 393 ; Smalley (1822), p. 424.

B B 2
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four hittam, or territorial divisions, eacli jorotected or com-

manded by a fort. The days came when a (Jold prince advanced

into the country and conceived the idea of colonising part of it.^

The settlement of the first families of Yellalan castemen was

not a success, but ultimately Vellalar from the north-west

country of Tuluva were induced to settle ; and then the colony

was established. Some remains of the earlier families of the

Vellalar are stated by Mr. Ellis to have still held lands, but the

principal proprietors were the Tuluva Vellalar.^

The general evidence as to the past history of the villages is

given by Mr. Ellis in some detail. He quotes the verses that

have become tradional or are found in early Tamil literature

bearing on the subject, as well as lists locally preserved showing

how the Vellalar divided the territory into nddu under chiefs

(called NdttCin), and how these new divisions were related to

the twenty-four Intttam which their predecessors had organised.

The records include some lists of the nadus, and some calcula-

tions of the number of villages which each contained.^

It appears to me that attempts to identify the entire country

included in the traditional and literary limits of Tondai-maoi-

dalam are very doubtful. Equally so the attempts to calculate,

from certain temple records, the number of families of Vellalar.

The fact seems quite clear that so large an area could never have

^ The name generally accepted by Mr. Ellis and others is that of a

(Hinduised) prince, Athonde, or Adandd-Chakravarti (the last member
being a Sanskrit title meaning ' suzerain '). The full detail is given in

the Cliingleput D. M. ; but as Wilks's description of a purely raiyatwdrl

village is quoted, and this is mixed up with the account of the village

held in shares, some mistakes are the natural result. The dates seem

also somewhat confused. The author suggests that the Vellalar colonisa-

tion began before the time of Manu (p. 207) : on what this rests I have

no idea. Afterwards it is suggested that the Vellalar from the

Tuluva country came during the first centuries of the Christian era.

(See p. 208, and compare p. 25.) The supposition that jointly-held

villages existed before Manu, and before Sanskrit was known in the South,

is entirely unsupported by any kind of evidence. The traditions all point

to their having been privileged mider Adanda, who reigned at a time when

the Hindu religion had long been introduced. He may have extended

the privilege to the remains of earlier settlers of superior race, as indeed

would be natural under the circumstances.

- Mirasi Fajjers, p. 230. ^ jj^-^^ pp^ 236-240, 242.
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been occupied from end to end by colonists, even if it was

really conquered and annexed by the Cold dynasty ; and that

the special location and grant of privileges to the Tuluva

Vellalar villages must more reasonably be confined to that part

of the country where they are proved to have been established

by the fact that a considerable group of them was in some

degree of preservation at the time when British rule began. It

is quite a gratuitous supposition that: such villages at one time

existed all over the whole area vaguely included in ' Tondai-

raandalam,' but that over the greater part they had been rooted

out—the villages entirely, the people almost—by subsequent

Moslem and Maratha conquests.^ It is true that we have more

reason to believe the villages were held on a mirctsi tenure in

some other districts (Tanjore, &c.), and it may be that these are

included in the general limits of Tondai-mandalan described by

Mr. Ellis.- But the districts of Chingleput and Arcot were also

equally harassed by wars, and afterwards by the harsh rule of

the Nawabs of the Carnatic, as Mr. Ellis's own papers show ; and

yet there the inirdsi villages were, though much injured, not at all

destroyed, nor was the Vellalan population rooted out. It is

surely sufficient to establish—and of this there is no doubt—that

in Chingleput, in the Madras Oollectorate, and in the neighbour-

hood, there were unquestionably mirdsi villages, and that in

many of them the pcmgu-malai or records of shares were pre-

served, a fact which demonstrates that the institution in question

was certainly ' the joint or co-shared village.'

It is not at all easy to fix a date for these Chingleput

colonies. Mr. Ellis thinks that the country was early brought

into a fairly flourishing state, since there are names of places

which can plausibly be identified with those mentioned in

Ptolemy's geographical account (about the middle of the second

century). Hence Mr. Ellis thinks the colonisation must have

begun before the Christian era.^ B^ut such recognition of

^ See Mirdsi Papers^ p. 246. Races speaking Telugu and Canarese

cover the whole of the so-called Upper Tondai west of the ' Coromandel

'

ghat.
' He proposed to prepare a map, which was never completed ; and

the coloured portions were to show whence the Vellalar possessions

had now disappeared, and the micoloured the parts where they survived.

^ Mirdsi Fajjers, p. 230. See D. M. Cliingle])ut. p. 25.
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names, if it is a fact, does not show that Adanda's colonising

enterprise was so early ; for (as the Chincjleiout D. M. points

out), up to the eighth century, the Pallava, Pandu, and
Kurumbar tribes were in possession,^ and furnished the origin

of the still existing ' Pallar,' a low caste of farm labourers. It

was only about the eighth or ninth century that the Cfjja

dynasty extended its influence northward to the jungle-clad

Tondai country, and overthrew the Pallava chiefs. After this

it began to lose ground, and finally fell about the eleventh

or twelfth century. I think that, on the whole, we may more
probably attribute the special foundation of privileged villages

to some period not far removed from the eighth or ninth century.

This does not conflict with the possibility of some still earlier

and partial Vellalar settlements.

Coming, however, to the actual survivals at the time of the

British rule, Mr. Place in 1799 enumerated 2,241 minlsi villages

in Chingleput.^ Of these, a considerable number had passed

into the hands of Brahmans, but the bulk were still Vellalar. In

his time as many as 15,994 mirdsi shares were held by 8,387

sharers, but a number had been abandoned owing to the heavy

revenue demands which, here as elsewhere, deprived landed pro-

perty of its value.^ Mr. Place, indeed, adopted the extreme

measure of granting tl e mirdsi right in vacant lands. Mr.

Place explains that the 8,387 sharers represent only the heads

of kindred; and that there were many more minor shares

—

apparently subdivisions of J, ^, -^, J^, &c.—the fractions known
to the Tamil arithmetic.^

It has been remarked that the Vellalan village-owners were

not of common descent ; but this, I think, is very natural- For
colonists would be volunteers gathered from a number of different

families and centres. From the accounts we possess, it is pro-

bable that the colonists kept together in village groups, and
that the head of each separate family-group would represent a

major share in the village ; there is no reason why these major

^ The D. M., North Arcot, p. 20, states that it was a Pallava chief who
formed the twenty-four I'uttam above alluded to.

- Mirdsi Papers, p. 251. ^ gg^ ihid. pp. 382, 383.

^ Mr. Place's long report of 1799 is also printed in the Fifth Beport,
ii. 299-314.
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shares slionid not have often been held by separate families, who,

associated as clearers of the forest, had no lien of blood beyond

the common ties of caste or tribe. But within these major

shares (2xdti or tarf as they would be in North India), the minor

holders would all at first be ' kindred '

—

i.e. descendants of the

same ancestor. This, I think, is the only reasonable inference

to be drawn from the facts as stated by Mr. Place.

The villages of the Vellalan special colonisation were, as I

have said, privileged by being allowed a portion of the land

free of revenue, and by certain other dues
;
privileges which it

is noticed particularly do not occur in any other mirCisi villages

elsewhere.^ The larger shares alluded to seem to have been

called pangu, and the minor shares were Jcarai (whence the

generic term liarCii-karan., or ' co-sharers ').

As to the form of joint tenure prevalent, the villages were

chiefly what are called iiasan-lmrcd, a term which has led to

some rather extravagant notions about ancient community of

property. But, as a matter of fact, all the evidence points to

this having been a voluntary and perfectly natural arrange-

ment of association made when new cultivation was to be

established, and when a well-cemented union of effort, both in

clearing forest and in creating the means of irrigation by dig-

ging tanks, was necessary. Under this system, moreover, two

varieties were observed. The absolute imsan-karai meant that

the village body worked without any separate or permanent

allotment of lands ; the ' council ' determined each year what

portion of land each group should undertake. Whether each

took the produce of what they actually cultivated, or whether

all was collected and divided according to the known fractional

shares, does not clearly appear. ^ But for this mode another

was sometimes substituted, viz. the haraiyldu, which meant that

^ See Mirasi Papers, p. 375, § 85. I malve no apology for repeating

this, for it is important as showing that there must have been something

special about their villages, and so far confirming the tradition of their

origin.

2 Mr. Place speaks of such joint bodies working together so that ' the

labours of all yield the rent = the Government revenue (?), and they enjoy

the profit proportionate to their original interest ' {Fifth Bejwrt, ii. 314).

This may refer only to the general idea of the association.
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the holdings were separately allotted for a time and then ex-

changed.

Mr. Place gives several examples of the shares in these

villages.^ The major-shares, as I have said, were those of the

heads of each branch or group, taking part in the establishment

of the cultivation ; and there were sub-shares. Mr. Place in-

stances a village in which there were actually thirty sharers, but

they remembered the four major-shares of the foundation, and

adhered to that division. Another village had 160 original

shares ; this probably includes both the major and minor shares.

' It was deemed essential,' says Mr. Place, ' that the shares

should be equal.' As might be expected, there were many
slaves and serfs, doubtless the original inhabitants who were

reduced to this condition ; and many followers who held lands

on an inferior tenure. ^ In one of the Mi7xlsi Pcfpers mention

is made of the formal grant by the minisdcirs of a cultivating,

but not co-sharing, right in perpetuity. And it was this, and

possibly the occasional existence of previously established culti-

vators, that led to the distinction between the illhudi, or heredi-

tary tenant, and the jparakudi^ or tenant-at-will, especially in

Brahman or other villages in which the co-sharers were non-

agriculturist and would rely on tenants for farming their

lands.

When, in the course of time, the shares, for any reason,

were allotted and i')eTmanently divided, the village was said to

be arudi-liaTai. This division was foreign to the original plan

of co-operative colonisation, and was, as Mr. Place notes, against

the caste feeling. It appears either as a later change in the

Vellalar villages, or as a more frequent family division in the

Brahman villages, and perhaps in those of other (Qfidra)

grantees.

^ Fifth Report, ii. pp. 299, 300, &c. This exchange, Mr. Place says

(p. 385), was ' to obviate, I imagine, the inequality to which a fixed dis-

tribution would be liable.'

^ In the D. M. Chingleput, there is a curious account of the serfs and
their being rather proud of being adscrijpti glebce, because they had a
certainty of land to cultivate and a fixed livelihood ; and they had a kind
of annual ceremonial strike—for such it was, for the details of which the

original must be consulted (pp. 211-214).
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1 tliink that a variety of circumstances taken together are

strongly in favour of the view that the joint-holding, or fasan-

Jcarai^ in the Tondai country was essentially a device for holding

together and equalising the colonist associates, each in his own

group or major-share division. It will be recollected that we

start with the uniform tradition that the Velldlar were established

with the grant of a superior right, which was to attach them

to the land and encourage them to persevere in their difficult

task.^ Then we find that this permanent right was still so much

valued in 1799, that Mr. Place declared ^ that ' it was indispen-

sable to assign mirusddrs to the unappropriated lands ; without

it,' he says, ' I found that they could not be rented

—

i.e, the

revenue-settlement accepted; but the idea of permanent pro-

perty was such an inducement that I was not only able to fill up

the vacant shares, but to convert the most stubborn soil and the

thickest jungle into fertile villages. " Give us the mirdsi, and we

will both rent the lands, and employ all our labour to make

them productive " was the common observation . .
.'

Then, again, it is noted that the mirdsddrs would ' assemble

and execute a joint-deed divesting the defaulter of his share in

the " mirdsi" transferring it to the others, which looks very

much like a strong association, the basis of which was that all

must pull together to meet the assessment. ^ For in village

bodies dependent on common descent from a single ancestor

nothing of the kind is ever recorded. And, again, it' is noted in

Madura, as I have already observed, that the iKisan-liarai was

actually adopted in existing villages as a means of meeting the

^ ' There is a distinct tradition of some of these (VeUalar) having

deserted the undertaking. The manner in which the difficulty was at

last overcome, and the son of the Chola king able to report to his father

the completion of the enterprise, is set forth in the following story,

which has always been current in the country. Kiillatanga (Raja) asked

his son how he had been able to settle the country so well ? The latter

replied that he had forged a chain for the"- inhabitants of such strength

that they would never be able to free themselves. By this he meant

that the affections of the peoj^le were so riveted to the land of their

new country by hlnlddsl, or property in the soil, that the}^ would not

desert it. This story is no doubt ver}^ ancient. . .
.' D.M. Chinglejnit,

p. 217.

- See Fifth Beport, ii. 303.

^ See Mirdsi Papers, p. 223, and cf. p. 389, post.
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revenue charge by combined action. And so in North Arcot it

is expressly said that when it became ' necessary to add . . .

new cultivators to the original proprietors to assist in repairs of

tanks, in the distribution and settlement of the different lands,

and to regulate the irrigation,' pasan-lairai was adopted by

voluntary association, and the new-comers were ' partners in the

profit and loss of the cultivation of all the lands,' though they

had no share in the original privilege by which the co-sharers

had a certain portion of the land free of revenue, and received

certain special grain-fees (JiU^jpatam), &c}

I also note with regard to the method involving exchange of

lands (karaiyidii) that it is stated in the Eeport on South Arcot

that newly cleared ' wet ' lands under new water are to this

day frequently exchanged in order that each might get the

good as well as the bad lands in his turn.-

I do not think, then, on the whole, that there can be any

reasonable doubt that the relics of onirdsi right indicated the

establishment of a superior co-sharing village tenure, which

existed locally, and contemporaneously with the raiyatwdrl

tenure ; such superior tenure being connected either with granis

to Brahmans or to other (secular) castemen—very likely cadets

of families and other persons gaining privilege from connection

with the ruler, or with a direct privilege granted to encourage

and confirm a colonising settlement.

That such should be the real history is exactly in analogy

with the evidence we have everywhere that, given a ' Hindu '

State and Rajas, we are sure to find joint-villages growing up,

either by grants of land or by colonising enterprises under the

patronage of the Eaja.

I would only add that, in another connection,^ I have shown

how in the old Oudh kingdoms the villages were naturally

raiyatwdrl, and how by the king's grant leading families

obtained the lordship of the village, and how waste land grants

would result in the establishment of villages on the superior

tenure (co-shared village). I believe that the Madras history is

1 See Mirasi Papers, p. 395, § 106. ^ jj^^_ p^ 412.

2 See p. 300, ante.
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just the same thing in another form. That it affords any

example of a general primeval tenure of ' land in common,' quite

contrary to all we know of Dravidian custom, I see not the

remotest reason to believe.'

^ In concluding the whole subject I take occasion to observe that

no attempt has been made to account for the unquestioned survival of the

joint-villages, with their ^3an^'it-7?2aZa't, or share lists, and, in the Tondai

territory, their special privileges, on any other basis. The chief if not

only dissentient voice is that of Sir T. Munro in his Minute of December

1824 {Minisi Paj^eis, p. 430). But this illustrates what I have elsewhere

had occasion to observe, that the Minutes of our great Administrators are

not always to be appealed to for points of history and details of tenure.

Sir T. Munro's main object was to argue for the practical adoption of a

raiyatwdrl Settlement and for a great reduction of revenue; that would

make the country flourish and save it from middlemen. This important

principle, to the adoption of which Madras owes all its subsequent

2:)rosperity, seems obvious enough now ; but in those days it needed

all the advocacy of a powerful personality^ to obtain consideration for it.

But with this one object in view, Sir T. Munro had no concern with

tenure details. He frankly says he does not care to inquire about the

alleged mirdsi villages. Had he stopped there, and pointed out that in

their then existing condition the siuwiving right, such as it was, could

easily be provided for under his system, and that its past history had no

practical bearing on his proposals, it would have been well. Unfortunately,

the distinguished writer endeavoured to add a brief criticism, which, it

must be admitted, was without sufficient foundation. He says that the

existence of the joint-village is 'without the least proof and is only

Mr. Ellis's opinion. This certainly is not the case. He then briefly adds

that if such colonists settled (to the number of fifty or sixty thousand) it

would have depopulated the country whence they came ; and that they

would have perished before the task of clearing the jungle ^^ as accom-

plished. But Mr. Ellis expressly shows that the Tuluva country was

well able to support sending out a colony (see Mirdsi Paj^ers, p. 249), of

which of course the numbers may have been exaggerated. And, as to the

likelihood of their perishing in the attempt, smce the countr}' certainly

7uas somehow colonised, and that, unquestionably, at no recent period, the

objection has no weight : colonisation was just as possible in, sa}^ the

eighth century as it was at any subsequent but still ancient date. In

fact, the whole argument—as far as it appears in the Minute—would not

need to be seriously noticed at all if it were not for the great name it

bears.
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Section IT.

—

Traces of Over-lord Right in the

Dakhan Villages

When we turn to the Dakhan districts of the Bombay Presi-

dency, the traces of co-sharing right, also called onircisi,^ are

more doubtful ; or rather, I should say, it is more doubtful what

interpretation we should put on the evidence. That a distinct

class of superior holders once locally existed there can be little

doubt ; that share-lists, showing how the families allotted the

lands, were actually obtained by Colonel Sykes is also clear
;

but to what extent this superior tenure of whole villages pre-

vailed, or whether in some cases the traditional evidence does

not rather relate to shares in the headman's privileged special

landholding (or luafan), there is some room for question.^ On
the whole I think it is more probable that these villages were

subject to a local but really widespread over-lordship, which is by

no means impossible to account for. It will be observed that in

no case is there any suggestion of any common-holding of village

lands. The families whose shares (thai) are spoken of may, or

may not, be descended from common ancestors. Colonel Sykes

notes particularly that the major shares were called by the names

of the founders—men of ' ancient Maratha families.' We have no

sufficient evidence as to who they were. Very probably they

maybe traced to the earlier Aryan or semi-Aryan clans, long

before the name ' Maratha ' was in use—though at a date when

^ It will be remarked that the term omrds'i^'as derived from the early

Moslem revenue systems which origmated in the Muhammadan kmgdoms
of the Dakhan and thence become generally current. Malik 'Ambar, the

famous minister who made the Eevenue Settlement of these jDarts, was
always anxious to resuscitate, if he could, the mirdsi families and make
village Settlements with them. See Bcrar Gazetteer, p. 90, and G. W.
Forrest's Minutes of M. Elphinstone (Captain Brigg's Eeport), p. 385.

~ There is in the Eeports something of the same confusion already

noted in Madras ; for the terms watan, watanddr, which apply to the

headman's and village-ojicers'' privileged holdings, are sometimes applied

to the projjrietary shares in the village ; at an}' rate, it is not certain

which is meant. Hereditary holdings of headmen and officers are

common in, and even characteristic of, raiyativdrJ villages ; so that their

existence is no proof at all of any joint-tenure of the whole village as a

unit estate. I
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tlie Hindu co-sharing family institutions were already developed.

Buddhism, we know, from architectural remains, had obtained a

hold in the country, bat was afterwards supplanted by the later

Brahmanic institutions. The early ' Marathas ' disappear from

history and only emerge with the revival under Sivajl in the

seventeenth century.^

Whenever the process of destruction of these early village

over-lordships began, and whether it was chiefly due to Moslem
victories or was before that period, these ruling families were

defeated and dejDrived of their estates, except in so far as some of

the descendants may have clung to villages here and there or to

shares in such villages. Under the rule of a new conqueror, a

change naturally begins : the lands still belonging to certain

branches of the landlord families cannot bear up against the

heavy assessment that is imposed ; the families, already weakened
and dispersed by defeats, having lost prestige and also had many
members slain in battle, gradually disappear. The local governor,

without much care for anything but immediate profit, puts in

some iqyari— i.e. non-proprietary cultivators—to till the vacant

lands, and they in time become permanent holders with prescrip-

tive rights. In any case, as time goes on, the few remaining

mirdsddr, or co-sharers, and the cultivating u_paris, become

reduced to the same level, and both appear as mere raiyats

occupying lands the superior ownership of which has become
claimed by the ruler.

I think this view will be generally confirmed by the evidence

which is derived partly from the inquiries directed by the Hon.
Mountstuart Elphinstone previous to his well-known Report of

^ The Dakhan districts, covered with hills, afford the gi-eatest facility

for building forts and strongholds from which the early chieftains and
noble families would dominate the villages in the ' tal,' or level country

below. The old over-lord families were sure to have been non-agriculturist,

and when their forts fell before their enemies they would lose their hold

on the village lands to a great extent. In this respect they would be
unlike the village bodies of Upper India, who, holding strong posts in the

centre of their village lands, and being in close managing connection with
the land and themselves agriculturists, were able to defend them and to

secure their possession. I may refer to p. Ill, ante, where some account

is given of early Aryan contact with the west of India.
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1819 on the 'Territories acquired from the Peshwa.' ^ These

inquiries were made at a time when real historical investigations

into tenures were not understood, and they naturally leave

much to be desired. A further inquiry was made by Colonel

Sykes ; and his papers on ' Dakhan Tenures ' are to be found in

vols. ii. and iii. of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

The then well-remembered distinction between mircisi holders

and iipari holders, which is held to mark the existence of

co-sharing families over the villages, did not extend to Khandesh,

nor to the South Maratha country; but it was found in the

Dakhan Collectorates of Ahmadnagar, Puna, and Dharvar.

Here, too, it was noticed that many lands not in possession of

mirdsddrs were popularly known as gat-hul, which implied that the

landlord family (Indd) was ' gone ' or destroyed (gatd). Colonel

Sykes found that in many villages lists of shares still existed.

And there is some reason to suppose that the larger share

was called thai, while the minor or individual share was

tiM.^ Colonel Sykes's papers are well worth reading, but it has

to be remembered that the author was not familiar with the

joint-village, as found elsewhere ; there is nothing strange, for

example, in the lands of one family branch or thai lying

scattered about, as the result of some family partition. And
our author sometimes confuses the haq and the watan holdings

of headmen and village officers with the shares in the hereditary

^ This is printed in Mr. G. W. Forrest's 0-fficial Writings of Mount-
stuart Elphinstone (London : R. Bentley, 1884). Unfortunately, the

whole of the Eeports of Chaplin, Robertson, Thackeray, and others are

not reproduced, but only those portions which Elphinstone attached to

his official Minute.
"^ These words are, nevertheless, rather puzzling, perhaps, owing to

faulty record of the real word. Thai means the ' ground, ' soil,' and
' place ' in general ; tal means ' level.' The correct word I cannot

ascertain. Talkari may mean a person holding land in the level plain

as opposed to gadhJcari, a person employed in the forts, or gadh, which

crowned the hills in the liigh land of the Dakhan and were doubtless the

head-quarters of the chiefs of the clans which dominated the villages.

Tiled (or thlh'i ?) again suggests either a spot, a blotch, or patch, or, if the

second form is correct, a lease or farm ; but the latter is less likely, for

farming the revenue of villages could not have been in use in early days.

Captain Robertson thought thai was used in the sense of a 'field.'

(Forrest's Elphinstone'' s Minutes, p. 379.)
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estate of village proprietors. Lastly, he is much too ready to

infer the general existence in the Dakhan districts of the tlial

system, where no trace of it was actually found. It can justly

be inferred to have existed only where it also appears that there

is at least the memory of mirasi holdings in the village.

Each thai, it is interesting to observe, just like \hQ loatti of

Northern India of which it is the counterpart, bears, as I have
said, the name of the head of the branch to Avhich it belonged.

As the early volumes of the Royal Asiatic Society's Journal are

not readily accessible, I will make one or two characteristic

quotations :

—

At Nimbi, in the Nagar (Ahmadnagar) Collectorate (writes Colonel
Sykes), there were twenty-three thai, of which eighteen were ^^a/A'tt^; at

Kothal, nine thai and five gatkul. In the first case eighteen families

out of twenty -three are extinct, and in the second, five out of

nine. ... At the village of Belwandi (pargana Karde, Ahmadnagar
district), there was not a single representative of an ancient family
remaining in A.D. 1827, the whole of the lands were gatkul. There
were nevertheless some half dozen mirdsdars who had purchased
their lands from the Patel six or seven and twenty years back.^

The KulkarnI even denied the existence of thals ; but, one of the
mirdsdars having told me that he had his land on the thai of an
extinct family, I urged their existence so strenuously that a thaljdrd,

or list of the estates into which the village lands are divided, was at

last reluctantly produced, an old worn paper dated Saka 1698=a.d.
1777. In this list I find the thals minutely detailed, together with
their possessors, the number of names of mirdsddrs who had pur-
chased miixis rights from the village authorities on the thals that
had become gatkul, and, finally, the names of the different uparis
(tenants-at-will) renting land on the thals. In 1827 there was not
a single person alive a descendant from the possessors of thals or
mirds rights in 1777 ; it would appear that in Holkar's inroad into

the Dakhan in 1802, war, famine, pestilence, or flight had depopu-
lated the village

; that the few people that returned died subse-

1 Journal B. A. S. ii. (1835), 209 ff. It will be remembered that in
later Manltha times the Patels were made responsible for the revenue of
their village ; and it was their duty to provide for the cultivation of
abandoned holdings; and they would assume to sell the mirasi rio-ht

occasionally, either for their own profit or as an inducement to culti-

vators to take lands and to remain permanently.
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quently, and that in consequence there was not an ancient ' heritor
'

remaining. The lands of Baghroza (one of the constituent villages

of Ahmadnagar) are divided into tlials, each having a family name
with descendants of the original proprietors in possession of many
of them. It might have been supposed that the Mussulmans would

have dispossessed the Hindus ;
^ but with the exception of one thai

which from time immemorial - had been in the possession of the

descendants of Husain Khan, whose name it bears, there is not a

Mussulman name to any of the thals.

An instance is afterwards given of a ' town ' Wamori (or

Wambori, in the Ahmadnagar district) in which thals do not

exist by that name, but there is a list found called Jamm-jdrd-

jathdivdr= list of lands according to families (jatJid means
* company,' hence family), and there were thirty-four families.

The individual holders were members of these families, holding

the land divided into tlM ; the family lots were apparently not

contiguous. In this instance, however, we have a case of the

superior ownership being recently assumed by a family of

some pretensions ; for it was known that Wamori had been

devastated by Bhils, and that the inhabitants fled and the lands

lay waste till some of the hereditary village officers returned

and took possession of what lands they pleased. The Patara

family holding the jpdtelsliiiJ (there were then five fdtels) had

annexed no less than thirty thousand acres between them ; and

the family of the Iculharnl (accountant) had also taken possession

of a large number of Wtd.

Colonel Sykes thinks that the thai system could be traced

in three-fourths of the villages in the Ahmadnagar and Puna

^ This, however, would not be likely ; the Nizam Shahi kings (in this

part) took the rule only and could not have furnished foreigners sufficient to

dispossess any considerable number of land-holders. Moreover, it appears

to have been their policy to preserve the old land-holders and superior

families, regardmg them as the best guarantee for a permanent revenue.

^ This is an exaggeration, for the dates of the conquest, and of any

possible Mussulman proprietor, are perfectly well known. Probably the

share was acquired between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries ; but

here we have the original process repeated ; a Musssulman locally

replaces as over-lord an earlier Hindu whose ancestor may have been

lord of the whole village or more, and who probably gained his position

by similar conquest in the first instance.
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districts. It is curious that, tbougli the superior tenures were,

as so often observed, originally free or at least privileged hold-

ings, they afterwards (in Moslem and Maratha times) were made

to pay at a rate which was higher than that of ordinary

occupants, and was distinguished by the term swasticlhdrd}

And, characteristically, the Marathas, not liking to openly sur-

charge this, levied once in three years an extra cess, which they

called mirds-jKdti , a special tax on the privilege of superior

tenure ! Under such circumstances it is no wonder that in the

course of time the distinction between swasti land and other, or

between the representative mhxisi occupant and the itixti^i or

tenant, soon became a matter of memories and names only. It

owed such partial preservation as it actually had to the feeling

of attachment to hereditary lands and to pride of superior

origin. The mirdsdCir as such would be able to marry his

daughters, and secure social advantages that would be denied

to the upari, however wealthy. ISTor is it surprising that the

Moslem and Maratha Governments respected at least the title to

mirdsi lands ; this was partly because they had a natural fellow-

feeling with the higher families, partly that they themselves felt

that customary respect for hereditary land which was never

altogether extinct,^ partly also because such lands could be

made to pay more than the others. Ordinary tenants not

attached by hereditary sentiment to any particular village will

not be induced to cultivate unless tempted by terms that on the

whole are advantageous.^

^ Corruptly, sosthi or sustJii ; the word means ' weU-being '

—

i.e. a rate

{dhdrd) proper for land held on privileged or superior tenure.

^ The private lands of the governing classes themselves would neces-

sarily be held on an analogous if not identical tenure ; this also might
make them have some respect for the mirdsi holding in general.

^ This opportunity may be taken to mention that, besides these traces

of the tenure of co-sharing landlord families over villages, there were, in a

few villages, locally surviving divisions of an older nature, as indicated by
the purely Dravidian terms used. The lands were divided into larger

areas called rtiund, and smaller ones called Tids. The writer of the

Ahmadnagar Gazetteer (Bombay Gazetteer, xvii. referring to xiii. p. 550),

justly points out that the division had nothing to do with co-sharing

families in superior possession ; for where these existed they were of

Aryan origin and had the Sanskritic names of thai, tlkd, &c. Nor do

C C
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Section III.

—

Modern (or existing) Cases of the

Juxtaposition of the Two Types of Village

(1) The Gujarat Districts of Bombay

We have just seen that in the Dakhan districts, whatever

groups oflandlord families holding villages in shares once existed,

they have died out. In one or two of the Gujarat districts we
find a number of ' shared ' (i.e. jointly held) villages still surviv-

ing, but having a different and much later origin ; and they are

found side by side with the ordinary raiyatwdri village. We shall

find them, in fact, held by families of Bohra (or Vohara), and

by families of the enterprising agricultural caste called Kunbi.

In both cases the co-sharing tenure is due to the families hav-

ing originally taken the management, as revenue-farmers, or

in some analogous capacity ; and now their descendants have

sub-divided the villages into many shares, and have long held the

whole as virtual owners. That many more villages had formerly

come under the same kind of ' ownership ' there can be no doubt,

but they did not survive the Maratha rule. In fact, it is largely

due to the fact that the Nawabs of Bharoch encouraged such

villages that they survive as much as they do.

Before describing these tenures it will be well very rapidly

to review the position of the Gujarat country as a whole ; for it

they indicate any Maratha method of revenue-management ; though

doubtless the revenue officers, finding these old divisions of fields still

remembered, made use of them to impose lump sums of revenue on the

whole, making the cultivators distribute the amount among themselves.

Thus the idea arose—which is quite without any foundation—that those

few villages where the miind areas were known had some resemblance to

the North Indian zaviinddri or pattlddri villages. The terms mund (of.

TYiudd^ murJca, &c.), and Teds indicate larger or smaller areas or lots as

measured by the quantity of seed required to sow them. This was a very

ancient mode of estimating area, still traceable in Kanara and other

Dravidian districts. The word is also found in Berar {Berdr Gazet-

teer, p. 93), where it is used (mundkarl) to mean an old original

cultivator of a holding. It is quite possible that these terms may connect

the present with the old form of Dravidian village, and indicate the

establishment of different lots or holdings for the headman, the muliato,

the priest, &c. (Cf. p. 179, ante.)
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illustrates well how these joint or shared ownerships of villages

(where we have nothing to do with clan movements and the

foundation of villages in a new territory) always originate

in some dismembered territorial over-lordship, or in some position

of vantage gained by a revenue-farm, or grant of the revenue-

management of a village.

In the Dakhan districts, the early and probably only half-

Aryan chiefs who once dominated the country disappeared, as

I have stated. In the richer Gujarat districts, a much larger and

louger continued series of local chiefships attract our attention.

For the earlier centuries we have no detailed knowledge ; but

there is every reason to believe that besides early Aryans coming

from the Indus Valley, and probably other Northern leaders

also, Greek Princes (connected with the name of Menander)

had the rule ; and at one time Asoka, the Buddist Emperor of

Magadha, extended at least his suzerainty thus far. But at

some date long subsequent to the establishment of the Aryan

clans in the Ganges plain, and when the Rajput chiefs had

spread into Rajputana and Malwa, we begin to have historic

glimpses of powerful Rajput dynasties, still strictly localised. They

were of the later Aryan type, either Buddhist, Jain, or Brah-

manic, being of the AgyiiJmld, or ' Fire-born ' houses, the CJtdward

(locally Chdvada) of Anhilwara, the Solankhai, and later Bdglield

princes. In the fourteenth century the ' Hindu ' rule came to an

end, and there succeeded a series of Moslem Sultans, the results of

the early conquests subsequent to Mahmud of Ghazni. Their

rule lasted some 165 years, till Akbar conquered the country in

A.D. 1572. A number of local 'estates' or lordships, the

remnants of the old chiefs' dominions, were the natural result.^

With these we are not now concerned. But it is hardly wonder-

ful that under such a varied series of rulers, all desirous of

making the best revenue possible, and rewarding their followers,

there should be occasional examples of petty lordships over

villages : such were the tenures enjoyed by persons called ndili,

gdmeti, mdlih, hashdti, &c.

The class of village under Bohra or Kunbi families, which is

^ There is a particularly good account of Gujarat in the Asiatic

Quarterly Review by the late Mr. W. G. Pedder. I think it was in 1889.

I have a copy of the article, but, unfortunately, not the reference.

c c 2
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what we have immediately under our consideration, arose out of

revenue-farming arrangements. When the time came at which

the old fashion of collecting the revenue in grain proved too

troublesome, the natural resource was to fix a lunnp sum in

demand from the whole village, whether at a full estimate or at

some moderated sum (iidhad-jama). This was especially the

Maratha system ; and the local officials looked about for some

village manager to be responsible for the total sum ; he in his

turn being entitled to take grain or cash (or both) from the

villagers, as he best could, to recoup himself. When there

was any local chief or gameti, or Imshlti, of course he was the

person who managed the village. When it was an ordinary

raiyatvmri village, either the i^ia^e? (indigenous) headman

might be employed, or some outsider put in. It was merely a

question of opportunity and circumstances whether such a

revenue-manager grew into being virtual owner of the village,

in which case the family would divide the property into shares.

In the cases before us—chiefly in the districts of Broach (Bharoch)

and Kaira (Kheda)—the revenue-managers had contrived to

retain their villages, and had handed them on to their descen-

dants as their own property.

In principle, these estates are joint-villages like those ofUpper

India. As late as 1827 such villages were more numerous than

they are now.^ Two kinds are now in survival : one is called

hhdgddrl, or ' held on shares ; ' and the shares are (in origin at any

rate) the ancestral fractions of the law of inheritance, and, in fact,

correspond to the pattiddn tenure ofUpper India. In the Kaira

district the prevalent form is the narivdddrl, which has a some-

what different constitution, and in Upper India would be called

a form of hhaidclmrd, tenure

—

i.e. fractional shares resulting from

the law of inheritance were not observed, but a scheme distri-

^ The example of a raiyativari Settlement all round, and the fact that

the revenue officers assessed (in general, for there was some difference in

detail) every field and holding, would give a great impulse to the co-

sharers already holding in severalty to adopt the survej'-rate on their

holding, instead of their own fractional shares or other customary modes

of levy ; and if they consented to give up any waste numbers not in

cultivation, they would become practically raiyatwdri. The only draw-

back was a certain loss of dignity by .giving up the ' shared ' tenure.
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buting the charges for revenue and expenses was made out

according to the value and advantages of the several holdings.

The word nanvd itself means a schedule or scheme of rateable or

proportionate payments assigned to each sharer. And the shares

or holdings were valued by reference to the UTdA)lidcjicm\ which
I understand to be certain artificial land-measures adopted for the

valuation of the different shares relatively, like the bhaidchdrd-

hlghd of Northern India.

In Bharoch the co-sharing holders (hlidcjddr) have, I under-

stand, become much mixed as to family and caste. But the

prevailing caste of proprietors seems still to be the peasant or

agricultural section of the Muhammadan Bohra or Vohara.'

These families appear to have acquired a hold over a number of

villages at a date which is uncertain, but cannot be many
generations ago. They got their footing as revenue farmers, or

by the familiar process of lending money, or becoming sureties

for village revenue payments ; this naturally ends by transferring

the land to the surety. In 1818 as many as eighty-four villages

were found to be held by Bohra families, who had undertaken

the joint responsibility for the revenue, and accordingly had
divided both the land and the responsibility into family shares.

The Kaira villages, again, are mostly held by Kunbi com-
munities ; the precise origin has not, as far as I know, been

traced ; but it seems likely that these enterprising agricultural

castemen undertook, on the acknowledgment of a permanent

lease or other superior tenure, to be responsible for the revenue,

possibly restoring the villages after some calamity had for a

time thrown them out of cultivation . They have kept together

better than the Bohra communities, probably because the narwd
system tended better to prevent the disruption of the community,

and secured mutual co-operation and support in meeting the

revenue demand.-

^ I cannot find proof of the correct spelling. In the local dialect the

tv is usually pronounced as v: hence narva, vdntd, &.c. {narwd, icd?itd,

ifec), and so with b and v.

~ It is to be wished that we had a more definite detail about
the classes or castes actually holding shares, and about the people's

own traditions of origin and history. There is a valuable Keport on these

tenures, by the late Mr. W. Tedder, C.S.I., in the Bombay Bevenut
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The difference between the narwd and bhdgddrl villages is

usually treated, by the Bombay writers, as a question of the

form of assessment ; iu the narwd village, it is said, the revenue

was, at first at any rate, assessed in the lump for the whole

village, according to former custom, and the people prepared

the distribution list according to which the co-sharers arranged

to pay the total amount.^ In the Bhdg villages, on the other

hand, every share-land or family holding, being separate, was

separately assessed ; and the fields held by tenants were valued

at the usual survey-rates. The revenue on the tenant lands

was paid accordingly ; but the rest was added up together, and

the total distributed among the co-sharers, according to their

own fractional shares. I cannot believe that this is the real

tenure distinction ; the different mode of assessing must surely

have been the consequence, not the cause, of a difference which

already existed, and which I have atteuipted to describe. It

will be well to examine a little more in detail the features of

each class of village, as it may show that here, in fact, we have

the same varieties as naturally occur in joint villages elsewhere.

In both cases the origin was, as I have stated, in an arrange-

ment made by individuals of sufficient influence who under-

took the responsibility for the revenue-assessment of the whole

Selections, one of those monographs which ought to be reprinted, with

notes and explanations added, by some intelligent inquirer of the present

time. Some good remarks are to be found in Mr. A. Eogers's Paper on

Bombay Tenures in the Journal of the East India Association, and

in the Bonihay Gazetteer, iii. 88 (Kaira) ; for the Broach (Bharoch)

district, ii. 377, 483 ; and for some remains (in Daskroi) of Ahmadubfid

shared villages, see iv. 156.

^ None of the reports give any detail as to how a narwdduri holding

is actually made up ; I have no doubt it is of various proportions of each

kind of soil ; and that the customary valuation is effected b.y some

artificial standard-lot (which is the system called hhaidchdrd in North

India), and it was worked also with the annual or periodic readjustment

of burdens known in the North as hhejbardr ; both features are certainly

implied by Mr. Pedder's Keport. It seems to me probable that our first

Settlement officers, finding this apparently complicated method, thought

it better not to try and assess the holdings separate!}', and so assessed

the whole of the narwd lands en bloc. I can only offer that as my
suggestion. It is a fact that the narwd lands were assessed in the lump,

and the hhdgddri field by field.
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village. Thus, as regards the Kaira villages, we are told :

'

'Under this, the narwd systein, the headman's responsibility

was divided among the members of his family. In such cases,

the different branches of the family were traced back to their

common ancestor, and the village divided into as many hhdg, or

primary divisions, as that ancestor had sons. Each share was

made over to the representatives of one son, and they divided it

into as many lots as there were men (heads of households) in

their branch. The head of each branch was called hhdgddr, or

imtel. He acted for the other shareholders, but interfered in

no way with the management of their shares.' The families

—

and sometimes there was only one to a whole branch, would

either till their own lands or let out the fields to tenants.

Shares were sometimes sold,^ and outsiders thus brought in.

The peculiar narwd feature was this :
' Every year the Govern-

ment demand (dnkdo) was divided equally among all the branches,

and in every branch each shareholder had a lot, called fhdld,

assigned to him. If he failed to pay, he forfeited his right to

the land, and the other sharers might force him to give it up.' ^

But this was not always insisted on, for the others also might fail

to pay, or the parela, or lapsed shares, might have to be managed

direct by the State officer.

The shares were expressed in d.nas (fractions of a rupee) on

an artificial scale. Thus, in a village called Sandesar, in Pitlad,

there were seven branches, and the revenue demand was

Rs. 7,854. The whole village was treated as = 84 dnas, of

which 12 were assigned to each of the seven hhdg. There were

403^ Inghds held undivided, and the income of this, Rs. 294,

was first devoted to the rev^enue payment, leaving Rs. 7,560

to be met by the remaining lots held in severalty and covering

^ Bombay Gazetteer (Kaira), p. 88 ff.

- The coinpUcated and readjustable nariva share would be less easy to

sell than the fixed, demarcated, fractional share of the hhagddri village

;

perhaps this was the reason why the latter villages have become more

miscellaneously held (p. 389, ante).

^ This is noteworthy, as confirming what I said about the Madras

VellRlar (p. 377, ante). Such a power does not exist in the xmttiddri com-

munities descended from an ' aristocratic ' ancestor in Upper India. It

shows a voluntary association for colonising or revenue managing.
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1,505 highds. Each d7ia thus corresponded to a holding of

17 Ughds and a fraction (17-9 x 84 = 1,504 nearly).^ As
there remained Rs. 7,560 to be paid on 1,505 highds, that

gave Rs. 90 for each d7ia share (90 x 84 = 7,560). The

majmun, or common land, was managed for the community by the

headmen. On the whole, the narwd village evidently much resem-

bles the democratic bJicddchdrd community of Northern India.

In the hhdgddri village the method is somewhat different,

and approximates to the ancestral fractional-share system, or

patticldri, of the North-West Provinces. In the example selected

by the writer of the notice in the Bombay Gazetteer^ the village

has a total area of 2,500 acres, of which 1,800 are held divided

and 700 held jointly. Now in Bharoch there might be three

' ancestors,' or representatives of three major shares of four dnas

each, leaving the undivided land as a kind of fourth share to

represent the remaining four anas of the unit rupee. This, it is

true, would not be the case with an ' imperfect pattiddrl ' village

of Upper India, held on fractional shares in descent from an

original founder. In such a village, if there were only three

pattl, each could represent one-third of the whole (5^ dna), and

each would be liable for the same fraction of the revenue, and

would take the same fraction of the undivided land when it

came to be partitioned, and meanwhile each would have one-

third of the rents and profits.^

But in the Bharoch example, each of the three sharers holds

600 acres as a four-ana share, and 700 acres are in common
(3 X 600 + 700 = 2,500). The total revenue is assumed to be

Rs. 10,000, of which Rs. 4,000 come from the manorial dues

and income of the common land, leaving Rs. 6,000 to be met by

the three sharers. Each of the three hlidgs would thus have to

find Rs. 2,000, which would again be distributed in regular

fractions among the sub-sharers; thus, two ^ pdtlddrs ' (secondary

sharers) of the first hhdg, would pay Rs. 1,000 each ; or, if they

were further subdivided, say into eight minor shares, each of

^ See p. 389, as to the different soils in each holding ; and the note at

p. 335, ante.
'^ In practice, the rents and profits of the common would probably be

first taken to meet the revenue demand, and it would be the balance that

would be met (one-third by each) by the main shares.
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these would find Rs. 125 and so on.^ In prosperous times the

common land would be held by tenants, and so managed as per-

haps to cover the whole or a large part of the revenue demand
;

]3ut under the Marathas an assessment would be laid on every

separate portion, and the village total would be raised accord-

ingly ; and I expect that the arrangement noted above, of treat-

ing the tenant land or ' common ' as a sort of separate share,

arose out of this necessity.

The villages all keep their list of the shares and sub-shares,

which is called plialavni. The major share is here locally called

motdbhdg, and the minor share petclbhdg. Each family share is

pdM, and the holder of it paMdm\ This is the usual division of

the estate according to the degrees of the original family—sons,

grandsons, and great-grandsons of the founder.

The people, Mr. Pedder notices, are unwilling to give up the

status of co-sharer, because they would lose ' ahru,' or dignity
;

they can marry their daughters much better with this claim

to superiority. On the other hand, the convenience of the

miyatifdri method, surrendering the ownership of unused waste

to Government, and having to pay just the fixed assessment on

the particular field, must in time tempt them to abandon the

original form.^ It is curious how few villages, comparatively,

became definitely constituted like the narwddari and hhdgddri.

InXorth India, under similar revenue-farming arrangements, and

under the forced sales and similar transfers which they occasion,

revenue farmers and purchasers at auction have become the

proprietors of a respectable percentage of the total number of

village-communities in the North-West Provinces. But the

]Maratha administration was never favourable to these growths.

Though there were farmers in abundance, they were too strictly

looked after, and not allowed to continue long enough, to become

1 It would often happen that one of the hlutg would have part of its

land undivided among its own members {majmun-hlidg), then they would

meet their 2,000 rupee share just in the same way, as above stated for the

whole viUage ; they would first apply the proceeds of the common land to

the payment, and then provide the balance according to their shares.

2 The people call the raiyativari villages sanjd (in Gujarat sejd),

xvhich means 'joint,' or not shared ; not because there is or ever has been

any joint-holding, but because there are no hJidg,])((il, &c.. but all are on

the same footing of equality.
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proprietors ; and the same is true of the village officers, who in

later times presumed greatly on their powers, and in some

cases acquired very large holdings,^ by forced sales and

mortgages in their village.

(2) The Blhaner State.

We have another instance yet to notice, in conclusion, of a

Native State in which both kinds of village exist side by side.

I do not doubt that many other cases could be found ; but it is

only under favourable conditions that they come to notice and

get recorded. If the general land system of a province happens

to be based on the prevalence of one form or the other, the

tendency must be for any other forms that may exist naturally,

to assimilate to the one contemplated by the system. In the

provinces of Northern India where raiijatwdri villages existed of

old, as no doubt they did, before the landlord villages grew up

and Jat and other invaders established themselves, it is quite

likely that some at least would remain without falling under

any landlord class ; and yet in the present day no distinction

would possibly survive after our surveys and records, which

are prepared to suit the joint form.- So in Madras, the general

system being raiyatwdri^ the tendency for the local, and already

decaying, mirdsi or joint-villages to become merged in the

prevalent form proved irresistible.

The circumstances of the vState of Bikaner have made it

possible for both kinds of village to survive together. Bikaner

is situate in the northern corner of Rajputana, in a sandy plain

which stretches north and north-west of the Aravali mountains.

It is possessed of a generally poor soil and is thinly populated,

^ For example, in the case of the Wamori Patel above alluded to. See

also a curious account in Bombay Gazetteer, iv. 485 (referring to

Forbes's Oriental Memoirs, ii. 419). The District Accountant {majmu-

dar, or despdndyd of other parts), named Lallubhai, attained to such

pretensions in the Bharoch district as to go about ' with mace-bearers

running before him proclaiming idle titles.' This was in 1776. Had this

happened under more favourable circumstances, or in Bengal, he would

have ended by becoming a great ' Zamindar.' Unfortunately, under the

Marathas, an end was put to his career by a revenue-farm which he was

tempted to bid up for against a rival. He got it, but on terms that

proved his ruin.

2 Ante, p. 344.
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so that the villages are more easy to observe and to classify.

About the latter half of the fifteenth century, a clan of Rajputs

(of the Eiihtor stock) established a dominion and divided the

territory into a VhCdsa demesne for the Raja and into chief-

ships held (on the usual 'pattCi or quasi-feudal tenure) by the

Thakur or ' barons.' ^ In the Jdidlsa area we find two kinds ot

village—those established in independence, before the Rahtor

dominion, by Jats,^ and villages established since the dominion

and mostly within the last century or so. It is probable, says

Mr, Fagan, that originally neither the Rahtor Raja nor his fief-

holders claimed any definite ownership in the soil ; but they held

the over-lordship as rulers, each realising the grain-share in his

own territory. Mr. Fagan goes on to remark that, though

primogeniture has to some extent secured the chief's ' estates

'

from partition, still the issue of grants of villages and mainte-

nance provision for members of the family (which assign the

chiefs grain-share and the right of cultivating the waste), have

virtually created a number of petty estates, in which there is a

distinct tendency for the grantee to draw closer to the land and

to become the direct owner or village landlord.

In the Raja's demesne, the chief's connection with the land

could not, in the nature of things, be as close as that of a

resident landlord ; and, consequently, the Raja collects his

revenue and exercises his right of disposing of the waste,

without directly influencing the tenure of the land in general.

The Jat villages, in the absence of any other dominion at the

time, established an independent position, and are held in joint

ownership by co-sharing bodies—representatives of the original

' founders.' In the Thakur's estates above mentioned, this

position has now been overborne by the Thakur's assertion of

the superior landlordship ; but the original right is still so far

recognised as to give a claim to hold permanently and on an

hereditary title. It is chiefly in the -Raja's demesne that the

joint-village is more distinctly in evidence ; but side by side with

1 Be2)ort on the Settlement of the Klialsa Villages of the Blhaner

State, 1893, hj P. J. Fagan, C.S. (Panjab Government).

- S. B. iii. § 19. Here the name is Jut. It wfll be observed that the

Rajputs furnished only the ruling house and its army. Had they been

more numerous, they might have formed co-sharing villages, as elsewhere.
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the Jat villages, all the other villages are groups of independent

cultivating holders who have settled together nnder a headman

(or caudhrl), who was their spokesman in applying for leave to

establish cultivation. Here, as in the South-eastern Panjab, the

people commenced the village by driving in a stake or pole on

the site of the abCidl} Sometimes permission was not formally

asked, but as soon as the new village became known the Rajas

officer would go to the spot and settle terms. In the village

itself (land being in this case abundant and irrigation from the

johar or tank being well-nigh indispensable) there was no formal

allotment of holdings ; each settler took what he could manage.
' There was no partition,' says Mr. Fagan, ' of the whole or part

of a definite area by virtue of a joint-landlord claim over it.'

Where population is scanty and the area wide, no objection is

made to anyone extending his fields into the adjacent waste, or

even to new-comers doing the like. But in the more thickly

populated parts of the Eastern Tahsils, only the original settlers

can so extend their holdings ; new-comers (called here, as often

elsewhere, suhhhdsl) must get the headman's permission to cul-

tivate. The caudhrl acts in this respect, not as landlord, but

as representative of the State. Mr. Fagan particularly notes

that the caudhrl has no superior position as claiming general

ownership over the village. Nor were the oldest settlers or

' first clearers ' owners of the whole area jointly ; their position

is only marked by exemption from certain local fees, or taxes on

marriages, or on weighment of grain, and by their having greater

freedom in taking up additional waste to extend their holdings.

The actual boundaries of each village, and the jurisdiction of the

caudhrl, became settled in time by practice, and by the defi-

nition which results from contact with the areas of neighbouring

villages.

It does not appear whether the Jat joint-villages are in the

pattiddrl form, or whether (as is more likely) they are in the

form of the clan-villages settled on some form of hhaidchdra

tenure. It is true that the raiyahrdri villages are not of

ancient origin ; but many joint communities in other parts are

' In the Panjab, it will be observed, owing to the system, such villages

are classed as 'joint-villages ' and are so treated ; in Bikaner they appear

in their natural raiyatimri form.
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no older, and there must surely be a real difference in the

custom and constitution of the Jat clans who preceded them.

The co-sharing among the latter was due to their sense of

superior position, either as descendants from individual founders,

or as members of a clan obtaining a new home as a matter of

conquest or adventure, and bringing with them this characteristic

of clan feeling. The other settlers have no such pretensions
;

they assert merely a right to their own holdings in virtue of the

first clearing and establishment of tillage which they have

accomplished. This is not a decay of the former feeling, but

one characteristicallv different.
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CHAPTER X
GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Section I.

—

Ideas of Property, Collective and Individual

The numerous instances of village formation which have been

collected from the Settlement Reports and similar authorities

can hardly have failed to suggest the impossibility of disposing

of ' the Indian Village Community ' by referring the whole of

the phenomena to some one theory or generalised view of the

subject. But such a conviction does not preclude us from

drawing certain general conclusions which appear to arise

naturally from a comparative view of the various forms and

kinds of village presented to our observation.

Oue of the first questions which the facts naturally suggest,

is : seeing that the village is a group of ijevsons as well as an

aggregate of /a?tc2-holdings, what kind of right or title was

really acknowledged ? or, in other words, what kind of connection

is there between the ijersons and the land of a village ? And this

question involves the two subordinate inquiries—(1) how has any

idea of ownership or right in land in India grown up ? and (2)

how have these rights been recognised—as residing in the

individual, or father of the household, or in a body of wider

kindred, or in a still larger body, such as a whole clan ?

(1) Early Ideas of Right in Land

The sense of ownership in land, if we judge solely on the

basis of what has occurred in India, seems to have arisen and pro-

gressed in a manner which is purely natural, and which does not,

at any rate, need for its explanation an a priori assumption of

* collective ownership,' or holding ' in common.' If any evidence
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exists of actual collective ownership, at any stage of the

development of tenures, that is another matter ; but, in so far as

it may be regarded in the light of a necessary postulate, it may

be not out of place to remark that ' collective ownership,' as a

very early phenomenon, is a hazardous thing to assume the

existence of; the very name or term is one which it is difficult to

employ without bringing in a number of ideas of a kind which,

instinctively as they arise in our own minds, can hardly have

existed in the minds of primitive or early tribal settlers. We
have become so accustomed to a mental analysis of ' ownership,'

and to say, at least in general terms, what it involves or in what

it consists, that it is not easy to think of any right in land apart

from such conceptions. When, for example, we think of the

periodical exchange of holdings which is found among certain

clan-settlers, and assert that this indicates ' common ownership
'

because (to use M. de Laveleye's words ^
)

' le fonds continue a

rester la propriete collective du clan, a qui il fait retour de temps

en temps, afin qu'on puisse proceder a un nouveau partage,' this

seems to imply that a precedent conception of what ' collective

property ' is existed in the minds of the clan, and that in

consequence of such a conception the surrender of the holdings

became required by custom. But it is impossible to suppose

that any distinction of the kind was even vaguely understood :

exchange was the custom because it gave every one an equal

chance ; not because the tribe realised the idea of a joint-

property, which, in the juristic nature of things, was capable

of being recalled and redistributed. Every tribesman knew that

he had joined in conquering or seizing a territory, and that he

would fight to keep his hold on it. He acknowledged that

his chief's word was his law, and that the share allotted to him

and his fellows must be observed. His sense of right to his

own allotment would make him equally ready to fight for it

;

and if asked why ? he would in all probability reply, because his

clan had conquered it, his chief had allotted him ' his inheritance,'

and he had cleared and ploughed up the land.

Putting aside the temptation to read modern juristic notions

between the lines, it would seem that the right to land grows

^ ProprUte Primitive, &c. p. 5.
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out of two ideas ; one being that a special claim arises, to any

object, or to a plot of land, by virtue of the labour and skill

expended on making it useful or profitable ; the other, that a

claim arises from conquest or superior might. In a very early

stao-e, a body of primitive settlers comes to a ' boundless

'

area of wooded or jungle-clad but fertile plain. As each house-

hold group laboriously clears and renders fit for cultivation a

certain area, the father, or the united family, as the case may be,

regards the plot as now connected with himself or themselves

specially, in virtue of the labour expended on it. This claim is

recognised by all, because every other member of the clan has the

same feeling as regards the field he has cleared. The feeling

of right is further developed when each holdiug is the result

not merely of a random choice, but of some regular procedure of

allotment by the clan chief. ^

If there are no other human beings to contest the ownership,

although the clan occupies a more or less compact general

territory, the sense of any wider or more general clan-right is

not as keen as it afterwards becomes when other, very likely

unfriendly, clans lie all round, and each has to maintain its own

limits against aggression. The idea of clan-right to the territory

as a whole—both the cleared holdings and the waste which is

grazed over and from which wood is cut, must soon, in the

natural course of events, become definite. Not only is there

sure to be some clan collected together at the time of first

settling,^ but the families, naturally and by choice grouped

together, must help each other a great deal in clearing the

]"ungle, building the cottages, digging the tanks or wells, and in

many similar works. Hence, even if there were no general

sense of kindred, which long residence together has fostered,

there would still be a certain sense of union. The right to the

holding selected and cleared by the family is, however, naturally

superior to the clan-territorial claim, being more definite : it is, in

fact, dependent on the sentiment which originates the notion of

1 The sentence of the Patriarch and the result of casting lots, are

both of them in early times, vested with a semi-divine cogency or signifi-

cance.
2 I refer to the first general (Dravidian) movement, probably mi-

opposed, to a permanent agricultural settlement.
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* property' in general—that which a man has ' made ' or ren-

dered useful and profitable he has a special title to enjoy.

Professor Kovalevsky, in his interesting lectures on the

development of the family/ has quoted the curious reflection of

Kousseau :
' Le premier qui ayant enclos un terrain, s'av^isa a dire

" Ceci est a moi," et trouva des gens assez simples pour le croire,

fat le vrai fondateur de la societe civile. Que de crimes ....
n'eut point epargne au genre humain celui qui arrachant les

pieux ou comblant le fosse eut crie a ses semblables :
" Gardez-

vous d'ecouter cet imposteur ; vous etes perdus si vous oubliez

que les fruits sont a tons, et que la terre n'est a personne."

'

The natural sense of the community unfortunately was that the

person who did tear up the stakes of the fence or did fill up the

ditch would be an enemy and a wrongdoer ; everyone consented
that the clearer of the waste had a real claim to the field he had
made. The sentiment is observed among all tribes when they
have made a permanent agricultural settlement ; it was, in fact,

Nature herself who prevented the early existence of the philo-

sopher who should cry ' Beware of such a supposition,' though it

arises instinctively.

The naturalness of such a feeling of appropriation is the
more obvious because in early times there is nothing to prevent
its action

; there is no prior claim nor obstacle to the customary
allotment by the clan chiefs : the wide expanse of virgin jungle
is as free as the air or water. The modern Socialist asks as

against the present possessor of a farm or a park, ' Although you
have spent money in draining, planting, and, in fact, in creating

the utility and value of the plot, what right had you to deal at

all—for any permanent purpose—with that particular section

of the surface of the national land ? ' He considers it an
economic wrong that the growth of custom and law should
have allowed a permanent individual appropriation. But, iu

truth, it is only the operation of an instinctive feeling of human
nature. The early tribesman, under sanction of custom, appro-

priated his field, or his share of the tribal land, as he would
appropriate a tree to make a canoe or a plough.

But very soon another factor comes into the question : when
^ Tableau des Origines et de VEvolution de la Famille, &c. (Stockholm,

1890), pp. 50, 51.

D D
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tribes multiply, and, moving east or west, come into conflict,

and one is superior in energy and in power of combination to

another ; the possession of land no longer remains a matter of

first appropriation in the absence of all other claims. Might

becomes right ; and conquest gives a new title. The title by
' first clearing ' is overborne by the title by conquest, notwith-

standing that the claim by first clearing will probably be

acknowledged by the conquerors as among themselves. This

claim by conquest and superiority the next generation will

euphemise as the claim by ' inheritance.' It is curious to

observe that a people so advanced as the Romans, and so apt to

make that legal analysis of things which has influenced all

subsequent views regarding ownership, not only conceived the

idea of res nulUus—i.e. crude material or potential property as

yet unappropriated—but they boldly held that when war broke

out the lands and property of an enemy reverted to a state of

nature and once more became res nullius. The conquerors

began over again the process of customary appropriation.

Out of this new growth—the right by conquest or ' inheri-

tance '—some further factors in the making of land-tenures are

sure to spring. In India, among early tribes like the Mongoloid

and Kolarian (as far as we can trace their habits), the cohesion

was extremely loose, and the idea of centralised rule quite want-

ing. This appears to have been gradually improved upon by the

Dravidian races ; but it is later conquering tribes like the Aryan,

the Indo-Scythian, the Jat and the north-west frontier tribes,

that had the best developed powers of combination and organ-

isation. Hence we find ideas of the right of a whole clan to a

certain territory, in which every member has his share or his

equal interest ; and we find families expanding into clans, and

still keeping up something of this same notion.^

But it is also a further phase of clan development, under

the necessity for military discipline, and organised movement,

that the patriarchal rule of chiefs gives way to a system of king

^ In such a case the sense of individual appropriation exists side by

side with the sense of the collective appropriation ; and while each gets

his separate share, the custom of periodical exchange of holdings is the

expression of the equal right which results from the unity of the whole

body.
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and barons, or subordinate chiefs. And no sooner are these

dignities acknowledged than there arise various kinds of terri-

torial lordship, which may take the form of a kingdom, or local

chiefship, or a sort of manorial holding of smaller portions of land

.

This right of lordship over an estate has nothing to do with the

question of labour or expense incurred in clearing and cultivat-

ing the soil, but is an over-lordship, based on caste or family

superiority, attained by conquest or otherwise ; and it expresses

itself by taking a share in the produce raised by tenants,

dependents, or a pre-existing body of agricultural settlers. It

is made tolerable to the now subordinated original settlers by
the degree of protection which the over-lord, even in his own
interest, affords to the villages from which he derives his revenue

or income.

So far, then, we have the two natural and often concurrently

active factors, the sense of right by ' occupation ' and ' first

clearing,' and the right by ' inheritance '—a term which we shall

now understand without further comment, and which has already

met us in so many forms as mirdsl, luirdsat, wdrisi, &c.

It is hardly possible to avoid the suggestion that the main
distinction between the raiyatwdri and the joint or landlord

village (these terms being only provisional, and adopted for

want of better) is in some way the outcome of these two
principles. The former originated with early unopposed tribes,

who, like the Dravidian had strong agricultural instincts and had
passed out of the nomadic and pastoral stage : their struggle

was more with the forces of Nature than with any human enemies,

and their idea of right was that they were hhilmhdr, the original

soil-clearers and settlers. The latter originated with ' inheri-

tors,' who acquired the lordship of existing villages, or founded
new ones in the same sense of superiority. If, as in the case of

the Jats, the clans were not only superior in conquest and
adventure, but also addicted to agriculture, they would combine
both feelings of right to their settlements.

Granted, however, such a natural foundation for ^ ideas of

ownership' in the abstract, it is a further question whether
either kind of right is understood to attach itself to the indivi-

dual, or to the family, or to the whole clan settled in one compact
territory.

D D 2
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We can attempt to judge of this by the aid of the actual

cases of clan-settlement, family-village, and separate-holding

villaofe which we have had before us.

(2) Collective and Individual Oiunership of Village Lands

This last remark reminds us that some preliminary explana-

tion is necessary to connect the question of the form of owner-

ship with the existence of land-holdings mi village groiijys. We
remember, in the first place, that the village group does not in

any case represent a fixed circle of kindred extending to any

particular degree. We talk freely of a ' village community
'

as owning the land ' in common,' but it will at once strike us

on reflection, that the formation of village groups of families is

not necessarily connected with any idea of soil-ownership at all.

In the case of some clan-settlements, we have seen that there

may be a degree of unity maintained over the whole area, or at

least over its major divisions, and that villages are quite a

secondary, almost accidental, result of the fission of the area.

In India, south .of the Vindhyas, again, we see an almost

universal village formation, but there is no claim, either joint or

individual, to the ownership of the whole village ;
^ there the

village is a group formed of several families who settled, or are

now resident, together, but whose contiguous holdings within

the village boundary are independent, and always have been so,

as far as any evidence goes. And where, in Northern India,

the village as an area of land is also the essential feature, not

a casual result of the fission of a clan-area), and where such a

village is jointly owned, it is really that the ' village ' is the

limit of the original acquisition by a single person, and continues

as the sphere of ownership of a possibly numerous but still

singly descended close-kindred which has succeeded by joint

inheritance to the right of the founder or originator.

In the first instance, no doubt, the aggregation of holdings

in a ' village' of limited dimensions, and the establishment of a

central (perhaps rudely fortified) place of residence, is, under

the circumstances of most Indian provinces, a purely natural

^ The cases in which such an ownership had probably at one time existed

or still exists are so far exceptional as not to invalidate the statement in

the text for present purposes.
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condition under which permanent cultivation can best be
established and maintained. There are districts where the
nature of the ground or other conditions render any considerable

aggregation either of fields or of residences impossible ; but in

the plains, let us say, in a moist and densely-wooded region,

the erection of a group of dwellings on a fairly elevated spot,

the united clearing of an area to give breathing room, and the
united defence of the cleared fields against the depredations
of wild animals—all these things imply the aggregation of
families in a village ; and the aggregate must be limited in size,

or the machinery for its self-government and the supply of its

needs would fail to act. Or again, in a dry climate, a similar

combination would very likely be necessary with reference to

providing or utilising the means of irrigation. But in the
second place, the fact that kindred, especially in a tribal stage

of society, naturally keep together, and that as the groups
expand they must necessarily separate and form a new series of

similar aggregates, these facts, and others like them, also furnisli

the conditions of village formation.

But there is nothing in the causes of such formation to

suggest any new form of ownership as resulting from their

operation ; and as a matter of fact, and looking to the largest

number of instances we can recall, we shall find that the sort

of ownership which is actually found in villages corresponds to

one or other of the following three heads :
—

(1) The family or individual holdings are all separate within

the village.

(2) The village is an accidental aggregate of kindred

families
; and the joint ownership or collectivity, such as it is.

is in the whole clan
; where any further (real) joint ownership

appears, it is between members of the ' family ' or close kindred.

(3) The village is really the limit of the acquisition, by
whatever means, of one founder or originator ;

^ and the joint-

^ It may happen that one geographical village may contain two origi-

nally separate groups, but in that case all the phenomena of joint-owner-
ship will exist only within the groups. Where a village has come to be
miscellaneously owned, by the intrusion of various strangers there is no
joint-ownership at all. Should outsiders have been formally admitted to

shares, then there is the fiction of family membership.
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ownership now appearing is due to the main branches repre-

senting, according to universal custom, the three primary grades

of descent, and to such families, descendants of these, as remain

joint among themselves being subject to the operation of the

' joint-family ' custom and the law of joint-inheritance.

We sometimes find it insisted that the order of these th^ee

modes ought to be reversed. I do not, however, desire, by placing

them as I have done, to imply any theory of sequence of

development.

It will be well, however, as such a theory has been pro-

pounded, to consider the modes of ownership in connection with

it. We may readily admit some plausibility about the general

idea that (1) the joint-oivnersliiiJ of land by a ivhole clan is

natural as a first stage ; that (2) this dissolves into the owner-

ship of isolated joint-families ; and, finally (3), that family shares

are lost sight of and there remains nothing but the modern

individuality of title to the several holdings. But I do not

think that the evidence in India will really bear out such a

succession. For whatever clan-ownership can be asserted, it is

not of a kind to change into or produce the real joint-ownership

by a family. I should rather say that the process was just the

reverse : that the earliest idea was appropriation by the in-

dividual

—

i.e. the father of the family, whose power was a

sele and unrestricted power ; that this gradually develops into

an idea of equality between all the sons in succession to the

father's property, which again leads to the restraint of the

father's power to deal with ancestral land, and so to the idea

of a joint-ownership by a close-kindred of which the father is the

head. When a number of such families of common descent,

kept together by circumstances, continually fighting side by

side and conquering together, have acquired and settled on

a new land, they constitute a clan, and there is, further, a

kind of collective sense of right to the whole, which is over

and above the family right to the several lots that fall to each,

and is largely dependent on the sense of unity which clan

life naturally produces, and on the sense of the right of every

member to share in the common acquisition.

But let us briefly recall and analyse the kinds of tenure which

we have found to result from the settlement where a clan-union
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is still to some extent maintained. The details have already

appeared in Chapter VI.

We may pass by those early Kolarian and Dravidian clan

settlements which resulted in the raiyaticdri village, because

we have no evidence on which to found any assertion of collective

ownership among them.^ Whatever indications they afford of

growth of ideas of ownership relate to the family and to the

father of the household and not to the clan as a whole.

The clan settlements of Upper India, which introduce us

more directly to the question of clan-ownership, are some of

them of comparatively late date, but they show tribal ideas in

full force, and, at any rate, are the only examples of clan-settle-

ments which afford us any details as to the principles on which

the territories occupied were held. It will be remembered that we
have two forms of such settlement— (1) of already formed clans

;

in this case clans with a strong sense of union under patriarchal

authority
; (2) of clans grown up on the spot out of a single

family of settlers on a wide area ; so that in this latter case we
had the family estate, only expanded in a manner and to an

extent that was impossible in the limited area of an ordinary

village, and, because of the blood connection of the cultivators

throughout the whole area occupied, it preserved some of the

features of a clan-settlement.

It is not known, in either case, whether the settlers had had

any experience of permanent cultivating ownership of land in

any previous home. It cannot be said with certainty that, for

example, the frontier tribes, on settling in our north-western

districts, emerged for the first time from a nomadic stage and

took to agricultural life
;
probably not. Nor do we know how

far the Jatshad any experience of settled agricultural life before

they came to India. But all tribes possessed herds and flocks,

and they necessarily possessed the idea of individual or family

property as far as moveables were coricerned.

Our north-west frontier tribes certainly exhibit a strong

sense of territorial right, which is necessarily a collective one,

1 If, too, we may take such surviving cases as the Kandh and a few

others as representing very ancient custom—and they very probably do

so—they do not show any collective ownership in the clan ; and even the

' family ' is not regarded as collective owner.
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and exhibits itself in the acknowledgment of an ' ilCuia for the

whole body and of certain sub-territories for clans and minor

clans, each of which certainly constitutes a unit area. These

territorial areas correspond to the main branches of the family of

the founder with whom the clan originates. Consequently, the

names of the primary divisions follow those of the sons, grand-

sons, and great-grandsons of the founder respectively. All

later and now existing families belong to one or other of the

thus established groups and sub-groups, and take shares within

the territory belonging to each : there are no new designations

given to subsequent divisions. Only, should a certain group

move off to another locality, then the whole process would begin

anew.^

Two sentiments appear to have taken hold of the tribal

mind : the territorial right to the main divisions as so many

units or wholes ; and the right to a specific—usually equal, but

sometimes ancestral—share within the proper unit-territory.

The action of the tribal heads at the time of the settlement

seemed to go no further than allotting the primary or major

divisions or territories : inside each, the further allotment of

actual holdings was made by the minor or sectional chiefs. The

space relatively required by each recognised group was roughly

estimated by counting the number of single shares which

represented the total population of the group. The whole pro-

cess seems designed to provide for the separate enjoyment of

the individual family share.^ The shares being intended to be

as equal as possible, equality was further ensured by the custom

of periodical exchange, which, however, did not apply where the

holdings were specially prepared for irrigation, or, in any case,

there were circumstances of expenditure which tended to evoke

^ It is true that sometimes a new series is begun within the lowest

original division, called Wiel. We may have the 'khel divided into 'kandi,

and that into thai—a new series of three grades. This, however, only

emphasises the principle. Evidently, here the tribe is old and has much
expanded, so that it is convenient to begin again ; the lowest of the

original divisions has become so big as to be itself a clan.

^ In dividing a large surface into a great number ofsmall equal portions,

the process is obviously facilitated by first making a few large divisions

to start with.
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more jDarticularly the natural sense of individual right to the

plot.

The shares were assigned on one of two principles : either

(1) thereisaj7e?'Cfl^i7cfc distribution

—

i.e. every man, woman, and
child was counted, and each household thus received the number
of shares which the count of heads indicated ; or (2) the ancestral

shares were calculated according to the pedigree table, in descent

from the heads of each recognised group. The lots might con-

sist of various bits of different kinds of soil scattered through the

whole major-divisions (a taj^jm, or a Miel) dealt with. Diagram
I. (on the next page) explains this.

It is quite possible that groups of close kindred will culti-

vate their shares jointly ; it being more profitable to do so than

to split up the land into small severalty holdings.

As regards the tenure of the whole major division, nothing

in the nature of ' holding in common ' ever appears ; for in any
real sense, ' common holding ' implies that all should join in

cultivating as large an area as necessary, and that each should

then receive a portion of the harvest suitable to his wants, with-

out thought of any particular share calculated on any principle

whatever, and without thought of the proportions between the

amount ofsustenance required and the actual amount oflabour and
capital, or the number of cattle, contributed to the common task.

Nor is there any evidence of ' joint-holding,' save for special

reasons, in special plots of land. I am now speaking, it will be

remembered, of the joint-holding by a whole clan or clan-section.

Whatever the rule of distribution, partition, or allotment on the

ground of the several holdings, appears to take place as soon

as may be after the settlement of the clan. Some portion of the

area may be left undivided, either because it is not yet wanted
for cultivation and is reserved for future extension of the family

holdings, or because it is grazing ground, or jungle for wood-
cutting, which would be rendered useless by division. If there

is any area of cultivated land left undivided, it is for special

reasons, and the shares are defined though not partitioned. On
the other hand, some kind of ' collective right 'may very reasonably

be asserted, which is something more than that mere territorial

claim which every nation, even under modern conditions of life,

feels with regard to its own country. The clan has not only its
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general boundary, which it would be prepared to defend resolutely

as a whole, but every clansman has an indefeasible right to a

share in that territory.^ They will also combine as regards the

responsibility for land-revenue and similar charges. All this,

however, seems to me to point much more to the sense of kinship

and personal obligation to mutual help than to any idea as to

the soil being owned jointly. Union is the life of a clan; each

section of it must be prepared to send its quota of fighting men
to the field, to pay its portion of the contribution necessary for

defence, and so forth. Moreover, there is the patriarchal feel-

ing of the obedience due to the chiefs. In a family, as distinct

from a clan, there is a recognised bond, which is that of felt

blood-relationship, and may be accompanied by a system of joint

inheritance and co-ownership. This kind of connection ceases

to apply to purely collateral branches, who are only connected

at a point a long way back in the pedigree table, and in the

person of an ancestor whose very name is probably unknown to a

number of the families ; but if circumstances have maintained a

large circle of ancestral connections through a whole clan, the con-

nection of one family with another is kept up by other feelings :

clan-union and all that it implies has survived. I can see no

evidence that this ever amounts to a real joint-ownership of the

territory by the entire body, such as is observed when a number
of co-heirs have each (in theory at least) a definite fractional

share of an estate inherited from one original owner and possibly

held without actual partition.

This question of joint-ownership by a whole clan is further

illustrated by that other case of clan-settlement illustrated in

Chapter VI., which is in fact the converse of the one just de-

scribed : the clan does not arrive ready made, but a family obtains

a wide area, and expands, upon it, into a clan. The districts

that presented the requisite conditions favourable to such a

development are only occasionally to be met with. There must

have been a wide extent of suitable land (sometimes twenty to

fifty square miles or even more), and circumstances of position

such that the entire area has been preserved to the group with-

out disturbance all through the long period during which only

^ See p. 49, ante, as to the effects which physical conditions of agri-

cultural life have on the form wliich the tribal union takes.
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a limited portion could have been actually occupied, and up to

the time when the multiplied families had become numerous

enough to fill the whole. Bat here again, judging from the

instances which have already been given, though the first family

were evidently in a stage of society in which they regarded

themselves—father and sons together—as joint-owners, it can

hardly be said that this sense of joint-ownership continued as

between the more and more distantly related families that grew

up and branched off, but still lived on part of the same great

area. We observe some cases in which no definite sections of

the area corresponding with main branches of the family are

demarcated. The ivJwle area is held directhj in separate

household-holdings, usually consisting of so many ' ploughs
;

'

and they appear to have been added on to the first centre of

cultivation, one by one, as the different male descendants came

to an age at which they needed their own separate home with its

farmland. Nevertheless, a certain union is maintained all over

the estate; but the union appears to consist essentially in a

clan-feeling of readiness to defend the common interest in this

settlement, and to resist any intrusion of strangers. In India

such a union necessarily involves the acceptance of a joint

responsibility for the revenue demanded by the sovereign.

Sometimes we have the case of a number of smaller compact

circles of new cultivation, established round, and in extension

of, the original location ; and as the original village-site becomes

too small to accommodate the new families, fresh hamlets spring

up in the centre of the blocks of new cultivation. These in

time become completely separate villages ; and the only remain-

ing bond of union is some social and ceremonial connection with

the parent village on occasions of rejoicing or mourning, of

appointing a new headman, and the like.

In other cases of this kind we find that the whole area was,

at an early stage, divided into certain large primary Uocks which

represented the sons, and perhaps, further, the grandsons, of

the original family ; here anything that can be called union is

maintained chiefly within the several major divisions. And it

depends on the nature of the soil and the conditions of agricul-

ture which have suggested a certain form of holding what sort

of union is maintained. Sometimes the plan of cultivation,
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within the primary divisions of the area, may have been one

according to which each connected group holds its land in several

portions—as many portions, in fact, as there are recognised

kinds of soil. In that case, groups which under other circum-

stances might have formed distinct villages must remain inter-

mingled, by reason of the scattering of their lands ; and they

arrange to distribute the burden of the revenue and expenses

by treating the holdings as representing certain artificial

measures each containing a certain number of actual measures

of each quality of soil, first, second and third—good, bad, or

indifferent. Here, again, the household-holdings are very pro-

bably minutely subdivided, and are held in complete severalty

;

but these groups and sub-groups cannot appear on a map as

compact local blocks. The groups are only separated in the

official records ; and the closely connected families retain a joint

responsibility as among themselves and for the joint estate they

represent. This arrangement will be easier to remember by

reference to Diagram II on the next page.

It is chiefly in cases of this kind that we look for those

peculiar hhaidchdrci arrangements of equally valuated holdings

which are characteristic of the clan-expansion.

Thus, in the case of a ' clan-expansion area ' the nature of

the soil and other circumstances may produce either one of the

three varieties we have successively noticed in this class of

settlements. We may have (1) the whole of a. large area (e.^.

cases in the Jihlam district, p. 270) held directly in a great

number of separate individual or household shares
; (2) the area

represents the original location of a parent village, with nume-

rous subsequent hamlets, as offshoots from it, developing into

separate villages (e.g. South-eastern Panjab, p. 276) ; and (3) the

more complicated hhaidchdrd, where the holdings are, within

certain main subdivisions, all intermingled (e.g, the Mathura

district villages, p. 282). How joint-.ownership, beyond the

ultimate groups of closely connected relations, can be said to

exist in these large areas, I am at a loss to understand. What
really exists, or formerly existed, is a personal sense of clan-

connection which facilitated distribution of holdings, local

government, and the like, while it induced a general willingness

to accept a joint liability for the revenue.
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DIAGKAM II

Partition among descendants of four sons (of the Founder) whose areas

{tarf I-IV) were separated in the lifetime of the Ancestor. The tJioTi

are the groups by sons of the tarf holder ; the tRld are the sons of those

again : all existing houses are aggregated under one or other tjild.

Tarf (I) alone is shown entire. We suppose it to include holdings for

five tJioh (grandsons of founder) A, B, C, D, E. We assume also that the

managing committee recognise three qualities (having different practical

values) of soil (white, and shaded in two degrees), but in many cases

there will be more. Each tlioli for equality's sake must take part of its

allotment in each kind of soil. Each such part has again to be subdivided

among as many Uda as the tlioh contains. The allotment of one thoh (D)

has been made darker so as to show more readily how the tholi lands lie

about, and hence how the tlioh cannot form separate compact ' villages,'

at least not until in course of time exchanges of land, sales, and other

accidents have brought their holdings more within a ring fence.
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I venture to doubt whether, on the basis of the Indian phe-

nomena alone, we should ever have heard anything about a

common or joint-ownership of a whole clan, had it not been for

the fact that, in one way or another, these large areas do tend

to split up into smaller groups ; and, as the bond of clan-union

is forgotten under modern conditions, the several local sections

are assimilated in many respects with that larger class of real

' villages ' which began as the estate of one founder, or one or two

conjoined. These latter villages, though never held in common,

may really be long held jointly ; as long, that is, as the existing

households are sufficiently closely related. Beyond a certain

limit of blood-relationship the joint-holding never goes ; and

when the primary divisions (patti, thoh, &c.) have become

established by partition in the earlier stages of the family

history, the subsequent families in each group may again con-

tinue to hold their land jointly within them. Our North-

West Provinces Revenue system was mainly adapted to this

latter class of village ; and, naturally, the revenue terms and

the forms of land-records were also adapted to it. But the same

terms and the same forms were applied also to all varieties

of village, and to the larger (clan) areas, where there were

shares of one kind or another, and where the joint resjDonsibility

for the land-revenue of a given area, whether large or small,

was not objected to. Hence a much greater appearance of

uniformity resulted than is actually in the nature or constitution

of the estates.

Constitution of the ' Family '

This leads us directly to consider the constitution of the

family ; for it is on this that the existence of joint and co-sharing

forms of village-estate really depend. Whatever the source of

the idea of ownership, it is obvious that the right to any kind of

property may be felt to reside in an individual

—

i.e. in the head

of the family or household ; or, again, that it may reside in what
we call a 'joint-family '

—

i.e. in the head conjointly with his sons

grandsons, and great-grandsons, if he lives to see them.^ When-

^ It is hardly necessary to remark that with the superior agricultural

tribes leading a simple, healthy, outdoor life, where polygamy is rare and
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ever we see an actually joint and undivided family holding,

whether extending over a whole village or a smaller area, it will

always be found to consist of members of the close-kindred.

Every reader of Indian books is familiar at least with the

term ' Hindu joint-family.' But it is perhaps hardly realised

that, though this is in itself an ancient institution, it need not be

primeval, nor, in all probability, was it the form of family-union

recognised by the earliest tribes. As we know it in the text-

books of Hindu law, it bears the marks, I may say, of legal

elaboration. If, for instance, we compare the customary rules

of succession and those on the connected subject of adoption

(i.e. artificial succession) and the right of the father to alienate

ancestral land, as acknowledged by the various Jat, Gujar,

and other agricultural tribes of the Panjab, we observe that they

differ in many respects from the rules of the law-books ; and

also, quite essentially and in principle, from the inheritance

rules of the Muhammadan Law. Still, the idea of the joint

family exists ; and that is why there can be so much general

similarity between the Aryan-Hindu, the Jat, and other supe-

rior tribes, in their village institutions.

But if we go back to the still earlier customs, of which

vestiges remain among Kolarian and Dravidian tribes, it would

seem that the head of the family is much more like the sola

owner and representative of the share in the tribal possessions

—whether divided, as in our Indian examples, or not. In the

Welsh tribes it has been observed that as each son came to a

certain age he had a claim to an additional maintenance-area

of land, which he had, not as a share of his father's possession,

but as a member of the clan. The father's authority, at a

certain stage of tribal development, is in fact regarded as almost

of divine right, and is doubtless the origin of the great influence

confined to the few wealthier owners, and early marriage the rule, it is

no impossible thing to find, say, a great-grandfather of eight.y-ein:ht years,

a grandfather of sixty-five, a father of forty, and a son of nineteen—him-

self just married, all living on ancestral land. In the earlier ages what

reduced famiUes so much was the continual loss of male members in

wars, feuds, and forays. Local famines and epidemics must have been

rarer because population was smaller and so localised ; but when they

occurred, as there was no means of combating or relieving either, their

effects must have been very severe.
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of the tribal and sectional chiefs and patriarchs which lasts long

after the power of the head of the individual family has become
much restricted. In other words, the jjatria potestas is much
more complete at one stage of tribal life than it is at another.

In the developed Hindu joint-family, it has almost disappeared

except in certain ceremonial and religious aspects. The head

of the close-kindred or family is now little more than the

manager and elder member of a coparcenary body. Every son,

as soon as he is born, has an inchoate interest at least in all the

ancestral property. But in earlier (and non-Aryan) custom it

was different. Among the Kandh tribes, who evidently repre-

sent a very early (and probably little changed) tribal system quite

unconnected with the Hindu law, we find the father regarded as

the sole owner during his life ; and this would imply in many
cases a long continuing ow^nership in the presence of adult

sons and grandsons. But here we observe that the rule has

already been established that, on the father's death, the sons

will all share equally. There is no primogeniture, which indeed

appears to be a custom connected with some dignity or chiefship,

and not to prevail in ordinary (not joint) families under their

customary law. ^ In some tribes, indeed, it is the youngest who
succeeds to the paternal house and homestead, the elder sons

having established separate houses elsewhere, possibly on a

certain holding that they were entitled to claim as clansmen,

irrespective of what their father had.'^ Where, however, we find

tribes of an historically later date, and therefore (presumably) in

a later stage of progress, like the Jat or the Panjab frontier

tribes, there it is not surprising to find that the family-holding

is already completely regarded as joint-property : a custom has

been established that the house-father should not make an
alienation of the ' inheritance ' to the prejudice ofhis descendants

and that a sonless co-sharer should not adopt an heir except

from among the near agnates, and even then with consent of

^ Primogeniture seems to be connected with the growth of the joint-

family, because of the desire to keep someone as the head and representa-

tive where the divided members do not themselves become so many-
separate heads. This sentiment is also counterbalanced by the affection

of a father for his ' youngest '—
' the son of his old age.' Manu, it will

be remembered, suggests a special share to both (p. 305, a^ite).

2 p. 132, a7ite.

E £
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the rest. From this it is not difficult to pass to the stage at

which a body of coheirs remain joint for a long time. The

causes of this are various. If the family is of any pretensions,

all the descendants are jealous of their equal representation of

the dignified founder (equal, i.e., in their proper grade of descent

and kinship). And they avoid division for fear lest one or the

other should gain an advantage over the rest. Sometimes it is

that the land can better be held jointly because the greater part

is in the hands of tenants, and the rents are as easily divided as

the tenancies themselves. And in a joint-holding among culti-

vating proprietors, what usually happens is that various members

have de-facto holdings, which are theoretically liable to be read-

justed (partly or entirely) on a formal partition ; some of them

do not wish for change, and resist a partition as long as possible.

Such a joint-holding, as I have before remarked, never con-

tinues outside the circle of the close-kindred. At least I have

found no case on record; and if instances exist it would be

extremely interesting to have them detailed and the circum-

stances of the holding stated. We are constantly, however,

meeting cases in which the larger groups of shares have been

separated to a certain degree, and there are groups of close-

kindred still holding jointly within the first divided areas.

Just as I have suggested that one of the main types of village

(the raiyativdri) is connected with the idea of ownership by

* first clearing ' and conversion of the jungle, and that the

second type exemplifies the principle of right by superiority or

conquest, so, on the further question of the right as residing in

the joint-family or in the single head, it may be suggested that

the miyahvari village seems to depend originally on the idea

that the house-father is the separate and sole owner, whilst the

joint-village represents the more developed idea of the joint-

family and the limitation (not to say extinction) of the jpatria

potestas. In the former case, the father may have remained very

long in possession of the holding after the sons and grandsons

had grown up to an age to cultivate land for themselves

;

and both on this account and on account of the growing

inability of the elders to take an active part in the cultivation,

there must have been a temporary partition if the holding was

large, or the acquisition of fresh lands by the increasing junior
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families till (on the limit of the direct descent being reached)

a final partition was made (among second cousins). Thus there

would be a continuous tendency to separate off the holdings ; and

as every village was composed of a group of such separate

holders, and there was no one person who was regarded as the

owner of the whole village, there was no possibility of a body of

heirs having joint rights over the whole. At the present day,

when Hindu law has introduced the Hindu family ideas to a

great extent, the change has not affected the raiijatifdri village
;

it is still the individual holding that has to be partitioned

amoDg as many ofthe co-sharers as can get a sustenance out of it

:

if they are too numerous, some of them must take a compensa-

tion for their small shares, and go elsewhere. But in the case

of the joint-village (i.e. in one numerous class of cases) the

ownership of the whole village has originated with (or passed

into the hands of) one man, and it is probable that a partition

will have been made as soon as the first series of descents from

the ancestor was accomplished. The jpatti^ thoJc, and hlld, or

whatever other names are used locally, will have been demarcated

on the ground, and it is only the subordinate families within

each that remain joint. This is at least the case with the

typical paitidari form of village ; and it evidently marks a stage

where the joint-family has developed fully, and where there is

often some aristocratic feeling, and pride of family and casfce.

The curious ^Azamgarh joint-villages cannot be explained on
any other principle ; we have here a number of families descend-

ants from Rajput over-lords who acquired a right over a

series of villages already to some extent marked out and

existing.^ But the joint-families and bodies of coheirs of the

last lords declined to fit into these shells : they did not accept

the village-areas as they stood, and assign them, one by one,

to certain groups of connected families. They made a number
of shares, parts of which were found in two, three, or more of

the villages. The family groups can only bring their estates

together into one whole on paper ; and the lands of each such

major-group are now divided into many varying fractions, because

^ The over-lord families may have added many new villages in the

course of their growth, but there evidently were a number of originally

established villages to start with.

E E 2
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of the sense of family property existing : there is no democratic

equality of a whole clan.

In that other class of joint-villages which have something of

a clan-connection, and a more ' democratic ' constitution, we may
also trace the joint-holding to a family ownership, although in

this case it is modified, by a larger sense of equality of all later

descendants, which savours rather of the clan-feeling than of

the strict joint-family. Still, in the Jat settlements and in

those ofnon-monarchical and non-aristocratic tribes whose villages

must for convenience be placed in the joint class, the people

certainly show a sense of family-property ; their custom, as I have

said, always objects to alienation by the head of the family ; and

adoption, as defeating the expectation of other agnatic heirs,

is more or less restricted. Such customs cannot be explained,

except on the basis that ancestral land is regarded as belonging

to the whole family. At the same time, there is a desire for

equality, and a consequent tendency to disregard the exact fraction

which depends on the grade of descent, as well as on the number
of sons, &c., in each house. ^ When the whole land has become
fully occupied, this desire cannot any further be given effect to,

because there must necessarily come a point at which, of two

existing holdings which we will suppose are equal in extent and

value, one is inherited by a single son and the other is inherited by

seven sons jointly, and no more land is available in the village or

estate. It is only in the earlier stages of the growth of such a

community, when waste land is still abundant, that the seven

sons could add on enough out of the waste to make each of

their holdings, if not quite equal to that of the more fortunate

sole-heir, at least sufficient for their wants. So in some com-

munities (usually holding large areas) we find the ancestral

descent only followed in making the frimarij divisions^ when it

was the natural and indeed the only possible basis of allotment

;

after that, the later families have all acquired holdings, added

on one by one, as the numbers and general requirement, of each

indicated.

^ In fact, in some of the old bhaidchdrd areas, or ' cultivating frater-

nities,' we find exactly the same idea of equal holdings for all existing

households that we found in the Panjab frontier tribes under the j>er

cajpita or khuldvesh custom. (Cf. Diagram I. at p. 410.)
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To resume the general conclusion shortly, I believe tha,t

individual ownership of the personally cleared and prepared

holding in the tribal territory is quite consistent with the

customs of tribal society at an early stage. Actual joint-

property does not exist among the whole clan : at best, there

is an appearance of collectivity caused by the common origin

and close defensive and offensive alliance of the whole clan ; by

the equal right of everyone to share in the land obtained by

the united exertion of the clan ; and by the obligation to obey

the patriarchal authorities, and to submit to that equalisation

of holding in the tribal territory to secure which custom decreed

that all holdings should be periodically exchanged.^ Actual

joint-ownership is exhibited in the records of the Indian villages,

as far as I can discover, only («) among the families forming

separated groups on a clan territory, (h) where there has been

one owner of the whole villas^e and his direct heirs continue to

hold it without partition, (c) when the cultivation of an entire

village has been undertaken by a group of colonists who prefer

to arrange for each year, or cultivating season, what area or

what fields each member shall take up, according to the number

^ I have seen it argued that joint-ownership by a family necessarily

implies an antecedent joint-ownership by a whole clan ; but that is on

the supposition not only that the idea of the joint-ownership as between

a father and his sons existed when the clan began its growth and con-

tinued unchanged till it had reached its full dimensions, but also that the

same joint idea was maintained through wider and wider circles of relatives

so long as the whole body as a ' clan ' were able to keep together, there

being no limit to the degree to which joint-ownership can extend. Now,

certainly it is not possible to assert that the notion of the family as a

body of co-owners has never varied ; and equall}^ certainly it is possible

to assert that we have no evidence in any tribe in the world of any joint

ness or common estate kept up to an unlimited degree of relationship.

There is always a customary limit—usually of three descents, as I have

explained in the text. It is jDossible theoretically that a whole clan may
acknowledge a joint-ownership of an entire area conquered and settled by

it on the ground of equal right to the acquisition by the united effort, but

not because the original family was joint or because the jointness has

been continued throughout the widening circle ; of that no kind of proof

exists. It is equally possible also that the idea of the joint-family may
develop at any stage, and under varying circumstances. It has certainly

not been uniformly found among any large number of tribes.
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of hands, number of cattle, &c., lie can bring to the work.

The most extensive instance of this kind is that which has been

fully explained in Chapter YIII., in connection with the

traditional VellCdan colonies in the Tamil country, (d) It is

also possible that particular plots of land may be always held in a

sense jointly by a number of sharers, who may represent even

an entire group of village owners, when there is some peculiarity,

as for instance when a portion ofthe village lands are along a river,

and so are both liable to be washed away at one time and added

to at another, and also to be exceptionally valuable, a little

farther inland, owing to the unfailing percolation of moisture
;

here, besides devices of making narrow strips which run at

right angles to the river course,^ we often find that permanent

shares are not allotted, but a series of holdings for the year only

are arranged, and these are held in rotation by the different co-

sharers. In all these cases the shares are perfectly well known.

If there are other forms or cases, of joint-holding, it will be

very interesting to hear of them; but it is necessary that they

should be reported in their actual form, and not merely called

' joint ' or ' zaminddri ' or by some such indefinite name. I have

not met with any such.

The theory, then, that all joint villages begin with a ' common

ownership '—that this, by a process of natural evolution, goes on

to strict shares; that, next, the shares become irregular; and,

finally, that mere individuak?e-/ac/o holdings emerge ; is distinctly

contrary to the facts. It is based on a false generalisation from

' joint villages ' of different kinds and origins ; and it ignores the

fact, that when, in any given village, there has actually been a

joint holding, followed by a partition into ancestral fractional

shares, and these have been transformed into simple de-facto

holdings, the joint condition was not original, but consequent

on a prior single title of the founder, grantee, &c., of the village
;

^ This simple device secures each strip having a portion of all the

advantages and disadvantages of the situation. If, for instance, the divi-

sions were drawn ^larai/eZ to the river, those nearest the water would

be all liable to destruction or injury by flood ; the few next would be

of exceptional value, being moist and yet safe from erosion ; and the

furthest series would be all equally deprived of the benefit of moisture

altogether.
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the joint holding was the result of the joint-succession (on

ancestral shares) to that one founder. There is no progress of

ideas, or evolution, in the matter.

Section II.

—

Some Practical Coxsideratioxs regarding

THE Village Forms

It has been the argument throughout these pages, that the

raiyatiudri village is of distinct origin from, and of quite equal

importance with, the joint-village of Upper India ; and that

there is a fundamental objection to theories which, albeit

unconsciously, ignore the one as an independent form, and,

further, are based on a view which reall}- takes in only one kind

or class even of the joint-village. It may be interesting now to

take note of some practical results which arise from the differ-

ence in question, and also those which arise from differences

in the internal constitution of the joint-village. These points

of difference have a direct bearing on the value of the ' village

'

as a form of aggregation in agricultural society with reference

to economic and administrative considerations. In the first

place, something should be said about the difference in the

modern title to the land in each form of village, which is the

outcome of their past history.

The origin of the claim of the ruler to be owner of the land in

India, has been explained, and no further mention of the subject

in this place is called for.^ But the effect produced in former

days on the two kinds of village, by the assertion of this claim,

deserves to be noted. In the raiyaticdri countries ^ the several

cultivating land-holders were in general regarded as, and called,

^raiyat' (ra'Z7/«/= dependent, subject, &c.), a sort of indefinite

name which well expressed the actual relations where the land-

holder had theoretically no ownership-rights at all, and practi-

cally (under every settled and well-conducted Native Govern-

ment) had all the assurance he needed of tolerably certain

hereditaiy tenure, from which ejection was unheard of. The

1 See p. 207 ff. ante.

2 It will be perhaps useful to remind the reader that the term includes

Bengal Proper (as far as its villages are concerned), the Central, Western,

and Southern districts of India, and it practically includes Assam and

Bajputana.
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State demands left him enough to live on, but no more ; but

he was not pressed in a bad season ; and, on the whole, his

position, if one of constant labour, and little prospect of accumu-

lating wealth, was by no means intolerable.^ In the Dakhan

and in the South, the raiyat was not allowed to sell his land
;

indeed, it may be questioned whether as a rule it had any

market value, as there was no surplus profit or value when the

revenue was paid and the subsistence of the family taken into

account. Ownership was only acknowledged in land granted

revenue-free by the State, and apparently in lands held on the

privileged tenure of wafan (land held in virtue of office in a

village or district). In the Dakhan also we remember that there

were vestiges of the mirdsi right, that of superior families who

once held the lordship of villages. We are told that even the

Maratha rulers would pay for land held on a mirdsi title when it

was wanted for any State purpose. It is curious to remark that the

privileged tenure was not unattended with corresponding draw-

backs ; for the rulers appear invariably to have taken advantage

of the attachment which these older families, with pride of

origin, had to their ancestral lands, to assess them at a much

higher revenue-rate than could be taken from the raiyat, whose

resource was flight when a rate was imposed which he could not

pay.

It might be thought that, as the joint-villages of Upper

India were held on a superior tenure and by more energetic and

self-asserting agricultural and fighting tribes, and largely by

^ I may once for all explain that in speaking of the old administra-

tions, I refer to the normal earher governments under well-established

sovereigns, and not to exceptional (and generally later) times of war and

turmoil, or to the precarious possession and temporary rule of Eohilla

chiefs and the like, or the local tyranny of bad governors—which things,

terrible as they were, can only be regarded as occasional at least in com-

parison with the entire period of history and the entire extent of Indian

kingdoms. There have been periods at which, and countries throughout

which, the raiyats have been cruelly robbed and oppressed, and land-hold-

ing made a burden rather than a profit ; but these are abnormal, and it

would not be fair to cite them as specimens of Native rule in general.

And when I speak of the condition of the raiyat as ' not intolerable,' I

mean with reference to the ideas and state of Eastern society at the time.

Such a condition of life is obviously inconsistent with modern notions of

political freedom or intellectual advance.
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bodies having pretensions to dignified descent and general

superiority of rank or caste, the State governors would have

treated them differently. But in theory it was not so ; the

village co-sharers were just as much tenants on sufferance of

the ruler, as the ' raiyat ' of Central and Southern India ; only

that the joint constitution enabled the villages, on the whole, to

make better terms, and at least to escape much internal inter-

ference, by their power of combining to meet the demands made

on them. It certainly was the practice of former rulers to care

nothing for forms of tenure, and to take every revenue from

actual occupier, irrespective of his proper position as owner or

tenant. Indeed, it may fairly be said that most Native revenue

systems, before the universal adoption of revenue farming, were

as nearly raiyatwdri as possible. No doubt, where there was

some local ' Zamindar,' who could be held responsible for the

revenue of a given area, he was dealt with, because it saved

trouble, or, in the case of an hereditary chief, was politically

necessary. And so the local 'Amils or revenue officers found it

profitable to deal with districts made up of joint-villages all of

one clan, and also with the stronger joint-villages generally, by

making the local Caudhari, or the village headman, responsible

to bring in the required revenue total. In the Panjab, to take

another example, the Sikh governors took the revenue (here

very generally collected in kind) from co-sharer and tenant

alike ; they made no distinction ; the land belonged to the

Sirlidr (the governing power), and whoever held it must pay.

When we find Marathas according a certain measure of

respect to the higher family tenures, it was perhaps because

these belonged to (virtually) the same rank or caste as the

rulers themselves ; and the Muhammadan kings of the Dakhan

respected similarly privileged holders, because it was their policy

to deal with the cultivators through them ; but in the North the

Moslem rulers would feel no particular sympathy with higher

caste Hindu communities or with Jat co-sharers. When any

special village-tenure was respected, it was because of some

State grant, or religious obligation, as in the case of Sayyad

communities or others w^iich it was politic to preserve or coun-

tenance.

W^hile the State theory did not distinguish, the people them-
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selves clierislied very different feelings. The raiijatwdri villagers

may perhaps have acquiesced in the position they had as

' Crown tenants. ' It has been observed that in some cases they

were more anxious to secure the power of relinquishing the

land when they could not make it pay than to have a fixed

title. The Northern joint-villages would never have admitted

any such change in their position, at least not to themselves.

When a heavy revenue was demanded, they combined to meet

it and called in other settlers to help ; they always acted as far

as possible as owners of the land. The State claim to the land

was not one of defined principle, nor of declaration by Imperial

decree, but of tacit assumption ; it did not alter the position of

the villages ostensibly. When proprietary communities lost their

right and fell into the grade of tenants under a new proprietor

or a new family of over-lords, it was that the latter had individu-

ally gained the upper place by reason of some revenue-free

grant, some opportunity of farming the village revenue, or

standing security for it to the State Collector ; and not infre-

quently by reason of the village body voluntarily putting them-

selves under the protecting lordship of some neighbouring mag-

nate. The State ownership of itself, produced no such ostensible

degradation. It is probable, on the whole, that, owing to the

power of combined effort and an internal sense of abiding-

right, the joint-village holders were more rarely interfered with

or driven from their homes than the villagers in the raiyahvdri

provinces.^

The practical distinction became manifest when British rule

began. In Upper India, the joint body of village co-sharers

was recognised as the proprietor of the entire village, arable and

waste together, the limit being ascertained by inquiry and

equitable adjustment, and fixed by formal demarcation and

survey. It is true that no proclamation was put forth acknow-

ledging or conferring this right in set terms, as was done with

the landlords of Bengal under the Permanent Settlement ; nor

did the first Settlement Law (Regulation VII. of 1822) of the

^ Not that the raiyativdri villages were always helpless. I think it is

in the Chdnda S. B. (Central Provinces) that there is an account of how

the patels (headmen) defended their villages and fortified their garhl, or

central residence, for the purpose.
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North -AVest Provinces declare the riglit in so many words ;
but

the fact of ownership is implied throughout the Eegulation, as it

is in the subsequent Land Kevenue Laws ;
and it is evident from

the terms of the land-records. The joint-village tenure is

zammddri—i.e. a proprietary or landlord tenure, with no greater

limitations than those which accompany the tenure of the

Zam.indar or Taluqdar of Bengal or Oudli.^ In both cases

alike, the right is subject to certain limitations owing to the

existence of subordinate rights and to the lien of Government

on the land for its land-revenue ; and the mere fact that the

amount of the revenue is or is not liable to periodical revision

makes no difference whatever in the tenure. The village co-

sharer can sell and mortgage his land,'-^ and lease it to whom

he pleases, subject of course to any special rights of tenants

;

and so long as the Government Eevenue is paid the owner is at

liberty to cultivate or not, or to build on the land if he pleases.^

On the other hand, in the raiijahcari countries, where the

Settlement deals direct with the several landholders in the

villages, as in Bombay, or Berar, or Madras, there were various

reasons why the British Government did not, as a matter of

policy, completely or formally renounce its own proprietary

right in the soil and confer it on the raiyats. Only in the Central

Provinces was a proprietary title to most of the villages, under

many limitations, exceptionally conferred on certain persons ;

^

and so the villages ceased to be raiyatwdri and became zammddri.

Speaking generally, the difficulty was this : the raiyat holdings

had been so crushed by excessive revenue charges under the

^ It is for this reason that I have called the joint-village also the

' landlord village.' It is always held on a superior sort of tenure, at all

events throughout Upper India and the Central Provinces.

^ Subject to any restrictions of his own tribal or caste law or custom,

such as pre-emption, &c., but to none directly imposed by the State.

^ There is some difference about the subsoil right to minerals, which

in the Panjab and other provinces are expressly reserved by law to the

State. In the North-West Provinces those rights, in all the plain districts,

belong to the village owner, as the Secretary of State expressly allowed

in a despatch of 1880.

** It would be unnecessary here to go into any detail on the subject.

The history of the conferment of right in the Central Provinces villages is

given in some detail in my L. S. B. I. ii. 455 if,
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later Maratha and Moslem rulers, and especially during the period

when Central India became the focus of the wars of contending

chiefs and armies, that the first relief required was to lower the

charges, especially as the British system was at first much

stricter and less elastic than the Native rule.^ But such reduction

was especially unpalatable to the authorities under the constant

pressure which the times produced on the State Treasury, and

it was but tardily acquiesced in. So much, however, was gradu-

ally conceded, that the raiyat might relinquish his holding,

at a suitable season, if he felt unable to pay the revenue
;

and this rule came to be a fixed principle of the raiyaticdrl

revenue system. It operated as an efficient test, in many

cases, as to whether the revenue really was excessive or not.

I am not, however, writing a history of the revenue manage-

ment, and can only so far allude to the subject as helping

to show why a formally ' proprietary' title was not recognised.

A holder who can give notice that he will not be responsible

for land after a certain date can hardly be called ' owner,'

even under the ordinary limitations of Indian law. Accord-

ingly, in Madras the question of the raiyat's title has been left

undefined by law, though judicial decision has left no doubt that

he has the practically proprietary enjoyment of his holding.

But in Bombay, the holder of land is, by express legislative

enactment, called ' occupant
;

' and in Burma and Assam, which

are raiyahudri provinces in principle, though not formally so

designated, he is called ' land-holder.' The right is legally

1 The Native rulers in general put down the revenue demand at a

high figure ; but their officers were extremely good judges of the power

to pay in each particular season, and were adepts in alternately sciueezing

and letting go by rule of thumb and without any system whatever. The

British power was irresistible, and worked with mechanical regularity.

Our early authorities sometimes forgot this, and were disposed to think

that rates must be equitable when they were no more than former rulers

had entered in their assessment-rolls, and when peace and security were

now assured to the cultivator in a manner previousl}^ unknown. Hence

it was that rates not nominally enhanced, but collected with strict regu-

larity, proved intolerable in the first years of our rule. Those who wisli

to see specific examples will find plenty in Mr. A. Kogers's Land Revenue

in Bombay (2 vols., Allen, 1892) and in the Madras District Manuals^

^passim.
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defined as a permanent hereditary and alienable right of occu-

pancy.^ In prosperous times, under our modern well-adjusted

assessments, nobody ever does ' relinquish ' permanently culti-

vated land under any ordinary circumstances, but the power is

there.

It may be noted that this theoretical distinction between

the ' proprietary ' tenure of the Upper Indian joint-village and

the ' occupancy ' tenure of the several holdings in a raii/atiudri

village, as well as the fact that in one case the right applies to

the village as a whole, and in the other to the holding only, is

the immediate cause of the difference between the Provincial

Land Revenue systems. These distinctions are now well

understood ; but they would have been unintelligible to an

Imperial Revenue officer of the seventeenth century, or, at all

events, to one after the reign of Aurangzeb, in the early eigh-

teenth century. For the old systems cared nothing for tenures

as such, and in fact acknowledged none but the tenure of

' Government ' land, and that of land held by some hereditary

chief, or held in free grant \jnilJi'] which was an exceptional

favour. In general, the country was classified into two large

divisions—one that was Midlsa, or paying revenue to the State

;

the other that was held in jclgir—i.e. the revenue of the land

was assigned to and collected by the grantee, the great State

official, or the military tenant, who had the assignment. The
assignee was bound to apply the revenue, to the amount fixed, to

the support of the local administration, to the maintenance of a

certain military force, and to the support of his own state and

dignity. The grants (charitable, religious and special) of lands

or villages revenue-free, and therefore free of all State claims,

might be found in either division, but more commonly in the

Jihdlsa lands. The only considerable change in the system

was brought about by the general introduction of revenue-

farming on a large scale. It was a change, because then the

details of villages and lands included in one ' farm ' all dis-

appeared from the Treasury Books ; nothing was entered but

the total due ; and the farmer had the entire management. This

1 See L. S. B. I. iii. 269, 403, 498. The difference is technical or

legal rather than practical

—

i.e. affecting the actual enjoyment of the

holding. The Madras theory is discussed, ihid. iii. 128 ff.
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system of farming very often resulted in the farmer becoming

so far owner of the land, whether a village or a larger estate,

that in after years it was hardly possible to deny the title to

his descendants.

The British Government went on an entirely different

principle: it started with the avowed policy of defining, and

confirming on an equitable basis, the right of private persons in

the soil. At first, this right, from the experience of Bengal,

seemed to reside in some one landlord ; but, as further provinces

came to be settled, it was found that other kinds or forms of

right had to be acknowledged. It followed that whoever was

entitled to the chief interest, whether called ' ownership ' or

' occupancy,' that person was the one to be primarily and directly

responsible for the land-revenue. Consequently, each provincial

revenue-system differed according to the character of the legal

tenure which was most generally prevalent.

In Bengal, land was held for the most part by great land-

lords ; and hence the system was designed to suit the case of

owners whose revenue assessment the Government thought it

politic to fix in perpetuity, and whose title it was thought right

explicitly to declare. In Northern India, again, in spite of the

fact that in Oudh there were great landlords called Taluqdars, and

that similar landlords appeared in some parts of the North-West

Provinces, the prevailing feature was the tenure of joint-villages
;

accordingly, the system provided primarily for dealing with these

as units, fixing a sum of revenue on each, which was engaged

for by the representatives of the village body, and distributed

amonsr the co-sharers accordingr to their own custom and

constitution. The minor variations of the system necessitated

by the peculiar conditions of the Central Provinces, Ajmer, and

the Panjab, caused subordinate varieties of the North-Western

Provinces system to be formulated ; but they are the same in

general plan and principle.

There remained the Central, Western, and Southern districts,

where, in general, the country was not held either by landlords

or by joint-villages, but by separate holders in raiyahcdri

villages ; and here the two varieties of raiyatwdri management,

the Madras system, and the Bombay system, were perfected in

the course of time. Each holding is here dealt with on its own
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independent merits, and assessed by a special metliod of valuation

purely based on the consideration of the quality and value of

the soil. Here, of course, the right of each holder extends only

to the assessed holding ; no area of waste is included in a village

to be partitioned or held in common. Thus it will be evident

that the difference between the great revenue-systems essen-

tially depends on the difference of prevalent tenure, whether of

a great landlord, a joint-village body, or the separate village

land-holder.^

It may be advisable here to note that a suspicion may arise

in some minds that the raiyatwdri village, as it is under existing

systems of adminstration, is something very different to what it

was in old times ; and that the system of revenue administration is

quite different from that in use in former days. No doubt our

modern surveys have defined, demarcated, and recorded the sepa-

rate holdings in a manner that was never attempted in old days,

but it certainly has not altered the characteristic custom by which

the holdings are essentially separate, and the boundaries of

each known. And so the modern mode of collecting the cash

revenue is different from the old plan—first, of taking a share in

the grain from each holding, and afterwards of calling on the

entire village to arrange among its members for the payment of

a total estimated cash sum. But the old method, equally with

our own, recognised the individuality of the holdings ; it never

supposed that the raiyats were co-sharers, and that one was, under

all circumstances, liable for the default of another. When injustice

was done, or rights ignored, it was not by reason of any theory

of land-tenures, it was simply from the oppressive methods of

the farmer or the tax-gatherer.

It is curious to notice how the two ideas, now so easy to us,

of the joint-village as a unit-estate, embracing arable and waste

together in one general co-shared right, and the raiyaticCirl

^ Hence the absurdity of the attempts' which were made in former

days to compare and discuss the relative merits of this system or that.

No comparison is possible, for each is only good for the particular sort of

tenure it is designed to fit. Any one may be, and has proved to be,

capable of great improvement in itself, and all of them may have certain

features in common ; but it is impossible to look upon one as intrinsically

better than another, because each is based on a different groundwork.
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village as a collection of individual families, each having its own
holding without any joint responsibility to Government, struck

the minds ofthe earlyrevenue officers at the end ofthe last and the

begining of the present century. When the co-shared villages of

Benares and the Upper Provinces first came to the notice of officers

accustomed to the Bengal system of individual landlords over con-

siderable areas/ they were at first quite puzzled : there must be, so

they thought, some one person who is landlord, and with whom the

Settlement of the village-estate ought to be made. The idea of

the village as an ' estate ' within a certain boundary, consisting

of arable a,nd waste together, was intelligible enough; and

it was understood that the Government claim to ownership,

[except as to some residuary and super-eminent right] was given

up; what they could not understand was that the title should

reside, not in some one village-head, or other individual, but in

a joint body under a more or less complicated constitution. It

needed all the arguments of Holt Mackenzie's gigantic Minute

of 1819 to make it understood. In the South, on the other

hand, it was the idea of a village-estate, as an area of arable and

waste in a ring fence and owned by the ' raiyats ' as a whole,

that was so difficult to realise. Here they felt that the Govern-

ment was the absolute owner of the soil, except indeed where

there was some special ' inam ' (revenue-free) grant or some

greater ' Polygar ' or ' Zamindar ' landlord, on whom had been

conferred a patent ' of perpetual ownership.' The raiyat in a

village was secure enough, no doubt, in the enjoyment of his

individual holding ; but he could not have a right to anything

beyond the fields for which he held the Collector's pattd or lease
;

and the Collector would also insist on his duly cultivating the

land, or else the revenue could not be paid. Hence, when the

inquiry was made (as detailed in Chapter IX.) as to the former

existence of a number of village-estates held by co-sharing

bodies (mirdsddrs) , the officials could not well take in the idea.

^ And these landlord tenures, as confirmed in 1793 by Lord Cornwallis's

legislation, seemed to them to be in accord with the natural order of

things. In early ' Minutes,' papers, and books, we often find expressions

which indicate that in the mind of the writers, the tenure of land b^^ a

landlord with tenants under him was the natural and necessary order of

things—the only conceivable kind of permanent tenure, in fact.
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And so they confused the alleged village-estate rights with

other hereditary claims to special privileges, which had
nothing whatever to do with the question. This difficulty of

conception is reflected in the laboured judgments of some of the

courts on the claims of alleged co-sharers to such village rights,

and in the language of most of the district Reports ; and not

least in the lengthy but very ill-designed series of questions

which the Board of Revenue of those days circulated to District

Officers with a view of elucidating the existence and history of

mirdsi claims. Mr. Ellis, and, before him, Mr. Place, seemed

to grasp the idea of the joint-village, but hardly anyone else

;

and it was little wonder that the joint-villages, which were no

doubt in an advanced stage of decay, perished altogether.^

But there is yet another practical result of the difference

between the raiyatu'ciri and the joint-village. In the former, as

a simple aggregate of individual cultivating holdings, held

together by local ties and under the authority of the hereditary

headman and village officers, there were no superimposed

rights, at least not as a general rule. The holder was the

separate occupant, and held by hereditary descent ^ possibly

from the first clearer of the soil. If he employed a tenant, as

he often did, the tenant would, in most cases, have been located

by him ; there would, in short, seldom be anything but a

simple contract tenancy. Here and there, no doubt, it would

be otherwise. In the northern parts of the Bombay territory

we have various local instances of over-lord tenures, where

the occupants themselves have to pay rent to some taluqddr,

Icashdti, gdmetl, or other superior intermediate between them
and the State. And even in ordinary villages it has happened

that particular persons have been able to acquire lands and

be recorded as the occupant, although cultivators were on the

soil before them, and are now ' inferior occupants ' or tenants

^ The practical treatment of the remains of such rights is described

in L. S. B. I. iii. 126.

2 It will be remembered that the ' inheritance,' which is referred to

by such terms as inirdsi^ warisl, &g., is always the landlord or superior

title ; it has nothing to do with ordinary holdings, which, notwithstanding

that they pass from father to son by inheritance, are not held in virtue of

any conquest or superiority, and so are not mirdsi in the technical sense,

F F
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whose position did not originate in any contract. In such cases

there may be some express local customs about rent-payment,

which, on proof, the Courts will give effect to. But, speaking

generally, the practical effect of the raiyatwdri tenure has been

to avoid tenant-right difficulties.^

But in provinces in which joint-villages are prevalent it

is otherwise. We have seen how often this tenure has arisen

(especially in the North-West Provinces and Oudh) by grant,

conquest, or usurpation (in the more or less distant past) over

the heads of earlier cultivating bodies probably in the raiyatwdri

form. Very often, too, the present body of co-sharers are the

descendants of one or more ' farmers ' or other intruders who

have borne down the rights of an earlier joint-community who

once had the village lordship, and are now reduced, in their

turn, to being tenants. Then, there are sure to be distinctions

of grade and privilege among the tenants : some will have

claims as ' ex-proprietor,' or as descendants of a family that once

held the village in grant and perhaps did much to improve it
;

and on other grounds also.

Even where, as in the Panjab, the joint-villages are more

commonly original foundations by superior agricultural clans

and families, it is often found that tenants have claims by

custom, as having taken part in the work of founding and

having held their la,nds ever since ; or they may be absentee

co-sharers who have returned after many years, and have been

admitted to cultivate, but have not been allowed their old

place in the co-sharing body. Or they may be persons who

were called in, in the days of Sikh or Durani rapacity, to help

cultivate enough land to make up the heavy revenue demanded,

and have never paid anything beyond their quota of the total

amount. It would be unjust not to recognise those who had

borne the heat and burden of the day as entitled to consideration.

To put it shortly ; the joint-village tenure, being of the superior

or over-lord character, is constantly associated with sub-

ordinate or inferior interests in particular plots or fields, and

sometimes with interests extending over the whole of the

older cultivation, if not over the whole village area. There

> In fact, they only appear in such special cases of superior tenure as

the Khot's estates of the Konkan districts, and certain others, in which

case there is a special provision made by the Legislature.
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are, then, besides the ordmary class of contract-tenants located

by the proprietors, others whose position is due to no contract

whatever, and is on the basis of status. Fortunately, each

province has been able, on the ground of an historical and
practical view of the actual kinds of claim, to formulate its

own tenant-law, which defines what circumstances Jiave to be
established, and what degree of privilege, as to fixity of tenure

and non-liability to enhancement, or limited liability to enhance-
ment, attaches to each kind of tenancy. It should, however
be added that a difficult question of tenant-right of a more
general character arose, as it did under the Bengal landlords

chiefly in connection with the village estates of the North-West
Provinces, where a number of the villages were owned by com-
munities of non-agriculturist castes. In such cases, the lands

were naturally entirelj^ in the hands of tenants
; and it became

difficult, and sometimes historically impossible, to distinguish

between tenants that had been located by the landlords, and who
might be presumed to be tenants on some basis of contract,

and those who were the old cultivating holders of the land,

and over whom the co-sharing community of proprietors had
grown up. Hence a general (arbitrary but equitable) rule was
laid down of a presumption in favour of every tenant who
had held, under certain conditions, for twelve years.

In the Panjab the villages were so much more generally

the result of original location, and were so frequently cultivated

by the co-sharers themselves, that there this diflSculty was not

seriously felt ; and the tenants who are protected by law are

the purely natural classes, the circumstances of whose position

it is not difficult to prove.

It is not within my present scope to justify these rules or

to give a detailed account of the different kinds of tenant which
are to be found in joint-villages, and in larger landlord est ites ^

but what has been said will have been sufficient to show the

difference between raiyatwdri and joint-villages as regards the

existence of tenant-right.

^ If a succinct account of the chief features of the Tenancy Laws in
Bengal, Oudh, North-West Provinces, Central Provinces, and the
Panjab is desired, it will be found in ch. vii. sec. 5 of my Short Account
of the Land Revenue Administration in India (Clarendon Press, 1894).
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As regards the social and economic advantages of the village

grouping of agricultural society, I find it impossible to make

any choice between the two forms. That the ' village ' formation

(of either kind) facilitates revenue management, and is favour-

able to arrangements for police, sanitation, irrigation, and

other matters of public administration, will not be doubted.

But the adv^antages which can be claimed do not appear to me
to depend much, if at all, on the internal constitution, whether

joint or several.^

No doubt, in past days the joint-village was especially well

adapted to confront the class of difficulties and dangers peculiar

to the times ; though I suspect that the successful maintenance

of so many villages intact was more dependent on the character

and spirit of the castes and clans which furnished the proprie-

tary families, than on the special features of their joint-holding.

However that may be, the strong sense of union which exists, or

once existed, in the North-Indian joint-villages, especially those

that had a clan-origin, or that were proud of a connection with

a common ancestor, was no doubt valuable in times of continuous

war and local feuds and raids, and when defence was also needed

ao^ainst extortionate Eevenue officers. But in modern timeso
these evils have no longer to be guarded against ; and the joint

constitution does little for the village except that it keeps

strangers out, to some extent, through the exercise of the power

of pre-emption ; and to some extent it promotes mutual help.

But there is an undoubted tendency for the joint-villages, in

some cases, to fall too much under the power of the official

^ I do not propose to discuss the advantages of the village-aggregation

with regard to the revenue administration. I will only mention that in

former days it was supposed that the task of dealing with a multitude of

individual holdings or ' survey-numbers ' was beyond the power of any

Collector, and that either a landlord-middleman or at least a dealing with

whole villages as units, was the only practicable method. Such ideas have

long since been exploded. The Collector of Bombay or Madras makes his

annual demand accounts (jamabandi), and deals direct with every hold-

ino- in every village in his district, with perfect facility ; and the rwiyatwdri

revenue management is just as easy and as efficient as that of the joint-

village. Indeed, though in the latter only the village-total is (in theory)

looked to, as a matter of fact, the local revenue officers have almost as

much concern with the individual holdings in the villages as they have

under the other system.
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lamharddrs or headmen, who presume on their position, so tlmt

they, with a few of the larger and wealthier shareholders,

exploit the rest to their own advantage ; while in others bitter

party spirit arises and strong factions. This party spirit

(dharddri) is marked in the northern districts of the Panjab,

and is often the cause of affrays and even of more serious

crime.

The actual condition of the joint-villages and the degree of

good feeling which exists among the ' brotherhood ' varies, of

course, in different places. Officers whose experience is in one

place will regard my remarks as needlessly depreciatory ; others

with less favourable experience will probably think I am too

laudatory ; over the wide extent of Upper India, it is not

possible that any one estimate can be true throughout. I can

only note specific points which are certainly true locally.

Excessive subdivision of holdings is certainly found in many

villages, and it is a serious evil. This subdivision, to be sure, is

not confined to holdings in joint-villages ; for now that in the

raiyatiudri countries Hindu caste and inheritance-customs have

been established for many generations, it is quite possible that

the raiyat holding may be much subdivided among the heirs of

the * occupant.' As a matter of fact, however, in raiyatwdri

districts subdivision is only carried to any length in the richer

soils ; and the Revenue rules about demarcation and record of

shares, though liberal enough, act as a salutary check on the

process. In the joint-village there is no limit ; and where the

holdings still consist of little strips in different parts of the

village, representing so many varieties of soil, minute subdivision

of each of these again, becomes a source of great confusion, and

throws the people into the power of the pativdri (or village sur-

veyor-accountant, who alone can know how the little plots are

distributed. Hence the local saying, 'Gharlh M ustdclpatwdrl '

—

^ The accountant is the teacher (or master) of the poor landholder.'

The tendency undoubtedly is towards partition, and to a

separate possession which shall be unalterable. And the strict

fractional shares of the pattiddri system (as well as some

others) tend to be lost, and to be converted into de-facto holdings,

sometimes to the advantage of a few of the stronger, and the loss

of the weaker, shareholders.
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As the distribution of the revenue-cliarge over the holdings

is always recorded, and each holder knows, or can know, exactly

what revenue his particular plot has to pay, the practical differ-

ence, as regards value or profit to the holder, between the

raiijatwdri holding and the joint-village share, becomes less

marked, especially when all the common land has been divided

up. In the North-West Provinces, if the several holders have

any difficulty in getting credit for their share-payments, they can

easily get permission to pay, and obtain receipts, direct from the

local and subdivisional (Talisll) treasury. In these Provinces,

too, ^ perfect ' partition—that form which not only separates the

holdings but dissolves the joint-liability to Government, and

so constitutes a number of separate ' estates ' (mahdl)—is not

objected to, when all concerned agree to apply for it. In the

Panjab, the law restricts the power of such partition much

more ; but the joint responsibility, though useful as indirectly

keeping up the ' brotherhood ' ideal, and acting as an incentive

to exertion and to combined action within the community, now

but rarely needs to be enforced. The fact is that with our

moderate Ilevenue demands there is not often any reason why in a

tolerable year (or even under a short succession of bad seasons),

a thrifty peasant owner should ever be in serious difficulty to

meet his revenue instalments.^

The power of relinquishment which exists in a rcdijahvCiri

village, and is a feature of the tenure, was once (as I have

explained) of consequence, but now has practically ceased to be

so. The joint-village is owner of the whole estate ; the co-

sharers cannot therefore get rid of the responsibility which is

the condition of ownership : but this again is not in any way a

burdensome necessity, as no one wishes to give up land ; and if

^ I cannot of course say the same of the unthrifty or the lazier classes

of agriculturists. Of late years great attention has been paid to a most

important subject; the proper arrangement of several—but not too many
—instalments in which the revenue is payable, so that the demand shall

come when the rents are got in and crops profitably disposed of, and the

means of payment are at hand. And the power of the Collector at once

to suspend the demand in case of serious general or local calamity has

been enlarged. Such suspension may or not be followed by total or partial

remission, as the case requires. These, however, are matters of revenue

administration, and are beyond my scope.
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he does, he can easily find a buyer or a lessee. If in any case

it were not so, that would argue something wrong with the

assessment, or some other defect, in which case the revenue

would probably fall into arrear, and the Collector's action would

be sure to result in discovering the error and effecting the

necessary remedy.

Another feature is that the raii/atwari village-holdings can

only consist of the ' numbers ' actually held and occupied ;
all

surplus land belongs to Government ; but, as long as any such

lands exists, there is no obstacle to the increase of holdings for

growing families. A person desiring land has only to apply for

the vacant number and agree to become responsible for the

revenue. And, as to the waste, as long as there is any, Govern-

ment always allots to the village an area for its use, and this is

secured as permanent grazing-ground (or for wood-cutting as the

case may be). The Government ownership of such land is a

positive advantage in some ways. In the joint-village, the estate

being one, it naturally includes whatever land, arable or waste,

lies within the boundaries. And in any case, even if the

boundaries as regards the uncultivated area were uncertain, some

provision was always made, at the first Settlements, for the

natural expansion of the village ; and a suitable area of the

adjoining waste was always allowed to be included in it. This

land is useful as grazing-ground, and also makes it possible

that, as the several co-sharers' families expand, a partition can

take place, and additional holdings be so provided. When there is

no more land to partition, new families must necessarily go else-

where. In this respect there is no greater, and no less, difficulty

than occurs in the raiyatwdri village, when a similar limit is

reached and there are no more unoccupied numbers to apply

for. But as the waste in a joint-village is thus at the absolute

disposal of the co-sharers, no one can interfere, so long as the

co-parceners agree to partition it,^ even if it should be economi-

cally unadvisable to break up the land, and more profitable to

keep it as grazing and wood-cutting ground.

^ I have known cases where a contractor for railway fuel has per-

suaded a village to cut down the whole of a wooded tract, under the

temptation of the several hundred rupees which he would offer and which

would be divided at the moment. Yet the future inconvenience, which
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A few words may be added as to the effects of the modern

legal title to the land recognised in either kind of village

respectively. I have explained in another connection the theo-

retical difference between the title to the land in a raiyatwdri

holding and that in a joint-village ; and here it may be added

that this difference does not seem to have any practical effect as

to the value of the land for sale or mortgage. It is a question on

both sides of which much may be said, whether in adjusting and

conferring private rights in land, Government was well advised

in conceding the power of free alienation to the peasantry in the

joint-villages, and the power of selling their interest in raiyatwdri

lands. The practical result of the claim of Native Governments

to be owners of the land was to deprive the peasant-owners of

the right to sell the land ; and even the sale of the occupancy

was restricted, partly because only the best holdings would be

saleable at all (under the conditions of the time), or, if they were

bought up by a person desirous of forming a great estate or

holding, he would be wealthy, and the Governor could exact a

handsome fine or fee for sanctioning the transfer. It is not sur-

prising that, following Western notions of jurisprudence, our

administrators should have thought the power of alienation to be

an essential feature of free ownership, and have thought it wiser

to leave the matter to a natural economic solution than to

was never thought of, might often be serious, since a village is not likely to

adopt the measures necessary to reproduce the wood on the cleared area.

As to the disappearance of village wastes generally, however, it may be

reasonably questioned whether permanent cultivation is not better than

the maintenance of the wretched natural grazing which is found on the

waste lands in all the ' drier ' districts. This aspect of the question is

one that is often forgotten, but it would be going beyond my subject to

discuss it. It is sometimes asserted in argument that the people must

have this wretched natural grazing ground ; but it may well be doubted

whether it would not be a positive advantage that they should be com-

pelled by circumstances to grow grass and to cultivate grass-lands, as

is done in Europe. The idea that grass cannot possibly be grown

profitably in India is quite a delusion. It is not so long ago that our

cavalry regiments used to be given the control of enormous areas of

wasce land—ten times greater than they really needed—on this supposi-

tion. But of late years, with irrigation and proper cultivation, they have

found it easy to produce much better and more abundant grass on a much
smaller area, giving up the rest to the plough.
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attempt to impose any artificial limitation. It would be impossible

now to return to a policy of prohibiting the sale of land in

villages ; but whether it would not have been a wise measure

originally is another question. The general result of the power

has been, among the less energetic castes, to facilitate the

transfer of village-lands to a money-lending or trading and non-

agricultural class. The loss of lands usually commences with a

mortgage ; and as payments on account are made in kind at

practically the creditor's own valuation, and as the peasant

kesps no accounts, and rarely knows how to preserve evidence of

his payments, even by endorsements on the bond, it is very

likely that the debt with interest will eventually reach such an

amount that payment becomes hopeless and a sale completes the

transaction. It will be observed that such a sale does not always,

or even frequently, involve the removal of the landholder ; he still

lives on and cultivates as before, only that he is now tenant to his

vendee, and has to give a cash rent, or a share of the produce

by way of rent. Should he, however, fail to pay, or let the land

fall out of cultivation, there will be the ordinary legal remedy

against a defaulting tenant available, and then he must go to

the wall altogether.

As regards the facilities, which either form of village affords

for local government and rural administration, I have expressed

my belief that it is the ' village ' as such which offers them ;
and

that in this respect there is little if any choice between the

forms. The pancayat was once the special feature of the

constitution of the joint-village. A council of the heads of

houses took the place of a single hereditary head, as the agency

for managing village affairs. But, regarded as a means of de-

ciding disputes in general, the agency of a pancayat was just as

commonly resorted to in raiyatwdri villages. In tribal-commu-

nities, the permanent village pancayat (and the tribal jirga on

the frontier) are still active institutions, and are made much use of.

In the raiyatiudri village, the strong ^position of the hereditary

headman or pdtel, has also been utilised; and he is armed

with small civil and criminal judicial powers, with or without

the aid of assessors. The lamharddr of a joint-village not being

originally connected with the institution, his position is apt

to vary exceedingly with circumstances : I know of few if any
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cases where he could be allowed to act magisterially as the

2mtel is. Sometimes he has too little influence, sometimes too

much. One source of weakness is that there are sometimes

too many of them, one for each ptiWi or section. In the

Panjab this is to some extent remedied by appointing a ' chief-

headman.' And to aid in the repression of crime, and in rural

administration generally, the Panjab villages are often formed

into circles (mil), over each of which an honorary officer, being

a local landowner of respectability and influence, is appointed,

with the title of Zailddr. There is no doubt, however, that

more use might be made of village pcmcayats in disposing of

petty judicial cases, both civil and criminal; and the legisla-

tion of the Madras Presidency is worthy of study on this

subject.

Village organisation is admirably adapted for facilitating

measures of sanitation, drainage, local communications, and edu-

cation
;
provided such measures are not overdone and are kept

to very simple and intelligible lines. In another important

matter—the regulation of minor questions connected with canal

or tank irrigation, the equitable distribution of the water, and

so forth, the villages have of old been accustomed to manage

for themselves ; nor would it be difficult to form a union of

several villages for such purposes when necessary. Generally,

where there are a number of small hamlets, it is easy to aggre-

gate them in circles ;
^ and if the hamlets have a clan con-

nection (such as has been described), the union will be still

more easily maintained and managed.

It may be added that it is very probably owing to the village-

system that Indian provinces dispense with a Poor Law and

feed their own indigent and helpless (rural) residents.

It must be remembered, in schemes for local government by

village agency, that while there is a natural tendency on the

part of modern administrators to resort to the idea of a demo-

cratic and elective council, popular election in India (at any rate

in rural districts) is still a very tender plant ; and it is rare to

find an election which means anything but the most unblushing

^ As an instance, I may mention that the patwdri, being now a much
better paid and educated and responsible officer, is usually (in Northern

India) appointed not to a single village but to a ' circle ' (halqa) of villages.
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sale of votes or the exercise of personal influence. The fact is

that in India, in spite of all modern and more superficial aspira-

tions, there is a strong underlying current of aristocratic

feeling ; and to ensure the success of village councils, and the

like, it is essential that well-chosen and educated chiefs or

presidents, of really respected family as well as of local influence,

should be induced to become associated with them.

Those who have hoped to see in the joint-village anything

of a communistic or socialistic type will, I fear, be disappointed

by a study of the real facts. By far the larger portion of the

joint-villages were in origin the result not of communism but of

conquest : of tribal and caste superiority, and of family pride in

the common descent from a house that once held sway in the

country round. Not a few are the descendants of successful

' farmers,' auction-purchasers, and land-speculators, who in

common with others acknowledge the joint-family law and the

consequent joint-inheritance. Even among the ' democratic

'

tribal settlements of Jats and the old free ' cultivating frater-

nities,' the sentiment of equality is all within the brotherhood

and not in the least for the outside ; their tenure is as much a

' landlord' tenure as any other form of joint-village community.

Village councils left uncontrolled would be a failure ; there

must be a chiefship and an efficient supervision, which, however,

must be exercised with such wisdom as not to deprive the

pancayat element of real influence or of its self-respect. This

may be diflacult of attainment, but it is not impossible. The

danger always is that, when it is found necessary to define by

law the powers which such local and rural boards are to exercise,

the provisions maybe too refined and complicated, and, with the

best intentions of preventing mistakes and obviating sinister

influences, the provisos and restrictions may defeat their own
object.

One remaining point deserves notice, and that is, that the

village-system enables a complete series of working and practi-

cally sufficient land-titles to exist throughout India. ^ The

land-records prepared under the Settlement proceedings are

now A-ejj^ correct by annual and periodical revisions, and the

^ Except in the landlord estates of Bengal. All other revenue systems

include the survey and record of rights.
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maps are also kept continually in accord with the facts, and this

by the agency of the patwdris. It is comparatively of little im-

portance whether deeds of transfer are drawn up or not ; the

village records make all titles as clear as possible. No extensive

search or examination of documents is needed. There is a simple

procedure for notifying and recording the fact of every perma-

nent transfer by sale, gift, or inheritance. The system is only

possible where the holdings are first aggregated into villages,

each with its own staff; for these villages are then naturally

grouped into ' Talukas ' or ' Tahsils ' or other convenient revenue-

subdivisions ; and thus a number of local centres, as well for

the receipt of revenue and taxes as for the compilation of statis-

tics, are distributed over the country. From the head offices

of these subdivisions the various inspectors of revenue, and of

land records and statistics, continually move about through

their respective circles. Every one of these local centres is in

charge of one or more intelligent native officials. And these

are under obligation to submit various returns and reports and

diaries, which enable the Collector—the District Officer— to

keep himself informed of everything that goes on. Moreover,

the ' District ' being so distributed and subdivided, it is possible

at once to localise any complaint, or to trace the progress of any

cattle disease, or agricultural calamity, or any economic change

that aflfects the welfare of the people.

It would be easy to enlarge on the facilities which the

village organisation gives for the discovery and repression of

crime ; and I might describe the customs by which (in the

Panjab, e.g.) cattle stolen and traced into one village must be

traced beyond it again, or else the village becomes liable for

the loss : these and other matters are connected with the

' village ' as an institution ; but I cannot go beyond the more

directly ' tenure ' aspects of the question

.

I should like only to notice one interesting modern develop-

ment, which is taking place in the dry plains of the Panjab,^

^ In the Panjab, in spite of the fact that each village had an area of

waste adjoining it, and which became part of its property, there were

enormous areas of waste in the centres of the tracts between the rivers

which had never belonged to any existing village, and which, on the

usual rule, are the property' of Government.
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where extensive areas of Government waste land Lave been

made culturable by carrying out great works of canal irrigation.

The Government might, of course, at once auction these lands to

capitalists ; but a wiser plan has prevailed. The lands are

mostly level, at any rate are so situated that the canal branches

and distributories can be arranged at pleasure to suit special

schemes of locating colonies of peasant land-holders who are

encouraged to emigrate from the over-populated districts. The
result has been to form what will be artificial villages of peasant

lessees. All the holdings will be in squares or half-squares of

a fixed size, so that boundary disputes and diflSculty in identi-

fication of grants, will be impossible. The canal distributories

have already been arranged exactly to suit the wants of these

aggregates of holdings ; and a certain proportion of each group

is to be kept as grazing ground. The peasant-holdings will be
' Crown-tenancies ' without rights of transfer. Thus we shall

have ^ raiyatii'dri villages' in the course of time. It is not

intended to make the whole of the reclaimed areas into such

peasant tenancies : a certain number of large holdings (not

exceeding 550 acres) will be offered for sale to capitalists, and

a certain number will be made available (140 acres is the limit,

in one instance, of such grants) for cultivators of the yeoman
class. So that every type of land-holder will have a fair

representation ; but the peasant-lessee will be the principal

figure. Provision is also made for reserving certain areas,

which are to be stocked with wood for fuel and other purposes.

These details have been takeji from one particular locality

the Chinab Canal Area : other smaller colonies also exist ; and
similar schemes will, as years go on, be doubtless extended on
the great scale, to the other tracts of open country between the

Panjab rivers, and will in future play a not inconsiderable part

in the rural economy of the province.^

* I may commend to the reader's notice a paper by Sir J. B. Lyall
giving many interesting details about these colonies and other matters
connected with the Panjab and its canal system. See Journal of the
Society of Arts, xHv. 285 (February 21, 1896).
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— Tibeto-Burman, 130
— Panjab Jat, &c., 217, 220

Daddi (local), a tribal share, 260, 262

Dagar cultivation, 262 {)iote) I

Dakhan (Deccan, Dekhan, d-c),

features of the, 43, 381 {note)
\

Dasyn : remarks on the term, 83
j

Dera Ghazl-Khan, tribes of, 265
Dera Ismail-Khan, tribes and varied

customs of, 260
Difference of mother and status of wife

causing customs of {per-stirpes)

• allotment, inheritance, &c., 247, 250
Dom, 106
DEAVIDIAN: contact with the

Kolarian in Chutiya Nagpur, 161
— custom affecting land, 159
— elements, widespread, 160
— people, general condition of, in South

India, 119, 160-2
— traces of land measures in the

Dakhan, 385 {note)

Dwars, the (Eastern and Western)
customs of, 139, 142

Ethnographic conclusions, remarks
on, 76

•— chief groups adopted, 77
Exchange, periodic, of holdings in

Dravidian villages, 180
(Panjab frontier), 255, 257, 259
(Madras), 375, 376, 378

' Family, the ': constitution of, 241,415
— the joint, not universal, 240, 418,

421 {note)

Farm. See Kevenue-farming
Farukhabad district, the empire of

Kanauj, 105, 125
Female line, inheritance in the, custom

of (West Coast), 176, 177
' First clearing,' right in the soil by,

207, 399
Fractions, system of vulgar, unknown,

263 {note), 335
Frontier, militia for defence of, 158
— see also Ghdtwdl

Ganges plain, meaning of the term,

104 {note)

— population of the, 104

Gautavi clan, the, (N. W. Prov.), 312
Geographers, ancient, names of places

&c. used by, 85
Geographical features affecting move-
ment of tribes and armies, 39

Ghakar, tribe, 97, 98, 342
Ghiltiodl tenures of frontier militia, 158
Ghfizipur District, tribes of the, 125
Gotid, Gondivdna, 114
Got : term as used in Assam, 138
— section of a clan or tribe, 194 {note),

273
Grain-share (for revenue &:c.). See
Produce

Grants (Royal), origin of villages in,

297
illustration from the old Gonda

Kingdom (Oudh), 299
Grass allotments in certain places {see

Hay), 11 {note)

Grove, the village, 156
Gujar tribes, 101
Gujarat (Western India), accessibility

of, 43
— account of villages in, 69
— joint-villages surviving in, 387
Gundaimr tribe, tenures of, 262

Haihaiya Kings, the, 46
Hal, or plough lands (as a unit of

holding), 271, 275, 278, 325
further subdivisions of, 342

Hamsdya, custom of, 245, 246
Hay, cultivation of, in India, 11, 410

{note)

Headman of rai. village : his position,

10
— of joint village, 24
— of rai. village always hereditary, 13— strong attachment to office,

15 {7iote)

ex-officio holding of land, 15,

205 {see also Pdtel and Lamharddr)
Hill districts, Tibetan custom in, 131
— ranges, as affecting tribal move-
ment, 39

Himalayan passes, &c., 40
Hill ranges, the Sulaiman, 41

T the Vindhyan, 42
Himalayan districts, mixed (Tibetan)

population of, 40, 87, 131 {note)

conquest by Rajputs, 131
absence of villages in, 57, 132
customs of, 131

Hindu, process of becoming, by enter-
ing body of a cow made of brass,

90, 140
— caste, adoption of : its effect, 90

G G
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Hindu. See Joint-family

Hindu law, unknown in the Panjab,

102
the, on the question of the State-

ownership of the soil, 209

Ho tribes, 153

Hujra, a characteristic building in

frontier villages of the Panjab, 254

^Ilaqa (clan area), 231, 247, 252, 207,

281, 286
' Imperfect ' : a form of tenure (partial

division) in joint-villages, 355

l\\r])exieci-imtticldri and -bliaiachara,

350 {see also Partition)

Individual foundation : originates the

largest class of joint-villages, 293,

320
Indo-Scythian incursions, historic

series of, 97
' Inheritance '

: meaning of, 210, 433

(note)

Inheritance, joint. See Joint-family,

Irrigation mentioned in Veda, 189

— for State colonies (Panjab), 445

Jagannatha : on State ownership, 209

Jalandhar district, tribal settlements

in, 273
Janjhud tribe and villages, 97 {note),

308
Janvil tenure, of Malabar, 170

Jat (Panjab) Jat (N. W. Prov. &c.),

tribe, 99— illustration of origin, 277 and note

— tribes settle in joint-villages, 216,

217
Gujrat district (Panjab), 272

Ludiana district (Panjab), 274

{Pacahrd clan) in Mathura dis-

trict (N.* W. P.), 282

Jihlam district (N. Panjab) : great

areas, not really villages, 270

Jirgd (Panjab frontier) tribal-councils,

255
JOINT-VILLAGE, the

:

(1) In general—
— forms a unit estate, 21

— includes an area of waste, 20, 439
— described, 20
— constitution of (general), 22, 28,

82— subdivisions of, 31, 238, 278,

280, 283
— custom of pre-emption in, 27
— idea of ' the brotherhood ' in, 26
— apparent uniformity of, by reason

of the Eevenue system, its official

forms and terms, 9, 326, 327, 415

JOINT-VILLAGE, the {continued) :

(2) Theory and history of—
— as connected with tribe and clan

stage, 29, 225
— as connected with individual

foundation, 29, 293
— represents (at first) an over-lord-

ship not necessarily connected

with soil-ownership, 205, 298
— the product of conquest and

superiority, 3, 403
— in a large class of cases depend-

/ent on the joint-family and the
' joint-inheritance, 28, 294, 419
— formed by Indo-Scythic and
Moslem as well as Aryan tribes,

216, 217, 220
— idea of, recognised with difficulty

by different classes of early offi-

cials, 431
— supposed allusion to in Veda,

204 {note)

— unknown to Manu, 204
— how regarded by old native

governments, 425
— modern legal title in, 426
— party spirit in, 437
— why prevalent in Upper India,

215, 216

(3) Origin and forms of—
—

• on tribal areas, 244
— on areas on which a clan has
grown up and expanded, 266

— old cultivating fraternities, 269
— from individual foundation, 293

connected with State grants, 298

revenue farming, 301

auction purchase, 302
' commendation,' 310, 318

— from dismemberment of ruling

chiefship or large estate, 304-

308, 320
— example of this in 'Azamgarh,

314
in Bareli (Oudh), 319, 320

by private adventure without

State connection, 320
— of individual foundation, may

appear in stages as sole, joint, or

partitioned, 295
— by colonist association, 323, 371

example in Cachar, 139
— by effect of the Eevenue system,

325, 343-345
— imperfect or partly divided, 356
— held on special kinds of shares,

341, 342
— artificially created by revenue

system, 325, 344
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JOINT-VILLAGE, the {continued) :

(3) Origin and forms of—
— minor varieties and changes by

partition and otherwise, 328
varieties of, summarised list, 348

— see also Pattidarl, Bhaidclidrd,

Possession as measure of right

(4) As to locality^
— Madras, (ancient) from Eoyal

grants, 367
— colonists, 375, 376

— question of date, 374
——traces of earlier over-lord shares

in the Dakhan, 380
— — Gujarat districts of Bombay,

386
Joint-family, the, 241, 416

Joint-liability for revenue in joint

villages, 21, 325, 438
— — none in rai. villages, 19

Joint ownership : where it really

occurs, 421. See Common owner-

ship

Jones, Kichard, his views about Manu
and right in the soil, 206 {note)

Jot, cultivating holding or tenant

holding in Bengal, 142

Jum. See Shifting cultivation

Kachar. See Cachar
KCddpcmi, irrigation, 262 {note)

Kanara, tenures of, 176

Kanauj, 125
— villages from dismemberment of,

311
Kcmdh, tribes, account of, 163
— village, the, 171

Kandl, subdivisions of khel, 254

Kangra (district), villages not found in,

57
—peculiar tenures in parts of, 132

Kdniddsl ( = mirasi, i.e. ' inheritance ')

right of co-sharer in (early) joint-

village in Madras, 362

Karnal (district), village tenures of, 279

Karnani (Madras) = Pahvdri, q.v.

Kashmir {Kdginir, villages), 60
Kasur-khivdr, 345
Katheriyd clan, 126, 310

Kdthl, 98
Katoch and Katora families, 129,

13i {note)

Khasdes, 130
Khasi Hills, 145
Khdlsa, 198
Khel, division of a tappa or tribal area,

250, 254, 258, 408
— a group in the clan of related fami-

lies ; and further subdivided, 253,

408
Khel (in Assam), 138
Kherd (N.-W. Prov.), the parent vil-

lage, 282 {note)

Khond. See Kdndh
Khuldvesh custom, 257
Kindred, degrees of, in early society,

234
— divisions of clans &c., depend on,

233
Kingdoms of ancient India, 104, 105
King's aggregate rights, 199, 208
— right to supplies of food &c., 138 {note)

Kohat tribes, customs of, 256

Koli tribes, not confused with Kol, 114

Kol tribes, 153
KOLARIAN : customs, 151
— absence of monarchy, 153, 154
— afhnity with TIBETAN, 151

Koricd villages without boundaries,

155
Kos (measure of length), 12 {note)

Kshatriyd caste, remarks on the,

187 {note)

Kulkarni (Bombay) = Patwarl, q.v.

Kultd or Kulitd caste, 135 {note)

Kulu (district), customs of, 133

Kumdon (district), absence of villages,

61

Kunirl. See Shifting cultivation

Kiinhi caste, 115, 389
Kurmi (idem)

Kivin (or Queng), village (Burma), 148

Lambasdab, the, in joint-villages, 24,

441
Land : how classified under the Em-

pire, 297
— alienation, power of, 440
— value of equal, in either form of

village, 438
Land-revenue, not known in Vedic

times, 196
— originating under Dravidian princes,

181
Land-tenures, too much reference to

Aryan sources, 92
Laws of Manu. See Manu
Liltd, great tribal estate of, 270, 271
Ludiana, villages of Jat origin, 274
Lushai villages, 144

Madkas. See Southern India

Mdgcme, 63, 177

I

Mahal (or mahal : both forms in use),

I
21 {note)
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MalutrasJitra, 114

Mclhato, office of the, 13, 180

Mahratta. See Maratha
Majra, a hamlet, 279, 280
Majhhas land (in Dravidian village),

179
Malabar, customs of inheritance, 176
— kings and chiefs of, 169
— tenures of, 170, 175
— tribal divisions of, 168

Malbd, or common expenses of joint-

village, also the common fund out

of which they are paid, 25, 346

Mdlguzdr (Central Provinces), made
proprietors of villages, 344

Mdlik-maqbnza, 340

Malli and Multan, 98
Mdnpdn (official precedence rights

called), 14

MANU (Manava dharnia gastra) :

— account of non-Aryan tribes, 86
•— degrees of relationship, 235
— Hindu State, the, as contemplated

by, 196
— ideas of, regarding agriculture and

caste, 190-192
— idea of, regarding ownership of

land, 204
— joint-villages unknown to, 204
— on primogeniture, 305
Maratha, origin of, 115
— administration, effect on tenures,

223
— ancient families of as over lords, 380
Marriages, offspring of different, have

separate territories in some clans,

248
Mathura district, villages of, 281

Maioza, in general, 20 (note), 74, 58, 62
— as used in Assam, 141

Menials and artisans in both kinds of

village equally, 23
Panjab frontier, 255
mode of remunerating, 16

Minor-clan, 283
Mirdsi, origin of term, 210, 364 (iiote)

Mirdsi rights (Madras), confusion

about, 364, 380 (note)

(Bombay), recognised by Mara-
thas, 385

Mirdsi village. See Joint-village

(Bombay), (Madras)
Mixed races, 87

Monarchy among Aryans, 195
— not always developed by Aryan

(Eajput) clans, 290
— Dravidian origin of, in Southern

India, 168
— Dravidian form of, 165

Monarchy, land-revenue under the, 171
Mongoloid, See Tibeto-Burman
Moslem : colonies of village land-

holders, 219
— conquests, general effects of, 217

dispersion of Eajput clans

caused by, 121
— joint-villages, why like others, 220
— revenue-administration of, 221
Mundd (Kolarian), village-headman,

156
MuNKO, Sir T., Minute mentioning

mirdsi villages, 379 {note)

Mutthd, division of Kandh tribes, 164

Nadu, or tribal territory (South
India), 167, 231

Ndgd. See Serpent-worshippers

Ndgbansi, houses of C. Prov., Orissa,

&c., 96 (note), 154, 165
Nagld (local) division of village, 283
Nair, see Ndyar
Ndla (division of tribal area), 260
Narwdddri villages (Bombay), 391
Nayak (or Ndik), 167
Ndyar (pi. of Ndyan) caste in Mala-

bar, 88 168
NON-ARYAN element : importance of

the, 76
— tribes widely scattered, 82
— supposed inferiority of. 90
— varying degrees of civilisation, 8
— races in Bengal, 110

in the Ganges Plain, 105

Sir C. A. Elhott on, 127
in Oudh, 122

.— — in the Panjab, 94
in Western India, 113
in Southern India, 117

Northern tribes in Western and
Central India, 113

see also Indo-Scythian

N.W. Provinces, population of, 104

Non-Aryan races recover posses-

sion for a time, 124

tribal or clan-areas found in,

286
village-building in, 70

Nose, form of, and the epithet andsu,

83

Okigin of villages. See Village, Joint-

village, Rai. village, &c.

Orissa, population of, 110 [note)

— Kdndh tribes of, 163
Oudh, non Aryan and Aryan in, 122
— clan-areas found in, 287
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Oudh village residences, 71
Outcaste races, supposed inferiority

of, 120
peculiar privileges retained in

some cases, 89
Ownership by a clan : its forms, 405
-— by a family, 415
— general summary, 398— supposed evolutionary stages of,

406, 422

Pai.kgar (Polygar)-, 167
Puna (also panna: share in a joint-

village), 278, 280
Pancayat (village council), functions

of," 25
— in Jat villages, Mathura, 283
— utility of (modern), 441
Pah'dyd kingdom, the, 166
Panjab, the, accounted impure by

Aryans, 80
population of, 93
Hindu element in, 102
village buildings, 72
summary of tribes and castes,

103
Pargana (Mughal revenue subdivision

of a district), 231
— originated in a clan-area, 287
Parlid, Kolarian clan-territory, 155
Pariah {Paraii/ar) and outcaste races,

89, 114 (note), 119
Partition, 'perfect' and 'imperfect,'

21
— when it affects village-tenure, 329
Pasi (RaJ-Pasi) tribe, 109, 127
Pdtel (headman in rai. village), 13
— estimation in which the oftice was

held, 15 {note)

— origin of name, 298 (note)

— utility of office (modern), 442
Pathfln tribes, 245
PATTIDAKI, term explained, 29
-— its origin and use, 355-6
— village,_instances of, 314, 321

in 'Azamgarh, 315
liability to change, 335
peculiar mode of allotting shares,

340
consequences of partial division

in, 330
-— — consequences of loss of correct

scale of shares, 336
voluntary rectification of shares,

323
Patwdri (accountant and registrar of

village or circle of villages), 14
— necessary also in jcint-village, 23

Per-cajnfa principle of allotment
250, 259

Per-stirpes principle of allotment, 248
Peshfnvar (dist.), customs of, 252
Plough in the Veda, 189
' Possession,' area in, as the measure

of right in villages, 343
Pre-emption, custom of, 27
Primogeniture, custom of, 305
Private ownership of land, 207
PEODUCE SHARE for Royal revenue

(Oudh), 213— (Madras), 369
for payment of village menials,

16

easy means of settling various
interests in land, 213

PROPERTY IN LAND : separately de-

marcated fields noticed in Veda,
189-90

— Aryan ideas of, 202
— Manu, Laws of, regarding, 206— effect of sale and mortgage on, 441— in Burma, 55, 149
Purchase (euphemistic), land held by,

259
— at auction sale for arrears, 302

Qabza lands, 257, 264

RlB cultivation, 53
Races, position of the inferior, 89— see Tribe

RAIYATWARI VILLAGE, the: de-

scribed, 19
— connected with tribal areas and

tribal stage of society, 227, 241
— tenure depends on right by first-

clearing, 400
— possible connection with stage in

which 'family ' is not joint, 242, 418
— original allotment of holdings not

generally traceable, 10
— nature of lien constituting the

' community,' 18, 433
— cannot be attributed to decay of a

joint-constitution, 35
— how affected by change in mode of

revenue administration, 18, 431
— not liable to vary in form, 329
— modern (legal) title to holding, 427
Rdj, the. See State (Hindu)
Rdjd, the, in Vedic times, 195
— term explained, 197 [note)

— investiture of Hindu, by aboriginal

tribesmen, 89
— as general oAvner of land {see State
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Baj-has lands, 181

KAJPUT, use of term, 187 {note)

— tliirty-six ' houses ' of, 187

— Agnikula, 113
— some clans without Rdjd, 290
— process of raising to rank of, 90
— clans, dispersion and re- settlement

of, 121
— conquest in Himalayan districts, 131

— locally called Thdkiir ; reason of,

121
— inferior marriages of, mixed races

resulting from, 87
— Jat connection with, 100
— tribes of, now found in the Panjilb,

129— settlements of, in the Hills, 131

Bassi-banti, custom of (dividing

riverain 'lands), 281 (note)

Eelinquishment of holding, right of, 428

Eesidence. See Village site

KEVENUE, administration of

:

— Moslem rule : its effects, 221
— assessment, change from grain-

share to cash payment, 221

effect of, on shares in village, 339
— — difference between native and

British mode, 428 (note)

— farming : acquisition of landlord

title to village by, 301
— joint-villages in Kaira and

Broach arising from, 388

EIGHT IN LAND, early ideas of, 399

by ' first clearing,' 207 {note), 400

by ' inheritance ' or conquest,

210, 402
found in ' strata,' one interest

over the other, 212

case of, in the N. Panjab, 214

Eohtak district : villages (expansion

on clan- area), 276

Eoyal lands and farms, 141, 181

probably Dravidian, 171

in Burma, 147

Eoyal rights, aggregate of, 199, 201,

208
Eulership, very often informal, 201

SlDIR-WAliED, 19

Santdl village, the, 157

Scattered holdings (variety of soil). See

Bhaidchdrd
Senapati, 195
Seori (or Suviri) tribes, 108

Serpent-worshipping races (Panjab

&c.), 95, 169 {note)

Shans, the : land customs little known,
-150

Shares, special forms of, in joint-

villages {see Joint-village), 342
Shifting (or temporary) cultivation, 52
— gradual transformation of, 55

Shouting, as a primitive measure of

distance, 12

Shozha. See Cold

Sir land, 25, 337, 352

Son-in-law, resident, custom of, 220
{note)

SOUTHEEN INDIA

:

— population of, 116
— ancient kingdoms, 166
— village-buildings, 68
— remains of joint-villages, 362
South-western Bengal. See Chutiya

Nagpur, Orissa

STATE, the Hindu, 192
— when on a clan-basis, 197
— said to be ' feudal,' 199

when not on a clan-basis, 200
— grades of chiefs in, and titles, 197

multitude of officials in, 299 (note)

gives rise to joint villages by its

grants, 296
— and by its decadence and dismem-

berment, 304
— and later by revenue-farming, 301
— ownership of land by, 207
— as infiuenced by Moslem con-

quest, 223
effect of, on village tenures, 423

Sudra. See ('nclra

Superimposition of rights and inter-

ests in land, 212

Sykes, Col., on Dakhan tenures, 382

TakI race, the, 95, 96
Talaing, the (in Burma), 147

Taluqa (division of district, locally),

231
— derived from clan-areas, 287
— why it has survived, 232

Tangana (tribe), 123

Tappd (subdivision of clan-area), 237,

247, 253, 267, 279, 282, 286, 289

Tard, the, of Malabar, 175

Taitngyd. See Shifting cultivation

Tauzl-hlghd, 334

Taxila {Takdshila), 95
TENANTS

:

— in joint villages, 25

rights of, in their houses, 26
— rights of, as arising under the rai.

and joint forms of village respect-

ively, 433, 435

Tenure, prevalent form of, determine

the reveiiue system, 431
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Thdkiir, nanifi for Efijput (locally), 124
— title of subordinate chief, 197
ThapCi = Tappet, q.v.

ThCiru tribe, 123
Thok, (local) division of a village, 31,

283
Tibetan element in Himalayan dis-

tricts, 77, 87, 93, 130
Tilokcandi Bats, estates of (dismem-
berment of local rulership), 319

Titles. See State, the Hindu
— (legal) to land in modern times
compared with the Empire, 429

practical effect of, 440
— secured by village record system, 443
Tondaimandalam, vestiges of joint-

villages in, 371
Transformation of villages of one kind

into another, 36, 343, 344
Tree (or grove) planted or left at founda-

tion of new village, 156, 324, 396
TEIBAL AEEAS or territories found

over India, 165, 230
— (Panjab frontier) described, 250, 253
— 'iklqa, taluqa, etc., explained, 245
— in South India, 167, 169
— where the clan has grown up in

situ, 268
(customary law), 217

— rule gives way to monarchy, 197
stage of society : village settle-

ments necessarily began under, 225
villages : appearance of joint-

holding in, which may not be real,

244
TRIBE (or clan), the, in relation to the

village, 225
to the monarchy, 197

— principle of subdivision of, 233,

236, 238
— terms indicating subdivisions, 194

(note), 273
— the Dravidian, 163
— the Kolarian, 155
— the Aryan in Vedic times, 193
— assemblies of the, 195
— among the Israelites, 285
— in Greece, 235
— in Wales, 233
TEIBES, variety of, in India, 84
— of mixed origin, 87
— ' outcaste ' &c., 89
— possessing custom of joint-family

and a strong sense of union, 243
— Panjab frontier, connected with the

joint-village, 220
— Indo-Scythic, 215
— see also Aryan, Jat, Moslem, Non-
Aryan

Vak^ya (caste), not specially agricul-
turist, 186, 191, 192

— view of, in Manu, 190
Vargd (Kanara), superior holding of

land, 177
Veda, no mention in, of land-holding

in villages, &g., 204
— agriculture, allusions to, in, 158
— caste as mentioned in, 186
Velldlar (agricultu::ist caste of S.

India), 372. (Final r marks the
plural, n the singular.)

Vesh (periodic exchange of holdings,
Panjab frontier) ; also the series or
groups of soils recognised, 256, 257,
259, 260 {note)

VILLAGE :

(1) Theory of, in General—
— both tyjjes of, found in local juxta-

position, 361
— early literary allusions in Veda, 204— — in Manu, are to the rai. form 183— error arising from combining differ-

ent accounts of, 34
— of Northern, Jat, and other tribes :

why in the joint-form, 216
— origin of : different views, 228
— — popular idea of, 3
— quotations from Sir H. S. Maine, 4
— reason of non-recognition of two

types, 33
— two types : areas in which each is

prevalent, compared, 8
— summary of all the varieties of, 348

(2) General features of—— absence of, in certain places, 57, 60,
131

— not always found (at first) in con-
nection with large clan-areas, 23,
245, 251, 260, 267, 270, 404

— formation of, as affected by climate
and circumstances of cultivation, 48,
66,67

— essential limit of. only when there
has been individual foundation, 294,
331

— in Panjab, not as a rule Aryan, 80— artificial in various localities, 61,
261 {note)

— transformation of, 36, 343, 344— vernacular terms for, 74
— number of, as a measure of the

extent of a raja's and chief's

territory, 198
— waste included in boundary and

difference as regards ownership
thereof, 12, 20, 173

— site or group of residences, 13, 67
— general statistics of, 73
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VILLAGE {continued) :

(2) General features of—
— in Gujarfit, 69
— Eatnagirl and coast districts, 70
— Central Provinces, 70
— N.W. Provinces and Oudh, 70, 71

— Panjab, 72
— central site and hamlets, 276, 279
— built on elevated ground, 72
— separate suburb for menials (S.

India), 68
— area, general extent of, 12

(3) Administrative and practical—
VILLAGE -tenures, ostensibly not af-

fected by Moslem conquest, 217
— how affected by British rule, 426

by assumption of State right in

the soil, 423
— two types of : how differing as regards

tenant-right in them, 433
— either type equally advantageous,

436— when held by agriculturist and non-

agriculturist owners, 351
— aggregation from an administrative

point of view, 423, 441
— records, value of the, 443 {see

Titles)

— officers, &c. See Patwari, Patel,

Headman, LamharJdr , Menials
— curious features of : Assam hills,

145
— in Burma, 146-48
— Dravidian {Kandh) in origin, 171
— — in Chutiya Nagpur, 179
— Kolarian forms of, 155
— frontier of Panjab, a unique type,

246— see also Bai. village. Joint-village

Vindhyan hills, barrier formed by, 42

— passes through, 44
— eastern end, refuge ground in, 46

Visabadi custom (North Madras), 141

Waish or Wesh= Vesh, q.v.

Warg. See Yargd

Waris {wirdsat &c.), euphemism for

title by conquest ( = inheritance)

211, 252, 403 (cf. mirdsi)

Wdris in Kangra : view of his position,

215
WASTE -land, the, general State right

to, as descending from ancient

Eajas, 12, 21 {note), 199, 208, 243,

318, 444 {note)

— not the property of rai. village, 11
— always included in joint-village

estate, 20, 365, 439
— surplus area, 21 {note)

— practical use of, in villages of either

form, 439
— in Kdndh villages, 173
— not regarded as ' property,' 242,

400
Watan, 15

Water-shares, 258, 264

Wells for irrigation, shares depending

on, 342
— - forming units of cultivating settle-

ment, or of assessment, 65, 342, 345,

346
West Coast, villages not found, 62
— land-tenures of, 174

WESTERN INDIA, population of,

111
— Dravidian element in, 161

— see also Gujarat, Dakhan.

Yadafa or Jadun clans, 97, 111

Zai, in tribal names (Panjab frontier),

meaning of, 250
ZaiUldr, 442
ZAMINDaRI :

— used to indicate the aggregate of

Eoyal rights. 208
— grant of the, 300

meaning when applied to villages,

350, 355, 427
Zones of cultivation in villages,

(N.W.P.), 334
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